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0- 4 Introduction 

Advanced driving 

Many people see the words 'advanced 
driving' and believe that it won't Interest them 
or that it Is 8 style of drivIng beyood their own 
abilities. Nothing could be further from the 
truth. Advanced driving Is straightfOfWard 
safe. sensible driving - the sort of driving we 
should all do every time we get behind the 
Wheel. 

AA average or 10 people are killed evety day 
00 UK roads and 870 more are ~jured. some 
seriously. Uves are ru ined dally. usually 
because somebody did something stupid. 
Something Uke 95% of aD accidents are due 
to human error, mostly driver failure. 
Sometimes we make genuine mistakes -
everyone does. Sometimes WiI have lapses of 
concentl1lltion. Sometimes we deliberately 
take risks. 

For many people, the process of ' Ieamlng to 
drive' doesn't go much further than learning 
how to pass the drivIng test because of a 
common belief that good drivers are made by 
'experience' . 

learning to drive by 'experience' teaches 
three driving skills: 

o Quick reactions. (Whoops, that was 
close!) 

o Good handling skills. (Horn, swerve, 
brake. horn). 

o Reliance on vehicle technology. (Great 
stuff this ASS, stop in no distance even in 
the wet ••. ) 

Orivers whose skills are 'experience based' 
generally have a lot of near misses and the 
odd accldent. Tl)e results can be seen every 
day in our courts and our hospital casualty 
_~ts. 

Advanced drivers haVil leamt to control the 
risks by controling the position and speed of 
their vehicle. They avoid accidents and near 
misses. even if the driveB around them make - . 
The key skills of adVanced driving are 
concentration, effective all -round 
observation, anticipation and planning. 
When good vehicle handling is added to 

these skills, all driving situations can be 
approached and negotiated in a safe, 
methodical way, leaving nothing to chance. 

Concentration means applying your mind to 
safe driving, completely excluding anything 
that's not relevant. Ofiving Is usually the most 
dangerous activity that most of us undertake 
In our daily routines. It deserves our full 
attention. 

Observation means not just looking, but 
seeing and seeking out the Information found 
In the driving environment. 

Anticipation means asking yourself what Is 
happening, whal you can reasonably expect 
10 happen and what could happen 
unexpectedly. (One of the commonest words 
used in compiling accident reports Is 
'suddenly' .) 

Planning is the link between seeing 
something and taking the appropriate 
action. For- many drivers, planning is the 
missing link.. 

If ~ want 10 become a safer and more skiful 
driver and you want to er10y you" diving more, 
contact the Institute of Advanced Motorists at 
www.iam.org.uk, phone 0208 996 9600, or 
write to lAM House, 510 Chiswick High Road, 
London W4 SAG for an Information pack. 



Working on your C3I" can be dangerous. 
This page shows just some of the potential 
risks and hazards. with the aim of aeating a 
safety-conscious attitude.. 

General hazards 
Scalding 
• Don't remove the radiator Of expansion 
tank cap while the engine is hot. 
• Engine 011, automatic transmission fluid Of 

power steering fluid may also be dangerously 
hot if the engine has recentty been running. 

Burning 
• Beware of bums from the exhaust system 
and from any part of the engine. Brake discs 
and drums can also be extremely hot 
Immediately after use. 

Crushing 
• When working under or near 
a raised vehicle, 
always 
supplement the 
Jack with ax1e 
stands, Of use 
dm..-oo 
"""PS. 
N_ 
lIentunJ 
under., car which 
Is only supported by a jack. 
• Take CBf"9 if loosening Of tightening high
torque nuts when the vehicle Is on stands. 
Initial loosening and final tightening should be 
done with the wheels on the groLnd. 

Fire 
• Fuel Is highly flammable; fuel vapour Is 
explosive. 
• Don't let fuel spill onto a hot engine. 
• Do not smoke or allow naked lights 
(Including pilot lights) anywhere near a 
vehicle being wor1ted on. Also beware of 
creating spar1<.s 
(electrically or by use of tools). 
• Fuel vapour is heavier than air, so don't 
wOl1t on the fuel system with the vehicle over 
an nspectioo pit. 
• Another cause of fire is an electrical 
ovef1oad or short-cin::uit Take care 'Nhen 
repairing or modifying the vehide wiring. 
• Keep a fire extinguisher handy. of a type 
suitable fOf use on fuel and electrical fires. 

Elecbic shock 1, 

• ""';on HT F::;:;;i~~ 
vottage can be "l. 

dangerous. -
especially to 
people with heaIt 
problems Of a ..r 
pacemakE!f". Don't ./ 
w~ on or near the ) ..... 
Ignition system with J J • , \" ... 
the engine running or , , 
the ignition switched on. 

• Mains voltage Is also dangerous. Make 
sure that any mains-operated equipment Is 
correctly earthed. Mains power points should 
be protected by a residual current deYk:e 
(ReD) circuit breaket". 

Fume or gas intoxication 

• Exhaust fumes are 
poisonous; they often 
oootain cart>on 
monoxide, which Is 
rapidly fatal if inhaled. 
Never run the 
engineina 
confined space 
such as a garage 
with the doors shut. 
• Fuel vapour Is also 
poisonous, as are the vapours from some 
cleaning solvents and paint thlnners. 

Poisonous or irritant substances 
• Avoid skin contact with battery acid and 
with any fuel, fluid or lubricant, aspeciaIly 
antifme.ze. brake hydraulic ftuid and Diesel 
fuel. Don't syphon them by mouth. If such a 
substance is swallowed or getS Into the eyes, 
seek medical advice. 
• PI aloe !Qed contact with used engine oil can 
cause skin cancer. Wear gloves or use a 
barrier cream If necessary. Change out of oil
soaked dothes and do not keep oily rags in 

"'" pock"'-
• Air conditioring refrigerant forms a 
poisonous gas if exposed to a naked flame 
(1fICluding a cigarette). It can also cause skin 
burns on contact. 

Asbestos 
• Asbestos dust can cause cancef If inhaled 
or swallowed. Asbestos may be found in 
gaskets and in brake and clutch linings. 
When dealing with such components it Is 
safest to assume that they contain asbestos. 

Remember ••• 
DO 
• 00 use eye protection when using power 
tools, and when worIong lrIder the veNcIe. 

• 00 wear g60ves Of" use barrier cream to 
protect your hands when 1« my. 

• 00 get someone 10 check JAM iodicaIly 
that an is well when wor1dng aione on the 
vehicle. 

• 00 keep loose cIothiog and long hair well 
out of the way of tnOI/lng mechanical parts. 

• 00 remove rings, wristwatch etc, before 
working on the vehicle - especially the 
electrical system. 

• Do ensure that any lifting Of jaclOOg 
equipment has a safe wor1ting load rating 
adequate fOf the job . 

Safety first ! 0. 5 

Special hazards 
Hydrofluoric acid 
• This extremety corrosive acid Is formed 
when certain types of synthetic n.Dber, found 
In some Q..rings. oil seals, fuel hoses etc, are 
exposed to temperatures above 400"C. The 
rubber changes into a charred or sticky 
substance containing the acid. Once fotmed, 
the acid remains dangerous for years. tf it 
gets onto the skin, it may be necessat)' to 
amputate the limb COiIC6'iiI6d. 

• When dealing with a vehicle which has 
suffered a fire, or with components salvaged 
from such a vehicle, wear protective gloves 
and discard them after use. 

The battery 
• Batteries contain sulphuric acid, which 
attacks clOthing, eyes and skin. Take care 
when topping-up or carrying the battery. 
• The hydrogen gas given off by the battery 
Is highly explosive. Never cause a spartt ()( 
alJow a naked light nearby. Be careful when 
connecting and disconoecting battery 
chargers Of" )limp leads. 

Ak bags 
• IW bags can cause injury if they 90 off 
aoddentaIty. Take care when removing the 
steering wheel 300101 facia Special storage 
Iosttuctions may apply. 

Diesel injection equipment 
• Diesel injection pumps supply fuel 81 very 
high prf!SSlK8. Take care when worlUng on 
the fuel injectOfS and fuel pipes. 

A Waming: Never expose the hands, 
, face or any other part of the body 
• to injector spray; the fuel can 

penetrate the skin with potentially fatal 
results. 

DON'T 
• Don't attempt to lift a heavy component 
which may be beyond your capability - get 
~ 

• Don't rush to finish a job, Of" take 

.........., ""'" cuIs. 

• Don't use lA-fitting tools which may sip 
and cause injury. 

• Don't leave tools Of" parts lying ~ 
whefe someone can trip 0'Vf!# them. Mop 
up 011 and fuel spills at once. 

• Don't slow children or pets 10 play In or 
..,. a velicle being worked on. 



0-6 Introduction to the Citroen 8erlingo & Peugeot Partner 

Designed as a joint venture between 
Citroen and Peogeot. the Bet1lngo and Partner 
were Introduced Into the UK In 1996 as 
purpose-built Vans available in 600kg or-
800kg payIoads. To increase the appeal of the 
range, the 8ertingo Multispace MPV was 
intrOdI.J(;ed in mkl-1998. The Muttlspace is 
mechanically identicaJ to the Van V9fSlon but 
with the addition of rear seats. side windows 
and additional interior trim. Initially. all models 
were available only in three-door format, but 
in mid-l999, the option of a sliding side door 
on the right-hand side was added. The 
Peugeot MPV version, known as the Partner 
Comb!, joined the model line-up for the 2001 
model year. which also saw the introduction, 
on all models, of a second sliding side door 
for the left-hand side. 

In the autumn of 2002, the enUre range 
underwent a major faeell«. wi th significant 
styling changes to the Iront bumpers, 

headlights, bonnet and front wings, together 
with numerous mechanical and electrical -O\.ring the production run a variety of petrol 
and diesels engines have been offered 
according to model and year of production. 
These include 1.4 litre (136Occ), and 1.6 litre 
(1 587cc) petrol engines, and 1.8 litre (1769cc), 
1.9 litre (1868cc &1905cc) and 2.0 litre 
(1997cc) diesel and turbo-diesel engines. A 
1.8 litre 11761cc) petrol engine was also 
available for a limited period on early models, 
but is not covered in thi$ manual. The engines 
are all of four-cylinder single- or double
overtlead camshaft design and are vernions of 
the well-proven units which have appeared in 
many Gitroiin and Peugoot vehicles over the 
years. All engines are fitted with a manual 
transmission as standard and are mounted 
transversely at the front of vehicle, with the 
transmission mounted on the left-hand end. 

The front suspension is of the fully
Independent MacPhersoo strut type, 
incorporating shock absorbers, coil springs 
and an anti-roll bar. The rear suspension is 
derived from the Peugeot 405 range and is of 
the semHndependent type with torsion bars 
and trailing anns_ Rack-and-pinion steering 
gear Is used with power assistance available 
on most models. 

A wide range of standard and optional 
equipment is available within the range to suit 
most tastes, including power steering. central 
locking. engine immobiliser. electric windows, 
electric sunroof and alrbags. An anti-lock 
braking system and air conditioning system 
are also available as options, or standard 
equipment on certain models. 

Provided that regular servicing Is carried 
out In accordance with the manufacturer's 
recommendations, the vehicle should prove 
reliable and very economical. The engine 
compartment is well-designed. and most of 
the items requiring frequent anention are 
easily accessible. 

Your Owner's Manual 
The aim of this manual is to help you get the 

best value from your vehicle. It can do so In 
several ways. It can help you decide what 
WOf1I; must be done (even shou6d you choose 
to get It done by a garage), provide 
information on routine maintenance and 
set'lricing, and give a logical course of action 
and diagnosis when random faults OCCtJr. 
However, It Is hoped that you will use the 
manual by tackling the work yourself. On 
simpler Jobs it may even be quicker than 
booking the vehicle into a garage and going 
there twice. to leave and collect it. Perhaps 
most important, a lot of money can be saved 
by avoiding the costs a garage must charge to 
cover its labour and overheads. 

The manual has drawings and descriptions 
to show the function of the various 
components so that their layout can be 
understood. Tasks are described and 
photographed in a clear step-by-step 
sequence. 

References to the 'Ieft-hand' and 'rlght
hand' sides of the vehicle are always In the 
sense 01 when viewed by a person sat in the 
driver's seat, facing forwards. 

Acknowledgements 
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• 
The following pages are intended to help in dealing with 
common roadside emergencies and breakdowns. You will find 
more detailed fault finding information at the back of the 
manual, and repair Information in the main chapters. 

If your car won't start 
and the starter motor 
doesn't turn 

o Open the bonnet and make sure that the battery terminals 
are clean and tight. 

o Swnch on the headlights and try to start the engine. tf the 
headlights go very dim when you're trying to start, the 
battery is probably flat. Get out of trouble by jump starting 
(see next page) using a friend's car. 

Roadside repairs 0- 7 

If your car won't start 
even though the starter 
motor turns as normal 

o Is there fuel in the tank? 
o Is there moisture on electrical components under the 

bonnet? Switch off the ignition, then wipe off any obvious 
dampness with a dry cloth. Spray a water-repellent 8erosc:M 
product (WD-40 or equivalent) on ignition and fuel system 
electrical connectOfS like those shown in the photos. 

A Check the secunty and condition of the 
battery connections. B On petrol engIneS check that the ignition 

HT coli wiring connector is securely 
COJV18Cted (1.4 litnt petrol model shown). 

C Also check the security of the wiring 
connectors at the various engine 
management sensors such as the 

coolant temperature sensor. 

Check that all eIectricaJ connec:tIons are secure (with the ignition swi1ched off) and spray them E Check that all fuses are stin in good 
with a water-dispersa1t spray like WD-4O if you suspect a problem due to damp. condition and none have blown. 



o-s Roadside repairs 

Jump starting 
When jump-starting a car using a 
booster battery. observe the follow ing 
precautions: 

'" Before connecting the booster 
battery. make sure that the ignition is 
switched off. 

'" Ensure that all electrical equipment 
Qights, heater, wipers. ete) is 
switched off. 

'" Take note of any special precautions 
printed on the battery case. 

--------., 
I 
I 

'" Make sure that the booster battery is 
the same voltage as the discharged 
one in the vehicle. 

'" If the battery is being jump-started 
from the battery in another vehicle. 
the two vehicles MUST NOT TOUCH 
each other. 

.,. Make sure that the transmission is in 
neutral (or PARK, in the case of 
automatic transmission). 

~;;;;~ ... ;;;Ootl;;;;18i end of the red lead to 
the positive (+) terminal of the booster 
battery. 

-----, 
I 
I 
I 

,.-

~-----------------------------~ 

• of trouble, but)'OCl must comtCt ~ 
Jump starting will get you out 

HIN what_ nYdIt the ~tt8tY go 
flat i'J the first ~ TIHtre are 
thme possibilities: 

1 The battM)' has been drained by 
repeated attempts to start, Of' by 

leaving the lights on. 

2 The charging system Is not worldng 
p!OIJa 1) (altematordrivebelt slack 

or bnHten, alternstor wiring fsult or 
alternator Itself faulty). 

3 The bBttfH)' Itseff is at faun 
(electrolyte low, or battery worn out). 

Connect the other end of the black Jump 
lead to a bolt or bnIcket on the engine 
bkx:k, well away from the battery, on the 
'J9tjcle to be started. 

I 
Make SlXe that the jump leads wII not 
come into contact with the fan, drive
belts or other moving parts of the 
engine. 

I 
Start the engine using the booster 

• battery and run it at idle speed. Switch 
on the lights, rear window demister and 
heater blower motor, then diSCOf'lnect 
the jump leads in the reverse order 01 
connection. Tum off the tights etc. 



Roadside repairs o.g 

Wheel changing 
Some of the detaJls shown here will vary according to model. For 
instance, the location of the spare wheel and jaCk Is not the same on at] 

vehicles. However, the basic principles apply to all vehicles. 

Waming: Do not change 8 wheel In 8 situation where 
you risk being hit by other traffIC. On busy roads, try to 
stop in a lay-by or a gateway. Be wary o( passing traffic 
while changing the wh_1 - it ;s easy to become 
distracted by the job in hand. 

Preparation 
o When a puncture occurs, stop as soon as 

it Is safe to do SO. 
D Park 0f1 firm level ground, if possible, and 

well out of the way of other traffic. 
D Use hazard warning lights if necessary. 
o If you have one, use a warning triangle 10 

alert other drtvers of your presence. 
o Appfy the handbrake and engage fll'St Of 

reverse gear. 
o Chock the wheel diagonally opposite the 

one being removed - a chock is provided 
Wl the tool kit for this purpose. 

o "the ground is soft, use a ltat piece of 
wood to spread the load under the jack.. 

3 At the rear of the load area, 11ft up the 
floor covering and use the wheelbrace to 
lower the spare wheel cradle. 

6 On models with steel wheels, remove the 
wheel trimlhub cap (as applicable). 

9 Securely tighten the wheel bolts in a 
diagonal sequence then refit the wheel 
trimIhub cap (as applicable). 

Changing the wheel 

1 The jack and wheelbrace are stored 
betWnd the drivef's seat on Van models ... 

4 Disengage the cradle from the li fting 
hook and slide the spate wheel out from 
under the vehicle. On Multispace and 

Combi models, remove the wheel chock from 
the centre of the spant ~ (on Van models. 
the chock is stored befljnd the ciiver's seat). 

7 USing the wheelbrace, slacken each 
wheel bolt by half a turn. On models with 
alloy wheels, use the special tool to undo 

the locking wheel nuts. 

Finally ... 

o Remove the wheel chock. 

. • • and behind a cover panel on the rear 
right -hand side on Muttispace and Combi 
models. 

5 Position the jack on firm ground below 
the reinforced area on the sill Qndicated 
by a triangle - arrowed). Using the 

wheelbrace, extend the lack until the jack 
head correctty engages with the siB. Using the 
chock supplied, chock the wheel diagonally 
opposite the one being removed. 

8 Raise the jack until the wheel Is clear of 
the ground, then unscrew the wheel bolts 
and remove the wheel. Place the wheel 

lM"Ider the vehicle sia in case the jack falls. F"r! 
the spare wheel and saew in the bolts. Ughtly 
tighten the bolts with the wheel brace, then 
Iowef the vehide to the gromd. 

o Stow the jack and tools in the correct locations In the vehicle. 
o Check the tyre pressure on the wheel Just fitted. If it Is low, or if you don't have a pressure 

gauge With you, drive sloWly to the nearest garage and Inflate the tyre to the right ~e. 

o Have the damaged tyre or wheel repaired as soon as possible. 



a-la Roadside repairs 

Identifying leaks 
Puddles on the garage floor or drive, or 

obvious wetness under the bonnet or 
underneath the car, suggest steak that needs 
investigating. h can sometimes be crfficun to 
decide where the leak is coming from, 
especially if the engine bay is very dirty 
already. Leaking 011 or fluid can also be blown 
rearwards by the passage of air under the car, 
giving a false impression of where the 
problem lies. 

Antifreeze 
~-::::::~----:-"i 

Towing 
When aB else fails, you may find yourself 
haVIng to get a tow home - Of of course you 
may be helping somebody else. long-dlstance 
recovery should only be done by a garage or 
breakdown service. For shorter distances, DIY 
towing using another car Is easy enough. but 
observe the fOllOwing points: 
o Use a proper tow-rope - they are not 
expensive. The vehicle being towed must 
cfisPay an ON TOW sign in its rear window. 
o Always tum the Ignition key 10 the 'on' 

Wamlng: Most automotive oils 
and fluids are poisonous. Wash 
them off sIdn. and change out 
of contaminated clothing. 
without delay. 

Brake fluid 

position when the vehIde is being towed, so 
that the steering lock Is released, and that the 
direction indicatOf and brake lights w11 work. 
o Only anach the tow-rope to the towing eye 
provided at the front 0( rear of the vehicle. 
o Before being towed, release the handbrake 
and select neutral on the transmission. 
o Note that grealer-than-usuaJ pedal 
pressure will be required to operate the 
bf'akes. since the vacuum servo unit Is only 
operational with the engine running. 

• from the car may provide a ~ 
The smell o( a fluid I .. klng 

IN clue to what'. leaking. Soma 
fluids ate disti ICU. of) coIotnd. 

n may help to clean the car carefully 
and to ".rlr H o".r some clean paper 
overnight as an aid to locating the 
source of the leak. 
Remember that some leaks may only 
occur while the engine Is running. 

Gearbox oil 

o On models wtth power steering, greater
than-usuaJ steering effort wiU also be reql.ired. 
o The driver of the vehicle being towed must 
keep the tow-rope taut at all times to avoid 
snatching. 
o Make sure that both drivers know the route 
before settlng off. 
o Only drive at moderate speeds and keep 
the distance towed to a minimum. Drive 
smoothly and aJtow plenty of time for slowing 
down at junctions. 



• 
Introduction 
There are some very simple checks which 
need only take a few minutes to carry out, but 
which could save you a lot of inconvenience 
and oxpense. 

These Weeid)' checJcs require no great skill or 
special tools, and the small amount of time 
they take to perform could prove to be very 
well spent. for example: 

• 

o Keeping an eye on lyre condition and 
pressures. will not only help to stop them 
wearing out prematurely, but could alSo save 
your life. 

o Many breakdowns are caused by electrical 
pi obIen IS. Battel'y---relaled faAts are particularly 
common, and a qUck check on a regular basis 
will often prevent the majority of these. 

Underbonnet check points 

~ 1.4 litre 
petrol engine 
(pre-September 
2002) 

A Engine oil level dipstick 

B Engine oil filler cap 

C Coolant expansion tank 

o Power steering fluid reservoir 

E Stake fluid reservoir 

F Washer fluid reservoir 

G Battery 

~ 1.6 litre petrol 
engine 

A Engine oil level dipstick 

B Engine oil filler cap 

C Coolant expansion tank 

D Power steering fluid reservoir 

E Bma fluid reservoir 

F Washet" fluid ffJ$fHVOir 

G Ba."", 

Weekly checks 0." 

o If your vehicle develops a brake fluid leak, 
the first time you might know about it is when 
your brakes don't worX property. Checking 
the level regularly wiI give advance warning of 
this kD:I of problem.. 

o If the oil or coolant levels run low, the cost 
01 repairing any engine damage will be far 
greater than fixing the leak, for example. 
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<4 1.9 litre 

DW series 
diesel engine 
(pre
September 
2002)-
XUD series 
diesel similar 

A Engine oI/1eveI dipstick 

B Engine oil filler cap 

C Coolant 6xp8l1sJon tank 

D Power steering fluid reservoir 

1U!'-~"'1 E Brake fluid reservoir 

F Washer fluid reservoir 

G Battery 

;---"'DIII'"l"':;;! <4 1.9 litre 
DW series 
diesel engine 
(post
September 
2002) 

A Engine oI/level dipstick 

B Engine oil filler cap 

C Coolant expansion tank 

D Power steering fluid reservoir 

E Stake fluid reserwXr 

F Washer fIUd rBS8f'o'Oi" 

G Ba_ 



Engine oil level 
Before you start 
" Make sure that your vehicle Is on level 
ground . 
." Check the oil level before the vehicle is 
driven. or at least 5 minutes after the engn, 
has been swttched off. 

• Immedia tely arter driving the =" the 011 is chtteked 

HIN veh lc/. , some of the 0/1 will 
remain In the upper engine 

components. f8SU1ting ifI an inaccurate 
f'Nding on the dipstkJe.. 

The correct oil 
Modem engines place great demands on their 
oil. It is very Important that the correct 011 for 
your vehicle Is used (see Lubricants and 
ffufds). 

Car Care 
• If you have to add 011 frequently. you should 
check whether you have any oil leaks. P1ace 
some clean paper under the vehicle overnight, 
and check for slains In the morning. If there 
are no leaks, the engine may be burning oil. 

• Always maintain the level between the 
upper and lower dipstick ~ (see photo 3). 
If the level is too low, severe engine damage 
may occur. Oil seallallure may result if the 
engine is overfilled by adding too much oil. 

1 The dipstick Is often brightly coloured for 
easy idelltir.cation. Withdraw the dipstiCk.. 

t f 
3 Note the Oil level on the end of the 

dipstick, which should be between the 
upper (MAX) mark and lower (MIN) mark. 
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<4 2.0 l itre 
DW series 
diesel engine 
(post
September 
2002) 

A Engine oi/1eveI dipstick 

B Engine oil filler cap 

C Coolant expansion tank 

o Power steering fluid r&$8fVOir 

E Brake fluid reservoir 

F Washer fluid reservoir 

G Battery 

2 Using a clean rag or paper towel, wipe all 
the oil from the dipstick. Insert the dean 
dipstick. into the tube as far as it wiU go, 

then withdraw It again. 

4 011 is added through the fitler cap. 
Unscrew the cap WId top up the level; a 
funnel may help to reduce spillage. Add 

the oil sJowty, checking the level on the 
dipstick often. Don't overfill (see Car Care). 
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Coolant level 

.& 
Warning: 00 NOT aHempt to 

, remove the expansion tank 
.. pressure cap when the engine 

Is hot, as there is a very great 
risk of scalding. Do not leave opfm 
containers of coolant about, ss It Is 
poisonous. 

Car Care 
• Adding coolant should not be necessary on 
a regular basls. " freqlHltlt topping-up is 
required, It Is likely there Is 8 leak. Check the 
radiator, all hoses and joint faces for signs of 
staining or wetness, and rectify as necessary. 

• It Is Important that antifreeze is used In tha 
cooling system all year round, not lust during 
the winter months. Don't top-up with water 
alone, as the antifreeze will become too 
diluted. 

3 On all post-September 2002 petrol and 
diesel models, the level is checI<ed In the 
expansion tank located Ofl the right-hand 

side of the engine companment. When the 
engine Is cold, the coolant level should be 
between the MAX and MIN marks indicated 
on the side of the tank. 

Screen washer 
fluid level 
Screenwash additives not only keep the 
windscreen clean during foul weather, they 
also prevent the washer system freezing In 
cold weather - which is when you are likely to 
need it most. Don't top-up using plain water 
as the screenwash will become too diluted, 
and will freeze dlDJg cold weather. 
On no account use coolant a ntifreeze In 
the washer system - this could discolour or 
damage paintworlc. 

1 The coolant level varies with engine 
temperature. On pra-September 2002 
petrol models, the level is checked In the 

expansion tank, which is built into the r1ght
hand side of the radiator. When the engine Is 
cold, the coolant level should be between the 
MAX and MIN marks.. 

4 If topping-up Is ,lA my, wait until the 
engine is cokf then turn the expansion 
tank cap slowly anti -clockwise, end 

pause until any pressure remaining In the 
system is released. Unscrew the cap and lift 
off. 

1 The washer fluid reservoir Is located at 
the Iront right-hand side of the engine 
compartment. To check the lIuid level, 

open the cap and look down the filler neck. 

2 On pra-September 2002 diesel models, 
the expansion tank Is located above the 
radiator, and the level can only be 

checked by removing the expansiof'l tank cap 
(see step 4). When the engine Is cold, the level 
is correct when it is just below the MAXI maric 
inc:flCated on the side of the tank. 

5 Add a 50/SO mixture of water and 
antifreeze to the expansjon tank, until the 
coolant level is up to the MAX level mart<.. 

Refit the cap, tuming it dockwise as far as it 
wiH go until it is secure. 

2 If topping-up is necessary, add water and 
a screenwash additive in the quantities 
recommeoded Ofl the bottle. 



.. 
Power steering fluid level 
Before you start 
...... pan.; the vehicle on level ground. 
...... Set the steering wheel straight-ahead. 
"" The engne should be nrned off. 

1 On pre·September 2002 models, the 
POW8f steering fluid reservoir is located 
on the nght·hand side of the engine 

compartment. The fluid level should be 
checked with the engine stopped. A 
translucent re:servoi" is fitted , with MAX and 
MIN rnar1<ilgs on the reservoir. 

4 On post-September 2002 models, the 
power steering fluid reservoir Is integral 
With the power steering pump. kx:ated at 

the front of the engine. With the engine 
stopped. wipe clean the area around the 
resetVOir filler neck. and unscrew the fiIIef cap 
from the reservoir. 

For the check to be 
.CCUl'8't., the steering must 
not be tumed once the 
ctngIirM hIIs been stopped. 

2 The fluid level should be between the 
MAX and MIN marks. If topping-up Is 
necessary, and before removing the cap, 

wipe the surrounding area so that d irt does 
not enter the reservoir. 

5 Wipe all fluid from the cap dipstick with a 
clean rag. Reftt the filler cap, then rerT10VfI 

it again and note the fluid level on the 
dipstick. When the engine is cold the fluid 
level should be betweeo the lower (ADO) mar1I: 
and the middle (q mar1I: on the dipstick. If the 
engine is warm, the fluid level may be up to 
the upJ* (H) mark. 
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Safety First! 
• The need to( frequent topping-up Indicates 
a leak, which should be investigated 
immediately. 

3 Unscrew the cap, allowing the fluid to 
drain from the bottom of the cap as It Is 
removed. Top up the fluid level to the 

MAX mark, using the specified type of fluid 
(do not overfill the reservoir). then refit and 
tighten the filler cap. 

6 If tile fluid level Is on or below the lower 
(ADO) mat1l., top-up the fluid level to the 
middle (q mar1I:, using the specffied type 

of fluid (do not ovetfill). When the level is 
correct. seanty refit the filler cap. 
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Brake fluid level 
Warn ing: 
• S,.ke fluid can harm your 
eyes and damage painted 
surlaces, so use extreme 
caution when handling and 
pouring It 
• Do not use fluid that has 
been s tanding op en for som e 
time, 85 It absorbs m o istu re 
from the air, which can cause 11 
dangerous loss o f braking 
effectiwHless. 

1 The MAX and MIN IT\arl(s are Indicated on 
the side of the reservoir, which is located 
on the front of the vacuum servo unit in 

the engine compartment. The fluid level must 
be kept between these two marks. 

Wiper blades 

1 Check the conditioo of the wipe..- blades: 
if they are aacked Of show any signs of 
delerioration, Of if the glass swept area Is 

smeared, renew them. Wiper blades should 
be renewed annually. 

= . Make sunt that your vehicle 
. Is on ,."., gtOUnd. 

Hi . The fluid level 'n the 
IW6' . oII will ci'op Ughtly as 

the brake pads and 8hoe:s w..,. down, 
bu t the fluid leffi must never be 
allowed to drop below the M/N mMIc. 

2 If topping-up is necessary, first wipe the 
area around the filler cap with a clean rag 
befOfe removing the cap. When adding 

fluid. it's a good idea 10 Inspect the reservoir. 
The system should be drained and refilled if 
dirt is seen In the fluid (see Chapter 9). 

2 To remove a windscreen wiper blade. pull 
the arm fully away from the saeen until it 
locks. Swivel the blade through 90", then 

depress the locking clip at the base of the 
mounting block. 

Safety First! 
• If the reservoir requires repeated topping
up this is an indication of a fluid leak 
somewhere in the system, which should be 
Investigated immediately. 

• If a leak Is suspected, the vehicle should 
not be driven until the braking system has 
been checked. Never take any risks where 
brakes are concerned. 

3 carefully add fluid. avoiding spilling it on 
surrounding paintworX. Use only the 
specifted hydraulic fluid; mixing different 

types of fluid can cause damage to the 
system andIOf a loss of braking effectiveness. 
After filling to the correct level, refit the cap 
securety and wipe off any spilt fluid. 

3 Move the blade down the arm to 
d'1SE!f19398 the mounting block, then slide 
the blade from the arm. Don't forget to 

check the rear wiper blade(s) as well (where 
applicable). 



, 

Battery 
Caution: B.fore carrying out any wart" on 
the vehkle battftl)'. read the precaution s 
given in 'Sa fety flrstJ' at the start of this 
manual. 
tI' Make sure that the battery tray is In good 
conditlon. and that the battery Is secure. 
COfTosion on the tray and the battery "self 
can be rEIf'nOYed with a soMion of water and 
baking soda. Thoroughly rinse all cleaned 
areas with water. Arly metal parts damaged 
by corrosion should be covered with a zlnc
based primer, then painted. 
tI' Periodically (approximately every three 
months), check the charge condition of the 
battery as described In Chapter SA. 
tl' 1f the battery is Hat, and you need 10 jump 
start you' vehicle, see Roadside Repairs. 

Battery corrosion can be kept to B 

minimum by applying • 'ayer of 
petroleum jelly to the clamps and 
terminals after they are reconnected. 

Electrical systems 
'" Ghee+< aJI extemallights and the horn. Aefer 
to the appropriate Sections of Chapter 12 for 
details if any of the circuits are found to be 
lllopeoative. 

1 If a single indicator light, brake light or 
headlight has failed, it is likely that a bulb 
has blown and will need to be renewed. 

Refer to Chapter 12 for details. H both brake 
lights have failed, it is possible that the 
brakelstop-light switch operated by the brake 
pedal has failed. Refer 10 Chapter 9 for details. 

1 The battery Is located on the left-hand 
side of the engine compartment. The 
elderior of the battery should be 

inspected periodically for damage such as a 
cradced case or cover. 

3 If corrosion (white, fluffy deposits) is 
evident, remove the cables from the battery 
terminals, clean them with a small wire 

brush, lhen refit them. Automotive stores sell a 
t..IS8fU tool for cleaning the battery post ••• 

tl' Visually check alt accessible wiring 
connectors, harnesses and retaining clips fO( 
security, and for signs of chaflllQ or damage. 

2 If more than one indicator light or tail light 
has failed it is likely that either a fuse has 
blown or that there is a fautt In the circuit 

(see Chapter 12). The main fuses are located 
behind the cover In the facia on the driver's 
side . • , 
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2 Check the tightness of the battery cable 
clamps to ensure good electrical 
connections. You should not be able to 

move them. Also check each cable for cracks 

"'" ..,.., <x>nducto<s. 

4 ... as well as the battety cabk! damps. 

= If you need to chflCk y our 

H
ON brake lights and ind~tors 
I unaided, back up to a wall or 

9M8g11 door and operete the 
liflhts. The ntfIected light should -'row If 
they ant working I'M operl). 

3 ... cm in the fus&IreIay box in the engine 
compartment To renew a blown fuse , 
remove it, where applicable, using the 

plastic 1001 provided. Frt a new fuse of the same 
rating, available from veIicle iICCeSSOi Y shops. It 
is i'ipOita .t that you find the reason that the fuse 
blew (see EJec::tricBI fault Ii"dlg in Olapter 12). 
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Tyre condition and pressure 
It Is very Important that tyres are in good 
conaltion, and at the correct pressure • having 
a tyre lailLre at any speed Is highly dangerous. 
Tyre wear IS Influenced by driving style - harsh 
braking and acceleration, or fast cornering, 
will all produce more rapid tyre wear. As a 
general rule, the front tyres wear out faster 
than the rears. Interchanging the tyres from 
front to rear rrotating" the tyres) may resUt in 
more even wear. However, if this is 
completely effective, you may have the 
expense ID replacing all four tyres at oncei 
Remove any nails Of stones embedded In the 
tread before they penetrate the tyre 10 cause 
deflation.. If removal of a nail does reveal that 

1 Tread Depth· visual check 
The original tyres have tread wear safety 

bands (B). which will appear when the tread 
depth reaches approximately 1.6 mm. The 
band positions are Indicated by a triangular 
mark on the tyre sldewall (Al. 

the tyre has been punctured, refit the nail so 
that its point of penetration Is marked. Then 
Immediately change the wheel, and have the 
tyre repaired by a tyre dealer. 
Regularly check the tyres for damage In the 
form of cuts or bulges, especially In the 
sldewaJls. Periodically remove the wheels, 
and clean any dirt or mud from the inside and 
c:x.rtside surfaces. Examine the wheel rims for 
signs of rusting. corrosion or other damage. 
Ught alloy wheels are easily damaged by 
'kerbing ' whilst parking; steel wheels may 
also become denIed or buckled. A new Wheel 
Is very often the only way 10 overcane severe 
damage. 

2 Tread Depth ~ manual check 
Alternatively. tread wear can be 

monitored with a simple. inexpensive device 
known as a tread depth indicator gauge. 

Tyre tread wear patterns 

Shoulder Wear 

Underinflation (wear on both sJdes) 
Undet ..... fIation will cause 0V9Fheating of the 
tyre. because the tyre wiU flex too much. and 
the tread willoot sit correctly on the road 
surlace. This wilt cause a loss of grip and 
excessive wear, not to mention the danger of 
sudden tyre failure due to heat buIk:I-up. 
Check lJlJd adjust pressures 
Incorrect wheel camber (wear on one side) 
Repair or renew suspension parts 
Hard comering 
Reduce speed/ 

Centre Wear 

Overinftation 
OVer-inflaHon will cause rapid wear of the 
centre part of the tyre tread. coupled with 
reduced grip. harsher ride. and the danger of 
shock damage occuning in the tyre casing. 
Check and adjust pres.sures 

If you sometimes have to inflate your cars 
tyres to the higher pmssuffJ$ specified for 
maxknum load or sustained high speed, don't 
forget to fBCiuce the pressures to norma/ 
afterwards. 

New tyreS should be balanced when they are 
fined. but it may become necessary to re
balance them as they wear, or il the balance 
weights fitted to the wheel rim should fal! off. 
Unbalanced tyres will wear more quickly. as 
will the steering and suspension components. 
Wheel Imbalance is normally signified by 
vibration, particularty at a certain speed 
(typically around SO mph). If this vibration is 
felt only through the steering, then it Is likely 
that just the front wheels need balancing. If. 
however. the vibration Is felt through the 
whole car, the rear wheels could be out of 
balance. Wheel balancing should be carried 
out by a tyre dealer 0" garage. 

3 Tyre Pressure Check 
Check the tyre preSSlJres regularty with 

the tyres cold. Do not adjust the tyre 
pressures Immediately after the vehicle has 
been used. or an inaccurate setting will result 
Tyre pressures are shown on page 0- 20. 

Uneven Wear 

Front tyres may wear uneYeflly as a resutt of 
wheel misalignment. Most tyre dealers and 
garages can check and adjust the wheel 
aHgnment (or ' tracking') for a modest charge. 
Incorrect camber or castOf"' 
Repair or renew suspension paItS 
Malfunctioning s'''reclSion 
Repair or renew suspension parts 
Unbalanced wheel 
Bel""", /)'OS 
Incorrect toe setting 
Adjust froot wheel aJignment 
Note: The featheied edge of the tread which 
typifies toe wear is best cheClced by feel. 
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Lubricants and fluids 
Engine: 

Petrol 

Diesel 

Synthetic or semi-synthetic muttigrade engine oil. viscosity 
SAE SW-40, 10W-40 or SW-30' to specification APt SHISJ 
and/or ACEA A3: ESSO UL TRMJL TRON Of TOTAL QUARTZ 
Synthetic or semi-synthetic multigrade engine oil. viscosity 
SAE 5W-40, 10W-40 or SW-30' to specification APt CO and/or 
ACEA B3: ESSO UL TRMJl TRON or TOTAL QUARTZ 

Cooling system . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Mixture of monoethylene gtycol based antifreeze (pAOCOR 
TM 108, GlYSANT1N G33 or REVKOGEL2(00) and clean de-
ionised water 

Manual gearbox .. . ... . .. .. . .. • . •• •• . . •. . • • • •• • . .. • . ESSO BV 7SW-BOW or TOTAl TRANSMISSION BV 75W-BO 

Power steering fluid reservoir •.. _ . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . ESSO ATF 0 or TOTAL FLUIOE AT42 

Brake fluid reservoir . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . Hydraulic fluid to SAE J1703, DOT 4 

• SAE SW-3D engine oil may only be used In vehicles manufactured from the 2000 model year onward. 

Choosing your engine oil 
Engines need oil. not only to lubricate moving 
parts and minimise wear, but also to 
maximise power output and to improve fuel 
economy. 

HOW ENGINE OIL WORKS 

• Beating friction 
Without oil. the moving surfaces inside your 
engine will rub together, heat up and melt, 
quickly causing the engine to seize. Engine oil 
creates a film which separates these moving 
parts, preventing wear and heat buiId..up. 

• Cooling hot-spots 
Tempel'atures Inside the engine can exceed 
1 ()()I]> C. The engine oil circulates and acts as 
a coolant. transferring heat from the hot-spots 
to the sump. 

• Cleaning the engine internally 
Good quality engine oils clean the Inside of 
your engine, collecting and dispersing 
combustion deposits and controlling them 
until they are trapped by the oil filter or flushed 
out at oil change. 

OIL CARE - FOLLOW THE CODE 
To handle and dispose of used engine 011 
safely, always: 

Avoid skin contact 
with used engine 011. 
Repeated or prolonged 
contact can be harmful. 

OIL CARE Dispose of used oil 
~ and empty pscks in a 
"T 4 responsible manner in an 

authorised disposal site. 
. " "" " . ! Calf 0800 663366 to find 
0100 66 33 6' the one nearest to you. 

• .. , Never tip oil down drains 
oronto the ground. 



0. 20 Tyre pressures 
Note: On latermodels, the I)1e pressure reconvnendations aI8 marked on a IBbeI attached to the edge of !he driver's door, Of' on the driver's door 
piu... The following ptfI$$IJrM 818 included as a guide, and sppIy ro originBJ-equipmtJnt tyres. The pressures may vaty if any othfN make or type of 
tyre is fitted; check with the tyre manufacturer or supplier for comtCt pteSSUI8S if necessary. 

Van mode4. (fIO(MI:g payfoad) 
1.4 litre petrOl: 

165170 Rl. 89R tyres .•.... _. _ .•.•.. _. _. _ .... _ .....•...•.. 
175165 Rl. 90T tyres .•...... _ .•. _ .... _ ••......•.•.•...•.. 

1.Sine petrot 
185f65 R 1 5 88H tyres .•...••.•.•.•...••.••..• . •••... • •.•.. 

1.8 and 1.9 litre dIes«: 
165110 A 14 85R tyres . • . ..••.. • •.•.•..•.•.•.•.• ••... .•...• 
175165 Al. 90T tyres . •.•.•....•.• . •..•... •....•.... ...•.. 

2.0 litre dieset: 
175165 R1490T tyres .•...•..•...•••. •....•... _ • ....••.•.• 

Van models (BOOkg payWad) 
1.4 litre petrOl: 

165170 Rl. 89R tyres .•••.• .. .••.• ... •.•.• ..•... •...•..•.• 
175/65 Rl. 90T tyres ••••.• •.. ••.. . •. •.... • .•..•.. •.•..•.• 

1.6 litre petfCIt 
185165 A1S 88H tyres ..••.•••.••..••. •....•....• _ .•.•.•.•• 

1.8 and 1.9 litre diesel: 
165170 Rt" 89R tyres •••..•.•.•.... _ . • ....•.•.•.•.•.••...• 
175165 Al" 90T tyres ••.•...•.•......•.... •.. •• . •. • .• . ...• 

2.0 litre dieset 
175165 R1" 90T tyres •.•..•.•.•. . ...• •. • .••... ..•. •. •.•..• 

Muttisp&« and CombI ~. 

1.4 litre petrol: 
175165 R14 86Ttyres: 

NonnaIuse .•......•..... . ..•... .•....•.• .... •. ..•.•. 
Fully laden .•.....•.......••. •.... •••.••..•....•....... 

175/70 R14 84T tyres: 
NonnaIuse .............. ... ........ ..... ...... ..... . . 
Fully laden .......... . •.•. . ..•....•.• •.•.. •.• • ••.....•. 

1.6 litre petrol: 
185165 R15 88H tyres: 

Nonnal use ................ ..... .. ... .. ...... ........ . 
Fully laden . ... .. ....•..•••.••.. . •• ..•....•.... •... . ... 

1.8 and 1.91ilre diesel: 
175/65 R14 8ST tyres: 

Normal use .............. .. ...... . .... . ......... .. . . 
Fully laden ........•....•...••...• • .. . 

175170 R14 84T lyres: 
Normal use ...................... . 
Fully laden .............•.•.. •.... 

2.0 ~tre dJeseI: 
175/70 R14 84Ttyres: 

Normal use .................. ...................... .. . 
Fully laden .................. ..... .................... . 

185/65 R15 asH tyres: 
Nonnaluse ............................... .... ....... . 
Fully laden ............................. ....... ....... . 

Front Rear 

2.5 bar pG psi) 32 bar (46 psi) 
2.5 bar ps psi) 2.9 bar (42 psi) 

2.2 bar (32 psi) 22 bar 32 psi) 

2.9 bat (42 psi) 32 bar (46 psi) 
2.5 bat (36 psi) 2.9 bar (42 psi) 

2.5 bat (36 psi) 2.9 bar (42 psi) 

2.5 bar (36 psi) 3.7 bar (54 psi) 
2.5 bar (36 psi) 3.3 bar (48 psi) 

22 bar (32 psi) 2.2 bar (32 psi) 

3.0 bar (44 psi) 3.7 bar (54 psi) 
2.7 bar (39 psi) 3.3 bar (48 psi) 

2.7 b<w (39 psi) 3.3 bar (48 psi) 

2.6 bar (38 psi) 2.6 bar (38 psi) 
2.6 bar (38 psi) 2.9 bar (42 PSI) 

2.3 bar (33 pst) 2.2 bar (32 psi) 
2.3 bar (33 psi) 2.7 bar (39 psi) 

2.2 bar (32 psi) 2.2 bar (32 psi) 
2.5 bar (36 pSI) 2.9 bar (42 psi) 

2.6 bar (38 psi) 2.6 bar {38 psQ 
2.6 bar (38 psi) 2.9 bar (42 psi) 

2.3 bar (33 psi) 2.2 bar (32 psi) 
2.5 bar (36 psi) 2.8 bar 4' psi) 

2.3 bat (33 psi) 2.2 bar (32 psi) 
2.3 bar (33 psi) 2.7 bar (39 psi) 

2.3 bar (33 psi) 2.3 bar (33 psi) 
2.3 bar (33 psi) 2.5 bar (36 psi) 



Chapter 1 Part A: 
Routine maintenance and servicing 
petrol models 

Contents Section number Section number 

AItbags and seat belt preteosioners renewal •.•.. _. _ .......... 24 Handbrake check and adjustment ....................•...... 13 
/VT cleaner f\her elE!ITIeOt renewal .•.•.•.. _ .•..•... _ ..•..... _ . 19 Hinge and kx:k lubrication ..... _ ...•..... . ..••.... _ .•.... _. 6 
Auxiliary drivebelt check and renewal ........•........•...... 1 0 Hose and ftuid leak check ..........•.....••....•...•...... 4 
Brake fluid renewal ..................•... , ......•..... . .. 17 Manual transmission oil level check ...•.... •• .••••...•...... 21 
Coolant renewal . .. ....•. . ......... . .•. . ..• . ......... . ... 23 Pollen filter renewal .. . . . ............. . . ..•....• . .. . ...... 9 
Driveshaft gaiter check ...........•.... ,.................. 5 Rear brake shoe check ............... •• ..•....•.•.•...... 12 
Emissions control systems check •.•....••...••...........•. 22 Resetting the service indicator ..•......• • • . •.••.•.•....•... 8 
Engine oil and filter renewal . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . .• 3 Road test ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 
Exhaust systenl check .................................... 14 Routine maintenance . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • . • • . • . . • . • . • ... 2 
Front brake pad check •.•....•....•...••.•.••..••.•.•..... 11 Spartt plug renewal ......•.. . . _ ...... _ • _ .... _ .•. _ ........ 18 
Fuel filter renewal .•..•....•......•.. ~ .•........•.•.....•. 20 SteerWlg and suspension check . _ .......•...• _ •... __ . _ ••. _. 15 
General infonnation . . . . .. .. . . . .. .•. . . . . .•. .. .. .•. . .•. . .•. 1 Timing belt renewal ........... . .......•.........•.. _ .•.. . 16 

Degrees of difficulty 
Easy.- '" 

~ 
F<*ty easy. sUtabIe 

~ -- ~ 
I>tficUt, -." ~ 

V ... _ :t... 
I"IC7oIice with little for' w)! la with -"'''''''-' ~ expei ieI cad [IV ~ _"'_DlY~ 
eo:pe ieu :e ~ some eopetiel' ICe ~ DrY medial le ~ medalic ~ Cl' pro' . la! ~ 



1Ao2 Specifications - petrol models 
Lubricants and fluids 
Refer to Wee.tdy Ch&cJa 

Capacities (approximate) 
Engine oft (including fitt~ ........... _ ..................... . 

Dfffefltnce between MAX and '-tIN dipstick marks .•.•..•.......... 

Cooling ayst.m 
Pre-September 2002 models: 

Without air cOilclitlOiling •......•.•... ..... ...•.••• . •.•.. __ • 
Wrttl air conditioning _ •.....•..•... _ ...............•.•. _ ••. 

September 2002 modebi onward . ____ . _ ...••.•.•. _ •.. ___ •...•. 

Transmission . 

Power·.ssisted steering .•.•.••. _ . _ ..•...•••.•••••..•.•.. _ . 

Fueltank .••..•....•.•....•.•.•.••.•. _ •......••.•.•.... 

Cooling system 
AntJfree.ze mixt1Jre: 

50% antifreeze •..•. _ .•....•. _ ..••..•. ......... •••.••.•.• 
Note: RehJr to .."tt~ manufacturer for latest ~tJons. 

Ignition system --1.411tn1 modeS: 

3.2 litres 

1.5 litres 

6.5 itres 
7.0 litres 
S.O litres 

2.0 litres 

1.0 litre 

55.0 litres 

Protection down to-3S-C 

Pre-1999 models _ ..•...•..•.•. _. _ ...••.•••..••. _ •• _ .•.• 
1999 models onward .....••. _ . _ ••. •..•. •.•••• _ ..• •...•. 

1.6 litre models ... . •.•.. _ ..••..•••. _ ....•. _ .. • _ .•.•..•.• 

Eyquem RFC52lSP Of Bosch FA7LDC 
~ RFN58lZ Of Bosch FR7KOC 
&.dlFR7ME 

Electrode gap ........................ _ ... _ .. _ .....•....... 0.9 rrm 

Brakes 
Brake pad friction matarial mirMnum thickness .. _ ... _ . . . . . . • . . . . . 2.0 nvn 
Brake shoe friction material mlnnlum thickness . _ . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . 1.5 mm 

Tyre pressures 
See end of weeltly checks 

Torque wrench settings Nm 
Oil rdter cover (later 1.4 and 1.6 litre engines) ......•• .. .......... 2S 
Roadwheel bolts . • . .. .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .. . . 90 
Spar1o: plugs ............................ .. _ . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . 25 
Transmission fillerllellel plUgs . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . •. . .. . . •.. .. • . . .. 25 

Ibfft 

'8 
66 

'8 
'8 



Maintenance schedule - petrol models 1Ao3 

Note: This maintenance schedule is a guide 
,ecom/TJej Jded by Haynes, for seMcing your own 
vehicJe. For the manufacturers maintenance 
schedule, check with your local deaJer. 

The maintenance intervals in this manual 
are provided with the assumption that you, 
not the dealer, will be carrying out the work. 
These are the minimum maintenance intervals 

recommended by us for vehicles driven daily. 
I1 you wish to keep your vehicle in peak 
condition at all times. you may wish to 
perform some of these procedures more 
often. We encourage frequent maintenance, 
because it enhances the efficiency. 
performance and resale value of your vehicle. 

to tow a trailer, or driven frequently at slow 
speeds pdling in traffic) or on short journeys, 
more frequent maintenance intervals are 
recommended. 

When the vehicle is new, it should be 
serviced by a factory-authorised dealer 
service department, in order to preserve the 
factory warranty. If the vehicle is driven in dusty areas, used 

Every 250 miles (400 km) or weekly 
o Refer to Weekly checks 

Every 10 000 miles (15 000 km) or 
12 months - whichever comes first 
o Renew the engine oil and filter (Section 3t. o Check all underbonnet components or fluid leaks 

(Section 4). 
o Check the condition of the driveshaft rubber 

gaiters (Section 5). o Lubricate all hinges and locks (Section 6). 
o Carry out a road test (Section 7). 
o Reset the service interval indicator (Section 8). 
' Note: PeugeotlCilroen recommend the engine oil and filter are 
changed every 20 000 miles or two years. However, oil and filter 
changes are good for the engine BlId we recommend that the oil and 
filter are renewed at least once a year. 

Every 20 000 miles (30 000 km) or 
two years - whichever comes first 
o Check the pollen filter (Section 9). 
o Check the condition of the auxiliary drive belt 

(Section 10). 
D Check the condition of the front brake pads 

(Section 11). 
o Check the condition of the rear brake shoes 

(Section 12). o Check the operation of the handbrake (Section 13). 
o Check the condition of the exhaust system 

(Section 14). 
o Check the steering and suspension components 

(Section 15). 

Every 40 000 miles (60 000 km) 
o Renew the t iming belt (Section 16). 
Note: Although the normal fnterval for timing belt renewal Is 
80000 miles (120 000 km), it is strongly recommended that the 
interval is reduced to 40 000 miles (60 000 km), especially on 
vehicles which are subjected to Intensive use, ie, mainly shorl 
journeys or a lot of stop-start driving. The actual belt renewal In terval 
is therefole vet)' much up to the indMduaJ owner, but bear in mind 
that severe engine damage will result if the belt breaks. 

Every 40 000 miles (60 000 km) or 
two years - whichever comes first 
o Renew the brake fluid (Section 17). 

Every 40 000 miles (60 000 km) or 
four years - whichever comes first 
o Renew the spark plugs (Section 18). 
o Renew the air cleaner fi lter element (Section 19). 
o Renew the fuel filter (Section 20). 
o Check the manual transmission oil level (Section 21). 
o Check the exhaust emissions (Section 22). 
o Renew the coolant (Section 23). 

Every ten years 
o Renew the airbags and seat belt pretensioners 

(Section 24). 
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1Ao4 Component locations - petrol models 
Underbonnet view of a pre-September 2002 1.4 litre model 

Underbonnet view of a 1.6 litre model 

1 Engine oil filfer cap 
2 Engine oil dipstick 
3 Engine oil filter 
4 Battery 
5 Master cyfinder btake fluid 

reservoir 
6 Fuse/relay box 
7 Power steering fluid reservoir 
8 Radiator filler cap 
9 Windscreenltaifgate washer fluid 

reservoir 
10 Suspension strut upper mounting 
11 DIS ignition coil 
12 ThroWe housing 
13 Air cleaner housing 
14 Engine management system ECU 
15 Lambda sensor 

1 Engine oil filler cap 
2 Engine oil dipstick 
3 Engine oil filter 
4 Battery 
5 Master cylinder brake fluid 

reservoir 
6 Fuse/relay box 
7 Power steering pump fluid 

reservoir 
8 Cooling system expansion tank 
9 Windscreenl tai/gate washer fluid 

reservoir 
10 Suspension strut upper mounting 
11 Throttle housing 
12 Air cleaner housing 
13 Engine management ECU 
14 Lambda sensor 



Component locations - petrol models 1A· 5 

Front underbody view of a 1.6 litre model (1.4 litre similar) 
1 Sump drain plug 
2 Engine/transmission rear 

mounting 
3 Exhaust front pipe/catalytic 

converter 
4 Lambda sensor 
5 Alternator 
6 Radiator bottom hose 
7 Clutch cable 
8 Front suspension subframe 
9 Front brake caliper 

10 Front suspension fower arm 
11 Track rod balljoint 
12 Front anti-roll bar 
13 Steering gear assembly 

Rear underbody view 
1 Spare wheel 
2 Rear silencer 
3 Fuel tank 
4 Handbrake cable 
5 Rear suspension torsion bar 
6 Rear suspension tubular 

crossmember 
7 Rear shock absorber 
8 Rear suspension trailing arm 



1Ao6 Routine maintenance and servicing - petrol models 

General information 

This Chapter Is designed to help the home 
mechanic maintain hislher vehK:Ie fat safety, 
economy. klng ite and peak perfonnance. 

The Chapter contains a master 
malntenance schedukl, followed by Sections 
dealing specifically with each task in the 
schedule. Visual checks, adjustments, 
component renewal and other helpful items 
Bre InclUded. Refer to the accompanying 
lIIustratlons of the engine compartment and 
the underside of the vehicle for the locations 
of the various components. 

Servicing your vehicle in accordance with 
the mUeageltime maintenance schedule and 
the following Sections will provide a planned 
maintenance programme, which should result 
in a long and reliable service life. This is a 
comprehensive plan. so maintaining some 
Items but not other.l at the specified service 
intervals, will not produce the same results. 

As you service your vehicle, you will 
discover that many of the procedures can -
and should - be grouped together. because of 
the partk:utar procedure being performed. Of 

because of the proximity of two otherwise
unrelated components to one another. For 
example, if the vehicle is raised for any 
reason. the exhaust can be inspected at the 
same time as the suspension and steering 
oomponents. 

The first step in this maintenance 
programme Is to prepare yoursetf before the 
actual work begins. Read through aH the 
Sections relevant to the wOf1( to be carried 
out. then make a list and gather aB tile parts 
and tools required. If a problem Is 
encountered. seek advk:e from a parts 
specialist. or a dealer service department. 

2 Routine maintenance 

1 If, from the time the vehicle is new, the 
routine maintenance schedule is followed 
closely, and frequent checks are made of flu id 
levels and high-wear Items, as suggested 
throughout this manual. the engine will be 
kept in relatively good ruming condition, and 
the need for additional work will be minimised. 
2 It Is possible that there will be times when 
the engine Is running poorty due to the lack of 
regular maintenance. This Is even more likely 
if a used vehicle, which has not received 
regular and frequent maintenance checks, Is 
purchased. In such cases. additional wor1\: 
may need to be carried out, outside of the 
regular maintenance intervals. 
3 If engne wear Is suspected, a compression 
test (refer to relevant Part of Chapter 2) will 
provide valuable information regarding the 
overall performance of the main internal 
components. Such a test can be used as a 
basis to decide on the extent of the work to 

be carried out. If, for examP'e. a test indicates 
serious Internal engine wear. conventional 
maintenance as desaibed in this Chapter wII 
not greatly Improve the perlormance at the 
engine, and may prove a waste of time and 
money, UIlless extensive overhaul wOf1l Is 
can!od out """-
.. The following series of operaboos ate those 
most often required to improve the 
perfonnance of a genenUly poor-running 
engine: 

Primary operations 
a) Clean, inspect and test the bBttef)' (See 

'Weekly checks'). 
b) Check aY the engine-related fluids (See 

Weekly checks'). 
c) Check the condition and tension of the 

auxiliary drivebelt (Section to). 
d) Renew the spark plugs (Section 78). 
e) Check the condition of the sir cleaner 

filter eIemefIr, and nrnew if neceSSBl)' 
(Section 19). 

f) Renew the fue( filter (SectIon 20). 
g) Check !he condition of aJJ hoses, 8fld 

check for fluid leaks (Sectjon 4). 
5 If the above operations do not prove fully 
effective, carry out the following secondary 
operations: 

Secondary operations 
AI items bled under PrImary operations, plus 
the folowing: 

a) Check the charging system (Chapter SA). 
b) Check the ;gnitkJn system (ChIJpter 58). 
c) Check the fuel system (Chapter 4A). 

Every 10 000 miles (15 000 km) or 12 months 

3 Engine oil and filter renewal ~ 
~ 
~ 

Note: A suitable square-section wrench may 
be required to undo the sump drajn plug on 
some models. These wrenches can be 
obtained from most motor factors or your 
Peugeorl~ dealer. 
1 Frequent 011 and filler changes are the most 
important preventative maintenance 
procedures which can be undertaken by the 
DIY owner. As engine 011 ages, it becomes 
diluted and contaminated. which leads to 
premat...-e engine Weal". 

2 Before starting this procedure, gather 
together all the necessary tools and materials. 
Also make Sln that you have plenty of clean 
rags and newspapers handy, to mop-up any 
spills. Ideally, the engine 011 shou4d be warm. 
8S it will drain better. and more buiJt-up 
sludge will be removed with it. Take care, 
however. not to touch the exhaust or any 
other hot parts of the engine when working 
under the Vehicle. To avoid any possibility of 
scalding, and to protect yourself from 

possible skin irritants and other harmful 
contaminants in used engine oils, it Is 
advisable to wear gloves when carrying out 
this work. Access to the underside of the 
vehicle will be greatly improved if it can be 
raised on a lift, driven onto ramps, or Jacked 
up and supported on axle stands (see J8CJ<Jng 
and vehicle supPOrt). Whichever method Is 
chosen. make sure that the vehicle remains 
level, or If It Is at an angle, that the drain plug 
Is at the lowest point. 
3 Slacken the drain plug about half a turn; on 

3 .3 Slackening the sump drain plug with a 
square-section wrench 

some models, a square-section wrench may 
be needed to slacken the plug (see 
illustration). Position the draining container 
under the drain plug, then remove the plug 
completely. If possible, try to keep the plug 
pressed Into the sump while unscrewing It by 
hand the last couple of turns (see Haynes 
Hint). Recover the sealing washer from the 
drain plug. 

As the drain plug ""ease. from tha 
threads, move it away sharply .0 the 
stream of oil issuing from the aump runs 
in to the container, not up your s/efwe. 



3.7 Cartridge type oil filter housing 
location farrowed) - later models 

4 Allow some time for the old oil to drain, 
noting that it may be necessary to reposition 
the container as the oil flow slows to a trickle. 
5 After all the oil has drained, wipe off the 
drain plug with a clean rag, and fit a new 
sealing washer. Clean the area around the 
drain plug opening, and refit the plug. TIghten 
the plug securely. 
6 Move the container into position under the 
oil filter, which is located on the front facing 
side of the cylinder block. 
7 On earty 1.4 litre models, the oil fitter is of the 
disposable metal canister type screwed into the 
front of the cylinder block. However, on later 1.4 
and all 1.6 litre models, the oil fitter consists of a 
separate disposable cartridge contained in a 
plastic housing. The housing is located on the 
front of the cylinder block adjacent 10 the 
radiator hoses (see illustration). Proceed as 
follows according to filter type. 

Metal canister type filter 
8 Using an oil fiitef re«loval tool if necessary, 
slacken the filter initially, then unscrew it by 
hand the rest of the way (see illustration). 
Empty the oil in the old filter into the 
container. To ensure that the old filter is 
completely empty before disposal, puncture 
the filter dome in at least two places and allow 
any remaining oil to drain through the 
punctures and into the containef. 
9 Use a clean rag to remove all oil and d irt 
from the filter sealing area on the engine. 
Check the old filter to make sure that the 
rubber sealing ring hasn't stuck to the engine. 
If it has, carefully remove it. 

3.11b .. . and recoverlhe O-ring seal 
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3.8 Using an oil filter removal tool to 
s lacken the canister type oil filter 

10 Apply a light coating of clean engine oil to 
the sealing ring on the new filter, then screw It 
into position on the engine. TIghten the fitter 
firmly by hand only - do not use any tools. 

Disposable cartridge type filter 
liOn these engines, the filter element is 
contained within a filter cover. Using a socket 
or spanner, slacken and remove the filter 
cover from above. Be prepared for fluid 
spillage, and recover the O-ring seal from the 
cover (see illustrations). 
12 Pull the fitter element from the fitter cover. 
13 Use a clean rag to remove all oil, dirt and 
sludge from the inside and outside of the filter 
cover. 
14 Insert the new filter element in to the 
cover, then apply a little clean engine oil to the 
new O-ring seal, and fit it to the filter cover 
(see illustrations). 
15 Refil the filler/ cover 10 the housing and 
tighten the cover to the specified torque. 

All engines 
16 Remove the old oil and all tools from 
under the car. Lower the car to the ground ~f 
applicable). 
17 Remove the dipstick, then unscrew the oil 
filler cap from the cylinder head cover or oi l 
filler/ breather neck' (as applicable). Fill the 
engine, using the correct grade and type of oil 
(see Weekly checks). An oil can spout or 
funnel may help to reduce spillage. Pour in 
half the specified quantity of oil first , then wait 
a few minutes for the oil to taU to the sump. 
Continue adding oil a small quantity at a time 

3.14a Fit the new element into the covet" .. . 

3.11a Slacken and remove the fitter 
cover .. . 

until the level is up to the lower maJ1( on the 
d ipstick. Adding approximalely 1.5 litres will 
bring the level up to the upper mark on the 
dipstick. Refit the filler cap. 
18 Start the engine and run it for a few 
minutes; check for leaks around the oil filter 
seal and the sump drain plug. Note that there 
may be a delay of a few seconds before the oil 
pressure warning light goes out when the 
engine is first started, as the oil circulates 
through the engine oil galleries aod the new oil 
filter before the pressure builds· up. 
19 Switch off the engine, and wait a few 
minutes for the oil to settle in the sump once 
more. With the new oil c irculated and the filter 
completely full, recheck the level on the 
d ipstick, and add more oil as necessary. 
20 Dispose of the used engine oil and filter 
safely, with reference 10 General repair 
procedures at the rear of this manUal. Do not 
discard the old filter with domestic household 
waste. The facility for waste oil d isposal 
provided by many local council refuse tips 
generally has a filter receptacle alongside. 

4 Hose and fluid leak check 

Cooling system 

A Warning: Refer to the safety 
, Information gillen in 'Safety 
• first!' and Chapter 3 bofare 

disturbing any of the cooling systom 
components. 

3.14b ... and apply a little clean engine oil 
to the O-ring seal 



1A' 8 Every 10 000 miles - petrol models 

A ,..k In rhe cooling system will 
uSUlllly show up es white· or rust 
coIourfKI deposits on the aru adjoining ---

1 Carefully check the radiator and heater 
coolant hoses aklng their enlR length. Renew 
any hose which is cracked, swollen Of which 
shows signs of deterioration. Cracks will show 
up better if the hose Is squeezed. Pay close 
attention to the dips that sectJre the hoses to 
the cooling system components. Hose clips 
that nave been over-tightened can pinch and 
puncture noses, resulting In cooling system 
leaks. 
2 Inspect all the cooling system components 
(hoses. joint faces, etellor leaks. Where any 
problems of this naMe ate found on system 
components, renew the component or gasket 
with reference to Chapter 3. 
3 A leak from the cooling system will usually 
show up as white or rust-coloured deposits, 
00 the area surrounding the leak (see Haynes 
Hint). 

Fuel 

&. Warn ing: Refer to the safety 
Information 9/"en In 'Safety 
flrst/ ' and Chapter 4A before 
disturbing any of the fuel system 
components. 

4 From within the engine compartment , 
check the security of all fuel pipe attachments 
and unions, and Inspect the fuel pipes for 
kinks, chafing and deterioration. 
5 To identify fuel leaks between the fuel tank 
and the engine bay, the vehicle should be 
raised and securely supported on axle stands 
(see J9CKing 8fld vehIcJe support). Inspect the 
fuel tank and filler neck for punctures, crncks 
and other damage. The connectioo between 
the filler neck and tank is especlally critical. 
Sometimes a rubber filler necK or comecting 
hose wllleak due to loose retaining clamps or 
deteriorated rubber. 
6 Carefully ct\ed( aI rubbef hoses and metal 
fuel lines leading away from the fuel tank. 
Check for loose connections, deteriorated 
hoses, klnked lines, and other damage. Pay 
particular anentlon to the vent pipes and 
hoses, which often loop up around the filler 
neck and can become blocked or kinked, 
making tank filling difficult. Follow the fuel 
supply and return lines to the front of the 

vehicle, carefully inspecting them all the way 
for signs of damage or corrosion. Renew 
damaged sections as necessary. 

Engine oil 
7 Inspect !he area around the cylinder head 
cover, cylinder head, 011 fiNer and sump joint 
faces. Bear in mind that, over a period of time, 
some vety slight seepage from these areas is 
to be expected - what you are really looking 
for is any indication of a serious leak caIS8d 
by gasket failure. EngQ oil seeping from the 
base of the timing belt cover or the 
transmission belhousing may be an Indication 
of crankshaft or inpl1l shah oil seal failure. 
Should a leak be found, renew the failed 
gasket or oil seal by referring to the 
appropriate Chapters In this manual. 

Air conditioning refrigerant 

& Warn ing; Refer to the safety 
, information given In 'Safe ty 
• first /' and Chapter 3, regarding 

the dangers of d is turbing any of the air 
condnioning system components. 
8 The air conditioning system is fdled with a 
6quid refrigemnt, whictl is retained undef high 
pressure. If the air conditionIng system is 
opened and depressI.rised without the aid of 
special ised equipment, the refrigerant will 
immediately turn into gas and escape Into the 
atmosphere. If the liquid comes Into contact 
with your skin, It can cause severe frostbite. In 
addition, the refrigerant contains substances 
which are environmentally damaging: for this 
reason, it should not be allowed to escape 
inlo the atmosphere. 
9 Any suspected air condit ioning system 
leaks should be immediately raferred to a 
PeugeoUCitroEln dealer or air conditioning 
specialist. Leakage will be shown up as a 
steady drop in the level of refrigerant in the 
system. 
10 Note that water may drip from the 
condenser drain pipe, undemeath the car. 
immediately after the air conditioning system 
has been In use. This Is normal, and should 
not be cause for concern. 

Brake fluid 

& 
Waffl ing; Refer to the safe ty 

, information gNen in 'Safety firsU ' 
• and Ch apter 9, regarding the 

dangers of handling brake fluid. 
11 With refecMCe to Chapter 9. examine the 
area surrounding the brake pipe lXlions at the 
master cylinder for slgns of leakage. Check 
the area around the base of fluid 1"8S8I'VW, for 
signs of leakage caused by seal fallure. Also 
examine the brake pipe unions at the ASS 
hydraLk modulator (where applicable). 
12 If fluid loss is evident, but the leak cannot 
be pinpointed in the engine bay, the front 
brake calipers, rear wheel cylinders and 
underbody brake fines and should be carefully 

checked with the vehicle raised and 
supported on axle stands. leakage of fluid 
from the braking system is serious fault that 
must be rectified immedlate/y. 
13 Brake hydraulic fluid is a toxic substance 
with a watery consistency. New fluid is almost 
colour1ess, but it becomes darker with age 

""" ~. 

Unidentified fluid leaks 
14 If there are signs that a fluid of some 
description is leaking from the vehicle, but 
you cannot identify the type of fluid or its 
exact origin. park the vehicle overnight and 
slide a large piece of card undemeath It. 
Providing that the card is positioned In 
roughly in the right k)cation, even the smaDest 
leak will show up on the card. Not only will 
this help you to pr.point the exact location of 
the leak. it should be easier to identJfy the fluid 
from its coIc:u". Bear in mind, though, that the 
leak may onty be occt.ning when the engine is 
rt.WlIng! 

Vacuum hoses 
15 Although the braking system Is 
hydraulically-operated, the brake servo unit 
amplifies the effort you apply at the brake 
pedal. by making use of the vacuum created 
in lhe inlet manifold. Vacuum Is ported to the 
servo by means of a large-bore hose. Any 
leaks that develop in this hose will reduce the 
effectiveness of the braking system. 
16 In addition, many of the underbonnet 
components, particularly the emission control 
components, are driven by vacuum supplied 
from the inlet manifold via narrow-bore hoses. 
A leak in a vacuum hose means that air is 
being drawn into the hose (rather than 
escaping from it) and this makes leakage very 
difficult to detect. One method is to use an old 
length of vacuum hose as a kind of 
stethoscope - hold one end close to (but not 
In) your ear and use the other end to jl(obe the 
area around the suspected leak. When the 
end of the hose is directly over a vacuum leak, 
a hissing sound will be heard clear1y through 
the hose. Care must be laken to avoid 
contacting hot or moving components, as the 
engine must be running, when testing In this 
manner. Renew any vacuum hoses that are 
found 10 be defective. 

5 Driveshaft gaiter check 

1 With the vehicle raised and securely 
supported on axle stands (see Jacking and 
vehicle suppo1t), tum the steering onto full 
lock, tl'lei1 slowly rotate the roadwheel. 
Inspect the condition of the outer constant 
velocity (CV) joint rubber gaiters, squeezing 
the gaiters to open out the folds (see 



5.1 Check the condition of the driveshaft 
gaiters (arrowed) 

illustration). Check for signs of cracking, 
spl its or deterioration of the rubber, which 
may allow the grease to escape, and lead to 
water and grit entry into the joint. Also check 
the security and condition of the retaining 
cUps. Repeat these checks on the inner CV 
joints. If any damage or deterioration is found, 
Ihe gaiters should be renewed (see Chap
ler 8). 
2 AI the same time, check the general 
condition of the CV joints themselves by first 
holding the driveshaft and attempting to 
rotate the wheel. Repeat this check by holding 
the inner joint and attempting 10 rotale the 
driveshaft. Any appreciable movement 
indicates wear in the joints, wear in the 
driveshaft splines, or a loose driveshaft 
retaining nut. 

6 Hinge and lock lubrication ~ 
~ 
~ 

1 Work around the vehicle and lubricate the 
hinges of the bonnet, doors and tailgate with a 
small amount of general-purpose o il. 
2 Ughtly lubricate the bonnet release 
mechanism and exposed section of inner 
cable with a smear of grease. 
3 Check careful ly the security and operation 
of all hinges, latches and locks, adjusting 
them where required. Check the operation of 
the central locking system. 
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4 Check the condition and operation of the 
tailgate struts, renewing them if either is 
leaking or no longer able to support the 
tailgate securely when raised. 

7 Road test 

Instruments and 
electrical equipment 
1 Check the operation of all instruments and 
electrical equipment. 
2 Make sure that all instruments read 
correctly, and switch on all electrical 
equipment in turn to check it functions 
J)foperly. 

Steering and suspension 
3 Drive the vehicle, and check that there are 
no unusual vibrations Of noises. 
4 Check for any abnormalities in the steering, 
suspension, handling or road 'feel'. 
5 Check that the steering feels positive, with 
no excessive 'sloppiness', or roughness, and 
check for any suspension noises when 
cornering, or when driving over bumps. 

Drivetrain 
6 Check the performance of the engine, 
clutch, transmission and driveshafts. 
7 listen for any unusual noises from the 
engine, clutch and transmission. 
S Make sure the engine idles smoothly, and 
that there is no hesitation when accelerating. 
9 Check that the c lutch action is smooth and 
progressive, that the drive Is taken up 
smoothly, and that the pedal travel is not 
excessive. Also listen for any noises when the 
clutch pedal is depressed. 
10 Check that all gears can be engaged 
smoothly, without noise, and that the gear 
lever action is smooth and not vague or 
'notchy'. 
11 Usten for a metallic clicking sound from 
the front of the vehicle, as the vehicle is driven 
slowly in a circle with the steering on full lock. 
Carry out this check in both directions. If a 

clicking noise is heard, this generally indicates 
lack of lubrication or wear in a drives haft outer 
constant velocity joint (see Chapter 8). 

Braking system 
12 Make sure that the vehicle does not pull to 
one side when braking, and that the wheels 
do not lock when braking hard. 
13 Check that there is no vibration through 
the steering when braking. 
14 Check that the handbrake operates 
correctly, without excessive movement of the 
lever, and that it holds the vehicle on a slope. 
15 Test the operation of the brake servo unit 
as follows. With the engine off, depress the 
fool brake four or five times to exhaust the 
vacuum. Start the engine. holding the brake' 
pedal depressed. As the engine starts, there 
should be a noticeable 'give' in the brake 
pedal as vacuum builds-up. Allow the engine 
to run for at least two minutes, and then 
switch it off. If the brake pedal Is depressed 
now, it should be possible to detect a hiss 
from the servo as the pedal is depressed. 
After about four or five applications, no further 
hissing should be heard, and the pedal should 
feel considerably firmer. 

8 Resetting the service 
indicator 

1 On completion of the service, reset the 
service interval indicator as follows. 
2 With t he ignition switched off, press and 
hold the trip meter button. 
3 Turn on the ignition switch, and the display 
begins a countdown. When the countdown 
reaches 0, release the trip meter button, and 
the spanner service symbol in the display will 
disappear. 
4 Turn off the ignition switch. 
5 Turn on the ignition switch and check the 
correct mileage to the next service interval is 
displayed on the IndicatOf. 
Note: If you need to disconnect the battery 
after carrying out this procedure, lock !he 
vehicle end wait at /east 5 minutes. Otherwise 
the display reset may not register. 

Every 20 000 miles (30 000 km) or two years 

9 Pollen filter renewal 

1 Release the carpet trim panel from under 
the facia on the passenger's side. 
2 Remove the three securing screws, and 
withdraw the lid from the polten filter housing 
on the heater assembly. If no screws are 
visible, slide the lid sideways to release the 
intemal retaining lugs. 
3 Withdraw the pollen filter. 

4 Clean the filter housing and the lid, then fit 
the new fitter using a reversal of the removal 
procedure. 

10 Auxiliary drivebett check and 
renewal 

Not e: PeugeotlCitroiin specify the use of a 
special electronic tool (SEEM C. TRONIC 
type 105 belt tens/oning measuring tool) to 
correctly set the auxiliary drivebelt tension on 
manually-adjusted drivebelts. This is an 

involved process that varies significantly 
according to engine type, model year, and belt 
type and condition. The following procedure is 
an alternative method assuming that the 
electronic equipment is not being used. If any 
problems arise (such as screeching noises 
when driving) the tension should be checked 
by a dealer using the special electronic tool at 
the earliest opportunity. 
1 Depending on specification, either one or 
two auxiliary drivebetts are fitted. Where two 
belts are fitted, it will obviously be necessary 
to remove the outer bett in order to renew the 
inner belt. 
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10.8a Slacken the altemator upper 
mounting boil ..• 

Check 
2 Chock the rear wheels then jack up the 
front of the vehic le and support it on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Remove the right-hand fronl roadwheel. 
3 From underneath the front of the car. undo 
the screws, prise out the retaining clips, and 
remove the wheel arch liner from the wing 
valance to gain access to the crankshaft 
sprockeVpulley bott. Where necessary, unclip 
the coolant hoses from the wing to improve 
access further. 
4 Using a suitable socket and extension bar 
fitted to the crankshaft sprocketlpulley bott, 
rotate the crankshaft so that the ootire length 
of the drillebelt(s) can be examined. Examine 
the drivebelt(s) for cracks, splitting. fraying or 
damage. Check also for signs of glazing (shiny 
patches) and for separation of the belt plies. 
Renew the belt if worn or damaged. 
5 If the condition of the ben is satisfact()('f, on 
models where the belt is adjusted manually, 
check the drivebelt tension as described 
below, bearing in mind the Note at the start of 
this Section. On models with an automatic 
spring-loaded tensioner, there is no need to 
check the drivebeH tension, 

Manual adjuster on 
alternator lower mounting 

Removal 

6 If not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs 2 and 3. 

10.9a Turn the adjuster bolt to relieve the 
tension in the drive belt ..• 

10.Bb . .. the lower mounting bolt and the 
adjuster strap (afTowed)- models with a 
manual adjuster on the alternator lower 

mounting 

7 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battety in the 
Reference Chapter). 
8 Slacken the alternator upper and lower 
mounting bolts and, where applicable. the 
adjuster strap mounting bolt (see 
illustrations). 
g Turn the adjuster bolt as necessary to 
relieve the tension in the drivebelt, then slip 
the drive belt from the pulleys (see 
illustrations). Note: If the belt is going to be 
f&-used, mark the direction of rotation on the 
belt prior to removal. This will ensure it is 
refitted the correct way around. 

RefItting 
10 If the belt is being renewed, ensure that 
the correct type is used and if the original belt 
is being refitted, use the mark made on 
removal to ensure it is fitted the correct way 
around. Fit the belt around the pulleys, and 
take up the slack in the belt by means of the 
adjuster bolt. 
11 Tension the drivebelt as described in the 
following paragraphs. 

Tensioning 
12 I1 not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
13 The belt should be tensioned so that, 
under firm thumb pressure, there Is about 
5.0 mm of free movement at the mid-point 
between the pulleys on the longest belt run 
(see the note at the start of this Section). 

10.9b ... then slip the drivebelt from the 
pulleys - models with a manual adjuster on 

the alternator lower mounting 

• drillebolt will ensure it has a 

~ 
Correct tonsioning of the 

HIN long life. A bolt which Is too 
slack will slip and squeal. 

Beware of ollertlghrenlng, as this can 
cause wear in the alternator bearings. 

14 To adjust, with the mounting bolts just 
holding the alternator, but still allowing slight 
movement, tum the adjuster bolt until the 
correct tension is achieved. 
15 Rotate the crankshaft a couple of times, 
recheck the tension, then tighten both the 
aftemator mountings. Where applicable, also 
tighten the bolt securing the adjuster strap to 
its mounting bracket. 
16 Reconnect the battery negative terminal. 
17 Clip the coolant hoses into position 
(where necessary), then refit the wheel arch 
liner. Refit the roadwheel , and lower the 
vehicle to the ground. 

Manually-adjusted 
sliding tensioning pulley 
Removal 
18 If not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
19 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battety in the 
Reference ChaptBl). 
20 Slacken the two bolts securing the 
tensioning pulley assembly to the engine (see 
illustration). 
21 Rotate the adjuster bolt to move the 
tensioning pulley away from the drivebelt until 
there is sufficient slack for the drivebeh to be 
removed from the pulleys. Note: If the belt is 
going to be re-used, mark the direction of 
rotation on the belt prior to removal. This will 
ensure it is refitted the correct way around. 

4 

5 

10.20 Tensioning pulley securing 
screws (4) and adjuster bolt (S) - models 

with a manually-adjusted sliding 
tensioning pulley 



Refitting 
22 If the belt Is being renewed, ensure that 
the correct type is used and jf the original belt 
is being refitted, use the mark made on 
removal to ensure it is fitted the correct way 
around. Fit the bell around the puUeys, 
ensuring that the ribs on the belt are correctly 
engaged with the grooves in the pulleys, and 
that the drivebelt is correctly routed. Take all 
the slack out of the belt by turning the 
tensloner pulley adjuster bolt. Tension the belt 
as follows. 

Tensioning 
23 If not already done, proceed as described 
In paragraphs 2 and 3. 
24 Correct tensloning of the drivebell will 
ensure that it has a long life - see Haynes Hint 
above. 
25 The bell should be tensioned so that, 
under firm thumb pressure, there is 
approximately 5.0 mm of free movement at 
the mid-point between the pulleys on the 
longest belt run (see Note at the start of this 
Section). 
26 To adjust the tension, with the two 
tensioner pulley assembly retaining 
bolts slackened. rotate the adjuster bolt 
until the correct tension Is achieved. Once the 
belt is correctly tensioned , rotate the 
crankshaft a couple of times and recheck the 
tension. 
27 When the belt is correctly tensioned, 
securely tighten the tensioner pulley assemb~ 
retaining bolts, then reconnect the battery 
negative terminal. 
28 Clip the coolant hoses into position, then 
refit the wheel arch liner. Refrt the roadwheel, 
and lower the vehicle to the ground. 

Manually·adjusted 
fixed tensloning pulley 
Removal 
29 If not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
30 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
31 Slacken the tensioning pulley nut and 
rotate the centre bolt to move the pulley away 
from the drivebelt until there is sufficieol slack 
for the belt 10 be removed from Ihe pulleys 
(see Illustration). Note: If the belt is going to 
be re-used, mark the direction of rotation on 
/he belt prior to removal. This will ensure it is 
refitted the correct way around. 

Refitting 
32 If the belt is being renewed, ensure that 
the correct type Is used and if the original belt 
is being refitted, use the mark made on 
removal to ensure it is fitted the correct way 
around. Fil the bell around the pulleys, 
ensuring that the ribs on the belt are correctly 
engaged with the grooves in the pulleys, and 
that the drivebelt is correctly routed. Tension 
the bell as follows. 
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Tensionlng 
33 If not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs 2 aTld 3. 
34 Correct tensioning of the drivebell will 
ensure that it has a long life - see Haynes Hint 
above. 
35 The belt should be tensioned so that, 
under firm thumb pressure, there is 
approximately 5 .0 mm of free movement at 
the mid-point between the pulleys on the 
longest belt run (see Note at the start of this 
Section). 
36 To adjust the tension, slacken the 
tensionlng pulley nut and rotate the centre 
bolt until t he correct tension is achieved. 
Once the belt is correctly tensioned, hold the 
centre bolt stationary and securely tighten the 
pulley nut. Rolate the crankshaft a couple of 
times and recheck the tension. 
37 Clip the coolant hoses into position, then 
refit the wheel arch liner. Refrt the roadwheel, 
and lower the vehicle to the ground. 

Automatic spring-loaded 
fensioning pulley 

Removal 
38 If not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
39 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
40 Where necessary, remove the retaining 
screws from the power steering pump pulley 
shield, and remove the shietd to gain access 
to the top of the drivebelt. 
41 Move the tensionlng pulley away from the 
drivebeit, using a spanner on the tensioning 
pulley retaining nut. Rotate the tensioning 
pulley anti-clockwise away from the belt. 
Note: The tensioning pulley has a leh-hand 

thread so it will not slacken when releasing the 
tension on the belt. 
42 Once the tension is released, retain the 
pulley in the released position by Inserting a 
4.0 mm Alien key in the hole provided in the 
base of the assemb~. Disengage the drivebelt 
from all the pulleys, noting its correct routing, 
and remove Ihe drive belt from the engine. 
Note: If the belt is going to be re-used, mark 
the direction of ro tation on the belt prior to 
removal. This will ensure it is refitted the 
correct way around. 

Refitting and tensioning 
43 If the belt is being renewed. ensure that 
the correcl type is used and if the original belt 
is being refitted, use the mark made on 
removal 10 ensure it is fitted the correct way 
around. Fit the belt around the pulleys, 
ensuring thellhe ribs on the belt are correct~ 
engaged with the grooves in the pulleys, and 
that the drivebeJt Is correctly routed. 
44 Take the load off the tensioning pulley and 
remove the Alien key. Release the pulley and 
allow the tensioner to automatically tension 
the belt. 
45 Refit the power steering pump pulley 
shield (where removed), and securely tighten 
its retaining screws. 
46 Reconnect the battery negative terminal. 
47 Clip the coolant hoses into position, then 
refit the wheel arch liner. Refrt the roadwheel, 
and lower the vehicle to the ground. 

11 Front brake pad check 

1 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it securely on 

10.31 Slacken the pulley nut (1) and rotate the centre bolt (2) to adjust the drivebett 
tension. Inset shows belt tension checking point (A) - models with a manually-adjusted 

fixed tensioning pulley 
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For • quick check, the thickness of 
friction material on each bnJke pad can 
be measured through the aperture In 
the ClJIIper body. 

axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Remove the front roadwheels. 
2 If any pad's friction material is worn to the 
specified thickness or less, aI/ four pads must 
be renewed as a set. 
3 For a comprehensi\l1'l check, the brake pads 
should be removed and cleaned (see Haynes 
Hint). The opeoatioo. of the calipercan then be 
checked, and the brake disc itself can be fully 
examined on both sides. Refer to Chapter 9 
fordetais. 

12 Rear brake shoe check 

1 Remove the rear brake drums, and check 
the brake shoes for signs of wear or 
contamination. At the same time, also Inspect 
the wheel cylinders for signs of leakage, and 
the brake drum for signs of wear. Refer to the 
relevant Sections of Chapter 9 for further 
Information. 

13 Handbrake check and 
adjustment 

Refer to Chapter 9. 

14 Exhaust system check 

1 With the engine cold (at least an hoU' after 
the vehicle has been driven), check the 
complete exhaust system from the engine to 

15.4 Check for wear in the hub bearings 
by grasping the wheel and trying to rock It 

the end of the tsilplpe. The exhaust system Is 
most easily checked with the vehicle raised on 
a hoist, or suitably-supported on axle stands, 
so that the exhaust components are readily 
visible and accessible {see Jacking and --. 2 Check the exhaust pipes and connections 
for evidence of leaks. severe corrosion and 
damage. Make sure that all brackets and 
mountings are in good concfition., and that si 
relevant ruts and bolts are tight. leakage at 
any of the joints or in other parts of the system 
wiU usually show up &5 a black sooty stain in 
the vicinity of the leak. 
3 Rattles and other noises can often be 
traced to the exhaust system, especially the 
brackets and mountings. Try to move the 
pipes and silencers. If the components are 
able to come Into contact with the body Of' 
suspension parts, secure the system with new 
mountings. Otherwise separate the joints (if 
possible) and twist the pipes as necessary to 
provide additional clearance. 

15 Steering and suspension ~ 
check ~ 

..: 
Front suspension and steering 
1 Firmly apply the handbrake. then jack up 
the front of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see JacNng and vehicle support). 
2 Visually inspect the balljoint dust covers 
and the steering rack-and-pinion gaiters for 
splits, chafing or deteriOl1ltion. Any wear of 
these components wiI cause loss of lubricant, 
together with dirt and water entry, resulting In 
rapid deterioration of the balljoints or steering 
geM. 
3 On vehicles with power steering, check the 
fluid hoses fOf chafing or deterioration. and 

the pipe and hose unions for fluid leaks. Also 
check for signs of fluid leakage under 
pressure from the steering gear rubber 
gaiters, which would indicate failed fluid seals 
within the steering gear. 
4 Grasp the roadwheeI at the 12 o'clock and 
6 o'clock positions, and try to rock it (see 
illustration). Very sl'lght free play may be felt, 
but tf the movement Is appreciable. further 
Investigation is necessary to determine the 
source. Continue rocking the wheel while an 
assistant depresses the foot brake. If the 
movement is now eliminated or signifICantly 
reduced, it is likely that the hub bearings 8Je 
at fault. I1 the free play is sUU evident with the 
footbrake depressed, then there Is wear in the 
suspension joints or mountings. 
5 Now grasp the wheel at the 9 o'clock 
and 3 o'clock positions, and try to rock it as 
before. Any movement felt now may again be 
caused by wear in the hub bearings or the 
steering track rod balljolnts. If the inner or 
outer balljoint is worn, the visual movement 
will be obvious. 
6 Using a large screwdriver or flat bar, check 
for wear In the suspension mounting bushes 
by levering between the relevant suspension 
component and its attachment point. Some 
movement is to be expected as the mountings 
are made of rubber, but excessive wear 
shoukt be obvious. Also check the condition 
of any visible rubber bushes, looking for spits. 
cracks or contamination of the rubber. 
7 With the car standing on its wheels. have an 
assistant turn the steering wheel back-and
forth about an eighth of a turn each way. 
There should be very little, If any, lost 
movement between the steering wheel and 
road wheels. If this Is not the case, closely 
obServe the joints and mountings previously 
described, but in addition, check the steering 
column universal joints for wear, and the rack
and-pinion steering ge8J itself. 

Strut/shock absorbers 
8 Check for any signs of fluid leakage 8Jound 
the suspension strut/shock absorber body, or 
from the rubber gaiter around the piston rod . 
Should any fluid be noticed, the suspension 
strut/shock absorber is defective Internally, 
and should be renewed. 
Note: Suspension struts/shock Bbsolbers 
should a/ways be renewed In pairs on the same_ 
9 The e .. ffi"' .... ienclCy of the suspension struVstwx;I( 
absorber may be checked by bouncing the 
vehicle at each corner. GenEwaJlyspealilQ. the 
body will return to its normal positjon and stop 
after being depi sed. If it rises and returns on 
a rebound. the suspension strut/shock 
absorber is probably suspect. Examine also 
the suspension strutIshock absorber upper 
and lower mountings for any signs of wear. 
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Every 40 000 miles (60 000 km) 

16 Timing belt renewal 

Refer to Chapter 2A. 

Every 40 000 miles (60 000 km) or two years 

17 Brake fluid renewal 

A 
Warning: Brake hydraulic fluid 

, can harm your eyes and damage 
• painted surlaces, so use 

extreme caution when handling 
and pouring it. Do not use "uid that has 
been s tanding open for some t ime, as it 
absorbs moisture from the air, Excess 
moisture can cause B dangerous loss of 
braking effftC1ivanoS$. 
1 The procedure is similar to that for the 
bleeding of the hydraulic system as described 
In Chapter 9, except that the brake flu id 
reservoir should be emptied by syphoning, 

using a clean poultry baster or similar before 
starting. and allowance should be made for 
tile old fluid to be expelled when bleeding a 
section of lt1e circuit. 
2 Working as described in Chapter 9, open 
the first bleed screw [n the sequence, and 
pump the brake pedal gently until nearly aJl 
the old lIuld has been emptied from the 
mast~ cytindeI" reservoir. 

• Invariably much darlcer In = Old hytkaulk fluid is 

IN colour than the new. mailing 
It easy to distinguish the two. 

3 T op.-up to the MA)( level with new fluid, and 
cont inue pumping until only the new fluid 

remains in the reservoir. and new fluid can be 
seen emerging from the bleed screw. Tighten 
the screw, and top the reservoir level up to the 
MAX level line. 
4 Work through all the remaining bleed 
screws in the sequence until new Huid can be 
seen at all 01 them. 8e carelul to keep 
the master cylinder reservoir topped-up to 
above the MIN level at all times, or air may 
enter the system and increase the length 01 
the_ 
5 When the openItlon is complete, check that 
aD bleed screws are securely tightened, and 
that their dust caps are refitted. Wash off all 
traces of spilt fluid. and recheck the master 
cylinder resefVOir fluid level, 
e Check the operation of the brakes before 
taking the car on the road. 

Every 40 000 miles (60 000 km) or four years 

18 Spark plug renewal 

1 The correct functioning of the spar1<. plugs is 
vital for the correct running and effICiency of 
the engine. It is essootial that the plugs frtted 
are appropriate for the engine (a suitable type 
is specified at the begiming of this Chapter). 
If this type is used and the engine is in good 
condition, the sparX plugs should not need 
attention between scheduled renewal 
intervals. Spark plug cleaning is rarely 
necessary, and should not be attempted 
unless specialised equipment is available, as 
damage can easily be caused to the firing 
ends. 
2 On later 1.4 litre models and all 1.6 litre 
models, to gain access to the spark plugs, 
remove the Ignition HT coli as described in 
Chapter 58. 
3 On early 1.4 litre models, if the marks on the 
original-equipment sparX plug (HT) leads 
cannot be seen, n'\al1( the leads 1 to 4, to 
correspond to the cyIi1def the lead serves (No 
1 cylinder is at the transmission end of the 
engine). Pull the leads from the plugs by 
gripping the end fitting, not the lead, 

otherwise the lead connectkln may be - . • 11 is advisable to remove the dirt from the 
spa"'- plug recesses using a clean brush, 
vacuum cleaner or compressed air before 
removing the plugs, to prevent dirt dropping 
into the cytlnders. 
5 Unscrew the plugs using a spark plug 
spanner, suitable box spanner or a deep 
socket and extension bar (see illustration) . 
Keep the socket aligned with the spark pkJg -
if it is lorcibIy moved to one skte, the ceramic 
insulator may be broken off. As each ptug is 
removed, examine it as follows. 

18.5 Toots required for spark plug 
remo..,al, gap adjustment and refrtting 

6 ExaminatIOn of the sparX plugs will give a 
good indication of the condition of the engine. 

If the insulator nose of the spar1I plug is clean 
and white, with no deposits, this Is indicative 
01 a weak mixture or too hot a plug (a hot plug 
transfers heat away from the electrode slowly, 
a cold plug transfers heat away quickly). 
7 If the tip and Insulator nose are covered 
with hard black-looking deposits, then this Is 
indicative that the mixture is too rictl. Should 
the plug be blacl( and oily, then it is likely that 
the engine is fairly worn, as weB as the mixture 
being too rich. 
8 If the insulator nose is covered with light tan 
to greyish-brown deposits, then the mixture Is 
correct and it is likely that the engine is In 
good condition. 
9 The spark plug elect rode gap is of 
considerable Importance as, If It is too large or 
too small, the size of the spark and Its 
efficiency will be seriously impaired. Where 
given, the gap should be set as specified. 
Note: Spark plugs with multiple eanh 
electrodes are becoming an Increasingly 
common filment, especialfy to vehides 
equipped with catalytic converters. Unless 
there is clear information to the contrary, no 
attempt should be made to adjust the plug 
gap on a spark plug with more than one earth 
electrode. 
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18.10 Measuring the spark plug gap wtth a 
feel~bI&de 

10 To set the gap, measure it with a feeler 
blade, and then bend open. or closed, the 
outer plug electrode until the correct gap is 
achieved (see Illustration) . The centre 
electrode should never be bent, as this may 
crack the insulator and cause plug fallure, If 
nothing worse. If using feeler blades, the gap 
Is correct when the appropciate-slze blade is a 
firm sliding fit. 
11 Special spark plug electrode gap 
adjusting tools ate available from most motor 
accessory shops, or from spark plug 
manufacturers. 
12 Before fitting the spark plugs, check that 
the threaded corYleCIor sleeves are tight, and 
that the plug exteriol and threads are cleatl 
(see Haynes Hint). 
13 Remove the rubber hose (If used), and 
tigflten the plug to the specified totque using 

19.28 Undo the screws (arrowed) securing 
the air c leaner lid to the base .•. 

19.2c .•. and remove the air filter element 

It is very ofte" dIffIcult to Inserl spsrlt 
plugs Into th./r holes without CI'OU
threading them. To avoid thl. 
possibility, flt. short length of 5116 Inch 
internal dlsmat., rubber hose o"er thlt 
end of the .sparlt plug. The fleKlble h088 
acts as a unlllersal Joint to help align 
the plug with the plug hole. Should the 
plug begin to cross-thread, the hose 
will slip on the :spark plug, prellflnt/ng 
thread damage fo the cylinder head. 

the spari( plug socket and a torque wrench. 
Refit the remaining sparK plugs in the same 

"""""". 
14 On later modeb. refit the ignition KT coli 
as described 10 Chapter 56. 
15 On earty rnodets, connect the KT leads i'I 
the correct OI'der, and refit any components 
removed for access. 

19.2b ..• 11ft off the a ir cleanar lid .•• 

20.3 Depress the retaining clips and 
disconnect the fuel pipes from the fuel 

fitter 

19 AircleanerfiltereJement ~ 
renewal 

~ ...: 
1 Remove the air cleaner assembly from the 
car as described in Chapter 4A. 
2 With the air cleaner assembly on the bench, 
U'1do the screws securing the Br cleaner lid to 
the base. Uft off the lid and remove the air 
filter element, noting which way up it is fitted 
(see HlustTations). 
3 Wipe clean the inside of the air cieanef lid 
and base then fit the new element, eosuring it 
is correct/y located. 
4 Locate the lid correctly on the base and 
securely tighten the retaining screws. 
5 Refit the air cleaner assembly to the car as 
described In Chapter 4A. 

20 Fuel fitter renewal 

.&. Waming: SefonJ carrying out the 
, following operatJon, refel' to the 
e precautions given In 'Safety 

firsU' at the beginning o( thfs manual, and 
(ol/ow them implicitly. Petrol Is a highly
dangerous and volatife liquid, and the 
precautions necessary when handling It 
cannot be Olii!bSti essed. 
1 The fuel filter is situated oodem8ath the rear 
of the vehicle, on the skje of the fuet tank. To 
gain access to the filter, chock !he front wheels 
then jack up the rear of the car and support it on 
a.ve stands (see Jac:Idng ;nj vehicle $UppOrl). 
2 Place a container beneath the filter to catch 
any spilt fuel. 
3 Position a large rag around the fuel pipe 
union, to catch any fuel spray which may be 
expelled as the fuel pressure Is released, then 
depress the retaining clips and slowly 
disconnect the fuei pipe. Disconnect the other 
pipe from the opposite end of the filter and 
allow the filter contents to drain Into the 
container (see illustration). 
4 Release !he tab of the retaining strap m slide 
the fuel filter out of its holder, notng which way 
arot.nd it is fitted (see IfIustnrtion). Dispose. of 

20.4 Release the tab of the retaining strap 
and slide the fuel filter out of Ita holder 



the old filter safely; it will be highly inflammable, 
and may explode if thrown on a fire. 
5 Slide the new filter into position, ensuring it 
is fitted the correct way around; the filter will 
either have an arrow on its body Qndicating 
the correct direction of fuel flow) or be 
stamped OUT on ooe end Ondicating the fuel 
outlet end of the filter). 
6 Ensure the filter is clipped securely in its 
holder then reconnect both fuel pipes. Ensure 
the pipes 'click' into position on the fitter and are 
securely retained by their quick-release fittings. 
7 Start the engine and check the fuel filter for 
signs leaks. 

21 Manual t ransmission oil18vel 
check 

Note: A suitable square-section wrench may 
be required to undo the transmission 
fit/efl/eve/ plug on some models. These 
wrenches can be obtained from most motor 
factors or your PeugeotJCitrolm deafer. 
1 Parl< the car on a level surface. The oil level 
must be checked before the car is driven. or 
at least 5 minutes after the engine has been 
switched off. If the oil is checked immediately 
after driving the car, some of the oil will 
remain distributed around the transmission, 
resulting in an Inaccurate level reading. 
2 Prise out the clips and remove the access 
cover from the left-hand wheel arch liner. 
3 Wipe clean the area around the fillerllevel 
plug, which is on the left-hand end of the 
transmission (see illustrations). Unscrew the 
plug and clean it; discard the sealing washer. 
4 The oil Jevel should reach the lower edge of 
the fillerllevel hole. A certain amount of oil will 
/lave gathered behind the fiUerllevel plug, and 
will trickle out when it is removed; this does 
not necessarily indicate that the level is 
correc!. To ensure that a true level is 
established, wait until the initial trickle has 
stopped, then add oil as necessary until a 
trickle of new oil can be seen emerging. The 
level will be correct when the flow ceases; use 
only good-quality oil of the specified type 
(refer to Lubricants and fluids). 
5 Filling the transmission with oil is an 
extremely awkward operation; above aI!, allow 
plenty of time for the 011 level to settle properly 
before checking It. If a large amount is added 
to the transmission, and a large amount flows 
out on checking the level, refit the fillerllevel 
plug and take the vehicle on a short joumey 
so that the new oil is distributed fully around 
the transmission components. then recheck 
the level when it has settled again. 
6 If the transmission has been overfilled so 
that oil flows out as sooo as the filler/level plug 
is removed, check thal the car is completely 
level (front-ta-rear and side-la-side), and allow 
the surplus to drain off into a container. 
7 When the level is correct, fit a new sealing 
washer to the filler/level plug. Refit the plug, 
tightening it to the specified torque setting. 
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21 .3a Oil fillerl\evel plug (arrowed)-
1.4 litre models 

Wash off any split oil then refit the access 
cover securing it in position with the clips. 

22 Emissions control systems 
check 

1 Details of the emissions control system 
components are given in Chapter 40. 
2 Checking consists simply of a visual check 
for obvious signs of damaged or leaking 
hoses and joints. 
3 Detailed checking of the evaporative and/or 
exhaust emissions systems (as applicable) 
should be entrusted to a PeugeotICitroi! dealer. 

23 Coolant renewal 

A Waming: Wait until the engine Is 
, cold before starling this 
• procedure. Do not allow 

antifreeze to come in contact with your 
skin, or with the painted surfaces of the 
vehicle. Rinse off spills Immediately with 
plenty of water. Never leave antifreeze 
lying around in an open conta iner, or in a 
puddle in the driveway or on the garage 
floor. Children and pets are attracted by its 
sweet smell, but antifreeze can be fa tal if 
ingested. 

Cooling system draining 
1 With the engine completely cold, remove 

23.3b ... thermostat housing bleed screw 
(arrowed) ... 

21 .3b Oil fil1erllevel plug (arrowed)-
1.6 litre models 

the expansion tank fi ller cap. Tum the cap 
anti-clockwise until it reaches the first stop. 
Wail unlit any pressure remaining in the 
system is released, then push the cap down, 
turn it anti-clockwise to the second stop, and 
lift it off. 
2 Posit ion a suitable container beneath the 
lower left-hand side of the radiator. On early 
models, loosen the drain plug (there is no 
need to remove it completely) and allow the 
coolant to drain into the container. On later 
mooels a drain plug is not provided, so it will 
be necessary to disconnect the radiator 
bottom hose to allow the coolant to drain. 
3 To assist draining, open the cooling system 
bleed screws. These are located in the heater 
matrix outlet hose union (to improve access, it 
may be located in an extension hose), on the 
engine compartment bulkhead, and on the 
thermostat housing. On some models, there 
may also be a bleed screw in the top left-hand 
end of the radiator (see illustrations). 

23.38 Heater matrix bleed screw 
(arrowed) . . . 

23.3c ... and radiator bleed screw 
(arrowed) 
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Cut Ute bottom off an old antifr .. ze 
container to make a 'header tank ' for 
UN when reflUlng the cooling aystflm. 
TPHt SHI at the point "rTOWed mwrt be 
as airtight ItS possJbIe. 

4 When the flow of coolant stops. reposition 
the cOfltainer below the cylinder block drain 
plug kx:ated at the front left-hand side of the 
cyfmder block. 
5 Remove the drain plug, and allow the 
coolant to drain into the container. 
6 If the coolant has been drained for a reason 
other than renewal, then provided it Is clean 
and less than four years old, It can be re-used, 
thOugh this is not recommended. 
7 Rem the radiator and cytlnder block drain 
plugs on completion of draining. Also refit the 
radiator bottom hose (later models) if the 
system is not to be flushed , 

Cooling system flushing 
8 If coolant renewal has been neglected, or if 
the antifreeze mixture has become diluted, 
then in time, the cooling system may gradually 
lose efficiency, as the coolant passages 
become restricted due 10 rust, scale deposits. 
and other sediment. The COOling system 
efficiency can be restored by flushing the 
system clean. 
9 The radiator should be flushed separately 
from the engine, to avoid excess 
contamination. 

Radiator flushing 
10 To flush the radiator, first tighten the 
radiator drain plug, and the radiatOf bleed 
screw, where applicable. 
11 Disconnect the top and bottom hoses and 
any other relevant hoses from the radialor, 
with reference to Chapter 3. 
12 Insert a garden hose into the racfl8tor top 

Every ten years 

24 Airbags and seat belt 
pretensioners renewal 

inlet Direct a flow of clean water through the 
radiator, and contlnue flushing untli clean 
water emerges from the radiator bottom 
outlet 
13 If after a reasonable period, the water stitl 
does not run clear, the radiator can be flushed 
with a good proprietary cleaning agenL 11 is 
important that their manufacturer's 
Instructions are followed carefully. If the 
contamination Is particularly bad, insert the 
hose in the radiator bottom outlet, and 
r8VefSe-fIush the radiator. 

Engine flushing 
14 To flush the engine, first refit the cylinder 
block drain plug, and tighten the cooling 
system bleed screws. 
15 Remove the thermostat (see Chapter 3), 
then temporarity refit the thermostat cover. 
16 With the top and bottom hoses 
disconnected from the radiator, Insert a 
garden hose into the radiator top hose. Direct 
a dean flow of water througtI the engine, and 
continue flushing until clean water emerges 
from the radiator bottom hose. 
17 When flushing Is complete, refit the 
thermostat and reconnect the hoses with 
reference to Chaplef" 3. 

Cooling system filling 
18 Belme attempting to liII the cooling 
system, make sure that all hoses and clips are 
in gocxI condition, and that the dips are tight 
Note that an antifreeze mixture must be used 
all year round, to prevent corrosion of the 
engine components (see following sub
Section). Also check that the radiator and 
cylinder block drain plugs are in place and 
tight. 
19 Remove the expansion tank filler cap. 
20 Open all the cooling system bleed screws 
(see paragraph 3). 
21 Some of the cooling system hoses are 
posItioned at a higher level than the top of the 
radiator expansion tank. It is therefore 
necessary to use a 'header tank' when refiJIing 
the cooling system, to reduce the possibility 
of air being trapped in the system. Although 
PeugeotiCitro&'l dealers use a special header 
tank, the same effect can be achieved by 
using a suitable bottfe, with a seal between 
the bottle and the expansion tank (see 
Haynes Hint). 
22 Frt the ' header tank' to the expansion tank 
and skM-Iy fill the system. Coolant will emeJgB 

from each of the bleed screws in tInl, starting 

1 PeugeoVCitroen recommend that the 
airbags and seat belt pretensioners are 
renewed regardless 01 their condition every 
len years. Refer to Chapter 12 for airbag 
renewal, and Chapter 11 for seat belt 
pretensionef renewal. 

with the lowest screw. As soon as coolant free 
from air bubbles emerges from the lowest 
screw, tighten that screw, and watch the next 
bleed screw in the system. Repeat the 
procedure until the coolant is emerg1ng from 
the highest bleed screw In the cooling system 
and aU bleed screws are securely tightened. 
23 Continue to fiR the cooling system until 
bubbles stop appearing in the expansion tank.. 
Help to bleed the air from the system by 
repeatedly squeezing the radiatm bottom 

"""'. 24 When 110 more bubbles appear, ensure 
the header tank Is full (at least 1.0 litre of 
coolant) then start the engine. Run the engine 
at a last idle speed (do not exceed 2000 rpm) 
1SItil the cooling fan cuts in and out lWlCE, 
then when the fan I\as stopped for the second 
time, switch the engine olf. 
Caution: The coolant will be hot, Take 
Qf8st care not to scald yourself. 
2S Allow the engine to cool, then remove the 
'header tank'. 
26 When the engine has cooled, check the 
coolant level with reference to W~ checks. 
Top-up the level If necessary, and refit the 
expansion tank cap. 

Antifreeze mixture 
27 The antifreeze should always be renewed 
at the specified intervals. This is necessary 
not only to mUltain the antifreeze po opeo ties, 
but also 10 prevent corrosion which would 
otherwise occur as Ihe corrosIon inhibitors 
become progressi\t9ly less effective. 
28 Always use an ethylene-glycol based 
antifreeze of the specified type (see 
Lubricants and fluids). The quantity of 
antifreeze and level 01 protection are indicated 
in the SpecificatioIIS. 
29 Before adding antifreeze, the cooling 
system should be completely drained, 
preferably flushed, and all hoses checked for 
condition and security. 
30 After filing with antifreeze, a label shotAd 
be attached to the expansion tank, stating the 
type and concentration 01 antifreeze used, 
and the date installed. Ally subsequent 
topping-up should be made with the same 
type and concentration of antrtreeze. 
31 Do not use engine antifreeze in the 
wlndscreerVtailgate washer system, as it will 
damage the vehicle palntwoOC. A screenwash 
additive should be added to the washer 
system in the quantities stated on the bottle. 



Chapter 1 Part B: 
Routine maintenance and servicing 
diesel models 

Contents Section number 

Airbags and seat belt pretensioners renewal ..........•....... 26 
Air cleaner fitter element renewal ... . . .. .. ......... . .•. . ..... 20 
Auxiliary drivebeH check and renewal - 1.8 and 1.9 litre engines .•• 12 
Auxiliary drivebett check and renewal - 2.0 litre engines .. . .. . .. '3 
Brake fluid renewal ... . ...... . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . 24 
Coolant renewal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... 25 
Oriveshaft gaiter check ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 
Emissions control systems check . . . . . . . . 22 
Exhaust system check . . . . . . .• • ..•.... • ...... 17 
Engine oil and filter renewal . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. 3 
Front brake pad check . . . • . . .. • . ..... 14 
Fuel fitter renewal . . . . . 19 
Fuel fitter water draining 4 
General information . . . 1 

Degrees of difficulty 

Handbrake check and adjustment . . . 
Hinge and lock lubrication 

Section number 

. . . .. . . . . . . 16 
. .. . ... . 7 

Hose and fluid leak check . . ... . ......... . ........ . 5 
Idle speed and anti-stall speed check and adjustment-

1.8 and 1.9 litre engines . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 11 
Manual transmission oil level check . ..... 21 
Pollen fitter renewal . .. 
Rear brake shoe check 
Resetting the service indicator 
Road test .... . .... . 

. . ..... 10 
. . 15 

9 
... . 8 

Routine maintenance .................... • ...••.. . ... 2 
Steering and suspension check 
TIming belt renewal .......... . 

. • . . . • . . . .••.. . •• . . ... 18 
..... 23 

Fairty easy, suitable 
fo" begimer wiItJ 
some experience 

FaWtydfficUt, !lk 
50"""" ""corn"""", ~ 
DIY rned1<>1;c ~ 

DifficUt, SlitabIe for 
expa ia cad DIY 
mechank; 



1B-2 Specifications - diesel models 
Lubricants and fluids 
Refer to Weekly checks 

Capacities (approximate) 

Engine oil (including filter) 
1.8 and 1.9 litre XUD series engines: 

With steel sump . . . .. . ...... . 
With aluminium sump ........... . 

1.9 litre DW series engines: 
With steel sump . . 
With aluminium sump ..... . 

2.0 litre engines: 
With steel sump • .................... 
With aluminium sump ................ . 

Difference between MAX and MIN dipstick marks ............... . . 

Cooling system 
1.8 and 1.9 litre XUD series engines . 
1.9 litre DW series engines: 

Pre-September 2002 models .... 
September 2002 models onward .. .. ..•. 

2.0 litre engines . ...... •. 

Tmnsmission •. .. •. . ... . ............ • .... • ................ 
Power-assisted steering 
Fuel tank . . 

Cooling system 
Antifreeze mixture: 

50% antifreeze ... . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . . . 
Note: Refer to antifreeze manufacturer for latest recommendations. 

Brakes 
Brake pad friction material minimum thickness .. 
Brake shoe friction material minimum thickness 

Tyre pressures 
See end of Weekly checks 

Torque wrench settings 
Roadwheel bolts .. •. . ...... .. .... . 
Transmission fillerllevel plugs. 

4.2 litres 
4.0 litres 

4.7 litres 
4.5 litres 

4.5 litres 
4.2 litres 
1.5 litres 

8.0 litres 

10.51itre5 
9.0 litres 
9.0 litres 

2.0 titres 
1.0 litre 
60.0 litres 

Protection down to -35~C 

2.0 mm 
1.S mm 

Nm 
90 
25 

IbfH 

66 
18 



1.8 and 1.9 litre engine maintenance schedule 1B· 3 

Note: This maintenance schedule is a guide 
recommended by Haynes, for S8fVicing your own 
vehicle. For the manufacturer's maintenance 
schedule, check with your local dealer. 

The maintenance intervals in this manual 
are provided with the assumption that you, 
not the dealer, will be carrying out the work. 
These are the minimum maintenance intervals 

recommended by us for vehicles driven daily. 
If you wish to keep your vehicle in peak 
condition at all times, you may wish to 
perform some of these procedures more 
often. We encourage frequent maintenance, 
because it enhances the efficiency, 
performance and resale value of your vehicle. 

to tow a trailer, or driven frequently at slow 
speeds (idling in traffic) or on short journeys, 
more frequent maintenance intervals are 
recommended. 

When the vehicle is new, it should be 
serviced by a factory-authorised dealer 
service department, in order to preserve the 
factory warranty. If the vehicle is driven In dusty areas, used 

Every 250 miles (400 km) or weekly 
o Refer to Weekly checks 

Every 5000 miles (7500 km) or 
12 months - whichever comes first 
o Renew the engine oil and filter (Section 3y. 
o Drain any water from the fuel filter (Section 4). 
o Check all underbonnet components or fluid leaks 

(Section 5). o Check the condition of the driveshaft rubber 
gaiters (Section 6). 

o Lubricate all hinges and locks (Section 7). 
o Cany out a road test (Section 8). 
o Reset the service interval indicator (Section 9). 
·Note: On 1.91ttre (DW series) engines, PeugeotlCitrOOn recommend 
the engine oil and fitter are changed every 10 000 miles or two years. 
However, oil and filter changes are good for the engine and we 
recommend that the oil and fitter are renewed at least once a year, 
especially If the vehicle is used on a lot of short journeys. 

Every 10 000 miles (15 000 km) or 
two years - whichever comes first 
o Check the pollen filter (Section 10). 
D Check the id .. speed and anti-stall speed (Section 11). 
o Check the condition of the auxiliary drivebelt 

(Section 12). 
o Check the condition of the front brake pads 

(Section 14). 
o Check the condition of the rear brake shoes 

(Section 15). 
o Check the operation of the handbrake (Section 16). 
o Check the condition of the exhaust system 

(Section 17). 
o Check the steering and suspension components 

(Section 18). 

Every 30 000 miles (45 000 km) or 
four years - whichever comes first 
o Renew the fuel filter (Section 19). 
o Renew the air cleaner filter element (Section 20). 
o Check the manual transmission oil level (Section 21). 
o Check the exhaust emissions (Section 22). 

Every 40 000 miles (60 000 km) 
o Renew the timing belt (Section 23). 
Note: Although the normal interval for timing beit renewal Is 
80000 miles (120 000 km), it is strongly recommended that the 
interval is reduced to 40 000 miles (60 000 km). especially on 
vehicles which are subjected to Intensive use. le, mainly short 
journeys or a Jot of stop-start driving. The actual belt renewal interval 
is therefore very much up to the individual owner, but bear in mind 
tha t severe engine damage will result if the belt breaks. 

Every 40 000 miles (60 000 km) or 
two years - whichever comes first 
o Renew the brake fluid (Section 24). 

Every 40 000 miles (60 000 km) or 
four years - whichever comes first 
o Renew the coolant (Section 25). 

Every ten years 
o Renew the airbags and seat belt pretensioners 

(Section 26). 



18· 4 2.0 litre engine maintenance schedule 

Note: INs maintet'l8ltCe schedule is 8 guide 
,aca ••• I6tid&.J by Hayna:s; for S6Mc:i'Jg )Or own 
vehicle. For the manufacturer's maintenance 
sc:htJtUe, check wilt! )'OtI1ocsI dealer. 

The maintenance Intervals in this manual 
are provided with the assumption that you, 
not the dealer. wiI be carrying out the work. 
These ate the mir*num maintenance intervals 

,a::Oiil"Bilded by us for vehicles driven daily. 
If you wish to keep your vehicle in peak 
condition at alt times. you may wish to 
perfoml some of these procedures more 
often. We encourage frequent maintenance, 
because It enhances the effICIency, 
performance and resale value of your vehicle. 

to tow a trailer, or driven frequently at slow 
speeds [ldrmg in traffic) or on short ;oumeys, 
more frequent maintenance intervals are 
,eco. 'WTIeIICied. 

When the vehide is new, it should be 
serviced by a factory+authorised dealer 
service department, in order to preserve the 
factory warranty. If the vehicle is driven in dusty areas, used 

Every 250 miles (400 km) or weekly 
o Refer 10 Weekly checks 

Every 6000 miles (10 000 km) or 
12 months - whichever comes first 
o Renew the engine oil and filter (Section 3)'. o Drain any water from the fuel fi lter (Section 4). 
o Check all underbonnet components or fluid leaks 

(Section 5). 
o Check the condition of the driveshaft rubber 

gaiters (Section 6). 
o Lubricate all hinges and locks (Section 7). 
o Carry out a road test (Section 8). 
o Reset the service interval indicator (Section 9). 
·Note: Peugeotl Citr06n recommend the engine oil and filter are 
changed every 12000 miles or two years. However, oi/ and filter 
changes are good for the engine and we recommend that the oil and 
filter 8(8 renewed et least once a year, especially if the vehicle is used 
on 8 lot of short journeys. 

Every 12 000 miles (20 000 km) or 
two years - whichever comes first 
o Check the pollen filter (Section 10). 
D Check the condition of the auxiliary drivebelt 

(Section 13). o Check the condition of the front brake pads 
(Section 14). 

o Check the condition of the rear brake shoes 
(Section 15). 

o Check the operation of the handbrake (Section 16). 
o Check the condition of the exhaust system 

(Section 17). 
o Check the steering and suspension components 

(Section 18). 

Every 36 000 miles (60 000 km) or 
two years - whichever comes first 
o Renew the brake fluid (Section 24). 

Every 36 000 miles (60 000 km) or 
4 years - whichever comes first 
o Renew the fuel fitter (Section 19). 
o Renew the air cleaner filter element (Section 20). 
o Check the manual transmission oil level (Section 21). 
o Check the exhaust emissions (Section 22). 
o Renew the coolant (Section 25). 

Every 48 000 miles (80 000 km) 
o Renew the timing belt (Section 23). 
Note: Although the normal interval for timing belt renewal Is 
96 000 miles (160 000 km), it is strongly recommended that the 
Interval Is reduced to 48 000 miles (Ba 000 km), especially on 
vehicles which are subjected to intensive use, le, mainly short 
jof.Jm9ys or 8 lot of stop-start driving. The actual belt renewal intBMII 
Is thenJfote very much up to the individuaJ 0W0Bf'", but bear in mind 
!hat severe engine damage wi. result if the belt broaJcs. 

Every ten years 
o Renew the airbags and seat belt pretensioners 

(Section 26). 
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Underbonnet view of a pre-September 2002 1.9 litre model (DW series) 
1 Engine oil fiIJer cap 
2 Engine oil dipstick 
3 Battery 
4 Master cylinder brake fluid 

resetVolr 
5 Fuse/relay box 
6 Cooling system expansion tank 
7 Windscreenl tallgate washer fluid 

reselYoir 
8 Power steering fluid reservoir 
9 Suspension strut upper mounting 

10 Engine management ECU 

k!! . 

Underbonnet view of a post-September 2002 1.9 litre model (DW series) 
1 Engine oil filler cap 
2 Engine oil dipsrick 
3 Battery 
4 Master cylinder brake fluid 

reservoir 
5 Fuse/re/ay box 
6 Cooling system expansion tank 
7 Windscreen/ raj/gate washer fluid 

reservoir 
8 Power steering fluid reseNoir 
9 Suspension strut upper mounting 

10 Engine management ECU 
11 Airffow meter 
12 Air cleaner housing 
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Underbonnet view of a 2.0 litre model 

Front underbody view 

1 Engine oil filler cap 
2 Engine oil dipstick 
3 Battery 
4 Master cylinder brake fluid 

reservoir 
S Fuse/relay box 
6 Cooling system expansJon tank 
7 WlIldscreenJtaJ1gate washer fluid 

reservoir 
8 Power steering fluid resetVOir 
9 Suspension strut upper mounting 

10 Engine management ECU 
11 Airflow meter 
12 Air cleaner housing 
13 Acceletator pedal position sensor 

1 Sump drain plug 
2 Oil filter 
3 Engine/transmission rear 

mounting 
4 Altemator 
5 Radiator bottom hose 
6 Clutch cable 
7 Front suspension subframe 
8 Front brake caliper 
9 Front suspension lower ann 

10 Track rod baJljoint 
11 Front anti-raN bar 
12 Steering gear assembly 
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Rear underbody view 
1 Spare wheel 
2 Rear sifencer 
3 Fuel rank 
4 Handbrake cable 
5 Rear suspension torsion bar 
6 Rear suspension tubular 

crossmember 
7 Rear shock absorber 
8 Rear suspension trailing ami 

1 General information 

This Chapter is designed to help the home 
mechanic maintain hisIher vehicle for salety, 
economy. long life and peak performance. 

The Chapter contains a master 
maintenance schedule, loIlowed by Sections 
dealing specifically with each lask in the 
schedule. V1sual checks, adjustments, 
component renewal and other helpful Items 
are included. Reler to the accompanying 
illustrations 01 the engine compartment and 
the underside of the vehicle for the locations 
of the various components. 

Servicing your vehicle in accordance with 
the mUeageItime maintenance schedule and 
the following Sections will provide a planned 
maintenance programme, which should resuh 
in a long af'ld reliable service life. This is a 
comprehensive plan. so maintaining some 
items but net others at the specified service 
intervals wlll not produce the same results. 

As you service your vehicle, you will 
discover that many of the procedures can -
and should - be grouped together, because of 
the particular procedure being performed, or 
because of the proximity of two otherwise
unrelated components to one another. For 
example, if the vehicle is raised for any 
reason. the exhaust can be inspected at the 
same tIme as the suspension and steering 
components. 

The first step In this maintenance 

programme Is to prepare yourself before the 
actual work begins. Read through all the 
Sections relevant 10 the wor1t to be carried 
out, then make a list and gather all the parts 
and tools required. If a pt'oblem is 
encountered, seek advice from a parts 
specialist. Of a dealer seMce department. 

2 Routine maintenance 

1 11. from the time the vehicle is new, the 
routine maintenance schedule is followed 
closely, and frequent ched<s are made of fluid 
levels and high-wear items. as suggested 
throughout this manual, the engine will be 
kept in relatively good running condition, and 
the need for additional wen wil be minimised. 
2 It is possible that there wiN be times when 
the engine Is NMing poorty due to the lack of 
regular maintenance. This is even more likely 
I1 a used vehicle. which has not received 
regular and Irequent maintenance checks. Is 
purchased. In such cases, additional work 
may need to be carried out. outside of the 
regular maintenance intervals. 
3 If engine wear Is suspected, a compression 
test or leakdown test (refer to the relevant Pan 
of Chapter 2) wUI provide valuable information 
regarctng the overall performance of the main 
internal 001. iP04 i6 .ts. SUch a test can be used 
as a basis to decide on the extent 01 the wen 
to be carried out. If, for example. a 
compression or leakdown test indicates 

serious internal engine wear, conventional 
maintenance as described In this Chapter will 
nol greatly Improve the performance of the 
engine, and may prove a waste of time and 
money, unless extensive overhaul won: is 
carried out tnt. 
4 The folowing series of ope.awlS are those 
most often required to improve the 
performance 01 a generally poor-ruMlng 
engine: 

Primary operations 
a) Clean, inspect and test the battery (See 

Weekly checks? 
b) Check all the engine-related fluids (See 

W"""",checi<s:r 
c) Check the condition and tension of the 

8UxiJiary drivebeIt jSections 12 and J3). 
d) Check the CQ Idition of the sir cleaner 

Mer element, and IWI9W if nee '}' 
_20). 

e) Check the fuel filter (Section 19). 
f) Check the condition of all hoses, and 

check for fluid leaks (Section 5). 
g) Check the idle speed 8IId anti-stall speed 

- 1.8 and 1.9 litre engines (Section 11). 
S If the above operations do not prove fully 
effective, cany out the following secondary 
operations: 

Secondary operations 
All items listed ooder Primary openitioIts. plus 
the following: • 

a) Check the charging system (Chapter 5AJ. 
b) ChecJc the PfJJhea.ting $)'Stem (Chapter 50). 
c) Check the fuel system (Chapter 48 or 4C). 
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Every 5000/6000 miles (7500/10 000 km) or 12 months 
1.8 and 1.9 litre engines - every 5000 miles (7500 km) 
2.0 litre engines - every 6000 miles (10 000 km) 

3 Engine oil and fitter renewal 

Note: A suitable sqUlJI8-secOOn wrench may 
be required on some models to undo the 
sump drain plug. These wrenches can be 
obtained from most motor factors, or from 
your PeugeotJCitrrMJn dealer. 
1 Frequent oil and filter changes are among 
the most important preventative maintenance 
procedures lor the DIY owner. As engine oil 
ages, it becomes diluted and contaminated, 
whictlleads 10 premature engine wear. 
2 Before starting this procedure, gather 
together all the necessary tools and materials. 
Also make sure that you have plenty of clean 
rags and newspapers handy, 10 mop-up any 
spills. Ideally, the engine oil should be warm, 
as it will drain better, and more built-up 
sludge will be removed with il. Take care, 
however, not to touch the exhaust or any 
other hot parts of the engine when working 
under the vehicle. To avoid any possibility of 
scalding, and to protect yourself from 
possible skin irritants and other harmful 
contaminants in used engine oils, It Is 
advisable 10 wear gloves when canying out 
Ihis work.. Access 10 the under.;ide of the 
vehicle will be greatly impwved if it can be 
raised on a lift, driven onto ramps, 0( jacked 
up and supported on axle stands (see Jacldng 
and vehicle support). Whichever method is 
chosen, make sure that the vehicle remains 
level, or if it is at an angle, that the drain plug 
Is at the lowest point. Where fitted, undo the 
retaining screws and remove the engine 
undertray_ 
3 Slacken the drain plug about half a n.n: on 
some models, a square-section wrench may be 
needed to slacken the plug (see Illusntion). 
Position the draining contamr IXIder the tr.Wl 
plug, then remove the plug completety. If 
po.ssiI»!. try to keep the plug pressed Into the 

3.3 &tckening the sump drain plug with a 
square-section wrench 

sump while unscrewing it by hand the last 
couple of turns (see Haynes Hint). Racover the 
sealing ring from the drain plug. 
4 Allow some time for the old 011 to drain, 
noting that it may be necessary to reposition 
the container as the oil now slows to a trickle. 
5 After all the oil has drained, wipe off the 
drain plug with a clean rag , and fit a new 
sealing washer. Clean the area around the 
drain plug opening. and refit the plug. Tighten 
the plug S8CU'ety. 
6 Move the container mo positioo under the 
oi fitter, wtM:h Is located on the front side of 
the cymder block, below the inlet manifold. 
7 Usng an oil filter removal tool if ne sary, 
slacken the filter initially, then unscrew it by 
hand the rest of the way (see Illustration). 
Empty the oil In the old filler Into the 
container. 
8 Use a clean rag 10 remove all 011, dirt and 
sludge from the filter sealing area on the 
engine. Check the old filter to make SUf& that 
the rubber seal1ng ring hasn't stuck to the 
engine. If it has, carefully remove it. 
9 Apply a light coating of clean engine oil to 
the sealing mg on the new fitter, then screw it 
into position on the engi1e. Tighten the fiher 
fi'mIy by hand 0f'Ity - do not use any tools. 
10 Remove the ok! oil and all tOOls from 
under the car, then lower the car to the 
ground (d applicable). 
11 Remove the dipstick, then unscrew the oil 
filler cap from the cylinder head cover or oil 
fillerlbreather neck (as applicable). All the 
engine, using the correct grade and type of oil 
(see Weekly checks). An 011 can spout or 
funnel may help 1'0 reduce spillage. Pour In 
half the specHied quantity of oil first, then wait 
a few minutes for the oil 10 fall to the sump. 
Continue addlng oil a small quantity at a time 
until the level Is up 10 the lower mar1< on the 

As the drain plug releases from the 
threads, move It away sharply so the 
stream of 011 Issuing from the sump 
runs Into the container, not up your ...... 

dipstick. Adding approximately 1.5 litres will 
bring the level up to the upper mark on the 
dipstick. Refit the filler cap. 
12 Slart the engine and run It for a few 
mInutes; check for leaks around the oil filter 
seal and the sump drain plug. Note that there 
may be a brief delay befOfe the oil pressure 
waming light goes out when the engine is first 
started, as Ihe oil circulates Ihrough the 
engine oil galleries and the new oil filter (where 
fitted) befOfe the pressure buildHIp. 
13 Switch off the engine, and wait a few 
minutes for It)e oil to settle in the sump once 
more. With the new oil circulated and the filter 
completely full , recheck the level on the 
dipstick, and add more oil as necessary. 
14 Dispose of the used engine oil and filter 
safely, with reference to Genera! repair 
procedures at the rear of this manual. Do not 
discard the old filter with domestic household 
waste. The facility for waste oil disposal 
provided by many local council refuse tips 
generally has a filter receptacle alongside. 

4 Fuel filter water draining ~ 

~ 
~ 

= This is a someWhat messy 
• operation. Wea, disposable 

HINT p lastic gloves and spread 
out a good quantity of rags 

or newspapers to catch any spillage. Se 
partku/arly careful not to spill fuel onto 
COOling system hoses, wiring 
harnesses, engine mountings or 
accessory drlvebelts; protect Uutm with 
a plastic sheet. Catch the flNJl in a clean 
container In ot"der to be able to Qbsenoe 
any wat., or foreign bodies drained 
from tIHI rllter. 

3.7 Using an oil fllte!'" removal toof to 
s&acken the oil filter 
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1.B and f .9litre 
XUD series engines 
1 A water drain plug and tube are provided at 
the base of the fuel fitter housing. 
2 Place 8 suitable container beneath the drain 
tube, and cover the clutch bellhousing. 
3 Open the drain plug by turning it anti· 
clockwise, and allow fuel and water to drain 
until fuel , free from water, emerges from the 
end of the tube (see illustration). Close the 
drain plug. and tighten it securely. 
4 Dispose of the drained fuel safely. 
5 Start the eogine. If difficulty is experienced, 
prime the fuel system (see Chapter 4B). 

1.9/itre DW series engines 
6 Release the fasteners from the right-hand 
side and top of the engine cover then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose Its mounting 
rubbers (see illustrations). 
7 Wipe clean the exterior of the fuel filter 
housing then position a suitable container 
beneath the drain plug at the base of the 
housing (see illustration). If necessary attach 
a short length of hose to tile housing drain 
outlet to a/Iow the flow of fuel to be directed 
into the container (on some models a hose 
may be fitted in production). 
8 Open the drain plug by turning it anti· 
clockwise. Operate the priming pump on the 
sIde of the filter housIng to allow fuel and 
water to draIn. Continue until fuel. free from 
water, emerges from the end of the hose. 
Close the drain plug. and tighten it securely. 
9 Dispose of the drained fuel safely. 
10 Refit the engine cover and start the 

4.6b .•• end top of the engine cover ••• 

4 .11a Release the fixings by turning them 
through go- .•. 

4..3 Opening the fuel filter draIn plug
XUD series engines 

engine. If difficulty is experienced, prime the 
fuel system (see Chapter 4C). 

2 .0 litre engines 
Caution: It is vital to obs8fVe the intarva/s 
speciffad for draining the water from the 
fuel filter. The high pressure injection 
system is particularly susceptible to the 
presence of water in the fuel. which can 
cause seizure of the Injectors and/or 
Injection pump. The result is the 
destruction of the engine, either as a result 
of the 'blowlamp' effect of an injector stuck 
open. or by breakaga of the timing belt 
consequent upon the saizure of the pump. 
Note: Always renew the drain plug and Its 0-
ring after aach draining. On completion, prime 
the fuel system (see Chapter 4C) and make 
sure that there aru no signs of leakage at the 
cIrain plug after restalting the engine. 

4.& ... then remove the cover from the 
engine 

4.11 b .•• and remove the engine cover-

4.6a On 1.9 litre DW series engines., 
remove the fastener.; from the right-hand 

side ... 

11 Release the fixings by turning them 
through gO·, and remove the engine cover 
(see illustrations). 
12 Cover the clutch belihouslng with rags 10 
prolect it from any fuel spitlage. 
13 Clean the outside of the filter housIng. 
then place a suitable container below the 
drain plug at the base of the housing (see 
Illustration). If necessary attach a short 
length of hose to the housing drain outlet to 
allow the flow of fuel to be directed into the 
container (on some models a hose may be 
fitted in production). 
14 Undo the drain plug and allow the 
contents of the filter housIng to drain inlo the 
container. Note that it may be necessary to 
release one of the fuel hose unions on the 
filter housing cover to allow the draining to 
take place. Discard the drain plug and its 0-
ring. 

4.7 Fuel filter drain plug Iocation -
1.9 litre DW series engines 

4.13 Fuel filtet" drain plug location -
2.0 litre engines 
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15 Ooce the housing Is empty. fit a new drain 
plug and o-rlng. TIghten the drain plug and, if 
necessary. reconnect the hose union on the 
hous!ng cover, maldng sure 11 Is correctly -. 18 Mo¥e the container away and If (A 3"y 
remove the OOY. Wipe up any spillage and 
<ecoY« the _ 

17 Dispose of the drained fuel safely. 
18 Pnme the fuel system as described in 
Chapter 4C. then refit the engine oover. 

5 Hose and nuid ktak check 

1 On 1.9 litre DW series engu'I8S. release the 
fasteners from the nght-hand side and top of 
the engme OO\'W then lift off the 00Ye(. takw'Ig 
care oot to k)se Ita mountIng rubbers (see 
illustrations 4.aa to ... Se). On 2.0 litre 
engu'le$, release the fiJUngs by ttnling them 
through go-. and remove the engine cover 
(see IIwbatioi. 4.1,. IInd ".llb). 
2 Visualty Inspect the engtne ;Olnl faces, 
gaskets.-ld.seals for ant SIgns of water or oi 
leaks. Pay part)c:ular attention to the areas 
around the camshaft c:ovw, cylinder head, oil 
filter and &mp joint faces. Bear ~ mind that. 
over • period of bma, some very sHght 
seepage from these weas is to be expected -
what you are realty looking for is any 
indication of 11 serious leak. Should a leak be 
found, renew the gasket or 011 seal by ntfening 
10 the appropriate ChapteB In this manual. 
3 Abo check the sect.rity and condition of all 
the engine-related pipes and hoses. Ensure 
that all cable ties Of securing clips are in 
place, and In good condition. Clips which are 
br~en or missing can lead to chafing of the 
hoses, pipes or wiring. which could cause 
mOfe serious problems In the future. 
4 Carefully check the radlalor hoses and 
heater hoses along their entire length. Renew 
any hose which Is cracked. swollen or 
deterionlted. Cracks will show up better if the 
hose Is squeezed. Pay close atteotion to the 
hose cUps that secure the hoses to the 
cooling system componeots. Hose clips can 

~----- -I 

A INk In tIMI cooIInfI ."stem will usually 
show up •• whit ... or rust-coloured 
deposIU on the.,.. MIjoIn}ng the leak. 

pinch and puncture hoses, resulting In cooUng 
system leaks. If the original PeugeoVCitroin 
crimped-type hose dips we used. It may be a 
good idea to use worrn-drtve ~. 

5 Inspect aI the c:ooWIg system 0""'''''''''''''''''' ..... ,,, .. 
(hoses, joint faces, ate) for leaks (see Haynes 
Hint). 
6 Where any problems are found on system 
componentS. renew the component or gasket 
with reference to Chapter 3. 
7 With the vehk;fe raised, inspect the fuel 
tank and filler nedc for ptn:;tures, cracks and 
other damage. The connection bailie.., the 
filler neck and tank is especially cmical. 
SOl IletillltiS 8 rubber filler neck or comectlng 
~ wiI leak due to kIose retaining ciemps or 
deteriorated rubber. 
8 Carefuly check all ~ hoses and metal 
fuel tines leading away from the fuel tank. 
Check for loose connections, deteriorated 
hoses, cnmped lines. and other damage. Pay 
particular attention to the vent pipes and 
hoses, which often loop up around the filktr 
neck and can become blocked or crimped. 
Follow the IIInes 10 the froot of the vehicle, 
carefully iltspeCtiolg them ... the w.y. Renew 
damaged sections as • 'ry. 
9 From within the engine compartment, 
c:heck the S8QJOty of aI flIIiI hose attachments 
and pipe unions. and Inspect the fuel hoses 
and vacuum hoses for kinks. chafll'lg and 
deterioration. 
10 Where applicable, ched( the condition of 
the powtIf steering tlutd hoees and PIPE. 
11 On completion, refit the engine covers 
(when> """Icabl&). 

6 Driveshaft gaiter check ~ , 
1 With the vehicle raised and securely 
supported on axle stands (see Jacking and 
vehicle support). turn the steering onto full 
lock. then slowly rotate the road wheel. 
Inspect the conditlon of the outer constant 
velocity (CV) joint rubber gaiters. squeezing 
the gaiters to open OiJ! the folds (see 
illustration). Check for signs of cracking. 
splits or deterioration 01 the rubber, which 
may allow the grease to escape. and lead to 

-
6.1 Check the cotw:litloi. of the drtveshaft 

gatters farrowed) 

water and grit entry Into the joint. Also check 
Ihe security and condition of the retaining 
clips. Repeat these checks 00 the Inner CV 
Joints. If any damage or deterioration 11 fotn::I, 
the gaiters should be renewed (see Chap
t~S). 

2 At the same time, check the general 
condition of the CV ioents themsetves by first 
holding the driveshaft and anemptlng to 
rotate the wheel Repeat this ched< by hC*ing 
the inner joint and attempting to rotate the 
driveshaft. My appreciable movement 
indicates wear in the joints, wear in the 
driv8$haft splines. or a loose driveshaft 
retalni'lg rM. 

7 Hinge and lock lubrication ~ 
, 

1 Work..-ound the vehicle. and lubncate the 
tw\ges of the bonnet, doors and tailgate Wlth 8 

...............l!1rtoi. 
2 Lightly lubricate the bonnel release 
mechanism and exposed section of Inner 
cable with a smear of grease. 
3 Check c:atefIAy the secwny and ...... aticN. 
of all hinges, latches and kM:ks. adjUSting 
them where required. c:::tIedi. the operation of 
the oentraIlocking system flf fitted). 
4 Check the condition and operation of the 
lailgate struts, renewing them If either is 
leaking or no longer able to support the 
!ailgate securely when raised. 

8 Road test 

Instruments 
and electrical equipment 
1 Check the operation of an Instruments and 
electrical equipment. 
2 Make sure that all instruments read 
correctly, and switch on all efectrical 
equipment in tum to check that It works -. 
Steering and suspension 
3 Chedc: for any abnormafoties In the staemg, 
suspension, handling or road 'feel' 
4 Drive the veI"IicIe. and check that there we 
no unusual vibrations Of noises. 
5 Check. that the steering feats positive, with 
no excessrve 'sloppiness', or rougMess. and 
check for any suspension noises when 
COl. la i '9, or when dri\IiI1g over bumps. 

Drlvetrain 
6 Check the performance of the engine. 
dutch, transmission and driveshafts. 
7 Usten for any unusual noises from the 
engine, clutch and transmission. 
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8 Make sure that the engine runs smoothly 
when idling. and that there Is no hesitation 
when acceIefatlng. 
9 Check that the clutch action Is smooth and 
progressive, that the drive is laken up 
smoothly, and that the pedal travel Is not 
excessive. Also lislen for any noises when the 
clutch pedal Is dep(essecI. 
10 Check that all gears can be engaged 
smoothly, without noise, and that the gear 
lever action is smooth and not abnomJally 
vague 0( ' notchy'. 
11 Usten tOf a metallic clicking sound from 
the front of the vehlde, as the vehicle is driven 
slowly in a cKle with the steering 00 ful loc:k. 
Carry out this check in both directions. If a 
clicking noise Is heard, this Indicates wear In a 
drtveshaft joint, In which case, the complete 
driveshaft must be renewed (see Chapter 8). 

Braking system 
12 Make sure that the vehicle does not po" 10 

one side when braking, and that the wheels 
do not lock pnmaturety when braking hard. 
13 Check that there is no vibration through 
the steering when braking. 
14 Check that the handbrake operates 
correctly, without excessive movement of tile 
lever, and that It holds the vehicle stationary 
on a slope. 
15 Test the operation of the brake servo unit 
as follows. With the engIne off, depress the 
footbrake four Of five times 10 exhaust the 
vacuum. Start the engine, holding the brake 
pedal depressed. As the engine starts, there 
should be a noticeable 'give' In the brake 
pedal as V8CU1.m builds-up. Allow the engine 
to run for at least two mInutes, and then 
switch it off. If the brake pedal is depressed 
now, It should be possible to detect a hiss 
from the servo as the pedal Is depressed. 
After about four or five applications, no further 
hissing should be heard, and the pedal should 
feel considerably firmer. 

9 Resetting the service ~ 
indicator ~ 

-0;: 

1 On completIon of the service, reset the 
service Interval indicator as follows. 
2 With the ignItion switched off, press and 
hold the trip meter button. 
3 Turn on the Ignition switch, and the display 
begins a countdown. When the countdown 
reaches 0 , release the trip mater button, and 
the spanner seMce symbol in the display will 
<isappear. 
4 T...n off the Ignition switch. 
5 Turn on the Ignition switch and check the 
correct mileage to the next service Interval is 
displayed on the Indicator. 
Note: If you need to disconnect the battery 
eher carrying out this procedure, lock the 
vehicle and wait at least 5 minutes. Otherwise 
the display reset may not register. 

Every 10000/12000 miles (15000/20 OOOkm) or two years 
1.8 and 1.9 litre engines - every 10 000 miles (15 000 km) 
2.0 litre engines - every 12 000 miles (20 000 km) 

10 Pol~n filter renewal 

1 Release the carpet trim panel from under 
the facia. on the pas ~s side. 
2 Remove the three securing screws, and 

o 
B C 

12.4 Auxiliary drivebett automatic 
tensloner details 

A T ensioner arm IocIdng pin hole 
B Baclq:Nate incIicator marlf and locking pin --C TensIoner arm right-hand (zero) wear marlc 
o Tensioner arm /eh-hand (ffl8Jdmum) weal 

marl< 

withdraw the lid from the pollen filter housing 
on the heater assembly. If no screws are 
vlslble, slide the lid sideways to release the 
internal retaliWlg lugs. 
3 Withdraw the poIJen fitter. 
4 Clean the filter housing and the lid, then fit 
the new filter using a reversal of the removal _ .... 

11 Idkt speed and anti-stall 
speed check and adjustment 
- 1.8 and 1.9 litre engines 

Refer to Chapter 48, Section 9. 

12 AuxiliaJy drivebelt check and ~ 
~al - 1.8 and 1.9 litre ~ 
engInes ...: 

Note: PeugeotlCitr~n specify the use of 8 
special electronic tool (SEEM c. TRONIC 
type 105 belt tensioning mftasuring tool) to 
correctly set the auxiliary drlvebelt tension on 
manually-adjusted drivebelts . This is an 
involved process that varies significantly 
according to engine !)'pe. modeJ year. and belt 
type and condition. The foDowing procsdJre is 
an alternative method assuming thar the 
electronic: eqoJipment is not being used. "any 
problems arise (such as screeching noises 
when driving) the tensiOn shOuld be checked 
by a PeugeotlCitroM dealer using the special 
electronic tool st the earliest opportunity. 

Check 
1 Chock the rear wheels then jack up the 
front of the vehicle and support it on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support) . 
Remove the right~hand front roadwheet 
2 From uodemeattl the front of the car I undo 
the screws. prise out the retaining dips, and 
rt!mOYe the Wheel arch liner to gain access to 
the crankshaft sprocket/pulley bolt. Where 
necessary, unclip the coolant hoses from the 
wing to improve access further. 
3 Using a suitable socket and extension bar 
fitted to the crankshaft sprocket/pulley boil. 
rotate the crankshaft so that the entire length 
of the drivebelt(s) can be examined. Examine 
the drivebeit(s) for cracks, splitting, fraying or 
damage. Check also for signs of glazing (shiny 
patd\es) and for separation of the belt plies. 
Renew the belt if worn or damaged. 
• On 1.9 litre DW series engines wtth power 
steering (but without air conditioning) which 
are equipped with an automatic beh 
tensioner, check the position of the wear 
indicators on the tensioner pulley arm and 
backptate (see illustration). The indicator 
mark on the backplate must be positioned 
between the two marks on the tensiooer arm. 
If not, the belt Is stretched and should be 
""""'od. 
5 If the conditiOn of the belt Is satisfactory, on 
models where the belt Is adjusted manually, 
check the drivebett tension as described 
below, bearing in mind the Note at the start of 
this Section. On models with an automatic 
spring~loaded teosioner, there is no need to 
check the drivebelt tension. 
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XUD series engines with 
manual adjuster on 
alternator upper mounting 

Removal 

6 If not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs 1 and 2. 
7 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer 10 Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
8 Slacken both the alternator upper and lower 
mounting nutslbolts (as applicable) and the 
adjuster strap boil 
9 Back off the adjuster bolt to relieve the 
tension in the drivebelt, theo slip the drivebeh 
from the pulleys (see illustration). Note: If the 
belt Is going to be f'9-used, marlc the direction 
of rotation on the belt prior to removal. This 
will ensure it Is refitted the con-ect way sround. 

Refrtting 

10 If the belt is being renewed, ensure that 
the correct type is used and if the original belt 
is beIng refitted, use the mark made on 
removal to ensure it Is fitted the correct way 
around. At the belt around the pulleys, and 
take up the slack in the belt by tightenW1g the 
adjuster bolt. 
11 Tension the drivebelt as described in the 
fonowing paragraphs. 

Tensioning 

• drivebfllt will ensure that It ~ 
Correct t.nsionlng of the 

IN has 8 long lif8. A belt which 
is too slack will slip and 

squeal. Sewar., however, of over· 
Ughtening. 85 this can cause we.r In 
the alternator bearings. 

12 If not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs' and 2. 
13 The belt should be tensioned so that. 
under firm thumb pressure, there is about 5.0 
mm of free movement at the mid-point 
between the pulleys on the longest be« run 
(see the note at the start of this Section). 
14 To adjust, with the mounting nutlbolts just 
holding the altemator firm, turn the adjuster 
bolt until the cooect tension is achieved. 
15 Rotate the crankshaft a couple of times, 

12.9 Aftemator uppet' mounting nut 111 and 
adjuster bott (2) - XUD series engines 

recheck the tension. then secue/y tighten both 
the alternator mounting nutslbolts. Where 
applicable, also tighten the bolt securing the 
adjuster strap to its mounting bracket. 
16 Reconnect the battery negatlve terminal. 
17 Clip the coolant hoses into position 
(where necessary), then refrt the wheel arch 
liner. Refit the roadwheel. and lower the 
vehide to the ground, 

XUD series engines with 
manually~adjusted 

tensioning pu"ey 
Removal 
18 If not aIr'eady done, proceed as described 
In paragraphs 1 and 2. 
19 Disconnect the batt8f'j negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
20 Slacken the two bolts securing the 
tensioning pulley assembly to the engine (see 
Illustration). 
21 Rotate the adjuster boH to move the 
tensiornng pulley away from the clrivebelt untll 
thefe Is sufficient slack for the drivebeft to be 
removed from the puUeys (see illustration). 
Note: If the belt is going to be re-used, marff 
the direction of rotation on the belt prior to 
removal. This will ensure It is refitted the 
correct way around. 

Refrtting 

22 If the belt Is being renewed, ensure that 
the correct type is used and if the original beh 
is being refitted, use the mark made on 
removal to ensure it is fitted the correct way 
around. Fit the drivebell around the pulleys 
ensuring that lhe ribs on the belt are correctly 
engaged with the pulley grooves, and that the 
drivebett is correctty routed. 
23 Take all the slack out of the belt by ItBning 
the lensIoner pulley adjuster bolt, then tension 
the belt as follows. 

Tensioning 

24 tf not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs , and 2. 
25 Correct tensloning of the drivebelt will 
ensure that it has a long life - see Haynes Hint 
above. 
26 The belt should be tensioned so that, under 
firm th.mb pres:sl.B, there is appuxilll3te1y 5.0 

retaining screws (SrTOwed) . . • 

fTm of free ITlCM!fI1er1t at the mid-pcn. between 
the pulleys on the IongesC belt NI'\. 

27 To adjust the tension, with the two 
tensloner pulley assembly retaining screws 
slackened, rotate the adjuster bolt until the 
correct tension is achieved. Once the belt is 
correctly tensloned, rotate the crankshaft a 
couple of times and recheck the tension. 
28 When the belt Is correctly tensioned. 
securely tighten the tensioner pulley assembly 
retaining screws, then reconnect the battery 
negative terminal. 
29 Clip the cooW1t hoses into posltion. then 
refit the plastic COVet' to the wing valance. 
Refit the roacfwheel, and lower the vehicle to 
the ground. 

XUD series engines with 
automatic spring-loaded 
tensioning pulley 

Removal 

30 If not already done, proceed as described 
In paragraphs' and 2. 
31 Dlscoonect the battery negatIVe terminal 
(refet' to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
32 Where necessary, remove the retaining 
screws from the power steering pump pulley 
shield, and remove the shield to gain access 
to the top of the drivebelt. 
33 Working under the wheel arch, slacken 
the retaining bolt located in the centre of the 
eccentric tensloning pulley. 
34 Insert a cranked 7.0 mm square section 
bar (8 quarter Inch square sectlon drive socket 
bar for example) into the square hole on the 
front face of the eccentric tensioning pulley. 
35 Using the bar, turn the eccentric 
tensionlng pulley until the hole }n the arm of 
the automatic teosiooer pulley is aligned with 
the hole In the mounting bracket behind. 
When the holes are aligned, slide a suitable 
setting tool (a bolt or cranked length of bar of 
approximatety 8.0 mm diameter) through the 
hole in the arm and Into the IllClU'rting bracket. 
36 With the automatic tensioner locked, turn 
the eccentric tensionlng pulley until the 
drivebelt tension is released sufficiently to 
enable the belt 10 be removed. Note: If the 
belt is going to be re-iJS8d, mark. the dir8ctkJn 

12.21 ••. then turn the tensioner roller 
adjuster bolt to release the belt tenslon

XUD series engines 
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2 1 

Retaining bolts 
Adjuster bolt 
T_ 
pulley assembly 
DriveboIt 

T """"" 
checking point 

7 Idler pu6eys 
2 Adjuster nut 
3 TensJoner puffey 

bacJcplate bolt 
4 Drivebelt 
A Tension checking 

point 

4 
12.44 Auxiliary drivebett and tensioner details - DW series 

engines without power steering 
12.57 Auxiliary drtvebett and tensJoner details - DW series 

engines with power steering and manual tensioner assembty 

of rotation on the belt prior to removal. This 
will ensure it is refitted the com!Cf way around. 

Refitting and tensioning 
37 If the belt is being renewed, ensure that 
the COI'l'ect type is used and If the original belt 
Is being relitted, use the mark made on 
removal to ensure it is fitted the correct way 
around. Fi t the drivebelt around the pulleys 
ensuring that the ribs 00 the belt are correctly 
engaged with the pulley grooves, and that the 
drivebeIt is correctly routed. 
38 Turn the eccentric lensioning pulley to 
apply tension to the drivebett, trltiI the load is 
released from the setting bott. Without altering 
the position Of the eccentric tensioning pulley. 
tighten its retaining bolt S8C\1JeIy. 
39 Remove the setting bolt from the 
automatic tensioner arm, then rota te the 
crankshaft four complete revolutions in the 
nannal direction of rotation. 
40 Check that the holes In the automatic 
adjuster arm and the mounting brncket: are stiA 
aligned by re-Inserting the setting bolt. If the 
bolt will not slide In easily, repeat the tenskx\ing 
procedLKe from pa-agraph 38 onward. 
41 On completion. reconnect the battery 
negative terminal, and all other disturbed 
comp""e"'s. 

DW series engines 
without power steering 

Removal 

42 If not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
43 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
44 Slacken the two bolts securing the 
tensioner pulley assembly to the engine (see 
Itlustration). 
45 Rotate the adjuster bolt to move the 
tensioner pulley away from the drivebelt until 
there is sufficient slack for the drivebeIt to be 

removed from the pulleys. Note: " the belt is 
going to be te--used, marlt the direction of 
rotation on !he belt prior to removal. This wiN 
ensure it is refitted the conect way around. 

Refitting 

46 If the belt Is being renewed, ensure that the 
correct type Is used and if the original belt Is 
being refitted, use the mar1<. made on removal 
to ensure it is fitted the correct way around. 
47 Fit the drivebeft around the pulleys 
enSIJring that the ribs on the belt are correctly 
engaged with the puUey grooves, and that the 
drivebelt is correctly routed. 
48 T aka all the Slack out of the belt by tLming 
the tensioner pulley adjuster bolt, then tension 
the belt as follows. 

Tensloning 

~ 
Correct tens/onlng of the 

• drlvebelt will ensure tha t I t 
HINT has a long l i fe. A bett which 

Is too slack will slip and 
squeal. Beware, ho wever, of o ver 
tightening, as this can cause wear In 
the altamator" bearings. 

49 If not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
50 The bert should be tensioned so that, 
under firm thumb pressure, there Is 
approximately 5.0 mm of free movement at 
the mid·polnt between the pulleys on the 
longest belt run. 
51 To adjust the tension, with the two 
tensioner pulley assembly retaining bolts 
slackened, rotate the adjuster bolt until the 
correct tension is achieved. Once the belt is 
correctty lensioned, rotate the crankshaft a 
couple of t1mes and recheck the tension. 
52 When the belt is correctty tensioned, 
securely tighten the tensioner puOey assembly 
retaining bolts, then reconnect the battery 
negative terminal. 

53 Clip the cootant hoses into position 
('where appticabIe), then refit the plastic 00Vf!J(" 

to the wing valance. Refit the roadwheeI, and 
lower the vehicle to the ground, 

DW series engines with power 
steering (without air conditioning) 
with a manual fens;oner 
Removal 
54 If not a/l"eady done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
55 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battel)' in the 
Reference O'laplet). 
56 Release the fasteners from the right-hand 
side and top of the engine cover then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose its mounting 
rubbers (see Illustrations 4,68 to 4.&). 
57 Slacken the tensioner pulley backplate 
bol t and back off the pulley adjuster nut , 
located behind rhe power steering pump, to 
move the pulley away from the drivebelt (see 
illustration). Once there Is suffICient slack In 
the drivebelt, slip the belt off the pulleys and 
remove it from the engine. Note: If the belt is 
going to be re-used, mark the direction of 
rotation on the belt pricx to flHnC1V8i. This will 
ensure it is refitted the correct way around.. 

Refitting 
58 If the belt Is being renewed, ensure that 
the correct type is used and if tile original belt 
Is being refltted, use the mark made on 
removal to ensure it is frtted the correct way 
around. Frt the belt around the pulleys in the 
following order: 
a) Power steering pump. 
b) Tensionerpulley. 
c) Alternator. 
d) Lower idler pulley. 
e) Crankshaft 
f) Upper idler pulley. 

59 Ensure that the ribs on the belt are 
correctly engaged with the pulley grooves, 
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then take up the slack in the belt by tighteni'lg 
the adjuster bott. Tension the drivebelt as 
described In the following paragraphs. 

Tensionlng 
60 If ~ already done, proceed as described 
In panqaphs 2 and 3. 
61 COI'Tect tensloning of the drivebelt will 
ensure that it has a long life - see Haynes Hint 
above. 
62 The belt should be tensioned so that, 
under firm thumb p(8ssure. there is 
apPfolCimalety 5.0 mm of free movement at 
the mid-point between the alternator and idler 
pulleys on the lower belt ra'I. 
63 To adjust the tension, with the tElf\Sk)ner 

puney backplate bOlt slackened, rotate the 
adjuster nut untlt the correct tension is 
achieved. Once the belt Is correctly tensloned. 
rotate the crankshaft a couple of tlmes and 
rec::heck the I~. 

64 When the belt Is correctly tensioned, 
securely tighten the tensioner pulley 
bacI<pIate bolt, then lightly tighten the adjuster ..... 
65 Clip the coolant hoses into position 
(where At i · et_). then refit the plastic COY&" 

10 the wing valance. Refit the roactwheef, and 
lower the veNcIe to the ground. 
66 Ensure that the mounting rubber"s are all 
conectty fhted then install the engine cover, 
sec::umg it n position with the fasteners. 
67 On completion, reconnect the battery 
negative 1&rTI'WIaI. 

12.79 Auxiliary drivebelt and tensionet'" 
details - DW .. ries engines with air -Peugeot/CIrrolJn tool for rrxwWtg the 

manual tens:.ioneI" pulley 
2 PtJugeotJCirrolJn lOcking pin for spring--,-3_ 
.. ManusI rensionr pu/IfIy 
5 Spring40aded tansIoner pulley 
6 $pnng-/oaded tensIon&r pulley arm IockJ"ng 

hole 
7 Spring-Ioaded tensictnIJf" pulley ann 

square-sectJion hole (only accessible wjth 

driveb6lt removed) 

Attach the twtsloner Ioddng boItipln to 
a length of me,., bar. This will enabM 
you fo man~uv,. the bolt/pin •• slly 
down between th. engine end body 
and into position. 

DW series engines with power 
steering (without air 
conditioning) 
with an automaUc tensloner 
Note: A 4.0 mm c:famerer bolt or pin wi' be 
TeqUited fa lock the spring-loaded tensionet' 
puffey in poSItion/see Too/Tip). 

Removal 

68 If not already done, proceed as described 
in paiaglaphs 2 and 3. 
69 0isc0n0ec1 lhe battery negatlve terminal 
(refer 10 Disconnecting the battery In Ihe 
Reference Chapter). 
70 Using a spanner/socket fitted to the 
spring-loaded tensionet' pulley centre bolt. 
move the tensioner pulley crway from the belt 
until it is possible to slip the drivebeh oH one 
of the pulleys. Once tha drivebelt has been 
disptaced, align the tensloner arm right-hand 
(zero) wear mar1t (see lIIustntlon 12..) WIth 
the backplate Indicator mark and lock the 
lensioner In posit ion by Inserting the 4.0 mm 
diameter boIVpln (see iIIustratJons 13.8a and 
13.8b). Ensure the boIVpin Is correctly located 
n the backplate. then release the tfll"lSlOller. 
71 Disengage the drivebelt from all the 
pulleys, noting its correct rooting, and remove 
it from the engine. Note:" the belt Is going to 
be r&-used, marlr the direction 01 rotation on 
the belt prior to removsL This d 8IlSlM'8 If Is 
relitted the COtTeCt way atOUnd. 

Refitting and tensionlng 

72 If the belt is being renewed, ensure that 
the correct type is used and if the original bett 
is being refitted, use the mark made on 
removal to ensur-e it is fitted the correct way 
around. Fit the belt around the pulleys in the 
folowlng order: 

11} Power steering ptmp. 
b) lJppe<_pu/l8y. 
c) Alternator. 
d) Lower Idler pull6y. 
e) Cnu>kshaJr. 

73 Fit the spanner/socket to the spring
loaded tensioner pulley bolt. Move the 
tensloner pulley away from the belt until It Is 

possible to withdraw the Ioc:mg boIVpIn. then 
Slip the belt over the pulley. Ensure the belt 
ribs are correctly seated In all the pulley 
grooves, then slowly reHtase the spring. 
kIaded tensioner to tension the dnvebeIt. 
74 Clip the coolant hoses into positiOfl 
(Where applicable) , then refit the plastic COY« 

to the wing valance. Refit the roadwheeI, and 
~er the vehicle to the grtJU'ld. 
75 On completion, reconnect the baHery 
negative temlinaI. 

DW series engines 
with air conditioning 
Note: A 6.0 mm diameter bolt or pin will be 
lfK/uired to lock the spring.-loaded rensloner 
puney in position. 
76 If not already done, proceed as described 
In paragraphs 2 and 3. 
n Oisconnect the bat(e(y negative terminal 
(reler 10 Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
78 Slacken the manual tenslon9f pulley bolt 
79 PTvot the manual tensloner pulley In a 
clockwise direction, using • square-section 
key fitted to the hole In the pulley hub, to 
move the spring-loaded tensioner pulley. 
Position the tensioner pulley so that the hole 
In its arm aligns with the COI'Tesponding haM 
in the bnlc:ket, then lock the pUIey In position 
by insettng the 6..0 rrwn diameter boItIpin lsee 
Illustration). Ensure that the spring-loaded 
tensionef pulley is locked securely In pos/Uon, 
then retease the manual tensioner pulley. 
80 Disengage the drivebett from all the 
pt.&!ys. nomg "its correct rtIIJMg, a'Xl r8I"I'IOY9 

it from the engine. Note: " me btJIt Is going to 
be re-usad, mm the direction of rotation on 
the belt prior to removal. This will MSUf8 It 1$ 
refitted the CCWT8Ct way around. 

Refitting and tensioning 

81 Ensure that the spring loaded tensloner 
pulley is locked in position (see paragraph 79). 
Note: The pulley arm has B squBf&-section 
cut-out to allow the pulley to be mewed using 
11 ratcherJbar, but this hole Is only accessible 
with the drfvebeft removed. 
82 If the belt Is being renewed, ensure that 
the correct type is used and If the original belt 
is being refmed, use the marlt made on 
removal to ensure it is fitted the correct way 
around. F"rt the belt around the pulleys In the 
following oroer. 
a) Power steering pump. 
b) Manual I&1Sic» .... pulley. 
c) Alternator. 
d) Air conditioning compressor. 
e) Crankshaft. 
f) Spring-Ioaded terzsionar pulley. 

83 Enstxe the belt ribs are oorrectty seated kl 
au the pulley grooves, then rotate the manual 
tensiol"lM pulley in a clockwise direction to 
remove all slack from the belt. 
84 To correctly set the drivebelt tension, 
position the manual tensionef pulley so that all 
spring pressure is removed from the locking 
bolVpin frtted to the spring-loaded tensioner 
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arm. Once the manual tensioner pulley is 
correctly positioned, securely tighten its 
retaining bolt. 
85 Remove the locking bolUpin then rotate 
the crankshaft through four complete 
revolutions. Check that the locking bolt/pin 
can stiI be easiJy inserted. If not, slacken the 
manual lensioner pulley bolt and repeat the 
adjustment procedure. 
86 Once the belt Is correctly tensioned, 
remove the locking bolVpin, clip the coolant 
hoses lnlo position (where applicable), then 
refit the plastic coyer to the wing valance. 
Refit the roadwheeI, and lower the vehicle to 
the ground. 
87 On completion, reconnect the battery 
negative terminal 

13 Auxmary drivebelt check and 
renewal- 2.0 litre engines 

Check 
1 Chock the rear wheels then jack up the 
front of the vehicle and support it on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support), 
Removt! the right-hand front roactwtlee'. 
2 From underneath the !root of the car, undo 
the screws, prise out the retaining clips, and 
remove the wheel arch liner to gain access to 
the crankshaft sprocket/pulley bolt. Where 
necessary, uncltp the coolant hoses rrom the 
wing to Improve access further. 
3 Using a suitable socket and extension bar 
fitted to the crankshaft sprockeVpulley bolt, 
rotate the crankshaft so that the entire length 
of tho drivobolt can be OK8mined, Examine the 
drivebelt for cracks, splitting, fraying or 
damage. Check also for signs of glazing (shiny 
patches) and for separation of the belt piles. 
Renew the bett If worn or damaged. 
4 Check the position of the wear Indicators 
on the tensloner pulley arm and backplate 
(see Illustration 12.4). The Indicator marit on 
the backplate must be positioned between 
the two marks on Ihe tensloner arm. If not, the 
bell Is stretched and should be renewed. 
5 If the condition 01 the bell is satisfactory, 
refit the wheel arch liner and roadwheel, then 
lower the vehicle to the ground. 

13.88 Using a spannet"/socket on the 
tensioner pulley ban, align the arm zero 

wear mart!; wittt the backpiate incKcator •• . 

Removal 
Note: A 4.0 mm diameter boft or pfn will be 
required to lock the spring-loaded tensloner 
pulley in position (see Tool T1p In 5«:tlon 12). 
6 If not already done, proceed as described 
in paragraphs 1 and 2. 
7 Disconnect the battery negative lenninal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
8 Using a spanner/ socket fitted to the spring
loaded lensioner pulley centre bolt, move the 
tensioner pulley away from the belt until it ls 
possible to slip the drivebelt off one of the 
pulleys. Once the drivebeH has been 
cfiSplaced, align the tensioner arm right-hand 
(zero) wear mark (see Illustration 12.4) with 
the backplate indicator merit and lock the 
tensioner in position by Insertk1g the 4.0 nvn 
diameter botVpin (see illustrations). Ensure 
the botVpin is correctly located In the 
backp4ate, then release the tensionef. 
9 Disengage the drivebelt from all the puCIeys, 
nomg its correct routing. and rumove it from 
the engine. Note: If rho belt is going to be re
used, mark the ciractb'l of rolatiofl on the belt 
prior to removal. ThIs wI1' ensut8 it fs refitted 
the correct way BICUf"Id. 

Refitting 
Used belt 
10 If the original bell is being refitted, use the 
mar1t made on removal to ensure It is fitted the 
COlTect way around. Fit the belt around the 
pulleys In the following order. 
a) Power steering pump. 
b) Manual tensioner pulley. 
c) Mamator. 
d) Air conditioning compressor/lower idler 

pulley (as applicable). 
e) Crankshaft. 

11 Fit the spanner/socket to the spring
loaded tensloner pulley boit. Move the 
tensioner pulley away from the belt until It Is 
possible to withdraw the locking boIVpln, then 
slip the bell over the pulley. Ensure the belt 
ribs are cOlTectty seated in all the pulley 
grooves, then slowly release the sprlng
loaded tensiooer to tension the drtvebett. 
12 Clip the coolant hoses into position 
(where applicable), then relit the wheel arch 

13.8b • . • and lock it In position by 
inserting the boftIpin ttvough the arm and 

backplate holes - 2.0 litre engines 

liner. Refit the road wheel, and lower the 
vehicle to the ground. 
13 On completion, reconnect the battery 
negative terminal. 

New belt 
14 Ensure that the spring loaded tensloner 
pulley Is locked in position with its right-hand 
(zero) wear marit correctly aligned with the 
backplate micator (see paragraph 8). 
15 Slacken the manual tensioner put\ey bolt, 
then fit the new drivebeH. around the pulleys in 
the foIowing order:: 
~ Power steeting pump. 
b) Manual tensionel" pulley. 
c) Mamatex. 
d) Ai COitditioolitlQ compresscx/lowericRer 

pufJey (as applicable). 
e) Crankshaft. 
f) Spring-Ioaded tei iSkJo lb pulley. 

16 Ensure the belt ribs are COfTeCtIy seated in 
aI the pulley grooves. then rotate the manual 
tensioner pulley in a clockwise direction 10 
remove all slack from the belt. Rotate the 
pulley using a square-section key fitted to the 
hole in the puney hub. 
17 To correctly set the drivebelt tension. 
positiOn the manual tensioner pulley so that all 
spring pressure is removed from the locking 
boIVpin fitted to the spriog-Ioaded tensioner 
pulley backplate (see illUstration). Once the 
manual tensioner pulley Is correctly 
positioned, securely tighten its retainng bolt. 
18 Remove the locking botVpin then rotate 
the crankshaft through four complete 
revolutions. Check that the holes In the 
tensioner pulley and backplate are stfll 

13.17 Auxiliary drivebelt adjustment 
details - 2.0 Iftre engines 

PeugeotlOtrokl tool for mewing the 
manual tensioner pufJey 

2 Manual tensioner pulley retaining bolt 
3 Manual tensioner pulley 
4 Spring loaded tensioner pulley 
5 PeugootlCitroen IocIcing pin for ~ --6 Spring-Ioaded tensioner pulley ann IocJdng 

hole 
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For a quick check, the thlckn ... of 
friction material remaining on .. ch 
brake pad can be measured through 
the aperture In the caIiper body. 

aligned, and that it is now possible to insert a 
setting 1001 of 2.0 mm diameter through both 
holes. If not, slacken the manual tensioner 
pulley bolt and repeat the adjuslrrnmt 
procecll.-e. 
t9 Once the belt is cOl'Tectly tensiOlled. 
remove the setting tool, clip the coolant hoses 
into position (where applicable), than refit the 
wheel arch liner. Refit the roadwheel , and 
klwer the vehicle 10 the ground. 
20 On completion, reconnect the batl8fY 
negative termNi. 

14 Front brake pad check ~ 

~ 
~ 

1 Firmly apply lhe handbrake, then Jack up 
the front of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Remove the front roadwt1eets. 
2 If any pad's friction material is worn to the 
specified thickness or less, all four pads must 
be renewed as 8 set. 
3 For a comprehensive check, the brake pads 
should be removed and cleaned (see Haynes 
Hint). The operation of the caliper can then 
also be checked, and the condition of the 
brake disc itself can be fully examined on both 
sides. Refer to Chapter 9 for lurther 
Information. 

18.4 Check for wear in the hub 
bearings by grasping the wheel and trying 

t o rock it 

15 Rear brake shoe check 

1 Aemove the rear brake drums, and check 
the brake shoes for wear or contamination. At 
the same time. also Inspect the wheel 
cyflnders fO( signs of leakage, and the brake 
drum fO( signs of wear. Aeler to the relevant 
Sections o'-Chapter 9 for lurther InfOl'TTlation. 

16 Handbrake check and 
adjustment 

Refer to Chapter 9. 

17 Exhaust system check ~ 

~ 
~ 

1 With the engine cold (al least an hour after 
the vehicle has been driven), check the 
complete elthaust system from the engine to 
the end of the tailpipe. The exhaust syslem is 
most easily checked with the vehicle raised on 
a hoCst, Of suitably-supported on axle stands, 
so that the exhaust components are readily 
visible and accessible (see Jacking and --. 2 Check the exhaust pipes and connections 
to( evidence of leaks, severe corrosion and 
damage. Make sure that all brackets and 
mountings are in good condition, and that all 
relevant nuts and bolts are tight. Leakage at 
any of the joints Of In other parts of the system 
wiI usually show up as a black sooty star. in 
the vicinity 01 the leak. 
3 Rattles and other noises can often be 
traced to the exhaust system, especially the 
brackets and mountings. Try to move the 
pipes and silencers. II the components are 
able to come into contact with the body or 
suspension parts, secure the system with new 
mountings. Otherwise separate Ihe joints (if 
possible) and twist the pipes as necessary to 
provide additionaJ dearance. 

18 =.n9 and suspension ~ 

...: 
Front suspension and steering 
1 Aaise the front of the vehicle, and securely 
support it on axte stands (see JacJcjng and 
vehicJe .supporl). 
2 lnspecl the baJljoint dust covers and the 
steering rack-and-pinion gaiters for splits, 
chafing or damage. Any wear of these parts 
win cause loss of lubricant, together with dirt 

and water entry, resulting In rapid 
det8lliolaOOh of the baIIjoints or steenng gear. 
3 On models with power steering, check the 
fluid hoses for chaling or damage, and the 
pipe and hoSe unions for leaks. Also check lor 
signs of leakage under p!'essure from the 
steering gear rubber gaiters, which would 
indicate failed fluid seals within the steering 
geM. 
4 Grasp the roadwheel at the 12 o'clock and 
6 o'clock positions, and try to rock it (see 
illustration). Very slight free play may be felt, 
but if the movement is appreciable, further 
investigation is necessary to determine the 
source. Continue rocking the wheel while an 
assistant depresses the foot brake. If the 
movement is now eliminated or significantly 
reduced, it is likely that the hub beatings are 
at fault. If the free play is stil evident with the 
footbrake depo sed, then there is wear in the 
suspension pints or mountings. 
5 Now grasp the wheel at the 9 o'clock 
and 3 o'clock positions. and try to rock it as 
before. Any movement felt now may again be 
caused by wear in the hub bearings or the 
steering track rod balljoints. If the inner or 
outer balljoint is worn, the movement will be 
obvious. 
6 Using a large screwdriver rx flat bar, check 
frx wear in the suspension mounting bushes 
by levering between the relevant suspension 
component and its attachment point. Some 
movement is to be expected as the mountings 
are made of rubber. but excessive wear 
should be obvious. Also check the condition 
of any visible rubber bushes. IooIOOg frx splits. 
cracks rx contamination of the rubber. 
7 Wrth the car standing on its wheels, have an 
assistant turn the steering wheel back-and
lorth about an eighlh 01 a turn each way. 
There should be very little, if any, lost 
movement between the steering wheel and 
roadwheels. If this Is not the case, closely 
observe the joints and mountings previously 
described, but in addition, check the steering 
column universal joints for wear. and the 
steering gear itsetf. 

Strut/shock absorbers 
8 Check for any signs of fluid leakage around 
the suspension strutlshoctl. absorber body, or 
from the rubber gaiter around the piston rod. 
Should any ftuid be noticed, the suspension 
struVshock absorber is defective Internally, 
and should be renewed. 
Note: Suspension struts/shock absorbers 
should always be renewed in paks on the 
.same axle • 
9 The effICiency of the suspension 
struVshock absorber may be checked by 
bouncing the vehicle at each corner. 
Generally speaking, the txxly will flItum to Its 
normal posiUon and stop after being 
dep!'essed. If it rises and returns on a 
rebound, the suspension strut/shock 
absorber is probably suspect, Examine also 
the suspension strut/shock absorber upper 
and lower mountings fOf any signs 01 wear. 
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Every 30 000/36 000 miles (45 000/60 000 km) or four years 
1.8 and 1.9 litre engines - every 30 000 miles (45 000 km) 
2.0 litre engines - every 36 000 miles (60 000 km) 

9 Fuel filter renewal 

Callfion: Take care not to alfew dirt Into the 
fUfli filter housing during this ptTJCedure or 
to spill fuel onto the clutch assembly 

1.B and 1.9 litre 
XUD series engines 
1 The fuel filter is located In a plastic housing 
at the front of the engine. 
2 Where applicable, cover the clutch 
bellhousing with a piece of plastic sheetlng, to 
protect the dutch from fuel spillage. 
3 Remove all traces of dirt from the exterior of 
the filter housing then drain the fuel filter as 
described in Section 4. 
4 Undo the four retairmg bolts and lift off the 
filter housing cover (see illustration). 
5 un the filter from the housing (see 
illustration). Ensure that the rubber seaUng 
ring comes away with the fitter, and does not 
stick to !he housingIT"ld. 
6 Remove all traces of dirt or debris from 
Inside the tilter housing then, making SLI"e its 
sealing ring Is in position. fit the new fuel tilter. 
7 Coat the ttveads of the filter cover securing 
bolts with thread-locking compound, thert refit 
the COVer and secure with the bolts. 
8 Prime the fuel system as described in 
Chapter4B. 

1.9 litre DW series engines 
9 Release the fasteners from the right·hand 
side and top of the engine cover then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose Its mounUng 
rubbers (see illustrations 4.6a to 4.6c). 
10 R&mOve all traces of dirt from the exterior 
of the tilter housing then drain the fuel filter as 
described in Section 4. 
11 Release the retaining dip and detach the 

19.13 un the fuel filter and sealing ring 
out of the housing -1 .9 litre DW series 

engines 

fuel outlet pipe from the filter housing cover 
(see iUustration). 
12 UncIip the filter housing COYef retaining clip 
then position the cover clear of the housing 
(see illustration). Discard the cover sealing 
ring - a new ring must be used on refitm1g. 
13 Uft the fuel filter and sealing ring out of 
the housing (see Illustration). 
14 Remove all traces of dirt or debris from 
inside the filter housing. 
15 Ensure that the housing and cover are 
spotlessly clean then fit the new fuel filter. 

19.4 Uft off the fue4 fitter cover ••. 

19.11 Release the retaining clip and 
detach the fUel outlet pipe from the filter 

housing covet'" - 1.9Iitre DW series engines 

19.1&8 Ensure that the new small sealing 
ring (arrowed) Is correctly fitted to the fuel 

filter ... 

16 Ensure that the new smaU seaing ring is 
correctty fitted to the top of the filter, then fit 
the new large seaiing ring to the cov", (see 
Illustrations). 
17 Locate the cover correctly on the filter 
housing and refit the retaining clip. Ensure 
that the clip is correctly engaged with the 
housing and cover and secure It firmly In 
position. 
18 Reconnect the fuel outlet pipe to the 
""'M, 
19 Check that the filter housing drain plug is 

19.5 ..• then lift the filtH from the housing 
- XUO series engines 

19.12 Release the clip and lift off the filter 
housing cover -1 .9 litre DW series engines 

19.16b • . • and the new large sealing ring 
(arrowed) ts correctty fitted t o the housing 

cover - 1.9 litre DW series engines 
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19.24 Disconnect the fuel supply and 
retum hose quick-release fittings 

farrowed) from the fittet" housing covet"
early 2.0 litre engines 

seca"eIy closed, then prime the fuel system as 
described in Chapter 4C. 
20 Once the engine Is Idling smoothly. enswe 
that the mounting rubbers are all correctly 
fitted then install the engine cover. securing It 
In position with tha fasteners. 

2.0 litre engines 
Note: Check with your dealer for the 
availability of fuel fitter/housing before 
removal. On some models the fuel 
filter/housing may come as a complete 
lWSnbly. 

Caution: The need for scrupulous 
cleanliness when working on the fuel 
system of HDi engines cannot be over
emphasised. It Is particularly important to 
keep foreign maHer - dust, water or any 
other contaminant - out of the fuel lines. 
Sear In mind also, the following specific 
points: 
• When renewing the fuel filt.,. element, 
the filter housing must be cleaned in • 
solvent bath using injector test fluid, 
parsffin or similar. DO NOT use 
compressed air or ordinary rags to dry it 
off; special Resiste/ cleaning cloths, 
available from Peugeotl Citroin dealers, 
.re the only Items approved for this _e. 
• Before undertaldng any worlc on the high 
pt'eS5Ure side of the system, remove any 
loose debris wnh • vacuum cleaner, then 
clean around the components to be 
removed with a paint brush and an 
approved solvent (Sodimac No 35. Mecanet 
or equivalent). 
- DO NOT clean the engine using a steam 
cleaner or a high pressure wa ter jet; use 
ane of the solVents mentioned above. 
• ANM' disconnect/on of any fuel un ion, 
cover the open ends immediately to keep 
dirt out. Special plugs for this purpose can 
be obtained from your dealer. 
21 Two different filter assemblles may be 
encountered and cab be Identified by the 
design of the filter housing cover. On early 
engines the housing cover has a hexagonal 
moulding to enable It to be unscrewed using a 
suitable socket. On later engines the filter 

19.268 un off the filter housing cover . • . 

19.26c • . • and the O-ring seal ••. 

housing cover Is SElC\Ked by a ribbed locking 
ring which can be unscrewed using a strap 
wrench. Identify the type of fitter fi lled and 
proceed as described under the relevant sub
heading. 

Early models 
22 Release the fixings by tumlng them 
through 90-. and remove the engine cover 
(see IUustTations 4.118 and 4. t1b. 
23 Remove all traces of dirt from the exterior 
of the lilter housng then drain the tuei lilter as 
described In Section 4. 
24 At the connections on the flIter housing 
cover, disconnect the fuel supply and return 
hose quick-release fillings using a small 
screwdriver to release the locking clip (see 
Illustration). Suitably plug Of cover the open 
hose unions to prevent cflrt entry. 
25 USing a suitable socket engaged with the 
hexagonal moulding on the filter housing 
cover, turn the cover approximately a quarter 
turn anti-clockwise to release the locking lugs. 
26 Uft off the housing cover, and collect the 
metal sealing ring and t!'le O-ring seal, then lift 
out the filter element (see illustrations). 
27 Undo the two bolts and remove the filter 
housing from Its mounting bracket. 
Thoroughly dean the filter housing and cover. 
bearing in mind the Infonnation on cleanliness 
given above. When the cleaning op&n1tions 
are complete. refit the housing to its mounting 
bracket and secure with the two retaining 
bolts. 
28 Fit the new fuel filter element to the 
housing. 
29 Lubricate the new O-mg with dean diesei 

19.26b ... remove the metal sealing 
ring ..• 

19.26d .•• then lift out the filter etement -
.arty 2.0 rrtre engines 

fuel and locate the seal In position, followed 
by the metal sealing ring. 
30 Refit the housing cover and turn it 
clockwise until the arrow on the housing cover 
is in line with the filter drain outlet. 
31 Reconnecl the fuel supply and retum 
hoses, then prime the fuel system as 
described in Chapter 4C. 
32 On completion. refit the engine cover. 
Later models 
33 Release the fixings by turning them 
through 90· , and remove the engine cover 
(see illustrations 4 .11a and 4.11b). 
34 Remove all traces of dirt from the exteriOf 
of the filter housing then drain the fuel filter as 
described in Section 4 . 
3S Where applicable, disconnect the wiring 
connector from the top of the filter housing 
cover (see ilklstration). 

19.35 Disconnect the wiring connector 
from the top of the M er housing covet' -

latet" 2.0 litre engines 
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36 Disconnect the fuel lines from the top of 
the fuel fitter housing by releasing the quick
release fittings using a small screwdriver (see 
illustration). Move them to one side, covering 
the ends 01 the fuel lines to prevent dirt entry. 
37 Using a strap wrench or similar tool, 
unscrew the locking ring from the filter 
housing. Uft off the housing cover then 
f9mOV8 the filter element and the O-ring seal 
(see illustration). Note: Although In theory 
the locking ring on the filter housing unscrews, 
in practice we have found It impossible to 
unscrew the locJdng ring without dBmaging 
the housing, necessitsting the teneWaI of the 
COff¥)Iete filter housing. 
38 Undo the two bolts and remove the filter 
housing from its mounting bracket. 
Thoroughly dean the filter housing and cover, 
bea10g in rrn:I the Information on cleanliness 
given above. When the cleaning operations 
are complete, refit the housing to its mounting 
bracket and secure With the two retaining 
bolts. 
39 At the new fuel fitter element to the -. 40 Lubricate the new o-ring with dean diesel 
fuel and locate the seal in position on the 

houoi"". 
41 Refit the I'Iousing cover and position it so 
the fuel inlet and outlet unions are parallel with 
the engine. 
42 Screw the locking ring onto the housing 
and tighten it until the notches on the ring and 
housing are aligned. 
43 Reconnect the fuel supply and return 
hoses and , where applicable, the wiring 
connector. Prime the fuel system as 
described in Chapter 4C. 
44 On completion, refit the engine cover. 

20 Air cleaner filter element 
renewal 

1.8 and 1.9 litre 
XUD series engines 
1 Slacken the retaining clip and disconnect 
the Intake duct from the top of the filter 
housing. Slacken the retaining clips, and 

20.3 • . • and withdraw the fittet" ekmHmt
XUD series engines 

19.36 Disconnect the fuel suppty and 
return hose quick-TeHtase fittings -later 

2.0 litre engines 

remove the duct linking the intake to the rear 
of the filter- housing. 
2 Release the retaining clips, then ih off the 
filter housing lid (see Illustrations). 
3 Remove the filter element from the housing 
(see illustration). 
4 Wipe clean the inside of the filtfH' housing 
and fit the new filter element. making sure that 
it is correctly seated. 
5 Refit the lld, and secure It In position with 
the retaining cfips. 
6 Reconnect the Intake ducts, sea.ring them 
in position with the retaining clips. 

1.9 litre DW series engines 
WJZ engine models 
7 Proceed as described above for XUD series 
engines. 

20.2a Release the clips securing the fitter 
!musing lid .•. 

20.9 Reiease the retanng clips, and remoYe 

the cover from the base of the air deaner 
filter housing - early DW series engines 

19.37 Using a strap wrench or slmilar I 
Un5Cf'eW the locking ring fTom the fitter 

housing - later 2.0 litre engines 

WJY engine models
pre-September 2002 
8 Access to the filter element is obtained 
from under the front of the vehicle. If 
necessary, to Improve access. fimWy apply the 
handbrake then jack up the from of the 
vehicle and support it on axle stands (see 
Jacking and vehicle support). 
9 Release the retaining clips, and remove the 
cover from the base of the aJT filter housing 
(see Hlustratlon). 
10 Wrthdraw the filter element from the 
housing (see illustration). 
1 t WIP6 clean the inside of the filter housing, 
then fit the new filter. 
12 Refrt the cover to the base of the housing, 
and secure it in position with the retaining 
clips. Where necessary, lower the vehicle 10 
the ground. 

20.2b .•. then 11ft off the lid .•. 

20.10 Withdraw the filter e&ement from the 
housing - early DW series engines 
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20_13 Dlscoonect the wiring connector 
from the airflow meter - latet'" DW series 

20.19 Disconnect the wiring connector 
from the alrllow meter - 2.0 litre engines 

WJY engine models
post~September 2002 
13 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
airflow meter, mounted on the side of the air 
cleaner lid (see illustration). 
14 Undo the screws secumg the lid to the air 
filter ~ (see lIIustratioo). 
15 Uft up the lid and withdraw the filter 
element from the housing (see illus
tration). 
16 Wipe clean the inside of the filter housing. 
then fit the new filter element making sure that 
It is correctly seated. 
17 Refit the lid to the filter housing and 
secure wtth the relmlng screws. 
18 Reconnect the airflow meter wiring 
connector. 

20.21 b •.• lift up the lid and disengage the 
two retaining lugs from the air cleaner 

housing - 2.0 litre engines 

20.14 Undo the screws securing the lid to 
the air Mer housing - later DW series 

engines 

20.20 Slacken the retaining clip and 
disconnect the air inlet duct from the 

airflow meter - 2.0 litre engines 

2 .0 litre engines 
19 DIsconnect the wiring connector from the 
airflow meter, located on the air cleaner lid 
(see illustration). 
20 Slacken the retaining clip and disconnect 
the air inlet duct from the airflow meter (see 
illustration)_ 
21 Undo the two screws securing the lid to 
the air cleaner housing. Uft up the right-hand 
side of the lid and d isengage the two left-hand 
retaining lugs from the air cleaner housing 
(see illustrations)_ 
22 Withdraw the filter element from the 
housing (see illustration). 
23 Wipe clean the inside of the fitter housing, 
then fit the new filter element making sure that 
it is correctly seated. 

20..2:2 Wllhdraw the fitter element from the 
housing - 2.0 litre engines 

20.15 un up the lid and withdraw the fitter 
element -lat'"" DW series engines 

2O.21a Undo the two screws securing the 
lid to the air cleaner hoosln9 ..• 

24 Refrt the lid to the filter housing and 
sectn with the retaining screws. 
25 Reconnect the air inlet duct to the airflow 
meter. then reconnect the wiring connector. 

21 Manual transmission oil level ~ 
check ~ 

"" Note: A suitable square-section wrench may 
be r&quired to undo the transmission 
filler/level plug on some models. These 
wrenches can be obtained from most motM 
factors or yoor PeugeotICitTofJn dealer. 
1 Park the car on a level surface. The 011 level 
must be checked before the car Is driven, or 
al least 5 minutes after the engIne has been 
switched off. If the oil Is checked Imnediatety 
after driving the car, some of the oil will 
remain distributed around the transmission. 
resulting in an Inaccurate level reading. 
2 Prise out the clips and remove the access 
cover from the IefHI3nd wheel arch liner. 
3 Wipe clean the area around the fillerllevel 
plug. which 15 on the lefl-hand end of the 
transmission (see illustration). Unscrew the 
plug and clean It: discard the sealing washer. 
4 The oil level should reach the lower edge of 
the filier/level hoIe_ A certain amount of oil wil 
have gathered behind the fiIIer/level plug, and 
will trickle out when it is removed; this does 
not necessarily indicate that the level is 
correct. To ensure that a true level is 
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21 .3 Removing the manual transmission 
filler/level plug 

established , wait until the initial trickle has 
stopped, then add oil as necessary until a 
trickle of new 011 can be seen emerging (see 
mustration). The level will be correct when the 
flow ceases; use only good-quality oil of the 
specified type (refer to Lubricants and fluids) . 
5 Filling the transmission wit h oil is an 
extremely awkward operation; above all , allow 
plenty of time for the oil level to settle properly 

21.4 Oil level is correct when the o il stops 
flowing out of the filler/level ho le 

before checking it. If a large amount is added 
to the transmission, and a large amount flows 
out on checking the level , refit the filler/level 
plug and take the vehicle on a short journey 
so that the new oil is distributed fully around 
the transmission components, then recheck 
the level when it has settled again. 
6 If the transmission has been overfilled so 
that oil flows oul as soon as the fillerllevel 

plug is removed, cheek that the car is 
completely level (front-Io-rear and side-to
side), and allow the surplus to drain off into a 
suitable container. 
7 When the level is correct, fit a new sealing 
washer to the fillerllevel plug. Refit the plug, 
tightening it 10 Ihe specified lorque wrench 
setting, Wash oH any spilt oil then refit the 
access cover securing it in position with the 
retaining clips. 

22 Emissions control systems 
check 

1 Details of the emissions control system 
components are given in Chapter 40. 
2 Checking consists simply of a visual check 
for obvious signs of damaged or leaking 
hoses and joints. 
3 Detailed checking and testing of the 
evaporative and/or exhaust emissions 
systems (as applicable) should be entrusted 
to a PeugeoVCitroer. dealer. 

Every 40 000/48 000 miles (60 000/80 000 km) 
1.8 and 1.9 litre engines - every 40 000 miles (GO 000 km) 
2.0 litre engines - every 48 000 miles (80 000 km) 

23 Timing belt renewal 

Refer to the relevant Part of Chapter 2. 

Every 40 000 miles (60000 km) or two years 

24 Brake fluid renewal 

A 
Warning: Brake hydraulic fluid 

, can hann your eyes and damage 
• painted surfaces, so use 

extreme caution when handling 
and pouring it. Do not use fluid that has 
been standing open for some time, 8S it 
absorbs moisture from the air. Excess 
moisture can cause a dangerous loss of 
brakIng effectiveness. 
1 The procedure is similar to that for 
the bleeding of the hydraulic system as 
described in Chapter 9, except that the 
brake fluid reservoir shou ld be emptied 

by syphoning, using a ctean poultry 
basler or similar before starting, and 
allowance should be made for the old fluid 10 
be expelled when bleeding a section of the 
circuit. 
2 Working as described in Chapter 9, open 
the first bleed screw in the sequence, and 
pump the brake pedal gently until nearly all 
the old fluid has been emptied from the 
master cylinder reservoir. 
3 Top-up to the MA>< level with new fluid, and 
continue pumping until only the new fluid 
remains in the reservoir, and new fluid can be 
seen emerging from the bleed screw, TIghten 
the screw, and top the reservoir level up to the 
MAX level line. 
4 Work through all the remaining bleed 
screws in the sequence until new fluid can be 

Old hydraulic fluid is 
Invariably much darker in 
colour than the new, making 
It easy to distInguish the two. 

seen at all of them. Be careful to keep the 
master cylinder reservoir topped-up to above 
the MIN level at all times, or air may enler the 
system and greatly increase the length of the 
task. 
S When the operation is complete, Check that 
all bleed screws are securely tightened, and 
that their dust caps are refitted. Wash off all 
traces of spilt fluid , and recheck the master 
cylinder reservoir fluid level. 
6 Check the operation of the brakes before 
taking the car on the road. 
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Every 40 000 miles (60 000 km) or four years 

25 Coolant reuewal 

Cooling system draining 

A 
Wamlng: wait until tM engine Is 

, cold betot. m rfing this 
• procedure. Do not . now 

antlfroeze to come it contact with 
your aIcJn, or with the painted surlllces of rho 
..,ahlcle. Rinse off spills Immediately with 
plenty 01 water. Ne'll'8l' leave 8fItHr.ze Iyfng 
.round in an open containw, Of' In • puddle 
In the driveway or on the f/lJrlIge floor. 
Chiltk'en and pets 8Ie ettnK:ted by Its sweet 
.",.., but antifreeze C8I1 be fatal If i1ges1ed. 
1 On 1.9 litre rYW series engInes, release the 
fasteners from the right-hand side and top of 
the engine cover then lift off the cover, taking 
car. 1'101 to lose its mounting rubbers ( . .. 
Illustrations ".Sa to " .Se). On 2.0 litre 
engIneS. release the fix]ngs by luming them 
through 90". and remoVfJ the engine coyet' 
(see Illustrations " .11. and 4 .11 b,. 
2 With the engine completely cold, remove 
the expansion tank filler cap. Turn the cap 
anti-clockwise until it reaches the first SlOp. 
Wait until any preuure remaining in the 
system is reAeased, then push the cap down. 
turn Jt anti-Qrx.kwise to the second stop. and 
lift it off. 
3 Position a suitable container beneath the 
lower left-hand side of the radialor. On earty 
models, loosen the draIn plug (there Is no 
need to remove it completely) and allow the 
coolant to drain into the container. On later 
models a drain pkJg is not provided, so it wiI 
be necessary to disconnect the radiator 
bottom hose to allow the coolant to drain. 
4 To assist draining, open the cooling system 
bleed screws.. These are located In the heater 

matrIX outJet hose union (to improve access, it 
may be located in an ex1ension hose), on the 
engine compartment bulkhead and. on 
2.0 litre engines. on the top of the thermostat 
housing (see illustrations). 
5 When the flow of coolant stops. reposition 
the container below the cylinder block drain 
plug. The drain plug is located at the rear of 
the cylinder blOck. 
6 Remove the drain pfug. and allow the 
coolant to draWl into the COIltail"l8l . 

7 If the coolant has been drained for a reason 
other than renewal. then provided it is clean 
and less than two years old, it can be re-osed, 
though this Is not recommended. 
8 Refit the radiator and cytinder block drain 
ptogs on COfT1P'etlon of draining. Also refit the 
radiator boHom hose (later models) if the 
system Is not to be flushed . 

Cooling system flushing 
9 If coolant renewal has been neglected. or If 
the antifreeze mixture has become diluted, 
then in time, the cooing system may graduaJIy 
lose efficiency, as the coolant passages 
becOme restricted due to rust, scale deposits. 
and other sediment. The cooling system 
efficiency can be restored by flushing the 
system clean. 
10 The radiator should be flushed 
independenUy of the engine, to avoid 
UlNA smy contamination.. 

Radiator flushing 
11 To flush the radiator. first tighten the 
radiator drain plug. and the radlalor bleed 
screw. where applicable. 
12 ~ the top and bottom hoses and 
any other relevant hoses from the radiator. 
with reference to Chaplet 3. 
13 Insert a garden hose into the radiator top 
inlet. DIrect a flow of clean water through the 
radiator. and keep flushing until clean water 
emerges from the radiator bottom outlet. 

14 If after a ~ period. the water stiI 
does not M'I clear, the radiator can be fk.tshed 
with a good proprietary cleaning agent. h is 
Important that their manufacturer's 
Instructions are followed carefully. If the 
contamination is particularly bad, insert the 
hose in the radiator bottom outlet, and 
revera-fIush the radiator. 

Engine ftushing 

15 To tIush the engine, fnt refit the cyCinder 
block drain plug, and tighten the Cooling 
system bleed screws . 
18 Remove the thermostat a, described in 
Chapter 3. then temporarily refit the 
thennostat cover. 
17 With the top and bottom hoses 
dlsconnected from the radiator. Insert a 
garden hose into the radiator top hose. DIrect 
a clean flow of water through the engine. and 
continue flushing until clean water emerges 
from the radiator bottom hose. 
18 On completion of flushing, refit the 
thermostat and reconnect the hoses With 
reference to Chapter 3. 

Cooling system filling 
19 Before attempting to fill the cooUng 
system. make sure that all hoses and clips are 
in good condition, and that the clips are light. 
All anhfreeza mixture must be used all year 
round, to prevent corrosion of the engine 
componentS (see foIIowilQ sub-Section). Also 
check that the radiator and cyhnder block 
drain plugs are in place and tight. 
20 Remove the expansion laM fillet cap. 
21 Open si the cooling system bleed screws 
(see paragraph 4). 
22 Some of the cooling system hoses are 
positioned at a higher level than the top of the 
radiator expansion tank. It Is therefore 
necessary to use a 'header lank' wIlen refilling 
the cooling system. to reduce the possibility 
of air being trapped In the system. Although 

25.4b Thermostat Ileus!ng bleed screw (arrowed) 
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Cut the bottom off an old antifreeze 
container to make a 'head"r tank ' for 
use when refilling the cooling system. 
The seal at the point arrowed should be 
as airtight as possible - use an O-ring /f 
available, or seal the joint by some 
other means. 

PeugeoVCitroen dealers use a special header 
tank, the same effect can be achieved by 
using a suitable bottle, with a seal between 
the bottle and the expansion tank (see 
Haynes Hint). 
23 Fit the 'header tank' 10 the expansion tank 
and slowly fill the system. Coolant will emerge 

Every ten years 

26 Airbags and seat belt 
pretensioners renewal 

from each of the bleed screws in turn, starting 
with the lowest screw. As soon as coolant free 
from air bubbles emerges from the lowest 
screw. tighten that screw and, where 
applicable, watch the next bleed screw in the 
system. Repeat the procedure until the 
coolant is emerging from the highest bleed 
screw in the cooling system and all bleed 
screws are securely tightened. 
24 Continue to fill the cooling system until 
bubbles stop appearing in the expansion tank. 
Help to bleed the air from the system by 
repeatedly squeezing the radiator bottom 
hose. 
25 Ensure that the 'header tank' is full (at 
least 0.5 litres of coolant). Start the engine, 
and run it at a fast idle speed (do not exceed 
2000 rpm) until the cooling fan cuts In, and 
then cuts out. Stop the engine. Note: Take 
great care not to scald yourself with the hot 
coolant during this operation. 
26 Allow the engine to cool, then remove the 
'header tank'. 
27 When the engine has cooled, check the 
coolant level as described in Weekly checks. 
Top-up the level If necessary, and refit the 
e)(pansion tank cap. Refit the engine cover 
(where applicable). 

1 Peugeot/Citroen recommend that the 
airbags and seat belt pretensioners are 
renewed regardless of tneir condition every 
ten years. Refer to Chapter 12 for airbag 
renewal, and Chapter 11 for seat belt 
pretensioner renewal . 

Antifreeze mixture 
28 The antifreeze should always be renewed 
at the specified Intervals. This is necessary 
not only to maintain the antifreeze properties, 
but also to prevent corrosion which would 
otherwise occur as the corrosion inhibitors 
become progressively less effective. 
29 Always use an ethylene-glycol based 
antifreeze of the specified type (see 
Lubricants and fluids). The quantity of 
antifreeze and level of protection are indicated 
in the Specifications. 
30 Before adding antifreeze, the cooling 
system should be completely drained, 
preferably flushed, and all hoses checked for 
condition and security. 
31 After filling with antifreeze, a label should 
be attached to the expansion tank, stating the 
type and concentration of antifreeze used, 
and the dale installed. Any subsequent 
topping-up should be made with the same 
type and concentration of antifreeze. 
32 Do not use engine antifreeze in the 
windscreenltailgate washer system, as it will 
cause damage to the vehicle paintwork. A 
screenwash additive should be added to the 
washer system in the quantities stated on the 
bottle. 
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Chapter 2 Part A: 
Petrol engine in-car repair procedures 

Contents Section number 

Camshaft(s) and rocker arms/followers - removal , inspection and 
refrtting . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 10 

Camshaft oil seal(s) - renewal • • . • • . . • • . • • . • • • . • . • • • • . . . . a 
Compression test - description and interpretation .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
Crankshaft oil seals - renewal. . . . . . . .. . . . . .... ......... 14 
Cylinder head - removal and refitting . ... . .... . .... ... 11 
Cylinder head cover - removal and refitting . . . . . . . . 4 
Engine assemblylvalve timing holes - general information 

and usage .... . ......................... . . .. . ... . . 3 
Engine oH and fi lter renewal ..................... See Chapter lA 
Engine oil level check ............. .. .. .. See Weekly checks 

Degrees of difficulty 

Section number 

Engineltransmission mountings - inspection and renewal 
Flywheel- removal, inspection and refitting .. .... . 
General information ... . ................. . 
Oil pump - removal. inspection and refitting .. . .... . 
Sump - removal and refitting. 

...... . . 16 
15 

.. ..... 1 
.. .... 13 

Timing belt - general information, removal and refitting . ... 
Timing belt covers - removal and refming . .. 

.. , 12 
6 
5 

Timing belt tensioner and sprockets - removal, inspection 
and refming ... . .... , ... , ...... , .. ...... ...... . 

Valve clearances - checking and adjustment .. 
7 
9 

Easy, suitablefor 

~ 
Fairly easy, suitable 

~ 
Fairly _ ~ I>IficLjt, sUtabIe "" ~ 

Very_ ~ 

novice with little for begirYler with suitct:lle for ccmpetent ~ expel iellCed DIY 
~ 

sUtabIe "" expert Of( ~ 
e><perience ~ sane e><perience 

Specifications 
Engine (general) 
Designation: 

1.4 litre (1360 cc) engine 
1.6 litre (1587 cc) engine 

Engine codes": 
1,4 litre engine: 

Up to 2001 
2001 onwards , .......... . 

1.6 litre engine 
Bore: 

1,4 litre engine 
1.6 litre engine 

Stroke: 
1.4 litre engine 
1.6 litre engine 

~ Of( mecharOc ~ ... 

TU3JP 
TUSJP4 

KFX 
KFW 
NFU 

75.00 mm 
78.50 mm 

77.00 mm 
82.00 mm 

mecharOc ... '" protesSonaJ ~ 

Directio"n of crankshaft rotation 
No 1 cylinder location ... , ..... 
Compression ratio: 

Clockwise (viewed from right-hand side of vehicle) 
At transmission end of the block 

1,4 litre engine 
1.6 litre engine 

Maximum power output: 
1,4 litre engine 
1.6 litre engine 

Maximum torque output: 

10.5: 1 
11.0: 1 

55 kW 0 5400 rpm 
80 kW 0 5800 rpm 

1,4 litre engine ................. ,... . . .. 120Nm@3400rpm 
1.6 litre engine ...............•.. , . . . . . . 147 Nm@ 4000 rpm 

• The engine code is situated on front, left-hand end of the cylinder block. 
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Camshaft(s) 
Drive ..............................•......•...••.. • ..•. 

Valve clearances (engine cold) 
,.4 litre engine: 

Inlet .....••...•.....••... . .•...........•....... •. .•... 
Exhaust ... ••. .. .•...•... ......•..........•..•.•.•..•••. 

'.6 rrtre engine ................•...•........•••.•.•.•..•.•. 

Lubrication system 
011 pump type .. ......... ... ........................ •. ..... 
MlnifT"lLlTl oil pr9SSU'"e at 8O"C •..•.. . •..••..•.•••. • •... •.. •.•. 
011 pressure warning switch operating pressure .... . ...... • ...... 

Torque wrench settings 
Big--and bearing cap nuts· ............ . .......... . .......... . 
Camshaft bearing housing to cylinder head (1.6 litre engine) •. ..••.. 
Camshaft spmcket retaining boIt(s): 

1.4 litre engine: 
Ml1 bolt with plain washer ... . ..... .. ...... •. . ...... .•... 
M 1 0 bolt with captive washer .•..... . •. .. ...•. . 

1.6 litre engine . .•..............•...•......•.•...••..... . 
Camshaft thrust fork retaining bolt (1 .4 litre engine) ........ •... • .. 
Crankshaft 01 seal nousing bolts ....•....••. .. •.•. .. .•.•.•••• . 
Crankshaft pulley retaining bolts .... ....... ... ............... . 
Crankshaft sprocket retaining bott·: 

Stage 1 ...... . ........... . ........ ... . .. ...... . ....... . 
Stage2 .. . ..... .......... .. . . ... . .. . . . . .... . .......... . 

Cyinder head bolts: 
1.4 litre engine: 

Stage, ....................... . ... .. ........... . 
Stage2 ........... . ... .. .. ... ... .. . . ...... . 

1.6 litre engine: 
Stage 1 .......................................... . .. . 
Stage2 ....................... . ........ . . . .. ..... ... . 

Cylinder head cover screwsInuts . ••.. . •.•..•.•... ••. ..•• . 
Engine·te-transmission bolts: 

1.4 litre engine ......•....•......•. . ... . •.... • . 
1.6 litre engine . ...•.•....• .•.. • ....•... • ....•....•..•.•. 

EngineJb"ansmission left·hand mounting: 
Centre nut ..•• .... ... .• •.• .•..•.•.•.... • •..••..••... • ... 
Mounting braCkel-to-transmlssion nuts: 

1,4 litre engine •.........•.. . ..... . .... • ....• . ...... . ... 
1.6 litre engine ..•.......•.•....•..... .... ••. . •••. ..•• •. 

Mounting bracket·to-body bolts •••... ... .. .. ....•.. • ....•... 
Mounting rubber nutslbotts ............................... . 

EnginaItransmis rear mounting: 
Connecting link-le-mounting rubber nutlboH .......•........... 
Connecting IInk-to'subframe nut/bolt ... . .......•• . .•.... . ... 

Engineltransmission right·hand mounting: 
1.4 litre engine: 

Rubber mounting to body ............•. .. •... ...•.•..•.•. 
Upper brackeHo-cyIinder b60ck bracket nuts •..•.•.....••.•. 
UpP6f brackeHo·l1Jbber mounting nut ... . ........•. . .••... 
Support bracket (later models): 

Bracket·te-mounting upper bracket bolt ....•.•..•...••... 
Bracket·to-cylinder head bolt •..•• .. •.. ... ••. .. •..••••.. 
Lower btacket-to-engine nutJboIt ............... ••. .•.. •. 

1.6 litre engine: 
Rubber mounting 10 body , .. . . .. . . ... .. . .... .. .••... ••... 
Upper bracket·to-engine bracket bolts ...... .. ....•...••..• 
Upper bmcket-to-rubber rrlCUlting nut •..•...• . ...• . . . •••.. 
Engine bracket·to-cylindef head bolts .•.•....•.•.••.•.•...• _boils· ................................. .......... . 

Main bearing cap bolts (1.6 rrtre engine): 
Stagel .................... . ...... . .. .. .. . 
Stage 2 ......................... . . ...... ... ........... . 

Toothed bell 

..20 mm 
O.40nvn 
Hydraulic ad"JUSlefS 

Gear type. chaJn-driven off the crankshaft 
4 bar.; 0 4000 rpm 
0.8 bars 

Nm 
40 
1. 

80 
45 
45 
16 

• 25 

4. 
Angle-tighten a further 45-

20 
Angle·tlghten a furth8f 2406 

2. 
Ang!e-tighlen a ft.nher 260" 

• 
4. 
50 

65 

25 
60 
22 
25 

54 
65 

40 
45 
45 

45 
25 
25 

40 
60 
45 
45 7. 
2. 
Angle-tighten a further 4Qe 

Ibf ft 

30 
7 

59 
33 
33 
12 

• 1. 
3. 

15 

15 

• 
3. 
37 .. ,. 
44 ,. ,. 
40 4. 

30 
33 
33 

33 ,. ,. 
30 
44 
33 
33 
52 

15 
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Torque wrench settings (continued) 
Main bearing ladder casting (1.4 litre engine): 

Ml1 bolts: 
Stage 1 . ......... .. .. .. 

Nm Ibfft 

20 15 
Stage2 . .. . ........... . 

M6 bolts .... . . . .. . ... . 
Angle-tighten a further 44· 
8 6 

18 
7 
22 
7 
7 
66 
22 
6 
6 

011 filter plastic housing (later models) ............. . 2' 
011 filter housing to engine block (1.6 litre engine) ....... . 10 
Oil pressure switch. . . . . . . . ..... . .......... . 30 
Oil pump retaining bolts ....... . .. .. .. . .•. . .. . . . 9 
Pislon oil jet spray tube bolts ............. . .. . 10 
Aoadwheel bolts .................. . 
Sump drain plug ... • ...... .....• . 
Sump retaining nuts and boils .. 
Timing belt cover bolts 
TIming belt tensiOl1erlidler pulley nut: 

1.4 litre engine ......... • . 
1.6 litre engine 

• New nuts/bolts must be used 

General information 

How to use this Chapter 
This Part of Chapter 2 describes those 

repair procedures that can reasonably be 
carried out on the engine while it remains in 
the car. If the engine has been removed from 
the car and is being dismantled, as described 
In Part D, any preliminary dismantling 
procedures can be ignored. 

Note that, while it may be possible 
physically to overhaul Items such as the 
pistonJconnecting rod assemblies while the 
engine is in the car, such tasks are not 
normally carried out as separale operations. 
Usually, several additional procedures (not to 
mention the cleaning of components and of 
oilways) have to be carried out. For this 
reason, all such tasks are classed as major 
ovemaul procedures, and are described in 
Part 0 of this Chapter. 

Part D describes the removal of the 
engine/transmission from the vehicle, and the 
full overhaul procedures that can then be 
carried out. 

Engine description 
The TU series engine Is a well-proven unit 

which has been fitted to many previous 
Peugeot and Citroen vehicles. The engine is 
of the in-line four-cylinder, single overhead 
camshaft (SOHC) a-valve type on 1.4 litre 
models, or double overhead camshaft (OOHC) 
16-valve type on 1.6 litre models, mounted 
transversely at the front of the car with the 
transmission attached to its left-hand end. 

The crankshaft runs in fIVe main bearings. 
Thrustwashers are fitted to No 2 main bearing 
(upper half) to control crankshaft endfloat. 

The connecting rods rotate on horizontally
split bearing shells at their big-ends. The 
pistons are attached to the connecting rods 

90 
30 
8 
8 

20 
22 

by gudgeon pins, which are an interference fit 
in the connecting rod small-end eyes. The 
aluminium-alloy pistons are fitted with three 
piston rings - two compression rings and an 
oil control ring. 

On 1.4 litre engines, the cylinder block is 
made of aluminium, and wet liners are fitted to 
the cylinder bores. Sealing O-rings are fitted 
at the base of each liner, to prevent the 
escape of coolant into the sump. 

On 1.6 litre engines, the cylinder block is 
made from cast-Iron, and the cylinder bores 
are an integral part of the cylinder block. On 
this type of engine, the cylinder bores are 
sometimes referred to as having dry liners. 

The inlet and exhaust valves are each 
closed by coil springs, and operate in guides 
pressed into the cylinder head; the valve seat 
inserts are also pressed into the cylinder 
head, and can be renewed separately if worn. 

On ' .4 litre engines, the camshaft is driven 
by a toothed timing belt, and operates the 
eight valves via rocker arms. Valve clearances 
are adjusted by a screw-and-Iocknut 
arrangement. The camshaft rotates directty In 
the cylinder head. The timing be" also drives 
the coolant pump. 

On 1.6 litre engines, the camshafts are 
driven by a timing belt, and operate the 
16 valves via followers incorporating hydraulic 
compensator units (clearance adjusters). The 
camshafts rotate directly in the cylinder head 
and are retained by a one-piece bearing 
housing. The belt also drives the coolant pump. 

Lubrication is by means of an oil pump, 
which is driven (via a chain and sprocket) off 
the right-hand end of the Cl'ankshaft. It draws 
oil through a strainer located in the sump. and 
then forces it through an extemally·mounted 
filter into galleries in the cylinder 
block/crankcase. From there, the oil is 
distributed to the crankshaft (main bearings) 
and camshaft. The big-end bearings are 
supplied with oil via internal drillings In the 
crankshaft, while the camshaft bearings also 
receive a pressurised supply. On 1.6 litre 

15 
16 

engines, piston cooling oil spray jets are fitted 
to spray oil on the underside of each piston. 
The camshaft lobes and valves are lubricated 
by splash, as are all other engine components. 

Operations with engine in car 
The following wOl1< can be carried out with 

the engine in the car: 
a) Compression pressure - tasting. 
b) Cylinder head cover - removal and 

refitting. 
c) Timing belt covers - removal and refitting. 
d) Timing belt - removal, refitting and 

adjustment. 
e) Timing belt rensioner and sprockets -

removal and refitting. 
f) camShaft oil seal(s) - renewal. 
g) Camshaft(s) and rocker arms/followers -

removal, inspection and refitting. 
h) Cylinder head - removal and refitting. 
/) Cylinder head and pistons -

decarbonising. 
j) Sump - removal and refitting. 
k) Oil pump - removal, overhaul and refitting. 
I) Crankshaft oil seals - renewal. 
m) Engineltransmission mountings-

inspection and renewal. 
n) Flywheel- removal, inspection and 

refitting. 

2 Compression test -
description and interpretation 

1 When engine performance is down, or if 
misfiring occurs which cannot be attributed to 
the Ignition or fuel systems, a compression 
test can provide diagnostic clues as to the 
engine's condition. If the test is performed 
regularly, it can give warning of trouble before 
any other symptoms become apparent. 
2 The engine must be fully warmed-up to 
normal operating temperature and the battery 
must be fully charged. The aid of an assistant 
will also be required. 
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3 Relening to Chapter 58, on earty 1.4 litre 
models, disconnect the l T wiring conneCIOf 
Irom the Ignition HT coil(s). On later 1.4 litre, 
and all 1.6 litre models, remove the ignition HT 
coil assembly from the top 01 the spart<. plugs. 
On all models, remove the sparK plugs as 
described In Chapter lA. 
4 Fit a compression tester 10 the No 1 
cylinder spark plug hole - the type of test8f 
which screws Into the plug thread Is to be 
preferred. 
5 Have the assistant hold the throttle wide 
open, and crank the engine on the starter 
motor; alter one Of two revolutions, the 
compression pressure should build-up to a 
maximum figure, and then stabilise. Record 
the highesl reading obtained. 
6 Repeat the test on the remaining cylinders, 
recording the pressure in each. 
7 Al l cylinders should produce very similar 
pressures: a difference of mOfe than 2 bars 
between any two cylinders indicates a fault. 
Note that the compression shouk:! build-up 
quickty in a healthy engine; low compteSSion 
on the first stroke, followed by gradually
increasing pressure on successive strokes, 
indicates wom piston rings. A low 
compression reading on the first stroke, which 
does not build-up during successive strokas, 
indicates leaking vatves or a blown head 
gasket (a uacked head could also be the 
cause). Deposits on the undersides of the 
valve heads can atso cause law compression. 
8 AItt10ugh the manufactlXef does not specify 
exact compression pt'8SSlJteS, as a guide, any 
cylinder pressure of below 10 bars can be 
considered as less than healthy. Refer to a 
PeugeoVCltroen dealer Of' other specialist If in 
doubt as to whether a particular pressure 
reading is acceptable. 
9 If the pressure in any cylinder is low, C8fJY 
out the following test 10 isolate the cause. 
Introduce a teaspoonful of clean oil into that 
cylinder through its spark plug hole, and 
repeat the test. 
10 If the addition of oil temporarily Improves 
the compression pressure, this Indicates that 

bore or piston wear Is responsible for the 
pressure loss. No Improvement suggests that 
leaking or burnt valves, or a blown head 
gasket, may be to btame. 
11 A low reading from two adjacent cylinders 
is almost certainly due to the head gasket 
having blown between them; the presence of 
coolant in the engine oil wiU confirm this. 
t 2 If one cylinder is about 20 percent lower 
than the others and the engine has a slightly 
rough Idle, a wom camshaft lobe could be the 

~""'. 
13 If the compression reading is unusually 
high, the combustion chambers are probabty 
coated with carbon deposits. If this Is the 
case, the cylinder head should be removed 
and decarbonised. 
t 4 On completion of the test, refit the spark 
plugs, ignition HT coil and/or wiring 
connectOfS (see Chapt8f$ 1A and 58). 

3 Engine assembtylvarve ~ 
timing holes - general ~ 
information and usage ~ 

Note: Do not attempt to rotate the engine 
whilst the crankshattlcamshBh are locked in 
positJon. If the engine is to be left in this stats 
for a long period of time, it is a good Idea to 
place warning notices inside the vehicle, and 
in the engine compartment This will reduce 
the possibility of the engine bemg acddentaJly 
cranked on the stJJtter motor. which is likely to 
cause ciamage with the iocldng pins in place. 
1 On all models, timing holes are drilled in the 
camshaft sprocket(s) and In the rear of the 
ftywheel. The holes are used 10 ensure that 
the crankshaft and camshaft(s) are correctly 
positioned when assembling the engine (to 
prevent the possibifrty of the valves contacting 
the pistons when refitting the cylinder head). 
or refitting the timing belt. When the timing 
holes are aligned with access holes In the 
cylinder head and the front of the cylinder 
block. suitable d iameter bolts/pins can be 

insened to lock both the camshaft and 
crankshaft in position, preventing them from 
rotating. Proceed as follows. 
2 Remove the timing belt upper cover as 
described in Section 5. 
3 On later engines with a plastic oil filter 
housing. access to the flywheel timing hole is 
improved if the oil filter is removed (see 
Chapter 1A). 

1.4 litre engines 
4 The crankshaft must now be turned until 
the timing hole in the camshaft sprocket Is 
aligned with the corresponding hole in the 
cylinder head. The hates are aligned when the 
camshaft sprocket hole is in the 2 o'clock 
position, when viewed from the right-hand 
end of the engine. The crankshaft can be 
tumed by using a spanner on the crankshaft 
sprocket bolt, noting that it should always be 
rotated in a clockwise direction (viewed from 
the right-hand end of the engine). 
5 With the camshaft sprocket hole correctly 
positioned, insert a 6 mm diameter stud or 
pin, 90 mm long, (,Ideally, welded to a length 
of weld rod bent to Ihe appropriate shape), 
through the hole in the front left-hand flange 
of the cylinder block, and locate it tn the 
timing hole In the rear of the lIywheel (see 
Ulustratlon). A purpose-made tool Is available 
from dealers. Note that it may be necessary to 
rotate the a-ankshaft slightly to get the holes 
to ali!;J1. 
6 Wrth the flywheel correcUy positioned. 
Insert a 10 mm diameter bolt or pin through 
the timing hole in the camshaft sprocket, and 
locate it In the hole In the cylinder head (see 
IlIustnrtion). 
7 The crankshaft and camshaft are now 
locked in position. preventing unnecessary 
rotation. 

1.6 litre engines 
8 Turn the crankshaft until the holes in the 
camshaft sprockets align with the 
corresponding holes In the cylinder head. The 
crankshaft can be turned by using a spann8f 

3.5 Insert a 6 mm diameter boWpin (an-owed) into the hole in the 
cyIlndet- block ftange and into the ftywheel hole 

3.6 Lock the camshaft sprocket In position with 8 10 mm 
diameter bottIpln (arrowed) -1 .4 litre engines 



3.9a Weld a 90 mm length of 6 mm 
rod/stud to a length of weld rod . .. 

on the crankshaft sprocket bott, noting that it 
should always be rotated in a clockwise 
direction (viewed from the right-hand end of 
the engine). 
9 With the camshaft sprocket holes correctly 
positioned, insert a 6 mm diameter stud or 
pin, 80 mm long, welded to a length of weld 
rod benl 10 the appropriale shape, through 
the hole in the front left-hand flange of the 
cylinder block, and locate it in the timing hole 
in the rear of the flywheel (see Illustrations). 
A purpose-made tool is available from 
dealers. Note that it may be necessary to 
rotate the crankshaft slightly to get the holes 
10 align. 
10 With Ihe crankshaft correctly positioned, 
insert 10 mm diameter bolts or pins through 
the timing holes in the camshaft sprockets, 
and locate them in the holes in the cylinder 
head (see Illustration). 
11 The c rankshaft and camshafts are now 
locked in position, preventing unnecessary 
rotation. 

4 Cylinder head cover -
removal and refitting 

1.4 litre engines 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Depress the clip and disconnect the 
breather hose from the cylinder head cover 
(see Illustration). 
3 On later models, remove the ignition HT coil 
assembly from the top of the spark plugs as 
described in Chapter 58. 
4 Undo the two retaining nuts and sealing 
washers (where fitted) Ihen lift off the cylinder 
head cover, complete with its rubber seal. 
Examine the seal for signs of damage and 
deterioration, and if necessary, renew it. 
S Remove the spacer from each cover stud 
then lift off the oil baffle plate (see 
illustrations). 
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3.9b .. • and insert it into the hole in the 
cylinder block flange (arrowed) 

Refitting 
6 Carefully clean the cylinder head and cover 
mating surfaces, and remove all traces of oil. 
7 Fit thOe rubber seal over the edge of the 
cylinder head cover, ensuring thal it is 
correctly located along its entire length (see 
illustration). 
8 Refit the oil baffle plate then frt the spacers 
to the cover studs. 
9 Carefully refrt the cylinder head cover to the 
engine, taking great care not to displace the 
rubber seal. 
10 Fit the sealing washers (where fitted) and 
cover retaining nuts, tightening them to the 
specified torque. 
11 Where applicable, refit the ignition HT coil 
(see Chapter 58) then reconnect the breather 
hose to the cylinder head cover. On 
completion reconnect the battery. 

4.2 Disconnect the breather nose from the 
cylinder head cover 

4.5b •.. then lift off the baffle plate 

3.10 Use 10 mm diameter bolts/pins 
(arrowed) to lock the camshaft sprockets 

in position -1.6 litre engines 

1.6 litre engines 
Removal 
12 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer 10 Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter), and remove the ignition 
coil as described in Chapter 58. 
13 Working in a spiral pattern, progressively 
and evenly slacken the cylinder head cover 
bolts, and remove the covers. Recover the 
gaskets. 

Refitting 

14 Carefully clean the cylinder head and 
cover mating surfaces, and remove all traces 
of oil. 
15 Check the condition of the cover's 
composite gasket, and re-use it if 
undamaged. If it is damaged, a repair may be 
effected using silicone sealing compound. 

4.5a Remove the spacers (arrowed) from 
the studs ... 

4.7 Ensure the rubber seal is correctly 
located on the cylinder head cover 
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4.16 Cy1inder head cover bolts tightening 
sequence 

16 Refit the cover(s) and tighten the bOlts in 
sequence (see illustration). 
17 Refit the ignition coil (Chapter 58). 
18 Reconnect the battery. 

5.1a Unscrew the retaining bolts 
(arrowed) .. . 

5 Timing belt covers -
removal and refitting 

Upper cover removal 

1.4 litre engines 

1 Slacken and remove the two retaining bolts 
(one at the front and one at the rear), and 
remove the upper timing cover from the 
cylinder head (see illustrations). 

1.6 litre engines 

2 Position a trolley jack under the engine, 
with a block of wood between tile jack head 
and the sump to prevent damage. Raise the 
jack to take the weight of the engine. 
3 Undo the two bolts and move the 
accelerator pedal position sensor and 
mounting bracket clear of the right-hand 
engine mounting (see illustration). 
4 Release the purge valve vapour hose from 
the clip on the right-hand engine mounting 
and move the hose aside slightly. 
5 Undo the three bolts securing the right
hand engine mounting upper bracket to the 
bracket on the engine, and the centre nut 

5.1b •.. and remove the timing belt 
upper cover 

securing the bracket to the rubber mounting 
on the body (see illustration). Remove the 
upper mounting bracket. then undo the three 
bolts and remove the engine mounting 
bracket from the engine. 
6 Slacken the two lower bolts. the undo the 
five upper bolts and remove the upper timing 
belt cover (see illustration). 

Centre cover removal -
f.4 litre engines 
Note: On later engines the centre cover is 
combined with the lower cover and is not a 
separate component. 
7 Remove the upper cover as described in 
paragraph 1, then free the wiring from its 
retaining clips on the centre cover. 
S Slacken and remove the three retaining 
bolts (one at the rear of the cover, beneath the 
engine mounting plate, and two directly above 
the crankshaft pulley), and manoeuvre the 
centre cover out from the engine 
compartment (see illustration). 

Lower cover removal 
g Remove the auxiliary drive belt as described 
In Chapter lA. 
10 Remove the upper and, where applicable, 
the centre covers as described previously. 

5.3 Accelerator pedal position sensor 
mounting bracket retaining bolts (arrowed) 

5.5 Undo the three bolts (A) and the centre nut (B) then remove 
the engine mounting upper bracket 

5.6 TIming belt upper cover retaining bolts (arrowed) 



5.8 Undo the three bolts (locations 
arrowed) and remove the centre cover 

11 Undo the three crankshaft pulley retaining 
boils and remove the pulley, noting which way 
round it is fitted (see illustrations). 
12 Slacken and remove the retaining boits 
then remove the lower cover from the engine 
(see illustration). 

Inner cover removal -
1.6 litre engines 
13 Remove the camshaft sprockets and 
tensioner pulley as described in Section 7. 
14 Undo the bolts and remove the inner 
cover (see illustration). 

Refitting 

Upper cover 
15 Refitting is the reverse of removal. On 
1.6 litre engines, tighten the engine mounting 
retaining bolts to the specified torque. 

Centre cover - 1.4 litre engines 
16 Manoeuvre the centre cover back into 
position, ensuring it is correctly located with 
the lower cover, and tighten its retaining bolts. 
17 Clip the wiring loom into its retaining clips 
on the front of the centre cover, then refit the 
upper cover as described in paragraph 15. 

Lower cover 
18 Locate the lower cover over the timing 
belt sprocket, and lighten its retaining bolts. 
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S.11a Undo the retaining bolts (arrowedJ ... 

19 Fit the pulley to the end of the crankshaft, 
ensuring it is fitted tile correct way round. and 
tighten its bolts to the specified torque. 
20 Refit centre (where applicable) and upper 
covers as described above. 
21 Refit and tension the auxiliary drivebeH as 
described in Chapter lA. 

Inner cover - 1.6 litre engines 
22 Refitt ing is a reversal of removal. Ensure 
that the cupped lower edge of the cover 
engages correctly with the lip at the top of the 
crankshaft oil seal housing as the cover is 
refitted. 

6 Timing beH - general ~ 
information, removal and ~ 

refitting ~ 

Note: On early 1.4 litre engines, the 
manufacturer's specify the use of a special 
electronic tool (SEEM C. TRONIC type 105 belt 
tensionlng measuring tool, and valve rocker 
contact plate (-).0132 AE) to correctly set the 
timing belt tension. If access to this equipment 
cannot be obtained, an approximate setting 
can be achieved using the method described 
below. If the method described is used, the 
tension must be checked using the special 
electronic tool at the earliest possible 

5.11b •.. and remove tile crankshaft 
pulley 

opportunity. Do not drive the vehicle over 
large distances, or use high engine speeds, 
until the belt tension Is known to be correct. 

General information 
1 The timing belt drives the camshaft{s) and 
coolant pump from a toothed sprocket on the 
front of the crankshaft. If the belt breaks or 
slips in service, the pistons are likely to hit the 
valve heads, resulting in extensive (and 
expensive) damage. 
2 The timing bell should be renewed at the 
specified intetVals (see Chaptef' lA), Of' earlier 
if it is contaminated with oil, or jf it is at all 
noisy in operation (a 'scraping ' noise due to 
uneven wear). 
3 If the timing belt is being removed, it is a 
wise precaution to check the condition of the 
coolant pump at the same time (check for 
signs of coolant leakage). This may avoid the 
need to remove the timing belt again at a later 
stage, should the coolant pump fail. 
4 On later 1.4 litre engines an automatic 
timing belt tensioner is used to maintain the 
correct tension on the timing belt after the 
initial setting procedure has been carried out. 
The automatic type tensioner can be identified 
by the index arm and tension position marks 
on the side of the tensioner body (see 
illustration 6.33). If this type of tensioner is 

5.12 Undo the bolts {an-owed} and remove the timing belt lower 
cover 

5.14 Undo the bolts (an-owed) and remove the inner cover 
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6.8 Slacken the nut then pivot the 
tensioner pulley c loc kwise to relieve the 

timing belt tension - 1.4 litre engines 

fitted, follow the procedures for 'later 1.4 litre 
engines' when refitting the timing belt. 

Removal 
5 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
6 Align the engine assembly/valve t iming 
holes as described in Section 3 , and lock both 
the camshaft sprocket and the flywheel in 
position. 
Caution: Do not a ttempt to rotate the 
engine whilst the Jacking too ls are in 
position. 
7 Remove the remaining timing belt cover(s) 
as described in Section 5. 

1.4 litre e ngines 

8 Loosen the timing belt lensioner pulley 
retaining nut (see illustration). Pivot the 
pulley approximately 60G in a clockwise 
direction, using a key fitted to the hole In the 
pulley hub, then retighten the retaining nut. On 
early engines, an 8 mm square section key will 
be required (see Tool Tip), and on later 
engines with an automatic tensioner, an Alien 
key will be needed. 
9 If the timing belt is to be re-used, use white 
paint or similar to mark the direction of 
rotation on the belt Of markings do not already 
exist). Slip the belt off the sprockets. 

1.6 litre engines 
10 Slacken the timing belt tensioner pulley 
retaining nut and, using a hexagonal key, 
rotate the pulley clockwise until the Index arm 

6.16 Pivot the tensioner pulley anti
clockwise to remove all free play from the 

timing belt then tighten the pulley nut 

If you're having difficulty finding a 
square-section tool that wiff fit the 
tensioner pulley, obtain a length of 
s tandard 8 mm door handle rod from a 
DIY shop and cut it to length (A). Insert 
the rod In to the pulley hub and rotate 
the pulley with an 8 mm spanner (8). 

is in the minimum tension posi tion (see 
Illustration). Temporarily lighten the tensioner 
pulley nut in this position. 
11 If the t iming belt is to be re-used, use 
white paint or similar to mark the direction of 
rotation on the belt (if markings do not already 
exist). Slip the belt off the sprockets. 

All engines 
12 Check the timing belt carefully for any 
signs of uneven wear, splitting, or oil 
contamination. Pay particular attention to the 
roots of the teeth. Renew the belt if there is 
the slightest doubt about its condition. If the 
engine is undergoing an overhaul , and has 
covered more than 40 {)()() miles (60 000 km) 
with the existing belt fitted, renew the belt as a 
matter of course, regardless of its apparent 
condition. The cost of a new belt is nothing 
when compared to the cost of repairs, should 
the belt break In service. If signs of oil 
contamination are found, trace the source of 
the oil leak, and rectify it. Wash down the 
engine timing bell area and all related 
components, to remove all traces of oil. 
13 Prior 10 refitting, thoroughly clean the 
timing belt sprockets. Check that the 
tensioner and pulleys rotate freely, without 
any sign of roughness, If necessary, renew the 
pulleys as described in Section 7. Make sure 
that the locking tools are still in place, as 
described in Section 3. 

Refitting -
early 1.4 litre engines 
14 Manoeuvre the timing belt Into position, 
ensuring that the arrows on the belt are 
pointing in the direction of rotation (clockwise, 
when viewed from the right-hand end of the 
engine). 
15 Do not twist the timing belt sharply while 
refitting it, Frt the belt over the crankshaft and 
camshaft sprockets. Make sure that the 'front 

8.10 TIming belt tensionet'"-1.6 litre 
engines 

1 Minimum tension position 
2 Normal tension position 
3 Maximum tension position 
4 Index arm 
5 Hole for hexagonal key 
6 Tensionerpulleybolt 

run' of the belt is taut - ie, ensure that any 
slack is on the tensioner pulley side of the 
belt. Fit the belt over the coolant pump 
sprocket and tensioner pulley. Ensure that the 
belt teeth are seated centrally in the 
sprockets, 
18 Loosen the tensioner pulley retaining nut. 
Pivot the pulley anti-clockwise to remove all 
free play from the timing belt, then relighten 
the nut (see illustration). Tension the timing 
belt as described under the relevant sub
heading. 

Tensioning without the 
special electronic measuring tool 
Note: If this method is used, ensure that the 
belt tension is checked using the electronic 
measuring tool at the earliest possible 
opportunity. 
17 If the special tool is not available, an 
approximate setting may be achieved as 
follows. Slacken the tensioner pulley retaining 
nut and pivot the pulley anti-clockwise until it 
is just possible to twist the timing belt through 
900 by finger and thumb, midway between the 
crankshaft and camshaft sprockets. The 
deflection of the belt at the mid-point between 
the sprockets Should be approximately 
6.0 mm. Hold the tensioner pulley in this 
position and tighten the retaining nut. 
18 Remove the locking tools from the 
camshaft sprocket and flywheel. 
19 Using a suitable socket and extension bar 
on the crankshaft sprocket bolt, rotate the 
crankshaft through four complete rotations in 
a clockwise direction (viewed from the right
hand end of the engine). 
Caution: Do no t a t any time rotate the 
crankshaft antl-clockwise. 
20 Slacken the tensioner pulley nut, 
retension the belt as described in para
grapt117, then tighten the tensioner pulley nul 
to the specified torque. 



6.26 F"rt the rocker arm pfate (1) to the 
cylinder head and use the contact bolts (2) 

to lift the rocker arms c lear of the 
camshaft (see text). Note the COfTect 

location for the measuring tool (31 

21 Rotate the crankshaft through a further 
two turns clockwise, and check that both the 
camshaft sprocket and flywheel timing holes 
are still correctfy aligned. 
22 If all is well, refit the tlming belt covers as 
described in Section 5, and reconnect the 
battery negative tenninal , 

Te nsioning using the 
special electronic measuring tool 
23 Fit the special beh tensioning measuring 
equipment to the fron1 run of the timing belt, 
approximately midway between the camshaft 
and crankshaft sprockets. PosItion the 
tensioner pulley so that the belt is tensioned 
to a setting of 44 SEEM units, then retighten 
its retaining nut, 
24 Remove the locking lools from the 
camshaft sprocket and flywheel , and remove 
the measuring tool from the belt. 
25 Using a suitable socket and extension bar 
on the crankshaft sprocket bolt. rotate the 
craMshaft through 101.1' complete rotations In 
a clockwise direction (viewed from the right
hand end of the engine). Do not at any time 
rotate the crankshaft anti-dockwise. Refit the 
Iocldng tool to the flywheel and check that the 
camshaft sprocket timing hcMe is al'tgned. 
26 To ensure an accurate reading, It is 
necessary to remove the vaNe spring load 
from the camshaft by fitting the valve rocker 
contact plate (- ).0132 Af. Remove the 
cylinder head cover (see Section 4), then 
slacken the eight rocker arm contact bolts In 
the valve rocker contact plate. Fit the contact 
plate to the cylinder head cover studs, 
ooserving the correct fitted direction, and 
secure it with the cover nuts (see illustration). 
TIghten each rocker arm contact bolt until the 
rockers are just free of the camshaft lobes. 00 
not over-tighten the contact bolts otherwise 
the valves wiO contact the pistons. 
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6.33 Timing belt tensloner - later 1.4 litre 
engine. 

, Hole for hexagonal key 
2 NomIaI tension position 
3 Maximum tension position 

27 Refit the measuring tool to the belt, 
slacken the tensioner pulley retairing nut, and 
gradually release the tensioner pulley until a 
setting of between 29 and 33 SEEM units is 
Indicated on the measuring tool. Retighten the 
tensiooer pulley retaining nut 10 the specified 
torque. 
28 Remove the measuring tool from Ihe belt 
theo unscrew the nuts and remove the rocker 
arm contact plate from the cylinder head. 
29 Remove the flywheel locking tool, then 
rotate the crankshaft through another four 
complete rotations In a clockwise direction. 
Refit the ftywheeIlocking tool and check that 
the camshaft timing hate is correctty aligned 
with the cytinder head hole. 
30 If all Is well, refit the timing belt covers 
and cylinder head cover as described In 
Sections 4 and S. Note: If the rocker atm 
adjusting screws wef8 moved. 81fust !he valve 
clearances before refitting the cylinder head 

e''' .... 
Refitting -
later f. 4 litre engines 
31 Manoeuvre the timing belt into position, 
ensuring that the arrows on the belt are 
pointing in the direction of rotalion (clockwise, 
when viewed from the right-hand end of the 
enginel. 
32 Do not twist the timing beH sharply while 
refittng it Fit the beft over the aankshaft and 

6.40 Note the timing belt marlts which 
COfTespond to the camshaft spt'OCkets and 

crankshaft sprocket - 1.6 litre engines 

camshaft sprockets. Make sure that the 'front 
run' of the belt is taut - Mt, ensure that any 
slack is on the tensioner pulley skle of the 
belt. Fit the belt over the coolant pump 
sprocl<et and teoslooec' pulley. Ensure that the 
belt teeth are seated centrally in the 
sprockets. 
33 Remove the crankshaft and camshaft 
locking tools, then slacken the tensloner 
pulley nut and, uslllQ a hexagonal key. rotate 
the pulley antl'clockwise until the Index arm is 
in the maximum tension position (see 
illustration). Tighten the pulley retaining nut. 
34 Using a socket on the crankshaft pulley 
bolt, rotate the crankshaft ctockwise 10 
complete revolutions, and refit the crankshaft 
Iocldng tool as described in Section 3. 
35 Check the timing is correct by inserting 
the camshaft sprocket locking 1001 (Sec
tion 3). If the tool carvx>t be ns.erted, slacken 
the tensioner, remove the belt, refit the locking 
toots, and sta"t again from paragraph 31. 
36 Remove the crankshaft and camshaft 
locking tools. 
37 Hold the hexagonal key in the tensioner 
pulley to maintain the tension, then slacken 
the pulley nut. and rotate the tensioner to 
bring the Index arm to the normal tension 
position (see Illustration 6.33). TIghten the 
pulley nut to the specified tOl'que. 
38 Rotate the crankshaft two complete 
revolutions, and check that the crankshaft and 
camshaft locking tools can still be inserted. 
39 The remainder of refitting is a revetSaJ of 
",m.",". 
Refitting - f.6 litre engines 
40 Manoeuvre the timing belt Into position, 
ensuring that the arrows on the belt are 
pointing In the direction of rotation (clockwise, 
when viewed from the right-hand end of the 
engine). Note that there are three rnarIui on a 
new belt which correspond to marks on the 
crankshaft and camshaft sprockets (see 
illustrat ion). 
41 00 not twist the timing belt sharply while 
refitting it. Fit the bet! over the crankshaft and 
camshaft sprockets aligning the ~ on the 
belt with those on the crankshaft and 
camshaft sprockets. Make sure that the 'front 
run ' of the belt is taut - kI, ensure that any 
slack is on the tensioner pulley side of the 
belt. Fit the belt over the cooUInt pump 
sprocket. idler pulley and lensloner pulley. 
Ensure that the bet! teeth are seated centrally 
n the sprockets. 
42 Insert the hexagonal key on the tensionef 
pulley, slacken the pulley nut and rotate the 
key to bring the Index arm to the maximum 
tension position (see illustration 6.101. 
Tighten the tensloner roller nut securely. 
43 Remove the camshaft and crankshaft 
locking tools, and rotate the crankshaft 4 
complete revolutions clockwise, and refit the 
etankshaft lOcking tool. 
44 Insert the hexagon key in the tensioner, 
slacken the nut and rotate the lensioner using 
the key, until the index arm is in tt'le nonnal 
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tension position (see illustration 6.10). 
Tighten the tensioner nut to the specified 
torque. 
45 Remove the crankshaft locking tool, and 
rotate the crankshaft two complete 
revolutions clockwise. Check the position of 
the tensklner Index arm - it should be no more 
than 2.0 mm away from the normal tension 
position. If it is, repeat the belt nHing 
procedure from paragraph 40. 
46 Refit the timing belt covers as described 
In Section 5, then on completion, reconnect 
the battery. 

7 TIming belt tensioner and ~ 
sprockets - removal, ii;! 
inspection and refitting ~ 

Removal 
Camshaft sprocket - 1.4 litre engines 
1 Remove the timing belt as described in 
Section 6. 
2 Withdraw the crankshaft and camshaft 
locking tools, and using a spanner or socket 
on the crankshaft pulley bolt, rotate the 
crankshaft backwards (anti-clockwise) 90·. 
This is to prevent any accidental contact 
between the pistons and valves. 
3 Slacken the camshaft sprocket retaining 
bolt and remove it, along with its washer. To 
prevent the camshaft rotating as the bolt Is 
slackened, a sprocket-holding tool will be 
required. In the absence of the manufacturer's 
special tOOl, an aoceptable substiMe can be 
fabricated as follows. Use two 1engths of steel 
strip (one long, the other short), and three nuts 
and bolts; one nut and bott forms the pivot of 
a forked tool, with the remaining two nuts and 
bolts at the tips of the 'forks' to engage with 
the sprocket spokes (see Tool Tip). 
Caution: Do not attempt to use the 
sprocket locking pin to prevent the 
sprocket from rotating whils t the bolt Is 
sJlfCkenad. 
4 With the retaining bolt removed. slide the 
sprocket off the end of the camshaft. If the 
sprocket locating pin is a loose fit, remove it 
for safe-keeping. Examine the camshaft 011 
seal fOf signs of oil leakage and, if necessary, 
renew it as described In Section 8 . 

7.128 Remove the retaining bolt and 
washer .•• 

Using a homfl-made tool to hold the 
camshaft sprocket s tationsI)' whilst the 
bolt Is tightened (shown with the 
cylinder head twmavwdJ. 

Camshaft sprockets - 1.6 litre engines 
5 Remove the cylinder head covers as 
described in Section 4. 
6 Remove the timing belt as described in 
Section 6. 
7 Withdraw the crankshaft and camshaft 
locking tools, and using a spanner or socket 
on the crankshaft pulley bolt, rotate the 
crankshaft backwards (anti-clockwise) 90°. 
This is to prevent any accidental contact 
between the pistons and valves. 
8 USing an open-ended spanner on the 
square section to counter-hold the camshaft, 
undo the sprocket retaining bolt (see 
iUustration). 
Caution; Do not attempt to use the 
sprocket locking pin to prevent the 
sprocket from rotating whilst the bolt is 
slackened. 
9 With the retaining bott removed, slide the 
sprocket off the end of the camshaft. Note 
that the key is Integral with the sprocket. 
Examne the camshaft oil seals for signs of oil 
leakage and, if necessary, renew as described 
in Section 8. 

Crankshaft sprocket 
10 Remove the timing belt as described in 
Section 6. 
11 Slacken Ihe crankshaft sprocket boH. To 
prevent crankshaft rotation as the ban Is 
slackened, select top gear, and have an 
assistant apply the brakes firmly. If the engine 

7.12b .•• then slide off the crankshaft 
sprocket 

7.8 Use an opel l-el r'ed spanner to counter· 
hold the camshaft whilst stackenlng the 

sprocket boIt- 1.6 Hire engines 

has been removed from the vehicle, it wil be 
nee Ji to lock the flywheel (see Section 15). 
Caution: Do not be tempted to use the 
flywheel locking pin to prevent the 
crankshaft from rotating; temporarily 
remove the IocIdng pin prior to slackening 
the pulley bolt, then rem it once the boH 
has been slackened. 
12 Unscrew the retaining bott and washer, 
then slide the sprocket off the end of the 
CfBIlkshaft (see illustrations). 
13 If the Woodruff key Is a loose fit In the 
crankshaft, remove It and store i t with the 
sprocket for safe-keeping. If necessary, also 
slide the flanged spacer (where ntted) off the 
end of the crankShaft (see Illustration). 
Examine the crankshaft oil seal fOf signs 011 
leakage and, if necessary, renew as described 
in Section 14. 

Tensloner pulley 
14 Remove the lower timing belt cover (see 
Section 5). 
15 Lock the camshaft and crankshaft at TOe 
on No 1 cylinder as described in Section 3. 
16 Slacken and remove the timing belt 
lensioner pulley retaining nut, and slide the 
pulley off its mounting stud. Examine the 
mounting stud for signs of damage and, If 
necessary, renew It. 

Idler pulley 
17 Remove the lower timing belt cover (see 
Section 5). 
18 Lock the camshaft and aankshatt at TOe 
on No 1 cylinder as described In Section 3 . 

7.13 Remove the Woodruff key and f1angod 
spacer (where fitted) from the crankshaft 



7.24a The locating pin must engage with 
the slot farrowed) 

19 Slacken the timing belt tensioner pulley 
retaining nut, to release the tension from the 
timing belt. 
20 Slacken and remove the timing belt idler 
pulley retaining nut, and slide the pulley off its 
mounting stud. EMmine the mounting 
stud for signs of damage and , if necessary, 
renew it. 

Inspection 
21 Clean the sprockets thoroughly, and 
renew any that show signs of wear, damage 
or cracks. 
22 Clean the tensioner/idler pulleys, but do 
not use any strong solvent which may enler 
the pulley bearings. Check that the pulleys 
rotate freely about their hubs, with no sign of 
stiffness or of free play. Renew them if there is 
any doubt about their condition. or if there are 
any obvious signs of wear or damage. 
23 Inspect the timing belt (see Section 6). 
Renew the belt if there is any doubt about its 
condition. 

Refitting 

Camshaft sprocket 
24 Refit the locating pin (where removed) 
then locate the sprocket on the end of the 
camshaft. Ensure that the locating pin is 
correctly engaged with the sprockel and the 
cut-out in the camshaft end. Note that on 
1.6 litre engines, the exhaust sprocket is 
marked E and the Inlet sprocket is rnaJ1o;ed A 
(see Illustrations). 
25 Refit the sprocket retaining bolt and 
washer. Tighten the bolt to the specified 
torque, whilst retaining the sprocket/camshaft 
with Ihe method used on removal. 
26 Realign the timing hole in the camshaft 
sprocket (see Section 3) with the corresponding 
hole in the cylinder head, and refit the locking 
pin. 
Xl Rolate the crankshaft 90· in the normal 
direction of rotation (clockwise), until the 
crankshaft locking pin can be inserted. 
28 Refrt the timing belt as described in Sec
tion 6. On 1.6 litre engines, refit the cylinder 
head covers as described in Section 4. 

Crankshaft sprocket 
29 Locate the Woodruff key in the crankshaft 
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7.24b On 1.6 litre engines, the Inlet 
sprocket Is marited A (arrowed) and the 

exhaust E 

end, then slide on the Hanged spacer (where 
frtted) aligning its slot with the Woodruff key. 
30 Align the crankshaft sprocket slot with the 
Woodruff key, and slide it onto the end of the 
crankshaft. 
31 Temporarily remove the locking pin from 
the rear of the flywheel, then refit the 
crankshaft sprocket retaining bolt and 
washer. Tighten the bolt to the specified 
torque, whilst preventing crankshaft rotation 
using the method employed on removal. Refrt 
the locking pin to the rear of the flywheel. 
32 Refit the timing belt as described in 
Section 6. 

Idler pulley 
33 Refit the idler pulley to its mounting stud, 
refit Ihe retaining nut and tighten it to the 
specified torque. 
34 Ensure that the 'front run' of the timing 
belt is taut - ie, ensure that any slack is on the 
pulley side of the belt. Check that the belt is 
centrally located on all its sprockets. Rotate 
the tensioner pulley anti-clockwise to remove 
all free play from the timing belt, then lighten 
the pulley retaining nut securely. 
35 Tension the t iming belt as described in 
Section 6. 
36 Once the belt is correctly tensioned. 
refit the timing belt covers as described in 
Section 5. 

Tensioner pulley 
37 Refit the tensioner pulley to its mounting 
stud, ensuring the cut-out aligns with the pin 
(see illustration), and fit the retaining nut. 

8.3 Carefully prise the camshaft oil seal 
out with a flat-bladed screwdriver 

7.37 The cut-out aligns the locating pin 
(arrowed) 

38 Ensure that the 'front run' of the belt is 
taut - ie, ensure that any slack is on the pulley 
side of the belt. Check that the belt is centrally 
located on all its sprockets. Rotate the pulley 
anti-clockwise to remove all free play from the 
timing belt, then tighten the pulley retaining 
nul securely. 
39 Tension Ihe timing belt as described in 
Section 6. 
40 Once the belt is correctly lensioned. 
refit the timing belt covers as described In 
Section S. 

8 Camshaft oil seal(s) -
renewal 

Note: If the camshaft oil seal has been leaking, 
check the timing belt for signs of oil 
contamination; the belt must be renewed If 
signs of oil contamination are found. Ensure 
that all traces of oil are removed from the 
sprockets and surrounding area before the 
new belt is fitted. 
1 Remove the camshaft sprocket as 
described in Section 7. 
2 Noted the fitted depth of the oil seal in 
relation to the cylinder head face as a guide 
for refitting. 
3 Punch or drill two small holes opposite 
each other in the oil seal. Screw a self-tapping 
screw into each, and pull on the screws with 
pliers to extract the seal. Alternatively, 
carefully prise the seal out using a f1at-bladed 
screwdriver (see illustration). 
4 Clean the seal housing, and polish off any 
burrs or raised edges, which may have 
caused the seal to fail in the first place. 
5 Lubricate the lips of the new seal with clean 
engine oil, and drive it into position until it is at 
the fitted depth as noted during removal. Use 
a suitable tubular drift, such as a socket, 
which bears only on the hard outer edge of 
the seal. Take care not to damage the seal lips 
during fitting. Note that the seal lips should 
face inwards. 
6 Refit the camshaft sprocket as described in 
Section 7. 
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9.5 Check the valve clearances using 
feeler gauges 

9 Valve ctearances -
checking and adjustment 

Note 1: The valve clearances must be 
checked and ad;usted only when the engine is 
cold. 
Note 2; ThIs procedure applies only to 1.4 litre 
engines - the l/al1/8 clearances on 1.6 litre 
engines are maintained by hydraulic 
compensator units buitt Into the cam !ato .. ets. 
1 The importance of having the valve 
clearanc::es correctly adjusted cannol be 
overstressed, as they vitally affect the 
performance of the engine. If the dearances are 
too tjg, the engine wiM be noisy (characteristic 
rattling or tapping noises) and engine efficiency 
will be reduced, as the valves open too late and 
close too early. A more serious problem arises If 
the dearances are too small, however. If this is 
the case, the valves may not close fully when 
the engi1e is hot, resulting In serious damage to 
the engine (eg, tunt valve seats andIor cyIh:Ier 
head warpingfcracldng). The clearances are 
checked and adjusted as follows. 
2 Remove the cylinder head cover as 
described In SectJon 4. 
3 The engine can now be turned using a 
suitable socket and extension bar fitted 10 the 
crankshaft sprocket boil 
4 It Is important that the clearance of each 
valVe is ctJecIo;ed and adjusted only when the 
vatve is fully dosed, with the rocker arm resmg 
on the heel of the cam (directly opposite the 
peak). This CM be ensured by canying out the 

10.4 Remove the cir"t:!ip and slide the 
components from the rocker shaft-

1.4 litre engines 

adjostments In the following sequence, noting 
that No 1 cytinder is at the transmission end of 
the engine. The correct valve clearances are 
given In the Specifications at the start of this 
Chapter. The valve locations can be 
determined from the position of the marVfoIds.. 

Valve fully open 
No 1 exhaust 
No 3 exhaust 
No' exhaust 
No 2 exhaust 

Adjust watves 
No 3 inlet and No 4 exhaust 
No 4 nJet and No 2 exhaust 
No 2 FIlet and No 1 exhaust 
No 1 inlet and No 3 exhaust 

5 With the relevant valve fully open, check the 
clearances of the two valves specified. The 
clearances are checked by inserting a feeler 
blade of the correct thickness between the 
valve stem and the rocker arm adjusting screw. 
The feeler blade sholAd be a ight. sliding fit. H 
adjustment is necessary, slacken the adjusMg 
screw Iocknut, and turn the screw as 
necessary (see utusb'ation). Once the correct 
clearance is obtained, hold the adjusting screw 
and tighten the locknut securely. Once the 
Iocknut has been tightened. recheck Ille valve 
clearance. and adjust again if necessary. 
6 Rotate the crankshaft until the next valve In 
the sequence is fully open, and check the 
clearances of the next two specified valves. 
7 Repeat the procedure uniH all eight valve 
clearances have been checked (and if 
necessary, adjusted), then refit the cylinder 
head cover as described in Section 4. 

10 Camshaft(s) and rocker ~ 
armslfollowers - removal, ~ 
inspection and refrtt ing ~ 

General information 
1 On 1 .6 litre engines, the vaJves are openlted 
by followers Incorporating hydraulic 
compensator units, between the camshafts 
and tile top of the valves. On 1.4 litre engines. 
the valves are operated by rocker arms 
between the camshaft and the top of the 
valves. The rocker arm assembly is secured to 
the top of the cylinder head by the cylind8f 
head bolts. Although in theory it Is possible to 
undo the head bofts and remove the rocker 
arm assembly wfthout removing the head, In 
practice, this is not recommended. Once the 

10.5 l ock two nuts together to enable the 
stud to be unscrewed fTom the left-hand 

end pedestal-1.4Iitre engines 

bolts haVe been removed, the head gasket wilt 
be disturbed, and tile gasket will almost 
certainly leak or blow after refitting. For this 
reason, removal of the rocker arm assembly 
cannot be done without removing the cytinder 
head and renewing the head gaskel 
2 On 1.6 litre engines, the camshafts can be 
removed upwards from !he cyInder head. On 
1.41itTe engines. the camshaft Is slid out of the 
rigtl..JawJ end of the ~ head, a'ld it thereIor& 
cannot be removed without first removing the 
cyilder head. rue to a laCk of cbi ........ 

Removal 

Rocker arms - 1.4 litre engines 
3 Remove the cytinder head as described in 
Section 11 . 
4 To dismantle the rocker arm assembly, 
carefully prise off the clrclip from the right
hand end of the rocker shaft; retain the rocker 
pedestal, 10 prevent it being 5PI\XlQ off the end 
of the shaft. Slide the various componentS oH 
the end of the shaft, keeping all components in 
their correct fitted order (see Illustration). 
Make a note of each component's correct 
fitted posHion and orientation as it Is removed, 
to ensure it is fitted COITectIy on reassembly. 
Nole: Avoid touching the rocifer IJflfI roller 
beriJg surfaces wffh your- fingers. 
5 To separate the left-hand pedestal rod shaft. 
first unscrew the cytinder head CXNet retaining 
stud from lhe top of the pedestal; this can be 
achieved using a stud extractor. or two nuts 
locked together (see Illustration). Wrth the stud 
removed, unscrew the grub screw from the top 
of the pedestal, and withdraw the rocker shaft. 

Camshaft - 1.4 litre engines 
6 Remove the cylinder head as described In 
Section 11 . 
7 With the head on a bench, remove the 
locking tool. then remove the camshaft 
sprodlet as described In Section 7. 
8 On early models. remove the Ignit ion coli 
module from the left-hand end of the cytinder 
head (see Chapter 58) then undo the bolts 
and remove the coil mounting bracket. On 
later models, unbott the coolant hc:Iusa'1g from 
the left-hand end of the cyfinder head. 
9 Undo the retaining bolt and slide out the 
camshaft thrust fOfk (see Illustration). 

10.9 Unclo the bott and slide out the 
camshaft thrust fori< (arrowed) -1.4 litre 

engines 



r 
10 Note the fitted depth of the camshaft oil 
seal in relation to the cytinder head face as a 
guide for- refitting. Using a 131ge Hat·bIaded 
screwdriveI". carefully prise the oil seal out of 
the right-hand end of the cyI~ head, then 
sflde out the camshaft (see illustrations). 

Camshafts/followers -
1.6 litre engines 
11 Remove the camshaft sprockets as 
described In Section 7. then remove the 
timing bell Inner cover as described in Sec
tion S. 
12 Starting from the outside, working In a 
spiral pattern, progressively and evenly 
slacken the camshaft bearing housing 
retaining bolts, and lift the housing from the 
cylinder head (see illustration). 
13 Identify each camshaft 'Of position - the 
Inlet camshaft is at the rear and the exhaust 
camshaft is at the front of the cylinder head. 
Also note the me position of each camshaft 
for correct refitting. 
14 Remove the camshafts by pressing 00 the 
transmission ends 10 release the opposite 
ends from their bearings. Withdrawn the 
camshafts from the cylinder head and slide 
the oil seals from the ends. 
15 Obtain 16 small. clean plastic containers, 
and number them Inlel 1 to 8 and exhaust 1 
to 8: alternatively, divide a larger container 
Into 16 compartments and number each 
compartment accordingly. Using a rubber 
sucker, withdraw each follower in turn, and 
place it in its respective conta]TlBf. Don' t 
interchange the followers, the wear rate will 
be much illQ 3Sed. 

Inspection 

Rocker ann assembly 

16 Examine the rocker arm roller surfaces 
which contact the camshaft lobes for wear 
ridges and scoring. Renew any rocker arms 
on whictl the rollers Show signs of damage. If 
3 rocker arm roller surface is badly scored, 
also examine the corresponding lobe on the 
camshaft for wear, as both wilt likely be worn. 
Renew worn components as necessary. The 
rocker arm assembly can be d ismantled as 
described in paragraphs 4 and 5. 
17 tnspect the ends of the (valve clearance) 

10.12 Evenly and progressively slacken 
the camshaft housing retaining bolts-

1.6 titre engines 
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10.10a Prise out the oit seal .•• 

adjusting screws for signs of wear or damage, 
and renew as required. 
18 If the rocker arm assembly has been 
dismal1Ued, examine the rocker arm and shaft 
bearing surfaces for wear ridgeS and scoring. 
If lhefe are obvious signs of wear, the relevant 
rocker arm(s) and/or the shaft must be 
,enewed. 

Camshaft{s) 

19 Examine the camshaft bearing surfaces 
and cam lobes lor signs of wear ridges and 
scoring. Renew the camshaft If any 01 these 
conditions are apparent. Examine the 
condition of the beating surfaces, both on the 
camshaft Journals and in the cylinder 
headlbearing housing. 11 the head bearing 
surfaces are worn excessively, the cylinder 
head will need to be renewed. 
20 On 1.4 litre engines, examine the thrust 
fork for signs of wear or scoring, and renew as 
n smy. 
21 On 1.6 litre engines, examine the 
hydraulic follower surfaces which contact the 
camshaft lobes for wear ridges and scoring. 
Renew any follower where these conditions 
are apparent. If a follower bearing surface Is 
badly scored, also examine the corresponding 
lobe on the camshaft for wear, as it Is likely 
that both will be worn. Renew any 
components as necessary. 

Refitting 

Rocker anns - 1.4 litre engines 
22 If the rocker arm assembly was 
dismantled, refit the rocker shaft to !he left· 
hand pedestal, aligning its locating hole wtth 
the pedestal threaded hole. Refit the grub 
screw, and tighten it secu-efy. With the grub 
saew n position. refit the cyfinder head cover 
mounting stud to !he pedestal, and tighten it 
securely. Apply a smear of clean engine oil to 
the shaft, theo slide on all removed 
compooents, ensuring each is COITectIy fitted n 
its original position. Note: Avoid touch(ng the 
rocker arm roller bearing surfaces with your 
fingers. Once all components are in position on 
the shaft, compress the right·hand pedestal 
and refit the circlip. Ensure that the circlip Is 
COfJ1!CtIy located In Its gf<XNB on the shaft 
23 Refit the cylinder head and rocker arm 
assembly as described in Section 11 . 

10.10b ... then slide out the camshaft 
from the cylinder head -1.4 litre engines 

Camshaft -1.4 litre engines 

24 Ensure that the cylinder head and 
camshaft bearing surfaces are clean, then 
liberally oiIlhe camshaft bearings and lobes. 
Slide the camshaft back into posiUon in the 
cylinder head. 
25 Locate the thrust fork with the left·hand 
end of the camshaft. Refit the fork retaining 
bolt, tightening It to the specffied torque 
setting. 
26 On early models, refit the mounting 
bracket, then refit the ignition coil module with 
reference to Chapter 58. On later models, 
ensure that the coolant houslng and cylinder 
head mating surfaces are clean and dry, then 
apply a smear of sealant to the housing 
mating surface. Refit the housing to the 
cylinder head, and securely tighten its 
retaining bolts. 
'Z1 Lubricate the Ups of the new seal with 
dean engine oil. then drive it into position Imtil 
it is at !he fitted depth noted m.ing removal. 
Use a suitable tubular drift. such as a socket. 
which bears only on the hard outer edge of 
the seal. Take care not to damage the seal lips 
during fitting. Note that the seal tips should 
face Inwards. 
28 Refit the camshaft sprocket as described 
in Section 7. 
29 Refit the cylinder head as described in 
Section 11. 

Camshaftslfollowers -
1.6 litre engines 
30 BefOf"e commeocing refitting, remove all 
traces of 011 'rom the bearing housing 
retaining bohs holes in the cytinder head, 
using a clean rag. Also ensure that both the 
cytinder head and bearing housing mating 
faces are clean and free from oil. 
31 Uberally oil the cylinder head hydraulic 
follower bores and the followers. Carefully 
refit the followers 10 the cylinder head, 
ensuring that each follower is refitted to its 
original bore. Some care will be required to 
entef the followers squarely Into their bores. 
Check that each follower rotates freety. 
32 Uberally oil the camshaft bearings in the 
cylinder head and the camshaft lobes, then 
refit the camshafts to the cylinder head in the 
previously noted positions. The locating notch 
in the right·hand end of the camshafts should 
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10.32 Position the inlet camshaft locking 
notch at the 7 o'clock position and the 

exhaust camshaft at 8 o'clock (arrowed)-
1.6 litre engll'l8s 

be positioned at the 7 o'clock position on the 
Inlet camshaft, and the 8 o'clock position on 
the exhaust camshaft (see Illustration). 
33 Apply a bead of silicone-based jOinling 
compound around the perimeter of the mating 
faces and around the retaining bolt hole 
locations (see illustration). 
34 Refit the bearing housing, and tighten the 
bolts progressively, in sequence, to the 
specified tOfqU8 (see illustration). 
35 At new oil seals with reference to Sec
tion 8. 
36 Refit the timing belt inner cover as 
described In Section 5. 
37 Refit the camshaft sprockets as described 
In Section 7. 

11 ~inderhead
removal and refitting 

Note: Ensure the engine is cold before 
removing the cylinder head. 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Drain the COOling system as described in 
Chapter ,A. 
3 Remove the ignition coil assembly (see 
Chapter 58) then remove the spari\: plugs (see 
Chapler lA). 
4 Remove the cylinder head cover(s) as 
cIescribed in Section 4 . 
5 Remove the timing belt upper and lower 
COV9fS as described in Sectioo 5. 

6 Align the engine assembty/valve timing 
helMs as descnbed In SectIon 3, and lock both 
the camshaft sprocket(s) and ftywheel in -. Caution: Do not attempt to rotate the 
engine whilst the tools are In posIUon. 

1.4 litre engines 
7 Note that the following text assumes that 
the cytinder head wiU be removed with both 
inlet and exhaust manifolds attached; this Is 
easier. but makes It a bulky and heavy 
assembly to handle. If it Is wished to remove 

~ .. ~ ~ 
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10.33 Apply a bead of silicone sealant to the cytindet head mating surface (arrowed) -
1.6 litre engines 

10.34 Camshaft bearing housing botts tightening sequence - 1.6 litre engines 

the manifolds first, proceed as described in 
Chapter4A. 
8 Carry out the follOwing operations as 
desaibed in Chapter 4A: 

a) Remove the sir cleaner assembly and air 
intake ducring. 

b) Disconnect the exhaust .$)'Stem front pipe 
from the manffoki and from the bracket 
on the 1Tansmission. Disconnect or 
release the o.-cygen sensor wiring. 

c) Disconnect the fuel feed hose (and, where 
applicable, the retum hose) from the fuel 
rail (plug all openings, to prevent loss of 
fuel and entry of dirt inta the fuel system). 

d) Note their fitted positions, then 
disconnect the r&levant electrical 
connectors and vacuum/breather hoses 
from the Inlet manifold and throttle 
housing. 

e) Where necessary unbolt the support 
br.lcket from the Inlet manifold. 

f) Disconnect the acceIetator cable (where .-. 
g) On models with Birir;.ction, cfi~JeCt 

the hose from the injection valve wt¥ch is 
fitted to the exhaust marifoId. 

9 Note their fitted positions, thefl slacken the 
retaining clips, and disconnect the coolant 
hoses from the cylinder head. Likewise, note 
the routing, then disconnect all electrical 
comectors from the cylinder head. 
10 Slacken and remove the bott securing the 
engine oil dipstick tube to the cytinder head. 
11 On later models with power steering, 
referring to Chapter 10, unbolt the power 
steering pump from Its mounting bracket. 
Undo the power steering pipe retaining dip 
screws then position the pump clear of the 
engine. Support the weight of the pump by 

tying It to the vehicle body to prevent any 
excess strain being placed on the hydraulic 
plpesIhoses. Note: Them is no need to 
disconnect the pipelhose from the pump. 
12 loosen the timing bet! tensiOn&f pulley 
retaining nuL Pivot the pulley approximately 
~ In a dockwise direction, using a key fitted 
to the hole In the puUey hub, then retighten the 
retain ing nut. On early engines, an 8 mm 
square section key will be required, and on 
later engines with an automatic tensloner. an 
Alien key will be needed. 
13 Disengage the timing belt from the 
camshaft sprocket, and positloo the belt clear 
of the sprocket. Ensure that the belt Is not 
bent or twisted sharply. 
14 Working In the reverse of the tightenIng 
sequence (see illustration 1'.3ge). 
progressively slacken the cylinder head bolts 
by half a tum at a time, until all bolts can be 
unscrewed by hand (see illustration). 
15 With all the cytMer" head botts removed. 
tift the rocker arm assembly off the cylinder 

11.14 Slacken and remove the cylInder 
head bolts -1 .4Iitre engirl6s 



11.15 Ufl off the rocket'" ann assembty-
1.4 litre engines 

head (see Illustration). Note: Avoid touching 
the rocker arm roller bearing surfaces with 
your fingers. Note the locating pins which are 
fitted to the base of each rocker arm pedestal. 
If any pin Is a loose fit in the head Of pedestal, 
remove it fOf safe-keeping. 
16 The joint between the cylinder head and 
gasket, and the cylinditf block/crankcase 
must now be broken without disturbing the 
wet liners. To break the joint, obtain two stOUl 
screwdrivers which fit into the cylinder head 
bolt holes. Gently 'rock' the cylinder head free 
towards the front of the car (see illustration). 
Do not try to swivel the head on the cylinder 
block/crankcase; it is located by dowels, as 
wel l as by the tops of the liners. Note: If care 
;5 not taken and the liners are moved, there is 
also a possibility of the bottom seals being 
disturbed, causing leakage efter refitting the 
head. When the joint is broken, lift the cylincler 
head away: seek assistance if possible. as it is 
a heavy assembly. especially if it is being 
removed compiete with the manifo«is. 
17 Remove the gasket from the top of the 
block, noting the two locating dowels. If the 
locating dowels are a loose fit, remove them 
and stOfe them with the head for safe-keeping. 
Do not discard the gasket - it will be needed 
for identification purposes (see paragraphs 29 
and 30). Operations that require the rotation of 
the crankshaft (eg, cleaning the piston 
crowns), should only be carried out once the 
cytinder liners are firmly clamped in position 
(see illustration). In the absence of the 
manufactunlr's special iller Clamps. the liners 
can be clamped in position using large nat 
washers positioned underneath suitable' 
length bolts. Alternatively, the original head 
boNs could be temporarily refitted, with 
suitable spacers fitted to their shanks. 
18 If the cylinder head Is to be dismantled for 
ovemaul, remove the camshaft as described In 
Section 10, then refer to Part 0 of this Chapter. 

1.6 litre engines 
19 NOle their fitted positions, then slacken 
the retaining clips, and disconnect. the coc:Man1 
hoses from the cylinder head. Ukewise, note 
the routing. then disconnect all electrical 
connectors from the cylinder head. 
20 Remove the inlet and exhaust manifolds 
as described In Chapter 4A. 
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11.16 Use two stout scntwdrivers to rock 
the cylinder head free from the bfock -

1.4 JftTe engines 

21 Remove the timing belt inner cover as 
described in Section 5. 
22 Working in the reverse of the tightening 
sequence (see illustration 11.39b), 
progressivety slacken the cylinder head bolts 
by half a turn at a time, until an bolts can be 
unscrewed by hand. 
23 lift the C)tnder t.ead away; see« assistanoa 
if possible, as it Is a heavy asserrtlIy. 
24 Remove the gasket from the top of the 
block, noting the two locating dowels. tf the 
locating dowels are a loose fit. remove them 
and stOfe them with the head for safe
keeping. Do not discard the gasket - it will be 
needed for Identification purposes (see 
paragraphs 29 and 30). 
25 If the cylinder head is to be dismantled for 
overhaul, remove the camshafts as described In 
Section 10, then Jet« to Pan 0 of this Chapter. 

Preparation for refitting 
26 The matng faces of the C)4inder head and 
qWJder I:JklcWc:raiu:: ITaJSI: be perfectly deiwl 
before refitmg the head. Use a hard plastic or 
wood scraper to remove allraces of gasket ;rod 
carbon; also clean the piston aowns. Note: Q1 

1.4 litre engines, clamp the liners in position 
before turning the cranksh8ft (see pamgraph 17). 
Take particular care during the cleaning 
operations, as aluminium alloy is easily 
damaged. Also, make Sln that the carbon is not 
aIta.Yed to enter the 01 and water I ft - this 
Is particularty in"Iportarrt for the lubrication 
system. as c::abon coUd tD;:k !he oil SI.4lPY to 
the engine's COi, ......... ",",ts.. UsIng acIlesiYe tape 
and paper, seal the water. oil and bolt hoies in 
the ~ bIock.Iaar»tca To prevent carbon 
errtering !he gap between the pistons and bores, 
smear a little grease in the gap. After cleaning 
each piston, use a small brush to remove all 
traces of grease and carbon from the gap, then 
wipe away the remainder with a clean rag. Clean 
all the pistons in the same way. 
27 Check the mating surtaces of the cylinder 
block/crankcase and the cylinder head 'Of 
nicks, deep scratches and other damage. If 
slight, they nay be removed carefully with a 
file , but if excessive, machinlng may be the 
only atternative to renewal. 
28 If warpage of the cylinder head gasket 
surtace is suspected, use a straight-edge to 

11.17 Clamp the cylinder liners in position 
before rotating the crankshaft (damps 

arrowed) -1 .4 Htre engines 

check it for distortion. Refer to Part 0 of this 
Chapter if necessary. 
29 When purchasing a new cylinder head 
gasket, it is essential that a gBlet of the correct 
thickness is obtained. On some models only 
one ttjckness of gasket is available, so this is 
not a problem. On other models. there art! two 
different thicknesses availabie - the standard 
gasket, and a slightly thicker 'repair' gasket 
(+ 0.2 mm). The gaskets can be identified as 
descrbed in the IoIowing paragaph, using the 
cut-outs on the left-hand end of the gasket. 
30 With the gasket fitted the correct way up 
on the cylinder block. there will be a single Of 
double cUl·OUI at the rear of the left-hand side 
of the gasket identifying the engine type (eg, 
TU3JP engine). In the centre of the gasket 
there will likely be another series of between 0 
and 4 cut-outs, identifying the manufacturer 
of the gasket and whether or not it contains 
asbestos (these cut-outs are of little 
Importance). The important cut-out location Is 
at the front of tile gasket; on the standard 
gasket there wiI be no cut-out In this position, 
whereas on the thicker 'repair' gasket there 
will be a single cut-out (see illustration). 

H44751 

11.30 Cylinder" head gasket Identification 
maridngs 

A Engine t)pe ioolltifkatJon cut-ouf IocBOOns 
B Gasket manufacturer identification cut-ouf 

locations 
C Gasket thicIol8SS ldentfflcation cut-out 

locations 
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11.31 Measure the bott length from the underside of the bolt head to the end 0' the ban 

identify the gasket type, and ensore that the 
new gasket obtained Is of the COI'Tect 
thickness. If ther-e is any doubt as to which 
gasket is fined, take the old gasket along to 
your dealer, and have him conflflTl the gasket 
type. 
31 Check the condition of the cylinder head 
bolts, and particularly their threads, whenever 
they aTe removed. Wash the bolts in suitable 
solvent, Md wipe them dry. Check each for 
any sign 01 visible wear or damage, renewing 
any bolt If necessary. Measure the length of 
each bolt. from the underskle of its head to 
the bolt end, to check lor stretching (see 
illustration). The bolts for 1.4 litre engines are 
175.5 mm in length when new; if any bolt has 
stretched 10 l'TI()(e than 176.5 mm, renew all 
the cylinder head bolts as a set. On 1.6 litre 
engines, the maximum length for the bolts Is 
122.6 mm. Although the manufacturer's do 
not actually specify that the bolts must be 
renewed, it is strongly recommended that the 
bolts should be renewed as a complete set, 
regardless of their apparent condition, 
WheneVer they are distl.Wbed. 
32 On 1.4 litre engines, prior to refitting the 
cytinder head, check the cytinder liner 
protrusion as described Chapter 20, Sec
ion 11. 

Refitting 

1.4 litre engines 

33 Wipe clean the mating surfaces of the 
cylinder head and cylinder block/crankcase. 
Check that the two locating dowels are In 
position at each end of the cyUnder 
block/crankcase surface and, if necessary, 
remove the cylinder liner clamps (see 
illustration). 

11.33 Ensure the locating dowels 
(arrowed) are in position then fit the new 

head gasket 

34 Position a new gasket on the cylinder 
block/crankcase surface, ensuring that its 
identification cut--outs are at the IeH-hand end 
of the gasket, and the side marked TOP is 
UppeililOSt. 

35 Check that the flywheel and camshaft 
sprocket are still correct/y locked in position 
with their respective tools then, with the aid of 
an assistant, carefully refit the cylinder head 
assembly to the block, aligning it with the 
locating dowels. 
36 Ensure that the locating pins are In 
position in the base of each rocker pedestal. 
then refit the rocker arm assembly to the 
_head. 
37 Lubricate the threads and underside of 
the heads of the cy1inder head bolts lightly 
with dean engine Oil. 
38 Carefully enter each bolt into its relevant 
hole (do not drop them in) and screw In, by 
hand ooly, until finger-tight. 
39 Working progressively and in sequence, 
tighten the cylinder head bolts to their Stage 1 
torque sening, using a torque wrench and 
suitable socket (see iUustJations). 
40 ~ aI the bolts have been tightened to 
their Stage 1 setting, working again in the 
given sequence. angle~tighten the bolts 
ttvough the specified Stage 2 angle, using a 
socket and..extension bar. It Is recommended 
that an angle-measuring gauge Is used dumg 
this stage of the tightening, to ensure 
accuracy. If a gauge is not available, use white 
paint to make alignment marks between the 
bolt head and cylinder head prior to 
tightening; the marks can then be used to 
check that the bolt has been rotated through 
the COfI'ect angle dumg tightening. 
41 Refit the timing belt as descnbed In 
Section 6. 

11.39a Cylinder head bolt tightening 
sequence - 1.4 litre engines 

42 Reconnect all coolant hoses and wiring 
connect'" to the cylinder head, inlet manHoId 
and tIYottle housing. 
43 Refit the bolt secunng the engine oil 
dipstick tube to the cylinder head. 
44 Working as described In the Chapter 4A, 
cany out the following tasks: 
a) Refit a/l disturbed fua/ hoses and control 

cable{S) to the inlet msnifold and fuel 
system components. 

b) Reconnect and acfu;5t the EtCCeIeralot' 
cable (whete fitted). 

c) Reco .)9Ct the ethaust system front pipe 
to the manifold and transmission bmcket 
and t8COnneCllhe 0K)9lfI sensor wiring 
connect",. 

d) Refit the ai, cIeanet" assembly and intake 
ducts. 

45 Check and, If necessary, adjust the valve 
clearances as described in Section 9. 
46 Refit the cylinder head cover as described 
in Section 4. 
47 Refit the spark plugs and install the 
Ignition HT coil (see Chapters lA and 58). 
48 Refit the power steering pump as 
desaibed in Chapter 10. 
49 On completion, reconnect the battery, 
and refill the cooling system as described In 
Chapter lA. 

1.6 litre engines 

50 Remove the flywheel locking tool and, 
using a spanner or socket on the crankshaft 
pulley bOlt, rotate the crankshaft backwards 
(anti~clockwise) 90". This Is to prevent any 
accidental cootact between the pistons and 
valves as the cylinder head Is refitted. 
51 Check that the camshafts are correctly 
POSitiOi led In the cytinder head. The locating 
notch in the right-hand end of tile camshafts 
should be at the 7 o'clock posiOOn on the inlet 
camshaft, and the 8 o'clock position on the 
exhaust camshaft (see illustration 10.32). If 
necessary, reposition the camshafts using an 
open-ended spanner on the square section 
between the lobes. 
52 Wipe clean the mating surfaces of the 
cylinder head and cylinder block/crankcase. 
Check that the two locating dowels are in 
position at each end of the cytindElf 
bIockIcrankcase SIXface. 
53 Position a new gasket on the cytindef 
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11.39b Cylinder head bolt tightening 
sequence -1 .6Iitre engines 



block/crankcase surlace, ensuring that its 
Identification cut-outs 3fB at the Ieft·hand end 
of the gasket, and the side marked TOP is 
I,lpPel "lOSt. 
54 lJJbricate the threads and underside of 
the heads of the cylinder head bolts lightly 
with clean engine 0/1, then refit and tighten the 
boltS as described In paragraphs 38 to 40. 
55 Refit the timing belt inner cover as 
described In Section 5. then refit the camshaft 
sprockets as described in Section 7. 
56 Refit the timing belt as described In 
Section 6. 
57 Working as described In the Chapter 4A, 
carry out the followfng tasks: 
~ Refit the inlet and exhaust manifolds. 
b) Refit all disturbed fuel hoses and control 

cable(s) to the Inlet maffioId and fuel 
system COt' ........ rent.s. 

c) Refit the air deraner assembly and intake 
duds. 

58 Reconnect all coolant hoses and wiring 
connect()(S to the cyIindef head, inlet manifokt 
and throttle housing. 
59 Refit the cylinder head covers as 
described in Section 4. 
60 Refit the spark plugs and install the 
Ignition HT coli (see Chapters 1A and 58). 
61 On completion, reconnect the battery. 
and refill the cooling system as described in 
Chapter 1A. 

12 Sump - removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Firmly apply the handbrake, then Jack up 
the front of the vehicle and support it on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Where fitted, undo the screws and remove the 
engine undershield. 
2 DraIn the engine 0/1, then clean and refit the 
engIne 011 drain plug, lightening it to the 
specified torque. I1 the engine is nearing Its 
service interval when the oil and filter 3fB due 
for renewal, it Is recommended that the filter is 
also removed, and a new one fitted. After 
reassembly, the engine can therr be refilled 
with fresh oi. Refer to Chapter lA for further 
Information. 
3 Remove the exhaust system front pipe as 
described in Chapter 4A. 
4 Progressively slacken and remove all the 
sump nuts and boils/nuts and position the 
wiring hamess guide clear of the sump (see 
illustrations). 
5 Break the joint by striking the sump with the 
palm of your hand, then lower and withdraw 
the sump from under the car. On 1.4 litre 
engines. it may be necessary to use a putty 
knife or similar carefully inserted between the 
sump and block. Ease the knife along the taint 
until the sump is released. On 1,6 litre 
engines, recover the gasket 
6 While the sump is removed, take the 
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12.4a Undo the nuts and bolts, then 
remove the sump from the engine-

1.4 litre engines 

opportunity to check the oil pump pick
~strainer fOl' signs of dogging 01' splitting. If 
necessary, remove the pr.mp as descObed k1 
Section 13, and dean or renew the strainer. 

Rerrfflng 
7 Clean all traces of sealant from the mating 
surfaces of the cylinder bfocklaankcase and 
sump, then use a clean rag to wipe out the 
sump and the engine's interior. 
8 Ensure that the sump and cylinder 
block/crankcase mating surfaces are clean 
and dry then. on 1.4 litre engines, apply a 
coating of suitable sealant to the sump mating 
surface. On 1.6 litre engInes, if the gasket is 
undamaged, refrt it to the SOOlp, otherwise fit 
a new gasket. 
9 Offer up the sump and locate it on its studs. 
locate the wiring harness guide back in 
position then refit the sunp retarling nuts and 
bolts. Tighten the nuts and bolts evenly and 
progressively to the specified torque. 
10 Refit the exhaust front pipe as described 
in Chapter 4A, and refit the engine 
undershield (where applicable). 
11 Replenish the engine oil (see Chapter 1A). 

13 Oil pump - removal, 
inspection and refitting 

Removal 
1 Remove the sump (see Section 12). 
2 Slacken and remove the three bolts 
securing the oil pump in position (see 
illustration). Disengage the pump sprocket 
from the chain, and remove the oil pump. tf 
the pump locating dowel is a k)ose fit. remove 
and store it WIth the bolts fOf safe-keeping. 

Inspection 
3 Examine the 0/1 pump sprocket for signs of 
damage and wear. such as chipped or 
missing teeth. If the sprocket Is worn. the 
pump assembly must be renewed. as the 
sprocket is not available separately. 11 is also 
recommended that the chain and drive 
sprocket, fitted to the crankshafl, are renewed 
at the same time. On 1.4 litre engines, renewal 
of the chain and drive sprocket is an Involved 

12.4b Access to the sump end bolts/nuts 
is through holes in the casing larrowed)-

1.6 litre engines 

operation requiring the removal of the maln 
bearing ladder, and therefOf'e cannot be 
carried out with the engine still fitted to the 
vehicle. On 1.6 litre engines, the oil pump 
drive sprocket and chain can be removed with 
the engIne in situ, once the crankshaft 
sprocket has been removed and the 
crankshaft 011 seal housing has been 
unbolted. 
4 Slacken and remove the bolts securing the 
strainer cover to the pump body, then lift off 
the strainer cover. Remove the relief valve 
piston and spring (and guIde pin - ' .6 litre 
engines only), noting which way round they 
are fitted. 
5 Examine the pump rotors and body for 
signs of wear ridges and scorinp. If worn, the 
complete pump assembly must be renewed. 
6 Examine the relief vatve piston for signs of 
wear or damage, and renew if necessary. The 
condition of the reief vaJve spring can only be 
measured by comparing it with 8 neoN one; if 
there is any doubt about its condition. it 
should also be renewed. Both the piston and 
spring are available indMdua/ly. 
7 Thoroughly clean the 0/1 pump strainer with 
a suitable solvent. and check It for signs of 
clogging or splitting. If the strainer is 
damaged. the strainer and cover assembly 
must be reneWfld. 
8 locate the relief valve spring. piston and 
(where fitted) the guide pin in the strainer 
cover, then refit the cover to the pump body. 
Align the refief \I8IYe piston with its bore in the 
pump. Refit the CO\Ier retaining bolts. 
_ them """",,,,_ 

13.2 Unscrew the three bolts securing the 
00 pump is position 
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14.2 Use a screwdriver to lever out the 
cnnkshaft right-hand oil seal 

Refitting 
9 Ensure that the locating dowel Is in 
position, then engage the pump sprocket with 
its drive chain. Locate the pump on its dowel, 
and refit the pump retaining bolts, tightening 
them to the specified torque setting. 
10 Reftt the sump as described in Section 12. 

14 Crankshaft oil seals -
renewal 

Right-hand oil seal 
1 Remove the crankshaft sprocket and 
Hanged spacer (where fitted) as described in 
Section 7. 
2 Make a note of the correct fitted depth of 
the seal in its housing then carefully punch 0( 

drill two small holes opposite each other in the 
seal. Screw a self-tapping screw into each, 
and pull on the screws with pliers to extract 
the seal. Alternatively, the seal can be levered 
out 01 position using a suitable flat-bladed 
screwdriver, taking great CMe not to damage 
the crankshaft/oil pump drive gear shoulder 0( 

seal housing (see illustration). 
3 Clean the seal housing. and polish off any 
burrs Of raised edges, which may have 
caused the seal to fail in the first place. 
4 lubricate the lips 01 the new seal with clean 
engine oil, and carefully locate the seal on the 
end of crankshaft. Note that Its seajing lip 
must face inwards. Take care not to damage 
the seal lips during fitting. 
5 Using a suitable tubular drift (such as a 
socket) which bears only on the hard outer 
edge of the seal, tap the seal into posffioo, to 
the same depth in the housing as the original 
was prior to removal. The InnSf face of the 
seal must be flush with the inner wall of the 
craokcase. 
6 Wash off any traces of oil, then refit the 
crankshaft sprocket as described in Sec
tion 7. 

Left-hand oil seal 
7 Remove the Itywheel (see Section 15). 
8 Make a note of the correct fitted depth of 
the seal in its housing. Punch 01"" drill two small 
holes opposite each other In the seal. Screw a 

15.2 Use a tool to tock the flywheel ring 
gear and prevent rotation 

self-tapping screw into each, and pull on the 
screws with pliers to extract the seal. 
9 C$ean the seal housing, and polish off any 
burrs or raised edgas, which may have 
caused the seal to fail In lha first place. 
10 Lubricate the lips of the new seal with 
clean engine oil, and carefuIy locate the seal 
on the end of the crankshaft. 
11 Using a suitable tubular drift, which bears 
only on the hard outer edge of the seal, drive 
the seal into position, to the same depth In the 
housing as the original was prior 10 removal. 
12 Wash off any traces of oil, then refit the 
flywheel as described in Section 15. 

15 Flywheel- removal, 
inspection and refitting 

Removal 
1 Remove the transmission as described in 
ChaptBf" 7, then remove the clutch assembly 
as described In Chapter 6. 
2 Prevent the flywheel from turning by IocJUng 
the ring gear teeth (see Illustration). 
Altematively. bolt a strap between the 
flywheel and the cylinder block/crankcase. 
Caution: Do not attempt to lock the 
f1ywheelln position using the locking pin 
described in Section 3. 
3 Slacken and remove the flywheel retaining 
bolts. 
4 Remove the flywheel . Do not drOp it. as it is 
very heavy. If the locating dowel Is a loose fit 
In the crankshaft end, remove and store it with 
the flywheel fOl"" safe-keeping. 

Inspection 
5 If the flywheel's clutch mating surface Is 
deeply scored, cracked 01"" otherwise 
damaged, the ftywheel must be renewed. 
However. it may be possible to have it 
surface-ground; seek the advice of a dealer 01"" 

engine reconditioning specialist. 
6 If the ring gear is badly worn or has rrissing 
teeth, it must be renewed. This job is best left 
to a dealer 01"" engine reconditioning specialist. 
The tempenr;ture to which the new ring gear 
must be heated 10r InstaDation Is critical and, If 
not done accurately, the hardness of the teeth 
will be destroyed. 

Renttlng 
7 Clean the mating surfaces of the fIywhe 

and """"""'" 8 If the new flywheel retaining bolts are m 
supPlied with their threads already precoatac 
apply a SlJitabje ~ compound t 
the threads of each bott. 
9 Ensure that the locating dowel Is I 
position. Offer up the flywheel. locating it 0 

the dowel, and fit the retaining bolts.. 
10 Lock the flywheel using the metha
employed on dismantling, and tighten th 
retaining bolts evenly and progressively to I:h 
specffied torque. 
11 Refit the clutch as described In ChaptBf" E 
Remove the locking tOol, and refit thl 
transmission as described In Chapter 7. 

16 Engine/transmission ~ 
mountings - inspection and ~ 

reoewaJ ~ 

Inspection 
1 11 improved access is required, raise the 
front of the car and support it on axle stands 
(see JackIng and vehicle supporl)_ 
2 Check the mounting rubber to see if It is 
cracked, hardened or separated from the 
metal at any point; renew the mounllng If any 
such damage Of deterklration Is evident.. 
3 Check that aD the mounting's fasteners are 
securely tightened; use a tOfQue wrench to 
check if possible (see illustrations). 
4 Using 8 large screwdriver or a crowbar, 
check for wear In the mounting by carefully 
levering against it to check for free play. 
Where this is not possible, enlist the aid of an 
assistant to move the englneltrallsmission 
back-end-forth, or from side-to-side, while 
you watch the mounting. While some free play 
Is to be expected even from new 
components, excessive wear should be 
obvious.. If excessive free play is found, check 
flrst that the fasteners are secure, then renew 
any wom components as described below. 

Renewal 

Right-hand mounting -
1.4 litre engines 
Note: The construction of the right-hand 
mounting differs slightly between early and 
later models, however the removal and 
refitting procedures 818 sIm/ar for both types.. 
5 Place a jack beneath the engine, with a 
block of wood on the jack head. Raise the 
lack until it is supporting the weight of the 
engine. 
6 Release the wiring harness andIo.- vacuum 
hoses from the clips on the right-hand engine 
mounting upper bracket. 
7 Slacken end remove the three nuts 
sectx1ng the upper bracket to the bracket on 
the cylinder block. 
8 On later models, undo the bolt securing the 
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Right-hand mounting 
upper bracket-ta-cyfinder 
block bracket nuts 

2 Rear mounting 
connecting /ink-to-
subframe nutlbolt 

3 Rear mounting 
connecting link-to-
mounting rubber nut/bolt 

4 Right-hand mounting 
upper bracket-ta-rubber 
mounting nut 

5 Cylinder head support 
bracket-to-upper bracket 
ban 

6 Cylinder head support 
bracket -to-engine 
nut/bolts 

7 Left-hand mounting 
transmission bracket nuts 

8 Left-hand mounting 
rubber centre nut 

9 Left-hand mounting-to
body bracket nuts/bolts 

10 Left-hand mounting body 
bracket bafts 

16.3a Engine/ transmission mounting components and attachments - later 1.4 litre engines 

®----..:~o / 
r-~ 

6 
8 

Right-hand mounting 
upper bracket-to-engine 
bmcket bolts 

2 Rear mounting 
connecting link-to-
subframe nut/bolt 

3 Rear mounting 

4 0{ ~r (jJ 
\/ 0 I ~L 

connecting link-to-
mounting rubber nut/bolt 

4 Right-hand mounting 
upper bracket-ta-rubber 
mounting nut 

5 Right~hand mounting 
engine bracket bolts 

6 Left-hand mounting 
transmission bracket 
~~ 

7 Left-hand mounting 
rubber centre nut 

8 Left-hand mounting-to-
body bracket nuts/bolts 

9 Left-hand mounting 
body bracket bolts 

H45743 1 ~ 

16.3b Engine/transm ission m ounting components and attachments - 1.6 litre eng ines 
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cylinder head support bracket to the front of 
the moooting upper bracket. 
9 Either unscrew the ~Ie nut, or the domed 
buffer and spacer nut, securing the upper 
bracket to the rubber mounting. and lift off the 
bnod<eL 
10 Using a strap wrench or similar tool, 
unscrew the rubber mounting from the body. 
Al ternat ively, fabricate a tool from suitable 
metal tube with projections to engage in the 
cut-outs In the mounting. 
11 Check for signs of wear or damage on all 
components, and renew as necessary. 
12 On reassembty, securely tighten the 
rubber mounting in the body. 
13 Refit the upper bracket to the rubber 
mounting and cylinder block bracket and 
tighten the retaining nuts to the Specified 
torque. On later models, refit the bolt seari1g 
the cylinder head support bracket to the 
mounting upper bracket. 
14 Remove the )ack from under the engine. 

Right-hand mounting-
1.61me engines 
15 Place a Jack benealh the engine, with a 
block of wood on the jack head. Raise the 
jack until it Is supporting the weight 01 the 
engine. 
16 Undo the two bolts and move the 
accelerator pedal position sensor and 
mounting bracket 'clear 01 the right-hand 
engine mounting. 
17 Release the purge valve vapour hose from 
the cip on the right-hand mounting and move 
the hose aside slightly. 
1S Undo the three bolts securing the right
hand engine mounting upper bracket to the 
bracket on the engine, and the centre nUl 
securing the bracket to the rubber mounting 
on the body. Remove the mountIng upper 
bracket 
19 Using a strap wrench or similar tool. 
unscrew the rubber mounting from the body. 
Alternatively, fabricate a tool from suitable 

metal wbe with protections to engage in the 
cut-outs in the mounting. 
20 If required, undo the three bolts and 
remove the engine bracket from the cylinder 
head. 
21 Check for signs of wear or damage on all 
components, and renew as necessary. 
22 On reassembly. securely l Ighten the 
rubber mounting In the body. 
23 If removed. refit the engine bracket to the 
cylinder head and secure with the three bolts. 
tightened 10 lhe specified torque. 
24 Refit the upper bracket to the rubber 
mounting and engine bracket and tighten the 
three bolts and the centre nut to the specified 
torque. 
2S Refit the accelerator pedaJ position sensor 
and secure the vapour hose. 
26 Remove the jack from lnier the engine. 

Left-hand mounting 

Z1 Remove the battery, and battery tray as 
described in Chapter SA. 
28 Place a jack beneath the transmission. 
with a block of wood on the jack head. Raise 
the jack unlll it is supporting the weight of the 
transmission. 
29 Slacken and remove the mounting 
rubber's cenlre nut, and Ihe two nuts (or two 
bolts) securing the mounting to the mounting 
bracket. Uft the mounting off the transmission 
bracket stud and remove it from the engine 
compartment. Recover the spacer from the 
transmission bracket stud. 
30 If necessary, undo the retaining bolts and 
remove the mounting bracket from the body. 
Disconnect the clutch cable from the 
transmission (see Chapter 6) then unscrew 
the retaining nuts and remove the bracket 
from the top of !he transmission. 
31 Check carefully for signs of wear or 
damage on all components, and renew !hem 
where necessary. 
32 Refit the bracket to the transmission. 
t ightening its mounting nuts to the specified 

torque, then reconnect the clutch cable (see 
Chapt8f 6). Refit the IllCUlting bracket to the 
vehicle body and tighten its bolts to the 
specified torque. 
33 Reftt the spacer to the transmission 
bracket. then slide the mounting rubber 
over the transmission bracket stud. Refit 
the two mounting nutsibolts and the 
mounting centre nut, and tighten to the 
specified torque. 
34 Remove the jack from underneath the 
transmission. then refit the battery tray and 
battery as described In Chap!&( SA. 

Rear mounting 

35 If not already done. chock the rear wheels 
then jack up the fronl of the vehicle and 
support It on axle stands (see Jacking and 
vehicJe support). 
36 Unscrew and remove the nut and bolt 
securing the rear mounting connecting link to 
the mounting rubber on the rear of the 
cytinde< block. 
37 Unscrew and remove the nut and bolt 
securing the connecting link to the subframe 
and withdraw the connecting link from its 
location. 
38 To remove the mounting assembly It will 
first be necessary to remove the right-hand 
drtveshaft as described in Chapter S. 
39 With the driveshaft removed, undo the 
retaining bolts and remove the mounting from 
the rear of the cylinder block. 
40 Check carefully for signs of wear or 
damage on all components. and renew them 
where ,... sary. 
41 On reassembly. fit the rear mounting 
assembly to the rear of the cylndef block. and 
tighten Its retaining bolts to the specified 
tOfQue. Refit the driveshaft as described in 
Chapter S. 
42 Refit the rear mounting connecting link. 
and tighlen both retaining nuts/bolts to their 
specified torque. 
43 Lower the vehicle 10 the ground. 



Chapter 2 Part B: 
1.8 and 1.9 litre diesel engine (XUD series) 
in-car repair procedures 
Contents Section number Section number 

Camshaft and followers - removal , inspection and refitting . . •.... 11 
Compression and leakdown tests - description and interpretation . 2 
Crankshaft pulley - removal and refitting .•...... .... •...••... 5 

General informatiofl ... . . _ . • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . .. 1 
Oil level and pressure sensors - general .....• •..•.. . .• ..... _ . 17 
Oi pump and drive chain - removal. Inspection and refitting .. .. _. 15 

Cylinder head - removal and refitting .••..... _ .... _ .•...•.... 13 OiIseaJs -renewal •.. . .. .. •....•..... ...... .••.•..•..... . 16 
Cylindef- head cover - removal and refitting .•.... .... _ . . . • . . .. 4 
Engine assembIylvatve timing holes - general Information 

Right-hand mou-rting bracket and timing belt tensionef-

andusage ........................................... 3 
retTIOV8J and refittilg .....• . • . •.••.•.• .. • ... •...•..••... 9 

Sump - removal and refitting .•...•..•.• . •..•..••......•.... 14 
Engine oil arxHilter renewal ..•.•....•.•••.••...• See Chapter 1 B 
Engine oil cooler - removaJ and refitting •.•.•..•.•...• . •...... 19 
Engine oil level ctled( .•... ... _ . _ ..••...••... See WeeIdy checks 

Tuning belt - removal, mpection, refitting and tensioning ..••.. .. 7 
Timing belt covers - removal and refitting • . . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . . .. 6 
Tmng belt Idler roller - removal and refitting .. ..•.•........ ..• 10 

Engineltransmisslon mountings - NpectIon and renewal ........ 20 T .mlng beh sprockets - removal and refitting .... ........ ...... 8 
Aywhee/ - removal, inspection and refitting .... .. .. . .......... 18 Valve clearances - checking and adjustment ...... ......... . .. 12 
General engine checks ...... .. ............•. .. . See Chapter 1 B 

Degrees of difficulty 
Easy, """"" for 

~ 
Fairly easy, suitable 

ncMce with jttje 10r begi • e with 
expaisce ~ some C' to"" ieI ce 

Specifications 
Engine (general) 
Designation: 

~ 
FaOiyclllWt, ~ 
sUtab6e far co ip::!tellt ~ 

~ DIY 11 lBdaic ~ 

1.8 litre (1769 cc) engine . . . . .. . .. . •.• . ... . •. .. ••..•.... ... XU07 
1.9 litre (1905 cc) eoglnes .. .. .. . ....... .. .. . .. . ..... . .. XUD9 

Engine codes': 
1.8 litre engine . .. .. .. . . ........••... • . .. . .. . . . • • . . . . . A9A (XU07W 

I>tficUt, """"" for 
expEl is w::a:J DIY 
ulEd a ic 

1.9 litre engine ...... ....... ,..... .... . .. ..... .. .. . . ... D98 (XUD9A) or DJY (XUD9Y) 
8oI"e: 

1.8 litre engines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . .• . . •. . . . • . . . . . 80.00 mm 
1.9 litre engines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . . • • . . • . . . . • . . . • . 83.00 mm 

Stroke . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . • .. . 88.00 mm 

~ 
V""cIIIWt, ~ 

""""" "'expert DIY ~ 
~ or plC' . a ~ 

Direction of crankshaft rotation .......•.•.............•.....•. Clockwise (viewed from the right-hand side of vehide) 
No 1 cylinder Iocatfon . • . . . • • . • . . • . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . At the transn"lission end of block 
CompressiOn ratio ............................ . ............ 23 : 1 
• The engine code is stamped on a plate attached to the front of the cyfinder bkx:k. 
The code given in bntckets is the factoty identification ool'rlb«. 

Compression pressures (engine hot. at cranking speed) 
NonnaJ ... . . . . • . . . . • . • . • . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 to 30 bars (363 to 435 psi) 
MlI1imum . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .•. ..••.•. ..•• .•.... . ..•••. . • •• 18 bars (261 psi) 
Maximum difference between any two cylinders . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 5 bars (73 psi) 

Camshaft 
Drive .. .. . .. ...... . .. . ... . . ...... ........ ......... . 
No of bearings ............. ... . . .........• . .. . 
Endfloat ..................... .. ............ .. ... . .. . .. . 

Valve clearances (engine cold) 
Inlet ................. . .. . .............. .. .............. . 
Exhaust ................................ . .............. .. 

Toothed belt 
3 
0.07 to O.1S mm 

0.1S:tO.05mm 
0 .3O:t 0.05 mm 
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Lubrication system 
Oil pump type . . ... . .. .. .. . ... . .. . ... . ... . .. . ... . ... . .. . . 
Minimum oil pressure at 90°C ... . .. .. .. . . . • . . .. .. 

Gear-type, chaln-driven off the crankshaft right-hand end 
3.5 bars at 4000 rpm 

Oil pressure waming switch operating pressure .. •• . . • ... . 

Torque wrench settings 
Big-end bearing cap nuts;' 

Stage 1 ............... .... . .... .. . ...... .. 

0.8 bars 

Nm IbfH 

20 15 
Stage 2 ...... . .. ...... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. Angle-lighten a further 70" 

Camshaft bearing cap nuts .. . .. .. .. • . . • . . .. •.. .. . .. .. 
Camshaft sprocket bolt .. . .. .. .. . 
Crankshaft oil seal housing bolts 
Crankshaft pulley bolt: 

Stage 1 .. .. .. . .... .. 

20 15 
45 33 
16 12 

40 30 
Stage 2 .. .. ... .. .. . Angle-tighten a further 50" 

Cylinder head bolts (Torx type, see text, Section 13): 
Stage 1 .......... .......... .. 20 15 
Stage 2 . . ......... ... . . ... . .. .. .. . ... . .. . ... . .. .. .. . 60 44 
Stage 3 .. ..... .. Angle-tighten a further 180" 

Cylinder head cover bolts . .. 
Engine-to-transmission fixing bobs . . 
Engine/transmission left-hand mounting: 

Centre nut .. .. 
Mounting bracket to body bolts . .. . 
Mounting rubber nuts/bolts 

20 
50 

65 
25 
25 

Mounting stud·ta-bracket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .• . .•. . 50 
Engine/transmission rear mounting: 

Connecting link-to-mounting rubber nut/bolt .. . , . .• . . 50 
Connecting link-to-subframe nut/bolt .. .. .. . .. . 50 
Mounting assembly-to-block bolts •. . .. .. 45 

Engine/transmission right-hand mounting: 
Engine (tensioner assembly) bracket bolts ..... . . ,. 
Mounting bracket retaining nuts . .. .. .. .. . .. ... . • . . .• .. . • . . .. 45 
Rubber mounting to body . .. .. . .. .. .. . 40 

Flywheel bolts' .... . .•. . .. . 50 
Injection pump sprocket nut . . .. . .... .. .. ... . • . 50 
Injection pump sprocket puller retaining screws . .. .. .. . . • . . .. .. 
Main bearing cap bolts .. . . . 

10 
70 

Oil pump mounting bolts ... . .. . ... . . . . ... . . 13 
Sump bolts. . . . .. . . . .. ...... . . 19 
Timing belt cover bolts ... . .......•.... . ....•. . 
Timing belt tensioner adjustment bolt .. .. • • . . • ,. 
Timing belt tensioner pivot nut ......... . 
• New nuts/bolts must be used 

General information 

How to use this Chapter 
This Part of Chapter 2 describes those 

repair procedures that can reasonably be 
carried out on the engine while it remains in 
the car. If the engine has been removed from 
the car and is being dismantled, as described 
in Part E. any preliminary dismantling 
procedures can be ignored. 

Note that. while it may be possible 
physically to overhaul items such as the 
piston/connecting rod assemblies while the 
engine Is In the car, such tasks are not 
normally carried out as separate operations. 
Usually, several additional procedures (not to 

,. 

mention the cleaning of components and of 
oilways) have to be carried out. For this 
reason. all such tasks are classed as major 
overhaul procedures, and are described in 
Part E of this Chapter. 

Part E describes the removal of the 
engineltransmission from the vehicle. and the 
full overhaul procedures that can then be 
carried out. 

Engine description 
The XUD engine Is a well-proven unit which 

has appeared in many Peugeot and Citroen 
vehicles. The engine is of four-cylinder 
overhead camshaft design, mounted 
transversely, with the transmission mounted 
on the left-hand side. 

A toothed timing belt drives the camshaft, 
fuel injection pump and coolant pump. 
Followers are frtted between the camshaft and 
valves. Valve clearance adjustment is by 

15 
37 

48 ,. ,. 
37 

37 
37 
33 

13 
33 
30 
37 
37 
7 
52 
10 
14 
6 
13 
13 

means of shims. The camshaft is supported 
by three bearings machined directly In the 
cylinder head. 

The crankshaft runs in fIVe maln bearings of 
the usual shell type. Endfloat is controlled by 
thrustwashers either side of No 2 main 
bearing. 

The pistons are selected to be of matching 
weight, and inCOfPOrate fully-floating gudgeon 
pins retained by circl lps. 

The oil pump is chain-driven from the front 
of the crankshaft. An oil cooler is rrtted to all 
engines. 

Throughout the manual , it Is often 
necessary to Identify the engines not only by 
their cubic capacity, but also by their engine 
code. The engine code. consists of three 
letters (eg, 098). The code is stamped on a 
plate attached to the front of the cylinder 
block. 
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Operations with engine in car 
The following wo.1c: can be carried out with 

the engine in the car. 
a) Compression pressure - testing. 
b) Cylinder head cover - removal and 

refitting. 
c) Crankshaft pulley - removal and refitting. 
d) Timing belt covetS - removal and refitting. 
e) Timing belt - removal. refitting and 

adjustment 
f) r lining belt tensioner and sprockets -

temOVai and reffttrlg. 
gJ camsha1f oil seaI- renewal. 
h) Camshs!t and folowels - removal, 

inspection and refitting. 
I} ValVe clearances - checking and 

adjustment. 
D Cylinder head - removal and refitting. 
It) Cylinder head and pistons -

decarbonising. 
f} &mp - removal and refitting. 
m)Oi/ pump - removal and refitting. 
n) CnJnJcshaft oil seals - renewal. 
0) En.ginaItransmission mountings

'"specool and renewal. 
p) F1yMIeeJ - removal, NpecticvJ and -. 
2 Compression and leakdown ~ 

tests - description and ~ 
interpretation ~ 

Compression test 
Note: A compression tester specifiCally 
designed for diesel engines must be used for 
this test. 
1 When engine performance Is down. or }f 
misfiring QC.OJrs which camot be attJibuted to 
the fuel system, a compression test can 
provide diagnostic clues as to the engine's 
concfJtion. If the lest is performed regularty, it 
can give warning of trouble before any other 
symptoms become apparent. 
2 A compression tester specifically intended 
for diesel engines must be used, because of 
the higher pressures involved. The tester is 
connected to .. adapter which screws into the 
glow plug or Injector hole. On these models, 
.. adapter suitable for use in the iniector holes 
will be required, due to the limited access to 
the glow plug holes (see illustration). It is 

2.2 Performing a compression test 

unlikely to be wOithwhite buying such a tester 
for occasIonaJ use, but it may be possible to 
bolTOW or hire one - if not, have the test 
performed by a garage. 
3 Unless specific instructions to the contrary 
are supplied with the tester, observe the 
following points: 
a) The bBttINY must be In a good state of 

charge, the Bir filter must be clean, and 
the engine should be at nomJ8/ openrting 
ternpemture. 

b) All the InjectOfs 01" glow plugs should be 
removed before starting the test. If 
removing the fniectors, also remove the 
/fame shield washets, otherwise they may 
be blown out 

c) The anti-theft system mectronic engine 
immobiliser unit wiring connector at the 
rearo' the Inject ion pump must be 
disconnected. 

4 There is no need to hold the accelerator 
pedal down during the test, because the 
diesel engine air inlet Is not throttled. 
5 TIle actual compression pressures 
measured 8f1'I not so important as the balance 
between cylinders. Values are given in the - .. 
6 The cause of poor compress;on is less easy 
to establish on a diesel engine than on a 
petrol one, The effect of introducing oil Into 
the cyfinders ('wet' testing) Is not conclusive, 
because th8f8 is a risk that the oil will sit In the 
swirl chamber or in the recess on the piston 
crown Instead of passing to the rings. 
However, the following can be used as a 
rough guide to diagnosis. 
7 AJI cylinders should produce Vert similar 
pressures; any difference greater than that 
specified Indicates the utstence of a fault . 
Note that the compression should build-up 
quicl<ly in a healthy engine; tow compression 
on the first stroke, follOwed by gradually
increasing pressure on successive strokes, 
indicates worn piston rings. A low 
compression reading on the first stroke, which 
does not bulld·up during successive strokes, 
indicates leaking valves or a blown head 
gasket (a cracked head could also be the 
causel. Deposits on the undersides of the 
valve heads can also cause low compression. 
8 A low reacfmg from two adjacent cyiind6f"S 
is almost certainly due to the head gasket 
having blown between them; the presence of 
coolant in the engine 011 will confirm this. 
9 If the compression reacfrng Is unusually high, 
the cynncler head surfaces, valves and pistoos 
are probably coated with carbon deposits. If 
this is the case, the cylinder head should be 
removed and decarbonised (see Part E). 

Leakdown test 
10 A leakdown test measures the rete at 
which comp(8SSEld air fed into the cytinder Is 
lost. It .is an alternative to a compression test, 
and in many ways it is bener, since the 
escaping air provides easy Identification of 
where pressae loss is 0CCtJI1"1'1g (piston rings, 
valves or head gasket). 

11 The equipment needed fOf leakdown 
testing is unlikety to be available to the home 
mechanic. If poOl'" compression is suspected, 
have the test performed by a suitably
equipped garage. 

3 Engine assembtylvalve ~ 
timing holes - general ~ 
information and usage ~ 

Note: Do not attempt to rotBte the engine 
whilst the Cf8I"IkshaffJcamshaftllfJection pump 
we locked in position. If the et'IgIne is to be left 
in this state for a long period of time, it is a 
good idea to place suitable warning notices 
inside the vehicle, and In the engine 
compartment. This will reduce the possibility 
of the engine being acciden tally cranked on 
the starter motor, whIch is likely to cause 
damage with the locking pins In place. 
1 On all engines, timing notes are drilled In 
the camshaft sprocket, Injection pump 
sprocket and ftywheeI . The ~ are used to 
align the crankshaft, camshaft and injection 
pump, and to prevent the possibility of the 
valves contacting the pistons when refitting 
the cylinder head, or when refitting the timing 
belt. When the holes are aligned with their 
correspoodlng holes in the cylinder head and 
cylinder block (as appropriate), suitable 
diameter bolts/pins can be Inserted 10 lock 
both the camshaft, injection pump and 
crankshaft In position, pi'"eventing them 
from rotating unnecessarily. Proceed as 
follows. Note: With the timing holes aligned, 
No 4 cylinder is at roe on its compression 

""""'. 
2 Remove the upper timing belt covers as 
described In Section 6. 
3 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it secure!y on 
axle stands (see Jacking end vehicle support). 
Remove the right-hand front roadwheel. 
4 The crankshaft must now be tumed until 
the three bolt holes in the camshaft and 
injection pump sprockets (one hole in the 
camshaft sprocket. two holes In the in}ection 
pump sprocket) are aligned with the 
corresponding holes in the engine front pAlte. 
To gain access to the right-hand end 01 the 
engine, the wheel arch plastic liner must be 
removed. The liner is secured by various 
screws and clips under the wheel arch. 
Release all the fasteners, and remove liner 
from under the front wing. Where necessary, 
unclip the coolant hoses from und6f the wing 
to Improve access further. The crankshaft can 
then be turned using a suitable socket and 
extension bar fitted to the pulley bolt. Note 
that the crankshalt must always be turned In a 
clockwise direction (vtewed from the right
hand side of V'8hicIe). 
5 Insert an 8 mm diametef rod or drill ttvough 
the hole in the left-hand ftange of the cyInder 
block by the starter motor; jf necessary, 
carefully tum the crankshaft either way until 
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3.58 Suitable tools available for locking 
the engine In the TDC position 

the rod ent9f"S the timing hole In the flywheel 
(see Illustrations). 
6 Insert three 6 mm bolts through the holes In 
the camshaft and fuel injection pump 
sprockets, and screw them into the engine 
finger-tight (see illustrations). 
7 The crankshaft, camshaft and injection 
pump are now locked in position, preventing 
unnecessary rotat ion. 

4 Cylinder head cover - ~ 
removal and refitting ~ ... 

Removal 
1 On the 1.9 litre (098) engine, remo .... e the air 
distribution housing as described In Chap
let" 48. 
2 Discorv1ect the breather hose from the front 
of the camshaft cover and, where re sary, 

3.6b BeNts farrowed) inserted through 
timing holes in the injection pump sprocket 

4.4 Remove the retaining botts and 
washers .• . 

3.5b Rod (arrowed) inserted through 
cylinder block Into timing hole in the 

flywheel 

remove the inlet duct from the inlet manifold. 
3 Unscrew the securing bolt and remove the 
fuel hose bracket from the right-hand end of 
the cylinder head co .... er (see Illustration). 
4 Note the locations of any btaci(ets secured 
by the three cylinder head cover bolts, then 
unscrew the bolts. Recxwer the metal and fibre 
washers under each bolt (see Illustration). 
5 Carefully mo .... e any hoses clear of the 
cytinder head cover. 
6 Uft off the cover, and recover the rubber 
seal (see illustration). Examine the seal for 
signs of damage and deterioration, and if 
necessary, renew it. 

Refitting 
7 Refitting is a reversal of removal, bearing in 
mind the following points: 
a) Refit any brackets in their original 

positions noted before removal. 
b) Where app/k:abIe, refit the air distributiot1 

housing, as described in Chapter 4B. 

4.3 Removing the fuet hose bracket from 
the cylinder head cover 

4.6 •.. and lift off the cytincler head COY'" 

3.Ba Bolt (arrowed) Inserted through 
timing hok! in the camshaft sprocket 

5 Crankshaft pulley
removal and refit1ing 

Removal 
1 Remove the auxiliary drivebelt as described 
r, Chapter 18. 
2 To pre .... ent crankshaft turning whilst the 
pulley retaining bolt Is being slackened, select 
top gear and have an assistant apply the 
brakes finnly. Altematively. the flywheel ring 
gear can be locked using a suitable tool made 
from steel angle (see illustration). Remove 
the cover plate from the base of the 
transmission bellhousing and bolt tile tool to 
the bellhouslng flange so it engages with the 
ring gear teeth. Do not attempt to lock the 
pulley by Inserting a bolVdril1 through the 
timing hole. If the timing hole boIVdrill is in 
position, temporarily remove it prior to 
slackening the pulley bolt, then refit it once 
the bolt has been slackened. 
3 Unscrew the retaining bolt and washer, 
then slide the pulley off the end 01 the 
crankshaft. If the pulley locating roll pin or 
Woodruff key (as applicable) Is a loose fit. 
remove it and store It with the pulley for safe
keeping. If Ihe pulley is tight fit, it can be 
drawn off the crankshaft using a suitable 

"""". Refitting 
4 Ensure that the Woodruff key Is correctly 
located In Its crankshaft groove, or that the 
roI pin is in position (as appIicabte). Refit the 

5.2 Use a fabricated tool similar to this to 
kick the ftywheeI ring gear and prevent 

crankshaft rotation 
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pulley to the end of the Cfatlkshaft, aligning its 
lOCating groove or hate WIth the Woodruff key 
Of pin. 
5 ThOrOUghly dean the threads of the pulley 
retalning bott. then apply a coat of locking 
compound to the boh threads. 
PeugeotlCitroen recommend the use of 
Looite (available from your dealElf); in the 
absence of this, any goocI-quality locking 
compound may be used. 
6 Refit the crankshaft pulley retaining bolt 
and washElf. Tighten the bolt to the specified 
t«que, then through the specified angle, 
preventing the crankshaft from turning using 
the method employed on removal. 
7 Refit and tension the auxHiary drivebelt as 
described in Chapter 1 B. 

6 TIming belt covers -
removal and refitting 

Removal 

Upper covers 
1 If procedures are to be carried out which 
Involve removal of the lirY*lg belt. remove the 
right-hand engine mounting-to-body bracket 
as described in Section 9. This will greatly 

"""""'" """""-2 Undo the two bolts securing the camshaft 
sprocket cover and the nut and bolt sect.ring 
the injection PJTIP sprocket cover. 
3 Release the COYerS from their locations and 
lift them off the engine. 

Lower cover 

4 Remove the crankshaft pulley as described 
In Section 5. 
5 Remove both upper covers as described 
previously. 
6 Undo the two remaining securing nuts, and 
remove the lower cover. 

Refitting 
7 Refitt ing is a reversal 01 the relevant 
removal procedure, ensuring that each cover 
section is correctly located, and that the cover 
retaIning nuts and/or bolts are tightened 
secu".y. 

7 Timing belt - removal, ~ 
inspection, refitting and i' 
tensioning ~ 

General 
1 The timing belt drives the camshaft. 
inJection pump, and coolant pump from a 
toothed sprocket on the front of the 
crankshaft. The belt also drives the brake 
vacuum pump indirectly via the ftywheel end 
of the camshaft. I1 the belt breaks or slIps in 
service, the pistons are likely to hit the valve 
heads, resulting in expensive damage. 
2 The timing belt should be renewed at the 

8 Square hole 
g to J1 Bolts 

J 2 T ensioner pivot nu! 
13 Adjustment bolt 

7.9 Removing the timing ben 

specified intervals, or earlier if it is 
contaminated with oil. or at all noisy In 
operation (a 'scraping' noise due to uneven 
wea.j. 
3 If the timing belt Is being removed, it is a 
wise precaution to check the condition of the 
coolant pump at the same time (check fOf'" 
signs of coolant leakage). This may avoid the 
need to remove the timIng belt again at a later 
stage. should the coolant pump fail. 

Removal 
4 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Ofsconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
5 Remove the crankshaft pulley as described 
in Section 5. 
6 Remove the timing belt covers as described 
in Section 6. 
7 Temporarily refit the crankshaft puney to 

7.1Oa Mar1t the timing belt with an anow 
to indicate its running direction 

enable the engine to be turned, then align the 
engme assembly/valve timing holes as 
described in Section 3 , and lock the camshaft 
sprocket, Injection pump sprocket and 
flywheel In position. Do nor attempt to rotate 
the engine whilst the pins ate in position. 
8 Remove the right-hand engine mounting· 
to-body bracket as described In SectIon 9. 
9 Loosen the timing belt tensioner pivot nut 
and adjustment bolt, then turn the tensloner 
bracket anti-ciockwise to release the tension. 
Retlghten the adjustment bolt to hold the 
tens!onElf In the released position. If available, 
use a 10 mm square drive extension in the 
hole provided, to turn the tensioner bracket 
against the spring tension (see illustration). 
10 Mark the timing bell with an arrow to 
Indicate its running direction, 11 it Is to be re
used. Remove the belt from the sprockets 
(see Ulustrations). 

7.1 Ob Removing the timing belt 
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Inspection 
11 Check the timing beft carelully lor any 
signs 01 uneven wear. split or- oil 
contamination. Piry particUar attention to the 
roots of the leeth. Renew It If there Is the 
slightest doubt about its condition. If the 
engine is undergoing an overhaul, and has 
covered more than 40 000 miles (60 000 km) 
with the existing belt fitted, renew the belt as a 
matter of course. regardless of Its apparent 
condition. The cost of a new belt is nothing 
compared with the cost of repairs, should the 
belt break in service. If signs of oil 
contamination are found, trace the source of 
the 011 leak and rectify it. Wash down the 
engine timing belt area and all related 
components, to remove all traces of oil. 
Check that the tensioner and Idler pulley 
rotates freely. without any sign of roughness. 
If necessary, renew as described In Sections 9 
and 10 (as applicable). 

Refitting and tensionlng 
12 Commence refitting by ensuring that the 
8 mm bolts am still fitted to the camshah and 
fu~ injection pump sprockets, and that the 
rodIdrill is positioned in the timing hole In the 
1IywhoeI. 
13 Locale the timing belt on the crankshaft 
sprocket, making SlU that. wtwe applicaNe, 
the direction of rotation arrow is facing the 
correct way. 
14 Engage the tmng belt with the crankshaft 
sprocket, hotd it in position, then feed the belt 
over the remaining sprockets In the following 
O<der. 

a) Idler roller. 
b) Fuel injection fJ(Jmp. 
c) GamshsJI. 
d) T ensioner roller. 
e) Coolant pump. 

15 Be careful not to kink or twist the belt. To 
ensure correct engagement, locate only a 
half-width on the injection pump sprocket 
before feeding the timing belt onto ' the 
camshaft sprocket. keeping the belt taut and 
fully engaged with the crankshaft sprocket. 
Locate the timing belt fully onto the sprockets 
(see illustration). 
16 Unscrew and remove the 8 mm locking 

8.28 Using a mome-made tool to prevent 
the camshaft sprocket from turning 

7.15 Locate the timing belt on the 
sprockets as described in the text 

bolts from the camshaft and fuel injection 
pump sprockets, and remove the rod/drill 
from the timing hOle In the flywheel. 
17 With the pivot nut loose, slacken the 
tensioner adjustment bolt white holding the 
bracket against the spring tension. Slowly 
release the bracket until the roUer presses 
against the timing belt. Aetighten the 
adjustment bolt and the pivot nut. 
18 Rotate the crankshaft through two 
complete turns In the normal running direction 
(clockwise). Do not rotate the crankshaft 
backwards, as the timing belt must be kept 
tight between the crankshaft. fuel injection 
pump and camshaft sprockets. 
19 Loosen the tensioner ~tment bott and 
the pivot nut to allow the tensiooer spring to 
push the roller against the timing belt. then 
tighten both the ad;ustment bott and pivot nut 
to the specified torque. 
20 Check that the timing holes are all 
correctly positioned by reinserting the 
sprocket locking bolts and the rodIdriU in the 
flywheel timing hole, as described in Section 
3. If the timing holes are not correctly 
positioned, the timing belt has been 
incorrectly fitted (possibly one tooth out on 
one of the sprockets) - in this case. repeat the 
refitting procedure from the beginning. 
21 Rel it the upper timing belt covers as 
described in Section 6. 
22 Refit the right-hand engine mounting·to
body bracket, with reference to Section 9. 
23 Refrt the crankshaft pulley as described in 
Section 5. 

8.2b Holding the camshaft using a spanner 
on the lug between Nos 3 and 4 lobes 

8 Timing belt sprockets -
rernovaI and refitting ~ ... 

Camshaft sprocket 

Removal 
1 Remove the upper timing belt covers as 
desa1bed in Section 6. 
2 The camshaft sprocket bolt must now be 
loosened. The camshaft must be prevented 
from turning as the sprocket boil Is 
unscrewed. and this can be done In one 01 
two ways, as follows (see Illustrat ions). Do 
not remove the camshaft sprocket bolt at this 

"""e. 
a) Make up a tool similar to that shown, and 

use it to hold the sprocket ststionalY by 
means of the holes In the sprocket. 

b) Remove the cyfinder head cover as 
described in Section 4. Prevent the 
camshaft from turning by holding it with a 
suitable spanner on the lug between 
Nos 3 and 4 camshan lobes. 

3 Align the engine assembtylvatve timing 
holes as described in Section 3, and lock the 
camshaft sprocket. injection pump sprocket 
and flywheel in position. Do not attempt to 
rotate the engine whilst the pins are in --4 Loosefl the timing belt tensioner pivot nut 
and adjustment bott. then turn the tensloner 
braCket anti-doc:kwise to release the tension, 
and retighten the adjustment bolt 10 hold the 
tensioner in the released position. If available. 
use a 10 mm square drive extension In the 
hole provided. to turn the tensioner bracket 
against the spring tension. Slip the timing belt 
off the sprocket. 
5 Remove the previousiy slackened camshaft 
sprocket retaining bolt and washer. 
6 Remove the locking bolt securing the 
camshaft sprocket In the TDC position. 
7 Slide the sprocket off tha end 01 the 
camshaft (see illustration). If the locaUng peg 
Is a loose fit In the rear of the sprocket, remove 
h for safe-keeping. Examine the camshaft oil 
seal for signs of oil leakage and, If necessary. 
renew it as described in Section 16. 

6.7 Withdrawing the camshaft sprocket 
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8.16 WrthdtawiOQ the crankshaft sprocket 

Refitting 

8 Where applicable. refit the Woodruff key to 
the end of the camshaft, then refit the 
camshaft sprocket. Note that the sprocket will 
only fit one way round (with the protruding 
centre boss agalnst the camshaft). as the end 
of the camshaft Is tapered. 
9 Refit the sprocket retaining bolt and 
wash9f. Tlghten the bolt to the specified 
torqUe, preventing the camshaft from tt.ning 
as duing removal. 
10 Where applicable, refrt the cylinder head 
cover as described in SectIon 4 . 
11 Align tha holes in the camshaft sprocket 
and the engine front plate, and refit the 8 mm 
bott 10 lock the camshaft in position. 
12 Fit the timing bell around the fuel injection 
pump sprocket (where applicable) and the 
camshaft sprocket , and tension the tim ing 
belt as described in Section 7. 
13 Refrt the upper timing beft covers 8S 
described in Section 6. 

Crankshaft sprocket 

Removal 
14 Remove the crankshaft pulley 8S 
described In Section 5. 
15 Proceed as described in paragraphs 1, 3 
Md4. 
16 Disengage the timing belt from the 
crankshaft sprocket. and slide the sprocket off 
the end of the crankshaft (see Illustration). 
17 Remove the Woodruff key from the 
crankshaft, and state it with the sprocket for 
safe-keeping (see iUustration). 
18 Examine the crankshaft oil seal for ~ns 

Il.26 Using a home-made tool to pnwent 
the in)ectlon p4Jmp sprocket from turning 

8.17 Ramo.l .. g the Woodruff key from the 
end of the crankshaft 

of oil leakage and, if necessary, renew it as 
described in Section 16. 

Refitting 

19 Refit the Woodruff key to the end of the 
crankshaft. then refit the crankshaft sprocket 
(with the flange nearest the cylinder block). 
20 Fit the timing belt around the crankshaft 
sprocket, and tension the timIng belt as 
described in Section 7. Refit the timing ben 
covers as desctibed In Section 6. 
21 Refit the crankshaft pulley as described in 
Section 5. 

Fuel injection pump sprocket 

Removal 
22 Proceed as described in paragraphs 1. 3 
and 4. 
23 Make alignment marks on the fuel 
injection pump sprocket and the timing belt, 
to ensure that the sprocket and timing beh are 
correctly aligned on refitting. 
24 Remove the 8 mm bolts securing the fuel 
injection pump sprocket in the TOC position. 
25 On canaln models, the sprocket may be 
fitted with a built-in puller, wtVch consists of a 
ptate bolted to the sprocket The plate contaIns 
a captive nut (the sprocket securing nut), which 
is screwed onto the fuel Injection pump shaft. 
On models J'IOt fitted with the built-in puller, a 
suitable puller can be made up using a short 
length of bar, and two M7 bolts screwed into 
the holes provided in the sprocket. 
26 The fuel injection pump shaft must be 
prevented from tt.ming as the sprocket nut is 
unscrewed, and this can be achieved using a 
tool similar to that shown (see illustration). 

8 .28 tfome..made puUer fitted to the fuel 
Injection pump sprocket 

Use the tool to hold the sprocket stationary by 
means of the hoies in the sprocI(et 
27 On models with a buifI-in p4JIIer, unscrew 
the sprocket seaning nul until the sprocket is 
freed from the taper on the pump shaft, then 
withdraw the sprocket. Recover the Woodruff 
key from the end of the pump shaft If It is 
loose. If desired, the puller assembly can be 
removed from the sprocket by removing the 
two securing $Cf1!Ws and washers. 
28 On models not fitted with a built-in puller, 
partially unscrew the sprockel securing nul, 
then fit the Improvised puIer. and tighten the 
two bolts (forcing the bar against the sprocket: 
rM), until the sprocket Is freed from the taper 
on the pump shaft (see illustration). Wrthdraw 
the sprocket, and recover the Woodruff key 
from the end of Ihe pump shaft if it is loose, 
Remove the puller from the sprocket. 

Refitting 

29 Where applicable. refit the Woodruff key 
to the pump shaft, ensuring that it Is correctly 
located in its groove. 
30 Where applicable. if the built-in p4J1l9f 
assembly has been removed from the 
sprocket. refit It. and tighten the two sec\Iring 
screws to the specified torque, ensuring that 
the washers are in place. 
31 Refit the sprocket. then tighten the 
securing nut to the specified torque, preventing 
the pump shaft from tumIng as during removal. 
32 Make sure that the 8 mm bolts are fitted 
to the camshaft and fuel injection pump 
sprockets, and that the rodIdrill Is positioned 
in the flywheel timing hole. 
33 Fit the timing bet! around the fuel injection 
pu-np sprocket, ensuring that the marks made 
on the ben and sprocket before removal are 
"oned. 
34 Tension the tilring belt (see Section 7). 
35 Refit the upper t iming belt covers as 
described in Section 6. 

Coolant pump sprocket 
36 The coolant pump sprocket is Integral 
with the pump, and cannot be removed. 

9 Right-hand mounting bnocket 
and timing belt tetlSiot "" - ~ 
removaJandrefitling ~ 

General 
1 The timing belt tensiooer Is operaled by a 
spring and plunger housed in the right-hand 
engine mounting bracket, which is bolted to 
the end face of the engine. The engine 
mounting Is attached to the mounting on the 
body via the engine mounting-Io-body 
bracket. 

Right·hand engine 
mounting· to-body bracket 

Removal 
2 Before removing the bracket, the engine 
must be supported, preferably using a 
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9.4 Removing the engine mounting-to-
body bracket 

S4litabkI hoist and IHting taclde attached to the 
liftlng bnlcket at the right -hand end of the 
engine. A1tematlvety, the engine can be 
supported using a trolley jacK and interposed 
block of wood beneath the sump, in which 
case, be prepared for the engine to tilt 
backwards when the bracket is removed. 
3 Release the retaining clips and brackets, 
and position the diesel priming pump and all 
the relevant hoses and cables clear of the 
engine mounting assembly and suspension 
top mounting. 
4 Unscrew the three nuts securing the 
mounting bracket to the engine bracket, and 
the single nut securing the bracket to the 
rubber mounting on the body, then lift off the 
btacket (see illustration). 

Refitting 

5 Refining is a reversal of removal. Tighten 
the nuts and bolts to the specified torque. 

Timing belt tensloner and right
hand engine mounting bracket 
Note: A suitable tOOl will be required ro rotain 
the timing belt tensioner plunger during this 
operation. 

Re m o val 

6 Remove the engine mounting-to-body 
bracket as described previously in this 
Section, and remove the auxiliary drivebelt as 
described in Chapter 1 B. 

Fabricated tool for holding htnsloner 
plunger in the engine mounting 
bnKket 

7 If not already done, support the engine with 
a troiiey jack and Interposed block of wood 
beneath the sump. 
8 Where appiicable, disconnect the hoist and 
lifting tackle supporting the engine from the 
right-hand lifting bracket (this is necessary 
because the lifting bracket is attached to the 
engine mounting bracket. and must be 
removed). 
9 Unscrew the two retaining bolts and 
remove the engine lifting bracket. 
10 Align the engine assemblylValve 
timing holes as described in Section 3, and 
lock the camshaft sprocket, Injection pump 
sprocket and flywheel in position. Do not 
rotate the er.g:ine whilst the pins are In --11 Loosen the timing bet!: tensloner pivot nut 
and adiustment bolt. then turn the tensiooer 
bracket antj·clocltwise until the adjustment 
bolt Is in the middle of the OOt, and retighten 
the adjustment bott. Use a 10 mm square 
drive extension in the hole provided. to turn 
the tensloner bracket against the spring 
tension. 
12 Mm the timing belt with an arrow to 
indicate its ruming direction. if it is to be re
used. Remove the belt from the sprockets. 
13 A tool must now be obtained in ord8f to 
hold the tensioner plunger in the engine 
mounting bmcket. 
14 The PeugeoVCitro6n tool is designed to 
slide in the two lower bolt holes of Ihe 
mounting bracket. It should be easy to 
fabricate a similar tool out of sheet metal, 
using 10 mm bolts and nuts instead of metal 
rods (see Tool Tip). 
15 Unscrew the two lower engine mounting 
bracket bolts, then fit the special tool (see 
illustrations). Grease the inner surface of the 
tool. 10 prevent any damage to the end of the 
tensioner plunger. Unscrew the pivot nut and 
adjustment bolt. and withdraw the tensloner 
assembly. 
16 Remove the two remaining engine 
mount ing bracket bolts, and withdraw the 
bracket. 
17 Compress the tensioner plunger Into the 

9.158 VIeW of timing belt end of engine 

I Engine mounting btacket retaining bolts 
2 Timing belt tensionliiw plunger 

engine mounting bfacket. remove the special 
tool. then withdraw the plunger and spring. 

Refrtting 

18 Refrlting is a reversal of removal, bearing 
in mind the following points; 
8) Tighten an fixings to the specified torque. 
b) Refit and tension !he timing belt as 

described in Section 7. 
c) Refit and tighten the 8IJXiIiary drivebeIt as 

described in Chapter lB. 

10 Timing belt idler roller - ~ 
removal and refitting ~ 

~ 

Removal 
1 Remove the auxiiary drivebett as described 
In Chaptet" 1 B. 
2 Align the engine assemblylvalve timing 
holes as described in Section 3. and lock the 
camshaft sprocke1. injection pump sprocket 
and flywheel in position. Do nor rotate the 
engine whilst the pins are in position. 
3 loosen the timing belt tensioner pivot nut 
and adjustment bolt. then turn the tensioner 
bracket anti-ckx:kwise to release the teosioo, 
and retighten the adjustment bott to hold the 
tensioner in the released position. If available, 
use a to mm square drive extension In the 
hole provided, to turn the tensioner bracket 
against the spring tension. 
4 Unscrew the two bolts and the stud 
securing the idler roller assembly to the 
cylinder block., noting that the upper bolt also 
secures the engine mounting bracket. 
5 Slightly loosen the remaining four engIne 
mounting bolts, noting that the uppermost 
bolt Is on the inside face of the engine front 
plate. and also secures the engine lifting 
bracket. Slide out the idler roller assembly. 

Refitting 
6 Refitting is a reversal of removal. bearing In 
mind the lollowing points: 
a) Tighten all fixings to the specified torque. 
b) Tension the timing belt 8S described In 

Section 7. 
c) Refit and tension the auxiliary dri'vebelt as 

described in Chapter 1B. 

9.15b Tool in ptace to hold tensioner 
plunger In engine mounting bracket 

timing bett removed for clarity 
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11 .4 Camshaft bearing cap Identification 
mark (arrowed) 

11 Camshaft and followers - ~ 
removal, inspection and ~ 

refrtting " 

Removal 
1 Remove the cylinder head cover as 
described in Section 4. 
2 Remove the camshaft sprocket as 
described in Section 8. 
3 Remove the braking system vacuum pump 
as described in Chapter 9. 
4 The camshaft bearing caps should be 
numbered from the flywheel end of the engine 
(see illustration). If the caps are not already 
numbered, identify them, numbering them 
from the flywheel end of the engine, and 
making the marks on the manifold side. 
5 Progressively unscrew the nuts, then 
remove the bearing caps. 
6 Lift the camshaft from the cylinder head. 
Remove the oil seal from the timing belt end 
of the camshaft. Discard the seal, a new one 
should be used on refitting. 
7 Obtain eight small, clean plastic containers, 
and number them 1 to 8; altematively, divide a 
larger container inlo eight compartments. 
Using a rubber sucker. withdraw each 
foUower in tum, and place it in its respective 
container. Do not interchange the cam 
foUowers, or the ra te of wear will be much
increased. If necessary. also remove the shim 
from the top of the valve stem, and store it 
with its respective follower. Note that the shim 
may stick to the inside of the follower as it is 
withdrawn . !f this happens, take care not to 
allow it to drop out as the follower is removed. 

Inspection 
B Examine the camshaft bearing surfaces and 
cam lobes for signs of wear ridges and 
scoring. Renew the camshaft if any of these 
conditions are apparent. Examine the 
condition of the bearing surfaces, both on the 
camshaft journals and in the cylinder 
head/bearing caps. !f the head bearing 
surfaces are worn excessively, the cylinder 
head will need to be renewed. 
9 Examine the cam follower bearing surfaces 
which contact the camshaft lobes for wear 
ridges and scoring. Renew any follower on 

11 .17 Apply sealing compound to the end 
camshaft bearing caps on the areas shown 

which these conditions are apparent. If a 
follower bearing surface is badly scored, also 
examine the corresponding lobe on the 
camshaft for wear, as it is likely that both will 
be worn. Renew worn components as 
necesS8J)' . 

Refitting 
10 To prevent any possibility of the valves 
contacting the pistons as the camshaft is 
refitted. remove the locking rod/drill from the 
flywheel and turn the crankshaft a quarter tum 
in the opposite direct ion to normal rotation, to 
position all the pistons at mid-stroke. Release 
the timing belt from the injection pump 
sprocket while tuming the crankshaft. 
11 Where removed, refit each shim to the top 
of its original valve stem. Do not interchange 
the shims, as this will upset the valve 
clearances (see Section 12). 
12 Ubera!ly oil the cylinder head cam 
follower bores and the fo!lowers. Carefutly 
refit the followers to the cylinder head, 
ensuring that each follower is refined to its 
original bore. Some care will be required to 
enter the followers squarely into their bores. 
13 Lubricate the cam lobes and bearing 
joumals with clean engine oil of the specified 
grade. 
14 Position the camshaft in the cylinder 
head, passing it through the engine front 
plate. 
15 Temporarily locate the sprocket on the 
end of the camshaft. and turn the shaft so that 
the sprocket timing hole is aligned with the 
corresponding cut-out in the cylinder head. 
Remove the sprocket. 
16 Frt the centre bearing cap the correct way 
round as previously noted, then screw on the 
nuts and tighten them two or three turns. 
17 Apply sealing compound to the end 
bearing caps on the areas shown (see 
illustration). Fit them in the correct positions, 
and tighten the nuts two or three turns. 
18 TIghten all the nuts progressively to Ihe 
specified torque, making sure that the 
camshaft remains correctly positioned. 
19 Check that the camshaft endfloat is as 
given in the Specifications, using a feeler blade. 
If not, the camshaft and/or the cylinder head 
must be renewed. To check the endfioat, push 
the camshaft fully towards one end of the 

11.19 Checking the camshaft endfloat 
using a feeler blade 

cylinder head, and Insert a feele( blade between 
the thrust faces of one of the camshaft lobes 
and a bearing cap (see illustration). 
20 If the original camshaft is being refitted, 
and it is known that the valve clearances are 
correct, proceed to the next paragraph. 
Otherwise, check and adjust the valve 
clearances as described in Section 12. 
21 Smear the lips of the new oil seal with 
clean engine oil and fit It onto the camshaft 
end, making sure its sealing lip is facing 
inwards. Press the oil seal in until it is flush 
with the end face of the camshaft bearing 
oap . 
22 Refit the braking system vacuum pump as 
described in Chapter 9. 
23 Again, temporarily locate the sprocket on 
the end of the camshaft, and make sure that 
the sprocket timing hole is aligned with the 
corresponding cut-out in the cylinder head. 
24 Tum the crankshaft a quarter turn in the 
normal direction of rotation so that pistons 1 
and 4 are again at TOe. 
25 Refit the rod/drill to the flywheel timing 
hole. 
26 Refit the camshaft sprocket as described 
in Section 8. 
27 Refit the cylinder head cover as described 
in Section 4. 

12 Valve clearances - ~ 
checking and adjustment ~ ... 

Checking 
1 The importance of having the valve 
clearances correctly adjusted cannot be 
overstressed. as they vitally affect the 
performance of the engine. Checking should 
not be regarded as a routine operation, 
however. It should only be necessary when 
the valve gear has become noisy, after engine 
overhaul, or when trying to trace the cause of 
power loss. The clearances are checked as 
follows. The engine must be cold for the 
check to be accurate. 
2 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the fronl of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle support) . 
Remove the right-hand front roadwheel. 
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12.6 Example of valve shim thickness 
calculation 

A Inlet 
E Exhaust 
1 MeaSJ.Jred cJeamnce 
2 Difference between 1 and 3 
3 Specified c1eaJance 
4 Thickness of shim fitted 
5 Thickness of shim required 

3 From underneath the front of the car, 
remove the wheel arch plastic liner, which is 
secured by various screws and clips under 
the wheel arch. Release all the fasteners. and 
remove liner from under the front wing. Where 
necessary, unclip the coolant hoses from 
under the wing to improve access to the 
crankshaft pulley. 
4 The engine can now be tumed over using a 
suitable socket and extension bar fitted to the 
crankshaft pulley bolt. 

_ turn If the fuel injectors or = The engine will be easier to 

HIN glow plugs 8re removed. 

5 Remove the cylinder head cover as 
described in Section 4. 
6 On a piece of paper, draw the outline of the 
9flgine with the cylinders numbered from the 
flywheel end. Show the position of each valve, 
together with the specified valve clearance. 
Above each valve, draw lines for noting (1) the 
actual clearance and (2) the amount of 
adjustment required (see illustration). 
7 Turn the crankshaft until the inlet valve of 

13.4 Disconnecting the vacuum hose from 
the braking system vacuum pump 

12.8 Measuring a valve clearance using a 
feeler blade 

No 1 cylinder (nearest the transmission) is fully 
closed, with the tip of tile cam facing directly 
away from the follower. 
8 Using feeler blades, measure the clearance 
between the base of the cam and the follower 
(see illustration). Record the clearance on 
line (1) . 
9 Repeat the measurement for the other 
seven valves, turning the crankshaft as 
necessary so that the cam lobe in question is 
always facing directly away from the relevant 
follower. 
10 Calculate the difference between each 
measured clearance and the desired value, 
and record it on I1ne (2). Since the clearance is 
different fOf inlet and exhaust valves - make 
sure that you are aware which valve you are 
dealing with. The valve sequence from either 
end of the engine is: 

In - Ex- Ex-In -In- Ex -Ex-In 
11 If all the clearances are within tolerance, 
refit the cylinder head cover with reference to 
Section 4, and where appl1cable, lower the 
vehicle to the ground. If any clearance 
measured Is outside the specified tolerance, 
adjustment must be carried out as described 
in the following paragraphs. 

Adjustment 
12 Remove the camshaft as described in 
Section 11 . 
13 Withdraw the first follower and its 
shim. Clean the shim, and measure its 
thickness with a micrometer. The shims carry 

13.5 Disconnecting a fuel injector leak-off 
hose 

thickness markings, but wear may have 
reduced the oIiginal thickness, so be sure to 
check. 
14 Refer to the clearance recorded for the 
valve concemed. If the clearance was more 
than that speciffed, the shim thickness must 
be increased by the difference recorded (2). If 
the clearance was less than that specified, the 
thickness of the shim must be decreased by 
the difference recorded (2). 
15 Draw three more lines beneath each valve 
on the calculation paper, as shown in 
illustration 12.6. On line (4) note the measured 
thickness of the shim, then add or deduct the 
difference from line (2) to give the final shim 
thickness required on line (5). 
16 Repeat the procedure given in paragraphs 
13 to 15 on the remaining valves, keeping 
each follower identified for position. 
17 Obtain the shims required to bring each 
valve clearance within tolerance. Note that the 
shims can be swapped around, but not the 
followers. 
18 When reassembling, oil the shim and fit it 
into the valve retainer, with the size marking 
face downwards. Oil the follow9f, and lower it 
onto the shim. Do not raise the follower after 
fitting, as the shim may become dislodged. 
19 When all the followers are in position, 
complete with their shims, refit the camshaft 
as described in Section 11 . Recheck the valve 
clearances before refitting the camshaft 
cover, to make sure they are correct. 

13 Cylinder head -
removal and refitting 

Note: This is 8n involved procedure, and it is 
suggested tha t the Section is read thoroughly 
before starting work. To aid refitting, make 
notes on the locations of all relevant brackets 
and the routing of hoses and cables before 
removal. 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Drain the cooling system as described in 
Chapter 18. 
3 Remove the inlet and exhaust manifolds as 
described in Chapt9f 4B. 
4 Slacken the retaining clip and disconnect 
the vacuum hose from the braking system 
vacuum pump (see illustration). 
5 Disconnect and remove the fuel injector 
leak-off hoses (see illustration). 
6 Disconnect the fuel pipes from the fuel 
injectors and the fuel injection pump, and 
remove the pipes as described In Chapt9f 4B. 
7 Unscrew the securing nut and disconnect 
the feed wire from the relevant glow plug. 
Recover the washers. 
8 Disconnect the coolant hose from the rear, 
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13.8 Disconnecting the coolant hose 
(arrowed) from the rear of the cylinder head 

left~hand end of the cylinder head (see 
illustration). 
9 Disconnect the small coolant hose from the 
front timing belt end of the cylinder head (see 
lIIustration). 
10 Unclip the fuel return hose from the 
brackets on the cylinder head, and move it to 
one side (see illustraUon). 
11 Disconnect the accelerator cable from the 
fuel injection pump (refer to Chapter 48 if 
necessary), and move the cable clear of the 
cylinder head. 
12 Remove the fuel filterlthermostat housing 
as described in Chapter 3. 
13 Unscrew the nut or stud securing the 
coolant hose bracket and the engine lifting 
bracket to the transmission end of the cylinder 
hoad. 
14 Remove the camshaft sprocket as 
described In Section 8. 
15 Remove the timing belt lensioner and the 
right-hand engine mounting bracket as 
described in Section 9. 
16 Remove the timing belt idler roller as 
described in Section 10. 
H Remove the bolt securing the engine front 
plate to the fuel injection pump mounting 
bracket. 
18 Remove the nut and bolt securing the 
engine front plate and the alternator mounting 
bracket to the fuel injection pump 
mounting bracket, then remove the engine 
front plate. 
19 Progressively unscrew the cylinder head 
bolts. in the reverse order to that shown in 
illustration 13.37. 

13.20 Removing a cylinder head bolt and 
spacer 

13.9 Disconnecting the coolant hose 
(arrowed) f rom the front of the head 

20 Uft out the bolts and recover the spacers 
(see illustration). 
21 Release the cylinder head from the 
cylinder block and location dowel by rocking 
it. The PeugeotlCitroen tool for doing this 
consists simply of two metal rods with 
9O-degree angled ends (see illustration). Do 
not prise between the mating faces of the 
cylinder head and block, as this may damage 
the gasket faces. 
22 Uft the cylinder head from the block, and 
recover the gasket (see illustration). 

Preparation for refitting 
23 The mating faces of the cylinder head and 
cylinder block/crankcase must be perfectly 
clean before refitting the head. The 
manufacturer's recommend the use of a 
scouring agent for this purpose. but 
acceptable results can be achieved by using a 
hard plastic or wood scraper to remove all 
traces of gasket and carbon. The same 
rTlethod can be used 10 clean the piston 
crowns. Take particular care to avoid scoring 
or gouging the cylinder head/cylinder block 
mating surfaces during the cleaning 
operations, as aluminium alloy is easily 
damaged. Make sure that the carbon is not 
allowed to enter the oil and water passages -
this is particularly important for the lubrication 
system. as carbon could block the oil supply 

13.21 Freeing the cylinder head using 
angled rods 

13.10 Unclip the fuel return hose from its 
brackets 

to the engine's components. Using adhesive 
tape and paper. seal the water. oil and bolt 
holes in the cylinder block/crankcase. To 
prevent carbon entering the gap between the 
pistons and bores, smear a little grease in the 
gap. After cleaning each piston, use a small 
brush to remove all traces of grease and 
carbon from the gap, then wipe away the 
remainder with a clean rag. 
24 Check the mating surfaces of the cylinder 
block/crankcase and the cylinder head for 
nicks, deep scratches and other damage. If 
slight, they may be removed carefully with a 
file, but if excessive, machining may be the 
only alternative to renewal. If warpage of the 
cylinder head gasket surlace is suspected, 
use a straight-edge to check it for distortion. 
Refer to Part E of this Chapter if necessary. 
25 Thoroughly clean the threads of the 
cylinder head bolt holes in the cylinder block. 
Ensure that the bolts run freely in their 
threads, and that all traces of oil and water are 
removed from each bolt hole. 

Gasket selection 
26 Check that the timing belt Is clear of the 
fuel injection pump sprocket, then turn the 
crankshaft until pistons 1 and 4 are at TOC. 
Position a dial test indicator (dial gauge) on 
the cylinder block, and zero it on the block 
face. Transfer the probe to the centre of No 1 
piston, then slowly turn the crankshaft back 
and forth past TOC, noting the highest reading 
on the indicator. Record this reading. 
27 Repeat this measurement procedure on 
No 4 piston, then turn the crankshaft half a 

13.22 Removing the cyiinder head 
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13.27 Measuring piston protrusion 

lum (l80j and repeal the procedure on Nos 2 
and 3 pistons (see illustration). 
28 If a dial tesl indicator is not available, 
piston protrusion may be .measured using a 
straight-edge and feeler blades or vernier 
calipers. However, this is much less accurate, 
and cannot therefore be recommended. 
29 Note down Ihe greatest piston protrusion 
measurement, and use this 10 determine the 
correcl cylinder head gaskel from Ihe 
following table. The notches or holes at the 
corner of the gasket are used for thickness 
identification. The notches or holes near the 
centre-line of the gasket identify the engine 
capacity and type, and have no significance 
for the gasket thickness (see illustration). 
Piston protrusion Gasket 

identification 
0.56 to 0.67 mm 1 notch 
0.68 to 0.71 mm 2 notches 
0.72 to O. 75 mm 3 notches 
0.76 to O. 79 mm 4 notches 
0.80 to 0.83 mm 5 notches 

Cylinder head bolt examination 
30 A number of different cylinder head bolt 
types have been used on the XUO engines 
during the course of production, of both 
hexagon head and Torx head arrangemeot. If 
working on an engine fitted with the earlier 
hexagon head type bolts, these must be 
renewed once dislurbed, and the lalest Torx 
head Iype used. The Torx head type boHs are 
supplied in two versions, one version with a 
guiding end-piece at the base of the thread, 
and one version without an end-piece. It is 

13.29 Cytinder head gasket thickness 
identification notches (A). Also note engine 
capacity and type identification not ches (B) 

permissible to re-use the Torx type bolts 
providing that Iheir lenglh does not exceed 
the figures shown below. Note that, if a bolt is 
modified to locate the gasket (see para
graph 33), a new bolt will be required when 
finally refitting the cylinder head. 
3 1 Measure the lenglh of each bolt from the 
base of the head to the end of the shank (or 
guiding end-piece) (see illustration). 
Compare the results with the values given in 
the following table, to determine whether the 
bolts and spacers should be renewed. Note: 
Considering the stress which the cylinder 
head bolts are under, it is highly 
recommended that they are renewed, 
regardless of their apparent condition. 
Boil length Action required 
Bolts without guiding end-piece: 

Below 121.5 mm Re-use bolts/spacers 
Above 121.5 mm Renew bo/ts/spacers 

Bolts with guiding end-piece: 
Below 125.5 mm Re-use boIts/spacers 
Above 125.5 mm Renew boIts/spacers 

Refitting 
32 Turn the crankshaft clockwise (viewed 
from the timing bell end) unlil Nos 1 and 4 
pistons pass bottom dead centre (BOG) and 
begin to rise, then position them halfway up 
their bores. Nos 2 and 3 pistons will also be al 
their mid-way positions, but descending their 
bores. 
33 Fit the correct gasket the right way round 
on the cylinder block, with the identification 
notches or holes at the flywheel/driveplate 
end of Ihe engine. Make sure that the locating 
dowel is in place at the timing belt end of the 
block. Note that, as there is only one locating 
dowel, il is poss ible for the gasket to move as 
the cylinder head is fitted, particulany when 
the cylinder head is fitted with the engine in 
the car (due to the Inclination of the engine). In 
the worst instance, this can allow the pistons 
and/or the valves to hit the gasket, causing 
engine damage. To avoid this problem, saw 
the head off a cylinder head bolt, and file (or 
cut) a slot in the end of !he bolt, to enable it to 
be torned with a screwdriver. Screw the bolt 
into one of the bolt holes al the flywheel end 
of lhe cylinder block, then fit the gasket over 
the bolt and location dowel. This will ensure 

13.31 Measure the length of the cylinder 
head bolts, to determine whether renewal 

is required 

that the gasket is held in position as the 
cylinder head is fitted. 
34 Lower the cylinder head onto the block. 
35 Apply a smear of grease to the threads, 
and to Ihe underside of the heads, of Ihe 
cylinder head bolts. PeugeoVCitroen 
recommend the use of Molykote G Rapid Plus 
(available from your dealer); in Ihe absence of 
the specified grease, any good-quality high
melting-point grease may be used. 
36 Carefully enler each bolt and spacer 
(convex sides uppennost, where applicable) 
into its relevant hole (do not drop it in) and 
screw it in finger-light. 'Nhere applicable, after 
frtting three or four boils 10 locate the cylinder 
head, unscrew the modified bolt fitted in 
paragraph 33, and rrt a new bolt in its place. 
37 Working progressively and in sequence, 
tighten the cylinder head bolts to their Slage 1 
torque setting , using a torque wrench and 
suitable socket (see illustration). 
38 Once all the bolts have been tightened to 
their Stage 1 tOfque setting, worXing again in 
the specified sequence, lighten each bolt to 
the specified Stage 2 setting. Finally, angle
tighten the bolts through the specified Slage 3 
angle. I1 is recommended thal an an9le
measuring gauge is used during this stage of 
tightening, to ensure accuracy. 
39 The remainder of the refitting procedure is a 
reversal of removal, noting the following points: 
a) Ensure that all wiring is correctly routed, 

and that all connectors am securely 
reconnected to the correct components. 

b) Ensure that the coolant hoses are 
correctly reconnected, and that their 
retaining clips are securely tightened. 

c) Ensure that all vacuum/breather hoses are 
correctly reconnected. 

d) Refit the cyfinder head cover as described 
in Section 4. 

e) Reconnect the exhaust system to the 
manifold, refit the air cleaner housing and 
ducts, and adjust the accelerator cable, 
as described in Chapter 4B. If the 
manifolds were removed, refrt these 8S 

described In Chapter 4B. 
f) Refill the cooling system as described in 

Chapter 1B. 
g) Reconnect the battery and bleed the fuel 

system as described in Chapter 4B. 

13.37 Cylinder head bott tightening 
sequence 
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14 Sump - removal and refitting ~ 
~ 
~ 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negati .... e terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Drain the engine oil, then clean and refit the 
engine oil drain plug, tightening it securely. If 
the engine is nearing its service interval when 
the oil and filter are due for renewal, it is 
recommended that the filter is also remo .... ed, 
and a new one fitted. After reassembly. the 
engine can then be refilled with fresh oil. Refer 
to Chapter 1 B fO( further information. 
3 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support It securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
4 On models with air conditioning, where the 
compressor is mounted onto the side of the 
sump, remo .... e the dri .... ebelt as described in 
Chapler 1 B. Unbolt the compressO(, and 
position it clear of the sump. Support the weight 
of the compressor by tying it to the .... ehicle, to 
prevent any excess strain being placed on the 
compressor lines. Do not disconnect the 
refrigerant lines from the compressor (refer to 
the warnings given in Chapter 3). 
S Where necessary, disconnect the wiring 
connector from the oille .... el sender unit, which 
is screwed inlo the sump. 
6 Progressively slacken and remo .... e all the 
sump retaining bolts. Since the sump bolts 
.... ary in length, remove each bolt in tum, and 

IS.3 Removing the oil pump 

15.5b ••. then lift off the cover and 
remove the spring ... 

store it in its correct fitted order by pushing it 
through a clearly-marked cardboard template. 
This will avoid the possibility of instaJling the 
bolts in the wrong locations on refitting. 
7 Try to break the joint by sl riking the sump 
with the palm of your hand, then lower and 
withdraw the sump from under the car. If the 
sump is stuck (which is quite likely) use a putty 
knife or similar. carefully inserted between the 
sump and block. Ease the knife along the joint 
until the sump is released. Remove the gasket 
(where frtted), and discard it; a new one must be 
used on refitting. While the sump Is removed, 
take the opportunity to check the oil pump pick
up/strainElf for signs of clogging Of splitting. If 
necessary, remove the pump as described in 
Section 15, and clean or renew the strainer. 
S On some engines, a large spacer plate is 
fitted between the sump and the base of the 
cylinder block/crankcase. If this plate is fitted, 
undo the two retaining screws from 
diagonally-opposite corners of the plate. 
Remo .... e the plate from the base of the engine, 
noling which way round it is fitted. 

Refitting 
9 Clean all traces of sealanUgasket from Ihe 
mating surfaces of the cylinder block/ 
crankcase and sump, then use a clean rag to 
wipe out the sump and the engine's interior. 
10 Where a spacer plate is fitted, remove all 
traces of sealanVgasket from the spacer 
plate, then apply a Ihin coating of suitable 
sealant 10 the plale upper mating surface. 
Offer up the plate to the base of the cylinder 
block/crankcase, and securely tighlen its 
retaining screws . 

15.Sa Remove the oil pump cover 
retaining bolts ... 

IS.Se . . . and relief valve piston, noting 
which way round it is fitted 

11 On engines where the sump was fitted 
without a gasket, erIsure that the sump mating 
surfaces are clean and dry, then apply a thin 
coating of suitable sealant to the sump mating 
surface. 
12 On engines Where the sump was fitted 
with a gasket. erIsure that all traces of the old 
gasket have been removed, and that the sump 
mating surfaces are clean and dry. Position the 
new gasket on the top of the sump, using a 
dab of grease to hold it in position. 
t3 Offer up the sump to the cylinder 
block/crankcase. Refit ils retaining bolts, 
erIsuring that each is screwed into its original 
location. Tighten the bolts e .... enly and 
progressively to Ihe specified torque setting. 
14 Where necessary, align the air conditioning 
compressor with its mountings on the sump. 
and insert the retaining bolts. Securely tighten 
the compressor retaining bolts, then refil the 
drivebelt as described in Chapter 1 B. 
15 Reconnect the wiring connector to the oil 
level sensor (where fitted). 
16 lower the vehicle to the ground, then refill 
the engine with oil as described in Chapter 1 B. 

15 Oil pump and drive chain - ~ 
removal, inspection and ~ 

refitting ~ 

Removal 
I Remove the sump as described in Sec
tion 14. 
2 Where necessary, undO the two retaining 
screws, and slide Ihe sprockel cover off the 
front of the oil pump. 
3 Slacken and remo .... e the three bolts 
securing the oil pump 10 the base of the 
cylinder block/crankcase. Disengage the 
pump sprocket from the chain. and remo .... e 
the oil pump (see illustration). Where 
necessary. also remove the spacer plate 
which is fitted behind the oil pump. 

Inspection 
4 Examine the oil pump sprocket for signs of 
damage and wear, such as chipped or 
missing teeth. If the sprocket Is worn, the 
pump assembly must be renewed, since the 
sprocket is not a .... ailable separately. It is also 
recommended that the chain and drive 
sprocket, fitted 10 the crankshaft, be renewed 
at the same l ime. To renew the chain and 
dri .... e sprocket, first remo .... e the crankshaft 
timing belt sprocket as described In Section 9. 
Unbolt the oil seal carrier from the cylinder 
block. The sprocket, spacer (where fitted) and 
chain can then be slid off the end of the 
crankshaft. See Part E of this Chapter for 
further information. 
S Slacken and remove the bolts (along with 
the baffle plate, where fitted) securing the 
strainer co .... er to the pump body. Lift off Ihe 
strainer cover, and take off Ihe relief .... al .... e 
piston and spring , noting which way round 
they are fitted (see illustrations). 
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6 Examine the pump rotors and body for 
signs of wear ridges or scoring. If worn, the 
complete pump assembly must be renewed. 
7 Examine the relief valve piston for signs of 
wear or damage, and renew if necessary. The 
condition of the relief valve spring can only be 
measured by comparing it with a new one; if 
there is any doubt about Its condition, it 
should also be renewed. Both the piston alld 
spring are available illdividually. 
8 Thoroughly clean the oil pump strainer with 
a suitable solvent, and check it for signs of 
clogging or splitting. If the strainer is 
damaged, the strainer and cover assembly 
must be renewed. 
9 Locate the relief valve spring and piston in 
the strainer cover. Refit the cover to the pump 
body, al igning the relief valve piston with its 
bore in the pump. Refit the baffle plate (where 
fitted) and the cover retaining bolts, and 
tighten them securely. 
10 Prime the pump by filling it with clean 
engine oil before refitting. 

Refitting 
11 Offer up the spacer plate (where fitted), 
then locate the pump sprocket with its drive 
chain . Seat the pump on the base of the 
cylinder block/crankcase. Refit the pump 
retaining bolts, and tighten them to the 
specified torque setting. 
12 Where necessary. slide the sprocket 
cover into position on the pump. Refit its 
retaining bolts, tightening them securely. 
13 Refit the sump as described in Section 14. 

16 Oil seals - renewal 

Crankshaft 
Right-hand oil seal 
1 Remove the timing belt crankshaft sprocket 
as described in Section B. 
2 Note tile fitted depth of the oil seal. 
3 Pull the oil seal from the housing using a 
hooked instrument. Alternatively. drill a small 
hole in the oil seal, and use a self-tapping 

18.3 Self-tapping screw and pliers used to 
remove the crankshaft right-hand oil seal 

screw and a pair of pliers to remove It (see 
illustration). 
4 Clean the oil seal housing and the 
Cf'ankshaft sealing surface. 
5 Dip the new oil seal in clean engine oil, and 
press it Into the housing (open end first) to the 
previously-noted depth, using a suitable tube 
or socket. A piece of thin plastic or tape 
wound around the front of the crankshaft is 
useful to prevent damage to the oil seal as it is 
fltIoo. 
6 Where applicable, remove the plastic or 
tape from the end of the crankshaft. 
7 Refit the timing belt crankshaft sprocket as 
described in Section 8. 

Left·hand oil seal 
8 Remove the flywheel as described in 
Section 18. 
9 Proceed as described in paragraphs 2 to 6. 
noting that when frtted. the outer lip of the oil 
seal must point outwards; if it is pointing 
inwards, use a piece of bent wire to pull It out. 
Take care not to damage the oil seal. 
10 Refit the flywheel as described in Sec
tion 18. 

Camshaft 

Right·hand oil seal 
11 Remove the camshaft sprocket as 
described in Section B. In principle there is no 
need to remove the timing belt completely. 
but remember that if the belt has been 
contaminated with oil. it must be renewed. 
12 Put! the 011 seal from the housing using a 
hooked Instrument (see illustration). 
Alternatively, drill a small hole in the oil seal 
and use a self-tapping screw and a pair of 
pliers to remove it. 
13 Clean the 011 seal housing and the 
camshaft sealing surface. 
14 Smear the new oil seal with clean engine 
oil. then fit it over the end of the camshaft, 
open end first. A piece of thin plastic or tape 
woulld round the front of the camshaft should 
prevent damage to the oil seal as it is fitted. 
15 Press the seal Into the housing until It is 
flush with the end face of the cylinder head. 
Use an M10 bolt (screwed into the end of the 
camshaft). washers and a suitable tube or 
socket to press the seal Into position. 

16.12 Removing the camshaft right-hand 
oil seal 

16 Refit the camshaft sprocket as described 
in Section 8. 
17 Where applicable, fit a new timing belt as 
described in Section 7. 

Left-hand oil seal 
18 No oil seal is fitted to the left-hand end of 
the camshaft. The sealing is provided by an 
O-ring fitted to the vacuum pump flange. The 
O-ring can be renewed after unbolting the 
pump from the cylinder head (see Chapter 9). 
Note the smaller O-ring which seals the oil 
feed gallery to the pump - this may also cause 
leakage from the pump/cylinder head mating 
faces if it deteriorates or fails (see 
illustration). 

11 Oil level and pressure 
sensors - general 

Refer to Chapter SA for details. 

18 F1ywheel- removal, ~ 
inspection and refrtting ~ 

~ 

Removal 
1 Remove the transmission as described in 
Chapter 7. then remove the clutch assembly 
as described in Chapter 6. 
2 Prevent the flywheel from turning by locking 
the ring gear teeth (see illustration 5.2). 
Alternatively, bolt a strap between the 
flywheel and the cylinder block/crankcase. Do 
not attempt to lock the flywheel in position 
using the crankshaft pulley locking tool 
described in Section 3. 
3 Slacken and remove the flywheel retain ing 
bolts, and remove the flywheel from the end 
of the crankshaft. Be careful not to drop it; it is 
heavy. If the flywheel locating dowel is a loose 
fit in the crankshaft end, remove it and store it 
with the flywheel for safe-keeping. Discard the 
flywheel bolts; new ones must be used on 
refitting. 

Inspection 
4 Examine the flywheel for scoong of the 

18.1B Camshaft left-hand oil seal (1) and 
oil feed gallery O-ring (2) on rear of the 

brake vacuum pump 
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clutch face, and for wear or chipping of the 
ring gear teeth. If tl1e clutch face is scored. the 
flywheel may be surface-ground, but renewal 
Is preferable. Seek the advice of a 
PeugeoVCitroen dealer or engine 
reconditioning specialist to see If machining is 
possible. If the ring gear is worn Of'damaged, 
the flywheel must be renewed, as it is not 
possible to renew the ring gear separately. 

Refitting 
S Clean the mating surlaces of the flywheel 
and crankshaft. Remove any remaining 
locking compound from the threads of the 
crankshaft holes, using the correct size of tap. 
if available. 

If a suitable tap is not 
available, cut two slots along 
the threads of one of the old 
IJywh_I bolts, and use the 

bolt to remove the locking compound 
from the threads. 

6 If the new flywheel retaining bolts are not 
supplied with their threads already precoated, 
apply a suitable tl1read-locking compound to 
the threads of each bolt. 
7 Ensure that the locating dowel is in 
position. Offer up the flywheel, locating it on 
the dowel, and fit the new retaining bolts. 
8 Lock the flywheel using the method 
employed on dismantling, and tighten the 
retaining bolts to tl1e specified torque. 
9 Refrt the clutch as described In Chapter 6. 
Remove the flywheel locking tool, and refit the 
transmission as described in Chapter 7. 

19 Engine oil cooler
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
2 Drain the cooling system as described in 
Chapter 1 B. Alternatively, clamp the oil cooler 
coolant hoses directly above the cooler, and 
be prepared for some coolant loss as the 
hoses are disconnected. 
3 Position a suitable container beneath the oil 
filter. Unscrew the filter using an oil filter 
removal tool if necessary, and drain the oil 
into the container. If the oil filter is damaged or 
distorted during removal, it must be renewed. 
Given the low cost of a new oil filter relative to 
the cost of repairing the damage which could 
result if a re-used filter springs a leak. it is 
probably a good idea to renew the filter in any 

'''''', 4 Release the hose clips, and disconnect the 
coolant hoses from the oil cooler. 
5 Unscrew the oil cooler/oil fil ter mounting 
bolt from the cylinder block, and withdraw the 

19.5 Oil cooler/oil filter mounting bolt (A) 
and locating notch (8) 

cooler. Note the locating notch in the cooler 
flange. which fits over the lug 00 the cylinder 
block (see illustration). Discard the oil cooler 
sealing ring; a new one must be used on 
refitting. 

Refitting 
6 Fit a new sealing ring to the recess in the 
rear 01 the cooler. then offer the cooler to the 
cylinder block. 
7 Ensure that the locating notch in the cooler 
flange is correctly engaged with the lug 00 the 
cylinder block. then refit the mounting bolt 
and tighten it securely. 
8 FIt the oil filter. then lower the vehicle to the 
ground. Top-up the engine oil level as 
described in Weekly checks. 
9 Refill or top-up the cooling system as 
described in Chapter 1 B or Weekly checks. 
Start the engine, and check the oil cooler for 
signs of leakage. 

20 Engine/transmission ~ 
mountings - inspection and ~ 

renewal ~ 

Inspection 
1 If improved access is required, firmly apply 
the handbrake, then jack up the front of the 
car and support it securely on axle stands 
(see Jacking and vehicle support). 
2 Check the mountIng rubbers to see if they 
are cracked. hardened or separated from the 
metal al any point; renew the mounting if any 
such damage or deterioration is evident. 
3 Check that all the mountings' fasteners are 
securely tightened; use a torque wrench to 
check if possible. 
4 USing a large screwdriver or a crowbar, 
check for wear in each mounting by carefully 
levering against it to check for free play. 
Where this is not possible. enlist the aid of an 
assistant to move the engineltransmission 
back-and-forth. or from side-to-side, while 
you watch the mounting. While some free play 
is to be expected even from new 
components, excessive wear should be 
obvious. If excessive free play is found, check 
first that the fasteners are correctly secured, 
then renew any worn components as 
described below. 

Renewal 

Right-hand mounting 

5 Place a jack beneath the engine, with a 
block of wood on the jack head. Raise the 
jack until it is supporting the weight of the 
engine. 
6 Release the retaining clips and brackets, 
and position the diesel priming pump and all 
the relevant hoses and cables clear of the 
engine mounting assembly and suspension 
top mounting. 
7 Slacken and remove the three nuts 
securing the mounting bracket to the engine 
bracket. 
8 Unscrew the single nut securing the 
mounting bracket to the rubber mounting, and 
lift off the bracket. 
9 Using a strap wrench or similar tool, 
unscrew the rubber mounting from the body. 
Altematively, fabricate a tool from suitable 
metal tube with projections to engage in the 
cut-outs in the mounting. 
to Check for signs of wear or damage on all 
components, and renew as necessary. 
11 On reassembly, securely tighten the 
rubber mounting in the body. 
12 Refit the mounting bracket to the rubber 
mounting and engine bracket and tighten the 
retaining nuts to the specified torque. 
13 Reposition the diesel priming pump and 
the hoses and cables move clear for access. 
14 Remove the jack from under the engine. 

Left·hand mounting 

15 Remove the battery, battery tray, and 
mounting plate as described in Chapter SA. 
16 Place a jack beneath the transmission, 
with a block of wood on the jack head. Raise 
the jack until it is supporting the weight of the 
transmission. 
17 Slacken and remove the centre nut and 
washer from the left-hand mounting, then 
undo the nuts securing the mounting in 
position and remove it from the engine 
compartment. 
18 If necessary. slide the spacer (where 
fitted) off the mounting stud, then unscrew the 
stud from the top of the transmission housing, 
and remove it along with its washer. 11 the 
mounting stud is tight, a universal stud 
extractor can be used to unscrew it. 
19 Check all components carefully for signs 
of wear or damage, and renew as necessary. 
20 Clean the threads of the mounting stud, 
and apply a coat of thread-locking compound 
to its threads. Refit the stud and washer to the 
top of the transmission, and tighten it securely. 
21 Slide the spacer (where fitted) onto the 
mounting stud. then refit the rubber mounting. 
TIghten both the mounting-ta-body bolts and 
the mounting centre nul to their specified 
torque settings, and remove the jack from 
underneath the transmission. 
22 Refit the battery mounting plate, battery 
tray and battery as described in Chapter SA. 

Rear m ountin g 

23 Refer to Chapter 2A, Section 16. 
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Chapter 2 Part C: 
1.9 and 2.0 litre diesel engine (OW series) 
in-car repair procedures 
Contents Section number 

Camshaft and followers - removal, inspection and refitting .. .... 11 
camshaft oil seal - renewal. . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10 
Compression and leakdown tests - description and interpretation. 2 
Crankshaft oil seals - renewal . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Crankshaft pulley - removal and refrtting . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Cylinder head (1 .9 litre engines) - removal and refitting ... ... .. . . 13 
Cylinder head (2.0 litre engines) - removal and 

refitting . . .. . ... .. .. . ... . . . . .. . ....... . ..... See Chapter 2E 
Cylinder head cover - removal and refitting . . . . 4 
Engine assemblylvalve timing holes - general information 

and usage . . . . . . . . 3 
Engine oil and filter renewal . . . .. .. . See Chapter 1 B 
Engine oil cooler- removal and refining . .. .. . . 16 
Engine oi l level check ............ . . . . . . . See Weekly checks 

Degrees of difficulty 

Section number 

Engineltransmission mountings - inspection and renewal .. . 20 
Flywheel- removal , inspection and refitting . . .. . . .. 19 
General information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
Oil level and pressure sensors - general . . . .. .....•. . ... . ....• 18 
Oil pump - removal, inspection and refitting .... . . .•........... 15 
Sump- removal and refitting.. . . . . . . . .. . ... . .. .. ..... 14 
TIming belt (1.9 litre engines) - general information, removal and 

refitting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
TIming belt (2.0 litre engines) - general information, removal and 

refitting . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B 
TIming belt covers - removal and refitting. , . . , . .. ....... , . . . ,. 6 
Timing belt sprockets and idler/tensloner pulleys -

removal, inspection and refitting . . ........... . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 
Valve clearances - checking and adjustment . ......... " ....... 12 

Easy, suitablefor 
~ 

Fairly easy. &.itabIe 

~ 
FaOty_ ~ I>fficUt, siIabIe "" ~ V""'_ io. 

novice with little 
~ 

for begimer with S<itabIe "" canpetent ~ exper ieI iC8d DIY 
~ """"'" "" expert DIY ~ 

e><perience 

" 
some e><perience 

Specifications 
Engine (general) 
Designation: 

1.9 litre (l86B cc) engines 
2.0 litre (1997 cc) engines 

Engine codes": 
1.9 litre engines: 

Engines with mechanical injection pump 

~ 

Engines with electronically controlled injection pump 
2 .0 litre engines . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........ .. .. . . . . . . . 

Bore: 
1.9 litre engines . . . . 
2.0 litre engines ... . 

Stroke 

DIY """"""'" ~ 

DW8 
DW10 

11 00 anic 

WJZ(DW8) 
WJY(DWBB) 
RHY (DW10TD) 

82.2 mm 
85.0 mm 
88.00 mm 

" 
or plo.'= . Mal ~ 

Direction of crankshaft rotation 
No 1 cylinder location . .... 
Compression ratio: 

Clockwise (viewed from right-hand side of vehicle) 
At transmission end of block 

1.9 litre engines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 : 1 
2.0 litre engines . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.6 : 1 

' The engine code is stamped on front of the cylinder block, just to the left of the oil filter/cooler. 
The code given in brackets is the factory identification number. 

Compression pressures (engine hot, at c ranking speed) 
Nonnal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 to 30 bars (363 to 435 psij 
Maximum difference between any two cyl inders . . . . . . . 5 bars (73 psij 
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Camshaft 
Drive 
No of bearings: 

1.9 litre engines . . •••.•••••• . •• . .••. • ••.• • .•. 
2.0 Htre engines ............ . .. . 

Endfloat: 
1.9 litre engines . . 
2.0 litre engines 

Valve clearances (engine cold) 
1.9 litre engines: 

Inlet ........... . 
Exhaust 

2.0 litre engines ...... . 

Lubrication system 
Oil pump type ....... .. . 
Minimum oil pressure at BOoG: 

1.9 litre engines ..............•........ • ....•. . 
2.0 litre engines. . .. . ... • ..•. • . 

Torque wrench settings 
Big-end bearing cap nuts:' 

Stage 1 ... . .. . ..... . . 
Stage 2 ..................... . 

Camshaft: 
Bearing cap nuts - 1.9 litre engines 
Bearing cap casting bolts - 2.0 litre engines 

Camshaft sprocket: 
Hub·to-camshaft bolt 
Sprocket-to-hub bolts: 

1.9 litre engines . . . . ................. . .. . 
2.0 litre engines ..................... . . 

Crankshaft right-hand (timing belt end) oil seal housing bolts 
Crankshaft pulley bolt: 

1.9 litre engines. . .. . ........ . ........ . 
2.0 litre engines (see text - Section 5): 

Early type pulley without green paint mark 
Stage 1 . .. . .... .. ........... .... .. 
Stage2 ........ .. .................... .. 

Later type pulley with green paint mark: 
Stage 1 .. .... .. . ........ .. 
Stage 2 . .. . ... . .. . .. .. .... .. 

Crankshaft sprocket bolt - 1.9 litre engines: 
Stage 1 .. . ...... . .. 
Stage 2 ....... . .. ... . . ... . 

Cylinder head bolts: 
1.9 litre engines: 

Stage 1 .. . .. . ................ .. 
Stage 2 .. 
Stage 3 . . 

2.0 litre engines: 
Stage 1 ..... . ...... . ... . .... . 
Stage 2 ........... .. 
Stage 3 . .. . ...... . .. 

Cylinder head cover bolts: 
1.9 litre engines: 

Upper cover bolts . . .. . 
lower cover bolts .. . . . 

2.0 litre engines . . ....•........... 
Engine-to-transmission fix ing bolts 
EngineJtransmission left-hand mounting: 

Centre nut . .. .. . ... . .. . ... . .............•... •• . . 
Mounting bracket-Io-body bolts . . . . . . . . ...•... . . 
Mounting rubber nutsibolts . ... . . ... ...... . ..... •. . ..•..... 
Mounting stud to bracket . ... . . ........... • . 
Mounting bracket to transmission ........ . • . . .. .. 

Toothed belt 

3 
5 

0.02 to 0.07 mm 
0.07 to 0.38 mm 

0.15 ±O.07 mm 
0.30 j: 0.07 mm 
Automatically adjusted by hydraulic tappets 

Gear-type, chain-driven off the crankshaft right-hand end 

4.5 bar at 4000 rpm 
4 bar at 4000 rpm 

Nm 

20 
Angle-tighten a further 70° 

20 
10 

43 

23 
20 
14 

10 

50 
Angle-tighten a further 62" 

70 
Angle-tighten a further 60" 

40 
Angle-tighten a further 550 

20 
60 
Angle-tighten a further 1800 

20 
60 
Angle-tighten a further 2200 

10 
5 
10 
50 

65 
25 
25 
50 
60 

Ibfft 

15 

15 
7 

32 

17 
15 
10 

7 

37 

52 

30 

15 
44 

15 
44 

7 
4 
7 
37 

48 
18 
18 
37 
44 
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Torque wrench settings (continued) 
Engineltransmission rear mounting: 

Connecting link-to-mounting rubber nutlbolt ........ • . . ...... . . 
Connecting link-to-subframe nul/bolt . . ... . .......•......... . 
Mounting assembly-ta-block bolts. . . . .. . .. ..•..... 

Engine/transmission right-hand mounting: 
1.9 litre engines: 

Engine bracket to cylinder block/head 
Movement restrictors ... .................• . .. . ...•• . 
Rubber mounting to body .. 
Upper' bracket to engine bracket 
Upper bracket to rubber mounting .. . . .. • . 

2.0 litre engines: 
Domed buffer nut .. 
Engine bracket bolts: 

Ma bolts .. . ... . 
Ml0bolts . . ..... . 

Rubber mounting to body .. . 
Stiffener bracket bolts ..... . .. . . 
Upper bracket to engine bracket . . .. .. . . 
Upper bracket to rubber mounting . ......... . 

Flywheel bolts' . . . . .. _ ...... .. . . . .... . .......... . 
Fuel filterlthermostat housing bolts - 1.9 litre engines . ...... . .•.... 
Fuel filter plastic housing bolt - 1.9 litre engines ......... . 
Injection pump sprocket: 

Sprocket-to-hub bolts - 1.9 litre engines .... . 
Sprocket nut - 2.0 litre engines . . . ....... . ... . 

Main bearing cap bolts: 
1.9lilre engines . 
2.0 litre engines: 

Nm 

50 
50 
45 

45 
45 
45 
45 
45 

20 

20 
45 
45 
22 
61 
45 
48 
15 
18 

23 
50 

70 

25 

Ibfft 

37 
37 
33 

33 
45 
33 
33 
33 

15 

15 
33 
33 
16 
45 
33 
35 
11 
13 

17 
37 

52 

Stage 1 ..... 
Stage 2 

Oil cooler centre bolt 
Angle-tighten a further 60° 
50 37 

12 
7 
63 
12 
25 

Oil pump mounting bolts .. . 
Piston oil jet spray tube bolt 
Roadwheel bolts . . . . .. . . ..... . . 
Sump bolts .. . ... . .. . . 
Sump drain plug . ...... . 
Thermostat housing fixings - 2.0 litre engines: 

16 
10 
85 
16 
34 

Housing studs . . . . ........ . ... . •. .. 25 
20 
8 
23 
43 

Retaining nuts and bolts . ... . •...•....• 
TIming belt cover bolts . . . . .• •. .. . 
Timing belt tensiooer pulley bolt . 
TIming belt idler pulley bolt . ........ . . 
• New nuts/bolts must be used. 

General information 

How to use this Chapter 
This Part of Chapter 2 describes those 

repair procedures that can reasonably be 
carried out on the engine while it remains in 
the car. If the engine has been removed from 
the car and is being dismantled. as described 
in Part E, any preliminary dismantlin9 
procedures can be ignored. 

Note that, while it may be possible 
physically to overhaul Items such as the 
piston/connecting rod assemblies while the 
engine is in the car, such tasks are not 
normally carried out as separate operations. 
Usually, several additional procedures (not to 

mention the cleaning of components and of 
oilways) have to be carried out. For this 
reason, all such tasks are classed as major 
overhaul procedures, and are described in 
Part E of this Chapter. 

Part E describes the removal of Ihe 
engineJtransmissioo trom the vehicle, and the 
full overhaul procedures that can then be 
carried out. 

Engine description 
The OW series engine Is a relatively new 

power unit based on the well-proven XUO 
series engine which has appeared in many 
Peugeot and Citroen vehicles. The engine is 
of four-cylinder single overhead camshaft 
design. mounted transversely. with the 
transmission mounted on the left-hand side. 

The crankshaft runs in five main bearings of 
the usual shell type. Endfloat is controlled by 

18 
15 
6 
17 
32 

thrustwashers eilher side of No 2 main 
bearing. 

The connecting rods rotate on horizontally
split bearing shells al their big-ends. The 
pistons are attached to the connecting rods 
by gudgeon pins, which are secured in 
pOSition with circlips. The aluminlum·alloy 
pistons are frtted with three piston rings - two 
compression rings and an oil control ring. 

The cylinder block is made from cast-iron, 
and the cylinder bores are an integral part of 
the cylinder block. On this type of engine, the 
cylinder bores are sometimes referred to as 
having dry liners. 

The camshaft is driven by a toothed timing 
belt which also operates the coolant pump. 
On 1.9 litre engines, the camshaft operates 
the eight valves via bucket-type followers; 
valve clearances are adjusted by shims 
filted between the valve stem and follower. 
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On 2.0 litre engines, the camshaft operates 
the valves via followers and hydraulic tappets 
which automatically adjust the valve 
clearances. On all engines the camshaft runs 
in bearing caps which are bolted to the top of 
the cylinder head. The inlet and exhaust 
valves are each closed by coil springs, and 
operate in guides pressed into the cylinder 
head. 

lubrication is by means of an oil pump, 
which is driven (via a chain and sprocket) off 
the right-hand end of the crankshaft. It draws 
oil through a strainer located in the sump, and 
then forces it through an extemally-mounted 
filter into galleries in the cylinder block! 
crankcase. From there, the oil is distributed to 
the crankshaft (main bearings) and camshaft. 
The big-end bearings are supplied with oil via 
internal drillings in the crankshaft, while the 
camshaft bearings also receive a pressurised 
supply. The camshaft lobes and valves are 
lubricated by splash, as are all other engine 
components. An 011 cooler is mounted 
between the oil filter and cylinder block to 
keep the oil temperature stable under arduous 
operating temperatures. 

Repair operations - precaution 
The 2.0 litre engine is a complex unit with 

numerous accessories and ancillary 
components. The design of the engine 
compartment is such that every conceivable 
space has been utilised, and access to virtually 
all of the engine components is extremely 
limited. In many cases, ancillary components 
will have to be removed, or moved to one sk1e, 
and wiring, pipes and hoses will have to be 
disconnected Of removed from various cable 
clips and support brackets. 

When working on this engine, read through 
the entire procedure first, look at the vehicle 
and engine at the same time, and establish 
whether you have the necessary tools, 
equipment, skill and patience to proceed. 
Allow considerable time for any operntion, and 
be prepared for the unexpected. Any major 
work on this engine is not for the faint-heartedl 

Because of the limited access, many of the 
engine photographs appearing in this Chapter 
were, by necessity, taken with the engine 
removed from the vehicle. 

A 
Warning: It is essential to 

, observe strict precautions when 
• working on the fuel system 

components of the 2.0 litre 
engine, particularly the h igh pressure s ide 
of the system. Before carrying out any 
engine operations that entail working on, 
or near, any part of the fuel system, refer to 
the precautionary Information given In 
Chapter 4C. Section 1. 

Operations with engine in car 
The following work can be carried out with 

the engine in the car: 
a) Compression and Ieakdown tests. 
b) Cylinder head cover - removal and 

refitting, 

c) Timing beft covers - removal and refitting, 
d) Timing belt - removal, refitting and 

adjustment. 
e) Timing belt sprockets and tensioner/idler 

pulleys - removal and refitting. 
f) camshaft oil seal - renewal. 
g) camshaft and followers - removal, 

inspection and refitting. 
h) Cylinder head (1.9 litre engines) - removal 

and refitting', 
f) Cylinder head and pistons -

decarbonising. 
iJ Sump - removal and refitting. 
k) Oil pump - removal, overhaul and 

refitting. 
f) Ctankshaft oil seals - renewal. 
m) Engine/transmission mountings -

inspection and renewal. 
n) Flywheel - removal, inspection and 

refitting, 
• Note: On 2.0 litre engines, access between 
the cylinder head and engine compartment 
bulkhead, and to the rear underside of the 
engine is so res tricted that it is impossible to 
remove the cylinder head with the engine in 
the car unless considerable additional 
dismantling is carried out first (eg, removal of 
the front suspension subframe and related 
components). Cylinder head removal and 
refitting procedures are therefore contained in 
Part E, assuming that the engine/ transmission 
has been removed from the vehicle. 

2 Compression and leakdown ~ 
tests - description and ~ 

interpretation ~ 

Compression test 
Note: A compression tester specifically 
designed for diesel engines must be used for 
fhis fest, because of the high pressures 
involved. 
1 When engine performance is down, or if 
misfiring occurs which cannot be attributed to 
the fuel system, a compression lest can 
provide diagnostic clues as to the engine's 
condition. If the test is performed regularly. it 
can give warning of trouble before any other 
symptoms become apparent. 
2 A compression tester specifically intended 
for diesel engines must be used, because of 
the higher pressures involved. The tester is 
connected to an adapter which screws into 
the glow plug or injector hole. On these 
engines, an adapter suitable for use in the 
glow plug holes will be required, so as not to 
disturb the fue l system components. It is 
unlikely to be worthwhile buying such a tester 
for occasional use, but it may be possible to 
borrow or hire one - if not, have the test 
performed by a garage. 
3 Unless specific instructions to the contrary 
are supplied with the tester, observe the 
following points: 

a) The battery must be in a good state of 
charge, the air filter must be clean, and 

the engine should be at normsJ operating 
temperature. 

b) All the glow plugs should be removed as 
described in Chapter SC before st8lting 
the test. 

c) On 1.9 litre WJZ engines, the anti-theft 
system electronic engine immobiliser unit 
wiring connector at the rear of the 
injection pump must be disconnected. 

d) On 1.9 litre WJYengines and all 2.0 litre 
engines, the wiring connector on the 
engine management system ECU must be 
disconnected. Refer to Chapter 4C for 
further information. 

4 Crank the engine on the starter motor; after 
one or two revolutions, the compression 
pressure should build-up to a maximum 
figure, and then stabilise, Record the highest 
reading obtained. 
5 Repeat the test on the remaining cylindSfS, 
recording the pressure in each. 
6 All cylinders should produce very similar 
pressures; a difference of more than 5 bars 
between any two cylinders indicates a fauN. 
Note that the compression should build-up 
quickly in a healthy engine; low compression 
on the first stroke, foUowed by graduaUy
increasing pressure on successive strokes, 
indicates worn piston rings. A low 
compression reading on the ftrst stroke, which 
does not build-up during successive strokes, 
indicates leaking valves or a blown head 
gasket (a cracked head could also be the 
cause). Deposits on the undersides of 
the valve heads can also cause low 
compression. 
7 As a guide, any cylinder pressure of below 
20 bars can be considered as less 
than heaithy. Refer 10 a PeugeoVCitroen 
dealer or other specialist if in doubt as to 
whether a particular pressure reading is 
acceptable. 
8 The cause of poor compression is less easy 
to establish on a diesel engine than on a 
petrol one. The effect of introducing oil into 
the cylinders ('wet' testing) is not conclusive, 
because there is a risk that the oil will sit in the 
swirl chamber or in the recess on the piston 
crown instead of passing to the rings. A low 
reading from two adjacent cylinders is almost 
certainly due to the head gasket having blown 
between them; the presence of coolant in the 
engine oil will confirm this, 

Leakdown test 
9 A leakdown test measures the rate at which 
compressed air fed into the cylinder is lost It 
is an alternative to a compl'ession test, and in 
many ways it is better, since the escaping air 
provides easy identification of where pressure 
loss is occurring (piston rings, valves or head 
gasket). 
10 The equipment needed for leakdown 
testing is unlikely to be available to the home 
mechanic. If poor compression is suspected, 
have the lest performed by a suitably
equipped garage. 
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3.4 Insert the bott/drill (special tool 
shown -1) in through the hole In the 
cylinder block flange (shown wfth the 

starter motOf" moved forwards for clarity) 
and locate it in the rear of the flywheel 

3 Engine assembly/valve ~ 
timing holes - general ~ 
infonnation and usage ~ 

Note: Do not attempt to rotat" the engine 
whIIsf the crankshaftlcamshattrmjection pump 
(as applicable) ate locI<ed In position. If the 
engine is to be left in rNs state for 11 /ong 
period of time, it is a good idea to place 
suitable waming norices ins/de the vehicJe, 
and in the engine compartment. This wilt 
redUce the possibility of the engine being 
accidentally cranked on the starter motor. 
which is likely to cause damage with the 
locking pins in pI:1ce. 

1.9 litre engines 
1 Timing holes are drilled In the camshaft 
sprocket hub, injection pump sprocket hub 
and flywheel. The holes are used to align the 
crankshaft. camshaft and injection pump, and 
to prevent tile possibility of the valves 
contacting the pistons when refilling the 
cylinder head, and to ensure the valve 
tlmlnglinjection pump timing is correct when 
refitting Ihe timing belt. When the holes are 
aligned with their corresponding I10Ies In the 
cylinder head and cylinder block (as 
appropriate), suitable diameter boItsIpins can 
be inserted to lock the camshaft. Injection 
pump and crankshaft in position, preventing 
them from rotating UI. rl swily, Proceed as 
1oIIows. 
2 Remove the timing belt upper and 
Intermediate COYeI'S as described In Section 6 
to gUJ access to the sprockets. 
3 Using a suitab6e socket and extension bar, 
turn the crankshaft by means of the polley 
bolt, until the holes in the camshaft and 
injection pump sprocket hubs are aligned with 
the corresponding holes In the cylinder 
head/pump. Note that the crankshaft must 
always be turned in a clockwise direction 
(viewed from the right-hand side of vehicle). 

3.5 Peg the camshaft and injection pump sprockets in position by inserting 
bolts/drills (1 and 2) -1 .9 litre engines 

4 With the camshaft sprocket hole correctly 
positioned, insert an 8 mm diameter bolt or 
drill through the hole in the frOflt. left-hand 
nange of the cylinder block. located behind the 
starter motor, and kx:ate It In the timing hole in 
the rear of the flywheel (see Hlustration). Note 
that it may be necessary 10 fOtate the 
aankshaft sIightiy, to get the holes to align. 
5 With the flywheel correctty positioned, lock 
the ca, is! id'; spmcket in position by inserting an 
8 nYTI diameter bolt c. a drI tIvou!;tt the ti'ning 
hole in the sprocket hub, and locating it in the 
hole in the cyftjer head (see 1Iustration). 
8 Lock the injection pump sprocket in 
position by inserting a 6 mm diameter bolt or 
a drill through the timing hole in the sprocket 
hub and locating It in the hole In the pump. 
7 The crankshaft, camshaft and injection 
pump are now locked in position, preventing 
unnecessary rotation. 

2.0 litre engines 
8 TIming holes or slols are located in the 
flywheel and In the camshaft sprocket or 
sprocket hub. The holes/slots are used to 
align the crankshaft and camshaft at the TDC 
position for Nos 1 and 4 pistons. This will 
ensure that the valve timing Is maintained 
during operations that require removal and 

3.128 Use a mirror to observe the 
camshaft spt"ocket hub timing slot-

2.0 litre engines 

refitting of the timing belt and, Ofl later 
engines, the crankshaft pulley. When the 
holes/slots are aligned with their corre
sponding holes in the cylinder block and 
cylinder head, suitable diameter bolts/pins 
can be inserted to lock the crankshaft and 
camshaft in position, preventing rotation 
9 The HDi type fuel system used on these 
engines does not tlave a corwentional diesel 
injection pump, but instead uses a h1gh
presstn fuel pt.mp that does not have to be 
timed. The angnment of the fuel pump 
sprocket (and hence the fuel pump itsetf) with 
respect to crankshaft and camshaft position is 
therefO«! Irrelevant. 
1 0 To align the engine assemblylvalve tirrWlg 
holes, proceed as follows. 
11 Remove the upper timing belt cover as 
described in Section 6. 
12 Using a suitable socket and extension bar, 
turn tha crankshaft by means 01 the pulley 
bol t, until the timing slot In the camshaft 
sprocket hub is aligned with the 
corresponding hole in the cylinder head. Note 
that the crankshaft must always be tumed In a 
clockwise direction (viewed from the rlght
hand side of vehicle). Use a small mirror so 
that the position of the sprocket hub timing 
slot can be observed (see illustrations). When 

3.12b Camshaft spt"ocket hub timing 
slot (A) aligned with the cylinder head 

timing hole (8) - 2.0 litre engines 
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the slot is aligned with the corresponding hole 
in the cylinder head, the engine is positioned 
at roe for Nos 1 and 4 pistons. 
13 Insert an 8 mm diameter bo!t, rod or drill 
through the hole in the left-hand flange of the 
cylinder block by the starter motor: if 
necessary, carefully tum the crankshaft a little 
either way until the rod enters the timing hole 
in the flywheel (see Illustration 3.4). 
14 Insert an 8 mm bolt, rod or drill through 
the slot in the camshaft sprocket hub and into 
engagement with the cylinder head (see ' 
illustration). 
15 The crankshaft and camshaft are now 
locked in position, preventing unnecessary 
rotation. 

4 Cylinder head cover
removal and refitting 

1.9 litre engines 

Removal 
1 Release the fasteners from the right-hand 
side and top of the engine cover then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose its mounting 
rubbers (see illustrations). Disconnect the 
battery negative terminal (refer to 
Disconnecting the battery in the Reference 
Chapter). 
2 Remove the upper section of the inlet 
manifold as described in Chapter 4C. 
3 Unscrew the bolts securing the EGA pipe to 

4.1 a Remove the fasteners fTom the right
hand side ... 

4.1c . .. then remove the cover fTom the 
engine -1 .9 litre engines 

3.14 Insert a boltfdrill through the hole In 
the camshaft sprocket hub and locate rt In 

the cylinder head - 2.0 litre engines 

the top of the exhaust manifold and the 
cylinder head cover. Free the pipe from the 
manifold and position it clear of the cylinder 
head cover. Recover the gasket and discard 
it; a new one should be used on refitting. 
4 Slacken the retaining clips and disconnect 
the breather hoses from the upper section of 
the cylinder head cover. 
5 Unscrew the eight retaining bolts then lift 
off the upper section of the cylinder head 
cover, complete with its rubber seal. 
6 Unscrew the three retaining bolts and 
washers then remove tile lower section of the 
cylinder head cover, complete with its rubber 
seal. 
7 Inspect the cover seals for signs of damage 
or deterioration and, if necessary, renew. 

Refitting 

8 Carefully clean the cylinder head and cover 

4.1b ... and top of the engine cover .•. 

4.19 Removing the cylirn::ler head cover -
2_0 !itre engines 

mating surfaces, and remove all traces of oil. 
9 Fit the rubber seals to both the cylinder 
head cover sections, ensuring they are 
correctly located aloog their entire length. 
10 Fit the lower section of the cover the 
cylinder head. Ensure the rubber seal is still 
correctly located then refit the cover retaining 
bolts and washers, lightening them to the 
specified torque. 
11 Refit the upper section of Ihe co .... er to the 
lower section, ensuring its seal remains 
correctly seated, and tighten its retaining bolts 
to the specified torque. 
12 Reconnect the breather hoses 10 the 
upper section of the cover. 
13 Refit the EGR pipe and inlet manifold as 
described in Chapter 4C. 

2.0 litre engines 

Removal 
14 Remove the timing belt upper cover as 
described in Sectioo 6. 
15 Slacken or release the clips securing the 
crankcase ventilation hoses to the centre and 
left-hand end of the cylinder head cover and 
disconnect the hoses. 
16 Undo the bolts as necessary and move 
the engine cover and cable guide support 
bracket clear of the right-hand end of the 
cylinder head cover. 
17 Disconnect the camshaft position sensor 
wiring connector. 
18 Release the wiring harness from the clip 
on the cylinder head co .... er and move the 
harness to one side. 
19 Undo the boHs securing the cylinder head 
cover to the camshaft carrier and collect the 
washe~. Carefully lift off the cover taking care 
not to damage the camshaft position sensor 
as the cover is remo .... ed (see Illustration). 
Recover the seal from the cover. 

Refitting 
20 Relitting is a reversal of removal, bearing 
in mind the following points: 
a) Examine the cover seal for signs of 

damage and deterioration, and renew if 
necessary. 

b) Tighten the cylinder head cover bolts to 
the specified torque. 

c) On early engines with a two-piece 
camshaft sprocket (see Section 9), adjust 
the camshaft position sensor air gap as 
described in Chapter 4C before refitting 
the upper timing belt cover. 

5 Crankshaft pulley 
removal and refitting 

Removal - 1.9 litre engines 
1 Remove the auxiliary drivebelt as described 
in Chapter 1 B. 
2 Undo the four crankshaft pulley retain ing 
bolts and remove the pulley, noting which way 
round it is fitted. 
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A trywheel ring gear locking tool can be 
made from a short strip of steel bent to 
form a right-angle. Cut a slot In the 
uppsr part and bend this part up to 
engage with the ring gear teeth. File 
UHt edges to fonn B tooth profile. Drill a 
hole in the lower part to enable the toof 
to be bolted to the bel/housing flange. 

Refitting - 1.9 litre engines 
3 Fit the pulley to the end of the crankshaft, 
ensuring it is fitted the correct way round. 
Apply locking compound IPeugeoVCitroen 
recommend the use of Loctite Frenetanch) to 
the retaining bolt threads, then refit and 
tighten the bolts to the specified torque. 
4 Refit and lension the auxiliary drivebelt as 
described in Chapler 1 B. 

Removal- 2.0 litre engines 
5 Remove the auxiliary drivebelt as described 
in Chapter 1 B. 
6 It is now necessary to determine the type of 
pulley fitted, as there are two different removal 
and refrtting procedures accordingly. 
7 From under the wheel arch, observe the flat 
front face of the pulley. If there is a green paint 
marl< on the pulley face it is of the later type. If 
no paint mark is present, the pulley is an earty 
type. Proceed as described in the appropriate 
following SUb-sections. according to pulley 
~pe. 

Pulley without green paint mark 
8 To prevent crankshaft rotation whilst the 
pulley retaining bolt is being slackened, the 
flywheel ring gear must be locked using a 
suitable tool made from sleel angle (see Tool 
Tip). Release the power steering fluid pipes 
from the clamps on the cover plate at the 
base of the transmission bellhousing. Remove 
the cover plate from the bellhousing and bolt 
the tool to the lower bolt hole in the 
bellhousing flange so it engages with the ring 
gear teeth. 
9 Using a suitable socket and extension bar, 
unscrew the retaining bolt, remove the 
washer. then slide the pulley off the end of the 
crankshaft (see illustration). If the pulley is a 
tight fit, it can be drawn off the crankshaft 
using a suitable puller. If a puller Is being 
used, refit the pulley retaining boil without the 
washer, to avoid damaging the crankshaft as 
the puller is tightened. 

5.9 Unscrew the bolt and washer and 
remove the crankshaft pulley - 2.0 litre 

engines 

Pulley with green paint mark 
10 Align the engine assemb!y/valve timing 
holes as described in Section 3, and lock the 
crankshaft and the camshaft sprocket in 
position. The crankshaft timing belt sprocket 
used with the later type pulley inCOJpOrates a 
wider kayway for the locating Woodruff key. 
When the pulley retaining bolt is slackened, the 
sprod<et is free to turn on the crankshaft within 
the limits afforded by the wider keyway. This 
provides a certain degree of lateral movement 
of the sprocket fO( accurale adjustment of the 
timing belt tension. It is therefore esSential that 
the flywheel and camshaft are locked in the 
engine assembly/valve timing poSition when 
the pulley bolt is slackened, otherwise the 
sprockets will tum slightly and the valve timing 
will be lost. 
11 To prevent crankshaft rotation whilst the 
pulley retaining bolt is being slackened, make 
up and fit a flywheel ring gear locking tool as 
described in paragraph 8. Do not attempt to 
use only the engine assembly/valve timing 
locking tools to prevent rotation whilst the bolt 
Is slackened. 
12 Using a suitable socket and extension bar, 
unscrew the retaining bolt, remove the washer, 
then slide the pulley off the end of the 
crankshaft. If the pulley is a tight frt, it can be 
drawn off the crankshaft using a suitable puller. 
If a puller is being used, refit the pulley retaining 
bolt without the washer, to avoid damaging the 
crankshaft as the puller is tightened. 

Refitting - 2_D litre engines 
13 If working on the later type pulley, ensure 
that the engine assembly/valve timing holes 
are still aligned as described in Section 3, and 
the crankshaft and camshaft sprocket are 
locked in position. 
14 Locate Ihe pulley in position on the end of 
the crnnkshaft. 
15 Thoroughly clean the threads of the pulley 
retaining bolt, Ihen apply a coat of locking 
compound to the bolt threads 
(PeugeoVCitroEln recommend the use of 
loctite Frenetanch). 
16 Relit the crankshaft pulley retaining bolt 
and washer. Tighten the bolt to the specified 
torque, then through the specified angle, 
preventing the crankshaft from turning using 
the tool employed for removal. Nole that 

different torque and angle settings are given in 
the Specifications, accon:Iing to pulley type. 
17 Remove the flywheet ring gear locking tool 
and, where applicable, the crankshaft and 
camshaft sprockellocking lools. 
18 Refit the cover plate to the transmission 
bell housing and secure the power steering 
fluid pipes In position. 
19 If working on the later type pulley, refit the 
upper timing belt cover as described in 
Section 6. 
20 Refit and tension the auxiliary drivebelt as 
described in Chapter 1 B. 

6 Timing bett covers -
removal and refitting 

1.9 litre engines 

Upper cover removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative tarminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the bartery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Release the clip In the centre of the engina 
cover and undo the retaining screw on the 
right-hand side. lift off the engine cover (see 
illustrations 4.18 to 4.1c). 
3 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the vehicle and support it securely 
on 8J(ie stands (see Jacking and vehicle 
support). Remove Ihe right-hand front 
roadwheel. 
4 To gain access 10 the right-hand end of tha 
engine, the wheel arch plastic liner must be 
removed. The liner Is secured by variOUS 
screws and clips under the wheel arch. 
Release all the fasteners, and remove liner 
from under Ihe front wing. Where necessary. 
unclip the coolant hoses from under the wing 
to improve access further. 
5 At the connections adjacent to the fuel 
pump, disconnect the fuel supply and return 
hose quick-release fittings using a small 
screwdriver to release the locking clip. Cover 
the open unions to prevent dirt entry, using 
small plastic bags, or fingers cut from clean 
rubber gloves. 
6 Release the two hoses from the retaining 
clips on the upper timing belt cover and move 
them to one side (see illustration). 

6.6 Unclip the fuel pipes from the top of 
the timing belt covers -1 .9 litre engines 
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1 Upper cover 
2 Intermedia te cover 
3 Lower cover 

H32238 

6.12 Timing bet! cover retaining bolt locations (alTowed) - 1.9111re engines 

7 Connect an engine hoist or suitable lifting 
gear to the two lifting brackets on the cylinder 
head. Raise the hoist to just take the weight of 
the engine. 
8 FO( additional stability, place a jack beneath 
the right-hand side of the engine, with a block 
of wood on the jack head. Raise the jack until 
it is just contacting the sump. 
9 Slacken and remove the three bolts 
securing the right-hand engina/transmission 
mounting upper bracket to the lower (engine) 
bracket. Unscrew the single nut securing the 
upper bracket to the rubber mounting. 
Remove the upper bracket from the rubber 
mounting and lower (engine) bracket. 
10 Undo the two nuts and remove the 
through-bolts securing the rear enginel 

6.25a Rotate each fastener 90" to 
release it ... 

transmission mounting connecting link to the 
mounting bracket on the subframe and on the 
rear of the cylinder block. Release and 
remove the connecting link from the mounting 
brackets. 
11 With the two engine mountings removed, 
alternatively ra ise and lower the lifting gear 
and the jack under the engine, as necessary, 
for access to the timing belt cover retaining 
bolts. 
12 Undo the bolt securing the upper cover to 
the cylinder head cover (see illustration). 
13 Undo the two boils at the joint between 
the upper cover and lower cover; one in the 
centre jusl below the engine mounting 
bracket, and one on the outer edge. Note that 
the boil on the outer edge also retains the 

6.25b ... then lift off the engine cover-
2.0 litre engines 

coolant pump. To avoid coolant leakage, after 
the cover is removed, refit the bolt fitted with a 
5.0 mm spacer, and tighten it securely. 
14 Undo the remaining bolt directly above 
the injection pump sprocket. 
15 Release the locating lugs, ease the upper 
section out from behind the intermediate 
cover and manipulate the upper cover from its 
location. 

Intermediate cover removal 
16 Remove the upper cover as described 
previously. 
17 Undo the remaining bolt at the base of the 
cover just below the engine mounting bracket. 
18 Release the locating lugs and manipulate 
the intermediate cover from its location. 

lower cover removal 
19 Remove the upper and intermediate 
covers as described previously. 
20 Remove the crankshaft pulley as 
described in Section 5. 
21 Undo the two remaining bolts on the edge 
of the cover, one on either side of the 
crankshaft pulley location. 
22 uti the cover off the front of the engine. 

Refitting 
23 Refining of all the covers is a reversal of 
the relevant removal procedure, ensuring that 
each cover section is correctly located, and 
that the cover retaining bolts are securely 
tightened. Ensure that all disturbed hoses are 
reconnected and retained by their relevant 
clips, and that all nutsibolts are tightened to 
their specified torque wrench senings (where 
given). On completion, prime and bleed the 
fuel system as described in Chapter 4C. 

2.0 litre engines 

A 
Warning: Refer to the 

, precautionary information 
• contained in Section 1 before 

proceeding. 

Upper cover removal 
24 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
25 Turn the four plastic fasteners through 900 

and lift off the engine cover (see 
illustrations). 
26 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the vehicle and support it securely 
on axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle 
support). Remove the right-hand front 
roadwheel. 
27 To gain access to the right-hand end of 
the engine, the wheel arch plastic liner must 
be removed. The liner is secured by various 
screws and clips under the wheel arch. 
Release all the fasteners, and remove liner 
from under the front wing. Where necessary, 
unclip the coolant hoses from under the wing 
to improve access further. 
28 At the connections adjacent to the fuel 
pump. disconnect the fuel supply and return 
hose quick-release fittings using a small 
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1.9 and 2.0 litre diesel engine (OW series) in-car repair procedures 2C-9 

6.28 Disconnect the fuel suppfy and retum 
hose qu;ck-release fittings - 2.0 true 

engines 

screwdriver to release the locking clip (s.e 
illustration). Cover the open unions to 
prevent dirt entry, using small plastic bags, or 
fingers cut from clean rubber gloves. 
29 Release the two hoses from the retaining 
clips on the upper timing belt cover and move 
!hem to ooe side (see illustration). 
30 On eariy engines. undo the EGA solenoid 
valve mounting bracket bolt and move the 
valve to ooe side. 
31 Undo the two bolts securing the right
hand mounting stiffener bracket to the body 
and lih off the b racket, complete with the 
accelerator pedal position sensor on later 
engines (see Illustration), 
32 Connect an engine holst or suitable lifting 
gear to the two lifting brackets on the cylinder 
head. Raise the hoist to Just take the weight of 
the engine. For additional stability, place a jack 
beneath the right-hand side of the engine. with 
a block of wood on the Jack head. Raise the 
jacI( until it is just contacting the SL.mp. 
33 Slacken and remove the three bolts 
securing the right-hand englneltransmission 
mounting upper bracket to the lower (engine) 
bracket. 

6.29 Release the two hoses from the 
retaining dips on the upper timing belt 

cover - 2.0 litre engines 

34 Unscrew the domed buffer nut, then 
unscrew the single nut securing the upper 
bracket to the rubber mounting. Remove the 
upper bracket from the rubber mounUIl9 and 
lower (engine) bracket 
35 Undo the two nuts and remove the 
through-bolts securing the feat 
enginell:ransmtsslo mounting connecting link 
to the mounting bracket on the subframe and 
on the rear of the cytinder block. Reiease and 
remove the connecting link from the mounting 

"""" .... 
36 With the two engine mountings removed. 
alternatively raise and lower the lifting gear 
and the jack under the engine, as necessary, 
for access to the timing belt cover retaining 
bolts. 
37 Undo the bolt securing the upper COVE!( to 
the cylinder head cover (see Illustration). 
38 Undo the upper bott 011 the edge of the 
cover nearul to the engine compartment 
bulkhead. 
39 Undo the lower bolt on the bulKhead side 
of the cover, at the Join between the upper 
and lower covers. Note that this bolt also 
retains the coolant pump. To avoid coolant 

f """"" ""'" 2 Intermediate COYef 

3 Lower COve!" 

6.37 Tlming bett cover retaining bott locations (arrowed) - 2.0 litre engines 

6.31 Undo the two botts (arrowed) and lift 
off the stiffenet'" bnJcket and pedal position 

sensor -later 2.0 litre engines 

leakage, after the upper cover is removed , 
refit the bolt fitted with a 17.0 mm spacer. and 
tighten it securely. 
40 Undo the remaining bolt In the centre 01 
the cover. Just above the engine mounting 
bracket. 
41 Disengage the upper cover from the 
intermediate cover and manipulate the I.ppet 

cover from its location. 

Intermediate cover removal 
42 Remove the upper cover as described 

"""''''''''''. 43 Undo the upper bolt on the top edge 01 
the intermediate cover. 
44 Undo the two remaining bolts at the loin 
between the Intermediate cover and lower 
cover, then manipulate the intermediate cover 
from Its location. 

Lower cover removal 
45 Remove the crankshaft pulley as 
described Wl Section 5. 
46 Remove the upper and Intermediate 
covers as described previously. 
47 Undo the two remaining bolts on the edge 
01 the cover, one on either side of the 
crankshaft pulley location. 
48 utt the cover off the fron t of the engine 
and manipulate it from Its locatioo. 

Refitting 
49 Refitting of all the covetS Is a reversal of 
the relevant removal procedure, ensuring that 
each cover section is correctty located, and 
that the cover retaining bolts are securely 
tightened. Ensure that all disbJfbed hoses are 
reconnected and retained by their relevant 
clips. and that all nutslbolts are tightened to 
their specified tOl'que wrench settings (whefe 
given). On completion. prime and bleed the 
fuel system as described In Chapter 4C. 

7 Timing bett (1.9 litre engines) ~ 
- general infonnation, removal ~ 
andre~ng ~ 

Note: The manufacturer's specify the use of a 
special eiectl otJic tool (SEEM C. TRONIC type 
JOS belt tensloning measuti'Ig tool, to correctly 
set the timfng belt tension. The fo/rowing 
procedure assumes that this equipment (or 
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7.6 Timing belt, sprocket and tensioner details - 1.9 li tre engines 

1 Crankshaft sprocket 
2 Idler pulley 

4 Tensioner pulley 7 Injection pump sprocket 
h"b 

3 Coolant pump 
_et 

5 camshaft sprocket 
hub 8 Injection pump sprocket 

9 nmingbelt 6 Camshaft sprocket 

suitable alternative equipment calibrated to 
display belt tension in SEEM units) is EWBiJabIe. 
Accurate tensioning of the timing belt is 
8SS8I1tja/, and if the eJectronic equipment is not 
availabJe, it is recommended that the work is 
entrusted to a PeugeotlCitt'Oln dealer or 
suitabIy-equipperl garage. 

General infonnation 
1 The timing belt drives the camshaft, 
injection pump and coolant pump from a 
toothed sprocket on the right-hand end of the 
crankshaft. The belt also drives the brake 
vacwm pump indirectly via the flywheel end 
of the camshaft. If the belt breaks 0( slips in 
service, the pistons are likely 10 hit the valve 
heads, resulting in expenSive damage. 
2 The timing belt should be renewed at the 
specified intervals, or earlier if it is 

contaminated with oil , 0( at all noisy in 
operation (a 'scraping' noise due to uneven 
wea<j. 
3 If the timing belt is being removed, it is a 
wise precaution to check the condition of the 
cooI.ant pump at the same time (check for 
signs of COOlant kIakage). This may avoid the 
need to remove the tlrrWlg belt agak1 at a later 
stage, should the c:ootant pump fail. 

Removal 
4 Remove the upper, intermediate and lower 
timing be!! covers as described in Section 6. 
5 Align the engine assemblylvatve timing 
holes as described in Section 3 , and lock the 
camshaft sprocket hub, injection pump hub, 
and flywheel In posit ion. Do not attempt to 
rotate the engine whilst the pins are in 
position. 

If you're having difficulty finding a 
square-section tool that will fit the 
tensione, pulltty, obtain a length of 
standard 8 mm door handHt rod from a 
DIY shop and cut it to length (AJ. Inserf 
the rod into the pulley hub end rotate 
the pulley wfth an 8 mm ."annfK (8). 

6 Slacken the three bolts securing the 
camshaft sprocket to the sprocket hub (see 
illustration). 
7 Similarly slacken the three bolts securing 
the In;ection pump sprocket to the pump hub. 
8 lOOS8f1 the timing belt tensioner puJley 
retaining bolt. Pivot the pulley in a clockwise 
direction, using a square-sectioo key fitted to 
the hole in the puKey hub, then retigtlten the 
retaning bolt (see Tool Tip). 
9 If the tming belt is to be r&-USed, use white 
paint or chalk to mark the direction of rotation 
on the belt Cif markings do not already exist), 
then slip the belt off the sprockets.. Nota that 
the crankshaft must not be rotated whilst the 
belt Is removed. 
10 Check the timing belt carefully for any 
signs of uneven wear, split or oil 
contamination. Pay particular attention to the 
roots of the teeth. Renew It If there Is the 
slightest doubt about its condition. If the 
engine Is undergoing an overhaul, renew the 
belt 8S a matter of course, regardless of Its 
apparent condition. The cost of a new belt is 
nothing compared with the cost of repairs, 
should the belt break In service. If signs of oil 
contamination are found, trace the SOlIrce of 
the oil leak and rectify it. Wash down the 
engine timing belt area and all related 
components, to remove all traces of oil. 
Cl'Ieck that the tensiooer and Idler pulleys 
rotate freety, without any sign cA roughness. If 
necessary, renew as described in Section 9 . 

Rerttting 
11 Commence refitting by 8OsOOng that the 
engine assemblylvalve timing holes are still 
aligned as described in Section 3, and the 
camshaft sprocket hub. Injectlon pump hub, 
and flywheel are locked in position. 
12 rlghten the camshaft sprocket and 
inJection pump sprocket retaining bolts lightly 
so that the sprockets can still move within 
their elongated slots. Tum both sprockets 
fully clockwise to the ends of the slots. 
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1.9 and 2.0 litre diesel engine (OW series) in-car repair procedures 2C-11 

13 Manoeuvre the timing belt into position, 
ensuring that the arrows on the belt are 
pointing in the direction of rotation (clockwise, 
when viewed from the right·hand end of the 
engine). 
14 Locate the belt on the crankshaft 
sprocket, taking care not to twist it sharply 
while refrtting it, and route the belt round the 
idler pulley. 
15 Ensure the ' front run' of the belt is taut 
then align the belt with the injection pump 
sprocket. Rotate the sprocket anti-clockwise 
on its hub until the belt and sprocket teeth are 
correctly aligned then engage the belt on the 
sprocket. Note: Do not rotate the sprocket 
anti-c/ockwise any more than is necessary and 
never rotate it through more than one sprocket 
toorh of movement. 
16 Once the belt is correctly seated on the 
injection pump sprocket, ensure the bell 
'front' and ' top ' runs are taut then align the 
belt with the camshaft sprocket. Rotate the 
camshaft sprocket anti-clockwise on its hub 
until the belt and sprocket teeth are correctly 
aligned then engage the belt on the sprocket. 
Note: Do not rotate the sprocket anti
clockwise any more than is necessary and 
never rotate It through more than one sprocket 
tooth of movement. 
17 Ensure that any slack is on the tensioner 
pulley side 01 the belt then locate the belt over 
the coolant pump sprocket and behind the 
tensioner pulley. 
18 Ensure that the belt teeth are seated 
centrally in the sprockets then loosen the 
tensioner pulley retaining bolt. Pivot the pulley 
anti-clockwise to remove all free play from the 
timing belt, then retighten the bolt. • 
19 Remove one of the sprocket bolts from 
both the injection pump and camshaft 
sprockets and check that the sprockets are 
not at the end of their retaining bolt slots (see 
illustration). II they are, the sprocket was 
rotaled through more than one tooth of 

7.19 Remove one of the bolts (1) from both 
the camshaft (2) and injection pump (3) 

sprockets and check that each sprocket is 
not at the end of Its bolt slots (see Inset)-

1.9 litre engines 

movement whilst installing the belt; remove 
the timing belt and repeat the refitting 
procedure. If the sprockets are correctly 
positioned, tension the timing belt as follows. 
20 Fit the sensor head of the electronic belt 
tension measuring equipment to the 'top run' 
of the timing belt, apprOlc:imately midway 
between the camshaft and injection pump 
sprockets. 
21 Pivot the tensioner pulley anti-clockwise 
until an initial setting of 106 ± 2 SEEM units is 
d isplayed on the tension measuring 
equipment. Hold the tensioner pulley in that 
positlon and retighten the retaining bolt. 
22 Check that the sprockets have not been 
turned so lar that the retaining bolts are at the 
end of their slots, If this is the case, repeat the 
refitting operation. H all is satislactOl)', tighten 
the camshaft and i njection pump sprocket 
retaining bolts to the specified torque. 
23 Remove the belt tension measuring 
equipment and the crankshaft, camshaft 
sprocket hub and injection pump hub locking 
tools. 
24 Rotate the crankshaft through eight 
complete rotations in a clockwise direction 
(viewed Irom the right -hand end of the 
engine). Realign the engine assembly/valve 
timing holes and refit the crankshaft. camshaft 
and injection pump locking tools. 
25 Slacken the camshaft and injection pump 
sprocket retaining bolts, retighten them 
finger-tight, then slacken them all by one sixth 
of a tum. 
26 Slacken the tensioner pulley retaining bolt 
once more. Refit the belt tension measuring 
equipment to the top run of the belt, and turn 
the tensioner pulley to give a final sett ing of 
42 ± 2 SEEM units on the tensioning gauge. 
Hold the tensioner pulley in this position and 
tighten the retaining bolt to the specified 
torque. 
27 Rel ighten all sprocket retaining bolts to 
the specified torque. 
28 Release the sensor head of the belt 
tension measuring equipment, then refit it 
again and check that a reading of between 38 
and 46 SEEM units is indicated. Remove the 
tension measuring equipment. 
29 Remove the locking tools, then rolate the 
crankshaft once again through two complete 
rotations in a clockwise direction. Realign the 
engine assembly/valve timing holes and refit 
the crankshaft locking tool. 
30 Check that it is possible to insert the 
camshaft sprocket hub and injection pump 
hub locking tools. If the tools cannot be 
inserted, check that the offset between the 
timing holes in the sprocket hubs and the 
corresponding holes in the cylinder head and 
injection pump is not greater than 1.0 mm. If it 
is, repeat the complete t iming belt refitting 
and lensioning procedure. 
31 Refit the lower, intermediate and 
upper timing belt covers as described in 
Section 6. 
32 Refrt the crankshaft pulley as described in 
Section 5. 

8 Timing belt (2,0 litre engines) ~ 
- general information, removal ~ 
and refitting " 

Note: The manufacturer's specify the use of a 
special electronic fool (SEEM C. TRONIC type 
105 belt tensioning measuring tool, to 
correctly set the timing belt tension. The 
following procedure assumes that this 
equipment (or suitable alternative equipment 
calibrated to display belt tension in SEEM 
units) is available. Accurate tensioning of the 
timing belt is essential, and if the electronic 
equipment is not available, It Is recommended 
that the work is entrusted to a 
PeugeotlCitrGen dealer or suitably-equipped -. 
General information 
1 The timing belt drives the camshaft, high
pressure fuel pump and coolant pump from a 
toothed sprocket on the end of the 
crankshaft. The belt also drives the brake 
servo vacuum pump indirectly via the flywheel 
end of the camshaft. If the belt breaks or slips 
in service, the pistons are likely to hit the valve 
heads, resulting In expensive damage. 
2 The timing belt should be renewed at the 
specified intervals, or earlier if it is 
contaminated with oil , or at all noisy in 
operation (a 'scraping' noise due to uneven 
wear). 
3 If the timing belt is being removed, it is a 
wise precaution 10 check the condition of the 
coolant pump at the same time (check for 
signs of coolant leakage). This may avoid the 
need to remove the timing belt again at a later 
stage, should the coolant pump fail. 
4 Two types of timing belt sprocket 
arrangements may be encountered. On early 
engines, the camshaft sprocket is of the 
'floating' type, secured to the sprocket hub 
with three bolts. The bolt holes are elongated 
and anow for a certain degree of lateral 
movement of the sprocket for accurate 
tensioning of the timing belt when refitting. On 
later engines, the camshaft sprocket is fIXed, 
but the crankshaft sprocket becomes the 
'floating' component. Lateral movement of the 
crankshaft sprocket is achieved by using a 
wider keyway for the locating Woodruff key. 
Timing belt removal procedures are the same 
for both types, but different procedures musl 
be used when refitting. 

Removal 
5 Remove the crankshaft pulley as described 
in Section 5. Refit and tighten the pulley 
retaining bolt to a!low the engine to be turned 
In subsequent operations. 
6 Remove the upper, intermediate and lower 
timing belt covers as described in Section 6. 
7 It is now necessary to ident ify the type of 
timing belt sprocket alTangement fitled by 
observing the design of the camshaft 
sprocket. On early engines the sprocket and 
hub is a two-piece assembly. The sprocket is 
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8.9 On early engines, slacken the bolts 
(arrowed) and rotate the camshaft 

sprocket fully clockwise on Its hub-
2.0 IttTe engines 

seo.red to the sprocket hub by ttvee ret:air*lg 
oo"s, w ith the hub being secured to the 
camshaft by a single centre bolt. On late( 
engines the sprocket and hub are a single 
fixed MS ,1bIy secured to the camshaft by a 
centre retaining bolt only. When refining, 
proceed as described in the appropriate sub
Sectlons accon:Iing to sprocket type, 
S If not already done, align the engine 
assembly/llalve timing holes as described in 
Section 3, and lock the crankshaft and the 
camshaft sprocket In position. Do not attempt 
to rotate the engine whilst the locking pins are 
in position. 
9 On ear1y engines, slacken the three bolts 
securing the camshaft sprocket to the 
sprocket hub (see Illustration). 

8.16a Retain the timing be" on the 
crankshaft sprocket and feed It around the 

kflerpulley • . • 

8.16d .• , coolant pump and tensloner 
puUey - 2.0 IttTe engines 

10 $lacken the timing beH tensioner pulley 
retaining bolt and insert a short length of 8.0 
mm square bar into the square hole on the 
Iront lace of the tensione( pulley (see Tool 
Tip in Section 7). Alternatively, although 
clearance is restricted, the square end of a 
1/4 inch drtve socket bar can also be used. 
Using the bar and a spanner, turn the pulley in 
a clockwise direction, to relieve the tension 
from the timing belt. Retighten the tensioner 
pulley retaining bolt to secure It In the 
slackened position. 
11 If the timing belt is to be re-used, use 
white paint or chalk to mark the direction of 
rotation on the belt [If markings do not already 
eXist), then slip the belt off the sprockets. 
Note that the crankshaft must not be rotated 
whilst the belt Is removed. 
12 Check the timing belt carefully for any 
signs of uneven wear, splits or oil 
contamination. Pay particutar attention to the 
roots of the teeth. Renew it if there is the 
slightest doubt about its condition. If the 
engine Is undergoing an overhaul, renew the 
be" as a matter of course, regardless of its 
apparent condition. The cost of a new belt is 
nothing compared with the cost of repairs, 
should the belt break in service. If signs of oil 
contamination are found, trace the source of 
the oil leak and rectify it. Wash down the 
engine timing belt area and all related 
components, 10 remove all traces of oil. 01eck 
that the tensioner and idler pulleys rotate freely, 
withcMJt any sign of roughness. If nee: sary, 
renew them as desa ibeclln Section g. 

S.16b .•. high pressure fuel pump 
sprocket .•• 

8.1Ba Pivot the tensioner pYDey anti
cIock .. Ise, then tighten the retaining bolt .. . 

Refitting 

Two-piece camshaft sprocket 
13 Commence refitting by ensuring that the 
engine assemblylvatve timing holes are sti~ 
aligned as described in Section 3, and the 
crankshaft, and camshaft sprocket hub are 
IockBd in position. 
14 Tighten the camshaft sprocket retaining 
bolts lightly so that the sprocket can stili move 
within the elongated slots. Turn the sprocket 
fully clockwise to the ends of the slots. 
15 Locate the timing belt on the crankshaft 
sprocket making sure that the direction of 
rotation arrow Is facing the correct way. 
16 Hold the belt on the crankshaft sprocket 
and. while keeping the ' lower run ' of the belt 
taut (between the crankshaft and idler puIIey), 
feed the belt over the refT'IIUWIg :spockets and 
puIeys in the foIIoI.WJg order (see ilusbaOOiIS): 
s) -pulley. 
b) High-pressure fuel pump. 
c) Camshaft. 
e) Coolant pump. 
d) TensJonerpu/ley. 

17 FIt the sensor head of the electronic belt 
tension measuring equIpment to the 'top run' of 
the timing belt, approximately midway between 
the camshaft and fuel pump sprockets. 
18 Slacken the tensloner pulley retaining bolt 
and. using the square bar and spamer, pivot 
the tensloner pulley anti -clockwise until an 
initial setting of 9S 1: 2 SEEM units is 
d isplayed on the tension measuring 
equipment (see Illustrations). Hold the 

8. 16c ..• camshaft sprocket .• • 

8.16b •.• when the specified tension value 
Is shown on the measuring equipment-

2.0 litre engines 
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8.31 Insert a 2 mm rod lA) on the left-hand 
side o f the Woodruff key IB) - 2.0 litre 

engines 

tensloner ptjIey il that position and retightefl 
the retaining boil 
19 Check that the camshaft sprocket 
retaining bolts are not at the ends of their u,ts 
~f necessary, remove one of the sprocket 
bolts to check this). If they are, repeat the 
refitting operatloo. If all is satisfactory. refit the 
removed bolt and tighten an three sprocket 
retaining bolts to the specified torque. 
20 Remove the belt tension measuring 
equipment and the crankshaft. and camshaft 
sprocket hub locking tools. 
21 Rotate the crankshaft through eight 
complete rotations in a clockwise direction 
(viewed from the right-hand end of the 
engine). Realign the engine assemblylvaJ..,e 
timing holes and refit the crankshaft locking 
tool only. 
22 Slacken the camshaft sprocket retaining 
bolts and refit the camshaft sprocket hub 
locking 1001. 
23 Slacken the tensioner pulley retaining bolt 

ooce ""'"'. 
24 Refit the belt tension measuring 
equipment 10 the lop run of the belt, and turn 
the lensioner pulley 10 give a final settIng of 
54 :!: 2 SEEM units on the tensloning gauge. 
Hokl the tensioner pulley in this position and 
tighten the retaIning bolt to the specifJed 
Itttque. 
25 Retighten the camshaft sprocket retaining 
botts to the specified torque. 
26 Release the sensor head of the belt 
tensIon measuring equipment, then relit it 
again and check that a reading of 
54 :!: 3 SEEM units is indicated. Remove the 
tension measuring equipment. 
Z1 Remove the Ioddng tools, then rotate the 
cmnkshaft once again ttvough two complete 
rotations In a clockwise direction. RealIgn the 
engine assemblylvalve timing holes and refit 
the crankshaft locking toot 
28 Check that it is possible to insert the 
camshaft sprockel hub locking 1001. If the tool 
cannot be Inserted, check that the offset 

between the timing slot in the sprocket hub 
and the corresponding hole In the cylinder 
head Is not greater than 1.0 mm. If it is, repeat 
the complete timing belt relitting and 
tensloning procedure. 
29 Refit the lower, intermediate and upper 
timing belt covers as described In Section 6. 
Refit the crankshaft pulley as described In 
Section 5 aft~ refitting the lower cover. 

Fixed cam shaft sprocket 
30 Ensure that the engine assemblytvalve 
timing holes are stili aflQned as desaibed in 
Section 3, and the etankshaft and camshaft 
sprocket are locked In position. 
31 Tum the crankshaft Sprocket anti· 
clockwise to the limit 01 the movement 
afforded by the keyway. lock the sprocket In 
this position by inserting a 2.0 mm diameter 
rod down the left-hand side of the Woodruff 
key (see illustration). 
32 locate the timing belt on the camshaft 
sprocket, making sure that the direction of 
rotation anow Is facing the correct way. 
33 Retain the timing belt on the camshaft 
sprocket using a cable tie to ensure that It 
does not jump 8 tooth.. Keeping the 'top run ' 
of the bait taut (between the camshaft and 
fuel pump sprockets), feed the belt 0V9f the 
remaining sprockets and pulleys in the 
following order: 

a) High·pressure fuel pump. 
b) Idler pulley. 
c) Cranksllaft. 
d) Coo4ant pump. 
e) Tensioner pulley. 

34 CUt off the cable He securing: the timing 
belt 10 the camshaft spnx:ket and remove the 
rod from the crankshaft sprocket keyway. 
35 Fit the sensor head of the electronic belt 
tension measuing equipment to the 'top ru'I' of 
the tmng belt. approxmatety Iridway between 
the camshaft and fuei pomp sprockets. 
36 Slacken the tensiooer pulley retaining bolt 
and, using the square bar and spanner, pivot 
the tensloner pulley ant i-clockwise until an 
initial setting of 98 :t; 2 SEEM units is 
displayed on the tension measuring 
equipment. Hold the tenslooer pulley in that 
position and retighten the retaining bolt. 
37 If not already in place, refT! the crankshaft 
pulley retaining bolt and washer and tighten 
the bolt to 70 Nm (52 Ibl ft). Prevent the 
crankshaft from lurning using the ftywheeI ring 
gear locking tool described for puUey removal 
in Section 5. Do not attempt to use only the 
engine assemblylvalve timing locking tools to 
prevent rotatlon whilst the bolt Is tightened. 
38 Remove the belt tension measuring 
equipment, the flywheel ring gear locking 1001 
and the engine assembIylllalve tllTWlg Iockng 1_ 
39 Rotate the crankshaft through eight 
complete rotations in a clockwise direction 
(viewed from the right-hand end of the 
engine). Realign the engine assemblyJvalve 
timing holes and refit the crankshaft and 
camshaft sprocket locking tools. 

40 Refit the ftywheel ring gear locking 1001 
and slacken the crankshaft pulley retaining 
bolt. 
41 Slacken the tensioner puDey retaining bolt 
once more. Refit the belt tension measuring 
equipment to the top run of the belt, and turn 
the tensioner pulley to give a final setting of 
54 :t; 2 SEEM units on the tensioning gauge. 
Hold the tensioner pulley in this position and 
tighten the retaining bott to the specified 
taq~. 

42 Release the sensor head of the belt 
tension measuring equipment, then refit It 
again and check that a reading of 
54 :!: 3 SEEM units Is indicated. If not, repeat 
the complete tensioning procedure. If the 
reading 15 correct, remove the tension 
measuring equipment . 
43 Remove all the locking tools, then rotete 
the crankshaft once again through two 
complete rotations in a clockwise direction. 
Realign the engine assembly/valve timing 
holes and refit the crankshaft and camshaft 
sprocket locking tools. If it Is not possible to fit 
both locking tools, repeat the complete 
tensioning pmcedl6e. 
44 If aI is satisfactory, locate the lower timing 
belt cov~ In posrtion, refit the retaining botts 
and tighten them securely. 
45 With the engine assembly/ valve timing 
holes aligned and the crankshaft and 
camshaft sprocket locking tools in place, refit 
the flywheel ring gear locking tool and 
unscrew the crankshaft pulley retaining bolt. 
46 locate the crankshaft pulley In position on 
the end of the crankshaft.. 
47 Thoroughly clean the threads of the pulley 
retaining bolt, then apply a coat of locking 
compound to the bolt threads 
(peugeotlCitroin recommend the use of 
loctite Frenetanch). 
48 Refit the crankshaft pulley retaining boil 
and washer. rtghten the bott to the specifJed 
torque, then through the specified angle. 
49 Remove the flywheel ring gear locking 1001 
and the crankshaft and camshaft sprocket 
locking tools. 
50 Refit the Intermediate and upper timing 
belt covers as described in Section 6 , then 
refit and lension the auxiliary drtvebalt as 
descii:Jed In Chapter 18. 

9 Timing beH sprockets and ~ 
idler/tensioner pulleys - ~ 
removal, inspection and refitting ~ 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to DIsconnecting the bBttfN)' in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Position the engine assemblyJvatve timing 
holes as described in Section 3, and toclt the 
sprocket hub(s) and flywheel In position. 
Caution: Do nor attempt to rotate th& 
engine whilst the pins are In position. 
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A sprocket holding 1001 Clln ". m_de 
from two "ng,hs of ste./ strip boItfKI 
10{I8thet' to (ann a forlcecl end. s.nd the 
end of the strip through so- to form the 
forl( 'ptongs', 

3 Remove the timing beH as described in 
Section 7 or 8 , as applicable, then pmceed as 
described under the relevant sub-heading. 

Camshaft sprocket 
4 As a precaution, remove the flywheel 
locking pin then rotate the crankshaft 
backwards (antl-clockwisej through 90"; this 

9.11a Fit the bar over the sprocket nut and 
screw In the two bolts (arTowed) -

2.0 litre engines 

Malce • ."rocket f8IelJsJng tool from 8 

short ~ of steel. 0rlII two fr<WH In the 
strip to CDmI spond with the two haln 
in the sprocket. Drill. third ha" jllst 
IMge enough to lICCePf the w.ts of the 
spt'OCIcM ,.QJning nut 

will position the pistons midway up the 00res 
and remove the risk of the valves contacting 
the pistons during the followil'lg operation. 
5 Slacken the sprocket hub retaining bolt, 
and the three sprocket-to-hub retaining bolts 
(where applicable). To prevent the camshaft 
rotating as the bolt is slackened, a sprocket
holding tool will be required. In the absence of 
the special PeugeoVCHr06n tool, an 
acceptable substitute can be fabricated at 
home (see TO<H TIp 1). Do not attempt to use 
the engine assembly/valve tIlling IockW1g tool 
to prevent the sprocket from rotating whilst 
the bolt is slackened. 
6 Unscrew the sprocket hJb retaning bolt and 
slide the sprocket and hub oft the end of the 
camshaft. If the Woodruff key is a loose fit, 
remove it for safe-keeping. Examine the 
camshaft 01 seal for signs of oil leakage and, if 
necessary, renew it as desaibed In Section la. 
7 If necessary on engines with a two-piece 
sprocket. the sprocket can be separated from 
the hub after removing the three retaining 
bolts. 

Injection pump sprocket-
1.9 litre engines 
8 Unscrew the three retaining bolts and 
remove the sprocket from its hub; The hub is 
an Integral part of the in;ectioo pump. 

Injection pump sprocket-
2.0 litre engines 

9 Slacken the sprocket retaining nut whilst 
preventing rotation by retaining the sprocket 
with a holding tool (see paragraph 5). 
10 The sprocket must then be freed from the 
Injection pump shaft using a puller. In the 
absence of correct PeugeoVCitroen puller 
assembly or a pattern substitute, a suitable 
alternative can be made out of a short length 
of steel bar (see Tool Tip 2). 
11 loosen the sprocket nut then bolt the 
steel bar to the sproc:;ket by SCfewng two M7 
bolts in the ttv"eaded holes PIO¥ided. Evenly 
tighten the bolts, so the bar Is forced into 
contact with nut, then unscrew the sprocket 
nut to draw the sprocket off the pump shaft. 
OrIce the sprocket has been released, 
unscrew the bolts and remove the bar then 
unscrew the nut and remove the sprocket 
(see illustrations). 

Crankshaft sprocket-
1.9 litre engines 
12 As a precaution, remove the Itywheel 
locking pin then rotate the crankshaft 
backwards (anti-dockwise) through 90": this 
wiU position the pistons midway up the bores 
and remove the risk of the valves cootacting 
the pistons dtrilg the following op&Ialioil 
13 Slacken the CI<Ulkshaft sprocket bolt. To 
prevent crankshaft rotation, select top gear, 
and have an assistant apply the brakes firmly. 
Alternatlvet)' , the flywheel ring gear can be 
locked using a suitable tool made from steel 
angle (see Tool TIp In Section 5). 
14 Unscrew the retain ing bolt and washer, 
then slide the sprocket off the end of the 
crankshaft. If the Woodruff key Is a loose fit in 
the crankshaft, remove it and store it with the 

9.11b WIth the puller in position, retain the spt"OCket then 
unscrew the sprocket nut to release the sprocket from the pump 

shaft - 2.0 litre engines 

9.11c Once the spn>cket is free, remove the pulief" then unscrew 
the nut and lift on the sprocket - 2.0 ItIre engines 
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9.15a Slide the sprocket off the 
crankshaft ••• 

sprocket for safe-keeping. Examine the 
c:taI'UtShaft oil seal for signs oR leakage and, If 
necessary. renew as described in Section '7. 
Crankshaft sprocket-
2.0 litre engines 
15 Slide the sprocket and off the end of the 
crankshaft. If the Woodruff key is a loose fit In 
the crankshaft, remove It and st()(9 it with the 
sprocket fO( safe-keeping (see illustrations). 
Examine the crankshaft oil seal for signs oil 
leakage and, if necessary, renew as described 
In Section '7. 

Coolant pump sprocket 
16 The coolant pump sprocket Is Integral 
with the pump, and cannot be removed. 
Coolant pump removal is described In 
Chapter 3. 

Tensioner pulley 
17 Unscrew the bolt and remove the pulley 
from its mounting pin. Examine the IllOU'lting 
stud for signs of damage and, If necessary. 
renew it. 
Idler pulley 
18 Unscrew the mounting bolt and remove 
the Idler pulley from the cylinder block (see 
Illustration). 

Inspection 
19 Clean the sprockets thoroughly, and 
renew any that show slgns of wear, damage 

'" <>acks. 
20 Clean the tensioner and idler pulleys, but 
do not use any strong solvent which may 
enter the pulley bearing. Check that each 
pulley rotates freety about its hub, with no 
sign of stiffness or of free play. Renew the 
pulley if there is any doubt about its condition, 
or If there are any obvious signs of wear or 
dam .... 
21 Inspect the timing belt (see Sections 7 or 
8). Renew the belt is there is any doubt about 
~s condition. 

Refitting 

Camshaft sprocket 
22 On engines with a two-piece sprocket, 
rafiI. the sprocket to the hub (Jf removed) and 

9.15b ..• then remove the Woodruff key-
2.0 litre engines 

secure with the three retaining bolts, 
tightened fingef tight only at this stage. 
23 Refit the Woodruff key to the end of the 
camshaft, then refit the camshaft sprocket 
and hub. 
24 Refit the sprocket hub retaining bolt and 
washer. Tighten the bolt 10 the specified 
torque, preventing the camshaft from turning 
as during removal. 
25 Align the hub timing hole with the cylinder 
head and insert the locking tool. Rotate the 
crankshaft 90" clockwise and lock the 
flywheel in position wfth lhe locking tool. 
26 Refit the timing belt (see Section 7 or 8). 

Injection pump sprocket-
1.9 litre engines 
Z1 Seat the sprocket on the hub and lightly 
tighten its bolts. 
28 Refit the timflg belt (see Section 7). 

Injection pump sprocket -
2.0 litre engines 
29 Ensure the pump shaft and sprocket taper" 
surfaces are clean and dry then fit the 
sprockel to the pump. Refit the sprocket nut 
and tighten it to the specified torque, using 
the holding tool to prevent rotation. 
30 Refit the timing belt (see Section 8). 

Crankshaft sprocket-
1.9 litre engines 
31 Where removed, locate the Woodruff key 
In the crankshaft end. 
32 Align the crankshaft pulley slot with the 
Woodruff key, and slide it onto the end of the 
_ft. 
33 Remove all traces of locking compound 
from the threads of the pulley bolt and 
crankshaft. Apply a drop of locking 
compound (peugeotlCitroen recommend the 
use of loctite Frenetanch) to the threads of 
the bolt then reftt the bolt and washer to the 
crankshaft 
34 Tighten the bolt to the specified torque 
Stage 1 torque setting, whilst preventing 
crankshaft rotation using the method 
employed on removal. 
35 Angle-tighten the pulley bolt through the 
specified Stage 2 angle, using a socket and 
extension bar. It Is recommended that an 
angle-measuring gauge is used during this 

9.18 Unscrew the mounting bob and 
remove the idl8f' pulley from the block 

stage of the tightening, to ensure accuracy. 
36 Rotate the crankshaft goo clockwise and 
lock the flywheel in position with the locking 
loot 
37 Refit the timing belt (see Section 7). 

Crankshaft sprocket -
2.0 litre engines 
38 Where removed, locate the Woodruff key 
in lhe crankshaft end. 
39 Align the crankshaft puUey slot with the 
Woodruff key. and slide It onto the end of the 
crankshaft 
40 Refit the timing belt (see Section 8), 

Tensioner pulley 
41 Refit the tensk>ner pulley to its mounting 
pin, and fit the retaining bolt. 
42 Refit the timing belt (see Section 7 or 8). 

Idler pulley 
43 Refit the idler- pulley to the cylinder block 
and tighten its retaIning boH: to the specified 
torque. 
44 Aefrt the timing bet! (see Section 7 or 8). 

10 Camshaft oil seal - renewal 

Note: If the camshaft oil seal has been leaking, 
check the timing belt for signs of oil 
contamination; the belt must be renewed if 
signs of ail contamination are found. Ensure 
that all traces of oil are removed from the 
sprockets and surrounding area before the 
new belt is fitted. 
1 Remove the camshaft sprocket as 
described in Section 9. 
2 Punch or drill two small holes opposite 
each othef in the oil seal. Saew a self-tapping 
screw Into each, and pull on the screws with 
pliers to elCtract the seal. 
3 Clean the seal housing, and polish off any 
burrs or raised edges, which may have 
caused the seal 10 fail in lhe first place. 
.. lubricate the lips of the new seal with clean 
engine oil, and drive/press it into position until 
it seats on its locating Shoulder. Use a 
suitable tubular drift. such as a soc:Mt, which 
bears only on the hard outer edge of the seal 
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10.4 Using a socket, a length of stud and a 
nut to press the camshaft oil seal into 

position 

(see Illustration). Take care not to damage 
Ihe seal lips during fitting. Note that the seal 
lips should face inwards. 
5 Refit the camshaft sPlocket as described in 
Section 9. 

11 Camshaft and followers 
removal, inspection and 
refitting 

Note: On 1.9 litre engines, valve clearance 
acfustment requras the removal of tfwj CMJShafl 
" the original camshaft is being refitted, ff is 
wontrwhi/e recording the valve clearances 
beIor8 it is remcwerd, .so IWJ)' ~ CM be 
made before refitting it (see Section 12). 

Removal 
1 Remove the cylinder head cover as 
described In Section 4. 
2 Remove the brnking system vacuum pump 
as described in ChaptEl!" 9. 

11 .10 Remove the bearing cap casting • • . 

11.128 Uft the camshaft followers • . . 

11.4 The camshaft bearing caps should be 
numbet-ed (arrowed) for ldentification-

1.9 litre engines 

3 Remove the camshaft sprocket as 
described In Section 9. Proceed as described 
under the relevant sub-heading. 

1.9 Iftr. engines 
4 The camshaft bearing caps should be 
numbered 1 to 3, number 1 being at the 
transmission end of the engine (see 
illustration). If not. make identification mar1<s 
on the caps, using white paint or a suitable 
marker pen. AJso ma1( each cap in some way 
to indicate its correct fitted orientation. This 
wiM avoid the possibility of lnstaDing the caps 
the wrong way around on refitting. 
5 Evenly and progressively slacken the 
camshaft bearing cap retaining nuts by one 
turn at a time. 1Ns wiI refleVe the valve spring 
pressure on the bearing caps gradually and 
evenly. Once the pressu-e has been relieved. 
the nuts can be I\.dly ooscrewed and removed. 
Caution: If the bearing cap nuts are 
care/es5ly slackened, the bearing caps may 
break. "any bearing cap breaks then the 

\ , .. 
11.11 .•. then 11ft the camshaft out of 

position (shown with cylinder head 
removed) - 2.0 litre engines 

11.12b .•. ancl hydraulic tappets out from 
the cylinder head - 2.0 litre engines 

11.9 Camshaft bearing cap casting bolt 
slackening sequence - 2.0 litre engines 

complete cylinder head assembly must be 
renewed; the bearing caps are matched to 
the head and are not available separately. 
6 Note the correct fitted orientation of the 
bearing caps, then remove them from the 
cylinder head. 
7 un the camshaft 8VMf from the cylinder head. 
and sflde !he oil seal off !he camshaft m . 
8 Obtain eight small, clean plastic containers, 
and number !hem 1 to 8: aftematively, divide a 
larger container into elght compartments. 
Using a rubber sucker. withdraw each 
follower In n.n. and P'ace it In its respective 
container. Do not interchange the cam 
followers, or the rate of wear will be much
increased. If necessary. also remove the shim 
from the top of the vaNe stem, and store it 
with its respective follower. Note: The shim 
may stick to !he inside of the foIIawer as it is 
withdrawn. If this happens, lake care not to 
allow it to drop out as the follower is removed. 

2.0 litre engines 
9 Working in sequence. evenly and 
progressively slacken the camshaft bearing cap 
castilg retaining bolts by one tum at a time (see 
illustration). This will relieve the valve spring 
pressure on the bearing caps gradually and 
evenly. Once the pressure has been relieved, 
the bolts can be fully unscrewed and removed. 
Caution: If the bearing cap casting bott are 
carelessly slackened, the casting may 
break. If the casting breaks then the 
complete cylinder head assemblY must be 
renewed; the casting Is matched to the 
heed and is not available separately. 
10 Remove the camshaft bearing cap casting 
from the cylinder head (see iUusb'ation). If the 
casting locating dowets are a looSe fit in the 
head, remove them and store them with the 
casting for safe-keeping. 
11 uti the camshaft away from the cylinder 
head, and slide the oH seal off the camshaft 
end (see Illustration). 
12 Obtain eight. oil tight, clean plastic 
containers, and number them 1 to 8. Each 
container must be deep enough to allow the 
tappets to be almost totally sob, i6 ged in oil. 
Uft each follower and hydraulic tappet out of 
position and place it in its respective container 
(see Illustrations). Add clean engine oil to 
each container so that the tappet Is 
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11.22 Appty sealant to the areas shown on 
the camshaft end bearing caps - 1.9 litre 

engines 

submerged. Do not interchange the cam 
followers or tappets. or the rate of wear will be 
much-increased. 

Inspection 
13 Examine the camshaft bearing surfaces 
and cam lobes for signs of wear ridges and 
scoring. Renew the camshaft jf any of these 
conditions are apparent. Examine the 
condition of the bearing surfaces, both on the 
camshaft journals and In the cylinder 
head/bearing caps. If the head bearing 
surfaces are worn excessively, the cylinder 
head will need to be renewed. 
14 Examine the cam follower bearing 
surfaces which contact the camshaft lobes for 
wear ridges and scoring. Renew any follower 
on which these conditions are apparent. If a 
follower bearing surface is badly scored, also 
examine the corresponding lobe on the 
camshaft for wear, as it is likely that both will 
be worn, Renew worn components as 
necessary. 
15 On 2.0 litre engines, if the hydraulic 
tappets are thought to be faulty they should 
be renewed. 

Refitting 

1.9 litre engines 
16 If the original camshaft Is being refitted, 
and it is known that the valve clearances are 
correct, proceed to the next paragraph, 
otherwise, adjust the valves as described in 
Section 12 using the clearances noted before 
camshaft removal. If a new camshaft Is used, 
frt it as described in paragraphs 17 to 23, and 
then adjust the valve clearances (Secti041 12). 
Caution: Ensure the crankshaft is correctly 
positioned with the pis tons m idway up the 
bores before rotating the camshaft. 
17 Frt each shim to the top of its valve stem, 
Caution: Do not in terchange the shims, as 
this will upset the valve c learances (see 
Section 12). 
18 Liberally oil the cylinder head cam 
follower bores and the followers. Carefully 
refit the followers to the cylinder head, 
ensuring that each follower Is refitted to its 
original bore. Some care will be required to 
enter the followers squarely into their bores. 
19 Lubricate the cam lobes and bearing 

A 

11 .31 Apply a thin bead of sealant (AI to 
the mating surface of the camshaft bearing 

cap casting as shown - 2.0 litre engines 

joumals with clean engine oil of the specified 
grade. Then refit the camshaft back into 
position on the cylinder head. 
20 Temporarily refit the sprocket to the end 
of the camshaft and position it so that the hub 
timing hole is aligned with the corresponding 
cut-out in the cylinder head. Ensure the 
crankshaft is st ill positioned 90'" BTDC so the 
pistons are midway up the bores. 
21 Fit the centre bearing cap the correct way 
round as previously noted, then screw 041 the 
nuts and tighten them two (K three turns. 
22 Apply sealing compound 10 the end 
bearing caps on the areas shown (see 
illustration). Rt them in the correct positions, 
and tighten the nuts two or three turns. 
23 Tighten all the nuts evenly and 
progressively to the specified torque, making 
sure that the camshaft remains correctly 
positioned. 
Caution: If the bearing cap nuts are 
carelessfy tightened, the bearing caps may 
break. If any bearing cap breaks then the 
complete cylinder head assembly must be 
renewed; the bearing caps are matched to 
the head and are not available separately. 
24 Smear the lips of the new oil seal with 
clean engine oil and fit it onto the camshaft 
end, making sure its sealing lip is facing 
inwards. Press the oil seal in until it is flush 
with the end face of the camshaft bearing 
cap. 
25 Refit the camshaft sprocket as described 
in Secti041 9. 
26 Refrt the braking system vacuum pump as 
described in Chapter 9. 
27 Refit the cylinder head cover as described 
in Section 4. 

2.0 litre engines 
28 Liberally oil the cylinder head tappet 
bores and the followers. Ensure the followers 
and hydraulic tappets are correctly clipped 
together then carefully refit them to the 
cylinder head, ensuring that each assembly is 
refitted in its original location. 
29 lubricate the cam bearing journals and 
followers with clean engine oil of the specified 
grade. 
30 Ensure the crankshaft is still positioned 
90" BTDC so the pistons are midway up the 
bores. 

11 .33 Camshaft bearing cap bolt 
tightening sequence - 2.0 litre engines 

31 Ensure the mating surfaces of the 
camshaft bearing cap casting and cylinder 
head are clean and dry. Apply a thin bead of 
sealant (PeugeoVCitroen recommend the use 
of Autojoint NOIR) to the mating surface of the 
casting as shown (see illustration). 
32 Locate the camshaft correctly in the 
bearing cap casting then, ensuring the 
locating dowels are in position, refit the 
camshaft and bearing cap casting assembly 
to the head. 
33 Install the bearing cap casting bolts, 
tightening aU bolts by hand. Working in 
sequence, evenly and progressively tighten 
the bolts to draw the casting square'·! down 
onto the cylinder head (see illustration). 
Once the casting is in contact with the head, 
go around (n the specified sequence and 
tighten the bolts to the specified torque. 
Caution: If the bearing cap casting bon are 
carelessly tightened, the casting may 
break. If the casting breaks then the 
complete cyJJnder head assembly must be 
renewed; the casting is matched to the 
head and is not available separately. 
34 Smear the lips of the new oil seal with 
clean engine on and fit It onto the camshaft 
end, making sure its sealing lip is facing 
inwards. Press the oil seal in until it is flush 
with the end face of the camshaft bearing 
oap, 
35 Refit the camshaft sprocket and hub as 
described in Section 9. 
36 Refit the braking system vacuum pump as 
described in Chapter 9. 
37 Refit the cylinder head cover as described 
in Section 4. 

12 Valve clearances - ~ 
checking and adjustment ~ 

1.9 litre engines 

Checking 

... 

1 The Importance of having the valve 
clearances correctly adjusted cannot be 
overstressed, as they vitally affect the 
performance of the engine. Checking should 
not be regarded as a routine operation, 
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12.5 Exampkt of valve shim thickness 
calculation - 1.9 Ittre engines 

A Inlet valve 
B Exhaust.-.J>e 
, Meaw<ed cJeemnce 
2 Db .... ... 1Ce from specified deatance tJ) 
3 Specified clearance 
4 Thickness of shim fitted 
5 Correct tIIJckness of shim mquired 

however. It should only be necessary when 
the valVe gear has become noisy, after engine 
OV8thauI, Of when trying to trace the cause of 
power losS. The clearances are checked as 
follows. The engine must be cold for the 
check 10 be accurate. 
2 Armly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle supporfJ. 
To gain access to the right-hand end of the 
engine. the wheel arch plastic liner must be 
removed. The liner is secured by various 
screws and clips under the wheel arch. 
Release all the fasteners, and remove liner 
from under the front wing. Whefe necessary, 
uoclip the coolant hoses from under the wing 
to Improve access furthef. 
3 1he engine can now be turned over using a 
suitable soc:l<et and extension bar frtted 10 the 
crankshaft pulley bolt. Note that the 
crankshaft must always be turned In a 
clockwise direction (viewed from the right· 
hand side of the vehicle). 
4 Remove the cylinder head cover as 
described In Section 4. 
5 On a piece of paper. draw the outline of the 

12.7 Ve .... e c~rance measurement (J) . 
Clearance Is altered by changing the 

shim (1) -1.9Ittre engines 

engine with the cylinders numbered from the 
flywheel end. Show the position of each valve, 
together with the specIfied valve clearance. 
Above each valve, draw lines for /lIC()((jlng (1) 
the actua' clearance and (2) the amount of 
adjustment required (see IHustnltlon). 
6 Turn the etarlkshaft until the Inlet valve of 
No 1 cylinder (nearest the ttansmlssion) Is fully 
closed, with the tip of the cam facing directly 
away from the fo6owef. 
7 Using feeler blades, measure the clearance 
between the base of the cam and the folower. 
Record the clearance 0(1 line (1) (see 
illustration). 
8 Repeat the measurement for the ott\e( 
seven valves, tuming the crankshaft as 
necessary so that the cam lobe in question Is 
always facing directty away from the relevant 
followe<_ 
9 Calculate the difference between each 
measured clearance and the desired value, 
and record it on line (2). Since the clearance is 
different lor inlet and exhaust valves - make 
sure that you are aware which valve you are 
dealing with. The valve sequence from either 
end of the engine is: 

In -£X-£X-In -In - £X- £X-In 
10 If aft the dearances are Within tolerance, 
refit the cylinder head cover with reference to 
SectIon 4. Refit the wheel arch liner then lower 
the vehicle to the ground. If any clearance 
measured is outside the specified tolerance, 
adjustment must be carried out as described 
in the following paragraphs. 

Adjustment 
11 Remove the camshaft as described In 
Section 11 . 
12 Withdraw the first follower and Its shim. 
Clean the shim, and measure Its thickness 
with a micrometer. 1he shims cany thickness 
markings, but wear may have reduced the 
original thickness, so be sure to check. 
13 Refer to the clearance recorded for the 
valve concemed. If the clearanCe was more 
than that specified, the shim thickness must 
be increased by the difference recorned (2). If 
the clearance was less than that specified, the 
thickness of the shim must be decreased by 
the difference recorded (2). 
14 Draw three more lines beneath each valve 
on the calculation paper as shown in 
illustration 12.5. On line (4) note the measured 
thickness of the shim, then add or deduct the 
difference from line (2) to give the final shim 
thickness required 0(1 line (5). 
15 Repeat the procedure given In para
graphs 13 to 15 on the remaining valves, 
keeping each follower identified for position. 
16 Obtain the shims required 10 bring each 
valve clearance withln tolerance. Note that the 
shims can be swapped around, but not the 
followers. 
17 When reassembling, oil the shim and fit It 
into the valve retainer, with the SiZe marKing 
face downwards. Oil the follower, arw:t lower it 
onto the shim. 00 not raise the foIower after 
fitting, as the shim may become disiodged. 

18 When all the followers are In position, 
complete with their shims, refrt the camshaft 
as described in Section 11 . Recllec:k the valve 
clearances before refitting the cylinder head 
cover, to make sure they ate correct. 

2.0 litre engines 
19 The 2.0 litre engine Is equipped with 
hydraulic tappets which automaticalty adjust 
the valve clearances. Therefore there is no 
need to check or adjust the valve clearances 
at 8«f time. 

13 Cylindet- head (1_91i1re 
engines) - removal and ~ 

refitting ~ 

Note 1: 11is is an twoIved prccedJm, BtJd h is 
suggested lha1: the Section is read thorougt'iy 
beforestatting worlc. To aid re/ftt;Jg, ma/(e notes 
on !he bcatiions of aI tefewm bnIdcefs and !he 
tOUting of hoses and cables be/onJ removal. 
Note 2: 012.0 litre engines, due to the limited 
access, it is imposslNe to ten1Oto'e the cylinder 
head with the engine in the car unless 
considerable additional dismantling is C8Iried 
out first (eg, removal of the front suspension 
Sllbframe and related components). Cylinder 
head removal and refitting procedures are 
therefore contained in Part E, assuming that 
the engineltransmission has been I9mored 
from the vehicle. 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Drain the cooling system as described In 
Chapter le. 
3 Remove the braking system vacuum pump 
as described in Chapter 9 . 
4 Remove the t iming belt as described In 
Section 7. 
5 Once the timing belt has been removed. 
unscrew the single bolt securing the right
hand engineltransmisslon mounting bracket to 
the cylinder head. Leave all the bolts securing 
the brncket 10 the cylinder block then refit the 
upper bracket, securing the engine bracket to 
the mounting, and S8CIXely tighlen Its nuts and 
bolts. This wiU ensure the eogineltransmlsslon 
unit Is securely supported through out the 
following procedure. 
6 If the cylinder head Is to be overhauled. 
remove the camshaft sprocket and camshaft 
(see Sections 9 and 11). 
7 Refening to Chapter 4C, carry out the 
following operations. 

a) Remove the air cleaner housing. 
b) Remove the inlet and exhaust manifolds. 
c) Disconnect and remove the fuel rerum 

hose from the end injector. 
d) 1.Inscrew!he union nuts BtJd c:oisco .18Ct 

!he fuel pipes from the fuel r;ec1DtS and 
the fuel itJet:;tion pump. Remove the pPes. 

e) If the cyfinder head is being overhauled, 
remove the injectr:xs. 
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13.10 Unscrew the ban (1) and remove the 
fuel filter hoosing then undo the three 
bolts (2) and free the filler/ thennostat 
hOlJsing (3) from the eyl1nc1er head-

1.9Utre engines 

8 RemovB the cyl inder head cover as 
described in Section 4. 
9 Remove the fuel fitler as descrlbed in 
Chapter lB. 
10 Unscrew the retaining bolt and remove 
the filter plastic housing. complete with its 
sealing ring (see illustration). Discard the 
sealing ring; a new one must be used on 
refitting. 
1 t Slacken and remove the three bolts, 
noting the correct fitted location of the seaJing 
washer, securing the fuel fitter/thermostat 
housing to the front of the cylinder head. 
Oisconnect the coolant hose connecting the 
housing to the coolant pipe then free the 
housing from the cylinder head. Recover the 
housing gasket and discard It ; a new one 
must be used on refrtting. 
12 Unscrew the securing nut and disconnect 
the feed wire from the relevant glow plug. 
RecovM the washers. 
13 Unscrew the bolt securing the coolant 
pipe to the left-hand end of the cylinder head. 
14 Check that the wiring and hoses is 
released from all the relevant clips or guides 
on the cylinder head and positioned clear. 
15 Wcrt.ing in the reverse of the sequence 
shown ... iIustration 13.32, P""9'essiYoe/y sIac:kan 
the ten cyIindef head bolts by half a turn al a 
tme. LI'Iti aI bolts can be UlISCISiled by hand. 
16 With all the cylinder head bolts removed. 
release the cylinder head from the cylinder 
block and locating dowel by rocking it. The 
PeugeotlCitroM tool for doing this consists 
simply of two metal rods with 9O-degree 
angled ends.. 00 not prise between the mating 
faces of the cyflnder head and bkxk. as this 
may damage the gasket faces. Ut! the cylinder 
head away; seek assistance if possible. 
17 Remove the gasket from the top of the 
block. noting the locating dowel. If the locating 
dowel Is a loose fit, rlMl'IO'I9 it and store it with 
the head for safe-keeping. 00 not discard the 
gasket - it will be needed for Identification 
purposes (see paragraphs 22 to 25). 

A Engine 
identifK:atlon r 
hole, Le. ® (!) mm 07 

B Gasket thickness 

0" • • identification it hole, ,.,... 
13.22 Cylinder head gasket IdenUflcation holes - 1.9 litre ertglnes 

18 If the cylinder head is 10 be dismantled for in front 01 No 1 cylinder (see illustration). 
overhaul, remoV1!l the camshaft and followefs There wiU be between 3 and 7 holes In the tab: 
as described In Section 11 , then refer to the fitst two holes (in Iocatioo A) Identify the 
Part E of this Chapter. engine type (OW8), these are present on all 

Preparation for refitting 
19 The mating faces of the cylinder head and 
cytilder block must be perfectly dean before 
refitting the head. Use a hard plastic or wood 
scraper 10 remove all traces of gaskel and 
carbon; also ciean the piston crowns. Take 
particular care duing the deaning operations. 
as aluminium alloy is easily damaged. Also. 
make sure that the carbon is not allowed to 
enter the oil and water p8s!ages - this Is 
particularly important for the lubrication 
system. as carbon could block the oil supply 
to the engine's components. Using adhesive 
tape and paper. seal the water. oil and bott 
holes In the cylinder block/crankcase. To 
prevent carbon entering the gap between the 
pistons and bores, smear a little grease In the 
gap. After cleaning each piston, use a small 
brush to remove all traces of grease and 
carbon from the gap, then wipe away the 
remainder with a clean rag. Clean all the 
pistons in the same way. 
20 Check the maUng surfaces of the cyWKkw 
btock and the cy\lnder head for nicks, deep 
scratches and other damage. If slight, they 
may be removed carefully with a file, but if 
excessive, machining may be the only 
alternative to renewal. 
21 If warpage of the cyl inder head gasket 
surface is suspected, use a straight-edge to 
check it for distortion. Refer to Part E of this 
Chapter if necessary. 
22 When purchasing a new cylinder head 
gasket, ft is essential that a gasket of the 
correct thickness Is obt8lned. There are six 
different thicknesses of gasket available to 
enable the cylinder head-to-piston clearance 
to be accurately set. The gasket thickness can 
be determined by looking at the tab situated 

gaskets and are of no real significance. It Is 
the last group of between , and 5 holes (In 
location B) which identify the gasket thickness 
.. tolows, 
Number of holes Gasket thk:kness 
(hole Jocations) (when compressed) 
'(1) 1.26 mm 
2 (1 and 2) 1.30 mm 
3 (1, 2and3) 1.34 mm 
4 (1, 2, 3 and 4) 1.38 mm 
5 (1, 2, 3, 4andS) J.42mm 
2 (1 8IId 5) 1,48 mm 
The correct thickness of gasket required Is 
selected by measuring the piston protrusions 
as follows. 
23 Ensure the flywheel is correctly locked In 
position so pistons 1 and 4 are exactly at 
TOC. Mount a dial test indicator securely on 
the block so that its pointer can be easily 
pivoted between the piston crown and block 
mating surfaces. Zero the dial test Indicator 
on the gaskel surface of the cylinder block 
then carefully move the Indicator over No 1 
piston and measure its protrusion (see 
Illustration). Take measurements at the front 

13.23 Measuring piston pt"Otrusion-
1.9 litre engines 
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and rear of the piston, and take the average of 
the two measurements to be the piston 
protrusion. Repeat this procedure on No 4 
piston. 
24 Remove the locking 1001 then rotate the 
crankshaft hatf-a-tum (180") clockwise to bring 
pistons 2 and 3 to TDC. Ensure the crankshaft 
is accurately positioned then measure the 
protrusions of pistons No 2 and 3. Once all 
four pistons have been measured, rotate the 
crankshaft through a further half-a-tum (180") 
clockwise to bring pistons 1 and 4 back to 
TDC then lock the flywheel in position again. 
25 Using the largest protrusion measurement 
of the four pistons, select the correct 
thickness of gasket required using the 
following: 
Piston protrusion 
measurement 
0.510 to 0.549 mm 
0.550 to 0.589 mm 

Gasket thickness 
required 
1.26 mm 
1.30 mm 

0.590 to 0.629 mm 1.34 mm 
0.630 to 0.669 mm 1.38 mm 
0.670 to 0.709 mm 1.42 mm 
0.710 to 0.750 mm 1.46 mm 
26 Carefully examine the cylinder head bolts 
for signs of damage to the threads or head, 
and for any sign of corrosion. If the bolts are in 
a satisfactory condition, measure the length of 
each bon from the underside of the head, to 
the end of the unthreaded portion at the base 
of the shank (see illustration). The bons may 
be re-used providing that the measured 
length does not exceed 125.5 mm. Note that, 
if a bolt is modified to locate the gasket (see 
paragraph 28), a new bolt will be required 
when finally refitting the cylinder head. Note: 
Considering the stress to which the cylinder 
head bolts are subjected, it is highly 
recommended that they are a/l renewed, 
regardless of their apparent condition. 

Refitting 
27 Tum the crankshaft clockwise (viewed from 
the timing belt end) until Nos 1 and 4 pistons 
pass bottom dead centre (8DC) and begin to 
rise, then positioo them halfway up their bores. 
Nos 2 and 3 pistons will also be at their midway 
positions. but descending their bores. 
28 Wipe clean the mating surfaces of the 
cylinder head and cylinder block. Fit the 
correct gasket the right way round on the 

. . . 

13.26 Measure the length of each bolt 
from the underside of the head, to the 
base of the shank-1.9Iitre engines 

cylinder block, with the identification holes 
toward the front facing side of the engine. and 
adjacent to cylinder No 1 (flywheel end). Make 
sure tnat the locating dowel is in place at the 
timing belt end of the block. Note that, as there 
is only one locat ing dowel. it is possible for the 
gasket to move as the cylinder head is fitted, 
particularly wnen the cylinder head is fitted 
with tne engine in the car (due to the 
inclination of the engine). In the worst Instance, 
this can allow the pistons and/or the valves to 
hit the gasket, causing engine damage. To 
avoid this problem, saw the head off an old 
cylinder head bolt, and file (or cui) a slot in the 
end of the bolt, to enable it to be turned with a 
screwdriver. Screw the bolt into one of the bolt 
holes at the flywheel end of the cylinder btock, 
then fit the gasket over the bolt and location 
dowei. This will ensure that the gasket is held 
in position as the cylinder head is fitted. 
29 With the aid of an assistant. carefully refIt 
the cylinder head assembly to the block, 
aligning it with the locating dowel. 
30 Lubricate the threads and underside of the 
heads of the cylinder head bolts with a smear 
of grease (PeugeotJCitroen recommend the 
use of Molykote G Rapid Plus grease). 
31 Carefully enter each bolt into its relevant 
hole (do not drop them in) and screw in, by 
hand only, until finger-tight. 
32 Working progressively and in sequence, 
tighten the cylinder head bolts to their Stage 1 
torque setting, using a torque wrench and 
suitable sockel (see illustration). 
33 Once all the bolts have been tightened to 
their Stage 1 setting, working again in the 
given sequence, tighten the cylinder head 
bolts to the specified Stage 2 torque setting. 
34 Finally angle-tighten the bolts through the 
specified Stage 3 angle, using a socket and 
extension bar. It Is recommended that an 
angle-measuring gauge is used during this 
stage of the tightening. to ensure accuracy. If 
a gauge is not available, use white paint to 
make alignment marks between the bolt head 
and cylinder head prior to tightening; the 
marks can then be used to check that the bolt 
has been rotated through the correct angle 
during tightening. 
35 Where necessary, refrt the camshaft and/or 
camshaft sprocket (see Sections 9 and 11). If 
the cylinder head has been overhauled, check 
the valve clearances before proceeding. 
36 Ensure the engine/transmission unit is 
securely supported then remove the mounting 
bracket from the right-hand enginel trans-

~--=(r ~)"f') ~ID!!i 
\1 7 3 2 6 10 

10, 0 .......... 0 .-0 0 , 

13.32 Cylinder head bolt Ughtenlng 
sequence -1.9 titre engines 

mission mounting. Refit the bolt securing the 
bracket to the cylinder head and tighten it to 
the specified torque. 
37 Refit the timing belt as described In 
Section 7. 
38 Refit the coolant pipe bolt and securely 
reconnect the glow plug wiring. 
39 Ensure the mating surfaces are clean and 
dry then refil the fuel filterlthermostat housing 
to the cylinder head, using a new gasket. Fit 
the housing retaining bolts, ensuring the 
sealing washer is fitted to the bolt located 
inside the filter housing, and tighten them to 
the specified torque. Reconnect the coolant 
hose securely to the housing. 
40 Fit a new sealing ring to the base of the 
fuel fitter plastic housing and refit the housing, 
tightening its bolt to the specified torque. 
41 Refit the cylinder cover (see Section 4). 
42 Referring to Chapter 4C. carry out the 
following. 

a) Refit the injectors (where removed}. 
b) Refit the fuel pipes connecting the injection 

pump to the injectors and reconnect the 
leak off hoses to the injectots. 

c) Refit the manifolds and air cleaner 
housing. 

43 Refit the braking system vacuum pump as 
described in Chapter 9. 
44 Fit a new fuel filter and refill the cooling 
system as described in Chapter 18. 
4S Reconnect the battery, then prime and 
bleed the fuel system as described in Chap
ter 4C. 

14 Sump - removal and refrtting ~ 
~ 
~ 

Removal 
1 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Disconnect the battery negative terminal (refer 
to Disconnecting the battery in the Reference 
Chapter). 
2 Where necessary, remove the retaining bolts, 
screws and clips and remove the undercover 
from beneath the engine! transmission unit. 
3 Drain the engine oil, then clean and refr! the 
engiJlEl oil drain plug, tightening it to the specified 
torque. If the engine is nearing its seMce intefVaI 
when the oil and filler are due for renewal, it is 
recot1'Vlleflded that the finer is also mmoved, and 
a new one fitted. After reassembly, the engine 
can then be refilled with fresh oil. Refer to 
Chapter 1 B for further information. 
4 On models with air conditioning, remove 
the auxiliary drivebelt as described in Chapter 
18. Unscrew the compressor mounting bolts 
and nuls. Free the compressor from the sump 
and support its weight by tying it to the 
vehicle, to prevent any excess strain being 
placed on the compressor lines. Take care not 
to lose the spacers from the compressor rear 
mountings (where fitted). 
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Caution: Do not disconnect the refrigerant 
lines from the compressor (refer to the 
warnings given in Chapter 3). Ensure the 
compressor is securely supported to prevent 
the refrigerant lines being damaged. 
5 Progressively slacken and remove all the 
sump retaining bolts. On some models, it may 
be necessary to unbolt the f lywheel cover 
plate from the transmission to gain access to 
the left-hand sump fasteners. 
6 Progressively slacken and remove all the 
sump retaining boHs/nuts. Since the sump bolts 
vary in length, remove each bolt in turn, and 
store it in its correct fitted order by pushing it 
through a clearty-matked cardboard template. 
This will avoid the possibility of installing the 
boltS in the wrong locations on refitting. 
7 Try to break the Joint by striking the sump 
with the palm of your hand, then lower and 
withdraw the sump from under tile car. If the 
sump is stuck (which is quite likely) use a putty 
knife, Of similar, carefully inserted between the 
sump and block. Ease the knife along the joint 
until the sump is released. While the sump is 
removed. take the opportunity to check the oil 
pump pick+uplstrainer for signs of clogging or 
splitt ing. If necessary, remove t he pum p es 
described in Section 15. and clean or renew 
the strainer. Note that on later 2.0 litre engine, 
the oil dipstick tube extends to the bottom of 
the sump in order to allow the oil to sucked out 
of the tube using special equipment. 

Refitting 
8 Clean all traces of sealant from the mating 
surfaces of the cylinder block/crankcase and 

15.2a Unscrew the bolt securing the 
dipstick guide tube to the oil pump ... 

1S.6a Unscrew the retaining bolts ... 

sump, then use a c lean rag to wipe out the 
sump and the engine's interior. 
9 Apply a thin coat ing of suitable sealant to 
the sump mating surface. 
10 On models with air conditioning ensure 
t he sump locating dowel(s) is/are correclly 
fitted (as applicable). 
11 Offer up t he sump to the cylinder 
block/crankcase and refit its retaining bolts. 
Tighten all bolts by hand then evenly and 
progressively tighten them to the speci fied 
torque setting. 
12 Where necessary. ensure the spacers 
(where frtted) are correctly located to the rear 
mountings then align the air conditioning 
compressor with the sump. Refrt the mounting 
bolts and nuts; t ighten compressor front 
(drivebelt pulley end) mounting bolts to the 
speci fied torque fi rst, then tighten the rear 
mounting bolts to the speci fied torque (see 
Chapter 3). Refit the auxiliary drivebelt as 
described in Chapter 1 B. 
13 Refit the undercover (where fitted) then 
lower the vehicle to the ground and refill the 
engine with oil (see Chapter 1 Bl. 

15 Oil pump - removal, 
inspection and refitting 

Removal 
1 Remove the sump (see Section 14). 
2 Unscrew the bolt securing the dipst ick 
guide tube to the oil pump and remove the 

15.2b ... then remove the guide tube from 
the block (shown wtth engine removed) 

15.6b . . . then lift off the cover and 
remove the spring ... 

guide tube from the cylinder block (see 
illustrations). 
3 On 1.9 litre engines slacken and remove the 
three bolts securing the oil pump in position, 
noting the COfTect fitted location of the longer 
bolt. Disengage the pump sprocket from the 
chain, and remove the oil pump and spacer 
plate from the engine. 
4 On 2.0 litre engines slacken and remove the 
three bolts securing the oil pump in position, 
noting the correct fitted location of the each 
bolt (they are all different sizes) and the 
sealing washer (see illustration). Disengage 
the pump sprocket from the chain. and 
remove the oit pump from the engine. 

Inspection 
5 Examine the oil pump sprocket for signs of 
damage and wear, such as chipped or 
missing teeth. If the sprocket is worn. the 
pump assembly must be renewed, as the 
sprocket is !lOt available separately. It is also 
recommended that the chain and drive 
sprocket, fitted to the crankshaft, is renewed 
at the same time. The oil pump drive sprocket 
and chain can be removed with the engine in 
situ, once the crankshaft sprocket has been 
removed and the crankshaft oil seal housing 
has been unbolted. See Part E for further 
information. 
6 Slacken and remove the boils securing the 
strainer cover to the pump body, then lift off 
the strainer cover. Remove the relief valve 
piston and spring (and guide pin - 2.0 litre 
engines only), noting which way round they 
are fitted (see illustrations). 

15.4 Note the correct fitted location of 
each oil pump retaining bolt (arTowed) as it 

is removed - 2.0 litre engines 

15.6c •. . and relief valve piston, noting 
which way around it is fitted 
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7 Examine the pump rotors and body for 
signs of wear ridges and scoring. If worn, the 
complete pump assembly must be renewed. 
8 Examine the relief valve piston for signs of 
wear or damage, and renew if necessary. The 
condition of the relief valve spring can only be 
measUfed by comparing it with a new one; If 
there is any doubt about its condition. it 
should also be renewed. Both the piston and 
spring are available individually. 
9 Thoroughly clean the oil pump strainer with 
a suitable solvent, and check It for signs of 
clogging or splitting. If the strainer is 
damaged, the strainer and cover assembly 
must be renewed. 
10 locate the relief valve spring, piston and 
(where fitled) the guide pin in the strainer 
cover, then refit the cover to the pump body. 
Align the relief valve piston with its bore in the 
pump. Refit the cover retaining bolts, 
tightening them securely. 

Refitting 
11 On 1.9 litre engines, fit the spacer plate 
then offer up the pump, engaging the pump 
sprocket with its drive chain. Refrt the pump 
retaining bolts, ensuring the longer bolt is 
fitled to the rear hole, and tighten them to the 
specified torque selling. 
12 On 2.0 litre engines, engage the pump 
sprocket with the drive chain then install the 
retaining bolts. Fit the sealing washer to the 
rear bolt then install the pump retaining bolts, 
ensuring they are fitted in their original 
locations. Tighten the bolts to the specified 
tOf'que. 
13 On all engines, refit the dipstick guide 
tube to the cylinder block and securely tighten 
its retaining bolt. 
14 Refit the sump as described in Section 14. 

16 Engine oil cooler
removal and refitting 

Refer to Chapter 28, Section 19. 

17 Crankshaft oil seals -
renewal 

Right-hand oil seal 
1 Remove the crankshaft sprocket as 
described in Section 9. 
2 Make a note of the correct fitted depth of 
the seal in its housing then carefully punch Of 

drill two small holes opposite each other in the 
seal. Screw a self-tapping screw into each, 
and pull on the screws with pliers to extract 
the seal (see illustration) . Alternatively, t he 
seal can be levered out of pOSition using a 
suitable flat-bladed screwdriver, taking great 
care not to damage the oil pump drive gear 
shoulder Of seal housing. 
3 Clean the seal housing, and polish off any 

17.2 Using a self·tapping screw and pUers 
to remove the crankshaft right·hand oil seal 

burrs or raised edges, which may have 
caused the seal to fail in the first place. 
4 lubricate the lips of the new seal with clean 
engine oil, and carefully locate the seal on the 
end of crankshaft. Note that Its sealing lip 
must face inwards. Take care not to damage 
the seal lips during filling. 
5 Using a suit able tubular drift (such as a 
socket) which bears only on the hard outer 
edge of the seal, tap the seal into position to the 
same depth in the housing as the original was 
prior to removal. The inner face of lhe seal must 
be flush with the inner wall of the crankcase. 
6 Wash off any traces of oil, then refit the 
crankshaft sprocket as described in Section 9. 

Left-hand oil seal 
7 Remove the flywheel as described In 
Section ,g. 
8 Make a note of the correct fitted depth of 
the seal in its housing. Punch or drill two small 
holes opposite each other in the seal. Screw a 
self-tapping screw into each, and pull on the 
screws with pliers to extract the seal. 
9 Clean the seal housing, and polish off any 
burrs or raised edges, which may have 
caused the seal to fail in the first place. 
10 lubricate the lips of the new seal with 
clean engine 011, and carefully locate the seal 
on the end of the crankshaft. 
11 Using a suit able tubular drift, which bears 
only on the hard ooter edge of the seal, drive 
the seal into position, to the same depth in the 
housing as the original was prior to removal. 
12 Wash off any traces of oU, then refit the 
flywheel as described in Section 19. 

20.8 Unscrew the bolts (A) and nut (B) and 
remove the bracket from the top of the 
right·hand mountin9 - 1.9 litre engines 

18 Oil level and pressure 
sensors - general 

Refer to Chapter 5A. 

19 Flywheel - removal, 
inspection and refitting 

Refer to Chapter 2B, Section 18. 

20 Engine/ transmission ~ 
mountings - inspection and ~ 

renewal ~ 

Inspection 
1 If improved access is required, raise the 
front of the car and support it on axle stands 
(see Jacking and vehicle support). 
2 Check the mounting rubber to see if it is 
cracked, hardened or separated from the 
metal at any point; renew the mounting if any 
such damage or deteriOfation is evident. 
3 Check that all the mounting's fasteners are 
securely tightened; use a torque wrench to 
check if possible. 
4 Using a large screwdriver or a crowbar, 
check for wear in the mounting by carefully 
levering against it to check for free play. 
Where this is not possible, enlist the aid of an 
assistant to move the engine/transmission 
back-and-forth, or from side-to-side, while 
you watch the mounting. While some free play 
is to be expected even from new 
components, excessive wear should be 
obvious. If excessive free play is found, check 
first that the fasteners are secure, then renew 
any worn components as described below. 

Renewal 

Right-hand mounting -
1.9 litre engines 

5 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
8 Remove the fasteners from the right-hand 
side and top of the engine cover then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose its mounting 
rubbers (see illustrations 4.1a to 4.1c). 
7 Place a jack beneath the engine, with a 
block of wood on the jack head. Raise the 
jack until it is supporting the weight of the 
engine. 
S Slacken and remove the three bolts 
securing the right-hand engine/transmission 
mounting upper bracket to the lower (engine) 
bracket. Unscrew the single nut securing the 
upper bracket to the rubber mounting (see 
illustration). 
9 Remove the upper bracket from the rubber 
mounting and lower (engine) bracket, then lift 
off the rubber buffer plate (where fitted). 
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20.21 Unscrew the domed buffer nut from 
the top of the mounting to gain access to 

the moonting nut - 2.0 litre engines 

10 Using a strap wrench or similar tool, 
unscrew the rubber mounting from the body. 
Alternatively, fabricate a tool from suitable 
metal tube with projections to engage in the 
cut-outs in the mounting. 
11 Check for signs of wear 01' damage on all 
components, and renew as necessary. 
12 On reassembly, screw the moonting 
rubber into the body. tightening it securely. 
13 Refit the rubber buffer plate, then install 
the upper mounting bracket, tightening its 
retaining bolts and nut to their specified 
torque settings. 
14 Remove the jack from under the engine 

then reconnect the battery negative lead and 
refit the engine cover. 

Right-hand mounting-
2.0 litre engines 
15 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
16 TUrn the four plastic fasteners through 90° 
and lift off the engine cover (see illus
trations 6.258 and 6.25b). 
17 Remove the engine undercover, then 
place a jack beneath the engine, with a block 
01 wood on the jack head. Raise the jack until 
it is supporting the weight of the engine. 
16 On earty engines, undo the EGR soteooid 
valve mounting bracket bolt and move the 
valve to one side. 
19 Undo the two bolts securing the right
hand mounting stiffener bracket to the body 
and lift off the bracket, complete with the 
accelerator pedal position sensor on later 
engines (see illustration 6.31). 
20 Slacken and remove the three bolts 
securing the right-hand engine/transmission 
mounting upper bracket to the lower (engine) 
bracket. 
21 Unscrew the domed buffer nut, then 
unscrew the single nut securing the upper 
bracket to the rubber mounting (see 
illustration). 

22 Remove the upper bracket from the 
rubber mounting and lower (engine) bracket, 
then lift off the rubber buffer plate. 
23 Using a strap wrench or similar tool, 
unscrew the rubber mounting from the body. 
Altematively, fabricate a tool from suitable 
metal tube with projections to engage in the 
cut-outs in the mounting. 
24 Check for signs of wear or damage on all 
components, and renew as necessary. 
25 On reassembly, screw the mounting 
rubber into the body, tightening it securely. 
26 Refit the rubber buffer plate, then instal! 
the upper mounting bracket, tightening its 
retaining bolts and nut to their specified 
torque settings. 
27 Refit the stiffener bracket and secure with 
the two retaining bolts, tightened to the 
specified torque. On early engines, refit the 
EGR solenoid valve mounting bracket to the 
stiffener bracket, insert the retaining bolt and 
tighten the bott securely. 
28 Remove the jack from under the engine 
then refit the undercover. Reconnect the 
battery negative lead then refit the engine 
COVef'. 

Left-hand mounting 
29 Refer to Chapter 28, Section 20. 

Rear mounting 
30 Refer to Chapter 2A, Section 16. 
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Chapter 2 Part D: 
Petrol engine removal and overhaul procedures 

Contents Section number 

Crankshaft - inspection . . 13 
Crankshaft - refitting . . . .. . . 17 
Crankshaft - removal. . . .... ... .. . . ... . . 10 
Cylinder block/crankcase - cleaning and inspection ..... " 
Cylinder head - dismanlling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 6 
Cylinder head - reassembly ................•.... . . . . . . 8 
Cyl inder head and valves - cleaning and inspection. . . 7 
Engine - initial start-up after overhaul . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Engine overhaul- dismantling sequence 5 
Engine overhaul - general information . . . . 2 

Degrees of difficulty 

Section number 

Engine overl1aul- reassembly sequence .. • ... . .. .. .. 
Engine!transmission removal - methods and precautions 
Engineltransmission - removal and refitting •. ......... 
General information . . . ............. . 
Main and big-end bearings - inspection . . . • . 
Piston/connecting rod assembly - inspection . 
Piston/connecting rod assembly - refitting .. 
Piston/connecting rod assembly - removal 
Piston rings - rerrtling .. . ..... . .. . ... . .. . 

. . . 15 
3 

. . . 4 

. . . 1 

. . . 14 
. .. . 12 

. . 18 
... 9 

. . 16 

Easy, ruitabIe "" 

~ 
Famy easy, sUtabie 

~ FaiI1y_ ~ DitficUt, sU1at;e "" ~ 
v"", _ 'lo.. 

rovice with Itttle fa" begimer with 
~ SlitabIe "" c:ornpe<ent ~ experier<:ed DIY 

~ suitable "" expert DIY ~ 
experieoce ~ son-e experieoce 

Specifications 
Cylinder head 
Maximum gasket face distortion ...... . .. •. . 
New cylinder head height: 

1.4 litre engines. . . . . ........... . .. . 
1.6 litre engines. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . 

Minimum cylinder head height after machining: 
1.4 litre engines. . ......... . 

...; DIY medl8l1ic ~ 

0.05 mm 

111.20mm 
NlA 

""""""" 

1.6 litre engines. . . . . ..... .. ......... .. . •. ..• . ..... 
111 .00mm 
NlA 

Valves 
Valve head diameter. 

1.4 litre engines . .. . 
1.6 litre engines . .. . 

Valve stem diameter. 
1.4 litre engines . .. . 
1.6 litre engines . .. . 

Cylinder block 
Cylinder bore d iameter: 

1.4 litre engines . .. . . . 
1.6 litre engines . 

Uner protrusion - 1.4 litre engines: 
Standard ...... .. ................... . 
Maximum difference between any two liners 

Inlet 
36.7 mm 
N/A 

6.965 to 6.980 mm 
NlA 

75.00 mm (nominal) 
78.50 mm (nominal) 

0.03 to 0.10 mm 
0.05 mm 

...; ",professional ~ 

Exhaust 
29.4 mm 
NlA 

6.945 to 6.960 mm 
NlA 
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Pistons 
Piston diameter. 

1.4 litre engines .•...• _ .......•........ _ . •......•.•.•... _ _ 74.950 rrvn (nominal) 
1.6 litre engines . • . • . • • . • . • . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . • • . • . • . . . • . 78.455 mm (nominal) 

Check with yoor PeCJgeotlCitroiJn dealer or engine spedaIist regarding piston ownizes 

Crankshaft 
EndfIoat .... . ... .... ......................... , ...... . 0.07 to 0.27 mm 

49.965 to 49.981 mm 
44.975 to 44.991 mm 

Main bearing Journal diameter •..•.............•.. ,.,., ••• ... . 
Big·end bearing joumal diameter . ... . .. . ... .. • .. .. .. .•.. . . ... . 

Piston rings 
End gaps: 

Top compre$Slon ring _ ........••..• ••..•. _ . •• ..• , • _ .••.... 0.20 to 0.45 mm 
0.30 to 0.50 mm 
0.30 to 0.50 mm 

Second COfTIPI"eSSion ring ............... . ... .. ..... _ .••.... 
Oil cootroI ring ..... ........ ......... . .......... _ ..• _ .. .. 

Torque wrench settings 
Refef to Chapt8i'" 2A Specifications 

General information 

Included in this Part of Chapter 2 are details 
of removing the englne/trarlsmission from the 
car and general overhaul procedures for the 
cylinder head, cylinder block/crankcase and 
all other engine internal components. 

The irlfonnatlon given ratlges from advice 
concerning preparation for an ov8fhauf and 
the purchase of new parts. to detailed step
by-step procedures covering removal. 
Inspection. renovation and refitting Of engine 
internal COiitpOil&ilts. 

Mef Section 5, aI nstruc:tions are based on 
the assumption that the engine MS been 
removed from the car. For information 
conceming 1n-car engine repair, as well as the 
removal and refitting of those external 
components necessary for full oveffiaul. refef to 
Part A of this Chapter, and to Section 5. Ignore 
any preliminary dismantling operations 
described in Part A that are no longer relevant 
once the engine has been retnO'Ied from the CEV". 

Apart from torque wrench settings, which 
are given at the beginning of Part A, all 
specificatioos relating to engine cwerhauf are 
at the beginning of this Part of Chapter 2. 

2 Engine overhaul 
general information 

It is not always easy to determine when, or 
if, an engine should be completely 
overhauled, as a number of factors must be 
considered. 

High mileage Is not necessarily an 
Indication that an overhaul is needed, while 
low mileage does not preclude the need for an 
overhaul. Frequeocy of servicing 15 probably 
the most important consideration. AA engine 
which has had regular and frequent 011 and 

filter changes, as well as other required 
maintenance, should give many thousands of 
miles of reliable service. Conversely, a 
neglected engine may require an overhaul 
very earty In Its life. 

Excessive oil consumption Is an Indication 
that piston rings, valve seals and/or \lalve 
guides are in need of attention. Make sure 
that 011 leaks are not responsible before 
deciding that the rings and/or guides are 
wom. Perform a compression test, as 
described In Part A of this Chapter. to 
determine the likely cause of the problem. 

Check the oif pressure with a gauge fitted In 
place Of the oil pressure switch, and compare 
it with that specffied. If it is extremely low. the 
main and big-end bearin9s, andIor the oil 
pump, are probabty worn out. 

Loss of power, rough running, knocking or 
metallic engine noises, excessive valve gear 
noise, and high fuel consumption may also 
point to the need for an overhaul, especially if 
they are aJl present at the same time. If a 
complete service does not remec:ty the situation, 
major med1anIcaI work Is the only sofution. 

A full anglne overhaul involves restoring all 
internal parts to the speciflCatiorl of a new 
engine. During a complete overhaul, the 
pistons and the piston mgs are renewed, and 
the cylinder bores are reconartloned. New 
main and big-end bearings are generally 
fitted; if necessary, the crankshaft may be 
reground, to compensate for wear in the 
joomaJs. The valves are also servk:ed as Well , 
since they are usually in !ess.than-perfect 
condition at this point. Always pay careful 
attention to the condition of the oil pump 
when overhauling the engine. and renew It if 
there is any doubl as 10 its servlceabltity. The 
end result should be an as-new engine that 
will give many trouble-free miles. 

Critical cooling system components such 
as the hoses, thermostat and water pump 
should be renewed when an engine is 
overhauled. The radiator should be checked 
carefully, to ensure that it is not clogged or 

leaking. Also, it is a good Idea to renew the oil 
p!XI'lp whenevIM the engine is overhauled. 

Before beginning the engine overhaul, read 
through the entire procedure, to familiarise 
yourself with the scope and requirements of 
the Job. Check on the availability of parts and 
make sure that any necessary special tools 
and equIpment are obtained In advance. Most 
work can be done with typical hand tools, 
although a number of precision measuring 
tools are required for inspecting parts to 
determine if they must be renewed. 

The services provided by an engineering 
machine shop or engine reconditioning 
specialist will almost certainty be required, 
particuIarty if ma;or repairs sucI'1 as aankshaft 
regrinding or cyfinder reboring are necessary, 
Apart from carrying out machining operations, 
these establishmeots will normally handle the 
inspection of parts, offer advice concerning 
recondit ioning or renewal and supply new 
components such as pistons, piston rings and 
bearing shells. It is recommended thal the 
establishment used is a member of the 
Federation of Engine Re-Manufacturers, or a 
similar society. 

Always wait until the engine has been 
completely dismantled, and until all 
components (especially the cylindGf 
block/crankcase and the crankshaft) have 
been inspected, before deciding what service 
and repair operations must be performed by 
an 811gi11&e1 dog worXs. The condition of these 
components will be the major factor 10 
consider when determining whether to 
overhaul the original engine, or to buy a 
reconditioned unit. Do not, therefore, 
purchase parts or have overhaul work done 
on other components until they have been 
thoroughly inspected. As a general rule, time 
is the primary cost of an overt\aul, so it does 
not pay to fit worn or sub-standard parts. 

As a final note, to ensure maximum life and 
ITWnlmum trouble from a ,8COi lditioi led engine, 
e\le.,.th'ug must be assembled with care, In a 
spotlessty-clean envirtxvnenL 
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3 Engine/transmission 
removal - methods and 
precautions 

If you have decidad that the engine must be 
removed for overllaul Of major repair work. 
severaf pretiminary stepS should be taken. 

Locating a suitable place to wont Is 
extremely important. Adequate worX space, 
along with storage space for the car, will be 
needed. If a workshop or garage is nol 
avallable, at the very least, a flat. level, clean 
work surface is required. 

Cleaning the engine compartment and 
engine/transmission before beginning the 
l13fI'IOVaI procedure will help keep tools clean 

"'" <><ganised, 
An engine hcXst wiU also be necessary. 

Make sure the equipment is rated in excess of 
the combined weight of the engine and 
transmission. Safety is of primary importance, 
considering the potentlal hazards Involved In 
removing the engine/transmission from the 

"", 
The help of an assistant is essential. Apart 

from the safety aspects involved, there are 
many instances when one person cannot 
simUltaneously perform all of the operations 
required duing engineItransrri removal. 

Plan the operation ahead of time. Before 
starting WOfk, arrange for the hire of or obtaln 
all of the tools and equipment you will need. 
Some of the equipment necessary to perform 
engine/transmission removal and installation 
safely (In addition to an engine hoist) is as 
follows: a heavy duty trolley jack, complete 
sets of 5parVlerS and sockets as desaibed In 
the rear of this manual. wooderI blocks. and 
plenty of rags and cleaning solvent for 
moppingooUP spiBed oil. coolant and tuet. If the 
hoist must be hired, make sure that you 
arrange for it in advance, and perform all of 
the operations possible without it beforehand. 
This will save you money and time. 

Plan for the car to be out of use for quite a 
while. An engineering machine shop or engine 
reconditioning specialist will be required 10 
perform some of the work which cannot be 
accomplished without special equipment. 
These places often have a busy schedule. so 
it would be a good idea 10 consult them 
before removing the engine, in order to 
accurately estimate the amount of time 
required to rebuild or repair components that 
may need work. 

During the engine/transmission removal 
pmcedlM'e, It is advisable to make notes of the 
locations of all brackets, cable ties, earthing 
points, etc, as well as how the wiring 
harnesses. hoses and electrical connections 
are attached and routed around the engine 
and engine compartment. An effective way of 
doing this Is to take a series of photographs of 
the various components before they are 
disconnected or removed; the resulting 
photographs will prove invaluable when the 
eng;neltransrnission Is refitted. 
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PJw~ be extremely careful when rernovWlg 
and refitting the engineItransmissloo. Serious 
Injury can result from careless actions. Plan 
ahead and take your time. and a job of this 
nature, although major, can be accomplished 
successfully. 

The engine and transmission assembly is 
removed and refitted as follows: 

a) Upwards from !he engine ~t 
on pt&-$eptembet' 2002 models.. 

b) Downwards from the engine 
compartment on September 2002 models 
onward. 

4 Engine/transmission - ~ 
removal and refitting ~ 

'" Note: Such is the COITIpMxiry of the power unit 
arrangement on these vehicles, and the 
variations that may be encountered according 
to model and optional equipment fitted, that 
the fol/owlng should be regarded as a guide to 
the WOIk Involved, rather than a step-by-step 
procedure. Where differences am 
encountered, Of additional component 
d~tion or remova/ IS ,FA M"Y, make 
notes of the worll: involved as an aid to 
mfitting. 

Removal 
Note: The engine can be removed from the 
car only as a complete unit with the 
transmission; the two are then separated for 
0""""",, 
1 Remove the battery, battery tray and 
mounting plate as described in see Chap-
1~5A. 

2 Apply the handbfal<e, then jack up the front 
of the vehicle and support it on axle stands 
(see Jacking and vehicle support) . Remove 
both front roadwheels. 
3 Where fitted, remove the plastic cover from 
the top of the engine. 
4 To improve access. remove the bonnet as 
described in Chapter 11 . 
5 Remove the air cleaner housi'Ig and intake 
ducting as described in Chapter 4A. 
6 Drain the cooling system with reference to 
Chapter 1A. 
7 Drain the transmission oil as described in 
Chapter 7. Refit the drain and filler plugs. and 
tighten them to their specified torque settings. 
8 If the engine is to be dismantled, drain the 
engine 011 and remove the oil filter as 
described in Chapter 1 A. Clean and mfit the 
drain plug, tightening it securely. 
9 Remove both the front wheel arch liners. 
The liners are secured by various screws and 
clips under the wheel arch. Release all the 
fasteners. and remove liners from under the 
front wings. 
10 Refer to Chapter 1 A and remove the 
auxiliary drivebelt. 
11 Refer 10 Chapter 8 and remove both front 
driveshafts. 

12 Disconnect the radiator top and bottom 
hoses. the heater hoses at the engine 
compartment bulkhead, and the expansion 
tank hose. On September 2002 mOdels 
onward, remove the radiator as described in 
Chapter 3. 
13 On models with air conditioning, refer to 
Chapter 3 and unboH: the compressor from 
the engine. Do not d'sco "18Ct the refrigerant 
lines. Support or tie the compressor 10 O41e """, 
14 On models with power steering, remove 
the power steering pump as described in 
Chapter 10. 
15 Remove the exhaust system with 
relerence to Chapter 4A. 
16 Note their fitted positions and harness 
routing, then disconnect all relevant wiring 
plugs from the transmission. If necessary 
label the connectors as they are unplugged. 
17 Disconnect the engine wiring harness 
connectors at the tusebox. tuellnjectlon relay 
and front body panel (as applicable). Release 
the wiring hamess from the retaining clips and 
ties so the harness is free to be removed with 
the engine. 
18 Disconnect the engine earth leads at the 
tvsebox, under the left-hand wheel arch and 
on the left-hand chassis member. 
19 Disconnect the brake servo unit vacuum 
pipe from the inlet manifold. 
20 Disconnect the accel8l'ator cable with 
reference to Chapter 4A. 
21 Where fitted. on later engines. undo the 
two bolts securing the right-hand engine 
mounting stiffener bracket to the body and lift 
off the bracket, complete with the accelerator 
pedal position sensor. 
22 Disconnect the fuel feed and reb.m hoses 
and plug the hoses and unions to prevent drt 
ingress. Release the fuel hoses from the 
relaining clips on the engine and move them 
aside. 
23 Disconnect the clutch cable Irom the 
release lever and transmission bracket as 
described In Chapter 6. 
24 Disc041nect the gearchange selector 
mechanism from the transmission as 
des :ribed in Chapter 7. 
25 Usmg a hoist attached to the IHmg eyes 
on the cylinder head, take the weight of the 
engine and transmission. 
26 Remove the right-hand, left-hand and rear 
engine mountings and support brackets as 
described in Chapter 2A 
Z7 Make a final check to ensure all wiring, 
hoses and brackets that would prevent the 
removal of the assembly have been 
disconnected. 
28 On pre-$eptember 2002 models, lift the 
eogineJtransmission assembly from the 
engine compartment, ensuring that nothing is 
trapped or damaged. Enlist the help of an 
assistant during this procedure as it will be 
necessary to tilt the assembly slightly to clear 
the body panels. Once the unit Is high 
enough, lift It out over the front 01 the body 
and lower it to the ground. 
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29 On September 2002 models onward , 
carefully lower the engineltransmission from 
the engine compartment taking care not to 
damage the surrounding components. Ideally 
lower the unit onto a low trolley so that it may 
be withdrawn from under the car. Disconnect 
the hoist from the engineltransmission 
assembly. 

Separation 
30 With the engine/transmission assembly 
removed, support the assembly on suitable 
blocks of wood on a workbench (or failing 
that, on a clean area of the workshop floor). 
31 Undo the retaining bolts, and remove the 
flywheel lower cover plate (where fitted) from 
the transmission. 
32 Slacken and remove the retain ing bolts, 
and remove the starter motor from the 
transmission. 
33 Disconnect any remaining wiring 
connectors at the transmission, then move 
the main engine wiring harness to one side. 
34 Ensure that both engine and transmission 
are adequately supported, then slacken and 
remove the remaining bolts securing the 
transmission housing to the engine. Note the 
correct filted positions of each bolt (and the 
relevant brackets) as they are removed, to use 
as a reference on refitting. 
35 Carefully withdraw the transmission from 
the engine, ensuring that the weight of the 
transmission is not allowed to hang on the 
input shaft while it is engaged with the clutch 
friction disc. 
36 If they are loose, remove the locating 
dowels from Ihe engine or transmission, and 
keep them in a safe place. 

Refitting 
37 If the engine and transmission have not 
been separated, perform the operations 
described below from paragraph 44 onwards. 
38 Apply a smear of high melting-point 
grease (PeugeotlCitroen recommend the use 
of Molykote BR2 plus) to the spllnes of the 
transmission Input shaft. Do not apply too 
much, otherwise there is a possibility of the 
grease contaminating the clutch friction disc. 
39 Ensure that the locating dowels are 
correctly positioned in the engine or 
transmission. 
40 Carefully offer the transmission to the 
engine, until the locating dowels are engaged. 
Ensure that the weight of the transmission is 
not allowed to hang on the input shaft as it is 
engaged with the clutch friction disc. 
41 Refit the transmission housing-Io-engine 
bolts, ensuring that all the necessary brackets 
are correctly positioned, and tighten them to 
the specified torque. 
42 Refit the starter motor, and securely 
tighten its retaining bolts. 
43 Refrt the lower flywheel cover plate (where 
fitted) to the transmission, and securely 
tighten the bolts. 
44 Position the engineitransmission assembly 

ready for installation, then reconnect the hoist 
and lifting tackle. With the aid of an assistant, 
locate the assembly into the engine 
compartment, using the same procedure as 
for removal. 
45 Refit the right-hand, left-hand and rear 
engine mountings and support brackets as 
described in Chapter 2A 
46 Remove the hoist from the engine. 
47 The remainder of the refitting procedure is 
a direct reversal of the removal sequence, 
with reference to the relevant chapters and 
noting the following points: 
a) Ensure that the wiring loom is correctly 

routed and retained by all the relevant 
retaining clips; all connectors should be 
correctly and securely reconnected. 

b) Ensure that al/ coolant hoses are correctly 
reconnected, and securely retained by 
their retaining clips. 

c) Refill the engine and transmission with the 
COlTOCt quantity and type of lubricant, as 
described in Chapters tA and 7. 

d) Refill the cooling system as described in 
Chapter tA. 

e) Pressurise/prime the fuel system as 
described in Chapter 4A. 

f) Bleed the power steering system as 
described in Chapter to. 

g) Initialise the engine management ECU as 
follows. Staft the engine and run to 
normal temperature. Cany out a road test 
during which the following procedure 
should be made. Engage third gear and 
stabilise the engine at toOO rpm. Now 
accelerate fully to 3500 rpm. 

5 Engine overhaul -
dismantting sequence 

1 It is much easier to dismantle and work on 
the engine if it is mounted on a portable 
engine stand. These stands can often be hired 
from a tool hIre shop. Before the engine is 
mounted on a stand, the flywheel should be 
removed, so that the stand bolts can be 
tightened into the end of the cylinder 
block/crankcase. 
2 If a stand is not available, it is possible to 
dismantle the engine with it blocked up on a 
sturdy workbench, or on the floor. Be extra 
careful not to tip or drop the engine when 
working without a stand. 
3 If you are going to obtain a reconditioned 
engine, all the external components must be 
removed first , to be transferred to the new 
engine (just as they will if you are doing a 
complete engine overhaul yourself). These 
components include the following: 

a) Ancillary unit mounting brackets (oil filter, 
starter, alternator, power steering pump, 
ete) 

b) Thermostat and housing (Chapter 3). 
c) Dipstick tube/sensor. 
d) All electrical switches and sensors. 

e) Inlet and exhaust manifolds - where 
applicable (Chapter 4A). 

f) Ignition coils and sparl< plugs - as 
applicable (Chapter 5B and 1A). 

g) Flywheel (Part A of this Chapter). 

Note: When removing the external 
components from the engine, pay close 
attention to details that may be helpful or 
important during refitting. Note the fitted 
position of gaskets, seals, spacers, pins, 
washers, bolts, and other small items. 
4 If you are obtaining a 'short' engine (which 
consists 01 the engine cylinder block/crankcase, 
crankshaft. pistons and connecting rods all 
assembled), then the cyl inder head, sump. oil 
pump, and timing belt wilt have to be removed -. 5 If you are planning a complete overhaul, the 
engine can be dismantled, and the internal 
components removed, in the order given 
below, referring to Part A of this Chapter 
unless otherwise stated. 
a) Inlet and exhaust manifolds - where 

applicable (Chapter 4A). 
b) Timing belts, sprockets and tensioner(s). 
c) Cylinder head. 
d) Flywheel. 
e) Sump. 
f) Oil pump. 
g) Piston/connecting rod assemblies 

(Section 9). 
h) Crankshaft (Section 10). 

6 Before beginning the dismanlling and 
overhaul procedures, make sure that you have 
all of the correct tools necessary. Refer to 
Tools and working facilities for further 
information. 

6 Cylinder head - dismantling ~ 

~ 

" Note: New and reconditioned cylinder heads 
are available from the manufacturer, and from 
engine overhaul specialists. Be aware that 
some specialist tools are required for the 
dismantling and inspection procedures, and 
new components may not be readily available. 
It may therefore be more practical and 
economical for the home mechanic to 
purchase a reconditioned head, rather than 
dismantle, inspect and recondition the original 
head. 
1 Remove the cylinder head as described in 
Part A of this Chapter. 
2 If not already done, remove the inlet and 
exhaust manifolds with reference to Chap
ter 4A. Remove any remaining brackets or 
housings as required. 
3 Remove the camshaft{s). hydraulic tappets 
and rockers (as applicable) as described in 
Part A of this Chapter. 
4 If not already done, remove the spark plugs 
as described in Chapter lA. 
S Using a valve spring compressor, compress 
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6.5 Compress the valve spring using a 
spring compressor until the collets can be 

removed 

each valve spring in turn until the split collets 
can be removed (see illustration). Release 
the compressor, and lift off the spring retainer 
and spring. 
6 If, when the valve spring compressor is 
screwed down, the spring retainer refuses to 
free and expose the split collets, gently tap 
the top of the tool, directly over the retainer, 
with a light hammer. This will free the retainer. 
7 Withdraw the valve from the combustion 
chamber then, using a pair of pliers, carefully 
extract the valve stem oil seal from the top of 
the guide (see illustration). UtI out the spring 
seat, where fitted. 
8 It is essential that each valve is stored 
together with its collets. retainer, spring, and 
spring seat. The valves should also be kept in 
their correct sequence, unless they are so 
badly worn that they are to be renewed. If 
they are going to be kept and used again, 
place each valve assembly in a labelled 
polythene bag or similar small container (see 
illustration). Note that No 1 valve is nearest to 
the transmission (flywheel) end of the engine. 

7 Cylinder head and valves 
cleaning and inspection 

1 Thorough cleaning 01 tile cylinder head and 
valve components, followed by a detailed 
inspection, will enable you to decide how 
much valve service work must be carried out 
during the engine overhaul. Note: If the 
engine has been severely overtleated, It is best 
to assume that the cylinder head is warped -
check carefully for signs of this. 

Cleaning 
2 Scrape away all traces of old gasket 
material from the cylinder head. 
3 Scrape away the carbon from the 
combustion chambers and ports. then wash 
the cylinder head thoroughly with paraffin or a 
suitable solvent. 
4 Scrape off any heavy carbon deposits that 
may have formed on the valves, then use a 
power-operated wire brush to remove 
deposits from the valve heads and stems. 
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6.7 Use a pair of pliers to remove the valve 
stem oil seal 

Inspection 
Note: Be sure to perform all the following 
inspection procedures before concluding that 
the services of a machine shop or engine 
overhaul specialis t are required. Make a list of 
all items that require attention. 

Cylinder head 
5 Inspect the head very carefully for cracks, 
evidence of coolant leakage, and other 
damage. If cracks are found, a new cylinder 
head should be obtained. Use a straight-edge 
and feeler blade to check that the cylinder 
head gasket surlace is not d istorted (see 
illustration). If it is, it may be possible to have 
it machined, provided that the cylinder head 
height is not significantly reduced. 
6 Examine the valve seats in each of the 
combustion chambers. If they are severely 
pitted, cracked, or burned, they will need to 
be renewed or recut by an engine overhaul 
specialist. If they are only slightly pitted, this 
can be removed by grind ing-in the valve 
heads and seats with fine valve-grinding 
compound, as described below. 
7 Check the valve guides for wear by 
inserting the relevant valve, and checking for 
side-ta-side motion of the valve. A very small 
amount o f movement is acceptable. If the 
movement seems excessive, remove the 
valve. Measure the valve stem diameter (see 
below), and renew the valve if it is wom. If the 
valve stem is not worn, the wear must be in 
the valve guide, and the guide must be 
renewed. The renewal of valve guides is best 
carried out by an engine overhaul specialist , 

7.5 Check the cylindef' head gasket 
surface for distortion 

6.8 Place each valve and its associated 
components in a labelled bag 

who will have the necessary tools available. 
Where no valve slem diameter is specified, 
seek the advice of a PeugeotlCitroen dealer 
or engine overhaul specialist on the best 
course of action. 
8 If renewing the valve guides, the valve seats 
should be recut or reground only after the 
guides have been fitted. 

Valves 

9 Examine the head of each valve for pitting, 
burning, cracks, and general wear. Check the 
valve stem for scoring and wear ridges. 
Rotate the valve, and check for any obvious 
indication that it is bent. Look for pits or 
excessive wear on the tip of each valve stem. 
Renew any valve that shows any such signs of 
wear or damage. 
10 If the valve appears satisfactory at this 
stage. measure the valve stem diameter at 
several points using a micrometer (see 
illustration). Any significant difference in the 
readings obtained indicates wear of the valve 
stem. Should any of these conditions be 
apparent , the valve must be renewed. 
11 If the valves are in satisfactory condition, 
they should be ground (lapped) into their 
respective seats, to ensure a smooth, gas
tight seal. If the seat is only lightly pitted, or if 
It has been recut, fine grinding compound 
only should be used to produce the required 
finish. Coarse valve-grinding compound 
should not be used, unless a seat is badly 
burned or deeply pitted . If this is the case, the 
cylinder head and valves should be inspected 
by an expert, to decide whether seat 

7.10 Measure the valve stem diameter 
with a micrometer 
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7.13 GrilKling-ln a valve 

recutting, Of even the renewal 01 the valve Of 

seat insert (where possible) Is required. 
12 Valve grinding Is carried out as follows. 
Place the cylinder head upslde·down on a 
bench. 
13 Smear a trace 01 (the appropriate grade 
01) valve-grinding compound on the seat face, 
and press a suction grinding tool onto the 
valve head (see Illustration). With a seml
rotary action. grind the valve head to its seat, 
lifting the vatve occasionally to redistribute the 
grinding compound. A light spring placed 
under the valve head will greatly ease this 
opeial:lo ... 
14 If coarse grinding compound Is being 
used, work only until a m.. matt even suface 
Is produced on both the valve seat and the 
valve, then wipe off the used COfI'IPOUld. and 
repeat the pmces:s with line compound. When 

8.2 lubricate the valve stem and Insert it 
in the guide 

8.3b . , . then place the spring retainer 
over the spring 

7.17 Check each vatve spring fOf" 
squareness 

a smooth unbroken ring of light grey matt 
finish Is produced on both the valve and seat, 
the grinding operation is complete. Do not 
grind-in the valves any further than absolutely 
necessary, or the seat will be prematurely 
sunk into the cylinder head. 
15 When all the valves have been ground·ln, 
carefully wash off a/l traces of grinding 
compound using paraffin Of a suitable solvent, 
before reassembling the cylinder head. 

Valve components 
16 Examine the valve springs for signs of 
damage and discoloration. No minimum free 
length Is specifled by PeugeotICitroen, so the 
only way of judging valve spring wear is by 
compaison With a new component. 
17 Stand each spring on a flat surface, and 
check it for squareness ($08 illustration). If 

8 .38 Fit the valve spring .. : 

8.1 PTess the new 011 seal firmly onto the 
guide using a sultab~ socket 

any of the springs are damaged, distorted or 
have lost their tension, obtain a complete new 
set of springs. It is normal to renew the valve 
springs as a matter of course If a major 
overhaul is being carried out. 
18 Renew the valve stem oil seals regardless 
of their apparent condition. 

8 Cylinder head - reassembly ~ 
~ 
~ 

1 Working on the first valve assembly, refit 
the spring seat then dip the new valve stem oil 
seal In fresh engine oil. locate the seal on the 
va/Ve guide and press the seal firmly onto the 
guide using a suitable socket (see 
inustTation). 
2 Lubricate the stem of the first valve, and 
insert it in the guide (see illustration). 
3 Locale the valve spring on top of its seat, 
then refit the spring retainer (see 
iIIustTations). 
4 ComPfess the valve spring, and locate the 
split collets in the recess in the valve stem 
(see illustration). Release the compressor, 
then repeat the procedure on the remaining 
valves. Ensure that each valve Is Inserted into 
Its original location. If new valves are being 
fitted, Insert them into the locations to which 
they have been ground. 

Haynes hint: Use" little dab 
of grease to hold the collets 
in position on the v,,~ stem 
while the spring c:ompnIS$OI" 

is rvleased. 

5 With aJl the valves installed. support the 
cylln~er head and, using a hammer and 
int8l"pOSed b60ck of wocxt, tap the end of each 
valve stem to settle the components. 
8 Refit the camshafts. hydraulic tappets and 
rocker arms (as applicable) as described in 
Part A of this Chapter. 
7 Rerrt any remaining components using the 
reverse 01 the removal sequence and with 
new seals or gaskets as necessary, 

8.4 Compress the valve spring. and locate 8 Tha cylinder head can then be refilled as 
the collets In the recess in the valve stem described In Part A of this Chapter. 
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1.3 CoiwleCtit~ rod and bIg-end bearing 
cap identification merits (No 3 shown) 

• Piston/connecting rod 
atsambly - removal ~ ... 

1 Remove the eytinder head, sump and oil 
pump as described in Pan A. 
2 If thete Is a ptOnOUI"IC8d wear ridge at the 
top of any bore, it may be necessaty to 
remove It WIth 8 scraper (W ridge reamer. to 
II'IOid piston damage dumg removal. Such 8 

ndge Indicates 8JtC8SSive wear of the cyinder ..... 
3 Using quick-drying paint. mark each 
connectiog rod and big-end bearing cap with 
Its respective cylinder number on the flat 
machined surface provided; 11 the engine has 
been dismantled belOfe, note carefully any 
identifying marks made previously (see 
.. tration). Note that No 1 cylinder Is at the 
Inlr'ISmI$.sion (ftywt1eeI) end of the engine. 
• Turn the cntnkshaft 10 bmg pistons 1 and 4 
10 BDC (bottom dead centre). 
5 Unscrew the nuts or bolts, as applicable, 
from No 1 piston big-end bearing cap. Take 
off the cap. and recover the bottom half 
bearing shell (see Illustration). If the bearing 
shells are to be re-used, tape the cap and the 
shell together. 
IS To prevent the possibility of damage 10 the 
crankshaft bearing Journals, lape over the 
connecting rod stud threads, where fitted 
(Me illustration). 
1 Using a hammer handle, push the piston up 
through the bore, and remove it from the top 
01 the cylinder block. Recover the bearing 

9.S To protect the crankshaft )oumata, 
t.pe CMIf" the COMecting rod stud threads 
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9.5 Remove the big-end bearing shefI and 
cap 

shell, and tape It to the connecting rod for 
safe-keeping. 
a L..oo:say refit the big-fIncI cap to the ca. wocti1 '11 
rod, and SIl(U9 with the nut:s.IboIts - ttis wI help 
to keep the CUi ipOi .... its i'a thei' ClOmICt order. 
9 Remove No 4 piston assembty In the same 
way. 
10 Tl.m the crarakshaf't through 180'" to bring 
pistons 2 and 3 to aoc (bottom dead centrel. 
and rerTIOYe them an the same w<If. 

10 Crankshaft - removal 

1 Remove the Cf8l"Ikshaft sprocket and the oil 
pump as described In Part A of this Chapter . 
2 Remove the pistons and connecting rods, 
as descrbed in SectIon 9. If no worX is to be 
done on the pistons and connecting rods, 
there is no need to remove the cylinder head, 
or to push the pistoos oU1 01 the cylinder 
bores. The pistOO$ should )ust be pushed far 
enough up the bores 50 that they ara 
positioned clear of the crankshaft ;oumals. 
3 Check the crankshaft endfloat as described 
in Section 13, then proceed as lollows. 

1.4 litre engines 
4 Work around tha outside of the cylinder 
block, and unscrew all the small (M6) bolts 
securing the maIn bearing ladder to the base 
of the cylinder block. Note the correct fitted 
depth of both tha left· and right·hand 
aankshaft oil seals In the cylinder bIockImaIn 
bearing ladder. 

11.1 Cylinder' bkM:k core plugs (anowed) 

5 Wonting In a diagonal sequence, eV8f1ly 
end progressively slacken the ten large (Mll) 
malO bearing ladder retaining bolts t:Jy a turn 
at a time. Once all the bolts are loose, remove 
them from the ladder. 
6 With all the retaining bolts removed, 
carelully lift the main bearing ladder casting 
away from the base of the cylinder block. 
Recov8f the lower main bearing shella, and 
tape them to their respective locations In the 
casting. If the two locating dowels are a loose 
fit. remove u-n and store them With the 
casting fof safe-k~ 
7 Uft out the aankshaft, and discard both the 
oil seals. Remove the oil pump drive chain 
from the end of the crankshaft. Where 
necessary, slide off the drive sprocket, and 
recover the Woodruff key. 
a Recover the upper main bearing ShaIs, IW1d 
stora them aJong with the rel .... ant lower 
beanng shell. Also recover the two 
ttvustwashefs (one fitted either side of No 2 
rTI8IO bearng) from the cyhjer bkx:k. 

1.6 litre engines 
9 Unbolt Md remove the aankshaft 1efI- and 
right...tur.d oil seal hoI.JY1QS from each end of 
the cylinder block, noting the correct fitted 
locations of the locating dowels. If the 
locating dowels are a loose fit, JlIfTIO\Ift them 
and store them with the housings for safe· 
keeping. 
10 Ramove the oU pump drive chain, and 
slide the drive sprocket off the end of the 
crankshaft. Remove the Woodruff key, and 
store It with the sprocket for saf&-keeplng. 
11 The main bearing caps should be 
numbered 1 to 5 from the transmission 
(flywheel) end of the engine. If not, mark them 
accordingly using a centre-punch or paint. 
12 Unscrew and remove the main bearing 
cap retaining bolts, and withdraw the caps. 
Recover tha lower main bearing shells, and 
tape them to their respective caps for sale· 
keeping. 
13 Carelully 11ft out the crankshaft, taking 
care not to displace the upper maIn bearing 
_I. 
14 Recover the upper bearing shells from the 
cylinder block, and tape them to their 
respective caps for safe-keeping. Remove the 
thrustwashef halves from the skle of No 2 
main bearing, and store them with the becwing 
cap. 

11 Cylinder block/crankcase 
cleaning and inspection 

Cleaning 
1 Remove all external components and 
electrical switchesisenSO(S from the bIoc;t(. 

For cx:mpIeta cleani'Ig, the core pkJgs should 
ktealty be rumoved (see iIIustnltion), DriI a 
small hole In the plugs, then Insert a seff· 
tapping saew into the hole. Pull ou1 the plugs 
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11.3 Piston oil jet spray tube (alTo wed) in 
the cylinder block 

by pulling on the screw with a pair of grips, Of 

by using a slide hammer. 
2 0r1 aluminium block petrol engines with wet 
liners (1.4 litre), remove the liners - see 
paragraph 18. 
3 Where applicable, undo the retaining bolts 
and remove the piston oil Jet spray tubes 
(there is one for each piston) from inside the 
cylinder block (see Illustration). 
4 Scrape all traces of gasket from the cylinder 
block/crankcase, and from the main bearing 
ladder/caps (as applicable), taking care not to 
damage the gaskeVseaJing surfaces, 
5 Remove all oil gallery plugs (where fitted). 
The plugs are usually very tight - they may 
have to be drilled out, and the holes retapped. 
Use new plugs when the engine is 
reassembled. 
6 If any of the castings are extremely dirty, all 
should be steam-<::Ieaned. 
7 After the castings are returned, clean all oil 
holes and oil galleries one more time. Flush all 
internal passages with warm water until the 
water runs clear. Dry thoroughly, and apply a 
light film of oil to all mating surfaces, to 
prevent rusting. 0r1 cast-iron block engines, 
also oil the cylinder bores. If yoo have access 
to compressed air, use it to speed up the 
drying process, and to blowout all the oil 
holes and galleries. 

~ Warning: Wear eye protec tion 
~ when using compressed air. 

8 If the castings are not very dirty, you can do 
an adequate cleaning job with hot, soapy 
water and a stiff brush. Take plenty of time, 
and do a thorough job. Regardless of the 
cleaning method used, be sure to clean all oil 
holes and galleries very thoroughly, and to dry 
all components well. On cast-iron block 
engines, protect the cylinder bores as 
described above, to prevent rusting. 
9 All threaded holes must be clean, to ensure 
accurate torque readings during reassembly. 
To clean the threads, run the correct-size tap 
into each of the holes to remove rust, 
cOlTosion, thread sealant or sludge, and to 
restore damaged threads (see illustration). If 
possible, use compressed air to clear the 
holes of debl"is produced by this operation. 
10 Apply suitable sealant to the new oil 

11 ,9 Use a suitable tap to clean the 
cylinder block threaded holes 

gallery plugs, and insert them into the holes in 
the block. Tighten them securely. Also apply 
suitable sealant to new core plugs, and drive 
them into the block using a tube or socket. 
11 Where applicable, clean the threads of the 
piston oil jet retaining bolts, and apply a drop 
of thread·locking compound (PeugeotlCitroen 
recommend Loctite Frenetanch) to each bolt 
threads. Refit the piston oil jet spray tubes to 
the cylinder block, and tighten the retaining 
bolts to the specified torque setting. 
12 If the engine is not going to be 
reassembled right away, cover it with a large 
plastic bag to keep it clean; protect all mating 
surfaces and the cylinder bores as described 
above, to prevent rustir.g. 

Inspection 
Cast-Iron cylinder block 
13 Visually check the castings for cracks and 
corrosion. Look for stripped threads in the 
threaded holes. If there has been any history 
of internal water leakage, it may be worthwhile 
having an engine overhaul specialist check 
the cylinder block/crankcase with special 
equipment. If defects are found, have them 
repaired if possib le, or renew the assembly. 
14 Check each cylinder bore for scuffing and 
scoring. Check for signs of a wear ridge at the 
top of the cylinder, indicating that the bore is 
excessively worn. 
15 Accurate measuring of the cylinder bores 
requires speCialised equipment and 
experience. We recommend having the bores 

11,188 On aluminium block engines, 
remove each liner , , , 

measured by an engine reconditioning 
specialist who will also be able to supply 
appropriate pistons (where possible) should a 
rebore be necessary, 
16 If the cylinder bores and pistons are in 
reasonably good condition, and not worn 
beyond the specified limits, and if the piston
to-bore clearances can be maintained, then it 
will only be necessary to renew the piston 
rings. If this is the case, the cylinder bores 
must be honed to allow the new piston rings 
to bed in correctly and provide the best 
possible seal. An engine reconditioning 
specialist will carry oot this work at moderate 
cost. 
17 At the time of writing, it was not clear 
whether oversize pistons were available for all 
models. Consult yoor PeugeotlCitroen dealer 
Of engine specialist for the latest information 
on piston availability. If oversize pistons are 
available (either from PeugeoVCitroen, or Irom 
another source), then it may be possible to 
have the cylinder bores rebored and fit the 
oversize pistons. If oversize pistons are not 
available, and the bores are worn, renewal of 
the block seems to be the only option. 

Aluminium cylinder block 
18 Remove the liner clamps (where used), 
then use a hardwood drift to tap out each liner 
from the inside of the cylinder block. When all 
the liners are released, tip the cylinder 
block/crankcase on its side and remove each 
liner from the top of the block. As each liner is 
removed, stick masking tape on its left-hand 
(transmission side) face, and write the cylinder 
number on the tape. No 1 cylinder is at the 
transmission (flywheel) end of the engine. 
Remove the sealing ring from the base 01 
each liner, and discard (see illustrations). 
19 Check each cylinder liner for scuffing and 
scoring. Check for signs of a wear ridge at the 
top of the liner, indicating that the bore is 
excessively worn. 
20 Take the liners to an engine reconditioning 
specialist and have their bores measured to 
determine if renewal is necessary. If it Is, the 
speciallst will be able to advise you regarding 
pistonl!iner availability. 
21 Prior to installing the llners, check the liner 
protrusion as follows. Thoroughly clean the 
mating surfaces of the liner and cylinder 

11.18b ... and recover the bottom O-ring 
seal farrowed) 
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block. Insert the liners into the block ensuring 
each one is correctly seated; if the original 
liners are being refitted, ensure the liners aTe 

fitted in their original locations. With all four 
liners correctly installed, use a dial gauge (or a 
straight-edge and feeler blade) to check that 
the protrusion of each liner above the upper 
surface of the cylinder block is within the 
limits given in the Specifications. The 
maximum difference between any two liners 
must not be exceeded. Note: If new liners 
are being fitted, it is permissible to 
interchange them to bring the difference in 
protrusion within limits. Remember to keep 
each piston with its respective liner. If liner 
protrusion is not within the specified limits, 
seek the advice of an engine reconditioning 
specialist before proceeding with the engine 
rebuild. 
22 Once the protrusions have been checked, 
remove the liners from the block and fit a new 
sealing ring carefully to the base of each liner. 
Lubricate the base of each liner with a smear 
of oil to aid installation. 
23 Insert each liner into the cylinder block, 
taking care not to damage the a-ring, and 
press it home as far as possible by hand. 
Using a hammer and a block o f wood, tap 
each liner lightly but fully onto its locating 
shoulder. If the original liners are being 
refitted, use the marks made on removal 10 
ensure that each is refitted the correct way 
round, and is inserted into its original bore. 
24 Wipe clean, then lightly oil all exposed 
liner surfaces, to prevent rusting. 
Where necessary, clamp the liners back in 
position. 

12 Piston/connecting rod 
assembly - inspection 

1 Before the inspection process can begin, 
the piston/connect ing rod assemblies must 
be cleaned, and the original piston rings 
removed from the pistons. 
2 Carefully expand the old rings over the top 
of the pistons. The use of two or three old 
feeler blades win be helpful in p reventing the 
rings dropping into empty grooves (see 
illustration). Be careful not 10 scratch the 
piston with the ends of the ring. The rings are 
brittle, and will snap if they are spread too far. 
They are also very sharp - protect your hands 
and fingers. Note t hat Ihe third ring 
incorporales an expander. Always remove the 
rings from the top of the piston. Keep each set 
of rings with its piston if the old rings are to be 
re-used. 
3 Scrape away all traces of carbon from the 
top of the piston. A hand-held wire brush (or a 
piece of fine emery cloth) can be used, once 
the majority of the deposits have been 
scraped away. 
4 Remove the carbon from the ring grooves 
in the piston, using an old ring. Break the ring 
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in half to do this (be careful not to cut your 
fingers - piston rings are sharp). Be careful to 
remove only the carbon deposits - do not 
remove any metal, and do not nick or scratch 
the sides of the ring grooves. 
5 Once the deposits have been removed , 
clean the piston/connecting rod assembly 
with paraffin or a suitable solvent, and dry 
thoroughly. Make sure that the oil return holes 
in the ring grooves are clear. 
6 1f the pistons a~d cylinder bores are not 
damaged or worn excessively, and if the 
cylinder block does not need to be rebored 
(where possible), the original pistons can be 
refitted. Normal piston wear shows up as even 
vertical wear on the piston thrust surfaces, 
and slight looseness of the top ring in its 
groove. New piston rings should always be 
used when the engine Is reassembled. 
7 Carefully inspect each piston for cracks 
around the skirt, around the gudgeon pin 
holes. and at the piston ring 'lands' (between 
the ring grooves). 
8 Look for scoring and scuffing on the piston 
skirt, holes in the piston crown, and burned 
areas at the edge of the crown. If the skirt is 
scored or scuffed, the engine may have been 
suffering from overheating, and/or abnormal 
combustion which caused excessively high 
operating temperatures. The cooling and 
lubrication systems should be checked 
thoroughly. Scorch marks on the sides of the 
pistons show that blow-by has occurred. A 
hole in the piston crown, or bumed areas at 
the edge of the piston crown. indicates that 
abnormal combustion (pre-ignition. knocking, 
or detonation) has been occurring. If any of 
the above problems exist, the causes must be 
invesUgated and corrected, or the damage witl 
occur again. The causes are likely to be 
attributable to a fau lty injector or engine 
management system fault. 
9 Corrosion of the piston, in the form of 
pitting, indicates that coolant has been 
teaking into the combustion chamber and/or 
the crankcase. Again, t he cause must be 
corrected. or the problem may persist in the 
rebuilt engine. 
10 On aluminium block engines with wet 
liners, it is not possible to renew the pistons 
separately; pistons are only supplied with 
piston rioos and a liner, as a part of a matched 
assembly (see Section t 1). On iron-block 
engines, pistons can be purchased from a 
PeugeoVCitroEln dealer or engine 
reconditioning specialist. 
11 Examine each connecting rod carefully for 
signs of damage, such as cracks around the 
big-end and small-snd bearings. Check that 
the rod is not bent or distorted. Damage is 
h ighly unlikely, unless the engine has been 
seized or badly overheated. Detailed checking 
of the connecting rod assembly can only be 
carried out by an engine specialist with the 
necessary equipment. 
12 The connecting rod big-end cap nuts 
must be renewed whenever they are 
disturbed. Although PeugeoVCitroEln do not 

12.2 Remove the pis ton rings with the aid 
of a feeler gauge 

specify that the bolts must also renewed, it is 
recommended that the nuts and bolts are 
replaced as a complete set. 
13 The gudgeon pins are an lnterlerence fit in 
the connecting rod small -end bearing. 
Therefore, piston and/or connecting rod 
renewal should be entrusted to an engine 
reconditioning specialist. who will have the 
necessary tooling to remove and install the 
gudgeon pins. 

13 Crankshaft - inspection ~ 

~ ...; 

Checking endfloat 
t If the crankshaft endftoat is to be checked, 
this must be done when the crankshaft is still 
installed in the cylinder block/crankcase, but 
is free to move (see Section to). 
2 Check the endf loat using a dial gauge in 
contact with the end of the crankshaft. Push 
the crankshaft fully one way, and then zero 
the gauge. Push the crankshaft fully the other 
way, and check the endfloat. The result can 
be compared with the specified amount. and 
will give an indication as to whether new 
thrustwashers are required (see illustration). 
3 If a dial gauge is not available, feeler blades 
can be used. First push the crankshaft fully 
towards the flywheel end of the engine, then 
use feeler blades to measure the gap between 

13_2 The crankshaft endfloat can be 
checked with a dial gauge _ . _ 
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13.3 ... or with feeler gauges 

the web of No 2 crankpin and the 
thrustwasher (see Illustration). 

Inspection 
4 Clean the crankshaft using paraffin or a 
suitable solvent, and dry It, preferably with 
compressed air if available. Be sure to clean 
the oil holes with a pipe cleaner or similar 
probe, to ensure that they are not obstructed. *' Warning: Wear eye protection 
~ when using compressed air. 

5 Check the main and big-end bearing 
journals for uneven wear, scoring, pitting and 
cracking. 
6 Big-end bearing wear is accompanied by 
distinct metalliC knocking when the engine is 
running (particularly noticeable when the 
engine is pulling from low speed) and some 
loss of oil pressure. 
7 Main bearing wear is accompanied by 
severe engine vibration and rumble - getting 
progressively worse as engine speed 
increases - and again by loss of oil pressure. 
8 Check the bearing journal for roughness by 
running a linger lightly over the bearing 
surface. Any roughness (which will be 
accompanied by obvious bearing wear) 
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indicates Ihat the crankshaft rsquires 
regrinding (where possible) or renewal. 
9 Check the oil seal contact surfaces at each 
end of the crankshaft for wear and damage. If 
the seal has worn a deep groove in the 
surface of the crankshaft, consult an engine 
overhaul specialist; repair may be possible, 
but otherwise a new crankshaft will be 
required. 
10 Take the crankshaft to an engine 
reconditioning specialisl to have it measured 
for journal wear. If excessive wear is evident, 
they will be able to advise you with regard to 
regrinding the crankshaft and supplying new 
bearing sheHs. 
11 If the crankshaft has been reground , 
check for burrs around the crankshaft oil 
holes (the holes are usuaJly chamfered, so 
burrs should not be a problem unless 
regrinding has been carried out carelessly). 
Remove any burrs with a fine file or scraper, 
and thoroughly clean the oil holes as 
described previously. 
12 At the time of writing, it was not clear 
whether PeugeoUCitroen produce oversize 
bearing shells for all of these engines. On 
some engines, If the crankshaft journals have 
not already been reground. it may be possible 
to have the crankshaft reconditioned, and to 
fit oversize shells. If no oversize shells are 
available and the crankshaft has worn beyond 
the specified limits, it wJli have to be renewed. 
Consult your dealer or engine specialist for 
further information on parts availability. 

14 Main and big-end bearings 
inspection 

1 Even though the main and big·end bearings 
should be renewed during the engine 
overhaul, the old bearings should be retained 
for close examination, as they may reveal 
valuable information about the condition of 
the engine. The bearing shells are graded by 
thickness, the grade of each shell being 
indicated by the colour code marked on it. 
2 Bearing failure can occur due to lack of 
lubrication, the presence of dirt or other 
10reign particles, overloading the engIne, or 
corrosion (see illustration). Regardless of the 
cause of bearing failure, the cause must be 
corrected (where applicable) before the 
engine is reassembled, to prevent it from 
happening again. 
3 When examining the bearing shells, remove 
them from the cylinder block/crankcase, the 
connecting rods and the connecting rod big
end bearing caps. Lay them out on a clean 
surface in the same general position as their 
location in the engine. This will enable you to 
match any bearing problems with the 
corresponding crankshaft Journal. Do not 
touch any shell's bearing surface with your 
fingers while checking It, or the delicate 
surface may be scratched. 
4 Dirt and other foreign matter gets Into the 

engine in a variety of ways. It may be left in 
the engine during assembly, or it may pass 
through fillers or the crankcase ventilation 
system. It may get iflto the oil, and from there 
into the bearings. Metal chips from machining 
operations and normal engine wear are often 
present. Abrasives are sometimes left in 
engine components after reconditioning, 
especially when parts are not Ihoroughly 
cleaned using the proper cleaning methods. 
Whatever the source, these foreign objects 
often end up embedded in the soft bearing 
material, and are easily recognised. Large 
partictes will not embed in the bearing, and 
will score or gouge the bearing and Journal. 
The best prevention for this cause of bearing 
failure is to clean all parts thoroughly, and 
keep everything spotlessly-clean during 
engine assembly. frequent and regular engine 
oil and filter changes are also recommended. 
5 lack of lubrication (or lubrication 
breakdown) has a number of interrelated 
causes. Excessive heat (which thins the oiij, 
overloading (which squeezes the oil from the 
bearing face) and oil leakage (from excessive 
bearing clearances, worn oil pump or high 
engine speeds) all conlribute to lubrication 
breakdown. Blocked oil passages, which 
usually are the result of misaligned oil holes In 
a bearing shell, will also oil-starve a bearing, 
and destroy it. When lack of lubricatioo Is the 
cause 01 bearing failure, the bearing material 
is wiped or extruded from the steel backing of 
the bearing. Temperatures may increase to 
the point where the steel backing turns blue 
from overheating. 
6 Driving habits can have a definite effect on 
bearing life. full-throttle, low·speed operntion 
~abouring the engine) puts very high loads on 
bearings, tending to squeeze out the oil film. 
These loads cause the bearings to flex, which 
produces fine cracks in the bearing face 
(fatigue failure). Eventually, the bearing 
material will loosen in pieces, and tear away 
from the steel backing. 
7 Short-distance driving leads 10 corrosion of 
bearings, because insufficient engine heat is 
produced to drive off the condensed water 
and corrosive gases. These products collect 
in the engine oil, forming acid and sludge. As 
the oil is carried 10 the engine bearings, the 
acid attacks and corrodes the bearing 
material. 
8 Incorrect bearing installation during engine 
assembly wlll lead to bearing failure as well. 
Tight-fitting bearings leave insufficient bearing 
running clearance, and will result In oil 
starvation. Dirt or foreign particles trapped 
behind a bearing shell result In high spots on 
the bearing, which lead 10 failure. 
9 Do not touch any shell's bearing surface 
with your fmgers during reassembly; there is a 
risk of scratching the delicate surface, or of 
depositing particles of dirt on it. 
10 As menlioned at the beginning of this 
Section, the bearing shells should be renewed 
as a matter of course during engine overhaul; 
to do oth9fWise is false economy. 
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15 Engine overhaul 
reassembly sequence 

1 Before reassembly begins, ensure that all 
new parts have been obtained. and that all 
necessary tools are available. Read through the 
entire procedure to familiarise yourself with the 
work involved, and to ensure that all items 
necessary tOf reassembly of the engine are at 
hand. In addition to all normal tools and 
materials, thread-locking compound will be 
needed. A tube of suitable liquid sealant will 
also be required for the joint faces that are 
fitted without gaskets. It is recommended that 
PeugeoVCitro€m's own product(s) are used, 
which are specially formulated IOf this putpOse: 
the relevant product names are quoted in the 
text of each Section where they are required. 
2 In ord9f' to save time and avoid problems, 
engine reassembly can be carried out in the 
following order, referring to Part A of this 
Chapter unless otherwise stated: 
a) Crankshaft (See Section 17). 
b) Piston/connecting rod assemblies (See 

Section 18). 
c) Oflpump. 
et) Sump. 
s) Flywheel. 
f) Cylinder head. 
g) Timing belt tensioner pulley(s) and 

sprockets, and riming belt. 
h) Engine external components. 

3 At this stage, all engine components should 
be absolutely clean and dry, with all faults 
repaired. The components should be laid out 
(or in individual containers) on a completely 
clean work surface. 

16 Piston rings - refitting 

1 Before fitting new piston rings, the ring end 
gaps must be checked as follows. 
2 Layout the piston/connecting rod 
assemblies and the new piston ring sets, so 
that the ring sets will be matched with the 
same piston and cylinder during the end gap 
measurement and subsequent engine 
reassembly. 
3 Insert the top ring into the first cylinder, and 
push it down the bore using the top of the 
piston. This will ensure that the ring remains 
square with the cylinder walls. Position the 
ring riear the bottom of the cylinder bore, at 
the lower limit of ring travel. Note that the top 
and second compression rings are different. 
The second ring can be identified by its taper; 
it also has a step on its lower surface. 
4 Measure the end gap using feeler blades. 
5 Repeat the procedure with the ring at the 
top of the cylinder bore, at the upper limit of 
its travel (see illustration). and compare the 
measurements with the figures given in the 
Specifications. If the end gaps are incorrect, 
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16.5 Measure the piston rings end gaps 
with e feeler gauge 

check that you have the cooect rings for your 
engine and for the cylinder bore size. 
6 Repeat the checking procedure for each 
ring in the first cylinder, and then for the rings 
in the remaining cylinders. Remember to keep 
rings, pistons and cylinders matched up. 
7 Once the ring end gaps have been checked, 
the rings can be fitled to the pistons. 
8 Fit the oil control ring expander (where 
fitled) then Install the ring. 
g The second and top rings are different and 
can be identified Irom their cross-sections; 
the top ring is symmetrical whilst the second 
ring is tapered. Fit the second ring, ensuring 
its identification (TOP) marking is lacing 
upwards, then install the top ring (see 
Illustration) . Arrange the oil control, second 
and top ring end gaps so they are equally 
spaced 1200 apart. Note: Always follow any 
instructions supplied with the new piston ring 
sets - d ifferent manufacturers may specify 
different procedures. Do not mix up the top 
and second compression rings, as they have 
different cross-sections. 

17 Crankshaft - refit1ing 

Selection of bearing shells 
1 Have the crankshaft inspected and 
measured by an engine reconditioning 
specialist. They will be able to carry out any 
regrinding/repairs, and supply suitable main 
and big-end bearing shells. 

17.5 Fit the grooved bearing shells to No 2 
and 4 main bearings -1.4 litre engines 

16.9 Typical piston ring fitting diagram 

Oil control ring 
2 Second compression ring 
3 Top compression ring 

Crankshaft refiHing 
Note: New main bearing cap/lower crankcase 
bolts must be used when refitting the 
crankshaft. 
2 Where applicable, ensure that the oil spray 
jets are fitted to the bearing locations In the 
cylinder block. 

1.4 litre engines 
3 Using a little grease, slick the upper 
thrustwashers to each side of the No 2 main 
bearing upper location; ensure that the oilway 
grooves on each thrustwashar face outwards 
(away from the block). 
4 Clean the backs of the bearing shells, and 
the bearing locations in both the cylinder 
block/crankcase and the main bearing 
laddarlbearing caps. 
5 Press the bearing shells into their locations, 
ensuring that the tab on each shell ellgaQes in 
the notch in the cylinder block/crankcase or 
main bearing ladder/bearing cap. Take care 
not to touch any shell's bearing surface with 
your fingers. Note that the grooved bearing 
shells, both upper and lower, are fitled to 
Nos 2 and 4 main bearings (see illustration). 
6 Uberally lubricate each bearing shell in the 
cylinder block/crankcase with clean engine 
oil. 
7 Refit the Woodruff key, then slide on the all 
pump drive sprocket, and locate the drive 
chain on the sprocket (see illustration). 

17.7 Fit the oil pump drive chain and 
sprocket - 1.4 litre engines 
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17.8 Apply a thin film of sealant to the 
cytinder block mating surface -1 .4 litre 

engines 

Lower the crankshaft Into position so that 
Nos 2 and 3 cylinder crankpins are at TOC; 
Nos 1 and 4 cylinder crankpins will be at BDC. 
ready lor fitting No 1 piston. Check the 
crankshaft eodfIoat as described In Section 13. 
8 Thoroughly degrease the mating surfaces 
of the cytinder block/crankcase and the main 
bearing ladder. Apply a thin bead of suitable 
seaJant to the cylinder blcx:K mating SLriace of 
the main bearing ladder casting. then spread 
to an even film (see illUstration). 
9 Ensure the locating dowels are In position 
then lubricate the lower bearing shells with 
clean eogWle oil. Refit the main beaOOg ladder 
to the cyfmder block, ensl.ring that the lower 
bearings rerrW'l correctly fitted. 
10 Install the main bearing ladder retaining 
bolts, and tighten them all by hand only. 
Wor1<ing in a spiral pattern from the centre 
bolts outwards, evenly and progres!>ively 
tighten the bolts to the specifIed Stage 1 
torque wrench setting (see iUustration). Once 
all the bolts have been tightened to the Stage 
1 selling, working in the same sequence, 
angle-tighten the bolts through the specified 
Stage 2 angle using a sockel and extension 
bar. It is recommended that an angle
measuring gauge is used during Ihis stage of 
the tightening, to ensure accuracy, If a gauge 
is nOI available. use a dab of white paint to 
make alignment marks between the bolt head 
and casting prior 10 tightening: the marks can 
then be used to check that the bott has been 
rotated sufficiently during tightening. 
11 Refit alt the smaller bolts securing the 

17.17 Fit the thrustwashMs to either side 
of the No 2 main bearing, with the oilway 

grooves facing outwards -1 .6 litre engines 

17.10 Tighten the ten main bearing bcKts 
to the specified torque -l A litre engines 

main bearing ladder to the base 01 the 
cylinder block, and lighten them 10 the 
specified torque. Check thal the crankshaft 
rotates freely. 
12 Refit the piston/connecting rod 
assemblies to the crankshaft as described In 
Section 18. 
13 Ensuring that the drtve chain is COffectty 
located on the sprocket. refil the oil pump and 
sump as described in Part A of this Chapter. 
14 Fit two new crankshaft oil seals as 
described ... Part A of this Chapter. 
15 Refit the ftywheeI as described in Part A of 
this Chapter. 
16 Refit the cylinder head (where removed) 
as described in Part A. Also refit the 
crankshaft sprocket and timing belt (see 
Part A). 

1.6 litre engines 
17 Using a little grease, stick the upper 
thnJstwashers to each side of the No 2 main 
bearing upper lOCation. Ensure that the ollway 
grooves on each Ihrustwasher face outwards 
(away from the cylinder block) (see 
illustration). 
18 Place the bearing shells In their locations 
as described in paragraphs 4 and 5 (see 
illustration). If new shells are being filled, 
ensure that all traces of protective grease are 
cleaned off using paraffin. Wipe dry the sIleIls 
and connecting rods with a lint-free cloth. 
Uberally lubricate each bearing shell In the 
cylinder block/crankcase and cap with clean 
engine oil. 

17.18 Ensure the tab (arrowed) is located 
in the cut-out when fttting the bearing 

shells -1 .alitre engines 

19 lower the crankshafllnto position so that 
Nos 2 and 3 cylinder crankpins are at TOC' 
Nos 1 and 4 cylinder crankpins wiM ~ 
at BOC, ready for fitting No 1 piston. Check 
the crankshaft endfIoat as described in Sec
tion 13. 
20 lubricate the lower bearing shells in the 
main bearing caps with clean engine oil. Make 
sure that the locating lugs on the shells 
engage with the corresponding recesses 10 
the caps. 
21 Frt the main bearing caps to their COffect 
locations, eflsuring that they are filled the 
correct way round (the bearing shell lug 
recesses in the block and caps must be on 
the same side). 
22 lightly lubricate the threads and the 
underside of the headS of the main bearing 
cap bolts with engine oil then refit the bolts. 
Working In a spiral sequence from the centre 
bolts outwards, tighten the main bearing cap 
boilS evenly and progressively to the specified 
Stage 1 torque wrench selling. Orx:e all the 
bolts have been tightened to the Stage 1 
setting, wor1dng in the same sequence. angle
tighten the botts tIYough the specified Stage 2 
angle. using a socket and extension bar. It is 
recommended that an angle-meaSUring 
gauge is used during this stage of the 
tightening. to ensure accuracy. If a gauge Is 
not available, use a dab of white paint to make 
alignment marks between the bolt head and 
casting prior 10 tightening; the maIb can then 
be used 10 check that the bolt has been 
rotated stJfficientty during tightening. 
23 Check that the crankshaft rotates tree/y. 
24 Refit !he pistonIconnecting rod assemblies 
10 the crankshaft as desaibed ... Section 18. 
25 Refit the Woodruff key to the CI'8l1kshaft 
groove, ald slide on !he oil pump drive sprocket. 
Ux:ate the driv9 chain on the sprod<et 
26 Ensure that the mating surfaces of right
hand (timing belt end) oil seal housing and 
cylinder block are clean and dry. Note Ihe 
correct fitted depth of the oil seal then, using 
a large flat ·bladed screwdriver, lever the seal 
out of the housing. 
27 Apply a smear of suitable sealant to the oil 
seal housing mating surface, and make sure 
that the locating dowels are in position. Slide 
the housing over the end of the crankshaft, 
and into position on the cylinder block. 
Tighlen the housing retaining bolts securely. 
28 Repeat the operations In paragraphs 26 
and 27, and fit the left-hand (flywheel end) oil 
seal housing. 
29 At new aankshaft 011 seals as described 
in Part A of this Chapter. 
30 Ensuring thal the chain is correctty 
located on the drive sprocket, refit the oil 
JX,mP and sump as described W1 Part A of this 
Chapter. 
31 Refit the IIywheeI as described in Pan A of 
this Chapter. 
32 Refrt the cylinder head (where removed) 
and Installlhe crankshaft sprocket and timing 
belt as described in the relevant Sections of 
Part A. 
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18.3 Ensure the bearing shell tab 
(arrowed) locates correctly in the cut-out 

18 Piston/connecting rod 
assembly - refitting 

Note: New big-end cap nutslbolts must be 
used on refitting. 
1 Note that the following procedure assumes 
that the cylinder liners (aluminium block 
engines) are in position In the cylinder 
block/crankcase as described In Section 11 , 
and that the crankshaft and main bearing 
ladder/caps are in place. 
2 Clean the backs of the beating shells, and 
the bearing locations in both the connecting 
rod and bearing cap. 

18.8 At the big-end bearing cap. ensuring 
it is fitted the right way around, and screw 

on the new nuts 
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18.7 Tap the piston into the bore using a 
hammer handle 

3 Press the bearing shells into their locations, 
ensuring thal the lab on each shell engages in 
the notch in the connecting rod and cap. Take 
care not 10 touch any shell's bearing surface 
with your fingers (see illustration). 
4 Lubricate the cylinder bores, the pistons, 
and piston rings, then layout each 
piston/connecting rod assembly in its 
respective position. 
5 Start with assembly No 1. Make sure that 
the piston rings are still spaced as described 
In Section 16, then clamp them in position 
with a piston ring compressor. 
6 Insert the piston/connecting rod assembly 
into the top of cyl inder/Uner No I, ensuring 
that the arrow on the piston crown is pointing 
towards the timing belt end of the engine. 
7 Once the piston is correctly positioned, 
using a block of wood or hammer handle 
against the piston crown, tap the assembly 
into the cylinder/liner until the piston crown is 
flush with the top of the cylinder/liner (see 
illustration), 
8 Ensure that the bearing shell is still correctly 
installed. liberally lubricate the crankpin and 
both bearing shells. Taking care not to mark 
the cylinder/liner bores, pull the 
piston/connecting rod assembly down the 
bore and onto the crankpin. Refit the big-end 
bearing cap and fit the new nuts, tightening 
them finger-tight at first (see illustration). 
Nole that the faces with the identification 
marks musl match (which means that the 

bearing shell locating tabs abut each other). 
9 Tighten the bearing cap retaining nuts 
evenly and progressively to the specified 
torque setting. 
10 Once the bearing cap retaining nuts have 
been correctly tightened, rotate the 
crankshaft. Check that it turns freely; some 
stiffness is to be expected if new components 
have been fitted, but there should be no signs 
of binding or tight spols. 
11 Refit the cylinder head and oil pump as 
described in Part A of this Chapter. 

19 Engine - iniUal start-up after 
overhaul 

1 With the engine refitted in the vehicle, 
double-check the engine oil and coolant 
levels. Make a final check that everything has 
been reconnected, and that there are no lools 
or rags left in the engine compartment. 
2 Switch on the Ignition and immediately turn 
the engine on the starter until the oil pressure 
warning light goes out. 
3 Pressurise the fuel syslem as described in 
Chapter 4A, Ih9f1 start the engine, noting that 
this may lake a little longer than usual, due to 
the fuel system components having been 
disturbed. 
4 While the engine is idling, check for fuel , 
water and oil leaks. Don' t be alarmed if there 
are some odd smells and smoke from parts 
getting hot and burning off oil deposits. 
5 Assuming all is well , keep the eogine idling 
until hol water is felt circulating through the 
top hose, then switch off the engine. 
6 Allow Ihe engine to cool then recheck the 
oil and coolant levels as described in Weekly 
checks, and top-up as necessary. 
7 11 new pistons, rings or crankshaft bearings 
have been fitted, the engine must be treated as 
new, and run-in for the first 500 miles (800 km). 
Do not operate the engine at full-throttle. or 
allow it to labour at low engine speeds in any 
gear. It is recommended Ihat the oil and filter 
be changed at the end of this period . 
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Chapter 2 Part E: 
Diesel engine removal and overhaul procedures 

Contents Section number Section number 

Crankshaft - inspection . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 14 Engine overhaul- general information .. . . . . . . . .• 2 
Crankshaft - refitting .... . . . . . . . . . . . ... 18 Engine overhaul- reassembly sequence .. .. . ...... '6 
Crankshaft - removal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 11 Engine/transmission - removal and refitting . .. 4 
Cylinder block/crankcase - cleaning and inspection . 12 Engine/transmission removal - methods and precautions ..... . .• 3 
Cylinder head - dismantling ...... . 7 General information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
Cylinder head - reassembly ................. . .. 9 Main and big-end bearings - inspection .. . .. 15 
Cylinder head (2.0 litre engines) - removal and refitting 5 Piston/connecting rod assembly - inspection .. .. 13 
Cylinder head and valves - cleaning and inspection . . . 8 Piston/connecting rod assembly - refitting. . . . .. . 19 
Engine - initial start-up after overhaul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 Piston/connecting rod assembly - removal .... . ... . . ........ 10 
Engine overhaul- dismantling sequence . .. .. .. . ... . ...... . .. 6 Piston rings - refitting . ............. , . . . . . . . .. . .. . . ... 17 

Degrees of difficulty 
Easy, suitable for 

~ 
Fa01y easy. suitable 

~ 
Fa01y_ ~ 

"""""'.,. "'"""'""' ~ """""" -.,. ~ V""_ i.. 
suitable .,. e><pert DIY ~ novice 'Nith little for begirner with 

expaielce ~ sane expel ere 

Specifications 
Cylinder head 
Maximum gasket face distortion 
Cylinder head height: 

XUD series engines . . ... 
DW series engines: 

E:Xpei ia ICed [)(y 

~ DIY mecharOc ~ 
-~ " 

0.03 mm 

157.4 to 157.7 mm 

1.9 litre engines (from centre of camshaft to head mating surface) 139.95 to 140.25 mm 
133.0 mm 2.0 litre engines .. . . . . . .. . .. . .... . 

Swirl chamber protrusion - 1.8 and 1.9 litre engines only 

Valves 
Valve head diameter: 

1.8 and 1.9 litre engines 
2.0 litre engines ..... . 

Valve stem diameter: 
1.8 and 1.9 litre engines 
2.0 litre engines ..... . 

Overall length: 
1.8 and 1.9 litre engines 
2.0 litre engines: 

Standard 
Minimum 

Cylinder block 
Cylinder bore diameter: 

1.8 litre engines . .. 
1.9 litre: 

XUD series engines .. . 
DW series engines 

2.0 litre engines . .. ....... . 

o to 0.03 mm 

Inlet 
38.6 mm 
35.6 mm 
Inlet 
7.96 to 7.99 mm 
5.978 ± 0.007 mm 
Inlet 
112.1010112.70 mm 

107.18 mm 
106.78 mm 

80.00 mm (nominal) 

83.00 mm (nominal) 
82.20 mm (nominaQ 
85.00 mm (nominal) 

~ 

" 
",professional ~ 

Exhaust 
33.0 mm 
33.8 mm 
Exhaust 
7.95 to 7.98 mm 
5.968 ± 0.007 mm 
Exhaust 
111.55tol12.15mm 

107.18mm 
106.78 mm 
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Pistons 
Piston diameter: 

1.8 litre engInes. 
1.9 litre: 

79.92 mm (nominaQ 

XUD series engines. . . . . . .. .. .......•......•..... 82.92 mm (nomina/) 
fY'N series engines •.••..• .. ... . •....•.•...••..•• ..... •• 82.12 mm (nominal) 

2.0 1itre engines . . . •• . . • . . . • • . . . . . • . . • . • . • • . . • . . . . • . • . • . . . 8421 tnm (nominal) 
Check with your PeugeotfCitroln dealer Of" engine spedalist regarding piston oversizes 

Crankshaft 
EndfIoat ...•................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 0.07 to 0.32 mm 
Main bearing journal diameter: Standard 

All engines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . 59.977 to 60.000 mm 
Big-end bearing journal diameter. Standard 

All engines . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. 49.984 to 50.000 mm 
Maximum bearing journal out--of-roond ......................... 0.007 mm 
Mm bearing !\rIning clearance' ..•...•..•••.•.......••.•. • .•. 0.025 to 0.050 mm 
Big·end bearng tu"IOing clearance' •.•.•. . •• • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . 0.025 to 0.050 mm 

Undersize 
59.677 to 59.700 mm 
Undersize 
49.681 to 49.700 mm 

, These are SI: gg Md figures. typical for this type of engine - no exact vatJes are stated by the mwvfactunJr. 

Piston rings 
End gaps:' 

Top and second compression rings. .•. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . •. . . . . 0.20 to 0.40 mm 
O~ control ring ..... . ...................•............ . ... 0.25 to 0.50 mm 

'These am suggested figures, typical for this type of engine - no exact values am stated by the manufacturer. 

Torque wrench settings 

1.8 and 1.9 1ftre (XUD series) engines 
Refer to Chapter 2B Specfflcstfons. 

1.9 and 2.0 litre (OW series) engines 
Refer to Chapter 2C SpecIflcations. 

1 General information 

Included in this Part of Chapter 2 are details 
of removing the engineltransmission from the 
car and general overhaul procedures for the 
cylinder head, cylinder block/crankcase and 
all other engine Internal compoIleI ,ts. 

The information given ranges from advice 
concerning preparation for an overhaul and 
the purchase of new pans. 10 detailed step
by-step procedures covering removal. 
Inspection. renovation and refltting of engine 
Internal components. 

After Section 5, all instructions are based 
on the assumption that the engine has been 
removed from the car. For Informat ion 
COIIC8I N lg In-car engine repair, as well as the 
removal and refitting of those external 
components necessary for full overhaul, refer 
to Part 8 or C of this Chapter, and to Section 
6. Ignore any preliminary dismantling 
operations described in Part 8 or C that are 
no longer relevant once the engine has been 
removed from the car. 

Apart from torque wrench settings, which 
are given at the begiMing of Part B and C, all 
specifications relating to engine overhaul are 
at the begif1l'lll'l9 Of this Part of Chapter 2. 

2 Engine ovet'haul 
general infonnation 

It is not always easy to determIne when, or 
if. an engine should be completely 
overhauled, as a number of factors must be 
considered. 

High mileage is not necessarily an 
indication that an overhaul is needed. while 
bw mileage does not preclude the need for an 
overhaul. Frequency of servicing is probably 
the most important coosidefation. All engine 
which has had regular and frequent oil and 
filter changes, as well as other required 
maintenance, should give many thousands of 
miles of reliable service. Conversely. a 
neglected engine may requIre an overhaul 
very &arty in its life. 

Excessive oil consumption is an Indication 
that piston rings, valve seals andIor valve 
guides are in need of attention. Make sure 
that oil leaks are not responsible before 
deciding that the rings and/or guides are 
worn. Perform a compression or leakdown 
test. as described In Part B or C of this 
Chapter, to determine the likely cause of the -. Check the oil pressure with a gauge fitted in 
place of the oil pressure switch. and compare 

it with that specified. If it Is extremely low, the 
main and big·end beanngs, and/or the oil 
punp, are probably wom out. 

Loss of power. rough !\rifling, knocking or 
metallic engine noises, excessive valve gear 
noise, and high fuel consumption may also 
point to the need for an overhaul, especlalty if 
they are all present at the same time. If a 
complete service does not remedy the 
situation, major mechanical work is the 0411y 

""""""-
A fuI engine overhaul Involves restoring all 

Internal pans to the specification of a new 
engine. During a comptete overhaul, the 
pistons and the pist041 rings are renewed, and 
the cylinder bores are recondItioned. New 
main and big-end bearings are generally 
fitted; if necessary, the crankshaft may be 
reground, to compensate for wear In the 
journals. The vaJves are also serviced as wen. 
since they are usually In Iess-than'perfect 
condition at this polnt. Always pay careful 
attention to the condition of the oil pump 
when overhauling the engine, and renew it if 
there is any doubt as to its serviceability. The 
end result should be an as-new engine that 
will give many trouble-free miles. 

Critical cooling system components such 
as the hoses, thermostat and water pump 
should be renewed when an engine is 
overhauled. The radiator shoutd be checked 
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carefully, to ensure that it is not clogged Of 

~. Also, it Is a good Idea to renew the oil 
pumP wheI teVeI' the engine is overhauled. 

Before beginning the engine overhaul. read 
through the entire procedure, to familiarise 
yourseH with the scope and requirements of 
the}ob. Check on the availability of parts and 
make SlITe that any necessary special tools 
and equipment are obtained in advance. Most 
work can be done with typical hand tools, 
although a number of precision measuring 
lools are required for inspecting parts 10 
determine if they must be renewed. 

The services provided by an engineering 
machine shop or engine reconditioning 
specialist will almost certainly be required, 
parocularty if maiof repairs such as aankshaft 
regrinding or cylinder reboring are necessary. 
Apart from carrying out macnning operations. 
these estabistvneots wiI oormaIly handle the 
Inspection of pans, offer advice concerning 
reconditioning or renewal and supply new 
components such as pistons, piston rings and 
bearing shells. It Is recommended that the 
establishment used is a member of the 
Federation of engine R&-Manufacturers, or a 
similar society. 

Always wait until the engine has been 
completely dismantled. and until all 
components (especially the cylinder 
block/crankcase and the crankshaft) have 
been inspected, before deciding what service 
and repair operations must be perlonned by 
an engiooemg wants. The condition of theSe 
components will be the major factor 10 
consider when detennining whether to 
overhaul the original engine, or to buy a 
reconditioned unit. Do not, therefore, 
purchase parts or have overhaul wont done 
on other components until they have been 
thoroughly inspected. As a general rule, time 
is the primary cost of an overhaul, so it does 
not pay to fit worn or sub-standard parts. 

As a final note. to ensure maximum life and 
minimum trOt.lble from a reconditioned engine. 
everything must be assembled with care, In a 
spotlessly-clean environment. 

3 Engineltransmission 
removal - methods and 
precautions 

tf you have decided that the ~ must be 
removed for overhaul or major repair wont, 
several preliminary steps should be taken. 

locating a suitable place to wont is 
extremely important. Adequate wof1( space, 
along with storage space for the car. will be 
needed. If a workshop or garage Is not 
available. at the very least, a flat. leVel. clean 
WOrk surface Is required. 

Cleaning the engine compartment and 
engine/transmission before beginning the 
removal procedure will help keep tools clean 
and organised. 

An engine hoist will also be necessary. 
Make sure the equipment is rated In excess of 
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the combined weight of the engine and 
transmission.. Safety is of primary importance. 
considering the potential hazards Involved in 
removing the enginettransmission from the 
C8<. 

The help of an assistant is essential. Apart 
from the safety aspects involved, there are 
many instances when one person cannot 
simultaneously per10rm ail of the operations 
required during engineltransmisslon removal. 

Plan the operation ahead of time. Before 
starting work. arrange for the hire of or obtain 
all of the tools and equipment you will need. 
Some of the equipment necessary to perform 
engineltransmlsslon removal and Installation 
safely (in addition to an engine hoist) Is as 
follows; a heavy duty trolley jack. complete 
sets of spanners and sockets as described In 
the rear of this manual, wooden blocks, and 
plenty of rags and cleaning solvent lor 
mopping-up spilled oil, cootant and fuel. H the 
hoist must be hired. make sure that you 
arrange fOl' It in advance, and perform all of 
the operations possible without it beforehand. 
This win save you money and time. 

Plan for the car to be out of use for quite a 
while. AA engineering machine shop or engine 
reconditioning specialist will be required to 
perform some of the work which cannot be 
accomplished without special equipment. 
These places often have a busy schedule, so it 
would be a good idea to consult them before 
removing the engine. in order to accurately 
estrnate the amount of time required to rebuild 
or repair COiilPOi&,ts that may need work.. 

During the engine/transmission removal 
procedure. it is advisable to make notes of the 
locations of all brackets, cable ties, earthing 
points, etc, as well as how the wiring 
harnesses, hoses and electrical connections 
are attached and routed around the engine 
and engine compartment. An effective way of 
doing this Is to take a series of photographs of 
the various components before they are 
disconnected or removed; the resulting 
photographs wlll prove invaluable when the 
engineltransmission is refitted. 

Always be extremely careful when removing 
and refitting the engineltransmission. Serious 
injury can result from careless actions. Ptan 
ahead and take your time, and a job of this 
nature. aIthoogh ~, can be accomplished 

"""""""'" . The engine and transmission assembly is 
removed downwards from the engine 
compartment on afl models described In this 
Chapter. 

4 Engine/transmission -
removal and refitting 

Note: SUch I:; the complexity of the power unit 
arrangement on these vehicles, and the 
variations !hat may be encountered according 
to model and oprionaJ equipment fitted, that 
the foIJowing should be • egarded as a guide to 

the worlr involved, rather than a step-by-step 
procedure. Where differences are 
encountered, Of additional component 
GiscOO.l8Ction or removal;s neces:saI)', make 
notes o( the wadr irM:JIved as an aid to refitting. 

.&. 
Werning: If is essential to 

, observe strict precautions when 
• working on the fuel system 

componen ts of the 2.0 litre 
engine. Before carrying out any of the 
fo llowing opera tions, re fer to the special 
information given in Chapfer 4C, Section 1. 

Removal 
Note: The engine can be removed from the 
car only as 8 complete unit with the 
tnmsmission; the two are then separated for 
.,..",.." . 

1 Remove the battery. battery tray and 
mounting plate as described In see Chap
I..-SA. 
2 Apply the handbrake, then jack up the front 
of the vehicle and support It on axle stands 
(see Jacking and vehicle support). Remove 
both front roadwheeIs. 
3 On 1.9 Utre (DW series) engines, release the 
fasteners from the right-hand side and top of 
the engine cover then lift off the cover. taking 
care not to lose Its mounting rubbers. On 
2.0 litre engines, turn the four plastic fasteners 
through 90° and lift off the engine cover 
4 To improve access, remove the bonnet as 
described In Chapter 11 . 
5 Remove the air deaner housing and intake 
doctIng as desafbed in Chapter 48 or 4C. 
6 DraIn the cooling system with reference to 
Chapter lB. 
7 Drain the transmission oil as described in 
Chapter 7. Refit the drain and filler plugs, and 
tighten them to their specified torque settings. 
8 If the engine is to be dismantled. drain the 
engine 011 and remove the oil filter as 
described In Chapter 1 B. Clean and refit the 
drain plug. tightening it securely. 
9 Remove both the front wheel arch liners. 
The liners are secured by various screws and 
clips under the wheel arch. Release all the 
fasteners, and remove liners from under the 
front wings, 
10 Refer to Chapter lB and remove the 
auxmary drivebeIt. 
11 Refer to Chapter 8 and remove both front 
......".tts. 
12 Disconnect the radiator top and bottom 
hoses, the heater hoses at the engine 
compartment bulkhead, and the expansion 
tank hose. Remove the radiator as described 
In Chapter 3 . 
13 On models with air conditioning, refer to 
Chapter 3 and unbolt the compressor from 
the engine. Do not disconnect the refrigerant 
lines. Support or tie the compressor to one 
side. 
14 On models with power steering, remove 
the power steering pump as described in 
Chapter 10. Release the power steering pipe 
from the reta ining clips on the underside of 
the transmission. 
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15 On 1.8 and 1.9 litre (>CUD series) engines, 
carry out the following operations with 
reference 10 Chapter 4S~ 

aJ Disconnect the fuel suppiy hose from the 
them'tostatlfuel filter housing and the 
mtum hose from the fuel Injection pump. 

b) Release the fuel hoses and priming pump 
from their retBlning clips and move them 
clear of the engine. 

c) Disc:ocwi9Ct the accelerator cable from the 
fuel injection pump. 

d) Discoowi9Ct the exhaust front 
pipeJcataJytic COfMI(ter from the exhaust 
mariIoId. 

16 On 1.9 and 2.0 litre (DW series) engines, 
carry out the following operations with 
reference to Chapter 4C: 
a) At the COMeCriOns above the fuel pump, 

cJisc:OIlIM!Ct the fuel supply and return 
hose quick-reh!ase fittings using a small 
soewdrl\.o8f to release !he locking clip. 
SuirabIy plug or CO\I\!ii" !he open unions to 
prf1IIfNJt dirt entty. 

b) Release the fuel hoses from their retaining 
cfps and move them dear of the engine. 

c) Disconnect the acceIenitor cable from the 
fuel injection pump or acceIetaror pedal 
position sensor (as appIicableJ-

d) Discooll*t the wmng connectors at the 
engine management ECU. 

e) Disconnect the catalytic converter from 
the exhaust manifoId/turbochatger. 

17 Discofvlect the vacuum hoses and wiring 
connectOf at the EGR solenoid valve. 
18 Unbolt the preheaUng system control unit 
located at the Iront of the engine 
compartment. 
19 Open the engine compartment fuse/relay 
box and discomect the engine related wiring 
connectors. 
20 Trace the wiring harness back from the 
engine to the main harness connectors at the 
fuse/relay box, and/or at Ihe bulkhead 
connection or Ironl body panel connection. 
Release the locking rings by twlsl ing them 
anti-clockwise and disconnect the 
connectors. Also trace the wiring connectors 
back to the transmission and disconnect all 
engine related wiring and earth leads in this 
area. Check that all the relevant connectors 
have been disconnected, and that the harness 
Is releasacl from all the dips Of lies, so that it 
Is Iree to be removed with the engine! 
transmission. 
21 Disconnect the engine earth leads at the 
fusebox, undElf the left hand wheel arch and 
on the left-hand chassis member_ 
22 Disconnecl the brake servo unit vacuum 
pipe from the vacuum pump, Of at the quick· 
re6ease COMeCtOf on the pipe. 
23 Disconnect the clutch cable from the 
release levElf and transmisslon bracket as 
described i1 Chaptet' 6. 
24 Disconnect Ihe gearchange selector 
mechanism from the transmission as 
described r. ChaptElf 7. 
25 Remove the front subframe as described 
r. Chapter 10. 

26 Using a hoist attached 10 the lifting eyes 
on the cylinder head, take the weight of lhe 
engine and transmission. 
27 Remove the right-hand and left-hand 
engine mountings and support brackets as 
described In Chapter 2B Of 2C. 
28 Make a final check to ensure all wiring, 
hoses and brackets that would prevent the 
removal of the assembly have been 
dlsconnected_ 
29 Caretully lower the engineltransmisslon 
from the engine compartment taking care not 
to damage the sutTounding components. 
IdeaIty lower the trit onto a low trolley so that 
it may be withdrawn from undElf the C81. 

Disconnect the hoist from the engine! 
transmission assembly. 

Separation 
30 With the engineltransmissJon assembly 
removed, support the assembly on suitable 
blocks of wood on a wor1lbench (or failing 
that. on a clean area of the workshop 1Ioof). 
31 Undo the retar.ing Ix>/ts, and remove the 
flywheel lower cover plate from the 
transmission. 
32 Slacken and remove the retaining bolts, 
and remove the starter motor from the 
transmission_ 
33 Disconnect any remaining wiring 
connectors at the transmission. then move 
the main engine wiring harness to one side. 
34 EnsLre that both engine and transmission 
are adequately supported, then slacken and 
remove the remaining bolts securing the 
transmission housing to the engine. Note the 
correct fitted positions 01 each bolt (and the 
relevant brackets) as they are removed, to use 
as a reference on refrtting. 
35 Carefully withdraw the transmission from 
the engine, ensuring that the weight 01 the 
transmission Is not allowed to hang on the 
input shaft while It Is engaged with the clutch 
friction disc. 
36 If they are loose. remove Ihe locating 
dowels from the engine Of transmission, and 
keep them in a safe place. 

Refitting 
37 If the engine and transmission have not 
been separated, perform the operations 
described below from paragraph 44 onwards. 
38 Apply a smear of high melting-point 
grease (PeugeotICitroen recommend the use 
of Molykote SR2 plus) to the splines of the 
transmission Input shaft. Do not apply 100 
much, otherwise there is a possibility of the 
grease contaminating the dutch friction disc. 
39 Ensure that the locating dowels are 
correctly positioned in the engine or 
transmission. 
40 Carefully offer the transmission to the 
engm, unti the locating dowets are engaged. 
Ensure that the weight of the transmission ts 
not allowed to hang on the Input shaft as it is 
engaged wfth the dutch friction disc. 
41 Refit the transmission housJng·to-engine 

bolts, ensuring that all the necessary brackets 
are correctly positioned, and tighten them to 
the specified torque. 
42 Refit the starter motor, and securely 
tighten its retaining bolts. 
43 Refit the lower flywheel covet plate to the 
transmission, and securely tighten the bolts. 
44 Position the enginettransmission assembly 
ready fOf installation, then '8COi ii I8ct the t10ist 
and lifting tackle. With the aid of an assistant, 
locate the assembly into the engine 
compartment. using the same procedure as 

to< "'""""'. 
45 Refit the tight-hand and left-hand engine 
~ and support brackets as described 
r. Chapter 28 Of 2C. 
48 Remove the hoist from the engine. 
47 Refit the front subframe as described in 
Chapter la. 
48 The remainder of the refitting procedIn is 
a direct reversal of the removal sequence, 
with reference to the relevant chapters and 
noting the folowing points: 

aJ Ensure that the wiring loom is correctly 
routed and retained by an the relevant 
retsiring clips; an connectots should be 
correctly and secureIy~. 

b) Enstxe that an coolant hoses are correctly 
recQ 11 1eCte<i, and secut8ly retained by 
their retaining clips.. 

c) Refill the engine and transmission with the 
com!Ct quantity and type of lubricant, as 
described in Chapters lB and 7. 

d) Rafi" the cooling system as described In 
Chapter lB. 

e) Prime the fuel system as described In 
Chapter4B. 

Q Bleed the power steering system as 
desaibed in Chapter 10. 

5 Cylinder head (2.0 litre 
engines) - removal and iE 
refitting ~ 

Note: Due to the limited access at the rear of 
the engine, it is impossible to remove the 
cylinder head with the engine in the car unless 
conskieraOle additional dismantling is CSlried 
out first (eg, removal of the front suspension 
subframe and related components). The 
following information describes the cylinder 
head removal and refitting prDC8dure with the 
engine/transmission removed from the car. 

Removal 
1 Remove the engineltransmissk>n assembly 
as described in Section 4. 
2 Remove the timing belt as described in 
Chapter2C. 
3 CarT)' out the following operations as 
desa!bed in Chapter 4C: 
a) Remove the exhaust manifold and 
~ 

b) Remove the inlet manifold. 
c) Remove the fueJ system lICQ./mulator rail. 
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5.14 Free the cylinder head usIng angled 
,od. 

4 Undo the three bolts and remove the right
hand engIne mounting upper bracket from the 
engine bracket. Undo the bolts securing the 
engine bracket to the cylinder head and block 
and remove the bracket. 
5 Remove the braking system vacuum pump 
as described in Chapter 9. 
6 Disconnect the wiring connectors and 
coolant hoses at the thermostat housing on 
the left-hand end of the cylinder head, 
7 Undo the bolts and release the wiring 
harness guide from the the""ostat housing. 
8 Undo the retaining nuts and bolts and 
remove the fuel i"ljector wiring harness guide 
left-hand support bracket. 
9 Undo the mounting bolt and release the 
dipstick tube from the cytinder head. 
10 Move all the adjacent components clear. 
then undo the three bolts and two nuts 
securing the thermostat housIng to the 
cylInder head. Uft off the hose and cable 
support bracket, then withdraw the 
thermostat housing. Recover the housing 
gasket. 
11 Remove the cylinder head cover as 
described in Chapter 2C. 
12 Progressively slacken the cylinder head 
bolts. In the reverse order to that In 
Jilustrat;on 529. 
13 When all the bolts are loose, unscrew 
them fully and remove them from the cylinder 
head. 

-
5.20 Measure the piston protrusion using 

a on gauge 
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14 Release the cylinder head from the 
cyfinder block and location dowels by rocking 
it.. The PeugeoVCftro6n tool for doing this 
consists simply of two metal rods with 90-
degree angled ends (see iHustnItion). 00 not 
prise between the mating faces of the cyIndtY 
head and block, as this may damage the 
gasket faces. 
15 lJft the cy\i1der head from the block, and 
recover the gasket. 

Preparation for rerrtting 
16 The mating faces of the cylnder head and 
cylinder block must be perfectly clean before 
refitting the head. PeugeoVCitroiin 
recommend the use of a scouring agent for 
this purpose, but acceptable results can be 
achieved by using a hard plastic or wood 
scraper to remove all traces of gasket and 
carbon. The same method can be used to 
clean the piston crowns. Take particular care 
to avoid scoring or gouging the cylinder 
head/cylinder block mating surfaces during 
the cleaning operations, as aluminium alloy is 
easily damaged. Make sure that the carbon is 
not allowed to enter the oil and water 
passages - this is particularly important for 
the lubrication system, as carIxln could block 
the oil suppty to the engine's componeots. 
Using adhesive tape and paper, seal the 
water, oil and bott ho6es in the cylinder block. 
To prevent carbon entering the gap between 
the pistons and bores, smear a little grease in 
the gap. After cklaning each piston, use a 
smaI brush to remove all traces of grease and 
carbon from the gap, then wipe away the 
remaindef with a clean rag. 
17 Check the mating surfaces of the cyfinder 
block and the cylinder head for nicks, deep 
scratches and other damage. If slight, they 
may be removed carefully with a file, but if 
excessive. machining may be the onty 
alternative to renewal. If warpage of the 
cylinder head gasket surface is suspected, 
use a stralght·edge to check it for distortion. 
Refer to Section 8 If necessary. 
18 Thoroughly clean the threads of the 
cylinder head bolt holes In the cylinder block. 
Ensure that the bolts run freety in theIr 
threads, and that all traces of oil and water are 
removed from each bolt hole. 

5.22 Cylinder head gasket thickness 
identification notches (arrowed) 

Gasket selection 
19 Tum the crankshaft until pistons 1 and -4 
are at TDC. Positloo a dial test Indicator (dial 
gauge) on the cylinder block, and zero It on 
the bk:ICk face. Transfer the probe to the edge 
of No 1 piston. then slowly turn the crankshaft 
back-and-forth past TDC, noting the highest 
reading on the indicator. Record this reading . 
20 Repeat this measurement procedure on 
No 4 piston, then turn the crankshaft half a 
ttxn (180") and repeat the procedure on Nos 2 
and 3 pistons (see illustration). 
21 If a dial test indicator is not available, 
piston protrusion may be measured using a 
straight-edge and feeler blades or vernier 
callpers. However, this is much less accurate, 
and cannot therefore be recommended. 
22 Note down the greatest piston protrusion 
measurement, and use this to determine the 
correct cylinder head gasket from the 
following table. The series of up to five 
notches on the side of the gasket are used for 
thickness identification (see illustration). 
Piston protrusion Gasket identification 
0.470 re 0.605 mm J notch 
0.605 re 0.655 mm 2 notch6s 
0.655 to 0.705 mm 3notch6s 
O. 705 re O. 755 mm -4 notches 
0.755 re 0.830 mm 5 notches 

Cylinder head bolt examination 
23 carefully examine the cylinder head bolts 
for signs of damage to the threads or head, 
and for any sign of corrosion. If the bolts are in 
a satisfactory COIIditioI .. measure the length of 
each bolt from the underside of the head. to 
the end of the shank. The bolts may be re
used providing that the measured length does 
not exceed 133.3 mm. Note: Ccnsidettng the 
stress fa which the cylinder head bolts are 
subjected, It Is highly recommended that !hey 
are all renewed. regardless of their apparent 
condition. 

Refitting 
24 Turn the crankshaft clockwise (viewed 
from the timing belt end) until Nos 1 and 4 
pistons pass bottom dead centre (BDC) and 
begin to rise, then position them halfway up 
their bores. Nos 2 and 3 pistons will also be at 
their midway positions, but descending their 

"""". 25 Make stKe that the locating dowels are in 
place, then fit the COfl'l!Ct gasket the rigtTI way 
round on the cylinder block, with the 
identifICation notches toward the fuel pump 
side of the engine. 
26 Lower the cyfinder head onto the block. 
27 Apply a smear of grease to the threads, 
and to the underside of the heads, of the 
cylinder head bolts. PeugeotlCitro6n 
recommend the use of Molykote G Rapid 
PI .... 
28 Garefully enter each bolt Into its relevant 
hole Ido not drop it in) and screw it in finger, 
tight. 
29 Working progressively and in sequence, 
tighten the cylinder head bolts to their Stage 1 
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5.29 Cylinder head bott tightening 
sequence 

torque setting. using a torque wrench and 
suitable socket (see illustration). 
30 Once all the bolts have been tightened to 
their Stage 1 torque setting, working again in 
the specified sequence, tighten each bolt to 
the specified Stage 2 setting. Finally, angle
tighten the bolts through the specified Stage 3 
angle. It is recommended that an angle
measuring gauge is used during this stage of 
tightening, to ensure accuracy. 
31 Refrt the cylinder head cover as described 
in Chapter 2C. 
32 Ensure that the mating face of the cylinder 
head and thermostat housing are clean then 
refit the housing using a new gasket. Refit the 
hose and cabte support bracket and the 
thermostat housing retaining nuts and bolts. 
TIghten the nuts and bolts securely. 
33 Refit and tighten the dipstick tube 
retaining bolt. 
34 Refit the wiring harness guide support 
brackets. 
35 Reconnect the coolant hoses to the 
thermostat housing. 
36 Refit the timing belt as described in 
Chapt9f 2C. 
37 Refit the accumulator rail, inlet manifold, 
and the exhaust manifold and turbocharger, in 
strict accordance with the procedures 
described in Chapt9f 4C. 
38 Refit the braking system vacuum pump as 
described in Chapter 9. 
39 Refit the right-hand engine mounting 
components with reference to Chapter 2C. 
40 Refit the englne/transmission assembly as 
described in Section 4. 

7.Sa Compress the valve spring using a 
spring compressor . . • 

6 Engine overhaul -
dismantling sequence 

1 It is much easier to dismantle and work on 
the engine if it is mounted on a portable engine 
stand. These stands can often be hired from a 
tool hire shop. Before the engine is mounted on 
a stand, the flywheel should be removed, so 
that the stand bolts can be tightened into the 
end of the cylinder block/crankcase. 
2 If a stand Is not available, it is possible to 
dismantle the engine with it blocked up on a 
sturdy workbench, or on the floor. Be extra 
careful not to tip or drop the engine when 
working without a stand. 
3 If you are going to obtain a reconditioned 
engine, all the external components must be 
removed first, to be transferred to the new 
engine fjust as they will jf you are doing a 
complete engine overhaul yourself). These 
components include the following: 
a) Ancillary unit mounting brackets (oil filter, 

starter, alternator, power steering pump, 
etc). 

b) Fuel filter/thermostat housing (Chapter 3). 
c) Dipstick tube/sensor. 
d) All electrical switches and sensors. 
e) Inlet and exhaust manifolds - where 

applicable (Chapter 48 or 4C), 
f) Flywheel (part B or C of this Chapter). 

Note: When removing the external 
components from the engine, pay close 
attention to details that may be helpful or 
important during refitting. Note the fitted 
position of gaskets, seals, spacers, pins, 
washers, bolts, and other small items. 
4 If you are obtaining a 'short' engine (which 
consists of the engine cylinder 
block/crankcase, crankshaft, pistons and 
connecting rods all assembled), then the 
cylinder head, sump, oil pump, and timing beH 
will have to be removed also. 
5 If you are planning a complete overhaul, the 
engine can be dismantted , and the internal 
components removed, in the order given 
below, referring to Part B or C of this Chapter 
unless otherwise stated. 
a) Inlet and exhaust manifolds - where 

applicable (Chapter 48 or 4C). 
b) Timing belts, sprockets and tensioner(s). 

7.5b ... then extract the collets and 
release the spring compressor 

c) Cylinder head. 
d) Flywheel. 
e) Sump. 
f) Oil pump. 
g) Piston/connecting rod assemblies 

(Section 10). 
h) Crankshaft (Section 11). 

6 Before beginning the dismantling and 
overhaul procedures, make sure that you have 
all of the correct tools necessary. Refer to 
Tools and working facilities for further 
information. 

7 Cylinder head - dismantling ~ 
~ 
~ 

Note: New and reconditioned cyfinder heads are 
available from the manufacturer, and from 
engine overhaul specialists. Some specialist 
tools ate required kx dismanUing and inspection, 
and new components may not be readily 
available. It may therefore be more practical and 
economical kx the home mechanic to purchase 
a reconditioned head, rather than dismantle, 
inspect and recondition the original head. 
1 Remove the cylinder head as described in 
Part B or C of this Chapter. or in Section 5 of 
this Part (as applicable). 
2 If not already done, remove the inlet and 
exhaust manifolds with reference to the 
relevant Part of Chapt9f 4. 
3 Remove the camshaft(s), followers and 
shims, or hydraulic tappets (as applicable) as 
described in Part B or C of this Chapter. 
4 Remove the glow plugs as described in 
Chapter se and the injectors as described in 
Chapter 4B or 4C. 
5 Using a valve spring compressor, compress 
each valve spring in turn until the split collets 
can be removed. Release the compressor, 
and lift off the spring retainer and spring. 
Using a pair of pliers, carefully extract the 
valve stem oil seal from the top of the guide, 
then lift out the spring seat (see illustrations). 
6 If, when the valve spring compressor is 
screwed down, the spring retainer refuses to 
free and expose the split collets, gently tap 
the top of the tool, directly over the retain9f, 
with a light hammer. This will free the retainer. 
7 Withdraw the valve through the combustion 
chamber. 

7.Se Remove the spring retainer . .. 
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7.Sd ... followed by the vsl .... spring 

8 It Is essential that each valve Is stored 
together with its collets, retainer. spring, and 
spring seat. The valves should also be kept in 
their correct sequence, unless they are so 
badly worn that they are to be renewed. If 
they are going to be kept and used again. 
place each valve assembly In a labelled 
polythene bag ()( similar smaa container (see 
Illustration). Note that No 1 valve is nearest to 
the transmission (flywheel) end of the engine. 

8 Cylinder head and valves 
deaning and inspection 

1 Thorough clearing of the cyW1der head arwj 

valve components, followed by a detailed 
inspection, will enable you to decide how 
much valve service war1\:: must be carried out 
ck.ring the engine overhaul. 
Note: If the engIne has been severely 
overheated, it is best to Bssume that the 
cylinder head is warped - check carefully for 
signs of this. 

Cleaning 
2 Scrape away all traces of old gasket 
material from tile cylinder head. 
3 Scrape away the carbOn from the 
combustion chambers and ports, then wash 
the cylinder head thoroughly with paraffin Q( a 
suitable solvent. 
4 Scrape off any heavy carbon deposits that 
may have formed on the valves, then use a 
power..-operated wire brush to remove 
deposits from the valve heads and stems. 

7.8 Place each valve and Its associated 
components in a labelled polythene bag 
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7.Se Remove the valve stem oil seal using 
a pair 0' pliers ••. 

Inspection 
Note: Be sure to perform all the following 
inspection procedures before concluding thBt 
the services o f a macfline shop or engine 
overllau/ specialist are required. Make a list of 
all items that require attention. 

Cylinder head 

5 Inspect the head very carefully fQ( cracks, 
evidence of coolant leakage. and other 
damage. If cracks are found, a new cylinder 
head should be obtalned. 
6 Use a straJght-edge and feeler blade 10 
check !hat the cyIindef head gasket surface is 
not distorted (see Illustration). If it is, it may 
be possible to have it mactW1ed, provided that 
the cylinder head is not reduced to less than 
the specffied he91L 
Note: It may be necessaty to recut the valve 
seats if the cy6nder heiid is machined. This is 
necessary in order to maintain the correct 
dimensions between the valve heads, valve 
guides and r;ytinQer heiKI gasKef face. 
7 Examine Ihe valve seats in each of the 
combustion chambers. If they are severely 
pitted, cracked, or burned, they will need to 
be renewed or rscut by an engine overhaul 
specialist. If they are only slightly pitted, this 
can be removeel by grinding-in the valve 
heads and seats with line valve-grinding 
compound. as described below. 
8 Check the valve guides for wear by 
inserting the relevant valve. and checking fQ( 
side-ta-side motion of the valve. A very smal 
amount of movement is acceptable. If the 
movement seems excessive. remove the 

8.6 Checking the cylinder head gasket 
surface for distortion 

7.5f ••• then lift out the spring seal 

valve. Measure tile valve stem diameter (see 
below). and fenew the valve 11 it is wom. If the 
valve stem is not wom. the wear must be in 
the valve guide, and the guide must be 
renewed. The renewal of valve guides Is best 
carried out by a PeugeotlCltroen dealer Of 
engine overhaul specialist, who will have the 
necessary tools available. 
9 If renewing the valve guides, the valve seats 
should be recut Of reground only after the 
guides have been fitted. 
10 On 1.8 and 1.9 litre engines, inspect the 
swirt chambers for bI.ITWlg Of" damage such as 
cracking. $mall cracks in the chambers are 
acceptable; renewal of the d\ambers will only 
be required if d\amber bacts are bady burned 
and disfigwed, Of" if they are no longer a tight fit 
in the cyinder head. If there. is any doubt as to 
the swirt chamber COl Iditioi .. seek the advice of 
a PeugeotICitroen dealer Of" a suitable repairer 
who specialises in diesel engines. Swirl 
chamber renewal should be entrusted to a 
specialist UsIng a dial lest indicator, check 
that the swirl chamber protrusion Is with .... the 
limits given in the Specifications (see 
Ulustnrtlon). Zero the dial test Indicator on the 
gasket surface of the cylinder head. then 
measure the protrusion of the swir1 chamber. I1 
the protrusion is not within the specified ILmlts, 
the advice of a PeugeotlCit,oon dealer or 
suitable repairer who specialises in diesel 
engines should be sought. 

Valves 

11 examine the head of each valve for 
pitting, buming, cracks. and general wear. 

8.10 Checking a swirl chamber protruSion 
-1 .8 and 1.9 litre engines 
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8.12 Measuring a verve stem diameter 

Check the valve stem tOf scoring and weaT 
ridges. Rotate the valve, and check for any 
otMous indication that it Is bent. lDok for pits 
Of excessive wear on the tip of each vatve 
stem. Renew any vaJve that shows any such 
signs of wear Of damage. 
12 If the valve appears satisfactory at this 
stage, measure the valve stem diameter at 
several points using a micrometer (see 
illustration). Ally significant difference in the 
readings obtained indicates wear of the valve 
stem. Should any of thesa conditions be 
apparent, the vaNe(s) must be renewed. 
13 If the valves are In satisfactory condition, 
they should be ground (lapped) Into their 
respective seats, to ensure a smooth, gas
tight seal. If the seat is only lightly pitted, Of if 
it has been recut, fine grinding compound 
only should be used to produce the required 
finish. Coarse valvlrgrinding compound 
should not be used, unless a seal is badly 
burned Of deeply pitted. If this Is the case, the 
cylinder head and valves should be Inspected 
by an expert, 10 decide whether seat 
recutting, or even the renewal of the valve or 
seat Insert (where possible) Is required. 
14 Valve grinding Is carried out as follows. 
Place the head upside-down on a bench. 
15 Smear a trace of (the appropriate grade of) 
va!v&-grinding compound on the seat face, and 
press a suction grinding tool onto the valve 
head (see illustration). With a semi-rotary 
action, grind the valve head to Its seat, lifting the 
valve occasionally to redistribute the grinding 
compound. A light spring placed under the 
valve head will greatly ease this operation. 
16 If coarse grinding compound is being 
used, wor1< only until a dull, matt even surface 

9.1 Lubricate the valve stems prior to 
refitting 

8.15 Grinding-in a vaM 

is produced on both the valve seat and the 
vaJve, then wipe off the used compound, and 
repeat the process with tna compound. When 
a smooth unbroKen ring of light grey matt 
finish is prodUced on both the valve and seat, 
the grinding operation is complete. Do nor 
griM-in the valves any tt.ttw than absolutely 
necessary, Of tile seat will be prematurely 
sunK into the cylinder head. 
17 When all the valves have been grcud-in. 
carefully wash off all traces of grinding 
compound using paratm Of 8 suitable sotvent. 
before reassembling the cylinder head. 
Valve components 
18 Examine lhe valve springs tor signs of 
damage and discoloration. No minimum free 
length is specified by PeogeotlCitroin, so the 
only way of judging valve spring wear Is by 
comparison with a new componen1. 
19 Stand each spring on a flat surlace, and 
check It for squareness. If any of the springs 
are damaged. distorted Of have lost their 
tension. obtain a complete new set of springs. 
It is normal to fit new springs as a matter of 
course if a major overhaul Is being carried out. 
20 Reoew the valve stem 011 seals regardless 
of their apparent condition. 

9 Cylinder head - reassembly ~ 
~ 
~ 

1 Lubricate the stems of the valves, and 
insert the valves Into their original locations 
(see Illustration). If new valves are being 
fitted, Insert them Into the locations to which 
they have been ground. 

9.2 F'rtting a valve stem oH seal using a 
socket 

2 Refit the spring seat then, working on the 
first valve. dip the new valve stem seal In hash 
engine oil. CaTefully locate it over the valve 
and onto the guide. Take C8Je not to damage 
the seal as it is passed over the valve stem. 
Use a suitable socket Of tube to press the seal 
firmly onto the guide (see iI1ustration). 
3 Locale the valve spring on top of Its seat. 
then refit the spring retainer. 
4 Compress the valve spring, and locate the 
split collets in the recess in the vaNe stem. 
Releasa the compressor. then repeat the 
procedure on the remaining valves. 

Use a little dab of grease to 
hold the coUets in position 
on the vBlve stem while tire 
spring compressor is --

5 Wrth all the valves installed, place the 
cylinder head flat on the bench and, using a 
hammer and interposed block of wood, tap 
the end of each valve stem to seWe the 
oomponents. 
6 Refit the camshaft(s), followers and shims, 
or hydraulic tappets (as applicable) as 
desctibed in Part B or C of this Chapter. 
7 The cylinder head can then be refitted as 
desaibed in Part B Of C of this Chapter, Of in 
Section 5 of this Part (as applicable). 

10 Piston/connecting rod 
assembly - removal ~ ... 

1 Remove the cylinder head. sump and 011 pump 
as desaibed In Part B Of C of this Chapter, a' In 
Section 5 of this Part (as appIbblej. 
2 If there is a pronounced wear ridge at the 
top of any bore, it may be necessary to 
remove It with a scraper or ridge reamer, to 
avoid piston damage during removal. Such a 
ridge Indicates excess bore wear. 
3 Using a hammer and centre-punch. paint or 
similar, mark each connect ing rod and blg
end bearing cap with its respective cylinder 
number on the flat machined surface 
provided; if the engine has been dismantled 
before, note carefully any Identifying maTks 
made previously (see illustration). Note that 

10.3 Connecting rod and big-end bearing 
cap Identiflcation marks (No 3 shown) 
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No 1 cyfinder is at the transmission (1tywheeI) 
end of the engine. 
.. Tum the aankshaft to bring pistons, and 4 
to BDC (bottom dead centre) . 
5 Unscrew the nuts from No 1 piston bIg-end 
bearing cap. Take off the cap, and recover the 
bOttom half bearing shell (see i1lustration). If 
the bearing shells are to be re-usad, tape the 
cap and the shell together. 
6 To prevent the possibility of damage to the 
crankshaft beating journals, tape over the 
connecting rod stud threads (s •• 
Illustration). 
7 Using a hammer handle, push the piston up 
thrOUgh the bot'e, and remove it from the top 
of the cylinder block. Recover Ihe bearing 
shell , and tape it to the connecting rod for 
safe-keeping. 
8 loosely refit the big-end cap to the 
connecting rod, and secure with the nuts -
this will help to keep the components In their 
correct order. 
9 Remove No 4 assembly in the same way. 
10 Tum the crankshaft through 180" 10 bring 
pistons 2 and 3 to BOG (bottom dead centre). 
and remove them in the same way. 

11 Crankshaft- removal 

Remove the crankshaft sptOCket and the oil 

11.4 Removing the oil seal camerfrom the 
block 

11.5c ..• and remove the Woodruff key 
from the crankshaft 
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10.5 Removing a blg-end bearing cap and 
shell 

pump as described In Part B or C of this 
Chapter (as applicable). 
2 Remove the pistons and connecting rods. 
as described In Section 10. If no work is to be 
done on the pistons and connecting rods, 
there is no need to remove the cylinder head, 
or to push the pislOns out of the cylinder 
bores. The pistons Should just be pushed far 
enough up the bores so that they are 
positioned clear of the crankshaft joumaIs. 
3 Check the crankshaft eodfIoat as described 
in Section 14. then proceed as follows. 
4 Slacken and remove the retaining bolts, 
and remove the oil seal carrier from the timing 
beft end of the cylindef block., along with its 
gasket (where fitted) (see ltIustration). 
5 Remove the 011 pump drive chain. and slide 
the drive sprocket and spacer (where fitted) 

11.6 Main bearing cap Identification 
markings (arrowed) 

10.6 To protect the Cf8nkshaftJoomals, 
tape over the connecting rod stud threads 

off the end of the crankshaft. Remove the 
Woodruff key. and store It with the sprocket 
for safe-keeping (see illustrations). 
6 The main bealing caps should be numbered 
1 to 5, starting from the transmission (fIywheeO 
end of the engine (see illustration). If not, 
mark them accordingly using a centre-punch. 
Also note the correct fitted depth of the 
crankshaft oil sealln the bearing cap. 
7 Slacken and remove the main bearing cap 
retaining bolts, and lift off each beanng cap. 
Recover the lower bearing shells, and tape 
them to their respective caps for safe
keeping. Also f9COVe( the lower Ihrustwashef 
halves from the side of No 2 mm bearing cap 
(see Illustration). Remove the sealing strips 
from the sides of No 1 main beating cap, and 
_them. 

11.5b ... then slide off the drive 
sprocket .•. 

11 .7 Removing No 2 main bearing cap. 
Note the thn.lstwasher (arrowed) 
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11 .8 Lifting out the crankshaft 

8 Lift out the crankshaft (see illust ration) . 
and discard the oil seal. 
9 Recover the upper bearing shells from the 
cylinder block (see illustration) . and tape 
them to Iheir respective caps lor safe
keeping . Remove the upper thrustwasher 
halves from the side of No 2 main bearing. 
and store them with the lower halves. 

12 Cy1inder block/crankcase
cleaning and inspection 

Cleaning 
1 Remove all external components and 
electrical switches/sensors from the block. 
For complete cleaning, the core plugs should 
ideally be removed (see illustration). Drill a 
small hole in the plugs. then insert a self
tapping screw into the hole. 
2 Pull out the plugs by pulling on the screw 
with a pair of grips. or by using a slide 
hammer. 
3 Where fitted, undo the retaining bolts and 
remove the piston oil jet spray t ubes from 
inside Ihe cylinder block. 
4 Scrape all traces of gasket from the cylinder 
block/crankcase, laking care not to damage 
the gaskeVsealing surfaces. 

11 .9 Remove the upper main bearing 
shells from the cytinder block/crankcase, 

and store them with their lower shells 

5 Remove aB oil gallery plugs (where fitted). 
The plugs are usually very tight - they may 
have to be drilled out. and the holes retapped. 
Use new plugs when the engine is 
reassembled. 
6 If any of the castings are extremely dirty, all 
should be steam-cleaned. 
7 After the castings are retumed, clean all oil 
holes and oil galleries one more time. Flush all 
internal passages with warm water until the 
water runs clear. Dry thoroughly. and apply a 
light film of 011 to the cylinder bores and all 
mating surfaces, 10 prevent rusting. If you 
have access to compressed air, use it to 
speed up the drying process, and to blowout 
all the oil holes and galleries. *" Warning: Wear eye protection 
~ when using compressed air. 

8 If the castings are not very dirty, you can do 
an adequate cleaning job with hot, soapy 
water and a stiff brush. Take plenty of lime, 
and do a thorough job. Regardless of Ihe 
cleaning method used, be sure to clean all oil 
holes and galleries very thoroughly, and to dry 
all components well. Protect the cylinder 
bores as described above, to prevent rusting. 
9 All threaded holes musl be clean, to ensure 
accurate torque readings during reassembly. 
To clean the threads, run the correct-size tap 

into each of the holes to remove rust , 
corrosion, thread sealant or sludge, and to 
restore damaged threads (see illustration). If 
possible, use compressed air to clear the 
holes of debris produced by this operation. *" Warning: Wear eye protection 
~ when using compressed air. 

10 Apply suitable sealant to the new oil 
gallery plugs, and insert them into the holes in 
the block. TIghten them securely. Also apply 
suitable sealant to new core plugs, and drive 
them into the block using a tube or socket. 
11 On engines with piston oil jet spray tubes, 
clean the threadS of each oil jet retaining bolt, 
and apply a drop of thread-locking compound 
to the bolt threads. Refit the piston oil jet 
spray tubes to the cylinder block, and tighten 
the retaining bolts to t he specified torque 
setting. 
12 If the engine is not going to be 
reassembled right away, cover it with a large 
plastic bag to keep it clean; protect all mating 
surfaces and the cylinder bores as described 
above, to prevent rusting. 

Inspection 
13 Visually check the castings for cracks and 
corrosion. Look for stripped threads in the 
threaded holes. If there has been any history 
of internal water leakage, it may be worthwhile 
having an engine overhaul specialist check 
the cylinder block/crankcase with special 
equipment. If defects are found, have them 
repaired if possible, or renew the assembly. 
14 Check each cylinder bore for scuffing and 
scoring. Check for signs of a wear ridge at the 
top of the cylinder, indicating that the bore is 
ell.cessively worn. 
15 Accurate measuring of the cylinder bores 
requires specialised equipment and 
experience. We recommend having the bores 
measured by an engine reconditioning 
specialist who will also be able to supply 
appropriate pistons (where possible) should a 
rebore be necessary. 
16 If the cylinder bores and pistons are in 

12.1 Cylinder block core plugs (arrowed) 12,9 Cleaning a cylinder block threaded hole using a suitable tap 
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reasonably good condition, and not worn 
be)'OrICI the specifiecllimits, and If the piston
to-bora clearances can be maintained, then it 
WIll only be necessary to renew lhe piston 
nngs. If thrs is the case, the cylinder bores 
n'LISt be honed to slow the new pdton rings 
10 bed in correctfy and Pfovide the best 
possible seal. An engine reconditlOfling 
~ ..... 'd; wit carry out this wcx1c: at moderate -. 17 At the time 01 wnting, It was not clear 
whether oversize pistons were a. "able for all 
models. Consutt your PeugeotlCitroln dealer 
or engine specialist for the latest Information 
on piston avallabitity. If overslze pistons are 
available (either from PeugeotICltro6n. or from 
aoother source), then It may be possible to 
have the cylinder bores rebored and fit the 
oversize pistons. If oversize pistons are not 
available, and the was are worn. renewal of 
the block seems to be the only option. 

13 Piston/connecting rod 
assembly - inspection 

1 Befont the inspection process can begin. 
the piston/connecting rod assemblies must 
be cleaned, and the origina1 piston rings 
removed from the pistons. 
2 CateIIAy expMd the old nngs over the top of 
the peslOf'IS. The use of two or ttw&II old feeler 
blades win be helpful In preventing the rings 
~ Into ~ grooves lsee llustration). 
Sa careful nol to scratch the piston with the 
ends of the ring. The rings are brittle, and wil 
snap if they are spread too far. They are also 
very sharp - protect your hands and fingers. 
Note that the third ring Incorporates an 
expander. Always remove the rings from the 
top of the piston. Keep each set of rings with its 
piston If the old rings are to be re-used. 
3 Scrape away all traces of carbon from the 
top of the piston. A hand·held wire brush (or a 
piece of fine emery cloth) can be used, once 
the majority of the deposits have been 
sctaped away. 
4 Remove the carbon from the ring grooves 
In the piston, using an old ring. Break the ring 
in half to do this (be careful rIOt to cut your 
fingets - piston nngs are sharp). 

13.138 Prise out the c:lrc:llp . .. 
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13.2 Removing. piston ring with the aid of 
• feeler blade 

Caution: Se careful to remove only the 
carbon deposits - do not remove Bny 
metal, and do not nick or scratch the sides 
of the ring grooves. 
5 Once the deposits have been remo .... ed, 
clean the piston/connecting rod assembly 
with paraffin or a suitable solvent, and dry 
thoroughly. Make sure that the oil retum holes 
in the ring grooves are clear. 
6 If the pistons and cylinder bores are not 
damaged or worn excessivety, and if the 
cylinder block does not need to be rebored, 
the original pistons can be refitted. Normal 
piston wear shows up as even vertical wear 
on the piston thrust surfaces, and slight 
looseness of the top ring in its groove. New 
piston mgs shcUd always be used when the 
er.gQl is re?'s nbled. 
7 carefully Inspect each piston for cntCks 
around the skirt, around the gudgeon pin 
holes, and at the piston ring 'lands' (between 
the nog grooves) . 
8 Look for scoring and scuffing on the piston 
skirt, holes in the piston crown. and burned 
areas at the edge Of the crown. If the skirt Is 
scored or scuffed, the engine may have been 
suffering from overheating. and/or abnormal 
combustion which caused excessively high 
operat ing temperatures. The cooling and 
lubrication systems should be checked 
thoroughly. Scorch marks on the sides of the 
pistons show that blow·by has occurred . A 
hole In the piston crown. or burned areas at 
the edge of the piston crown, Indicates that 
abnormal combustion has been occurring. If 
any of the above problems exlst, the causes 
must be investigated and corrected, or the 

13.13b ... withdraw the gudgeon pm , •• 

damage will occur again. The causes may 
Include Incorrect Injection pump tirring, or a 
faulty injector (as approcable}. 
9 Corrosion of the piston, In the form of 
poItling. indicates that coolant has been 
leaking Into the combustion chamber tJIWJIor 
the crankcase. Again. the cause must be 
corrected, or the problem may petSlSt in the -........ 10 E.xan'Wle each COiwoec:mog rod carefully for 
signs of damage, such as cracks around the 
big..end and smaI-end bearings. Check that 
the rod is not bent or distorted. Damage Is 
highly unlikely. unless the engine has been 
seized or ba<Iy overheated. DetaIled checking 
of the connecting rod assembly can only be 
carried out by an engine special1st with the 
necessary equipment. 
11 The connecting rod big-end cap nuts 
must be renewed whenever they are 
disturbed. Although PeugeotlCitrotn do not 
specify that the bolts must also be renewed, it 
Is recommended that the nuts and bolts are 
renewed as a complete set. 
12 The gudgeon pins are of the floating type. 
secured In position by two circlips. The 
pistons and connecting rods can be 
separated as folows. 
13 Uslng a small fiat -bladad screwdriver. 
prise out the circlips, and push out the 
gudgeOn pin (see illustrations) Hand 
pressure should be sufficient to nlf .)Ve the 
pin. Identify the piston and rod to ensure 
cotnICt reassembly. Discard the c2cips- - new 
ones In.ISt be used on refitting. 
14 Examine the ~ pin and COI .... tiilog 
rod smafl-end bearing for signs of wear or 
damage. Wear can be axed by '81l8wil og both 
the pin and bush. Bush renewal, noWfl'Vfll', 15 a 
specialist Job - press facilities are required, 
and the new bush must be reamed accurat&/y. 
15 The connecting rods themselves should 
not be In need of renewal, unless seizure or 
some olher major mechanical failure has 
occurred. Check the alignment of the 
connectIng rods visually, and if Ihe rods are 
not straight. take them to an engine overhaul 
specialist for a more detalled check. 
16 Examine all components. and obtain any 
new parts from your PeugeoVCitroin dealer 
or engine reconditioning specialist. If new 
pistons are purchased. they wiI be supplied 

13.13c •.. end separate the piston from 
the connecting rod 
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13.17a On 1.8 and 1.9 litre engines.. ensure 
that the piston cut-out Is positioned as 

shown., in relation to the connecting rod 
bearing shell cut-out 

complete with gudgeon pins and eirclips. 
Circlips can also be purchaSed illdividually. 
17 Position the piston so that the eut-out or 
arrow on the piston crown, or the valve 
recesses on the piston crown, are positioned 
as shown in relation to the connecting rod 
big-end bearing shell cut-outs (see 
illustrations). Apply a smear of clean engine 
oil to the gudgeon pin. Slide It Into the piston 
and through the connecting rod small-end. 
Check Itlat the piston pivots freely on the rod, 
then secure the gudgeon pin In position with 
two new clrclips. Ensure that each clrclip is 
correctly located in its groove In the piston. 

1117b On 2-0 litre engines. the valve 
rece ses (1) on the piston crown must be 

on the opposite side to the connecting rod 
bearing shell cut-out (2 - not visible) 

14 Crankshaft - inspection 

Checlcing endfloat 
1 If the aankshaft endf\oat Is to be checked, 
this must be done when the crankshaft is stlI 
installed r. the cyfinder bIoekIaankcase, but 
Is free to move (see Section 11). 
2 Check the endfloat using a dial gauge In 
contact with the end of the crankshaft. Push 
the crankshaft fully one way, and then zero 
the gauge. Push the crankshaft fully the other 
way, and check the endfloat. The result can 
be compared with the specified amount, and 
will give an indication as 10 whether new 
thrustwashers are required (see Illustration). 
3 If a dial gauge is not available, feeler blades 
can be used. First push the crankshaft fully 
towards the flywheel end of the engine, then 
use feeler blades to measure the gap between 
the web of No 2 crankpin and the 
thrustwasher (see Illustration). 

Inspection 
4 Clean the crankshaft using paraffin or a 
suitable solvent, and dry it, preferably with 

compt'"essed air If available. Ba sure to clean 
the oil holes with a pipe cleaner or similar 
probe, to ensure that they are not obstructed. 

h.., Warning: Wear eye protection 
~ when using compreSMKJ air. 

5 Check the main and big-end bearing 
jot.mals for uneven Weal, saxing, pitting and 
cmcIdng. 
6 Big-end bearing wear is accompanied by 
distinct metallic knocking when !he engine is 
running (particularly noticeable when the 
engine Is pulling from low speed) and some 
loss of oil pressure. 
7 Main bearing wear is accompanied by 
severe engine vibration and rumble - getting 
progressively worse as engine speed 
Increases - and again by loss of oil pre5SlM'e. 
8 Cheek the bearing jot.maI for roughness by 
running a finger lightly over the bearing 
surface. Any roughness (which will be 
accompanied by obvious bearing wear) 
Indicates that the crankshaft requires 
regrinding (where JXlSSIbIe) ex renewal. 
S ChecI( the oil seal contact surfaces at each 
end of the crankshaft fex wear and damage. If 
the seal has worn a deep groove In the 
surface of the crankshaft, consult an engine 
overhaul specialist; repair may be possible, 
but otherwise a new crankshaft will be 
required. 
10 Take the crankshaft to an engine 
reconditioning specialist to have It measured 
for journal wear. If excessive wear Is evident, 
they will be able to advise you with regard to 
regrinding the crankshaft and supplying new 
bearing shells. 
11 If the crankshaft has been reground, 
check for burrs around the crankshaft 011 
holes (the holes are usually chamfered, so 
burrs should not be a problem unless 
regrindlng has been carried out carelessly). 
Ramove any burrs with a fine file or scraper, 
and thoroughly clean tha oil holes as 
described previously. 
12 At the time of writing, it was not clear 

14.2 Checking emnkshaft endftoat using a dial gauge 14.3 Checking crankshaft endftoat using feeler tH&des 
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whether PeugeoVCitroen produce oversize 
bearing shells for all of these engines. On 
some engines, if the crankshaft Journals have 
nol already been reground, it may be possible 
to have the crankshaft reconditioned, and to 
fit oversize shells. If no oversize shells are 
available and the crankshaft has worn beyond 
tile specified limits, it wilt have to be renewed. 
Consult your dealer or engine specialist for 
further information on parts availability. 

15 Main and big-end bearings -
inspection 

1 Even though the main and big-end bearings 
should be renewed during the engine 
overhaul, the old bearings should be retained 
for close examination, as they may reveal 
valuable information about the condition of 
the engine. The bearing shells are graded by 
thickness, the grade of each shell being 
indicated by the colour code marked on it. 
2 Bearing failure can occur due to lack of 
lubrication, the presence of dirt or other 
foreign particles, overloading the engine, or 
corrosion (see illustration). Regardless of tile 
cause of bearing failure, the cause must be 
corrected (where applicable) before the 
engine Is reassembled, to prevent it from 
happening again. 
3 When examining the bearing shells, remove 
them from the cylinder block/crankcase, the 
main bearing ladder/caps (as appropriate), the 
connecting rods and the connecting rod big
end bearing caps. Lay them out on a clean 
surface in the same general position as their 
location in the engine. This will enable you to 
match any bearing problems with the 
corresponding crankshaft journal. 
Caution: Do not touch any shell's bearing 

FATIGUE FAILURE IMPROPER SEATING 

~~@ 
CRATERS OR POCKETS ~~~cn:)f\Is 

SCRATCHED BY DIRT LACK OF OIL 

~~~$ 
OIRT EMBEOOEO MO OVEJ!LAY WIPED OUT 

B£ARING MATERIAL 

cq-=1tIf25 
OVEllLAY WlPf:O OUT AAOIUS RIDE 

15.2 Typical bearing failures 
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surface with your fingers while checking it, 
or the delicate surface may be scratched. 
4 Dirt and other foreign matter gets into the 
engine in a variety of ways. It may be left in 
the engine during assembly, or It may pass 
through filters or the crankcase ventilation 
system. It may get into the oil, and from there 
into the bearings. Metal chips from machining 
opef"atlons and normal engine wear are often 
present. Abraslves are sometimes left in 
engine components after reconditioning, 
especially when parts are not thoroughly 
cleaned using the proper cleaning methods. 
Whatever the source, these foreign objects 
often end up embedded in the soft bearing 
material, and are easily recognised. Large 
particles will not embed in the bearing, and 
will score or gouge the bearing and journal. 
The best prevention for this cause of bearing 
failure is to clean all parts thoroughly, and 
keep everything spotlessly-clean during 
engine assembly. Frequent and regular engine 
oil and filter changes are also recommended. 
5 Lack of lubrication (or lubrication 
breakdown) has a number of interrelated 
causes. Excessive heal (which thins the oil). 
overloading (which squeezes the oil from the 
bearing face) and oil leakage (from excessive 
bearing clearances, worn oil pump or high 
engine speeds) all contribute 10 lubrication 
breakdown. Blocked oil passages, which 
usually are the result of misaligned oil holes in 
a bearing shell, will also oil-starve a bearing, 
and destroy it. When lack of lubrication is the 
cause of bearing failure, the bearing material 
is wiped Of extruded from the steel backing of 
the bearing. Temperatures may increase to 
the point where the steel backing turns blue 
from ovemeating. 
6 Driving habits can have a definite effect on 
bearing life. Full-throttle, tow-speed operation 
~abouring the engine) puts very high loads on 
bearings, tending to squeeze out the oil film. 
These loads cause the bearings 10 flex, which 
produces fine cracks in the bearing lace 
(fatigue failure). Eventually, the bearing 
material will loosen in pieces, and tear away 
from the steel backing. 
7 Short-distance driving leads to corrosion of 
bearings, because insufficient engine heat is 
produced to drive off the condensed water 
and corrosive gases. These products COllect 
in the engine oil, forming acid and sludge. As 
the oil is carried to the engine bearings, the 
acid attacks and corrodes the bearing 
material. 
S Incorrect bearing installation during engine 
assembly will lead to bearing failure as well. 
Tight-fitting bearings leave insufficient bearing 
running clearance, and will result in oil 
starvation . Dirt or foreign particles trapped 
behind a bearing shell result in high spots on 
the bearing, which lead to failure. 
Caution: Do not touch any shell's bearing 
surface with your fingers during 
reassembly; there is 8 risk of scratching 
the delicate surface, or of depositing 
particles of dirt on if. 

9 As mentioned at the beginning of this 
Section, the bearing shells should be renewed 
as a matter of course during engine overhaul; 
to do oth8fWise is false economy. 

16 Engine overhaul 
eassembly sequence 

1 Before reassembty begins, ensure that all 
new parts have been obtained. and that all 
necessary tools are available. Read through 
the entire procedure to familiarise yourself 
with the work involved, and to ensure that all 
items necessary for reassembly of the engine 
are at hand. In addition to all normal tools and 
materials, thread-locking compound will be 
needed. A suitable tube of liquid sealant will 
also be required for the joint faces that are 
fitted without gaskets. It is recommended that 
PeugeoUCitro@n's own product(s) are used, 
which are specially formulated for this 
purpose; the relevant product names are 
quoted in the text of each Section where they 
are required. 
2 In order to save time and avoid problems, 
engine reassembly can be carried out in the 
following order. 
a) Crankshaft (See Section 18). 
b) Piston/connecting rod assemblies (See 

Section 19). 
c) Oil pump (See Part Bore - as 

applicable). 
d) Sump (See Part Bore - as applicable). 
e) Rywheel (See Part B or C - as 

applicable). 
f) Cylinder head (See Part Bore, or 

Section 5 of this Part - as applicable). 
g) Timing belt tensioner and sprockets, and 

timing belt (See Part Bore - as 
applicable). 

h) Engine external components. 
3 At this stage, all engine components should 
be absolutely clean and dry, with all faults 
repaired. The components should be laid out 
(or in individual containers) on a completely 
clean work surface. 

17 Piston rings - refitting 

Before fitting new piston rings, the ring end 
gaps must be checked as follows. 
2 Layout the piston/connecting rod 
assemblies and the new piston ring sels, so 
that the ring sets will be matched with the 
same piston and cylinder during the end gap 
measurement and subsequent engine 
reassembly. 
3 Insert the top ring into the first cylinder, and 
push it down the bore using the top of the 
piston. This will ensure thal the ring remains 
square with the cylinder walls. Position the 
ring near the bottom of the cylinder bore, at 
the lower limit of ring travel. Note that the top 
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17.5 Measuring a piston ring end gap 

and second compression rings are different. 
The second ring is easily identified by the step 
on its lower surface, and by the fact that its 
outer face is tapered. 
4 Measure Ihe end gap using feeler blades. 
5 Repeat the procedure with the ring at the 
top of the cylinder bore. at the upper limit of 
its travel (see illustration), and compare the 
measurements with the figures given in the 
Specifications. If the end gaps are incorrect, 
check that you have the correct rings for your 
engine and for the cylinder bore size. 
6 Repeat the checking procedure for each 
ring in the firsl cylinder, and then for the rings 
in the remaining cylinders. Remember 10 keep 
rings, pistons and cylinders matched up. 
7 Once the ring end gaps have been checked 
and if necessary corrected, the rings can be 
fitted to the pistons. 
8 Fit the piston rings using the same 
technique as for removal. Fit the bottom (oil 
control) ring first, and work up. When fitting 
the oil control ring, first insert the expander 
(where fitted), then fit the ring with its gap 
positioned 1800 from the expander gap. 
Ensure that the second compression ring is 
fitted the correct way up. with its Identification 
mark (either a dot of paint or the word TOP 
stamped on the ring surface) at the top, and 
the stepped surface at the bottom (see 
Illustration). Arrange the gaps of the top and 
secood compression rings 120~ either side of 
the oil control ring gap. 
Note; Always follow any instructions supplied 
with the new piston ring sets - different 

18.4a Fit the bearing shells, ensuring that 
the tab engages in the notch in the 

cylinder b lock/crankcase ... 

17.8 Piston ring fitting diagram (typical) 

1 Oil control ring 
2 Second compression ring 
3 Top compression ring 

manufacturers may specify different 
procedures. Do not mix up the top and 
second compression rings, as they have 
different cross~sections. 

18 Crankshaft - refitt ing 

Selection of bearing shells 
1 Have the crankshaft inspected and 
measured by an engine reconditioning 
specialist. They will be able to carry out any 
regrinding/repairs, and supply suitable main 
and big-end bearing shells. 

Crankshaft refitting 
2 Where applicable, ensure that the oil spray 
jets are fitted to the bearing locations in the 
cylinder block. 
3 Using a little grease, stick the upper 
thrustwashers to each side of the No 2 main 
bearing upper location. Ensure that the oilway 
grooves on each thrustwastler face outwards 
(away from the cylinder block) (see 
illustration). 
4 Clean the backs of the bearing shells, and 
the bearing locations in both the cylinder 
block/crankcase and the main bearing caps. 
Press the bearing shells into their locations, 

18.4b • . . and bearing cap 

18.3 Fit the upper thrustwashers to the 
No 2 main bearing location w ith the oilway 

grooves facing outwards 

ensuring that the tab on each shell engages in 
the notch in the cylinder block/crankcase Of 

main bearing cap. Take care not to touch any 
shell's bearing sur1ace with your fingers. Note 
that the upper bearing shells all have a 
grooved bearing surface, whereas the lower 
shells have a plain bearing sur1ace (see 
Illustrations). If new shells are being fitted, 
ensure that all traces of protective grease are 
cleaned off using paraffin. Wipe dry the shells 
and connecting rods with a lint-free cloth. 
Liberally lubricate each bearing shell in the 
cylinder block/crankcase and cap with clean 
engine oil. 
5 Lower the crankshaft into position so that 
Nos 2 and 3 cylinder crankpins are at TOC; 
Nos 1 and 4 cylinder crankpins will be at SDC, 
ready for fitting No 1 piston. Check the 
crankshaft endfloat as described in Sec
tion 14. 
6 Lubricate the lower bearing shells in the 
main bearing caps with clean engine oil. Make 
sure that the locating lugs on the shells 
engage with the corresponding recesses in 
the caps. 
7 Fit main bearing caps Nos 2 to 5 to their 
correct locations, ensuring that they are fitted 
the correct way round (the bearing shell tab 
recesses in the block and caps must be on 
the same side). tnsert the bolts, tightening 
them only loosely at this stage. 
8 Apply a small amount of sealant to the No 1 
main bealing cap mating face on the cylinder 
block, around the sealing strip holes (see 
illustration). 

18.8 Applying sealant to the cylinder b lock 
No 1 main bearing cap mating face 
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18.9a Fitting a sealing strip to No 1 main 
bearing cap 

9 Locate the tab of each sealing strip over the 
pins on the base of No 1 bearing cap, and 
press the strips into the bearing cap grooves. 
It is now necessary to obtain two thin metal 
strips, of 0.25 mm thickness or less, in order 
to p!'&vent the strips moving when the cap is 
being fitted. PeugeoVCitroAn garages use the 
tool shown. which acts as a clamp. Metal 
strips (such as old feeler blades) can be used, 
provided all burrs which may damage the 
sealing strips are first removed (see 
Illustrations). 
10 Oil both sides of the metal strips, and hold 
them on the sealing strips.. F'1t the No 1 main 
bearing cap, insert the bolts loosely, then 
carefully pull out the metal strips in a 
horizontal direction, ustng a pair of pliers (see 
Illustrations). 
11 Tighten all the main bearing cap bolts 
evenly to the specified torque and, on 2.0 litre 
engines. additionally through the specified 
angle. 
12 Check that the sealing strips prolrude 
sIIghtty Irom above the cyIilder bIockIcrricase 
mating SI.riace by approxrnately 1.0 mm. If not, 
remove the bearing cap again and refit; the seals 
are supplied the cormct length and should not 
be cut. Also check that the crankshaft rotates 
ITeeIy. 
13 Fit a new crankshaft 011 seal as described 
In Chapter 28 or 2C (as applicable). 
14 Refit the pistonlcormecting rod assemblies 
to the crankshaft as described In Sec· 
tlon 19. 
15 Refit the Woodruff key, then slide on the 
011 pump drive sprocket and spaceI' (where 

1a.1Ob Removing a metal strip from No 1 
main bearing cap using a pair of pliers 
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18.9b Using the Peugeot spedal tool to fit 
No 1 main bearing cap 

fitted), and locate the drive chain on the 
sprocket. 
16 EnSUfe that the mating surfaces o f the oil 
seal carrier and cylinder block are clean and 
dry. Note the correct filted depth of the oil 
seal then, using a large flat·bladed 
screwdriver, lever the old seal out of the 
housing. 
17 Apply a smear of suitable sealant to the oil 
seal carrier mating surface. Ensure that the 
locating dowels are In position, theo slide the 
carrier over the end of the c.-ankshaft and into 
position on the cylinder block. Tighten the 
carrier retaining bolts 10 the specffied torque. 
18 Fit a new crankshaft oi seal as desaibed 
in Chapter 28 or 2C (as applicable). 
19 Enstring that the drive chain is correctly 
located on the sprocket, refit the oil pump and 
sump as described in Chapter 28 or 2C (as 
approca ...... ). 
20 Where removed, refit the cyfinder head as 
described in Pan 8 or C of this Chapter, or in 
Section 5 of this Part (as applicable) . 

19 Piston/connecting rod ~ 
assembly - refitting ~ 

'" Note: New big·end belIring cap nuts must be 
used on refitting. 
1 Note that the following procedure assumes 
that the crankshaft and main bearing caps are 
in place (see Section 18). 
2 Clean the backs of the bearing shells. and 

19.2 F'ltting a bearing shell to a conl'l9Ctin9 
rod - ensure the tab (arrowed) engages 
with the recess In the connecting rod 

18.10a Atting No 1 main bearing cap, 
using metal strips to retain the side seals 

the bearing locations in both the connecting 
rod and bearing cap. Press the bearing shells 
into their locations, ensuring that the tab on 
each shell engages in the notch In the 
connecting rod and cap (see illustration). 
Take care not to touch any shell's bearing 
surface with your fingers. If new shells are 
being fitted, ensure that all traces of the 
protective grease are cleaned off using 
paraffin. Wipe dry the shells and connecting 
rods with a lint-tree cloth. 
3 lubricate the cylinder bores. the pistons, 
and piston rings, then layout each 
piston/connecting rod assembly in its ""'I)eCtive __ 

4 Start wrth assembly No 1. Make sure that 
the piston rings are stil spaced as described 
in Sectlon 17, then clamp them In position 
with a piston ring compressor. Insert the 
piston/connecting rod assembty Imo the top 
of cylinder No 1, ensuring the piston Is 
correctly positioned as follows. 
&) (A) 1.8 and 7.9 litre engines, ensure thBt 

the cJoverleaf·shaped cut-out on the 
piston crown is towards the front (oi/ filter 
side) of !he cylinder block. 

b) On 2.0 litre engines, ensure tfla t the valve 
recesses on me piston crown are towards 
the rear of the cylinder block. 

5 u sing a block of wood 0( hammer handle 
against the piston crown, tap the assembly 
into the cyllnderl1iner until the piston crown is 
flush with the top of the cylinder (see 
illustration). 
6 Ensure that the bearing shell is still correctly 
Installed. Uberally lubricate the crankpin and 

19.5 Tap the piston into the bore using a 
hammer handle 
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both bearing shells. Taking care not to mark 
the cylinder bores, pull the plslon/connecting 
rod assembly down the bore and onlo the 
crankpin. Refil the big-end bearing cap, 
tightening the nuts finger-tight at first . Note 
that the faces with the Identification marks 
must match (which means that the bearing 
shell locating tabs abut each othet). 
7 Tighten the bearing cap retaining nuts 
evenly and progressively to the Slage , 
torque setting. Once both nuts have been 
tightened to the Stage I setting, angle-tighten 
them through the specified Slage 2 angle, 
using a socket and extension bar. It is 
recommended that an angle-measuring 
gauge is used during this stage of the 
tightening, to ~ accu.-acy. 
8 Once the bearing cap retaining nots have 
been correctly tightened, rotale the 
crankshaft. Check that it turns freely; some 
stiffness is 10 be expected H new COl iljXl'i IOOls 
have been fitted, but there should be no signs 
of binding Of tight spots.. 

9 Reftt the other three piston/connecting rod 
assemblies in the same way. 
10 Refrt the cylinder head and 011 pump as 
described in Part B or C of this Chapter 
and/or in Section 5 of this Part (as applicable). 

20 Engine - initial start·up after 
overhaul 

1 With the engine refitted in the vehicle, 
double-check the engine oil and coolant 
levels (see Weeid)' checks). Make a final check 
that everything has been reconnected, and 
that there are no tools or rags left In the 
engine compartment.. 
2 Switch on the ignition and immedlately turn 
the engine on the starter (do not allow the 
glow plugs 10 Ileal up) unlil the oil pressure 
wamng light goes out. 
3 Prime the fuel system as described In the 
relevant Part of Chapter 4, then start the 

engine, noting that this may take a little longer 
than usual, due to the fuel system 
components having been disturbed. 
4 While the engine is idling, check for fuel, 
water and oil leaks. Don'I be alarmed If thefe 
are some odd smells and smoke from parts 
getting hot and btming off oil deposits. 
5 Assuming all is well , keep the engine Idling 
until hot water Is feft circulating through the 
top hose, then switch off the engine. 
6 Allow the engine to cool then recheck the 
oil and coolant levels as described in WeeIdy 
checks, and top-up as necessary. 
7 If they were tightened as described, there is 
no need 10 retighten the cylinder head bolts 
once the engine has first roo after reassembly. 
8 If new pistons, rings or crankshaft bearings 
have been fitted, the engine must be treated as 
new, am JU'Hl for the first 500 miles (800 km). 
Do not operate the engine at full-throttle, or 
allow it to Iabo\.I'" at low engine speeds in any 
gear. It is ,ecommeuded thal the 011 and filter 
be changed at the end of this period. 
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Chapter 3 
Cooling, heating and air conditioning systems 

Contents Section number 

Air conditioning compressor (au)(iliary) drivebelt-
checking and renewal ... . .... . . .. . . See Chapter lA or 18 

Air conditioning system - general information and precautions .... 11 
Air conditioning system components - removal and refitting . ..... 12 
Air conditioning system refrigerant check .... . . See Chapter lA or 18 
Antifreeze mi)(ture .. .. . ... . ... . .. . . . See Chapter lA or 18 
Coolant level check . . . . . . . . . ... See Weekly checks 
Coolant pump - removal and refitting . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Cooling system - draining . . . . . ...... .. See Chapter lA or 18 
Cooling system - filling . ... . ....•... See Chapter lA or 18 
Cooling system - flushing .. . . .See Chapter lA or 18 

Degrees of difficulty 

Section number 

Cooling system electrical switches and sensors-
removal and refitting ...............................•... 6 

Cooling system hoses - disconnection and renewal ...... . ..... 2 
Electric cooling fan(s) - removal and refitting .......... • . . 
General information and precautions ...... . . 
Heaterlventllalion components - removal and refitting . . 
Heating and ventilation system - general information .. . 
Radiator - removal, inspection and refitting .. . 
Thermostat - removal, lesting and refitting ...... . ... . 
Thermostatlfuel filter housing (1.8 and 1.9 litre diesel models)-

5 
1 

. . 10 
9 
3 
4 

removal and refitting .................... . 8 

Easy, suitable for 

~ 
Fairly easy, suitable 

~ 
Fao1y_ ~ 0iffiai1, sUIabIe "" ~ V""'_ ~ _""expert DIY ~ novice with Iittie for beginner .....-ith 

~ ~ 
-""competeo1t ~ 
DIY mecharOc ~ 

expel iei ICed DIY 
~ or pO; 181 ~ experiecce some expel ieI ce 

Specifications 
General 
Maximum system pressure 

Thermostat 
Opening temperatures: 

Starts to open: 
Petrol engine models 
Diesel engine models 

Fully·open . . ... .. • ...... . .. 

Torque wrench settings 

~ """"""" 

1.4 barn 

8goC 
83"C 
" "C 

Nm 
Coolant pump housing bolts (aluminium block petrol engines): 

Smaller bolts. . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . 30 
Larger bolts . . . . .. . . ... . . . 65 

Coolant pump securing bolts (cast-iron iron block engines) 15 

General information and 
precautions 

General information 
The cooling system is of pressurised type, 

comprising a coolant pump driven by the 
timing belt, an aluminium crossflow radiator, 
e)(pansion tank, electric cootlng fan(s), a 
thermostat, heater malri)(, and all associated 
hoses and switches. 

The system functions as follows. Cold 

coolant in the bottom of the radiator passes 
through the bottom hose to the coolant pump, 
where it is pumped around the cylinder block 
and head passages, and through the oil 
cooler(s) (where fitted). After cooling the 
cylinder bores, combustion surfaces and 
valve seats, the coolant reaches the 
underside of the thermostat, which Is initially 
closed. The coolant passes through the 
heater, and Is retumed via the cylinder block 
to the coolant pump. 

When the engine is cold, the coolant 
circulates only through the cylinder block, 
cylinder head, and heater. When the coolant 

~ 

Ibfft 

22 
48 
11 

reaches a predetermined temperature, the 
thermostat opens, and the coolant passes 
through the top hose to the radiator. As the 
coolant circulates through the radiator, it is 
cooled by the inrush of air when the car is in 
fOf'Ward motion. The airflow is supplemented 
by the action of the electric cooling fan(s) 
when necessary. Upon reaching the bottom of 
the radiator, the coolant has now cooled, and 
the cycle is repeated. 

When the engine is at normal operating 
temperature, the coolant e)(pands, and some 
of It is displaced into the e)(pansion tank. 
Coolant collects in the lank, and is returned to 
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the radiator when the system cools. 
The electric cooling fan(s) mounted in front 

of the radiator are controlled by a 
thermostatic switch/sensor. At a 
predetenninecl coolant temperature, the 
switchfsensof actuates the fan. 

Precautions 

.&. Warning: Do not attempt to 
, n!i!moV8 the expansion tank filler 
• cap. or to disturb any part of the 

cooling system, while the engine is hot, as 
there is a high risk of scalding. If the 
expansion tank filler cap must be remoWKI 
before the engine and radiator have fully 
cooled (even though this Is not 
recommended), the pressure In the cooling 
system must first be relieved. Cover the 
cap wlfh a thick layer of cloth to avoid 
scalding, and slowly unscrew the filler cap 
until a hissing sound Is heard. When the 
hissing has stopped, indicating that the 
pressure has reduced, slowly unscrew the 
filler cap unUl it can be removed; if more 
hissing sounds are heard, waft until they 
have stopped befOl'8 unscrewing the cap, 
At all times. keep well away from the filler 
cap opening. and protect your hands. 

.&. Warning: Do not allow antifreeze 
, to come into contact with your 
- skin, or with the painted 

surfaces of the vehkle, Rin!UI off spills 
Immediately, with plenty of water. Never 
le8v. antifreeze lying around in an open 
container, or in a puddle in the driveway or 
on th. garage fIoor_ Children and pets are 
attnJcted by its sweet smell, but antifreeze 
can be fatal if ingested. 

.&. Waming: If the engine Is hot, the 
, electric cooling fan may start 
• rotating even if the 8IIgl,", Is not 

running. Be careful to keep your hands, 
hair and any loose clothing we" c lear when 
working In the engine compartment, 

.&. Waming: Refer to Section 11 for 
, p recautions to be observed 
• when working on models 

equipped with air condit ioning, 

2 Cooling system hoses
disconnection and renewal 

Hote: Refer to the warnings given in Section 1 
of th;' Chapter before proceeding, Hoses 
should 0f'Iy be disconnected once the engine 
has cooled sufficienrJy to avoid scalding, 
1 I1 the chEd<sdesctibed in Chapter 1Aor 18 
reveal a faulty hose, it must be renewed as 
follows. 
2 First drain the cooling system (Chapter lA 
or 18). If the coolant is not doe for renewal, it 
may be re-used, providing it is collected in a 
clean container. 
3 To disconnect a hose, proceed as follows, 
according to the type of hose connection. 

2.5 Disconnecting the radiator top hose 

Conventional connections -
general Instructions 
4 On conventional connections, the clips 
used to secure the hoses In position may be 
either standard worm-drive clips or 
disposable crimped types. The crimped type 
of clip is not designed to be re-used and 
worm drive clips should be used on 
reassembly . 
5 To disconnect a hose, use a screwdriver to 
slacken or release the clips, then move them 
along the hose, clear of the relevant 
inleVoutIet. Carefully work the hose free (see 
lOusvation). The hoses can be removed with 
re£ative ease when new - 01"1 an older car, they 
may ..... """"-
6 If a hose proves to be difficult to remove, try 
to release it by rotating its ends before 
attempting to free it Gently prise the end of 
the hose with a blunt instrumoot (such as a 
flat~bIaded screwdriver), but do not apply too 
much force. and take care not to damage the 
pipe stubs or hoses. Note in particular that the 
radiator inlet stub is fragile; do not use 
excessive force when attempting to remove 
the hose. If all else fails, cut the hose with a 
sharp knife, then slit it so that it can be peeled 
off in two pieces. Although this may prove 
expensive If the hose is otherwise 
undamaged, it is preferable to buying a new 
radiator. Check first, however, that a new 
hose is readily available. 

2.12 To reJasH the bayonet-type radiatOf" 
hose connectio,\, tum the locking ring (2) 

until It contacts the stop (1) 

7 When frttiog a hose, first slide the dips onto 
the hose, then work the hose into POSition. If 
crimped-type clips were originally fitted, use 
standard wonn--drive clips when refitting the 

"""'. 8 Work the hose into position, checmg that it 
is correctty routed, then slide each clip badt 
along the hose lKI1iI it passes 0V9r the tlared 
end of the relevant inleVoutlet. before 
tightening the clip securely. 

~ 
«the hose is stiff, use a little 

_ soapy wster as a lubricant, 
HI or soften the hose by 

soeklng it In hot wBter. Do 
not use oil or grease, whkh mey attack 
the rubber. 

9 Refill the cooling system (see Chapter 1A 
or 18). 
10 Check thoroughly for leaks as soon as 
possible after disturbing any part of the 
cooling system. 
Bayonet-type connections 
Note: A new O-ring should be used when 
IfJCOt'V/eCling the hose. 

Removal 
11 On certain models, the radiator bottom 
andIor top hose(s) may be connected to the 
radiator using a plastic bayonet-type 
connection. To disconnect this type of 
connector, proceed as fo8ows. 
12 Tum the locking ring (2) anti-dockwlse 
until It contacts the stop (1) lsee Illustration). 
13 Press the connector away from the hose, 
to ensure that the two retaining lugs l3) are 
free (see Itlustration). 
14 Pull the hose, complete with the 
coonector, from the radiator, 
15 Recover the O-ring from the connector, 
and discard it: a new one must be used on 
refitting. 

Refitting 
16 Wipe the connector and the stub on the 
radiator thoroughly with a clean, IInHree 
cloth. 

2.13 Press the connector away from the 
hose, to ensure that the two retaining 

lugs (3) are free 
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2.17 On refitting, fit a new O-ring 
(arrowed) to the hose union 

17 Fit a new O-ring to the male half 01 the 
connector, ensuring that it is correctly seated 
(see illustration). 
18 Tum the locking ring clockwise until it 
clicks. 
19 Offer the hose to the stub on the radiator, 
with the locating cut-out in the male part of 
the connector located at the bottom (see 
illustration). 
20 Push the connector into the stub until 
both the retain ing lugs click into position. 
Make sure that the O-ring is not trapped. 
21 Pull the connector rearwards (away from 
the stub) to adjust the position of the retaining 
lugs if necessary. 
22 Refill the cooling system (see Chapter lA 
or lB). 
23 Check thoroughly for leaks as soon as 
possible after disturbing any part of the 
cooling system. 

Spring clip type connections 
Note: A new sealing ring should be used 
when reconnecting the hose. 

Removal 
24 Some cooling system hoses may be 
secured in position using a wire spring clip. To 
disconnect this type of connector, proceed as 
follows. 
25 Using a small screwdriver, extract the 
retaining spring clip and disconnect the hose 
connection (see illustration). Once the hose 
has been disconnected, refit the spring clip to 
the hose union. 

2 .27 Ensure that the sealing ring and 
spring clip (arrowed) are correctly fitted to 

the hose union before reconnecting 
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2.19 Offer the hose to the stub on the 
radiatOf", cut-out (arrowed) at the bottom 

26 Inspect the hose unit sealing ring for signs 
of damage or deterioration and renew if 
necessary. 

Refitting 
27 Ensure that the sealing ring is in position 
and the spring clip is correctly located in the 
groove in the union (see illustration). 
28 lubricate the sealing ring with a smear 01 
soapy water, 10 ease installation. then push 
the hose inlo position until it is heard to click 
into position. 
29 Ensure that the hose is securely retained 
by the spring clip then relil! the cooling system 
(see Chapter lA or 1 B). 
30 Check thoroughly for leaks as soon as 
possible after disturbing any part of the 
cooling system. 

3 Radiator - removal, 
inspection and refitting 

Note: If leakage is the reason for removing the 
radiator, bear in mind that minor leaks can 
o ften be cured using a radia tor sealant with 
the radiator in situ. 

Removal-
pre-September 2002 models 

Petrol models 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battel)' in the 
Reference Chapter). 

3.6 Lift the ends of the radiator retaining 
clips (arrowed) and move the top of the 

radiator toward the engine 

2.25 Where spring clip hose connections 
are used, remove the spring clip then 

disconnect the hose 

2 Drain the cooling system as described in 
Chapter 1A. 
3 Remove the air cleaner assembly and air 
intake ducts as necessary for access to the 
radiator. as described in Chapter 4A. 
4 Disconnect the coolant hoses from the 
radiator with ref9l"ence to Section 2. 
5 On models without air conditioning. where 
applicable, disconnect the wiring connector 
from the cooling fan switch or temperature 
sensor located on the left-hand side of the 
radiator. 
6 Working at the top of the radiator, lift the 
ends of the radiator retaining clips (one each 
side) and move the top of the radiator toward 
the engine (see Illustration). Uft the radiator 
upward to disengage the lower locating lugs 
and remove the radiator from the engine 
compartment. Take care not to damage the 
radiator fins on surrounding components as it 
is lifted out. 

Diesel models 
7 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battel)' in the 
Rel9l"ence Chapter). 
8 Drain the cooling system as described In 
Chapter lB. 
9 Remove the air cleaner assembly and air 
intake ducts as necessary for access to the 
radiator, as described in Chapter 48 or 4C. 
10 Slacken the clips and disconnect the 
upper hoses al the coolant expansion tank 
(see illustration). 
11 Where applicable, disconnect the wiring 

3.10 Disconnect the upper hoses (Ieft
hand hose arrowed) at the coolant 
expansion tank on diesel models 
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3.11 Dtseonnect the wiring connector 
(arrowed) from the coolant ktvel sensor on 

the expansion tank 

connector from the coolant level sensor on 
the rear of the expansion tank (see 
lDustnItion). 
12 Release the retaining straps and lift the 
expansion lank off its mounting bracket. 
Slacken the clip and disconnect the hose from 
the underside of the expansion lank, then 
remove the tank. 
13 Remove the radiator grille as described In 
Chapter 11, then undo the two boil s and 
remove Ihe expansion lank support bracket 
from the fronl body panel. 
14 Where applicable. diSCOf'lnect the wiring 
connector from the cooling fan switch or 
temperalure sensor located on the left-hand 
sJde of the racfl81.or. 
15 Discorv1ect all the coolant hoses from the 
radiator with reference to Section 2. 
16 Working at the top of the radlator. ift the 
ends of the radiator retaining clips (one each 
side) and move the top of the radiator toward 
the engine (5_ 11Iustration 3.6). Uft the 
radiator upward to disengage Ihe lower 
locating lugs and remove the radialor from the 
engine compartment. Take care nol to 
damage the radiator fins on surrounding 
components as It Is lifted out. 

Removal-
post·September 2002 models 
17 Disconnect the battery negative tenninal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chap~. 

3.22 Undo the bolt securing each radiator 
upper mounting tKacket to the support 

.. me 

3.21a Undo the nut (arrowed) securing the 
radiator support frame to the front body 

panel. • . 

18 Drain the cooling system as described in 
Chapter lA or lB. 
19 Remove the air deaner assembly and air 
intake ducts as necessary for access to the 
radiator, as described in Chapter 4A. 4B 
or4C. 
20 On models without air conditioning. where 
applicable. disconnect the wiring connector 
from the cooling fan switch or temperature 
sensor located on the left-hand side of the 
radiator. 
21 Working at the top of the radiator. undo 
the nut (one each side) securing the radiator 
support frame 10 the front body panel. 
Withdraw the melal spacer from the rubber 
mounting bosh (see inustrations). 
22 Move the top of the radiator support 
frame towards the engine and undo the bolt 
securing each radiator UPPM mounting 
bracket to the frame (see illustration). 
23 WrIhdraw the blackets from their lOcations 
In the support frame, and lift them oH the 
plastic studs on the radiator lsee MlustTation). 
24 Slide out the retaining clips and 
disconnect the ex pansion tank hoses from the 
radiator. Release the hose(s) from the clips on 
the radiator and move them to one side. 
25 Disconnect the remaining coolant hoses 
from the radiator with reference to Section 2. 
26 Lift the radiator upward to disengage the 
lower locating lugs and remove the radiator 
from the engine compartment. Take care not 
to damage the radiator fins on surrounding 
componentS as It is itted out. 

3.23 Wrthdraw the brackets from their 
locations In the support frame, and lift 

them off the plastic studs on the radiator 

3.21b •.• then withdraw the metal spacer 
from the rubber mounting bush 

Inspection 
27 If the radiator has been removed due to 
suspected blockage, reverse-flush it as 
described In Chapter 1 A or 1 B. Clean dirt and 
debris from the radiator fins, using an air 6ne 
~n whictl case, wear eye protection) or a soft 
brush. 
Caution: 8e careful, as tha fins are sharp, 
and easily damaged. 
28 If necessary, a radiator specialist can 
perform a 'flow test ' on the radiator, to 
establish whether an internal blockage exists. 
29 A leaking radiator must be referred to a 
specialist for permanent repair. 00 nol 
attempt to weld or solder a leaking radiator. 
as damage to the plastic components may 

""" .. 
30 If the radiator is to be sent for repair or 
renewed. remove all hoses and the cooUng 
fan switch (where fttted). 
31 Inspect the condition of the radiator 
mounting rubbers, and renew them if 
""""""",. 

Refitting 
32 Refitting is a reversal of removal, bearing 
in mind the following points: 
a) Ensure that the lower lugs on the radiator 

are correctly engaged with the mounting 
tUbbers in the body panel. 

b) Reconnect the hoses with reference to 
Section 2. using new O-rings wtIete 
eppHcable. 

c) On completion. mM the cooling system 
as desoibedil'l Chapter fA or 18. 

4 Thermostat -
removal, testing and refitting 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer 10 Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 On 1.9 litre DW series diesel engines, 
release the clip in the centre of the engine 
cover and undo the retaining screw on the 
right-hand side. Lift off the engine cover. On 
2.0 litre diesel engines, tom the four plastic 
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4.2a On 1.9 litre diesel engines, remove 
the fasteners from the right-hand side ... 

4.2d On 2.0 litre diesel engines, rotate 
each fastener through 90" to release it ... 

fasteners through 90" and lift off the engine 
cover (see illustrations). 
3 Drain the cooling system as described In 
Chapter 1 A or 1 B. 
4 Remove the air cleaner assembly and air 
intake ducts as described In Chapter 4A, 49 
or4C. 
5 Unscrew the retaining bolts. and carefully 
withdraw the thermostat housing cover to 
expose the thermostat (see illustration). Take 
care not to strain the coolant hose(s) 
connected to the cover. Note that the design 
of the thermostat housing varies between 
engine types. but the thermostat removal 
procedure fQ( each type is similar. 
6 On early models with a separate 
thermostat. lift the thermostat from the 
housing. noting which way round the 

4.5 Thermostat housing cover location 
(alTowed) -1.4Iitre petrol model 
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4.2b . • . and top of the engine cover ... 

4.2e . ,. then lift off the engine 
cover 

thermostat is fitted, and recover the sealing 
ring{s) (see illustration). 
7 On later models where the thermostat is an 
integral part of the housing cover, recover the 
sealing ring, release the retaining clip and 
remove the cover from the coolant hose. 

Testing 
8 A rough test of the thermostat may be 
made by suspending it with a piece of string in 
a container full of water. Heal the water to 
bring it to the boil - the thermostat must open 
by the time the water boils. tf not, renew it. 
9 If a thermometer is available, the precise 
opening temperature of the thermostat may 
be determined: compare with the fjgures 
given in the Specificat ions. The opening 
temperature is also marked on the thermostat 

4.6 Removing the sealing ring from the 
thermostat flange 

4.2c . . . then remove the cover from the 
engine 

10 A thermostat which fails to close as the 
water cools must also be renewed. 

Refitting 
11 Refitting is a reversal of removal, bearing 
in mind the following points: 

a) Examine the sealing ring(s) for damage or 
deterioration, and if necessary, renew. 

b) Ensure that the thermostat is fitted the 
conect way round as noted during removal. 

c) On completion, refill the cooling system 
as described in Chapter 1A or 1B. 

5 Electric cooling fan(s) -
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Remove the radiator as described in 
Section 3. 
2 Unscrew the locking ring and disconnect 
the round wiring connector from the lower 
left-hand corner of the fan shroud. Where 
individual connectors are used, trace the 
wiring back from the fan and disconnect the 
relevant connectors. 
3 On early models, lift the ends of the fan 
shroud retaining clips (one each side) and 
move the top of the shroud toward the engine. 
On all models, lift the assembly upward to 
disengage the lower locating Jugs and remove 
it from the engine compartment. 
4 To remove the fan motor(s) from the 
shroud, undo the three nuts and bolts 
securing the relevant motor to the shroud. 
Withdraw the motor and fan assembly and 
disconnect the wiring connector. The fan can 
be removed from the motor spindle after 
extracting the retaining clip, or undoing the 
retain ing bolt, as applicable. 
5 To gain access to the motor relays, unclip 
and lift off the cover over the relay box located 
in the centre of the fan shroud. Note that on 
some models the relay box cover may be 
secured by a screw. 
6 Lift the relay mounting plate from the 
shroud, disconnect the wiring connector and 
remove the relevant relay. 

Refitting 
7 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Refrt the 
radiator as described in Section 3. 
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6 Cooting system electrical ~ 
switches and sensors - ~ 

removal and refitting ~ 

Petrol models 

Cooling fan switch - early models 
1 On models without air conditioning, the 
cooling fan switch has a blue wiring connector 
and is located in the left~hand side of the 
radiator. 
2 On models with air conditioning, the cooling 
fans are controlled by the air conditioning 
system control unit in conjunction with a 
temperature setlSOf located in the top of the 
thermostat housing. The sensor can be 
identified by its brown wiring comectof. 

Temperature warning light switch! 
temperature gauge sensor 
3 The coolant temperature warning light 
swi1cMemperature gauge sensor has a blue 
wiring connector and is located in the 
thermostat housing or at the left·hand end of 
the cylinder head. 

Engine management system 
coolant temperature sensor 
4 The engine management syslem coolant 
temperature sensor has a green wiring 
connector and Is located in the thermostat 
housing. 
5 On later engines (approxImately 2001 
onward) the coolant tempenrture sensor has a 
blue or green wiring COMedO!"" and is located 
above the thermostat in tile coolant outlet 
housing at the left-hand end of the cylindef 
head (see Illustration). The temperature 
signal from this sensor Is used by the engine 
management ECU lor fuel injectionllgnitlon 
regulation and to control the operation of the 
cooling fan, aIr conditioning system and 
temperature warning lighVgauge. 

1.8 and 1.9 litre diesel models 

Cooling fan switch 
6 On models without air condllionlng, the 

cooling fan switch has a blue wiring connector 
and is located in the left-hand side of the 
radiator. 
7 On models with air conditioning, the cooling 
fans are controlled by the air conditioning 
system control uni1 in conjunction with a 
temperature sensor located in the thetmostat 
housIng. The sensof can be identified by its 
brown wiring connector_ 

Temperature warning light switch! 
temperature gauge sensor 
8 The coolant temperature wamlng light 
switchltemperature gauge sensor has a blue 
wiring connector and Is located in the 
thennostat hOusing. 

PreheatinglEGR system 
coolant temperature switch/sensor 
9 The coolant temperature switCh or sensor 
used for control of the prehealing and EGR 
systems has a green wiring connector and Is 
located in the thermostat housing. 

2.0 litre diesel models 

Engine management system 
coolant temperature sensor 
10 On 2_0 litre diesel engines the coolant 
temperature sensor has a green wiring 
connector and is mounted in the thermostaV 
coolant outlet housing at the left-hand end of 
the cylinder head. The temperatl.n signal from 
this sensor Is used by the engine management 
ECU for diesel injection regulation and to 
control the operation of the exhaust gas 
recirculation, cool ing fans, pre/post-heating 
control unit, air conditioning system and 
temperature waning 19htlgauge. 

Removal 

A Wam/ng; The engine should be 
, cold before removing a cooling 
• system switch or sensor. 

11 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
12 Partiaily drain the cooling system to just 
below the level of the switch/sensor (as 
described kl Chapter lA or 18). Alternatively, 

have ready a suitable bung to plug !he switch 
aperture in the housing when the switch is 
removed. If !his method is used, take care not 
to use anythng which wil allow foreign matter 
to enter the cooling system. 
13 Where necessary, refer to Chapter 4A, 48 
or 4C and remove the air cleaner assembly 
and air Intake ducts lor access to the 
switches/sensors located In the thermostat 
housing or cylinder head. 
14 Unplug the wiring connector from the 
relevant SWitChfsenSOf. 
15 On later engines fitted with a plastic 
thermostaVcoolant outlet housing, prise out 
the sensor retaining circlip then remove the 
sensor and sealing ring from the housing (see 
illustration). If the system has not been 
d rained. plug the sensor aperture to prevent 
tLrther coolant loss. 
16 On all other engines. carefully unscrew 
the switch/sensor from its mounting and 
recover the sealing ring (where applicable). If 
the system has not been drained, plug the 
switch/sensor aperture to prevent further 
coolant loss. 

Refitting 
17 On models fitted with a plastic 
thermostaVcoolant outlet housing, fit a new 
sealing ring to the sensor. Push the sensor 
firmly into the housing and secure it in 
position with the circlip, ensuring It Is correctly 
located In the housing groove. Reconnect the 
sensor wiring connector. 
18 On all other engines, if the switchlsensor 
was originaIy fitted using sealing COfT1XXJI1d, 
clean the SWi1ch15ef1SOf threads thoroughly, 
and coat them with fresh sealing ccmpcu1Cl_ If 
the switch was originally fitted using a se-.g 
ring, use a new seaSng ring on refitting. 
19 Fit the switch/sensor to Its location, 
tighten it securely and reconnect the wiring 
connector. 
20 On all engines, refill and bleed the cooling 
system as described in Chapter 1 A or 1 B . 
Follow the bleeding inslr1Jctions carefully. 10 
ensure that all air is expelled from the cooling 
system. 
21 On completion, refit any components 

8.5 Engine management system cootant tempenlture sensor 
(anowed) on later 1_4 litre petrol models 

8.15 On later ~s, prise out the sensor retaining circlip then 
remove the sen&of" and sealing ring from the housing 
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7.48 Withdraw the coolant pump .•• 7.4b •.. and recoYef" the Q..ring -1 .4Iltre petrol engine shown 

removed fOf access. then start the engine and 
nJn it until it reaches normal operating 
temperature. Continue to run the engine, and 
check that the component(s) controlled by the 
switch/senSO( operate correctly. 

7 Coolant pump
removal and refitting 

Aluminium cylinder block 
Note: A new impel/er assembly O-ring and, 
where applicable, a new impel/er housing 0-
ring, wt1l be required on refitting. 

Removal 
1 The coolant pump is driven by the timing 
belt, and is located In a housing at the timing 
belt end of the engine. 
2 Drain the cooling system as described In 
the reievant Part of Chapter 1. 
3 Remove the timIng belt as described in the 
relevant Part of Chapter 2. 
" Remove the securing bolts, and withdraw 
the pump Impeller assembly from the pump 
housing (access is rmst easily obtained from 
under the wheel arch). Recover the O-ring 
(see lltustrations). 
5 If desired, the pump impeDer housing can 
be removed from the rear of the coolant pump 
housing. Access is most easily obtained from 
underneath the vehicle rrt may be necessary 
to remove the exhaust heat shield). 
Disconnect the coolant hoses from the 
Impeller housing (be prepared for coolant 
spillage), then remove the seoJring bolts and 
WIthdraw the mpeller housing. Again. recover 
theO-ring. 

Refitting 
6 Ensure that all mating faces are clean. 
7 Where applicable, refrt the Impeller housing 
to the rear of the coolant pump housing, using 
a new O-ring. Reconnect the coolant hoses 
securely. 
8 Refit the impeller assembly 10 the pump 
housing. using a new O-ring. 

9 Refit the timing belt as described in the 
relevant Part of Chapter 2. 
10 Refill the cooling system as described in 
the relevant Part of Chapter 1. 

Cast-Iron cylinder block 
Note: A new pump O-ring must be used on 
refitting. 
11 The pump is driv9n by the timing belt. and 
is klcated directly r, the cylinder block. 
12 Proceed as described previously for 
engines with an aluminium cylnder block, but 
note that there is no separate impeller 
housing. 

8 Thermostat/fuel filter housing ~ 
(1.8 and 1.9 litre diesel ~ 

models) - removal and refitting ~ 

Note: A new gasket must be used when 
refitting the main housing. 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer 10 DIsconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Drain the cooling syslem as described in 
Chapter lB. 
3 Place a plastic sheet rNf!I the transmission 
bellhousing and the starter motor, 10 prevent 
any fuel spilled dunng the followW"ig procedure 
from calJSlng damage. 

8.8b •. • withdraw the plastic Ilousing .• . 

• Remove the fuel fitter as described in 
Chapter lB. 
5 DIsconnect the wiring plugs from the 
coolant sensors mounted In the top of the 
housing. 
6 Dlsconnect the coolant hoses from the 
plastic thermostat housing. 
7 Cliscoi .laCt the coolant hose from the stub 
at the rear of the housing . 
8 Unscrew the boH securing the plastic fuel 
fitter housIng to the main housing, then 
withdraw the plastic housing and move it clear 
of the main housing. Recover the O·ring from 
Ihe base of the plastic housing (see 
Illustrations). 
9 Unscrew the three securing bolts. and 

8.8a Unscrew the securing ben 
(arrowed) • •• 

8.8c ..• and recovet'" the Q..ring 
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8.9a Unscrew the three securing bolts (arrowed) • . • 8.9b ••. and wtthdraw the main thennostat housing 

withdraw the main housing from the cyflf1d8f 
head (see Illustrations). Recover the gasket. 
10 Disconnect the coolant hose from 
the base of the housing, and remove the 
housing. 

Refitting 
11 Refitting is a f8V&fSai of removal, bearing 
in mind the !oHowing points: 
a) Examine !he condition of the O-ring on 

the base of the plastic housing, and 
renew if necessaI)'. 

b) Use a new gasket when refftting the main 
housing. 

c) Ensure mal" hoses, pjpe:s and wires are 
COfJa:t1)' ''''''''''il8Cted. 

d) ReM the cooling system as cIesctibed in 
Chapter 1B. 

e) On completion, prime and tMeed the fuel 
system as described in Chapter 48 or 4C. 

9 Heating and ventilation 
system - general information 

The heatinglventilation system consists of a 
tour-speed blower motor (housed behind the 
facia), face level vents in the centre and at 
each end of the facia, and air ducts to the 
front footwells. 

The control unit Is located r. the facia. and 
the controls operate nap valves to deflect and 
mix the air flowing through the various parts of 
the heatinglvenlilation system. The nap vaJves 
are contained In the air distribution housing, 
which acts as a central distribution unit , 
passing air to the various ducts and vents. 

Cold air enters the system through the grille 
at the rear of the engine compartment. If 
required, the airflow Is boosted by the blower. 
and then flows through the various ducts, 
according 10 the settings of the controls. Stale 
air is expelled Ihrough ducts at the rear of the 
vehicle. If warm air is reqlAred, the cold air is 
passed over the heater matrix, which is 
heated by the engine coolant 

On models fitted with air conditioning, a 
recirculalion switch enables the outside air 
supply to be closed off, while the air Inside the 
vehicle Is recirculated. This can be useful to 
prevent unpleasant odours entering from 
outside lhe vehicle, but should only be used 
briefly, as the recirculaled air Inside the 
vehicle will soon become stale. 

10 Heaterlventilation 
components - removal and 
refitting 

Heater/ventilation control unit 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Dlsconnecling the baftery in the 
Reference Chaplet). 
2 Remove Ihe relevant panels In the centre of 
the facia, for access to the control unit, as 
described In Chapter 11. 
3 Undo the two upper retalning screws at 
each corner of the control unit 
4 Using a small screwdriver, release the 
retaining lug at the lower centre of the control 
unit and WIthdraw the unit from the facia (see 
Illustration). 

10.4 Re~ the lug at the lower centre of 
the heater/ ventilation control unit and 

withdraw the unit from the facia 

5 Pivot the control unit upwards, as far as 
clearance will akJw, then release the securing 
clIps and disconnect the control cables from 
the unit. Note the locations of the cables to 
ensure correct refitting (see lt1ustration). 
6 Disconnect the wiring plug from the rear of 
the control unit , then withdraw the unit. 

Refitting 
7 Rerrtting Is a reversal of removal, but ensure 
that the control cables are securely 
reconnected to their original locations. 

Heater/ventilation control cables 

Removal 
8 Disconnect the cables from the 
h"",ler/Ventilation control unit, 01$ described 
previously in this Section during the control 
unit removal procedure. 
9 Wor1<ing through the facia aperture or under 
the facia (it may be necessary to remove 
certain facia panels for access - see Chap· 
ter 11 - depending on which cable Is 10 be 
removed). release the clips and disconnect 
the cable from the heater assembly. Note the 
routing of the cable to ensure correct refrtting. 

Refitting 
10 Refitting Is a reversal of removal, enst.ring 
that the cables are correcUy routed, and 
securely '6OOIMIeCted. 

10.5 Pivot the control unit upwards. then 
release the clips (snowed) and disconnect 

the control cables 
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Heater matrix 
Note 1: New heater hose connector D-rings 
must be used on refitting. 
Note 2: The design, layout and construction of 
the heater assembly varies considerably 
according to model type, engine type and year 
of manufacture. The following procedures 
describe a typical installation. 

Removal 
11 Drain the COOling system (see Chapter lA 
or 18). 
12 Remove the complete facia assembly as 
described in Chapter 11, 
13 Working in the engine compartment, 
disconnect the heater hoses from the matrix 
pipes. Where the hoses are connected 
individually, release the retaining clips and 
disconnect the hoses from the heater matrill: 
pipe unions on the engine compartment 
bulkhead. Where the hoses are connected to 
a block connector, prise the melal retaining 
clip from the top of the connector, then 
release the plastic retaining clip by pushing it 
towards the left-hand hose connection. 
Pull the connector assembly from the 
heater matrix, Recover the a-ring seals 
from the connector, and discard them; new 
ones should be used on refitting (see 
illustrations), 
14 Undo the two screws securing the cover 
plate over the matrix pipes bulkhead seal. Uft 
off the cover plate, noting the orientation of 
the D-shaped cut-out. 
15 Withdraw the rubber bulkhead seal from 
the malTill: pipes. 
16 Working inside the car, disconnect and 
withdraw the ventilation ducts on the driver's 
and passenger's side. 
17 Unscrew the bolt securing the bottom of 
the heater 10 the bracket on the floor (see 
Illustration). 
18 Check that all cables, wiring and related 
components are disconnected or moved clear 
to allow the heater assembly to be withdrawn 
Into the vehicle interior. 
19 Again working in the engine compartment, 
unscrew the two nuts securing the heater 
assembly to the bulkhead. 
20 With the aid of an assistant working in the 
engine compartment, ease the matrix pipes 

10,17 Unscrew the bolt securing the 
bottom of the heater to the bracket on the 

ftoo, 
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10.13a Where the heater hoses are 
connected Individually, prise out the 

retaining clip and disconnect the hoses 
from the matrix pipe unions 

10,13c . .. then release the plastic 
retaining clip . . • 

from the bulkhead , and carefully pull the 
healer assembly into the vehicle interior. 
21 Wrth the heater assembly removed, release 
the four securing clips, then withdraw the 
matrix from the heater casing (see lIIustration). 
Refitting 
22 Refitting is a reversal of removal bearing 
in mind the following points. 
a) Before refitting the heater assembly, 

lubricate the hea ler pipe grommet, then 
refit it to the matrix pipes. 

b) Offer the heater assembly into position, 
pushing the healer pipe grommet through 
the bulkhead as the assembly is refitted 
(again, an assistant working in the engine 
compartment will ease the task). 

c) When reconnecting Ihe heater hoses to 

10.21 Release the four securing clips 
(arrowed) then withdraw the matrix from 

the heater casing 

10.13b Where the hoses are connected to 
a block connector, remove the metal clip 

from the heater matrix connector ... 

10.13d ... and pull the connector away 
from the bulkhead - recover the O-rings 

(arrowed) 

the pipes, fit new a-rings to the matrix 
pipes, then reconnect the hose connector 
to the pipes. 

Heater blower motor 

Removal 
23 The blower motor assembly is located on 
the passenger side of the vehicle. 
24 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
25 Referring to Chapter 11 , remove the facia 
panels as necessary for access under the 
facia on the passenger's side. 
26 Unscrew the screws securing the motor 
assembly to the heater unit and lower the 
motor from i1s location (see illustration). 

10.26 Unscrew the screws securing the 
motor assembly to the heater unit and 

lower the motor from its location 
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27 Cut the cable tie secumg the wirWlg to the 
motor cover then puU the rubber wiring grommet 
away, and disconnect thewimg connector, 

Refitting 
2S Refitting Is a reversal of removal 

11 Air conditioning system -
general information and 
precautions 

Genera/Information 
An air conditioning system ts available on 

certain models. It enables the temperature of 
incomIng air to be lowered, and also 
dehumidifies the air, which makes for rapid 
demisting and increased comfort. 

The COOling side of the system works In the 
same way as a domestic refrigerator. 
Refrigerant gas is drawn into a beIt-driven 
compressor, and passes Into a condenser 
mounted on the front of the radiator, where it 
loses heat and becomes liquid. The liquid 
passes through an expansion valve to an 
evaporator, wh9f'e It changes from liquId 
under high pressure to gas under low 
pressure. This change is accompanied by a 
drop in temperature, which cools the 
evaporator. The refrigerant retums to the 
compressor, and the cyde begins again. 

IVr blown through the evaporator passes to 
the air distribution unit, where it is mixed with 
hot air blown through the heater matrix to 
achieve the desired temperature in the 
passenger compartment. 

The heating side of the system worXs in the 
same way as on models without air 
concfrtionlng (see Section 9). 

The operation of the system is controlled by 
an electronic control unit, which controls the 
electric cooUng fan(s), the compres5Of and the 
facia-mounted waming light. Any problems 
with the system should be referred to a 
PeugeotICitroin dealer (see Tool tip) . 

Precautions 
When an air conditioning system Is fitted, it 

Is necessary to observe special precautions 
whenever dealing with any part of the system, 
or Its associated components. If for any 
reason the system must be disconnected, 
entnJst this task to your PeugeoVCitroen 
dealer or a reh igaation engineer. 

A Warning: The refrigeration 
, circuit contains a liquid 
• refrigerant, and it is therefore 

dangerous to disconnect any part of the 
systlHn without specialised knowledge and 
equipment 

The refrigerant is potentially dang9f'ous, 
and should only be handled by qualified 
persons. tf it is splashed onto the sIdn, it can 
cause frostbite. It is not itself poisonous, but 
in the presence of a naked flame 6nc1uding a 
cigarette) it 10rms a poisonous gas. 
Uncontrolled discharging of the refrigerant is 
dangerous, and potentially damaging to the 
environment. 

12 Air conditioning system ~ 
components - removal and ~ 

refitting ~ 

Note: Do not operate the air conditioning 
system if it is known to be short of refrigenJllt. 
as this may damage the compressor. 
1 The onty operation which can be carried out 

Many car .. , shops sell one--shot 
air conditioning f'fICharge fleroso/a. 
These generally contain refrigerant, 
compt'fIUOr 011. leak Mater and system 
conditioner. Some also have a dye to 
help pinpoint leaks. 

A Waming: These products 
, must only be used es directed 
• by the manufacturer, and do 

not remove the need for regular 
main_ 

easily without discharging the refrigerant Is 
the renewal of the auxiliary (compressor) 
drivebelt. This is described in the relevant Part 
of Chapt9f' 1. All other operations must be 
ref9ITed to a Peugeot/CitJ"oM deaIet- or an air 
C()j iditiolllng specialist. 
2 If necessary, the compreSSOf" can be 
unbolted and moved aside, without 
disconnecting its flexible hoses, after 
removing the drivebelt. 

A 
Waming: Do not attempt to open 

, the refrigerant circuit. Refer to 
• the preceuUons given in Sec· 

tion 11. 
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Chapter 4 Part A: 
Fuel and exhaust systems - petrol models 
Contents Section number SecUon number 

Accelerator cable - removal, refitting and adjustment . . ... . . . 3 Fuel filter - renewal .. . .. . .... . .See Chapter lA 
Accelerator pedal - removal and refrtting .. .. . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Fuel gauge sender unit - removal and refitting . .. . . . . . . . .. 9 
Alr cleaner assembly and intake ducts - removal and reHtting . . . . . 2 Fuel pump - removal and refitting . _ .. .. . . _ . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 
Air cleaner filter element renewal .... ............. See Chapter lA Fuel system - depressurisation and pressurising . . . . . .. 7 
Engine management system - general information. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Fuel lank - removal and refitting . .. . ..... • •.... .. 10 
Engine management system -testing and adJustment . .. . .... . . . 11 General information and precautions . .. . .•. . ........••...... 1 

Inlet manifold - removal and refitting ... . .......... . . •• .. . .. . 14 Engine management system components - removal and refrtting . . 13 
Exhaust manifold - removal and refitting . ..... .. . .. . . 15 Throttle housing - removal and refitting . ........... . . . 12 
Exhaust system ": general information, removal and refitting . . 16 Unleaded petrol- general information and usage . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 5 

Degrees of difficulty 
Easy, suitable for 

~ 
Fairly easy, suftabIe 

~ 
Fair1y _ "" 
SU!ableforcompetoot~ 

[);fficuIt, _ for 

~ V""'_ ~ 
su!able for e><pert DiY ~ novice with little for begirnet with 

expel iellCe ~ some expel ia ICe 

Specifications 
System type 
1.4 litre models: 

Engine code KFX: 
Pre-1999 models . .. .. . ... . ... . 
1999 models onward: 

To emission standard l3 . 
To emission standard L4 . . 

Engine code KFW . . . 
1.6 litre models . . . . .. . .. . 

Fuel system data 
Fuel pump type . 
Specified idle speed .. . 
Idle mixture CO content 

Recommended tuel 
Minimum octane rating 

Torque wrench settings 
Exhaust manifold-to-cylinder head nuts . 
Inlet manifold nuts: 

M6 ... . . . . . . . . 
M8 ........... . 

General information and 
precautions 

The fuel supply system conSists of a fuel 
tank (which is mounted under the rear of the 
car, with an electric fuel pump Immersed In it), 
a fuel filter. fuel feed lines and. on early 
models, fuel return lines, The fuel pump 

~ DiY~ ~ 
expel ia caJ DIY 

~ ex prof:;s' :>na! ~ 
~ 
~ 

Magneti Marelli lAP 

Sagem Lucas SL96 
Bosch Motronic MP7.3 
Sagem S2000 

~ 

Bosch Motronic ME7,4,4 

Electric, immersed in tank 
850 :t 50 rpm (not adjustable - controlled by ECU) 
Less than 1.0 % (not adjustable- controlled by ECU) 

95 RON unleaded 

Nm 
20 

10 
20 

supplies fuel to the fuel rai l, which acts as a 
reservoi r for the four fuel injectors which inject 
fuel into the inlet tracts. The fuel filler 
incorporated in the feed line from the pump to 
the fuel rail ensures that the fuel supplied to 
the injectors is clean. 

Refer to Section 6 for further information on 
the operation of each engine management 
system, and to Section 16 for information on 
the exhaust system, 

Ibln 
15 

7 
15 

.A 
Warning: Many of the 

, procedures In this Chapter 
• require the removal of fuel lines 

and connections, which may 
result;n some fuel spillage. Before carrying 
out any operation on the fuel system, refer 
to the precautions given in 'Safety firstl' at 
the beginning of this manual, and follow 
them Implicitly. Petrol is a highly 
dangerous and volatile liquid, and the 
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precautions necessary when handllng if 
cannot be overstres:sed. 
Note: Residual P'f1SSU'8 will temain in the fuel 
fines long aher the vehicle was iast used. 
When disconnecting any fuel line, first 
depressurise the fuel system as describtKI in 
Section 7. 

2 Air cleaner assembly and ~ 
intake ducts - removal and ~ 

rerotting ...: 

Note: Where crimped-type hose clips or ties 
Bre fitted, cut and discard them and use 
standard worm-drive hose clips, or new cable 
ties on refitting. 

Removal 
Pre-September 2002 1.4 litre models 
1 Slacken the retaining clip securing the air 
cleaner lid to the throttle housing (see 
illustration). 
2 Disconnect the breather hose at the front of 
the air cleaner lid by slackenng the retaining 
dip (where fitted) or depressing the sides of 
the quick-release fitting. 
3 Undo the bolt securing the air intake duct to 
the support bracket on the engine, and the 
two screws securing the intake duct to the 
front body panel (see illustration). 
4 Detach the air cleaner lid from the throttle 
housing, while at the same tIne Hting the air 
cleaner housing upwards to release the lower 

2.6 Slacken the clip securtng the aiT 
cleaner lid to the throWe housing - later 

models 

2.9 Tum the plastic retainer through 90" to 
release it - later models 

2.1 Slacken the retaining clip (arrowed) 
securing the air cleaner lid to the throWe 

housing - earty 1.4 litre models 

fTICMJI'Iting. Side the ...,n sideways slightly and 
withdraw it. together with the intake duct, 
from the engine compartment. Recover the 
throttle housing sealing ring from the air 
cleaner lid. 
S If required, the Intake duct components can 
be separated after cutting off the retaining 
cable ties. 

1.8 litre models and 
post·September 2002 1.4 litre models 

6 Slacken the clip securing the air cleaner lid 
to the throttle housing (see illustration). 
7 Depress the sides of the quick-release 
fitting and detach the engine breather hose 
from the air cleaner lid (see illustration). 
8 Undo the nut securing the air Intake duct to 
the front body panel (see Illustration). uti the 

2.7 Depress the quick-release fitting and 
detach the breather hose from the air 

cleaner lid 

2.108 Detach the air cleaner lid from the 
throttle housing ... 

2.3 Undo the bolt (arrowed) securing the 
air Intake duct to the support bracket-

early 1.4 litre models 

duct off the mounting stud and slide it 
sideways slightly to disengage the additional 
retairJng tab. 
9 Release the plastic retainer securing the air 
cleaner housing to the support bracket by 
tuming It through 906 (see illustration). 
10 Detach the air cleaner lid from the throttle 
housing. While at the same time lifting the air 
deaner hOuSing upwanis to release the lower 
tnOI.Wlting. Slide the lKIit sideways slightly and 
withdraw it, together with the intake duct, 
from the engine companment (see 
illustrations) . Recover the throttle housing 
sealing ring from the air cleaner lid. 
11 If required, the intake duct can be 
removed from the air cleaner housing by 
pulling it outwards from the base of the 
housing. 

2.8 Undo the nut (arrowed) securing the 
air intake duct to the front body panel -

later models 

2.10b ... then lift the air cleaner assembly 
upwards to release the lower mounting

later models 
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3.1 Remove the spring clip from the 
accel8f1ltor outer cable 

Refitting 
12 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure, ensuring that all hoses are 
properly reconnected, and Ihat all ducts are 
correctly seated and securely held by their 
retainirlQ clips or cable ties. 

3 Accelerator cable - removal, 
refitting and adjustment 

Removal 
1 Working In the engine compartment, free 
the accelerator inner cable from the throttle 
housing cam, or accelerator pedal position 
sensor, then pull the outer cable out from its 
mounting bracket rubber grommet. Recover 
the spring clip from the ouler cable (see 
Illustration). 
2 Working back along the length of the cable, 
free it from any retaining clips or ties, noting 
its correct routing. 
3 Working Inside the car, remove the fusebox 
cover and the under cover from beneath the 
facia on the driver's side. 
4 Reach up under the facia, depress the ends 
of the cable end fitting and detach the inner 
cable from the top of the accelerator pedal. 
Where fitted, pull out the clip securing the 
bulkhead grommet. 
5 Tte a length of string to the end of the cable. 
6 Return to the engine compartment, release 
the cable grommet from the bulkhead and 
withdraw the cable. When the end of the 
cable appears, untie the string and leave it in 
position - it can then be used to draw the 
cable back into position on refitting. 

Refitting 
7 Tie the string to the end of the cable, then 
use the string to draw Ihe cable into position 
through the bulkhead. Once the cable end is 
visible, untie the string, then attach the inner 
cable to the pedal. Where applicable, refil the 
bulkhead grommet clip. 
8 From within the engine compartment, 
ensure the outer cable is correctly seated In 
the bulkhead grommet. then work along the 
cable, securing it in position with the retaining 
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clips and ties, and ensuring that the cable is 
correctly routed. 
9 Pass the outer cable through its mounting 
bracket grommet, and reconnect the inner 
cable to the throttle cam or accelerator pedal 
position sensor. Adjust the cable as described 
below. 

Adjustment 
10 Remove the spring clip from the 
accelerator outer cable (see illustration 3.1). 
Ensuring that the throttle cam or position 
sensor is fully against its stop, gently pull the 
cable out of its grommet until all free play is 
removed from the inner cable. 
11 With the cable held in this position, refit 
the spring clip to the last exposed outer cable 
groove in front of the rubber grommet. When 
the clip is refitted and the outer cable Is 
released, there should be only a small amount 
of free play in the inner cable. 
12 Have an assistant depress the accelerator 
pedal, and check that the throttle cam or 
position sensor opens fully and returns 
smoothly to its stop. 

4 Acce~rator pedal
removal and refitting 

Removal 
, Detach the accelerator cable from the pedal 
as described in the previous Section. 

Right-hand drive models 
2 Unscrew the nut from the end of the pedal 
pivot shaft, whilst retalning the pivot shaft with 
an open-ended spanner on the flats provided. 
3 Withdraw the pedal and pivot shaft 
assembly from the support bracket. 
4 Examine the pivot shaft for signs of wear or 
damage and, if necessary. renew it. The pivot 
shaft is a screw fit in the pedal. 

Left-hand drive models 
5 Unscrew the two nuts and lift off the pedal 
pivot housing cover and upper bearing. 
6 Withdraw the pedal from the lower bearing. 
7 Examine the pivot bushes and shaft for 
signs of wear and renew as necessary. 

Refitting 
8 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure, applying a little mUlti-purpose 
grease to the pedal pivot point. On 
completion, adjust the accelerator cable as 
described in Section 3. 

5 Unleaded petrol - genera! 
information and usage 

Note: The information given in this Chapter is 
correct at the time of writing. If updated 
information is thought to be required, check 
with a Peugeot/Citroen dealer. If travelling 

abroad, consult onB of the motoring 
organisations (or a similar authority) for advice 
on the fuel available. 
t AI! petrol engine models covered by this 
manual are designed to run on unleaded fuel 
with a minimum octane rating of 95 (RON). All 
engines have a catalytic converter, and so 
must be run on unleaded fuel only. Under no 
circumstances should leaded fuel, or lead 
replacement petrol (lAP) be used, as this will 
damage the converter. 
2 Super unleaded petrol (98 octane) can also 
be used in all models if wished, though there 
is no advantage in doing so. 

6 Engine management system 
- general information 

Note: The fuel injection ECU is of the 'self
learning' type, meaning that 8S it operates, it 
also monitors and stores the settings which 
give optimum engine performance under all 
operating conditions. When the battery is 
disconnected, these settings are lost and the 
ECU reverts to the base settings programmed 
into its memory at the factory. On restarting, 
this may lead to the engine running/idling 
roughly for a short while, until the ECU has 
re/eamed the optimum settings. This process 
is best accomplished by taking the vehicle on 
a road test (for approximately 15 minutes), 
covering all engine speeds and loads, 
concentrating mainly in the 2500 to 350D rpm 
region. 

On all mocIels, the fuel injection and ignition 
functions are combined into a single engine 
management system. The systems fitted are 
manufactured by Bosch, Magneti Marelli and 
Sagem. and are very similar to each other In 
most respects, the only significant differences 
being in the software contained in the system 
ECU, and specific component location 
according to engine type. Each system 
incorporates a closed·loop catalytic converter 
and an evaporative emission control system, 
and complies with the latest emission control 
standards. Refer to Chapter 58 for information 
on the ignition side of each system; the fuel 
side of the system operates as follows. 

The fuel pump supplies fuel from the tank to 
the fuel rail , via a renewable cartridge filter 
mounted on the side of the fuel tank. The 
pump itself is mounted inside the tank, with 
the pump motor permanently immersed in 
fuel, to keep it cool. The fuel rail is mounted 
directly above the fuel injectors and acts as a 
fuel reservoir. 

Fuel rail SlJpply pressure is controlled by the 
pressure regulator, mounted at the end of the 
fuel rail, on the fuel tank, or Integrated into the 
fuel pump assembly. The regulator contains a 
spring-loaded valve, which lifts to allow 
excess fuel to return to the tank when the 
optimum operating pressure of the fuel 
system is exceeded (eg, during low speed, 
light load cruising). 
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The fuel In;ectc:n are electromagnetic pintIe 
valves, whkh spray atomised luel Into the 
combustion chambers under the control 01 the 
engine management system ECU. There are 
lour injectors, one per cylinder, mou'lted in the 
i"IIet marifold close to the cytinder head. Each 
.... jector is mounted at an angle that allows it to 
spray fuel directly onto the back of the inlet 
valve(s). The ECU controls the volume of fuel 
injected by varying the length of time for which 
each Injector is held open. 

The electrical control system consists of the 
ECU, along with the following sen5OfS: 
a) Throttle potantlometer- informs the ECU 

of the throttle vaNe position, and the rate 
of throttle openingIcIosing. 

b) Coolant temperature sensor - infotms: the 
ECU of engine temperature. 

c) Inlet air tempera ture sensor - informs the 
ECU of !he tempetature of the air passing 
through the throttle housing. 

d) L..ambd8~) S8nSOfS - infoml the 
ECU of the 0.II)'9flfl content of the exhaust 
gases (explained in greater detail In Part D 
01 this ChapttK). 

e) Manifold pressure sensor - informs the 
ECU 01 the load on the engine (eJQ)f d 
in temfS of inlet manifok:lll8CtlUm). 

f) Crankshaft position sensor - informs the 
ECU 01 engine speed and crankshaft 
angular position. 

g) Vehicle speed sensor - informs the ECU 
of the vehicle speed. 

h) Knock sensor- informs the ECU of pre
ignition (detonation) within the cylinders. 

I) Camshaft sensor (Motronic MP7.3)
mfonns the ECU of which cylinder is on 
the firing stroke. 

D Accelerator pt/daJ position sensor (Sagem 
52000 and Motronic MET.4.4) -Informs 
the ECU of the pedal position and rate 01 -If) Accelerometer sensor (Motronic MP7.3) -
Informs the ECU of the quality of the road 
surfac8 on which the vehicle Is being 
driven. This ensures the ECU does not 
cfagnose il'Wtions In engine speed due 
to an U09W1n road surface as an igrmon 
misfire. 

Signals from each of the sensors are 
compared by the ECU and, based on this 
information, the ECU ~ects lhe response 
appropriate to those values, and controls the 
fuel injectors (varying the pulse width - the 
length of time the injectors are held open - to 
provide a richet or weaker airlfuel mixture, as 
appropriate), The u/fuel mixture is constantly 
varied by the ECU, to provide the besl 
settings for cranking, starting (with elther a hot 
or cold engine) and engine warm-up. Idle, 
auising and acceleration. 

The ECU also has full control over the 
engine Idle speed, via a stepper motor fitted 
to the throttle housing. The stepper motor 
either controls the amount 01 air passing 
through a bypass driIHng at the side of the 
ttrottle or controls the position of the ttrottIe 
valve itself, depending on modet On Sagem 

52000 and Motronic ME7.4.4 systems, a 
sensor Informs the ECU of the position, and 
rate 01 change, of the accelerator pedal. The 
ECU then controls the throttle valve by means 
of a ttYottle positioning motor integral with the 
thtottfe body. The ECU also carries out 'fine 
tuning' of the Idle speed by varying the 
ignition timing to increase or reduce the 
torque of the engine as it is idling. This helps 
to stabilise the idle speed when electrical Of 

mechanical loads (such as headlights, air 
collditioning, ate) are switched on and off. 

The throttle housing may also fitted with an 
electric heating element. The heater Is 
supplied with current by the ECU, warming 
the throttle housing on cold starts to help 
prevent king of the throttle vaM!_ 

The exhaust and evaporative loSs emission 
control systems are described in more detail 
in Chapter 40. 

If there is any abnormality in any of the 
readings obtained from the coatant 
temperature sensor, the inlet air temperature 
sensor Of the lambda sensor, the ECU enters 
Its 'back-up' mode. If this happens. the 
erroneous sensor signal iso.et.idden, and the 
ECU assumes a pre-programmed 'back-up' 
value, which win allow the engine to continue 
running. albeit at reduced efficiency. If the 
ECU enters this mode, the warning lamp on 
the instrument panel will be illuminated, and 
the relevant fault code will be stored in the 
ECU memory. 

If the warning light illuminates, the vehicle 
should be taken to a PeugeoUCitrot!n dealer 
or engine diagnostic specialist at the earfiesI: 
opportunity. Once there, a complete test of 
the engine management system can be 
carried out, using a special electronic 
diagnostic test unit, which Is plugged into the 
system's diagnostic connector located 
adjacent to the passenger's compartment 
fusebox. 

7 F~ system 
depressurisatioo and 
pressurising 

Note: Refer to the warning note In Section 1 
belote proceeding. 

Depressurisation 

A 
Waming: Th lt foffowlng 

, procedure will merely refieve the 
• pl"fJSsurlt In the fuel system -

remember that fuel wiff still be 
pl"/tsent In the system componltnts and 
t aka precautions accordingly bltfore 
disconnecting any of them. 
1 The fuel system referred to in this SectIon is 
defined as the tank-mounted fuel pump, the 
fuel filter, the fuel Injectors, the fuel rail and 
the pipes of the fuel lines between these 
components. AU th8se: contain fuel whiCh will 
be under pressure while the engine is running, 
and/or WhIte the ignition ts switched on. The 
pressure will remain lor some time after the 

7.3 Fuel rail pressure re/lef valvlt (arrowed) 
-1 .6Iitre model shown 

ignition has been switched off, and must be 
relieved in a controlled fashion when any of 
these components are disturbed for servicing 
WO<k. 
2 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
3 Some models are equipped with a pressure 
relief valve on the fuel rail (ne illustration). On 
these models. unscn!W the cap from the valve 
and position a container beneath the valve. 
Hold a wad of rag 0Yef the valve and relieve 
the pressure In the system by depressing the 
valve core with a suitable screwdriver. 8e 
prepared for the squirt of fuel as the valve core 
is depressed and catch It with the rag. Hold 
the valve core down until no more fuel is 
expelled from the valve. Once the pressure is 
relieved, securely refit the valve cap. 
4 \Nhere no valve is fitted to the fuel rail, it wi. 
be necessary 10 release the pressure as a fuel 
pipe Is disconnected. Place a container 
beneath the union and position a large rag 
around the union to catch any fuel spray 
which may be expelled. Slowly release and 
disconnect the fuel pipe and catch any spUt 
fuel In the container. Plug the pipe/union to 
minimise root loSs and prevent the entry of dirt 
into the fuel system. 

Pressurising 
5 After any work is canied out on the fuel 
system, the system should be pressurised as 
follows. 
6 Depress the accelerator pedal fully then 
switch on the Ignition. Hold the pedal 
depressed for approximately 1 second then 
release it. The ECU should then operate the 
fuel pump for between 20 and 30 seconds to 
re fill the fuel system. Once the fuel pump 
stops the ignition can be switched off. 

8 Fuel pump
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Remove the fuel tank as described In 
Section 10. 
2 Depress the retaining tabs on the Quick
release fitting{s) and disconnect the fuel 
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plpe{S) from the top of the pump. Plug the 
pipe end(s) 10 prevenl the entry of dirt. 
3 Check to see If alignment marks are 
presenl on the tank, pump cover and the 
IoCkin9 ring. If no marks are visible, make yr:xx 
awn marks using quick-drying paint such as 
cOilectioh fluid. 
4 Unscrew the locking ring and remove it 
IfOITl the tank. This is best accomplished by 
uSII'IQ a screwdrtver on the raised ribs of the 
Iod<ing nog. Carefully tap the SCfeWdriver to 
tum the ring anti-clockwise until It can be 
unscrewed by nand. Alternatively, a 
peugeotlCitr060 special tool Is available 
whiCh fits over the collar and allows it to be 
released using a ratchet and extension. 
S carefully ift the fuel pt.mp assembly out of 
the fuel tank. taImg great care not to damage 
the fuel gauge sender unit noat arm. Recover 
the rubber sealing Mg and discard it - a new 
one must be used on refrtfing. 
11 Note that the fuel p,nlP is only available as 
• compJete assembly - no components are 
available separatet)'o 

Refitting 
7 F'II the new sealing ring to the top of the fuel 

"""-
8 Carefully manoeuvre the pump assembly 
nto the fuel tank, taking care not to damage 
the neat arm. 
S Position the ptKnp so that the marks on the 
pump and tank, or made prior 10 rumovaJ are 
align&d. On some pump types, a notch in the 
pump body engages with a cut-out In the tank 
to ensure cooect alignment. 
10 Refit the locking ring and l Ighten it 
securely until its alignment mark aligns with 
the mark on the pump. 
11 Reconnect the fuel pipe(s) 10 Ihe pump, 
then refit the fuel tank as described In Sec
tion to. 

9 Fuel gauge sender unit
removal and refitting 

The fuel gauge sender unit Is an integral 
part of the fuel pump assembly and Is not 
available separately, Refer to Section 8 fOf 
removal and refitting details. 

10 Fuel tank-
removal and refitting 

Note: Refer to the warning note in Section , 
befOt'B proceeding, 

Removal 
1 Before removing the fuel tank, aD fuel must 
be drained from the tank. Since a fuel tank 
drain plug is not provided, It is therefoce 
preferable to carry out the removal operation 
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when the tank Is nearly empty. Before 
proceeding, discoonect the battery negative 
terminal (refer to OiSCOlllleCting the baltet)' in 
the Reference Chapter), and syphon or hand· 
pump the remaining fuel from the tank. 
2 Chock the front wheels Ihen jack up Ihe 
rear of the car and securely support it on axle 
stands (see Jacldng and vehicle supporf). 
3 Remove the exhaust system heat shield 
from the base of the fuel tank as described in 
Section 16. 
4 Wor1I:ing at lhe right-hand side of the fuel 
tank, release the retaining clips then 
disconnect the filler neck vent pipe and main 
filler neck hose from the fuel tank. Similarly, 
d isconnect the brealher and vent hoses at 
their corvleCtions on the right-hand side of the 
taok. 
5 Disconnect the accesSIble fuel feed and, 
where applicable, return hoses at the quick
release frttings on the fuel filter and on Ihe 
hoses themselves. Bear In mind the 
information given in Section 7 on 
depressurising the fuel system when 
disconnecting the fuel pipes. Plug the pipe 
ends to minimise fuel loss and prevent the 
entry of dirt. 
6 Disconnect the fuel pump wiring at the 
connector adjacent to the fuel fitter • 
7 Release the two handbrake cables from 
their guides on the underside of the fuel tank. 
8 Place a trolley jack with an Interposed btock 
of wood beneath the tank, then raise the Jack 
until it is supporting the welghl of the tank. 
9 Slacken and remove the two retaining bolts, 
then remove the support brace from the 
underside of the tank. 
10 Undo and remove the two addItional 
retaining bolts, one on each side of the lank. 
11 Slowly lower the fuel tank from Its 
location, until there is sufficient clearance 
available to disconnect the remaining fuel and 
vent pipes from the tank. 
12 Position the right-nand handbrake cable 
over the lop of the tank, lower the Jack slightly 
and withdraw the tank from the right-hand 
side of Ihe vehicle. 
13 If the lank is contaminated with sediment 
or water, remove the fuel pump as described 
in Section 8, and swill the tank out with clean 
fuel. The tank is injection-moulded from a 
synthetic material - if seriously damaged, It 
should be renewed. However, In certain 
cases. it may be possible to nave small leaks 
or minor damage repaired. Seek the advice of 
a specialist before attempting to repair the 
fuel tank. 

Refitting 
14 Refitting is the reverse of the removal 
procedure, noting the following points: 
a) \IVhen manoeuvering the tank back Into 

position, take care to ensure that none of 
the hoses become trapped between the 
tank and vehicle body. 

b) Ensute aI pipes and hoses ant oorrectty 
rooted, and secutely held in position with 
their mtaining cfps. 

c) On completion, refill the tank with B small 
amount of fuel, and check for signs of 
leakage prior to taking the vehicle out on 
"'road. 

11 Engine management system ~ 
- testing and adjustment ~ 

~ 

Testing 
1 If a fault appears in the engine management 
system, first ensure that all the system wnng 
connectors are securely connected and free 
of corrosion. Ensure that the fault is not due to 
poor maintenance; ie, check that the air 
deaner fitter element is clean, the spartI: plugs 
are In good coocfltion and COffectly gapped, 
the cylinder compression pressures are 
correct and that the engine breather noses are 
clear and undamaged, referring 10 CI\ap
tars 1A, 2A and 58 for UtIlef information, 
2 If these checks fail to reveal the cause of 
the problem. the vehicle should be taKen to a 
suitably-equipped PeugeotlCitroen dealer or 
engine managemeot diagnostic specialist for 
testing. A diagnostic socket is located 
adjacent to the passenger's compartment 
tusebo.Ic, to which a fault code reader OK other 
suitable test equipment can be connecled 
(see illustration). By using the code reader or 
test equipment. the engine management ECU 
(and the various other vehicle system ECUs) 
can be interrogaled, and any stored fault 
codes can be retrieved. This will allow the 
fault to be quickly and simply traced, 
alleviating the need to test all the system 
components Individually, which Is a time
consuming operation that carries a risk of 
damaging the ECU. 

Adjustment 
3 Whilst il is possible to check the exhaust 
CO level and the idle speed, if these are found 
to be In need of adjustment, the car must be 
taken to a sui tably-equipped dealer or 
specIalist or further testing. Neither the 
mixture adjustment (exhaust gas CO leve~ nor 
the Idle speed are adjustable, and should 
either be incorrect, a fault must be present in 
the engine management system. 

11.2 The diagnostic socket (arrowed) Is 
located adjacent to the passenger's 

compartment fusebox 
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12 Throttle housing 
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Remove the air cleaner assembly as 
desctibed In Section 2. 
2 Free the accelerator Inner cable from tile 
throttle cam (where appNcable). 
3 Note thei" fitted positions. then depress the 
retaining clip and disconnect the wiring 
connectors from the throttle housing (see 
iJlustration). 
4 Slacken and remove the retaining screws 
and remove the tITottle housIng from the inlet 
manifold (see illustrations). Recover the 
sealing ring from manifold and discard it: a 
new one must be used on refitting. 

Refitting 
5 Refitting Is a reversal of the removal 
procedl.l'8, noting the following points: 
a) Fit a new sealing ring to the manifold, 

then mfit the throttle housing and securaI)' 
tighten its retakJing screws (see 
Hlustration). 

b) Ensure all wiring Is correctly routed, and 
that the connectors are securely 
reconnected. 

c) On completion, adjust the accelerator 
cable (where applicable) as described In 
58ction 3. 

13 Engine management system ~ 
components - removal and ~ 

refitting ~ 

Fuel rail and injectors 
Note: Refer to the warning note in Section 1 
before proceeding. 
Note: If a faulty (njec tor is suspected, before 
condemning the injector, It Is worth tryIng the 
effect of one of the proprietary Injector
cleaning tiNtmeills which are available from 
car sccessoty shops. 

1.4 litre models 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 

13.5 Undo the retaining screws (arrowed) 
and r&mow the accMerator ca~ bracket 

- 1.4 litre models 

12.3 Disconnect the wiring connectors 
from all the throttle housing components -

1.41ib'e model shown 

12.4b •.. then remove the throttle housing 
from the manifold end recover the sealing 

ring -1.4lrtre mOdel shown 

(refer 10 Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Remove the air cleaner assembly as 
described in Section 2. 
3 On later models with the ignition HT coil 
modu1e mounted above the tuet rail, remove 
the coil module as described in Chapter 58. 
4 Free the accelenuor Inner cable (where 
applicable) from the throttle housing cam, 
then pull the outer cable out from its mounting 
bracket rubber grommel, complete with Its 
spring clip. 
5 Undo Ihe screws and remove the 
accelerator cable bracket from the 
manifold/cylinder head (see illustration). 
6 On early models, disconnect the vacuum 
pipe from the fuel pres.su-e regulator. 
7 Bearing in mind the information glv80 In 

13.7 Depress the retaining clip farrowed) 
and disconnect the fuel hose from the fuel 

rail- 1.4 litre models 

12.4a Undo the three retaining screws 
(arrowed) ..• 

12.5 On refitting ensure the new sealing 
ring is correctly fitted to the manlfold-

1.4 litre model shown 

Section 7, disconnect the fuel feed and. on 
earty models, the return hoses by slackening 
the retaining dips or disconoec:ting the quick
release finings (see Hlustratlon). 
8 Slacken and remove the two botts sect.ring 
the fuel rail to the cylinder head, and the nut 
securing the rail to the manifold. loosen the 
bolt securing the fuel ra~ centre bracket 10 the 
inlet manifold. then 11ft off the bracket (the 
bracket is siotted to ease removal) (see 
illustrations). 
9 Disconnect the injector wiring harness 
connector then undip the connector from the 
rear of the inlet manifold. Also disconnect the 
wiring connectors from the throttle housing 
and position the wiring hamess clear of the 
manifold so that it does not hinder fuel rail 

""""""'. 

13.88 Unscrew the fUel rail mounting 
bolts (1) and the nut (2) ..• 
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13.8b ••• then loosen the boH (arrowed) 
and lift off the centre bracket 

10 Carefully ease the ruel raU and injector 
assembly out from the cylinder head and 
manoeuvre it out of position. Remove the 
seals from the end of each injector and 
discard them; they must be renewed 
whenever they are disturbed (see 
IluStratkln). 
11 Disconnect the wiring connec1or(s) then 
slide out the retaining dip(s) and remove the 
relevant injector{s) from the fuel rail. Remove 
the upper seal from each disturbed inteCtor 
and d iscard; all disturbed seals must be 
renew1Id (see illustrations). 
12 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure, noting the following points . 
a) Fit new :seals to all disturbed injector 

unions (sse illustration). 
b) Apply a smear of engine oR to the seals to 

aid insraJlation, then ease the injectors 
EJlId fuel rail into position ensuring tha t 
none of the seals BIll dispJaced. 

c) On compJetion, flICOMeCf the battety and 
pressurise the fuel system as described in 
Section 7. Start the engine and check for 
fuel leaks. 

1.6 litre models 
13 Remove the inlet manifold as described In 
Section 14. 
14 Undo the two bolts and remove the fuel 
rail with Injectors from the manifold (see 
illustration). 
15 Disconnect the wiring connector(s) then 
slide out the retaining clip(s) and remove the 
relevant injector(s) from the fuel rail (see 
Illustration). Remove the seals from each 

13.14 Undo the two bolts (arrowed) and 
rerno'Ie the fue{ rail from the manifotd -

1.6 litre models 
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13.10 Remoye the seal from the end of 
each injector - 1." litre models 

disturbed injector and discard: aU disturbed 
seals must be renewed. 
16 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure, noting the foIlowng points. 
a) Fit new seals to aI cbtutbed Infecror 

unions (see Illustration). 
b) Apply a smear of aogine oil to the S8rIIIs to 

aid flstaIIation, then ease the /njectrxs 
and fuel rail into position ensuring that 
none of the seals are displaced 

c) On ctXTJpIetion, flICO()(Ir8Ct the batt8f)' and 
pressurise the fuel system as described In 
Section 7. Start the engine and check for 
fuelleah 

Fuel pressure regulator 
Note 1: The following procedure applies to 
models with the fuel pressure regulator 
mounted on the fuel rail. On later models, the 

I 

13.11b ... then s lide off the retaining clip 
and remove the injector from the fuel rail -

1.4 litre models 

13.15 Slide out the retaining cUp(s) and 
remove the retevant injector(s} from the 

fuel raH -1.61itr'e models 

13. 11a Disconnect the wiring 
connector •. . 

regulator is mounted on the top of tha fuel 
tank, or is Jnregral with the fuel pump. Access 
to the tank mounted regulator can be gained 
with the fuel tank removed (see SecOOn f 0). 
Regulatrxs Integral with the fuel pump are not 
available sepatately. 
Note 2: Refer to the waming note in Seclion , 
beforepooceedblg. 
17 0isc0rvJect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chaptet). 
18 Disconnect the vacuum pipe from the 
regulator. Note that on earty engines, access 
10 the regulator is poor with the fuel rail In 
position, if necessary, remove the fuel rail as 
described earlier, then remove the regulator. 
19 Bearing in mind the information given In 
Section 7, place a wad of rag over the 
regulator, to catch any fuel spmy which may 

13.12 Renew all injector seals disturbed 
on removal-l.4Iitre models 

13.16 Renew aJlInJector seals (arrowed) 
disturbed on removal - 1.6 litre models 
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13.22 Disconnect the wiring connector 
from the throWe potentiometer . . . 

be released, then remove the retaining clip 
and ease the regulator out from the fuel rail. 
20 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. examine the regulator seal for 
signs of damage or deteriofation and renew if 
...,."..,.,. 

Throttle potentlometer 
Note: On 1.4 litre models with the $agem 
$2000 system, and all 1.6 litre models, the 
throttle potentiometer is an integral part of the 
throttle housing and cannot be removed. 
21 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chaptet). 
22 Depress the retalrWlg clip and disooMect 
the wiring connector from the throttle 
potentiometer (see illustration). 

13.338 Undo the retaining nuts 
(arrowed) ••. 

13.34 Uft the EeU off the mounting 
bracket, then disconnect the wiring 

connecton - late..- modets 

, 
13.23 •.• then undo the retaining screws 
(arrowed) and remove it from the throWe 

housing -1 .4Ime rnodeJs 

23 Slacken and remove the two retaining 
screws, then disengage the potentiometer 
from the throttle valve spindle and remove it 
from the vehicle (see iUustnrtion). 
24 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. eo&.ring that the potentiometer is 
correctly engaged with the throttle valve 
spindle. 

Electronic Control Unit (ECU) 
Note: If a new ECU is to be fitted. this work 
must be entrusted to a Peug90tl Citroen 
deaifN. It is necessary to iniHaJise the new ECU 
after ins tallation which requires the use of 
spedalist diagnostic equipment 
Pre·September 2CM)2 models 
2S The ECU is located in the plastic box 

13.33b • . . and lift off the ECU cover - later 
models 

13..35 ECU mounting bracket retaining 
bolts (arrowed) -later modets 

13.27 Uft the locking catches and 
disconnect the ECU wiring connectors

early models 

which forms part of the rear of the battery 
tray. On some engInes, access to the ECU 
retaining nuts/botts is poor and it is beneficial 
to remove the battery rTKHJnting tray as 
described In Chapter SA, then remove the 
ECU with the tray on the bench . 
26 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
27 Where fitted, lift up the cover over the 
ECU, then 11ft the lockIng catches and 
disconnect the ECU wiring connectors (see 
illustration). 
28 Undo lhe retaining nuts or bolts and lift 
the ECU mounting plate from the battery tray. 
29 Undo the retaining nuts or bolts and 
separate the ECU from the mounting plate. 
30 Refitting Is a reverse of the removal 
procedure enst.ring the wiring connectors are 
S8C\If8Iy reconnected. 

Post·September 2002 models 
31 "The ECU is located at the rear left-hand 
comer of the engine compartment, above the 
suspension strut upper mounting. 
32 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer 10 Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
33 Undo Ihe retaining nuts end lift off the 
ECU cover. where fitted (see illustrations). 
34 Uft the ECU up and oH the mounting 
bracket. then lift the locking catches and 
disconnect the wiring connec1ors (see 
illustration). 
35 If required, the mounting bfacket can be 
removed after undoing the ttne retaining nuts 
(see Ulustration). 
36 Refitting is a reverse of the removal 
procedure eosumg the wimg c:omectors are 
securely reconnected. 

Idle speed stepper motor 
Note: On 1.4 litre models with the Sagem 
$2000 system, and all 1.6 litre models, the 
stepper motor is an Integral part of the throttle 
housing and cannot be removed. 
37 lhe Idle speed stepper motor is fitted to 
the rear of the throttle housing. 
38 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chaptet), then disconnect the 



.- 13.38 Disconnect the wiring connector 
from the Idle speed stepper motor 

farrowed) ... 

wiring connector from the motor (see 
ttery Illustration). 
ECU 39 Slacken and remove the retaining screws 
ficial then remove the motor from the throttle 
( as housing (see illustration). If necessary, 
• the remove the throttle potentiometer to improve 

access to the motor lower screw. 
ninal 40 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 

the procedure ensuring the seal is in good 
condition . 
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Manifold pressure sensor 
41 The manifold pressure sensor is mounted 
on the front of the inlet manifold. 
42 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
43 Disconnect the wiring connector then 
undo the screw and remove the sensor from 
the manifold (see Illustration). 
44 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure ensuring the sensor seal is in good 
condition. 

Coolant temperature sensor 
45 The coolant temperature sensor is 
screwed into the coolant cutlet housing on the 
lett-hand end of the cylinder head. Refer to 
Chapter 3 for removal and refitting details. 

Inlet air temperature sensor 
Note: On lA litre models with the Sagem 
$2000 system, and al/ 1.6litre models, the 

The inlet air temperature sensor clips 
CBn be released by passing a c lose· 
fHting ring spanner over the end of the 
sensor. 
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13.39 _ .. then undo the retaining screws 
(arrowed) and remove the motor from the 

throttle housing - 1.4 litre models 

13.47 Disconnect the wiring connector ... 

inlet air temperature sensor is an integral part 
of the throttle housing and cannot be 
removed . 
46 The inlet air temperature sensor is fitted to 
the base of the throttle housing. On early 
models, the sensor Is threaded into the 
underside of the throttle housing, whereas on 
later models it is clipped in position. 
47 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter) , then disconnect the 
wiring connector from the sensor (see 
Illustration). 
46 Unscrew the sensor, or release the 
retaining clips (see Tool Tip) and ease the 
sensor out from the throttle housing (see 
illustration). 
49 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure ensuring the sensor seal Is in good 
condition. 

13.52a Disconnect the wiring connector 
and undo the retaining screw (arrowed) . .. 

13.43 Disconnect the manifold pressure 
sensor wiring connector (11. then undo the 
retaining screw (2) -1 .41Itre model shown 

13.48 .. . then unclip the inlet air 
temperature sensor from the throttle 

housing -1.4 litre models 

Crankshaft sensor 
50 The crankshaft sensor is situated on the 
front face of the transmission clutch housing. 
51 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chaptery. 
52 Disconnect the sensor w iring connector 
and unclip the wiring. Undo the retaining bott 
and remove the sensor and bracket assembly 
from the transmission unit (see illustrations). 
53 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. 

Throttle housing 
heating element 
Note: The heating element is only fitted to 
aluminium throttle housings. Plastic housings 
do not need a heater. 

13.52b . . . then remove the crankshaft 
sensor from the front of the transmission 

c lutch housing 
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13.568 Disconnect the wiring connector 
then undo the retaining screw (arTowed) • .. 

54 The heating element is fitted to the top of 
the throttle housing. 
55 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
56 Disconnect the wiring connector then 
unscrew the retaining screw and remove the 
heating element from the throttle housing (see 
Illustrations). 
57 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. 

Vehicle speed sensor 
58 The vehicle speed sensor is an integral 
part of the speedometer drive. Refer to 
Chapter 7 for removal and refitting details. 

Knock sensor 
59 The knock sensor is screwed onto the 
rear of the cylinder block. Refer to Chapter 58 
fOf removal and refitting details. 

Fuel cut·off inertia switch 
60 The fuel cut-off inertia switch is located in 
the right-hand rear corner ot the engine 
compartment. 
61 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
62 Cut the retaining clip (where fitted) then 
unscrew the retaining nuts and remove the 
switch from the vehicle, disconnecting it from 
the wiring connector. 
63 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. On completion, reset the switch 
by firmly depressing its button. 

Camshaft position sensor 
Note: The camshaft position sensor is only 
fitted to 1.4 litre models with Motronic MP7.3 
systems. 
64 The camshaft position sensor is fitted to 
the rear of the coolant out let housing on the 
left-hand end of the cylinder head. 
65 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
66 Disconnect the wiring connector then 
unscrew the retaining bolt and remove the 
sensor trom the housing. 
67 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure, ensuring the sensor seal is in good 
condition. 

13.56b . . . and remove the heating element 
from the throttle housing - 1.4 litre models 

Body accelerometer 
Note: The camshaft position sensor ;s only 
fitted to 1.4 litre models with Motronic MP7.3 
systems. 
68 The body accelerometer is located in the 
engine compartment. To remove it , first 
disconnect the battery negative terminal (refer 
to Disconnecting the battery in the Reference 
Chapt9f). 
69 Disconnect the wiring connector then 
unscrew the mounting bolt and remove the 
sensor from the vehicle. 
70 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. 

Throttle valve positioner motor 
71 The throttle valve positioner motor is fitted 
to 1.4 litre models with the 5agem 52000 
system, and all 1.6 litre models. The unit is 
integral with the throttle housing, and Is not 
available separately. 

Accelerator pedal 
position sensor 
Note: The accelerator pedal position sensor is 
fitted to 1.4 litre models with the Sagem 
S2000 system, and all 1.6 litre models. 
72 The accelerator pedal position sensor is 
located above the right-hand engine/trans
mission mount ing (see illustration). 
73 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapt9f), then disconnect the wiring 
connector from the pedal position sensor. 
74 Free the accelerator Inner cable from the 
accelerator pedal posit ion sensor cam, then 
pull the outer cable out from its mounting 

14.5a Disconnect the braking system 
servo vacuum pipe .. • 

13.72 Accelerator pedal position sensor 
location (arrowed) 

bracket rubber grommet. Recover the spring 
clip from the outer cable. 
75 Undo the two mounting bracket retaining 
bolts and withdraw the pedal position sensor 
and mounting bracket from the engine 
compartment. 
76 Undo the two nuts and bolts securing the 
sensor to the mounting bracket and separate 
the two components. 
77 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. On complet ion, adjust the 
accelerator cable as described In Section 3. 

14 Inlet manifold 
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1.4 litre models 
1 Remove the air cleaner assembly as 
described in Section 2. 
2 Remove the fuel rail and injectors as 
described in Section 13. 
3 If not already done, disconnect the wiring 
connectors from the throttle housing 
components then unclip the harness and 
position it clear of the manifold 

1,6 litre models 

4 Remove the thrott le housing as described 
in Section 12. 

All models 
5 Release the retaining clips and disconnect 
the vacuum servo unit pipe and purge valve 
pipe from the inlet manifold (see illustrations). 

14.5b • .. and the purge valve pipe from 
the inlet manifold -1.4 litre models shown 
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14.9 Inlet manifold upper nuts arrowed-
1. .. litre models shown 

8 Disconnect all wiring connectors Irom the 
manifold, having first noted their lilted 
positions. Release the wiring from any 
retaining clips. 
7 Depress the release button and disconnect 
the fuel pipe and poSition it clear of the 
manifold. 
8 Where necessary, undo the retaining bolts 
and remove the support bracket from the 
I.I"Iderside of the manifold. 
11 Undo the manifold retaining nuts and 
withdraw the manifold from the engine 
compartment (see illustration). Recover the 
four manifold seals and discard them: new 
ones must be used on refitting. 

Refitting 
10 Refitting is a reverse of the relevant 
removal proc::edLre, noting the following porrts.: 
aJ Ensure that the manifold and cylinder 

head matIDg sutfaces am clean IJIId dry, 
then locate !he oow seals kJ their recesses 
In the manifold (SH Hlustratlon). Refit the 
msnifold and tighten its reraJning nuts to 
the specified torque. 

b) Ensure that all relevant hoses are 
reconnected to their original positions and 
are securely held (where necsSSIJ/)') by 
the retaining clips. 

c) Ensure the wiring is correctly routed and 
all connectors are securely reconnected. 

cl) Adjust the accelerator cable (where 
applicable) as described In Section 3. 

15 Exhaust manif~d -
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 On 1.4 litre models with secondary air 
W1;ection. remove the secondary air Injection 
valve as desaibed in Part D of this Chapt ..... 
2 Finnly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the vehic:le and support it on alde 
stands (see Jacldng and vehicle supporf'J. 
3 Trace the lambda (Oxygerl) sensor(s) wiring 
back to the connectors and discoMeCt them. 
4 S1ackeo and remove the retaining bolts and 
rerTIOV9 the shroud from the top of the exhaust 
manifold (see illustration). It may be necessary 
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1".10 Ensure the new sealing rings are 
correctly fitted to the manrfold prior to 

refitting 

to remove the engine lifting eye bracket from 
the left-hand end 01 Ihe cylinder head, and 
undo the bolt and remove the oil dipstick tube. 
Feed the lambda sensor wiring through the 
hole in the top of the shroud as it is removed. 
5 On some models, a second heat shield Is 
fitted on the underside of the manifold, above 
the oil filter. Undo the bolts and remove the 
heat shield. 
6 Undo the nuts securing the exhaust front 
pipe/catalytic converter to the manifold, theo 
remove the bolt securing the front pipe to Its 
mounting bracket. Disconnect the front pipe 
from the manifold, and recover the gasket. 
7 Undo the retaining nuts securing the 
manifold to the cylinder head. Manoeuvre the 
manifold out of the engine compartment, and 
discard the manifold gasket(s). 

Refitting 
8 Refrtting is the reverse of the removal 
procedure, noting the following points: 
a) Examine all the aJihau$t manifold studs for 

signs of damage and COITOSion; remove 
all traces of corrosion, and repair or 
renew any damaged studs. 

b) Ensure that the manifold and cyfinder 
head sealing faces are clean and flat, and 
fit the new manifold gaskel(s). Tighten the 
manifold retaining nuts to the specified 
torque. 

c) Reconnect the front pipe to the manifold 
using the information g;ven in Section 76. 

d) Where necessary, renew the oif dipstick 
tube Q.ring. 

16 Exhaust system - general ~ 
information, removal and ~ 

refitting ~ 

General information 
1 On early models, the exhaust system 
consists of four sections: the front pipe. the 
catatytic convener, the intermediate pipe and 
centre silencer, and the tailpipe with rear 
snencer. All exhaust sections are joined by a 
fIanged joint. The front pipe joints are secured 
by nuts and bolts, the catalytic converter joint 
being of the spring-loaded ball type, to allow 
for movemetlt In the exhaust system. The 

15." Slacken and remove the retaining 
botts (arrowed) and remove the shroud 
from the t op of the exhaust manifold 

catalytic converter-to-intermediate pipe joint 
and the Intermediate pipe-to-sileocer joint are 
secured by a clamping ring. 
2 On later models, the exhaust system 
consists three sections; the Iront pipe with 
integral catalytic converter, the intermediate 
pipe and centre silencef, and the tailpipe with 
rear silencer. The front pipe and Intermediate 
pipe sections are joined by nanged joints. All 
othef JoInts are secured by clamping rings. 
3 The system Is suspended throughout its 
endre length by rubber mountings. 

Removal 
.. Each exhaust section can be removed 
Individually Of, alternatively, the complete 
system can be removed as a IRt.. Even if only 
one part of the system needs attention, it is 
ofteo easier to remove the whole system and 
separate the sections on the beoch. 
5 To remove the system or part 01 the 
system, rlrSt jack up the front or rear of the car 
and support it on axle stands (see JacJdng and 
vehfcle supporl). Alternatively, position the car 
over an Inspection pit Of on car ramps. 

Fr ont p ipe 

Note: On later models, the catalytic converter 
Is Integral with the front pipe. 
S Trace the wiring back from the lambda 
sensor to Its wiring connectors, which are 
clipped to the transmission housing, and 
disconnect them from the main harness. 
7 Undo the nuts securing the front pipe 
flange joint to the manifold. and the single boh 
securing the front pipe to its mounting bracket 
(see Illustration). Separate the flange Joint 
and collect the gasket. 

16.7 Front pipe-to-manlfold nuts (arrowed) 
- early models 
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16.12 Front pipe-to-intennediate pipe 
spring-loaded joint -later models 

8 Slacken and remove the two nuts securing 
the front pipe flange loint to the catalytic 
converter or intermediate pipe, and recover 
the spring cups and springs. Remove the 
bolts, then withdraw the front pipe from 
underneath the vehicle, and recover the wire
mesh gasket. 

Catalytic converter (early models) 
Note: On later mode/s, the catalytic converter 
is integral with the front pipe. 
9 Undo the two nuts securing the front pipe 
flange joint to the catalytic converter-. Recover 
the springs and spring cups, and withdraw the 
bolt,. 
10 Slacken the catalytic converter clamping 
ring bolts and disengage the clamp from the 
flange joint. 
11 Free the converter, then withdraw it from 
underneath the vehicle, and recover the wire
mesh gasket from the front pipe joint. 

Intermediate pipe 

12 On later models, slacken and remove the 
two nuts securing the front pipe flange joint to 
the intermediate pipe, and recover the spring 
cups and springs (see illustration). Remove 

16.13 Slacken and remove the nut, washet'" 
and bolt, then free the clamping ring from 

t he flange joint 

the boils, then withdraw the front pipe from 
undemeath the vehicle, and recover the wire
mesh gasket. 
13 Slacken the clamping ring bolts and 
disengage the clamp(s) from the flange joint(s) 
(see illustration). 
14 Unhook the intermediate pipe from its 
mounting rubber and remove it from 
underneath the vehicle. 

Tailpipe 

15 Slacken the tallpipe clamping ring bolts 
and disengage the clamp from the flange 
joint. 
16 Unhook the tailpipe from its mounting 
rubbers and remove it from the vehicle. 

Complete system 
17 Disconnect the lambda sensor wiring 
connectors from the main wiring harness. 
18 Undo the nuts securing the front pipe 
flange joint to the manifold, and the single bott 
securing the front pipe to its mounting 
bracket. Separate the flange joint and collect 
the gasket. Free the system from all its 
mounting rubbers and lower it from under the 
vehicle. 

Heat shield{s) 

19 The heat shields are secured to the 
underside of the body by various nuts and 
bolts. Each shield can be removed once the 
relevant exhaust section has been removed. H 
a shield is being removed to gain access to a 
component located behind it, it may prove 
sufficient in some cases to remove the 
retaining nuts and/or bolts, and simply lower 
the shield, without disturbing the exhaust 
system. 

Refitting 
20 Each section is refitted by reversing the 
removal sequence, noting the following 
points: 

a) Ensure that all traces of corrosion have 
been removed from the flanges and 
renew all necessary gaskets. 

b) Inspect the rubber mountings for signs of 
damage or deterioration, and renew as 
necessary. 

c) Prior to assembling the spring-loaded 
joint, a smear of high-temperature grease 
should be applied to the joint mating 
surfaces. 

d) Where joints are secured together by a 
clamping ring, apply a smear of exhaust 
system jointing paste to the flange joint, 
to ensure a gas-tight seal. Tighten the 
clamping ring nuts evenly and 
progressively, so that the clearance 
between the clamp halves remains equal 
on eitlier side. 

e) Prior to tightening the exhaust system 
fasteners, ensure that all rubber 
mountings are correctly located, and that 
there is adequate clearance between the 
exhaust system and vehicle underbody. 

f) Ensure that the lambda sensor wiring is 
reconnected correctly and S8CUred to the 
underbody by the relevant retaining clips. 
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Chapter 4 Part B: 
Fuel and exhaust systems 
1.8 and 1.9 litre (XUD series) diesel models 
Contents Section number Section numbet' 

Accelerator cable - removal, refitting and adjustment ...... .. , •. 11 
Accelerator pedal-removal and refitting ..... _ . . .. . ... .. .. . .. 12 

Fuel Injectors - testing, removal and refitting .. •.........•.. . .. 10 
Fuel system - priming and bleeding .. .. .•. . ...............•. 2 

Air cleaner and associated componeots - removal and refitting ... 3 Fuel lank - removal and refltting ... . ... . .................... 14 
Air filter renewal .... ........... •............. .. See Chapter 1 B 
Exhaust system - generallnformatJon and component renewal .. .. 16 
Fast Idle thennostatic sensor - removal , refitting and adjustment .. 4 

General Information and precautions ................ .. ...... 1 
Injection timing - checking methods and adjustment .. , . . . . . . . . 6 
Injection timing (Bosch fuel Injection pump) - checking and 

Fuel filterrenewal .. ........... ... . . .. See Chapter 1 B adjustment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Fuel filter water draining ................•..•.... See Chapte" B 
Fuel gauge sender and pick-up unit - removal and refitting . ... . .• 13 
Fuellnjectioo pump -adjustment .....•. ....... . .. .. ....•.••.. 9 
Fuel Injection pump - removal and refitting •..... ......... . _ . .. 5 

Injection timing (Lucas fuel injection pump) - checking and 
adjustment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. 7 

Manifolds - removal and refitting •..•.. .. . .. .•... .. •.......• 15 

Degrees of difficulty 
Easy, sUtabIe for 

~ 
Fairly easy, Sl.i!abIe 

~ 
F .... _ ~ 1>ffiaAt,..- fer 

~ 
v"", _ )!o.. 

noYioe with ittIe kJrt g' 18 with _fer""," . ~ I a c:ed [JY 
~ 

"-fer_Drf ~ 
I ,<"ielloe ~ SCJne ... oj.'<" alOe ~ £lY lIIecha Ii:: ~ medaic ... Q" plO~ . a ~ 

Specifications 
General 
System type ........................... , .. , .............. . Rear-mounted fuel tank, distributor fuel Injection pump with Integral 

transfEll' pump. indirect Intection . 
Firing ordef ..... . 1-3-4-2 (No 1 al flywheel end) 

Injection pump 
Type . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Bosch or Lucas 
Direction of rotation . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clockwise. viewed from sprocket end 
Pump timing': 

lucas pump - engine code A9A (XUD7l), D9B (XUD9A) and DJY (XU09y): 
Stalic timing: 

Engine position ..................................... . No 4 piston at TOC 
PufT\P position ...................................... . Value shown on pump - see text 

Bosch pump - engine code DJV (XU09y): 
Static timing: 

Engine position ...................................... No 4 piston at TOC 
Pump tirilg measurement ............... ,...... . • . .. . . 0.66 ± 0.02 mm 

Idle speed: 
Without air conditioning .•.•.•.•.....•..•.• ..•. ....•.•..•.. 
With air cond'rtiofling ........................ . ...... . ..... . 

Anti-stal speed ......................... . ....... . ......... . 
Anti-staII shim thickness': 

800 +0 -50 rpm 
850 +0 -50 rpm 
1500:1: lOO rpm 

With lucas pump .•.•..•.•...••..• ••• .•••.••.•.• . • .• •...• 4 .0 rnrn 
With Bosch pump .•.•• . •.•. . • . • . • . . . . . . .. . . . . .. • • . . . • . . . . 3 .0 rnfT1 

Fast idle speed .. ..... ••.• . •....•.•.•..... .. .. ... ••..•••••. 950::t:.50rpm 
Maximum speed': 

Engine codesA9A(XUD7l) and D9B (XU09A) ... ..... .•.... ... • 5150 j: 125 rpm 
Engine code DJY (XUD9y): 

With lucas pump ....•...••.•...•...•..•...•..........• 5150:1: 125 rpnl 

With Bosch pump . .. . •. . •.. .•. . • .. .. . . . .. . .•. .. . . .. . . .. 5100:1: 80 rpnl 

• Refer to Chapter 28 for further information on engine code identification 
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Injectors 
Type ................•.• • ...• . ..•....• . . . . •.. . .•......... Pintle 
Opening pressure: 

With lucas pump ....•........ . . . . 140_ 
With Bosch pomp ................. . ..•....•..... . .•..... . 130_ 

Torque wrench settings Nm 
Fuel pipe union nuts ....•.•.•..•...•. .. .•.. .. •..•.•.• . ...•.• 20 
In}ectioo pump mounting nutsiboIts ... .. ..•.....•.. • .. . .•..••.• 
In}ectioo pump sprocket nut .............•.•...... • .. . .•.....• 
Injectioo pump sprocl<et puller bolts .......... .. • ..• .• . .•...... 
Injection pump timing hole blanking plug: 

20 
50 
10 

lucaspunp ..............•.. . .•............•.•.•.•.•... 
Bosd'I puTlp ••.•••....•.• . •............•.... • •..• . ..••.. 

6 
15 

InjectOfS to cylinder head .••.•.• . •....... . . . . . ...•...• . •.• . .. 90 
No 4 cylinder TOe blanking plug • . ...... . . . ..•.. .. •.. • .•• . . . •. 30 

1 General infonnation and 
precautions 

General information 
1 The fuel system consists of a rear-mounted 
fuel tank. a fuel fitter with integral water 
separator, a fuel injection pump. injectors and 
associated components. Before passing 
through the fitter, the fuel Is heated by coolant 
flowing through the base of the fuel 
fitterJ\hermostat housing. 
2 Fuel is drawn from the fuel tank to the fuel 
injection pump by a vane-type transfer pump 
incorporated In the fuel Injection pump. 
Before reaching the pump, the fuel passes 
through a fuel fitter, where foreign matter and 
water are removed. Excess fuel lubricates the 
moving components of the pump, and Is th8fl 
returned to the tank. 
3 The fuel Injection pump Is driven at half
crankshaft speed by the timing belt. The high 
pressure required to Inject the luel into the 
compressed air In the swirl chambers is 
achieved by a cam plate acting on a single 
piston on the Bosch pump, or by two 
opposed pistons forced together by rollers 
running In a cam ring on the Lucas (CAV) 
pump. The fuel passes through a central rotor 
with a single outlet drilling which aligns with 
ports leading to the in}ector pipes. 
4 Fuel metering Is controlled by a centrifugal 
governor, which reacts to accelerator pedal 
position end engine speed. The governor is 
Unked to a metering valve, which increases Of 

decreases the amount of fuel delivered at 
each pumping stroke. 
S Basic injection timing Is determined when 
the pump is rltted. When the engine is 
ruMlng, it Is varied automatically to suit the 
prevailing engine speed by a mechanism 
which turns the cam plate or ring. 
6 The four fuel injectors produce a 
homogeneous spray of fuel Into the swirl 
chambers located in the cylinder head. The 

injectors are calibrated to open and dose at 
criIk:aI pressues to provide efficient and even 
COfri:lustion. Each in;ector needle Is lubricated 
by fuel , which accumulates in the spring 
chamber and Is channelled to the Injection 
pump renm nose by Ieak-off pipes. 
7 Bosch or Lueas fuel system components 
may be fined , dep&oding on the model. 
Compoll8llts from the latter manufacturer are 
marked either 'CAV, 'Roto·Diesel ' or 'Con
Diesel ', depending on their date and place of 
manufacture. With the exception of the fuel 
fitter assembly, new components must be of 
the same make as those originally fitted. 
6 Cold starting Is assisted by preheater or 
'glow plugs' fitted to each swirl chamber. A 
thermostatic sensor In the cooling system 
operates a fast idle lever on the Injection 
pump to increase the idling speed when the 
engine is cold. 
9 A stop solenoid cuts the fuel supply to the 
injection pump rotor when the Ignition Is 
switched off, and there is also a hand
operated stop lever for use In an emergency 
(see illustrations). 
10 Provided that the specified maintenance 
is carried out, the fuel inJectiofl equipment will 
give long and trouble-free service. The 
injection pump itself may well outlast the 
engif"l8. The main potential cause of damage 
to the Injection pump and injectors is dirt or 
water in the fuel . 

1.9a HancI-openrted stop tever (alTOWed) -
Luca. pump 

Ibf ft 
15 
15 
37 
7 

4 
11 
66 
22 

11 Servicing of the injection pump and 
injectors is very limited for the home 
mechanic. and any dismantiing or adjustment 
other than that desaibed in this Chapter must 
be 8fltrusted to a PeugeoVCitroen dealer or 
fuel _ opec;abt. 

Precautions 

.&. 
Warning: It is nf1CfJSS8ry to take 

, certain precaufions when 
• worldng on the fuel system 

components, particularly the 
fuel Injectors. Before carrying out any 
operations on the fuel system, refer to the 
precautions given In 'Safety first /' at the 
beginning of this manual, and to any 
additional waming notes at the start of the 
relevant Sections. 

2 Fuel system -
priming and bleeding 

1 After disconnecting part of the fuel supply 
system or running out of fuel, It Is necessary 
to prime the system and bleed off any air 
which may have entered the system 
components. 
2 All models are fitted with a hand-operated 
priming pump, consisting of a rubber bulb. 

Hand ope aled stop ieY8f" (arrowed) 
Boschpump 
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2.2 Haf1d.operated "* system priming 
pump 

which Is located on the right-hand side of the 
engine compartment (see illustration). 
3 An automatic bleed vatve is fitted to certain 
engines, which bleeds the air from the low 
pI9SSlft circuit when it is primed. On engines 
without an automatic bleed valVe, a bleed 
!afM is fitted to the injection PLmP fuel inlet 
pipe union bolt. Where a bleed screw is fitted, 
slaCken the screw half a turn. 
4 Pump the priming pump bUb unti fuel free 
from air bubbles emerges from the bleed 
screw (where fitted), or until resistance Is fell 
Retighten the bleed screw. 
S Switch on the Ignition (to activate the stop 
solenoid) and continue pumping the priming 
pump until firm resistance Is felt. then pump a 
few more times. 
6 If a large amount of air has entered the 
pumP. place a wad of rag around the fuel 
return union on the pump (to absorb spilt fueI). 
then slacken the union. Operate the priming 
plunger (with the Ignition switched on to 
activate the stop solenoid). or crank the engine 
on the starter motor in 10 second bursts, until 
fuel free from air bubbles emerges from the fuel 
union. lighten the union and rnop-up split fuel. 

.&. Wamlng: 8e prepared to stop the 
, engine If It should fire, to avoid 
• excessive fue/spray and spillage. 

7 If air has entered the Injector pipes, place 
wads of rag around the Injector pipe unions at 
the injectors (to absorb spilt fue/), then slacken 
the unions. Crank the engine on the starter 
motor until fuel emerges frOm the unions. then 
stop cranking the engine and retighten the 
unions. Mop-up spilt fuel. Refer to the warning 
given in the previous paragraph. 

4.48 Fast Idle cab&e end fitting damp nut 
Iarrowed) - Lucas pump 

3.5 Front air disbibution housing securing 
bolt (atTOWi!Id) 

8 Start the engine with the accelerator pedal 
fully depressed. Additional cranking may be 
necessary to finally bleed the system before 
the engine starts. 

3 Air cleaner and associated ~ 
components - removal and 
r_ng .... 

Removal 

Air cleaner 
1 Slacken the retaining clips securing the air 
cleaner-to-manifold duct in position and undo 
the duct mounting bolt.. Disconnect the duct 
and remove it from the engine_ 
2 Slacken and remD'I9 the two bolts securing 
the air intake duct to the front body panel. 
Slacken the retaining clip then detach the 
duct from the side of the air cleaner and 
remove it from the vehicle. 
3 Undo the bolt securing the base of the air 
cleaner housing to the support tH'ackel. Uft up 
the housing, disengage the front locating 
pegs and remove it from the vehicle. 

Air distribution housing -
1.9 litre models 

4 Disconnect the air duct and the crankcase 
breather hose from the front of the air 
distribution housing. 
5 Unscrew the two bolts securing the housing 
to the front mounting brackets (see 
illustration). Recover the spacer prates. 
6 Unscrew the four bolts securIng the 

4.4b' s nil 19 the fast kit! cable end fitting 
damp 6CfeW (an'owed) - Bosch pump 

3.6 ,.. distribution housing-to-tnJet 
manifold bolts farrowed) 

housing to the Inlet manifold. Recover the 
washers (see Hlustration). 
7 Uft the housing from the net manifold, and 
recover the seals. 

Refitting 
8 Refitting is the reverse of the relevant 
removal procedure. Examine the condition of 
the seals and renew if necessary. 

4 Fast idle thennostatic ~ 
sensor - removal, refitting and ~ 
adjustment ~ 

Note: A new sealing washer must be used 
when refitting the senscx. 

Removal 
1 The thermostatic sensor is located in the 
side of the thennostatIfueI filter housing. 
2 For ImprOVed access on 1.9 litre models. 
remove the air distribution housing as 
described in Section 3. If necessary, also 
remove the Intake duct. and disconnect the 
breather hose from the engine 011 filler tube. 
Refer to the relevant Sections of this ChaptBf 
for furthBf Information. 
3 Drain the cooling system as described In 
Chapter lB. 
4 Loosen the clamp screw or nut (as 
applicable), and disconnect the fast idle cable 
end fitting from the inner cable at the fuel 
injection pump fast idle lever (see Ulustnrtions). 
5 Slide the cable from the adjustment screw 
located in the bracket on the fuel injection 
pump (see illustration). 

4.5 Sliding the fast Idle cab6e from the 
adjusbnent screw - Bosch pump 
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4.6 Fast idle thennostatlc sensor (alTowed) 

6 Using a sui table open-ended spanner, 
unscrew the thermostatic sensor from the fuel 
filter/thermostat housing, and withdraw the 
sensor complete with the cable (see 
illustration). Recover the sealing washer. 
where applicable. 

Refitting 
7 If sealing compound was originally used to 
fit the sensor in place of a washer, thoroughly 
clean all traces of old sealing compound from 
the sensor and housing. Ensure that no traces 
of sealant are left in the internal coolant 
passages of the housing. 
8 Fit the sensor, using suitable sealing 
compound or a new washer as applicable, 
and tighten it securely. 
9 Insert the adiustment screw into the 
bracket on the fuel injection pump, and screw 
on the locknut finger-tight. 
10 Insert the inner cable through the fast idle 
lever, and position the end frtting on the cable, 
but do not tighten the clamp screw or nut (as 
applicable). 
11 Adjust the cable as described in the 
following paragraphs. 

Adjustment 
12 With the engine cold, push the fast idle 
lever lully towards the flywheel end of the 
engine. TIghten the clamp screw or nut with 
the cable end fitting touching the lever. 
13 Adjust the screw to ensure that the fast 
idle lever is touching its stop, then tighten the 
Iocknut. 
14 Measure the exposed length of the inner 
cable. 
15 Refit the components removed for access 
to the sensor, with reference to the relevant 
Sections of this Chapter. 
16 Refill the COOling system as described In 
Chapter 1 B, and run the engine to its normal 
operating temperature. 
17 Check that the fast idle cable is slack. If 
not, it is likely that the sensor is faulty. 
18 With the engine hot, check that there is 
approximately 0.5 to 1 mm of free play in the 
cable on Lucas injection pumps and 5 to 
6 mm of free play in the cable on Bosch 
injection pumps. This indicates that the 
thermostatic sensor is functioning correctly. 

5.9a Disconnecting the fuel pump fuel 
supply banjo union. Note sealing washers 

(arrowed) - Bosch pump 

19 Check that the engine speed increases 
when the fast idle lever is pushed towards the 
flywheel end of the engine. With the lever 
against its stop, the fast idle speed should be 
as specified (see Section 9 for fast idle 
adjustment details). 
20 Stop the engine. 

5 Fuel injection pump -
removal and refitting 

Caution: Be careful not to allow dirt into 
the injection pump or injecfor p ipes during 
th is procedure. New sealing rings should 
be used on the fue l p ipe banjo unions 
w h&n refitting. 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Cover the alternator with a plastic bag, as a 
precaution against spillage of diesel fuel. 
3 For improved access on 1.9 litre models 
remove the air distribution housing as 
described in Section 3. If necessary, also 
remove the intake duct, and disconnect the 
breather hose from the engine oil filler tube. 
Refer to the relevant Sections of this Chapter 
for further information. 
4 Chock the rear wheels and release the 
handbrake. Jack up the front right-hand 
corner of the vehicle until the wheel is just 
clear of the ground. Support the vehicle on an 

5.10 Injection pump fuel return pipe banjo 
union (arrowed) - Bosch pump 

5.9b Refitting the fuel suppty banjo bolt 
with a small section of fuel hose (alTowed) 

to prevent dirt entry - Bosch pump 

axle stand (see Jacking and vehicle support) 
and engage 4th or 5th gear. This will enable 
the engine to be tumed easily by turning the 
right-hand wheel. 
5 Remove the upper timing belt covers with 
reference to Chapter 2B. 
6 Where necessary, disconnect the hoses 
from the vacuum converter on the end of the 
fuel injection pump. 
7 Disconnect the accelerator cable from the 
fue l injection pump, with reference to Sec
tion 11 . 
8 Disconnect the last idle cable from the fuel 
injection pump, with reference to Section 4. 
9 Loosen the clip, or undO the banjo union, 
and disconnect the fuel supply hose. Recover 
the sealing washers from the banjo union, 
where applicable. Cover the open end of the 
hose, and refit and cover the banjo bolt to 
keep dirt out (see illustrations). 
10 Disconnect the main fuel retum pipe and 
the injector leak-off return pipe banjo union 
(see illustration). Recover the sealing 
washers from the banjo union. Again, cover 
the open end of the hose and the banjo bolt to 
keep dirt out. Take care not to get the inlet 
and outle! banjo unions mixed up. 
11 Disconnect all relevant wiring from the 
pump. Note that on certain Bosch pumps, this 
can be achieved by simply disconnecting the 
wiring connectors at the brackets on the 
pump (see illustratio n). On some pumps. it 
will be necessary to disconnect the wiring 
from the individual components (some 
connections may be protected by rubber 
covers). 

5.11 Disconnecting a fuel injection pump 
wiring plU9 - Bosch pump 
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5.12a Unscrewing a fuel pipe-to-injector 
union 

12 Unscrew the union nuts securing the 
injector pipes to the fuel injection pump and 
Injectors. Countemold the unions on the 
pump, white unscrewing the pipe-to-pump 
union nuts. Remove the pipes as a set. Cover 
open unions to keep dirt out, using small 
plastic bags, or fingers cut from discarded 
(but clean!) rubber gloves (see illustrations). 
13 Turn the crankshaft until the two bolt 
holes In the fuel injection pump sprocket are 
aligned with the corresponding holes in the 
engine front plate. 
14 Insert two MS botts ttvough the ho6es, and 
hand-tighten them. Note that the bolts must 
retain the sprocket while the fuel injection 
pump is removed, thereby maldng it 
unnecessary 10 remove the timing belt (see 
ItIust13tion). 
15 Mart< the fuel injection pump In relation to 
the mounting bracket, using a scriber or felt 
tip pen (see illustration). This wil ensure the 
correct pump timing is retained when refitting. 
16 Unscrew the three front mounting nuts, 
and recover the washers. Unscrew and 
remove the rear mounting nut and bOlt. noting 
the locations of the washers, and support the 
Injection pump on a block of wood (see 
illustrations). 
17 Release the injection pump sprocket from 
the pump shaft, as described In Chapter 2B. 
Note that the sprocket can be left engaged 
with the timing belt as the pump is withdrawn 
from its mounting bracket. Refit the M8 bOlts 
to retain the sprocket in position while the 
pump is removed. 
18 caretuly withdraw the pump. Recover the 

5.15 Mark the injection pump tn relation to 
the mounting bracket (arrowed) 

5.12b Cover the open end of the injectOf'" to 
prevent dirt entry 

Woodruff key from the end of the pump shaft 
if it is loose, and simiJarty recover the bush 
from the rear of the ITIOU"Iting bnK::ket. 

Refitting 
19 Corrvnence refitting the injection pump by 
fitOOg the Woodruff key to the shaft groove (If 
removed). 
20 Offer the pump to the mounting bracket, 
and support on a block of wood. as during 
removal. 
21 Engage the pump shaft with the sprocket, 
and refit the sprocket as described in Chap
ter 2B. Ensure that the Woodruff key does not 
fall out of the shaft as the sprocket is engaged. 
22 Align the marks made on the pump and 
mounting bracket before removal. If a new 
pump Is being fitted, transfer the mark from 
the old pump to give an approximate setting. 
23 Refrt and lightty tighten the pump 
mounting nuts and bolt. 

5.16& Unscrewing an Injection pump front 
mounting nut - Bosch pump 

5.12c Unscrewing a ~ pipe-la-pump 
union - Baseh pump 

5.14 BoHs inserted through timing holes In 
Injection pump sprocket 

24 Set up the injection timing, as d.::....cribed 
., Sections 6. 7 and 8 (as appflCable). 
2S Refit and ,8COI.lOCt the n;ector fuel pipes.. 
26 Reconnect all relevant wiring to the pump . 
27 Reconnect the fuel supply and 
return hoses. and tighten the unions. as 
applicable. Use new sealing washers on the 
banjo unions. 
28 Reconnect the fast idle cable, and adjust 
it as described in Section 4 . 
29 Reconnect and adjust the accelerator 
cable with reference to Section 11. 
30 Where necessary, reconnect the hoses to 
the vacuum converter. 
31 Refit the upper timing belt covers. 
32 Lower the vehicle to the ground . 
33 Where applicable, refit the air distribution 
housing. Intake duct, and breather hose 
34 Remove the plastic bag used to cover the 
altemator. 
35 Recomect the battery negative termoaI. 

5.16b Unscrewing an injection pump rear 
mounting nut (alTowed) - Bosch pump 
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6.3 TOe setting and locking tools for 
setting Injection timing 

38 Bleed the fuel system as described In 
Section 2. 
37 Start the engine, and check the fuel 
In}ection pump adjustments as described in 
Section 9. 

8 Injection timing - checking 
methods and adjustment 

1 Checking the injection timing is not a 
routine operation. It Is only necessary after the 
injection pt.mp has been cflSturbed. 
2 Dynamic timlng equipment does exist. but it 
is unlikely to be available to the home 
mechanic. The equipment works by 
converting pressure pulses in an IntectOf pipe 
Into electrical signals. If such equipment is 
available, use It In accordance wtth its 
maker's Instructions. 
3 Static timing as described in this Chapter 
gives good results If carried out carefully. A 
dial lest Indicator will be needed, with probes 
and adaptors appropriate to the type of 
Injection pump (see Illustration). Read 
through the procedures befOfe starting work, 
to find out what is involved. 

7 Injection timin~ (LuC8s fuel 
injection pump) - checking 
and adjustment 

Caution: Do not attampt the timing 
procedure unless accurate instrumen
tation is available. Suitable special tools for 

7.3 Removing the injection pump timing 
Inspection plug - Lueas pump 

carrying out pump timing should be 
available from largar motor fac tors or your 
Peugeo tlCitro'n dealer. Refer to the 
precautions given In Section 1 o( this 
Chapter before procfHIdlng. 
Note: To checJc the injection pump timing a 
dial gauge (PeugeotlCitro&! tOOl No 2437-T) 
together with a special timing probe and 
mounting blacket (PeugeotlCitr06n tool 
No 4093-TJ) is required (see Illustration 7.4). 
Without access to this equipment (or suitable 
alternatives), injection pump timing should be 
entTtISted to a PeugeotlCitrrJjn dealer or other 
suitably-equipped specialist 
1 If the Injection timing Is being Checked with 
the poolp in position on the eogioe unit. rather 
than as part of the poolP refitting procedure, 
disconnect the battery negative termloal (refer 
10 Discoo"l9Cting the battaty in the Relerence 
Chapter). and cover the alternator with a clean 
cloth or plastic bag to prevent the possibility 
of fuel being spilt onto it. Remove the injector 
pipes as described In paragraph 12 of 
Sectioo 5. 
2 Referring io Chapter 2B. align the engine 
assemblylvalve timing holes to lock the 
crankshaft In position. Remove the crankshaft 
locking tool, then turn the crankshaft 
backwards (anU-clockwise) approximately a 
quarter of a turn. 
3 Unscrew the access plug from the guide on 
the top 01 the pump body and recover the 
sealing washer (see illustration). Insert the 
special timing probe into the guide, making 
sure it Is correctly seated against the guide 
sealing washer surlace. 
Note: The timing probe must be seated 
against the guide sealing washer sumce and 
not the upper lip of the guide for the 
measurement to be 8CCtJfBta. 
4 Mount the bracket on the pump guide and 
securely mount the dial gauge (dial test 
indicator) In Ihe bracket so that Its tip Is In 
contact with the bracket linkage (see 
illustration). Position the dial gauge so that 

4 

3 

7.4 Injection pump timing dial gauge 141 
and ~ting bracket (3) In position on the 

injection pump 

Its plunger is at the mid-point of Its travel and 
zero the gauge. 
S Rotate the crankshaft slowly In the COITect 
direction of rotation (clockWise) until the 
crankshaft locking tool can be re-inserted. 
6 Wrth the crankshaft k:x:ked in position read 
the dial gauge; the ~ should correspond to 
the value marited on the pump (there Is a 
tolerance of % 0.04 rrvn). The IirlW1g value may 
be marked on a plastic disc attached to the front 
of the punp. or aItemativety on a tag attached to 
the plD'P contmIleVIar (see 1IIustration). 
7 11 adJUstment is necessary, slacken the front 
pump mounting mrts and the rear mounting 
bolt, then slowly rotate the pump body until 
the point is found where the specified reading 
is obtained on the ciaI gauge. WherI the pump 
is correctly positioned, tighten both its front 
mounting nuts and the reat bolt to their 
specified torque settings. 
8 Wrthdraw the tirTmg probe slightly, so that 
it is !X)Sitioned clear of the pump rctCl" dowel, 
and remove the crankshaft locking pin. Rotata 
the aankshaft through one and three quarter 
rotations in the noonaI di'ection of rotation. 
9 Slide the timing probe back Inlo position 
ensuring that It is correcUy seated against the 
guide sealing washer surface, not the upper 
lip, then zero the dial gauge. 
10 Rotate the crankshaft sIawIy in the correct 
direction of rotation until the cratlkshatt 
locking tool can be re-inserted. Recheck the 
timing measurement 
11 If adjustment is necessary, slacken tne 
pump mounting nuts and bolt and repeat the 
operations in paragraphs 7 to 10. 
12 When tne pump timing Is correctly set, 
remove the dial gauge and mounting bracket 
and withdraw the timing probe. 
13 Refit the screw and sealing washer to tne 
guide and tighten it securely. 
14 If the procedure Is being carried out as 
part of tne pump refitting sequence, proceed 
as described in Section 5. 
15 If the procedure is being carried out with 
the pump fitted to the engine, refit the injector 
pipes tightening their union nuts to the 
specified torque setting. Reconnect the 
battery, then bleed the fuel system - see 
Section 2. Start the engine and adjust the Idle 
speed and anti-stall speeds as described In 
Section 9 . 

7.6 Pump timing values marked on labet (1) 
and tag (2) - L.ucas pump 
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8.8 Dial test indicator, adaptor and timing 
probe for use with Bosch p!Jmp 

8 Injection timing (Bosch fuel ~ 
injection pump) - checking ~ 
and adjustment ~ 

Caution: Do not attempt the timing 
procedure unless accurate instrumentation 
is s vs ilable. Suitable special tools for 
carrying out pump timing should be 
available from larger motor factors or your 
Peugeotl Citroen deafer. Refer to the 
precautions girfen in Section 1 o f this 
Chapter before proceeding. 
Note: To check the injection pump timing a 
dial gauge (PeugeotJCitroen too/ No 3089-1) 
together with a special timing probe 
(Peugeot/Citroen tool No 5003-TO) and 
adaptor (PeugeotlCitrofm tool No 7010-1) is 
required. Wffhout access to this equipment (or 
suitable alternatives), injection pump timing 
should be entrusted to a PeugeottCitroen 
dealer or other suitably-equipped specialist. 
1 If the injection timing is being checked with 
the pump in position on the engine unit, rather 
than as part of the pump refitting procedure, 

disconnect the battery negative terminal (refer 
to Disconnecting the battery in the Reference 
Chapter), and cover the altemator with a clean 
cloth or plastic bag to prevent the possibility 
of fuel being spill onto it. 
2 Remoye the air inlet duct between the air 
distribution housing and the air cleaner 
assembly as described in Section 3. 
3 Remoye the Injector pipes as described in 
paragraph 12 of Section 5. 
4 Disconnect the wiring connectors at the 
rear of the injection pump. 
5 Slacken the clamp screw and/or nut (as 
applicable) and slide the fast idle cable end 
fitting arrangement along the cable so that it is 
no longer in contact with the pump fast idle 
lever (ie, so the fast idle leyer returns to its 
stop) (see Section 4). 
6 Referring to Chapter 2B, align the engine 
assembly/yalye timing holes to lock the 
crankshaft in position. Remoye the crankshaft 
locking tool, then turn the crankshaft 
backwards (anti-clockwise) approximately a 
quarter of a turn. 
7 Unscrew the access screw, situated in the 
centre of the four injector pipe unions, from 
the rear of the Injection pump. As the screw is 
removed, position a suitable container 
beneath the pump to catch any escaping fuel. 
Mop-up any spilt fuel with a clean cloth. 
8 Screw the adaptor into the rear of the pump 
and attach !he probe to the dial gauge. Mount 
the dial gauge and probe in the adaptor (see 
illustration). If access to the special 
PeugeotlCitroen tools cannot be gained, suitable 
altematives can be purchased from most good 
motor factors. Position the dial gauge so that its 
plunger is at Ihe mid-point of its trayel and 
securely tighten the adaptOf Iocknut. 
9 Slowly rotate the crankshaft back-and-forth 
whilst observing the dial gauge, to determine 
when the Injection pump piston is at the 
bottom of its trayel (BOC). When the piston is 
correctly positioned, zero the dial gauge. 
10 Rotate the crankshaft slowly in the correct 
direction until the crankshaft locking tool can 
be re-inserted. 

1 Manual stop /ever 
2 Idle speed 

adjustment screw 
3 Drill bit inserted in 

fast idle /ever 
4 Pump control 

/e~, 

5 Shim inserted 
between pump 
control/ever and 
anti-stall 
adjustment screw 

6 Anti-stall 
adjustment screw 

9.3 Lucas fuel injection p!Jmp adjustment details 

11 The reading obtained on the dial gauge 
should be equal 10 the specified pump timing 
measurement given in the Specifications at 
the start of this Chapter. If adjustment is 
necessary, slacken the front and rear pump 
mounting nuts and bolts and slowly rotate the 
pump body until the point is found where the 
specified reading is obtained. When the pump 
is correctly positioned, tighten both its front 
and rear mounting nuts and bolts securely. 
12 Rotate the crankshaft through one and 
three quarter rotations in the normal direction 
of rotation. Find the injection pump piston 
BOC as described in paragraph 6 and zero the 
dial gauge. 
13 Rotate the crankshaft slowly in Ihe correct 
direction of rotation until the crankshaft 
locking tool can be re-inserted (bringing the 
engine back to TOC). Recheck the timing 
measurement. 
14 If adjustment is necessary, slacken the 
pump mounting nuts and bolts and repeat the 
operations in paragraphs 11 to 13. 
15 When the pump timing Is correctly set, 
unscrew the adaptor and remove the dial 
gauge and probe. 
16 Refit the screw and sealing washer to the 
pump and tighten it securely. 
17 If the procedure is being carried out as 
part of the pump refitting sequence, proceed 
as described in Section 5. 
18 If the procedure is being carried out with 
the p!Jmp fitted to the engine, refrt the injector 
pipes tightening their union nuts to the 
specified torque selting. Refit the air intake 
duct, then reconnect the battery and bleed 
the fuel system as described in Section 2. 
19 Start the engine and adjust the idle speed 
and anti-stall speeds as described in Section 
9. Also adjust the fast idle cable as described 
in Section 4. 

9 Fuel injection pump - ~ 
adjustment ~ ... 

The usual type of tachometer (rev counter), 
which works from ignition system pulses, 
cannot be used on diesel engines. For the 
following adjustments to be accurately carried 
out it will be necessary to purchase or hire an 
appropriate tachometer, or entrust the worll: to 
a PeugeoVCitroen dealer or other sultably
equipped specialist. 
2 Before making adjustments, warm-up the 
engine to normal operating temperature. 
Make sure that the accelerator cable and fast 
idle cables are correctly adjusted as 
described in Sections 11 and 4 respectiyely. 

Lucas fuel injection pump 
3 With the engine idling, place a shim of the 
correct thickness (see Specifications), 
between the pump control leyer and the antl
stall adjustment screw (see illustration). 
4 Push the manual stop lever back against its 
stop, and hold it in position by inserting a 
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9.0 mm diameter rodIdriI through the hole in 
the fast idle lever. 
5 The engine speed should be as specifted 
for the anti-5tal1 speed. 
6 tf adjustment is necessary, loosen the 
locknut, turn the anti-stall adjustment screw 
as required, then tighten the Iocknut. 
7 Remove the rod/drill and the shim, and 
check that the engine is idling at the specified 
idle speed. 
8 If adjustment is necessary, loosen the 
locknut on the Idle speed adjustment screw. 
Turn the screw as required, and retlghten the 
lockn<rt. 
9 Move the pump control lever to Increase the 
engine speed to approximately 3000 rpm. then 
quickly release the lever. The deceleration 
period should be between 2.5 and 
3.5 seconds, and the engine speed should 
drop to apprtJ:dmately 50 rpm below Idle. 
10 If the deceleration is too fast and the 
engine stalls, unscrew the anti-stall 
adjustment screw a quarter-tt.m toWards the 
control lever. If the deceleration Is too slow. 
resulting In poor engine braking, turn the 
screw a quarter-tum away from the lever. 
11 Retighten the lock nut after making an 
adjustment. Recheck the idle speed, and 
adjust if necessary as described previously. 
12 With the engine idling, check the 
operation 01 the manual stop control by 
turning the stop lever clockwlse (see 
illustration 9.3). The engine must slop 
instantly. 
13 Where applicable, disconnect the 
tachometer on completion. 

9.17 Throttle posrtion switch operating 
cam retaining screw (anowed) - Lucas 

pump 

14 With all the previously described 
adjustments completed, check the 
adjustment 01 the throttle position switch 
kx:ated on the j:UTlp control lever as loIows. 
15 Wor1ci'lg at the fuel injection j:UTlp end of 
the accelerator cable, make a mark on the 
inner cable, 11 .0 mm from the end 01 the outer 
cable (see Illustration 9.20). 
16 Have an assistant depress the accelerator 
pedal until the mark on the Inner cable is 
aligned with the end of the outer cable. With 
the cable In this position, the throttle position 
switch contacts should just open. 
17 11 adjustment is necessary, check that the 
mar\( on the inner cable is still aligned with the 
outer cable end, then slacken the screw 
securing the plastic operating cam to the 
pump oontrollever (see ilJustration). 
18 Move the operating cam until the switch 

9.20 Bosch luellnJection pump adjustment details 

1 Pump control/ever 
2 Maximum speed 

adjustment screw 

5 Fast idle cable 
6 Idle speed adjustment 

3 Anti-stall adjustment screw 7 
4 Fast idle cable acfustmenr 8 

saew and Iocknut 9 

""'"' Fast Idle lever 
Fast idle cable end fitting 
Fast idle adjustmeI'It screw 

10 Mark to be made on 
accelerator cabJe for 
throttle position switch 
adjustment 

X: 11.0mm 

contacts open, then tighten the securing =_. 
19 Disconnect the tachometer and, where 
applicable, refit the engine cover on --Bosch fuel injection pump 
20 Loosen the Iocknut, and unscrew the anti
stall adjustment screw until it is clear of the 
pump control lever (see Illustration). 
21 Start the engine and allow It to Idle. If the 
Idle speed is incorrect, loosen the locknut and 
turn the Id le speed adjustment screw as 
required, then retighten the Iocknut 
22 Insert a shim Of leeIer blade of the correct 
thickness between the pump control lever and 
the anti-stall adjustment screw, 
23 The engine speed shoukl be as specffied 
for the anti-staB speed. 
24 If adjustment is necessary, loosen the 
lockout and tum the anti-stall adjustment 
saew as requued. Retighten the Iocknut. 
25 Remove the shim or teeler blade and 
allow the engine to idle. 
26 Move the fast idle lever fully towards the 
ftywheel eod of the engine, and check that the 
engine speed increases to the specified fast 
Idle speed. If necessary, loosen the locknut 
and turn the fast Idle adjusting screw as 
required, then retighten the Iocknut. 
27 With the engine Idling, check the 
operation 01 the manual stop control by 
turning the stop lever. The engine must stop 
instantly. 
28 Discc:A. oect the tachometer on completion. 
29 With all the previously described 
adjustments completed, check the adPJslrneot 
of the ttvottJe position switch located on the 
p.mp control lever- as follows.. 
30 WoriOOg at the fuel inJection pump end 01 
the accelerator cable, make a mari<; on the 
inner cable, 11.0 mm from the end of the outer 
cable. 
31 Have an assistant depress the accelerator 
pedal until the mark on the Inner cable Is 
aligned with tile end of the outer cable. With 
the cable In this position, the throttle position 
switch contacts should Just open. 
32 If adjustment is rw sa,)" check that the 
mark on the inner cable is stiU aligned with the 
outer cabAe end, then sIac;I(en the two switch 
retaining screws. 
33 Tum the switch body until the contacts 
open and tighten the retalring screws. 

10 Fuel injectOfS - testing, 
removal and refitting 

A 
Warnfng: Exercise extreme 
caution when worlcfng on the ! fuel injectors. Never expose the 
hands or any part of the body to 

In/ec tor spray, as the h igh worlcing 
p ressure can cause the fuel to penetrate 
the skin, with possibly fatal results. You are 
s trongly advised to have any w orlc wh ich 
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10.5 PuOIng a leak.-otf pipe from a fuel 
lnjectM 

10.911 RMIoWIfiJ. tuellnjector copper 
washM' •. . 

Involve. t •• tjng the InJecfors undftr 
pressure c.m.d out by ,. d •• /e, or fuel 
In}ecUott specialist. 

Testing 
1 Injectors do deteriorate with ptotollQed use, 
and It Is reasonable to expect them to need 
reconditioning or renewal after 60 000 miles 
(100 000 km) or so. Accurate testing, overhaul 
and calibration of the Injectors must be left to 
a specialist. A defective Injector which is 
causing knocking Of smokJng can be located 
without dismantling as follows. 
2 Run Ihe engine at fast Idle. Slacken each 
Injector union In tum, placing rag around the 
union to catch split fuel, and being careful not 
to expose the skin 10 any spray. When the 
union on the defective Injector Is slackened, 
the knocking Of smoking wilt stop. 

Removal 
3 For Improved access on 1.9 litre models, 
remove the air distribution housing as 
described In Section 3. If necessary, also 
remove the intake duct, and disconnect the 
breather hose from the engine oil filler tube. 
Refer to the relevant SectIons of this Chapter 
for further r,formatlon. 
4 Carefully clean around the Injectors and 
Intector pipe LW1ion nuts.. 
S Pu. the leak.-off pipes from the injectors 
I'" IDustration). 
S Unscrew tha union nuts securing the 
injector pipeS to the fuel Injection pump. 
Count8fho1d the uman. on the pump when 
unscrewing the nuts. Cover open unions to 
keep dirt out, using small plastic bags, or 

10.7 Unscrewing an Injector pipe union nut 

10.9b ••• fire se .. washer . , . 

fingers cut from dean rubber gloves. 
7 Unsaew the IXIion nuts and di:scorv1ect the 
pipes from th .. injectors (see Ulustr8tion), If 
necessary, the Inj&c1or pipes may be 
completely removed. Note carefully the 
locations of the pipe clamps, for use when 
refitting. Cover the ends of the Injectors, to 
prevent dirt ingress. 
6 Unscrew the Injectors using a deep socket 
or box spanner (27 mm across-flats), and 
remove them from the cylinder head Isee 
illustration). 
9 Recover the copper wash8f'S and fire seal 
washers from the cylinder head. Also recov .... 
the sleeves If they are loos.. (aee 
illustrations). 

Refitting 
10 Obtain new copper washers and fire seal 
washers. Also renew the sleeves, rr they are - . 11 Take care I'IOt to drop the Injectors, Of 

allow the needles at thai. tips to become 
damaged. The injectors are precision-made to 
fine limits, and must not be handled roughty. 
In particular. never mount them In a bench 

"". 12 Commence rerrttlng by Inserting the 
sleeves ('rf removed) into the cylinder head. 
folowed by the fire seal washers ICOI"IYU feoe 
uppeil.lLlS1). end copper washers. 
13 Insen: the ~ and tighten them to the 
specified torque. 
14 Refit the Injector pipes and tighten the 
lriln nuts. Make SI.ft the pipe clemps .. in 
their previous/y-noted positions. If the clamps 
are wrongly positioned Of mIsUlg, PI oblams 

10.8 Unscrew the injecton.. and ntmOYe 

them from the cylinder head 

10.9c _ .• and steeve 

may be experienced with pipes breaking Of -. 1S Recoi .... ct the leak"Off pipes. 
16 Refit the components removed fOf access 
with reference to the rek!vant Sections of this 
Chapter. 
17 Start the engine. If difficulty is 
8XperieoCed, bleed the fuel system 8S 
desCribed in Section 2. 

11 Accelerator cable - removal, ~ 
refitting and adjustment ~ ... 

Removal 
1 Working in the engine compartment, 
operate the pump control lever on the fuel 
Injection pump, and release the cable Inner 
from the lever lsee illustration). 

11.1 Releasing the accelerator Inner cable 
from the '-"er on the injection pump 
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11.2 Pulling the BC C Blerator out8f' cable 
from the bracket 

2 Pull the cabM outer from the grommet in the 
fuel Injection pump bracket (an illustration). 
3 Release the cable from the remair*lg dips 
and brackets in the engine compartment. 
noting Its routing. 
4 Worldng inside the car, remove the fusebox 
cover and the undercover from beneath the 
facia on the driver's side. 
5 Reach up under the facia, depn!ss the ends 
of the cable end fitting and detach the inner 
cable from the top of the accelerator pedal. 
Where fined, puU out the clip securing the 
bulkhead grommet. 
6 Tie a length of string to the end of the cable. 
7 Return to the engine comparImeflt, release 
the cable grommet from the bulkhead and 
withdraw the cable. When the end of the 
cable appears, untie the string and leave it in 
position - It can then be used to draw the 
cable back into position on refrttmg. 

Refitting 
8 Tie Ihe string to the end of the cable. then 
use the string to draw the cable Into position 
through the bulkhead. Once the cable end Is 
v!slble, untie the string, then attach the inner 
cable to the pedal. Where applicable. refit the 
bulkhead grommet clip. 
9 From within the engine compartment, 
ensure the outer cable Is correclly seated in 
the bulkhead grommet, then work along the 
cable, securing it in position with the retaining 
clips and l1es, and ensuring that the cable Is 
correclly routed. 
10 Pass the outer cable through its mounting 
bracket grommet, and reconnect the inner 
cable to the Injection pump lever. Adjust the 
cable as described below. 

Adjustment 
11 Remove the spring clip from the 
accelerator outer cable. Ensuring that the 
controI!evef Is against Its stop, gently puB the 
cable out of its grommet until atl free play is 
removed from the inner cable. 
12 With the cable hetd in this position, refit 
the spring d ip to the last exposed outer cable 
groove in front of the rubber grommet and 
washer. When the dip is refitted and the outer 
cable is released, there should be only a smaI 
amount of free play In the iMer cabIa 
13 Have an assistant depress the ~aoceIeo;""""a~"" 
pedal, and check that the oontrollever opens 
fuIy and returns SI'1'IOOthIy to its stop. 

12 Accelerator pedal
removal and refrtting 

Refer to Chapter 4A, Section 4, but adjust 
the accelerator cable as described in Section 
11 . 

13 Fuel gauge sender and pick
up unit - removal and refitting 

1 The fuel gauge sender and pick-up unit is 
located in the same position as the fuel pt.mp 
on petrol modets and the removal and refitting 
procedures are virtually Identical. Refer to 
Chapter 4A, Section 8. 
2 On completion, bleed the fuel system as 
described in Section 2. 

14 Fuel tank-
removal and refitting 

Refer 10 Chapter 4A, Section 10. 

15 Manifolds
removal and refitting 

Note: Renew the manifold gasket(sj when 
refitting. 

Inlet manifold 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Remove the air intake duct and, on 1.9 litre 
engines, the air dlstribut!on housing as 
described in Section 3. 
3 Undo the six nuts securing the manifold 
flanges to the cylinder head, and the single 
hexagonal bolt from the centre lIange. 
Recover the washers from the manifold studs. 
where fitted. 
4 Withdraw the manifold from the cylinder 
head and collect the gaskets. 

Refitting 
5 Refitting is a reversal of removal. bearing In 
mind the following points. 

aJ Renew the gasket(s) when refitting the 
manffoId. 

b) Refit the air OlStnbution housing and/ex air 
intake duct as described In Section 3. 

Exhaust manifold 

Removal 

6 Remove the inlet manifold as described - . 7 Oisconnect the exhaust front pipe from the 
manifold, with reference to Section 16. 

8 On certain models, it may be necessary to 
unbolt the resonator chamber from the 
manilold, 10 allow suffICient clearance for the 
manifold to be removed. 
9 On DJV (XUD9V engine) models, remove 
the exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) valve from 
the exhaust manifold as desctibed fl Part 0 of 
this Chapter. 
10 Unscrew the six exhaust manifold 
securing nuts, and recover the spacers from 
the studs. 
11 Uft the exhaust manifcMd from the cylinder 
head, and recover the gaskets. 
12 It is possible that some of the manifold 
studs may be unscrewed from the cyflnder 
head when the manifold securing nuts are 
unscrewed. In this event, the studs should be 
saewed back into the cyW1der head once the 
manifolds have been removed, using two 
manifold nuts kx:ked together. 

Refitting 
13 Refitting Is a revetSaI 01 removal, bearing 
in mind the following points. 
aJ Renew the manifold gaskets. 
b) Reconnect the exhaust frotlt pipe to the 

exhaust manifold as described In 
Section '6. 

c) Where applicable, refit the EGR VBIve as 
described in Part D of this Chapter. 

d) Ensure that all relevant hoses and pipes 
are correctly reconnected and routed. 

16 Exhaust system - general ~ 
information and component ~ 

renewal ~ 

General infonnafion 
1 The exhaust system consists of two 
sections: the front pipe and the tailplpe. The 
front pipe to manifold joint is of the spring
loaded ball type, to allow for movement In the 
exhaust system, and the tail pipe joint is 
secured by a clamping ring. 
2 The system is suspended throughout its 
entire length by rubber mountings. 

Remollal 
3 Each exhaust section can be removed 
Individually or, alternatively, the complete 
system can be removed as a unil. Even if only 
one part of the system needs attention, it is 
often easier to remove the Whole system and 
separate the sections 041 the bench. 
4 To remove the system or part of the 
system, first jack up the front or rear of the 
car, and support it on axle stands (see 
JacJcjng and vehicle support) . Alternat ively. 
position the car over an inspection pit, Of on 
car ramps. 

Front pipe 
5 Slacken the front pipe clamping ring botts. 
and disengage the clamp from the flange 
jo;ne 
6 Slacken and remove the two nuts secmng 
the front pipe flange joint to the manifold, and 
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recover the spring cups and springs (see 
Illustration). Remove the bolts, then free the 
front pipe from its mounting rubber(s) and 
remove it from underneath the vehicle. 
Recover the wire-mesh gasket from the 
manifold joint. 

Tailpipe 
7 Slacken the tail pipe clamping ring bolts, 
and disengage the clamp from the flange 
jOint. 
8 Unhook the tailpipe from its mounting 
rubbers, and remove it from the vehicle. 

complete system 

9 Slacken and remove the two nuts securing 
the front pipe flange joint to the manifold, and 
recover the spring cups and springs. Aemove 
the bolts, then free the system from its 
mounting rubbers and remove it from 
underneath the vehicle. Recover the wire
mesh gasket from the manifold joint. 

Heat shield{s) 
10 The heat shields are secured to the 
underside of the body by various nuts and 
bolts. Each shield can be removed once the 

relevant exhaust section has been removed. If 
a shield is being removed to gain access to a 
component located behind it, it may prove 
sufficient in some cases to remove the 
retaining nuts and/or bolts, and simply lower 
the shield, without disturbing the exhaust 
system. 

Refitting 
11 Each section is refitted by reversing the 
removal sequence. noting the following 
points: 
a) Ensure that all ttaces of corrosion have 

been removed from the flanges, and 
renew al/ necessary gaskets. 

b) Inspect the rubber mountings for signs of 
damage or deten'oration, and renew as 
necessary. 

c) Prior to assembling the spring-loaded 
joint, a smear of high-temperature grease 
should be applied to the joint mating 
surfaces. 

d) Where joints are secured together by a 
clamping ring, apply a smear of exhaust 
system jointing paste to the flange joint, 
to ensure a gas-tight seal. Tighten the 

16.6 Exhaust front pipe-to-manlfold 
securing nut (1), spring seat 121 and 

spring (3) - viewed from undemeath vehicle 

clamping ring nuts evenly and 
progressively, so that the clearance 
between the clamp halves remains equal 
on either side. 

e) Prior to tightening the exhaust system 
fastenen>, ensure that al/ rubber 
mountings are correctly located, and that 
there is adequate clearance between the 
exhaust system and vehide underbody. 



Notes 

, 



Chapter 4 Part C: 
Fuel and exhaust systems 
1.9 and 2.0 litre (OW series) diesel models 
Contents Section number 

Accelerator cable - removal, refitting and adjustment .... . ... . 4 
Accelerator pedal- removal and refitting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Air cleaner assembly and intake ducts - removal and refitting .. . .. 3 
Air cleaner element fitter renewal .. . .... . . ........ See Chapter 1 B 
Exhaust manifold - removal and refitting ..................... 18 
Exhaust system - general information, removal and refitting ...... 21 
Fast idle thermostatic sensor (1.9 litre models) - removal, 

refitting and adjustment . ......... . 
Fuel fitter renewal ... ... ...... . . . 
Fuel filter water draining •.•.... . ...... . ... . 
Fuel gauge sender unit - removal and refming 
Fuel injection pump (1.9 litre models) - adjustment 
Fuel inject ion pump - removal and refitting . .... . 

Degrees of difficulty 

....... 10 
. ... See Chapter 1 B 
... See Chapter 1 B 

. . 8 

.. 11 

.. 13 

Section number 

Fuel injectors - removal and refrtting . . .................. 15 
Fuel rail (2.0 litre models) - removal and refitting ......... 16 
Fuel supply pump (2.0 litre models) - removal and refitting .. 7 
Fuel system - priming and bleeding 6 
Fuel tank - removal and refitting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
General information .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
High pressure Diesel injection system - special information 2 
Injection system electrical components - removal and refitting .... 12 
Injection t iming - checking and adjustment ................... 14 
Inlet manifold - removal and refitting ................ 17 
Turbocharger (2.0 litre models) - description and precautions ..... 19 
TurbochaTger (2.0 litre models) - removal, inspection and refitting . 20 

Easy, ruilable for 

~ 
Fairly easy, SlitabIe 

~ Fairly_ ~ DiIIicdt, suitabie for ~ 
Verydflictil, ~ 

novice with little for begirr« "'" ~ suitabie for """""'""' ~ E::xpei ia ICed DIY 
~ 

suitabie for expert 00' ~ 

"""""""" ~ """" """""""" 
Specifications 
General 
System type: 

1.9 litre models: 
Engine code WJZ 
Engine code WJY 

2.0 litre models .. .. . 

Injection pump type: 
1.9 litre models: 

Engine code WJZ 
Engine code WJY 

2.0 litre models 

Injectors 
Opening pressure: 

1.9 litre models . . 
2.0 litre models .. 

Turbocharger 
Type ............. . 
Boost pressure (approximate) 

~ 00' """""'"'" ~ ~ """""'"'" ~ aprofessKJnal ~ 

Indirect injection system incorporating a distributor fuel injection pump 
Indirect injection system incorporating a semi-electronically controlled 
distributor fuel injection pump 
High-pressure Diesel injection (HDQ direct injection 'common-rail' 
system incorporating an electronically controlled fuel injection pump 
and injectors 

Bosch VE 4/9 or Lucas DWLP 11 
Lucas DWLP12 
Bosch EDC 15C2 or Siemens SIO 801 

133 to 138 bars 
Controlled by ECU 

KKK K03 
1 bar at 3000 rpm 
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Adjustment data 
Idle speed - 1.9 litre models': 

Engine code WJZ.: 
lucas In;ec;tion pump: 

foAodeIs without air conditioning •....•. .... •.• . •. ..... ... 
foAodeIs with ai' conditioling ...•....• • •.• . ........•..•.. 

Bosd1 irlection puTlp: 
t.4odeIs without air conditioning •. .......•.•..•... ..•.•.. 
Models with air concfrtioniog ...•....••.. • .•.• . ..•..•.... 

EnginecodeWJY ..•....•...•.•......•• .. • . ..••..••.•.•.. 
Idle speed - 2.0 litre models •...•..•.•....• .......• • .• •.. •. •.. 
Anti-staD speed - 1.9 rrtre models: 

825.1:. 25 rpm 
875.1:.25rpm 

800.1:. 25 rpm 
875.1:. 25 rpm 
850.1:. 25 rpm 
800 .1:. 20 rpm - controlled by ECU 

lucas injection pump ... .. .. •. ..... .. . • . . •..•. .... . ... ... • 15OO:t 100 rpm 
Bosch Injection pump: 

Models without air conditioning ..•...•. • .. .. •..•...•..... . 
Models with air conditioning ...................•..• •• ..•.. 

Anti·stall shim thickness: 

800 +20 +SO rpm 
875 +20 +50 rpm 

With Lucas injection pump . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . 3.0 mm 
With Bosch injection pump . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . 1.0 mm 

Fast Idle speed -1.9 litre models': 
Engine code WJZ ..•............. • ...• •. ......•... •• •..•. 
Engine code WJY . .•. .. ••• . • . • .. .•. . ...... •...• •• , .• , 

Maximum speed: 

9SO:t 25 rpm 
1 lSO:t 25 rpm 

1.9 titre models , , ..• , .... . • , ... ,... .. , ... , . . • ,., .... , 5350.1:. 125 rpm 
2.0 titre models ......... , .•.... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5000 rpm - controlled by ECU 

'Refer to Chapter 2C fcx further lnfcnnation on engine code identification 

Torque wrench settings 

1.9 titre models 

Exhaust manifold nuts •.• , ••.•.• , ....................... , ••. 
F,,* pipe urion nuts ........... . . .......................... . 
Inlet manifokj: 

Lower section nutsIbofts .•........•.... •. ...... • .....•..•. 
Upper section: 

M6bo1ts .. .................... .............. ........ . 
M8bo1ts ......... .... . ..................... . ....... .. 

Injection pump: 
Front mounting bolts .....• .. .............. . ....•...•••.... 
Rear mounting bolt ............... .......... . ..... .... . .. . 
Mountin9 bracket·lo-cyllnder head bolts .. ......•..•... .•...•. 

Injection pump sprocket·lo-hub bolts ... . .. ...... • ....... • ..... 
Injectors to cylinder head ............ .... . 

2.0 litre models 
EGR valve bolts . . ........ . .•..• •. ...... • . . .. ... •. ..•. 
Exhaust manifold nuts ...... . .............................. . 
Fuel filter bracket bolts ...•..•...• •. . •.. ..•. ...•... ....•. . •. . 
Fuel pipe union nuts •...••.•... , ••. • • .. ..•.• . •...•••.• ••. .. . 
Fuel pressure sensor . .......... . ........ . ... .. ...... . .. , .• . 
Fuel raH mounting bolts . ............ ... . ..... .. ....... ... . . . 
Inlet manifold nuts and bolts •..•.•... •....•...••.. •...• •. •.•. 
Injection pump: 

Front mounting boItsInut ......... .. ....... . .. ...... ...... . 
Rearbracketbolts ................. ........... .......... . 
Mounting bracket·to-eyInder head bolts ........ •.. .....•.•.•. 

Injector retaining damp nut .. . ......... ..... ................ . 

T~ 

M04XlIing ruts .................... ............ ..... .. ... . 
Exhaust IIange bolts .......... . . .... . .... .. ... .. ....... . . . 
Support bracket 

Bracket·to-cylinder block bolts . .. . .... •. . . . ••.•... • •...•. 
Bracket·la-turbo bolt ..••...•.•......•....•......••...•. 

Oil feed pipe: 
Pipe-la-turbo union bolt .....•...•.... •. 
Pipe-Io-cylinder block union nut ...... . 

Oil relum hose uniorl bolts . , •.• • .•...... •... •• .. .....••.... 

Nm 

30 
2. 

20 

• 
" 
20 
23 
20 
23 
90 

10 
20 ,. 
20 
35 
23 
23 

23 
20 
20 
30 

2. 
23 

23 
30 

22 
4' 
12 

Ibfft 

22 ,. 
" 
• 13 

I. 
17 
I. 
17 

•• 
7 

" 13 
I. 
2. 
17 
17 

17 
I. 

" 22 

,. 
17 

17 
22 ,. 
35 
9 
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General information 

1.9 litre WJZ engine models 
1 The fuel system consists of a fuel tank 
(which is mounted under the rear of the car), a 
fuel filter with Integral water separator, a fuel 
injection pump, injectors and associated 
components. 
2 The injection pump draws fuel from the tank 
through the fuel filter, which is mounted on 
the thermostat housing on the left-hand end 
of the cylinder head. The fuel fitter removes all 
foreign matter and water, and ensures that the 
fuel supplied to the injection pump is clean. 
Excess fuel is retumed from the bleed outlet 
on the filter housing lid to the tank. The filter 
housing incorporates a thermostat. When the 
temperature of the fuel in Ihe filter housing is 
below 15cC, the filter housing thermostat 
opens and allows the fuel 10 circulate between 
the filter housing and thermostat housing 
which effectively warms the fuel. When the 
fuel in the filter housing reaches 35°C, the 
thermostat closes. 
3 The fuel injection pump is driven at half
crankshaft speed by the timing belt. The high 
pressure required to inject the fuel into the 
compressed air in the swirl chambers is 
achieved by two opposed pistons forced 
together by rollers running in a cam ring. The 
fuel passes through a central rotor with a 
single outlet drill ing which aligns with ports 
leading to the infactor pipes. 
4 Fuel metering is controlled by a centrifugal 
governor, which feacts to accelerator pedal 
position and engine speed. The governor is 
linked to a metering valve, which increases or 
decreases the amount of fuel delivered at 
each pumping stroke. 

Fast idle cable end 
fitting 

2 Fast idle lever 
3 Fast idle cable 
4 Fast idle cable 

adjustment screw and 
locknut 

5 Maximum speed 
adjustment screw 

6 Accelerator lever 
7 Anti-stall speed 

adjustment screw 
8 Manual stop lever 
J Fast idle cable end 

fitting clearance 
J 

5 Basic injection timing is determined when 
the timing belt is fitted. When the engine is 
running, it is varied automatically to suit the 
prevailing engine speed by a mechanism 
which turns the cam plate or ring. 
6 The four fuel injectors produce a 
homogeneous spray of fuel into the swirl 
chambers located in the cylinder head. The 
injectors are calibrated 10 open and close at 
critical pressures to provide efficient and 
even combustion. Each injector needle is 
lubricated by fuel, which accumulates in 
the spring chamber and is channelled 
to the injection pump return hose by leak-off 
pipes. 
7 Cold starting is assisted by preheater or 
'glow' plugs fitted to each swirl chamber. A 
thermostatic senso r in the cooling system 
operates a fast idle lever on the injection 
pump to increase the idling speed when the 
engine is cold. 
S A stop solenoid cuts the fuel supply to the 
injection pump rotor when the ignition is 
switched off, and there is also a hand
operated stop lever for use in a'l emergency 
(see illustration). 
9 Provided that the specified maintenance is 
carried out, the fuel injection equipment will 
give long and trouble·free service. The 
injection pump itself may well outlasl the 
engine. The main potential cause of damage 
to the inject ion pump and injectors is dirt or 
water in the fuel. 
10 A catalytic converter and exhaust gas 
recirculation (EGR) system are fitted to the 
engine to reduce exhaust emissions. Refer to 
Part D of this Chapter for further information. 
11 Servicing of the injection pump and 
injectors is very limited for the home 
mechanic, and any dismantling or adjustment 
other than that described in this Chapter must 
be entrusted to a PeugeoVCitroen dealer or 
fuel injection specialist. 

7 

3 6 4 5 

1.8 Lucas injection pump details -1 .9 litre WJZ engine models 

A 
Waming: It is necessary to take 

, certain precautions when 
• working on the fuel system 

components, particularly the 
fuel injectors. Before carrying out any 
operations on the fusl system, refer to the 
precautions given in 'Saf ety f irst!' at the 
beginning of this m anual, and to any 
additional warning notes at the s tart of the 
relevant Sections. 

1.9 litre WJYeng;ne models 
12 Later 1.9 litre engines (WJY) are fitted with 
an electronically controlled fuel injection 
pump to improve emissions in order to meet 
the next level of emission standards being 
introduced. The fuel system is very similar to 
that described in paragraphs 1 to 11, with the 
following changes to the injection pump. 
13 The fuel injection pump electrical control 
system consists of the ECU, along with the 
following sensors: 
a) Throttle potentiorneter - informs the 

injection pump accelerator lever posifion, 
and the rate of throttle opening/closing. 

b) Airflow meter (incorporating the intake air 
temperature sensor- informs the ECU of 
the amount and temperature of air 
passing through the intake duct. 

c) Coolant temperature sensor - informs the 
ECU of engine temperature. 

d) Crankshaft sensor - informs the ECU of 
the crankshaft position and speed of 
rotation. 

e) Vehicle speed sensor - informs the ECU 
of the vshicle speed. 

f) Injector needle lift sensor - informs the 
ECU when the start of injection occurs at 
No 1 injector. 

g) Atmospheric pressure sensor 
(incorporated in the ECU) - measures the 
atmospheric pressure to prevenf 
problems when driving at high-altitude_ 

14 All the above signals are analysed by the 
ECU which controls the injection timing via 
the advance solenoid valve which is frtted to 
the injection pump. By opening and closing 
the solenoid valve, the ECU can advance and 
retard the injection timing as necessary. When 
the advance solenoid is open, the hydraulic 
pressure on the pump piston is reduced 
which results in the injection timing being 
retarded. To advance the injection timing, the 
ECU closes the solenoid valve which 
increases the pressure on the piston. 
15 The ECU also controls the exhaust gas 
recirculation (EGR) system, described in detail 
in Part D of this Chapter, and the engine 
cooling fan. 
16 If there is an abnormality In any of the 
readings obtained from the various sensors, 
the ECU enters its back-up mode. In this 
event, it ignores the abnormal sensor signal 
and assumes a preprogrammed value which 
will allow the engine to continue running 
(albeit at reduced efficiency). If the ECU enters 
this back-up mode, the warning light on the 
instrument panel will come on, and the 
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relevant fault code will be stored in the ECU 
memory. 
17 II the warning light Illuminates, the vehic le 
should be taken to a PeugeotlCitr~n dealer 
or engine diagnostic specialist at the earliest 
opportunity. Once there, a complete test 01 
the engine management system can be 
carried out, using a special electronic 
diagnostic test unit, which is plugged into the 
system's diagnostic connector located 
adjacent to the passenger's compartment 
fusebox. 

.& 
Warning: It ;s necessary to take 

, certain precautions when 
• worlf;ng on the fuel system 

components, particularly the 
fuel injectors. Before carrying out any 
operations on the fuel system, refer to the 
precautions given in 'Safety first!' at the 
beginning of this m anual, and to any 
additional warning notes at the s tart of the 
relevant Sections. 

2.0 litre models 
18 All 2.0 litre engines are fitted with a high
pressure diesel Injection (HDQ system which 
incorporates the very latest in diesel injection 
technology. On the HDi system, the injection 
pump is used purely to provide the pressure 
required for the injection system and has no 
control over the injection timing (unlike 
conventional diesel injection systems). The 
injection timing is controlled by the electronic 
control unit (ECU) via the electrically-operated 
Injectors. The system operates as follows. 
19 The fuel system consists of a fuel tank 
(which is mounted under the rear of the car, 
with an electric fuel supply pump immersed in 
it on the Bosch system), a fuel filler with 
integral water separator, a fuel injection 
pump, injectors and associated components. 
20 Fuel is supplied to the fuel filter housing 
which is located at the front of the engine. The 
fuel filter removes all foreign matter and water 
and ensures that the fuel supplied to the 
injection pump is clean. Excess fuel is 
returned from the outlet on the filter housing 
lid to the tank via the fuel cooler. The fuel 
coolElf is frtled to the underside of the vehicle 
and is cooled by the passing airflow to ensure 
the fuel is cool before it enters the fuel tank. 
21 The fuel is heated to ensure no problems 
occur when the ambient temperature is very 
low. On early models the filter housing is 
connected to the coolant outlet housing on 
the left-hand end of the cylinder head and is 
fitted with a thermostat. When the 
temperature of the fuel in the liltElf housing is 
below 15°C, the filtet housing thermostat 
opens and allows the fuel to circulate around 
the coolant outlet housing which effectively 
warms the fuel. When the fuel in the filter 
housing reaches 25OC, the thermostat closes. 
On later models an electrically-operated fuel 
heater is frtled to the fuel feed pipe to the filter 
housing, the heatElf is cootrolled by the ECU. 
22 The fuel injection pump is driven at half
crankshaft speed by the timing belt. The high 

pressure required in the system (up to 1350 
bar) is produced by the three pistons in the 
pump. The injection pump supplles high 
pressure fuel to the fuel rail, which acts as a 
reservoir for the four Injectors. Since the 
injection pump has no control over the 
injection timing (unlike conventional diesel 
injection systems), this means that there is no 
need to time the injection pump when 
installing the timing belt. 
23 The electrical control system consists of 
the ECU, along with the following sensors: 
s) Accelerator pedal position sensor

informs the ECU of the accelerator pedal 
position, and the rate of throttle 
opening/closing. 

b) Coolant temperature senSOf- informs the 
ECU of engine temperature. 

c) Airflow meter (incorporating the intake air 
temperature sensor- informs the ECU of 
the amount and temperature of air 
passing through the intake duct. 

d) Crankshaft sensor - informs the ECU of 
the crankshaft position and speed of 
rotation. 

e) camshaft position sensor - informs the 
ECU of the positions of the pistons. 

f) Fuel temperature sensor (where fitted)
informs the ECU of the temperature of the 
fuel in the fuel rail. 

g) Fuel pressure sensor - informs the ECU 
of the fuel pressure present in the fuel rail. 

h) Atmospheric pressure sensor 
(incorporated in the ECU) - measures the 
atmospheric pressure to prevent 
problems when driving at high-altitude. 

I) Vehicle speed sensor- informs the ECU 
of the vehicle speed. 

)J Power steering pressure switch - informs 
the ECU when the power steering pump 
is under load. 

k) Air conditioning system relay - in forms 
ECU when the air conditioning 
compressor is under load. 

24 All the above signals are analysed by the 
ECU which selects the fuelling response 
appropriate to those values. The ECU controls 
the fuel injectors (varying the pulse width - the 
length of lime the injectors are held open - to 
provide a richer or weaker mixture. as 
appropriate). The mixture is constantly varied 
by the ECU, to provide the best setting for 
cranking, starting (with either a hot or cold 
engine), warm-up, idle, cruising and 
acceleration . The injectors are operated 
'semi-sequentiatly', injectors No 1 and 4 being 
operated as one pair and injectors No 2 and 3 
as the othElf. 
25 The ECU also has full control over the fuel 
pressure present in the fuel rail via the high
pressure fuel regulator and third piston 
deactivator solenoid valve which are fitted to 
the injection pump. To reduce the pressure, 
the ECU opens the high-pressure fuel 
regulator which allows the excess fuel to 
retum direct to the tank from the pump. The 
third piston deactivator is used mainly to 
reduce the load on the engine, but can a!so be 

used to lower the fuel pressure. The 
deactivator solenoid valve relieves the fuel 
pressure from the third piston of the pump 
which results in on!y two of the pistons 
pressurising the fuel system. 
26 The ECU also controls the exhaust gas 
recirculation (EGR) system, described in detail 
in Part D of this Chapter, and the engine 
cooling lan. 
27 A turbocharger is fitted to increases 
engine efficiency. It does this by raising the 
pressure in the inlet manifold above 
atmospheric pressure. Instead of the air 
simply being sucked into the cylinders, It is 
forced in. 
28 Energy for the operation of the 
turbocharger comes from the exhaust gas. 
The gas flows through a specially-shaped 
housing (the turbine housing) and in so doing. 
spins the turbine wheel. The turbine wheel is 
attached to a shaft, at the end of which is 
another vaned wheel known as the 
compressor wheel. The compressor wheel 
spins in its own housing, and compresses the 
inlet air on tile way to the inlet manifold. The 
turbo shaft is pressure-lubricated by an all 
feed pipe from the main oil gallery. The shaft 
'floats' Ofl a cushion of oil. A drain pipe returns 
the oi l to the sump. Boost pressure (the 
pressure in the inlet manifold) is limited by a 
wastegate, which diverts the exhaust gas 
away from the lurbine wheel in response to a 
pressure-sensitive actuator. 
29 If there is an abnormality in any of the 
readings obtained from the various sensors, 
the ECU enters its back-up mode. In this 
event, it ignores the abnormal sensor signa! 
and assumes a preprogrammed value wllich 
will allow the engine to continue running 
(albeit at reduced efficiency). If the ECU enters 
this back-up mode, the warning light on the 
instrument panel will come on, and the 
relevant fault code will be stored in tile ECU 
memory. 
30 If the warning light illuminates, the vehicle 
should be taken to a PeugeoVCitroen dealer 
or engine diagnostic specialist at the earliest 
opportunity. Once there, a complete test of 
the engine management system can be 
carried out, using a special e!ectronic 
diagnostic test unit, which is plugged into the 
system's diagnostic connector located 
adjacent to the passenger's compartment 
fusebox. 

2 High pressure Diesel 
injection system - special 
jnformation 

Warnjngs and precautions 
1 It is essential to Observe strict precautions 
when working on the fuel system 
components, particularly the high pressure 
side of the system. Before carrying out any 
operations on the fuel system, refer to the 
precautions given in Safety first! at the 
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• 

2.4 Typical plastic plug and cap set for 
sealing disconnected fuel pipes and 

components 

beginning of this manual, and to the following 
additional information. 
• Do not carry out any repair worlt on the 
high pressure fuel system unless you are 
competent to do so, hails all the necessaty 
lools and equipment required, and are 
aware of the safety Implications involved. 
• Before s tarting any repair work on the 
fuel system, waif at least 30 seconds after 
switching off the engine to af/ow the fuel 
circuit to return to atmospheric pressure. 
• Never work on the high pressure fuel 
system with the engine running. 
• Keep welf clear of any possible source of 
fuel leakage, particularly when starting the 
engine a fter carrying out repair work. A 
leak in the system could cause an 
extremely h igh pressure jet of fuel to 
escape, which could result In severe 
personal inj ury. 
• Never place your hands or any part of 
your body near to a leak in the high 
pressure fuel system. 
• Do not use steam cleaning equipment or 
compressed air to c lean the engine or any 
of the fuel system components. 

Repair procedures 
and general information 
2 Strict cleanliness must be observed at all 
limes when working on any part of the fuel 
system. This applies to the working area in 
general, the person doing the work, and the 
components being worked on. 
3 Before working on the fuel system 
components, they must be thoroughly 

3.18 Remove the fasteners from the right
hand side ... 

2.7 Two crow-foot adaptors will be 
necessary for tightening the fuel p ipe 

unions 

cleaned with a suitable degreasing fluid. 
PeugeoVCitroen recommend the use of a 
specific product (SODIMAC degreasing fluid -
available from PeugeoVCitroen dealers). 
Al ternatively, a suitable brake cleaning fluid 
may be used. Cleanliness is particularly 
important when working on t he fuel system 
connections at the following components: 

a) Fuel filter. 
b) Injection pump. 
c) Fuel rail. 
d) Fuel injectors. 
e) High pressure fuel pipes. 

4 After disconnecting any fuel pipes or 
components. the open union or orifice must 
be immediately sealed to prevent the entry of 
dirt or foreign material. Plastic plugs and caps 
in various sizes are available in packs from 
motor factors and accessory outlets, and are 
particularly suitable for this application (see 
illustration). Fingers cut from disposable 
rubber gloves should be used to protect 
components such as fuel pipes, fuel injectors 
and wiring connectors, and can be secured in 
place using elastic bands. Suitable gloves of 
this type are available at no cost from most 
petrol station forecourts. 
5 Whenever any of the high pressure fuel 
pipes are disconnected or removed, a new 
pipe(s) must be obtained for refining. 
6 On the completion of any repair on the high 
pressure fuel system, PeugeoVCitroen 
recommend the use of AROROX 901 BRENT 
leak-detecting compound. This is a powder 
which is applied to the fuel pipe unions and 
connections and turns white when dry. Any 

3.1b ... and top of the engine cover ... 

leak in the system will cause the product to 
darken indicating the source of the leak. 
7 The torque wrench settings given in the 
Specifications must be strictly observed when 
tightening component mountings and 
connections. This is particularly important 
when tightening the high pressure fuel pipe 
unions. To enable a torque wrench to be used 
on the fuel pipe unions, two crOW-foot 
adaptors are required (peugeoVCitro~n 

special tools {-I. 1603-G and (-I. 1603-F). 
Suitable alternatives are available from motor 
factors and accessory outlets (see 
illustration). 

3 Air cleaner assembly and ~ 
intake ducts - removal and ~ 

refitting ~ 

Removal - 1.9 litre models 

WJZ engine models 
1 Release the fasteners from the right-hand 
side and top of the engine COVef then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose its mounting 
rubbers (see illustrations). 
2 Slacken and remove the two bolts securing 
the air intake duct to the front body panel. 
Slacken the retaining clip then detach the 
duct from the side of the air cleaner and 
remove it from the vehicle. 
3 Slacken the retaining c lips securing the inlet 
duct to the air cleaner lid and EGR valve 
housing. Undo the mounting bolt at the base 
of the resonator, then disconnect the duct and 
remove it from the engine. 
4 Undo the bolt securing the base of the air 
cleanef housing to the support brackel Lift up 
the housing, disengage the front locating 
pegs and remove it from the vehicle. 

WJY engine models -
prew$eptember 2002 
5 Release the fasteners from the right-hand 
side and top of the engine cover then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose its mounting 
rubbers (see illustrations 3.1a to 3.1 c). 
6 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
7 Slacken the retaining clips securing the inlet 

3.1 c .•• then remove the cover from the 
engIne -1.9 litre models 
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3.7a Slacken the clip (arrowed) securing 
the inlet duct to the airflow meter •.. 

3.8 Disconnect the wiring connector from 
the airflow meter - early 1.9 litre models 

3.10 Undo the bolt (arrowed) securing the 
air cleaner upper mounting bracket to the 
body sidemember - earty 1.9 litre models 

3.15 Undo the nut (arrowed) securing the 
air intake duct to the front body panel

later 1.9 litre models 

3.7b ... and to the EGR valve housing .. . 

3.9 Undo the screw securing the air Intake 
duct to the front body panel- earty 1.9 litre 

models 

3.13 Air cleaner lower retaining nuts 
(arrowed) - earty 1.9 litre models 

3.16 Withdraw the duct from the base of 
the air cleaner and remove it from the 

vehicle -later 1.9 litre models 

3.7c ... then undo the resonator mounting 
bolt and remove the duct from the engine_ 

early 1.9 litre models 

duct to the airflow meter on the air cleaner lid, 
and to the EGR valve housing. Undo the 
mounting bolt at the base of the resonator, 
then disconnect the ducl and remove it from 
the engine (see illustrations). 
8 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
airflow meter. mounted on the air cleaner lid 
(see illustration). 
9 Undo the screw securing the air intake duct 
to the front body panel (see illustration). 
Slide the duct sideways slightly to disengage 
the additional retaining tab. 
10 Undo the bolt securing the air cleaner 
upper mounting bracket to the body 
sidemember (see illustration). 
11 Rrmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
12 Remove the left-hand roadwheel and 
undo the screws securing the front of the 
wheel arch liner to the bumper and front wing. 
13 Ease the wheel arch lioor from its location, 
then undO the two air cleaner lower retaining 
nuts (see illustration). Uft the air cleaner and 
air intake duct upwards and out of the engine 
compartment. If necessary, slacken the 
retaining clip and separate the intake duct 
from the air cleaner housing. 

WJY engine models -
post-September 2002 
14 Release the fasteners from the right-hand 
side and top of the engine cover then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose its mounting 
rubbers (see illustrations 3.1a to 3.1e). 
15 Undo the nut securing the air intake duct 
to the front body panel (see illustratIon). utt 
the duct off the mounting stud and slide il 
sideways slightly to disengage the additional 
retaining tab. 
16 Withdraw the duct from the base of the air 
cleaner and remove it from the vehicle (see 
Illustration). 
17 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
airflow meter, mounted on the side of the air 
cleaner lid (see illustration). 
18 Slacken the retaining clip securing the 
inlet duct to the EGR valve housing and undO 
the mounting bolt at the base of the 
resonalor. 
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3.17 Disconnect the wiring connector 
from the airflow meter -later 1.9 litre 

models 

19 Withdraw the duct from the EGR valve 
housing, and disengage the air cleaner 
housing' from its mounting bracket. Uft the 
duct and air cleaner housing out of the engine 
compartment as an assembly (see 
illustration). 

Removal - 2.0 litre models 

Pre-September 2002 models 
20 Remove the fasteners (rotate them 90" to 
release them) and remove the engine cover 
(see illustrations). 
21 Slacken the retaining clips and free the 
flexible duct from the airflow meter and 
turbocharger rigid inlet duct (see illustration). 
Suitably plug or cover the turbocharger rigid 

3.23b .. . then lift the air cleaner housing 
upward at the rear and disengage the front 

locating lugs - ear1y 2.0 litre models 

3.19 Uft the duct and air cleaner housing 
out of the engine compartment as an 

assembly -later 1.9 litre models 

inlet duct, using clean rag to prevent any dirt 
or foreign material from entering. 
22 Unscrew the two bolts and free the 
accelerator pedal position sensor bracket 
from the side of the air cleaner housing. 
23 DIsconnect the wiring connector from the 
airflow meter on the side of the air cleaner lid. 
Lift the air cleaner housing assembly off of its 
mounting bracket and remove it from the 
engine compartment (see illustrations). 
24 To remove the air intake duct, Slacken the 
retaining clip and disconnect the duct from 
the intake sleeve on the front body panel. 
Undo the bolts securing the duel to the air 
cleaner mounting bracket and remove the 
duct from the engine compartment. 
25 The rigid ducts at the rear of the engine, 

3.21 Disconnect the flexible air inlet duct 
from the airflow meter and turbocharger 

rigid inlet duct - early 2.0 litre models 

3.27 Undo the upper mounting bolt 
(arrowed) securing the rigid inlet duct to 
the inlet manifold - earty 2.0 litre models 

release it, .. 

connecting the turbocharger to the nexible air 
Inlet duct and to the Inlet manifold, are 
inaccessible with the engine in the car. To gain 
access it will be necessary to either remove 
the engine/transmission unit as described in 
Chapter 2E, or remove the front suspension 
subframe as described in Chapter 10. 
26 Once access has been gained, begin 
removal of the turbocharger rigid inlet duct by 
disconnecting the crankcase ventilation hose 
at the top of the duct. 
27 Undo the bolt securing the duct to the 
inlet manifold elbow (see illustration). 
28 At the lower end, undo the boN securing 
the duct to the turbocharger (see 
Illustration). uti off the duct and recover the 
seal from the lower end. 

3.23a Disconnect the wiring connectOf' 
from the airflow meter •.• 

3.28 Undo the bolt securing the rigid inlet 
duct to the turbocharger and remove the 

duct - early 2.0 litre models 
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3.32 Undo the nut securing the air mtake 
duct to the front body panel -later 2.0 ltire 

models 

3.358 Disengage the air cleaner housing 
from its mounting bracket ... 

29 To remove the turbocharger-to. lnlet 
manifold rigid plastic duct, slacken the 
retaining dip and release the COl .. oectii IQ hose 
from the I'\Iet manifold elbow. 
30 Slacken the clip securing the connecting 
hose at the lower end of the duct to the 
turbocharger. Release the attachment strap 
from the lug on the turbocharger and 
withdraw the duct from the engine. 

Post-September 2002 models 

31 Remove the fasteners (rotate them 90" to 
release them) and remove the engine cover 
(see illustrations 3.208 and 3.2Ob). 
32 Undo the nut securing the air intake duct 
to the front body panel (see iHustration). Uft 
the duct off the mounting stud and slide it 

4.18 Free the accelerator inner cable from 
the lever .•. 

3.33 Dtsconnect the wiring connector 
from the airflow meter - later 2.0 litre 

models 

3.35b •. . then remo ... e the air cleaner 
housing end intake duct as an assembty

later 2.0 litre models 

sideways sHghtly to disengage the additional 
retaring tab. 
33 Oiscomect the wiing connector from the 
airflow mets( at the rear of the air deaner lid 
(see illustration). 
34 Slacken the retaining dip and disconnect 
the flexible air inlet duct from the airflow meter 
(see illustration). 
35 Disengage the air cleaner housing from its 
mounting brackel, then lift the air cleaner 
housing and air intake duct out of the engine 
compartment as an assembly (see 
Illustrations). 
36 To remove the rigid ducts at the rear of 
the engine, proceed as described In 
paragraphs 25 to 30 above. 

4.1 b , •• then wtthclraw the outer cable 
from the pump bracket, complete with 

spring clip - 1.9 litre models 

3.34 5aacken the retainjng clip and 
disconnect the flexible air inlet duct from 
the airflow meter - later 2.0 litre models 

Refitting 
37 Refilling Is a reversal of the removal 
procedure, ensuring that all hoses and ducts 
are properly reconnected and correctly seated 
and are securely held by their retaining 
cips/bolts. 

4 Accelerator cable - removal, 
refitting and adjustment 

Removal 

1.911tr6 models 

1 Remove the air Inlet duct as described In 
Section 3. Free the accelerator inner cable 
from the injection pump accelerator le ... er, 
then putt the outer cable out from the 
mounting bracket, complete with its spring 
clip. Whilst the cable is discomected, remove 
the cable locating collar from the mounting 
bnIcket for safe-keeping (see illustrations). 

2.0 litre models-
pre-September 2002 
2 Remove the fasteners (rotate them 90" to 
release them) and remove the engine cover 
(see Illustrations 3.208 and 3.2Ob). 
3 Unscrew the two bolts and free the 
acceleratOf pedal position sensor bracket 
from the side of the air cleaner housing. 
Detach the acceleratOf Inner cable from the 
senSOf. then pull the outer cable out from 

4.1c Remove the cable locating collar 
from the ptlmp whilst the cable is removed 

- 1.9 litre models 
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4.3 Detach the accelerator inner cable 
from the pedal position sensor - early 

2.0 litre models 

sensor bracket, complete with the spring clip 
(see Illustration). 

2.0 litre models -
post-September 2002 

4 Detach the accelerator inner cable from the 
pedal position sensor, located above the 
right-hand engine transmission mounting (see 
Rlustration). 
S Withdraw the outer cable from the rubber 
grommet on the sensor bracket, complete 
with the spring cl ip. 

All models 
6 Working back along the length of the cable, 
free it from any retain ing cl ips or ties, noting 
its correct routing. 
7 Working inside the car, remove the fusebox 
cover and the undercover from beneath the 
facia on the driver's side. 
S Reach up under the facia, depress the ends 
of the cable end fitting and detach the inner 
cable from the top of the accelerator pedaL 
Where fitted, pull out the clip secwing the 
bulkhead grommet. 
S Tie a length of string 10 the end of the cable. 
10 Return to the engine compartment, 
release the cable grommet from the bulkhead 
and withdraw the cable. When the end of the 
cable appears, untie the string and leave it in 
posit ion - It can then be used to draw the 
cable back into position on refitting. 

Refitting 
11 11e the string to the ellCf of the cable, then 
use the string to draw the cable into position 
through the bulkhead. Once the cable end is 
visible, untie the string, then anach the inner 
cable to the pedal. Where applicable, refit the 
bulkhead grommet clip. 
12 From within the engine compartment, 
ensure Ihe outer cable is correctly seated in 
the bulkhead grommet, then work along the 
cable, securing it in position with the retaining 
Clips and ties, and ensuring that the cable is 
correctly routed. 
13 On 1.9 litre models, fit the locating collar to 
the mounting bracket then pass the cable 
through the collar and reconoect the inner cable 
to the accelerator lever. Adjust the cable as 
described below, then refit the facia trim panels. 
14 On 2.0 litre models, pass the outer cable 

4.4 Detach the accelerator inner cable 
from the pedal position sensor (arrowed) 

later 2.0 litre models 

through the sensor bracket grommet and 
reconnect the inner cable to the accelerator 
pedal position sensor. Where applicable, refit 
the sensor bracket to the side of the air 
cleaner housing, tightening its retaining bo!ls 
securely. Adjust the cable as described 
below, then refrt the facia trim panels. 

Adjustment 
15 On all models, remove the spring clip from 
the accelerator outer cable (see illustration). 
Ensuring that the injection pump leverl 
accelerator pedal position sensor Is fully 
against its stop, genlly pull the cable out of its 
grommet until all free play is removed from 
the Inner cable. 
16 With the cable held in this position, refit 
the spring clip to the last e)lposed outer cable 
groove in front of the rubber grommet and 
washer. When the clip is refitted and the outer 
cable is released, there should be only a small 
amount of free play in the inner cable. 
17 Have an assistant depress the accelerator 
pedal, and check that the accelerator 
lever/pedal position sensor opens fully and 
returns smoothly to its stop. 
18 On completion, refit the engine cover, 
securing it in position with the fasteners. 

5 Accelerator pedal -
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Detach the accelerator cable from the pedal 
as described in Section 4. 

Right-hand drive models 
2 Unscrew the nut from the end of the pedal 
pivot shaft, whilst retaining the pivot shaft with 
an open-ended spanner on the flats provided. 
3 Withdraw the pedal and pivot shaft 
assembly from the support bracket. 
4 &amine the pivot shaft for signs of wear or 
damage and, if necessary, renew it. The pivot 
shaft is a screw fit in the pedal. 

Left-hand drive m odels 

5 Unscrew the two nuts and lift off the pedal 
pivot housing cover and upper bearing. 

4.15 Slide off the spring clip and adjust the 
accelerator cable as described in text-

1.9 litre model shown 

6 Withdraw the pedal from the lower bearing. 
7 Examine the pivot bushes and shaft for 
signs of wear and renew as necessary. 

Refitting 
8 Refitting !S a reversal of the removal 
procedure, applying a little multi-purpose 
grease to the pedal pivot point. On 
completion, adjust the accelerator cable as 
described in Section 4. 

6 Fuel system -
priming and bleeding 

1 After disconnecting part of the fuel supply 
system or running out of fuel , it is necessary 
to prime the fuel system and bleed off any air 
which may have entered the system 
components, as follows. 

1.9 litre models 
2 All models are fined with a hand-operated 
priming pump which is built into the fuel filter 
housing. To gain access to the pump. release 
the fasteners from the right-hand side and top 
of the engine cover then 11 ft off the cover, 
taking care not to lose its mounting rubbers 
(see illustrations 3.1a to 3.1c). 
3 Pump the priming pump until resistance is 
fe lt then pump a few more times (see 
illust ration). This will prime the fuel system 
components and remove all air from the 
system. 

6.3 Priming the fuel system -
1.9 litre models 
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4 Start the engine as normal. If difficulty is 
encountered, pump the priming pump a lew 
times with the ignition switched on. 
5 Once the engine has started, ensure the 
mounting rubbers are all correctly fitted then 
install the engine cover, securing it in position 
with the fasteners. 

2.0 litre models 

Bosch injection pump 

Note: A new fuel fitter drain plug and O-ring 
will be required for this operation. 
6 Remove the fasteners (rotate them 900 to 
release them) and remove the engine cover 
(see illustrations 3.2Oa and 3.2Ob). 
7 On completion of wort<. on the fuel system 
slacken, Of leave loose (as appropriate), the 
new fuel fJ1ter drain plug. Operate the low 
pressure pump 4 or 5 times by switching 
on the ignition each time for a period 
of 5 seconds. Switch off the ignition and wait 
for a period of 5 to 10 seconds to allow the 
pressure to fall in the fuel supply circuit. 
Tighten the drain plug and wipe away all spilt 
fuel. Start the engine and check that there is 
no sign whatever of fuel seepage from the 
filter drain plug once the engine is running. 

Siemens injection pump 

8 Remove the fasteners (rotate them 900 to 
release them) and remove the engine cover 
(see illustrations 3.2Oa and 3.2Ob). 
9 A hand·operated priming pump is located 
on the front right-hand side of the engine (see 
illustration). 
10 Pump the priming pump until resistal"'ce is 
felt then pump a few more times. This will 
prime the fuel system components and 
remove all air from the system. 
t 1 Start the engine as normal. If difficulty is 
encountered, pump Ihe priming pump a few 
times with the ignition switched on. 
12 Once the engine has started , refit the 
engine cover, securing it in position with the 
fasteners. 

7 Fuel supply pump (2.0 litre 
models) - removal and 
refitting 

1 On models with a Bosch Injection pump, 
the diesel fuel supply pump is located In the 
same position as the conventional fuel pump 
on petrol engine models, and the removal and 
refitting procedures are virtually identical. 
Refer 10 Chapter 4A, Section 8. 
2 A fuel supply pump is not fitted to models 
with a Siemens Injection pump. 

8 Fuel gauge sender unrt -
removal and refitting 

1 The fuel gauge sender unit can be removed 
as described in Chapter 4A, Section 8. Note: 
On 1.9 litre models, and 2.0/itre models with a 

6.9 Priming pump location (arrowed) on 
2.0 litre models with Siemens injection 

pump 

Siemens injection pump, the fuel gauge 
sender unit does not have the fuel pump as 
part of the assembly. On 2.0 litre models with 
a Bosch injection pump, the fuel gauge sender 
unit is an integral part of the fuel pump and is 
not available separately. 
2 On completion, bleed the fuel system as 
described in Section 6. 

9 Fuel tank -
removal and refitting 

Refer to Chapter 4A, Section 10. 

10 Fast idle thennostatic sensor 
(1.9 litre models) - removal, 
refitting and adjustment 

Removal 
Note: A new sealing washer must be used 
when refitting the sensor. 
1 The thermostatic sensor is located in the 
side of the thermostaVfuel filter housing. 
2 To gain access to the sensor, remove the 
relevant air intake duct(s) as described in 
Section 3. 
3 Drain the cooling system as described in 
Chapter 1B. 
4 Loosen tile clamp screw or nut (as 
applicable). and disconnect the fast idle cable 
end fitting from the inner cable at the fuel 

10.4 Slacken the retaining screw 
(arrowed) then slide the end fittin9 off the 

fast idle cable -1 .9 litre models 

injection pump fast idle lever (see 
illustration). 
5 Slide the cable from the adjustment SCrew 
located In the bracket on the fuel injection 
pump. 
6 Using a suitable open-ended spanner, 
unscrew the thermostatic sensor from the fuel 
filter/thermostat housing, and withdraw the 
sensor complete with the cable. Recover the 
sealing washer and discard it; a new one 
should be used on refitting. 

Refitting 
7 Fit the sensor, complete with a new sealing 
washer, and tighten it securely. 
8 Ensure the cable is correctly routed then 
pass it through the adjustment screw on the 
bracket. 
9 Insert the inner cable through the fast idle 
lever, and position the end fitting on the cable, 
but do not tighten the clamp screw Of nut (as 
applicable). 
10 Adjust the cable as described in the 
following paragraphs. 

Adjustment 
11 If not already done, release the fasteners 
from the right·hand side and top of the 
engine cover then lift off the cover, taking care 
not to lose its mounting rubbers (see 
illustrations 3.1a to 3.1c). 
12 With the engine cold, slacken the fast idle 
cable end fitting clamp screw/nut. Push the 
fast idle lever fully towards the flywheel end of 
the engine then remove all slack from the 
cable. With the fast idle lever against its stop 
and the end fitting firmly against the lever, 
securely tighten the clamp screw or nut. 
13 Check the fast idle lever is firmly against 
its stop. If necessary, adjust the cable using 
the screw and locknut arrangement fitted to 
the injection pump bracket (see illustration). 
14 Ensure the end fitting clamp screw/nut 
and adjuster locknut are securely tightened 
then measure the exposed length of the fast 
idle inner cable. 
15 Refit the intake duct assembly (where 
removed - see Section 3). 
16 Refill the cooling system as described in 
Chapter 1 e , and run the engine to its normal 
operating temperatum. 
17 With the engine at its normal operating 

10.13 Fast idle cable adjustment screw 
and locknut -1 .9 litre models 
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temperature, the thermostatiC sensor cable 
should be slack with approximately 0.5 to 
1.0 mm of treeplay present. If no freeplay is 
present in the cable, it is likely that the 5eOSOf 

is faulty. If the thermostatic sensor is 
functioning correctly, the cable travel should 
be at least 6 mm from cold to hot. 
t8 Check that the engine speed increases 
when the fast idle lever is pushed towards the 
flYWheel end of the engine. 
19 If all is well, stop the engine and refit the 
relevant air intake ducts. 
20 Ensure the mounting rubbers are all 
correctly fitted then install the engine cover, 
securing it in position with the fasteners. 

11 Fuel injection pump (1.91i1re ~ 
models) - adjustment ~ ... 

1 The usual type of tachometer (rev counter), 
which works from ignition system pulses, 
cannot be used on diesel engines. For the 
following adjustments to be accurately carried 
out, it will be necessary to purchase or hire an 
appropriate tachometer, or entrust the work to 
a PeugeoVCitroen dealer or other suitably
equipped specialist. 
2 Before making adjustments, warm-up the 
engine to normal operating temperature. 
Make sure that the accelerator cable and fast 
idle cable are correctly adjusted as described 
In Sections 4 and 10 respectively. 
3 Release the fasteners from the right-hand 
side and top of the engine cover then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose its mounting 
rubbers (see illustrations 3.1a to 3,1cl. 

Lucas fuel injection pump 
.. With the engine Idling, place a shim of the 
correct thickness (see Specifications), 
between the pump control lever and the anti
stall adjustment screw (see Illustration). 
5 Push the manual stop lever back against its 
stop, and hold it in position by inserting a 3.0 
mm diameter rod/drill through the hole in the 
fast idle lever. 
8 The engine speed should be as specified 
for the anti-stall speed. 
7 If adjustment is necessary, loosen the 
locknut, turn the anti-stall adjustment screw 
as required, then tighten the locknut. 
8 Remove Ihe rod/drill and the shim, and 
check that the engine is idling at the specified 
idle speed. 
9 If adjustment is necessary, loosen the 
Iocknut on the idle speed adjustment screw. 
Tum the screw as required, and relighten the 
Iocknut. 
10 Move the pump control lever to increase 
the engine speed to approximately 3000 rpm, 
then quickly release the Jever. The deceleration 
period should be between 2.5 and 3.5 seconds, 
and the engine speed should drop to 
approximately 50 rpm below idle. 
11 If the deceleration is too fast and the 
engine stalls, unscrew the anti-stall 

Fast idle cable end 
fitting 

2 Fast idle lever 
3 Pump control lever 
4 Anti-stall adjustment 

scrow 
5 Manual stop lever 
6 Fast idle lever hole 
7 Shim for anti-stall speed 

adjustment 
8 Idle speed adjustment 

scrow 
J Fast idle cable end 

fitting clearance 

11.4 Lucas fuel injection pump adjustment points - 1.911tre models 

adjustment screw a quarter-tum towards the 
control lever. If the deceleration Is too slow, 
result ing in poor engine braking, turn the 
screw a quarter-tum away from the lever. 
12 Relighten the locknut after making an 
adjustment. Recheck the idle speed, and 
adjust if necessary as described previously. 
13 With the engine idling, check the opemtion 
of the manual stop control by tuming the stop 
lever clockwise (see illustration 11.4). The 
engine must stop Instantly. 

5 

9 

H32Zl6 

14 Disconnect the tachometer on completion 
and refit the engine cover. 

Bosch fuel injection pump 
15 Loosen the locknut, and unscrew the anti
stall adjustment screw until it is clear of the 
pump control lever (see illustration). 
16 Start the engine and allow it to idle. If the 
idle speed is incorrect, loosen the Iocknut and 
turn the idle speed adjustment screw as 
required, then relighten the locknut. 

11.15 Bosch fuel Injection pump adjustment points - 1.9 litre models 

1 Pump confrollever 
2 Maximum speed 

adjustment screw 

5 Fast idle cable 
6 Idle speed adjustment 

3 Anti-stall adjustment screw 7 
4 Fast idle cable adjustment 8 

scrow and Iocknut 9 

=w 
Fast idle lever 
Fast idle cable end fitting 
Fast idle adjustment scrow 

10 Mark to be made on 
accelerator cable for 
throttle position switch 
adjustment 

X= 1'.0mm 
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17 Insert a shim or feeler blade of the correct 
thickness between the pump conttollever and 
the anti-stall adjustment scteW. 

18 The engine speed should be as specified 
for the anti-stall speed. 
19 If adjustment is necessary. loosen the 
locknut and turn the anti-slatl adjustment 
screw as requi"ed. Aetighten the Iodu1ut. 
20 Remove the shim or feeler btade and 
allow the engine to idle. 
21 Slacken the locknut and unscrew the 
control lever damper adjustment screw, 
located on the rear of the lever, and Insert a 
2.0 mm shim or feeler blade between the 
damper rod and adjustment screw. Make sure 
the pump control lever is in the Idle position 
then turn the adjustment screw so that the 
feeler blade/shim is a light, sliding fit between 
the screw and damper rod. Hold the screw in 
this position, and tlghten its locknut. 
22 Move the fast idle lever fully towards the 
flywheel end of the engine, and check that the 
engine speed increases to the specified fast 
idle speed. If necessary, loosen the locknut 
and turn the fast idle adjusting screw as 
required. then retighten the Iocknut 
23 With the engine idling. check the 
openltlon of the manual stop control by 
turning the stop lever. The engine must stop - . 24 Disconnect the tachometer on 
~tion. 

25 With al/ the previousty described 
adjustments completed, check the 
adjustment of the throttle position switch 
located on the p!..ITlp control lever as follows. 
26 Working at the fuel injection p!..ITlp end of 
the accelerator cable, make a mark on the 
inner cable, 11 .0 mm from the end of the outer _e. 
27 Have an assistant depress the accelerator 
pedal until the mark on Ihe inner cable is 
aligned with the end of the outer cable. With 
the cable in this position, the throttle positiori 
switch contacts should just open. 
28 If adjustment is necessary. check that the 
mam on the inner cable Is still allgl"l8d with the 
outer cable end, then slacken the two switch 
retaining screws. 
29 Turn the switch body untll the contacts 
open and tighten the retaining screws. 
30 Refit the engine et:Net on completion. 

12 Injection system electrical ~ 
compolletlts removal and ~ 

refitting ~ 

1.9 litre WJZ engine models 

Stop solenoid 

1 The stop solenoid is part of the immobiliser 
uni1 which is located on the top of the fuel 

12.8 Uft the locking catches and 
disconnect the ECU wiring connectors -

early 1.9 litre models 

complex operation which should be entrusted 
10 a PeugeoVCitroAn dealer or diesel injection 
specialist. The Immobiliser unit Is secured in 
position with shear bolts which have to 
drilled out (a hIgh-risk operation which could 
lead to damage if carried out carelessly) and 
the new unit will have to be initialised on 
refitting. 

Fuel cut-off inertia switch 

Hate: A fuel cur-off inertia switch is nor fitted 
to all models. 
2 The fuel cut -off Inertia swnch is located in 
the right-hand rear corner of the engine 
compartment. To remove it, first disconnecl 
the battery negative terminal (refer to 
Disconnecting rhe battery in the Reference 
Chapter). 
3 Unscrew the retaining bolts then 
OlSCOnnect the wimg connector and remove 
the switch from the vehicle. 
4 Refitting is the reverse of removal. On 
completion, reset the switch by firmly 
depressing Its button. 

1.9 litre WJYengine models 

Stop solenoid 

5 See paragraph 1. 

Electronic control unit
pre-September 2002 models 
6 The ECU Is located In the plastic box which 
foons part of the rear of the battery tray. On 
some engines, access 10 the ECU retaining 

Injection pump, its purpose being 10 cut the 12.14b .•. and 11ft off the ECU cover - later 
fuel supply when the ignition Is switched off. 1.9 litre models 
Renewal of the immobiliser/solenoid unit Is a 

12.14a Undo the retaining nuts 
(arrowed) ..• 

nutsibolts is poor and it is benefiCial 10 
remove the battery mounting Iray as 
descrIbed in Chapter SA, then remove the 
ECU with the tray on the bench. 
7 DIsconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
8 Where fItted, lift up the cover over the 
ECU, then lift the locking catches and 
disconnect the ECU wiring connectors (see 
illustration). 
9 Undo the retaining nuts or bolts and 
lift the ECU mounting plate from the battery 
",,>,. 
10 Undo the retaining nuts or bolts and 
separate the ECU from the mounting plate. 
11 Refitting is a rev8fS8 of the removal 
procedure ensuing the wiring connectors are 
securely ......... A lOCted. 

EJec::tronic control unit
post-September 2002 models 
12 The ECU is located at the rear left·hand 
COIT\8f of the engine companment. above the 
suspension strut upper mounting. 
13 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
14 Undo the retaining nuts and lilt olf the 
ECU cover, where fitted (see lIIustratlons). 
15 Uft the ECU up and oH the mounting 
bracket. then lift the locking catches and 
disconnect the wiring connectors (see 
illustration). 
18 If required, the mounting bracket can be 

12.15 Lift the ECU off the mounting 
bracket, then disconnect the wiring 
connectors -later 1.9 titre models 
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12.16 ECU mounting bracket retaining 
bolts (arrowed) -later 1.9 litre models 

removed after undoing the three retaining nuts 
(see illustration) . 
17 Refitting Is a reverse of the removal 
procedure ensuring the wiring connectors are 
securely reconnected. 

Airflow meter-
pre-September 2002 models 
18 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
19 Slacken the retaining dip securing the air 
inlet duct 10 the airflow meter on the air 
cleaner lid. Detach the duct from the airflow 
meter. 
20 Disconnect the airflow meter wiring 
connector (see illustration). 
21 Slacken the retaining clip securing the 
airflow meter to the air cleaner lid aJ1d lift off 
the meler.{see Illustration}. 
22 Refitting is a reverse of the removal 
procedure ensuring the wiring connector is 
securely reconnected. 

Airflow meter-
post-September 2002 models 

23 Oisconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
24 Slacken the retaining clip securing the air 
inlet duct to the airflow meter on the air 
cleaner lid . 
25 Disconnect the airflow meter wiring 
connector (see illustration). 
26 Undo the four screws securing the lid 10 

12.27 Undo the two screws (arrowed) and 
withdraw the airflow meter from the air 

cleaner lid -later 1.9Utre models 

12.20 Disconnect the airflow meter wiring 
connector - earty 1.9 litre models 

the air cleaner housing (see illustration). Uft 
off the lid and detach the air inlet duct. 
27 Undo the two screws securing the airflow 
mets( to the air cleaner lid and withdraw the 
meter from the lid (see Illustration). 
28 Refitting is a reverse of the removal 
procedure ensuring the wiring connector is 
securely reconnected. 

Crankshaft sensor 
29 The crankshaft sensor is situated on the 
top of the transmission unit. 
30 To remove the sensor, first disconnect the 
battery negative terminal (refer to 
Disconnecting the battery in the Reference 
Chapter). 
31 Oisconnect the wiring connector from the 
sensor then slacken the mounting bolt and 
remove the sensor from the transmission unit 

12.25 Disconnect the airflow meter wiring 
connector - later 1.9 litre models 

12.31a Slacken the mounting bott . • . 

12.21 Slacken the retaining clip and Uft off 
the airflow meter - early 1.9 litre models 

(the sensor is slotted to ease removal) (see 
illustrations). 
32 Refitting is reverse of the removal 
procedure. 

Vehicle speed sensor 
33 The vehicle speed sensor is an integral 
part of the speedometer drive. Refer to 
Chapter 7 for removal and refitting details. 

Injector needle lift sensor 
34 The needle lift sensor Is an integral part of 
No 1 cylinder injector. See Section 15 for 
removal and refitting details. 

Coolant temperature sensor 
35 The coolant temperature sensor is 
screwed into the thermostat/fuel filler 
housing. Refer to Chapter 3 for removal and 
refitting information. 

12.26 Undo the four screws (arrowed) 
securing the lid to the air cleaner housing

later 1.9Utre models 

12.31b ... then free the crankshaft sensor 
from the bolt and manoeUVTe it out of 

position 
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12.43 Disconnect the wiring connector 
from the airflow meter - 2.0 litre rnodefs 

Throttle potentiometer 
and advance solenoid 
36 Thesa components are both fitted to the 
injection pump. If either of the above are 
faulty , renewal should be entrusted to a 
PeugeotlCitr~ dealer who will have the 
necessary special equipment to adjust and 
calibrate the components. 

Fuel cut-off inertia switch 
Note: A fuel aJt-off inertlB switch is not fitted 
to all models. 
37 Proceed as described in paragraphs 2 to 4. 

2.0 litre models 

Electronic control unit 
38 Proceed as described in paragaphs 6 to 17. 

Crankshaft sensor 
39 Proceed as described in paragraphs 29 to 
32. Access to the sensor is poor. remove the 
battery and battery tray 10 improve access 
(see Chapter SA) 

Vehicle speed sensor 
40 The vehicle speed sensor is an Integral 
part of the speedometer drive. Refer to 
Chapter 7 for removal and refitting details. 

Coolant temperature sensor 
41 The coolant temperature sensor Is fitted 
to the side of the coolant outletlthermostat 
housing on the left-hand end of the cytindef 
head. Refer to Chapter 3 for removal and 
refitting rtlormation. 

12..55 Adjust the camshaft sensor air gap 
as described in the tert - 2..0 litre models 

12..45a Undo the air deaner Od retaining 
~ ... 

Airflow meter 
42 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Discon necting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
43 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
a irflow meter, located on the air cleaner lid 
(see iHustTaUon) . 
44 Slacken the retaining clip and disconnect 
the air Inlet duct from the ak1Iow meter. 
45 Undo the two screws securing the Hd to 
the air cleaner housing. Uft up the right-hand 
side of the lid and disengage the two left-hand 
retaining lugs from the air cleaner housing 
(see lUustnttions). 
46 Undo the two screws securing the airflow 
meter to the air cleaner lid and withdraw the 
meter from the lid . 
47 Refitting Is a reverse of the removal 
procedure ensuring the wiring connector is 
sea.re/y reconnected. 

Camshaft position sensor 
48 The camshaft position sensor is fitted to 
the top of the cyflnder head cover right-hand 
end. Prior to removal, disconnect the battery 
negative terminal (refer to Disconnecting the 
battery In the Reference Chapter). Remove 
the fasteners (rotate them 900 to release them) 
and remove the engine cover (see 
illustrations 3.2Oa and 3.2Ob). 
49 Remove the timing belt upper cover (see 
Chapter 2C). 
50 Disconnect the camshaft sensor wiring ,,,m.,",,. 

-
12..58 Fuet tJei i ,peo ati.n sensor CA) and fuel 
pres5U'e sensot'" (B) locations on the fuel raft 
(shown remo.ed forclarttyj -2..0 litre mode&J 

12..45b •.• disengage the two retaining 
tugs and Itft the lid from the air cleaner 

housing - 2..0 litra models 

51 Unscrew the retaining bott and remove 
the sensor from the engine. 
52 On refitting, align the camshaft hub timing 
hole with the cylinder head hole (see Chap. 
ter 2C, Section 3). Insert the ~ locking tool 
to en5l.I8 the camshaft is correctly positioloed. 
53 Fit the sensor to its rnClIJr1&'Ig bracket and 
Iigtltty tighten its bolt. 
54 If a MW sensor is being fitted, position the 
sensor so its fitting lug is In cootact with the 
rear of the camshaft hub then securely tighten 
the sensor bott. The lug automatically sets the 
sensor air gap to the correct dIStance and wiM 
be knocked off the lirst time the engine Is 
started. 
55 11 the original sensor Is being relitted, 
using feeler gauges, set the gap between the 
sensor Up and camshaft hub to 1.2 mm. 
Ensure the sensor is correc:tty positioned then 
securely tighten Hs retaining boit (s • • 
illustration). Check the air gap and, if 
necessary, readjust 
56 Once the sen5Of' is correctly positioned, 
refit the timing belt cover and remove the 
ftywheeIlocking tool (where fitted), 
fiT Reconnect the sensor wiring connector 
and battery negative terminal. then refit the 
engine cover. 

Fuel temperature sensor 

A 
Warning: Ref&r to th& 

, precautionary Informa tion 
• contained in Section 2 before 

pooceeding, 
Note: Do not remove thtJ sensot' from the (vel 

rail unless there is a valid fNSO(l to do so. At 
the time of wrffing there was no infonnatkJn SS 
to the availability of the sensor seal as a 
separate item, Consult a PeugeotlCitr04n 
parts stockist for the latest information before 
proceeding. 
58 The fuel temperature sensor is located 
towards the right-hand end of the fuel rail (see 
lIIustr&Uon). Prior to removal, disconnect the 
battery negative terminal (refer to 
{)fsconnecting the battery In the Reference 
Chapt..,. 
59 Remove the fasteners (rotate them 9QO 10 
release them) and remove the engine cover 
(see Ulustrations 3.2Oa and 3.2Ob). 
60 Disconnect the fuel temperature sensor 
wiring connector. 
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12.85 Fuel heater assembty - 2.0 litre 
models 

81 Thoroughly clean the area around the 
sensor and its location on the fuel rail. 
82 Suitably protect the components below 
the sensor and have plenty of clean rags 
handy. Be prepared for considerable fuel 
spillage. 
83 Undo the retaining bolt and withdraw the 
sensor from the fuel rail. Plug the opening in 
the fuel rail as soon as the sensor is 
withdrawn. 
84 Prior to refitting, if the original sensor is to 
be refitted , renew the sensor seal, where 
applicable (see the note at the start of this 
sub-Section). 
65 locate the sensor in the fuel rail and refrt 
the retaining boIt,tightened securely. 
66 Refit the sensor wiring connector and 
reconnect the battery. 
67 Observing the precautions listed in 
Section 2. prime the fuel system as described 
in Section 6, then start the engine and allow it 
to idle. Checl\ for leaks at the fuel temperature 
sensor with the engine idling. If satisfactory, 
increase the engine speed to 4000 rpm and 
check again for leaks. Take the car for a short 
road test and check for leaks once again on 
retum. If any leaks are detected. obtain and lit 
a new sensor. 
68 Refrt the engine cover on completion. 

Fuel pressure sensor 

A Warning: Refer to the pre-
, cautionary information contained 
• in S4x:tion 2 before proceeding. 

Note: A 27 mm forked adaptor and a new 
sensor sealing ring will be required for this 
operation. 
69 The fuel pressure sensor is located 
centrally on the underside of the fuel rail (see 
Illustration 12.58). 
70 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter), then release the 
fasteners (rotate them 900 to release them) 
and remove the engine cover (see 
illUstrations 3.208 and 3 .20b). 
71 Release the retaining clip and disconnect 
the crankcase ventilation hose from the 
cylinder head cover. 
72 Disconnect the fuel supply and return 
hose quick-release fittings at the fuel filter, 
using a small screwdriver to release the 

12.93 Disconnect the wiring connector 
(arrowed) .. . 

locking clip. Suitably plug or cover the open 
unions to prevent dirt entry. Release the fuel 
hoses from the relevant retaining clips. 
73 Disconnect the fuel pressure sensor 
wiring connector. 
74 Thoroughly clean the area around the 
sensor and its location on the fuel rail. 
75 Suitably protect the components below 
the sensor and have plenty of clean rags 
handy. Be prepared for considerable fuel 
spillage. 
76 Using the 27 mm forked adaptor and a 
socket bar, unscrew the fuel pressure sensor 
trom the base of the fuel rail. 
77 Obtain and lit a new sealing ring to the 
sensor prior to refitting. 
78 locate the sensor in the fuel rail and 
tighten it to the specified torque. 
79 Reconnect the sensor wiring connector, 
fuel hoses, crankcase ventilation hose and 
battery. 
80 Observing the precautions listed in 
Section 2, prime the fuel system as deSCfibed 
in Section 6, then start the engine and allow it 
to idle. Check for leaks at the fuel pressure 
sensor with the engine idling. If satisfactory, 
increase the engine speed to 4000 rpm and 
check again for leaks. Take the car for a short 
road test and check for leaks once again on 
return. If any leaks are detected, obtain and frt 
another new sensor seallng ring. 
81 Refit the engine cover on completion. 

Third piston deactivator 
solenoid valve 
82 The solenoid valve is mounted on the top 
of the injectiOf'l pump; it is an integral part of 
the pump and cannot be renewed. If the valve 
is faulty the injection pump will have to be 
renewed or repaired. Never attempt to remove 
the solenoid from the pump. 

High·pressure fuel regulator 
83 The high-pressure fuel regulator is 
mounted on the rear of the injection pump; it 
is an Integral part 01 the pump and cannot be 
renewed. If the regulator is faulty the injection 
pump will have to be renewed or repaired. 
Never attempt to remove the regulator from 
the pump. 

Fuel cut-off inertia switch 

84 Refer to paragraphs 2 to 4. 

12.94 ... then detach the cable and remove 
the accelerator pedal position sensor from 

the vehicle - early 2.0 litre models 

Electrically-operated fuel heater 

A 
Warning: Refer to the 

, precautionary information 
• contained In Sec tion 2 before 

proceeding. 
85 The fuel heater is fitled to Ihe fuel feed 
pipe 10 the filter housing (see illustration). 
86 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter), then release the 
fasteners (rotate them 90Q to release them) 
and remove the engine cover (see 
illustrations 3.2Oa and 3.2Ob). 
87 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
heater. 
88 Remove all traces of dirt from around the 
heater; the heater and its surrounding area 
must be clean and dry before proceeding. 
Position a wad of rag beneath the heater to 
catch any spilt fuel. 
89 Release the clips and disconnect the fuel 
pipes from the heater. Plug the fuel pipes to 
prevent the entry of dirt into the fuel system. 
90 Unscrew the retaining bolt and remove 
the fuel heater from the engine. 
91 Refitting is the reverse of removal. On 
completion. prime the fuel system as 
described in Section 5. 

Accelerator pedal position sensor
pre-September 2002 models 
92 Working in the engine compartment, 
unscrew the two bolts and free the 
accelerator pedal position sensor bracket 
from the side of the air cleaner housing. 
93 Disconnect the sensor wiring connector 
(see illustration). 
94 Free the accelerator inner cable from the 
sensor cam then free the outer cable from 
sensor bracket, complete with the spring clip, 
and remove the sensor from the vehicle (see 
illustration). 
95 Refitting is the reverse of removal, 
adjusting the accelerator cable as described 
in Section 4. 

Accelerator pedal position sensor -
post-September 2002 models 
96 The accelerator pedal position sensor is 
located above the right-hand 
engine/transmission mounting. 
97 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
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12.97 Disconnect the wirin9 connector 
(anowed) from the acceterator pedal 

position sensor -later 2.0 litre models 

(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter), then disconnect the 
wiring connector from the pedal position 
sensor (see illustration). 
98 Free the accelerator inner cable from the 
sensor cam, then PUg the outer cable out from 
its mounting bracket rubber grommet. 
complete with spring dip. 
99 Undo the two mounting bracket retaining 
bolts and withdraw the pedal position sensor 
and mounting bracket from the engine 
compartmenC 
l00Undo the two nuts and bolts securing the 
sensor to the mounting bracket and separate 
the two components. 
101 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. On completion. adjust the 
accelerator cable as described in Section 4 . 

13 Fuel injection pump-
removal and refitting ~ 

~ 

CautIon: Be careful not to allow dirt Into 
the injection pump or Injector pipes during 
this procedure. 

1.9 litre models 
Note: I( the Injection pump Is being taken to a 
injection specialist for repsir. unlock the 
immobiliser module as follows before 
disconnecting the battery. Switch on the 
ignition and lower the driver's door window. 
Get out of the vehicJe and close aB the docKs 

13.11 Disconnect the wiring connectors 
(afTowed) from the rear of the injection 

p4Jmp -later 1.9 litre models 

then switch off the ignition. Reach in thtough 
the window and switch on the ignition again, 
wait at least ten seconds then switch the 
Ignition off. Immediately disconnect the 
battery negative terminal (refer to 
'Disconnecting the battery' In the Reference 
Chapter) then disconnect the wiring 
connectors from the Injection pump (the 
pump must be disconnected within ten 
minutes of the ignition being switched off). " 
the immotW mocJuJe Is not unlocked It wiN 
oot be possible frK the pump Tepairets to test 
""pump. 
Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapt9f). 
2 Release the fasteners from the right-hand 
side and top of the engine cover then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose its mounting 
rubbers (see illustrations 3 .1a to 3.1c). 
3 Remove the inlet duct connecting the air 
cleaner 10 the EGR valve housing (see Sec· 
tion 3). 
4 Cover the components beneath the 
injection pump with a plastic bag, as a 
precaution against fuel spillage. 
5 Remove the injection pump sprocket as 
described In Chapter 2C. Section 9. 
6 Remove the upper section of the inlet 
manifold (see Sect ion 17). 
7 Disconnect the accelerator cable from the 
fuel inJection pump (see Section 4). 
8 Disconnect the fast idle cable from the fuel 
injection pump (see Section 10). 
9 Trace the injection pump fuel feed p ipe 
back to the filter. Wipe clean the pipe end 
frtting therl release and disconnect the pipe 
from the filter. Plug the pipe end and ' i tter 
housing union to minimise fuel loss and 
prevent the entry of dirt into the system. 
10 Wipe dean the area around the injection 
pump fuel return metal pipe unions. 
Disconnect the retum pipe and hose from the 
metal pipe and plug the pipe and union ends 
to minimise fuel loss and prevent the eotry of 
dirt into the system. 
11 Disconnect the wiring connectors from 
the injection pump (see Illustration). 
12 RemoY1l aU traces of d irt from all the 
iJiector pipe unions. Unscrew the urjon nuts 
securing the injector pipes to the fuel iflection 
Pump and Injectors. Countertlold the adaptots 
on l he pump. while unscrewing the pipe-to~ 

pump unloo nuts. Remove the pipes as a set. 
Plug the injection pumpllnJector unions to 
prevent the entry of dirt. 
13 Slacken the pump rear mounting bott. 
14 Unscrew the three front mounting bolts 
securing the pump to the mounting bracket 
then manoeuvre the pump out of position. 
15 If necessa1)'. unbolt the pump mounling 
bracket and remove it from the cylinder head. 
taking care not to lose its kxating dowels. 

Refitting 
16 If necessary, ensure the locating dowels 
are in position, then refit the mounting bracket 

to the cytnder head. Tl!1tten the brac::ket botts 
to the specified torque. 
17 Ensure the pump rear mounting bolt, 
spacer, washer and nut are correctty fitted to 
the mounting bracket. 
18 Manoeuvre the pump into position and 
seat It correctly In the mountJllg bracket. 
19 Refit the pump front mounting bolts, 
tightening them to the specified torque. Once 
the front mounting bolts have been tightened. 
tighten the rear ITKl\Jnting bolt to the speci1ied 

'0<qUe. 
20 Refit and recorv1eCt the injector fuel pipes. 
Loosely tighten aB the union nuts to ensure aI 
pipes are correctly seated then go arotn:I and 
tighten them to the specified torque. 
Countemold the injection pump adaptors 
whilst tightening the injectioo pump end nuts. 
21 Recoonect all relevant wiring to the pump. 
22 Securely reconnect the feed and return 
pipes 10 the injection pump and fuel filter 
housing. 
23 Reconnect and adjust the accelerator 
cable as described in Section 4. 
24 Reconnect and adjust the last idle cable 
as described in Section 10. 
2S Refit the injection pump sprocket and 
timing belt as described in Chapter 2C. 
26 Refit the Inlet manifOld as described In 
Section 17. 
27 Prime the fuel system as described In 
Section 6. Start the engine and check for 
signs of luelleaks before refitting the engine 

=". 
2 .0 litre models 
Note: A new fuel pump-ta-fuel rail high 
pressut8 fuel pipe will be requImd for 19Mting. 
Removal 
28 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
29 Remove the injection pump sprocket as 
described In Chapter 2C, Section 9. 
30 AI the connections above the fuel pump. 
disconnect the fuel supply and return hose 
quick-release fitmlgs using a small screwdriver 
to release the locking dip. Suitably plug or 
~ the open trions to prevent dirt entry. 
31 SimIarIy disconnect the supply and ret\..m 
hose quIck~reIease fittings at the fuet filter and 
plug or cover the open unions. Release the 
fuel hoses (and, on later models. the priming 
pump) from the relevant retaining dips. 
32 Lift the fuel filter out of its mounting 
bracket and move it slightly to one side, away 
from the pump. 
33 Undo the bolts and remove the filter 
mounting bracket from the engine. 
34 Undo the bolts secLring the plastic wiring 
harness guide to the front of the engine. It will 
be necessary to lift up the wiring harness as 
far as possible for access to the rear of the 
fuel pump. If necessary, disconnect the 
relevant wiring connectors to enable the 
harness and guide assembly to be moved 
further for additional access. 
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13.36 Injection pump details - 2.0 litre models 

1 High-pressure pipe 
2 High-pressure fuel 

regula tor wiring 
connect'" 

4 Rear bracket-to-mounting 8 Fuel feed hose 
bradcet bolt 9 Third piston deactivator 

5 Rear bnlcket solenoid 1181ve wiring 
6 Fuel retum hose connector 

3 R8ar t:xackeHo-pump 7 Pump front mounting 10 Fuel pipe adaptor 

""'" """""" 
35 Disconnect the wiring connector at the 
pressure control valve on the rear of the fuel 
pu-np. and at the pistOfl de-activator switch 
on the top of the pump. 
36 Thoroughly clean the high pressure fuel 
pipe unions on the fuel pump and fuel rail. 
Using an open-ended spanner. UOSCfew the 
union nuts securing the high pressure fuel 
pipe to the fuel pump and tuel rail. 
Counterhokl the unions on lha pump and fuel 
rail with a secood spanner. while unscrewing 
the union nuts. Withdraw the high pressure 
fuel pipe and plug or cover the 0per1 unions to 
prevent dirt entry (see illustration). Note that 
a new high pressure fuel pipe will be required 
for refitting. 
37 Undo the nut and bolt securing the fuel 
pump rear mounting to the mounting bracket. 
38 Undo the nut and two bohs securing the 
Iront of the fuel pump to the mounting 
bracket. Wrthdraw the pump, complete with 
fuel supply and return hoses. rearwards. and 
lift it off the engine. 
Caution: The high pressure fuel pump Is 
manufactured to extremely close 
toienInces and must not be dismantled In 
any way. Do not unsCltlw the fuel pipe 
male union on the rear of the pump, or 
attempt to remove the pressure control 
valve, piston de-activator swi tch, or the 
. eal on the pump shaft. No parts for the 
pump are available separately and if the 
unit is In any way suspect, It must be 
renewed. 

Refitting 
39 l ocate the pump on the mounting 
bracket. and refit the front retaining nut and 
the two bohs. Refit the nut and bolt securing 

the fuel pump rear mounting to the IT1OI.J'1ting 
bracket. then tighten all the mountings to the 
specified torque. 
40 Remove the blanking plugs from the fuel 
pipe unions on the pc.mp and fuel rai. locate 
a new high pressure tuet pipe 0Yef the unions 
and screw on the union nuts finger tight at this 

'-. 41 Using a torque wrench and crow-foot 
adaptor. tighten the fuel pipe union nuts to the 
specified torque. Countemold the unions on 
the pump and fuel rall with an open-ended 
spannef, while tightening the union nuts (see 
illustration). 
42 Reconnect the wiring connector at the 
pressure control valve on the rear of the fuel 
pump. 
43 Reposition and secure the plastic wiring 
harness guide to the front of the engine. and 
reconnect any additional wiring disconnected 
for access. 
44 Refit the filter mounting bracket to the 
engine and securely tighten the retalning 
bolts. locate the fuel fiher back in position in 
the mounting bracket 
45 Remove the bIanIw1g P'ugs and recorVl8Ct 
the supply and return hose quick-release 
fittings at the fuel filter, and at the connections 
above the fuel pum p. Secure the hoses with 
!her respective retaining clips. 
46 Refit the Injection pump sprocket and 
timing beh as described In Chapter 2C. 
47 Observing the Pfecautions listed in 
Section 2, prime the fuel system as described 
in Section 6, then start the engine and allow it 
to idle. Check. for leaks at the high pressure 
fuel pipe unions with the engine idling. If 
satisfactory, Increase the engine speed to 
4000 rpm and check again for leaks. Take the 

13.41 When refitting the new hlgh
pressure pipe to the pump and fuel rail, 

countemold their adapters to tighten the 
union nuts to the specified torque-

2.0 litre models 

car for a short road test and check for leaks 
once again on return. If any leaks are 
detected. obtain and fit another new hIgh 
Pfessure fuel pipe. Do not attempt to cure 
even the slightest leak by further tightening of 
the pipe unions. 
48 Refit the engine cover on completion. 

14 Injection timing -
checking and adjustment 

1.9 litre models 
1 The Injection timing is set when the timing 
belt is installed. If at any time a fauh Is 
suspected, referring to Chapter 2C, SectIon 3, 
remove the timing ben covetS and check that 
the flywheel. camshaft and injection pump 
timing holes are an correctly al1gned so the 
locking tools can be inserted. If the timing 
holes are correctly aligned, the injectiorl pump 
timing is correct (PeugeotlCitrolln do not 
specify any static or dynamic timing figures 
for thIs engine - on the WJY engine the timing 
is being constant ly altered by the ECU 
anyway). If not, remove and refit the timing 
beh as described in Chapter 2C. 

2.0 litre models 
2 On the 2.0 litre engine the injection timing Is 
determined by the ECU using the Information 
from its various sensors. CheckJng and 
adjustment can only be carried out using 
specialist diagnostiC equipment (see Sec
tion 1). 

15 Fuel injectors
removal and refitting 

.A Warning: Exercise extreme 
, caution when worlclng on the 
• fuel injectors. Never expose the 

hands or any part of the body to Injector 
spray, as the high working pressure can 
cause the fuel to penetrate the skin, with 
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15.2 Disconnecting the leak-off pipe from 
the injector-1.gUtre models 

possibly fatal results. You are strongly 
advised to have any work which involves 
test ing the injectors under pressure 
ca"ied out by a dealer or fuel injection 
specialist. 

1.9 litre models 
Caution: Be careful not to allow dirt into 
the injection pump or inj ectors during this 
procedure. 

Rem ova l 

1 Remove the upper section of the Inlet 
manifold as described In Section 17. 
2 Disconnect the leak-off pipe(s) from the 
injector to be removed (see illustration). 
3 Remove all traces of dirt from all the injector 
pipe unio!1s. Unscrew the union nuts securing 
the injector pipes to the fuel injection pump 
and injectors (see illustration). Counterhold 
the adaptors on the pump, while unscrewing 
the pipe-ta-pump union nuts. Remove the 
pipes as a set. Plug the injectio!1 pump/injector 
unions to prevent the entry of dirt . 
4 On WJY engines. if No 1 injector is being 
removed trace the needle lift sensor wiring 
back from the injector and disconnect Its 
wiring connector from the main harness. 
5 Remove aJl traces of dirt from around the 
injector then unscrew the injector from the 
cylinder head. Recover the injector fire seal 
washer from the cylinder head and discard it; 
a new one must be used on refrtting. 
Caution: Take cara not to drop the 
injectors, or allow the needles a t their tips 
to become damaged. The In/ectors are 
precision-made to f ine limits, and must not 

15.15 Remove the retaining clip and 
disconnect the leak-off pipe connector 

from the Injector - 2.0 litre models 

15.3 Unscrewing an Injector pipe nut-
1.9 litre models 

be handled roughly. In partiCUlar, never 
mount them in a bench vice. 

Refitting 

6 Fit the new fire sea! washer ensuring its 
convex surface is facing upwards (towards 
the injector). 
7 Carefully refit the injector to the cylinder 
head. tightening it to the specified torque. 
S Reconnect the leak-off pipe(s) to the 
injector. Where necessary, reconnect the 
needle lift sensor wiring connector. 
9 With all the injectors correctly installed. reft! 
and reconnect the injector pipes. Loosely 
tighten all the union nuts to ensure all pipes 
are correctly seated then go around and 
tighten them to the specified torque. 
Counterhold the Injection pump adaptors 
whilst tightening the injection pump end nuts. 
10 Refit the inlet manifold as described in 
Section 17. 
11 Prime the fuel system as described in 
Section 6. Start the engine and check for 
signs of fuel leaks before refitting the eogine 
cover. 

2.0 litre models 

A Warn ing: Refer to the infor-
t mation contained in Section 2 
• before proceeding. 

Note: The following procedure describes the 
removal and refitting of the injectors as a 
complete set, although each injector may be 
removed individually if required. New copper 
washers, upper seals, Injector clamp retaining 
nuts and a high pressure fuel pipe will be requited 
tor each disturbed injector when refitting. 

15.16 Slacken and remove the injector 
retaining nut and lift off the washer 

(arrowed) - 2.0 titre models 

15.14 Retain the adaptors whilst 
slackening the union nuts then remove and 
discard the high-pressure pipe linking the 

injector to the tuel rail- 2.0 litre models 

Removal 
12 Carry out the operations described in 
$ectio!116, paragraphs 1 to 4. 
13 At the connections above the fuel pump, 
disconnect the fuel supply and return hose 
quick-release fittings using a small 
screwdriver to release the locking clip. 
Suitably plug or cover the open unions to 
prevent dirt entry, then release the fuel hoses 
(and, on later models. the priming pump) from 
the relevant retaining clips. 
14 Thoroughly clean all the high pressure fuel 
pipe unions on the fuel injectors and fuel rail. 
Using two open-ended spanners, unscrew the 
union nuts securing the high pressure fuel 
pipes to the fuel injectors and fuel rail (see 
illustration). Wrthdraw the high pressure fuel 
pipes and plug or cover the open unions on 
the injectors and fuel rail to prevent dirt entry. 
Note that a new high pressure fuel pipe will be 
required for each removed Injector when 
refitting. 
15 Extract the retaining circlip and 
disconnect the leak-off pipe from each fuel 
injector (see illustration). 
16 Unscrew the nut and remove the washer 
securing each Injector clamp to Its cylinder 
head stud (see illustration). Note that new 
clamp nuts will be required for refitting. 
17 Withdraw the injectors, together with their 
clamps, trom the cylinder head (see 
illustration). Slide the clamp off the injector 
once it is clear of the mounting stud. If the 
injectors are a tight fit in the cylinder head and 

15.17 Remove the injector and retaining 
clamp from the cylinder head - 2..0 litre 

models 
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cannot be released, unscrew the mounting 
stud using a stud extractor and slide off the 
~or damp. Usng an opeJH!Oded spamet' 

eogaged with the clamp locating slot on the 
injector body, free the Injector by twisting It 
and at the same lime liftng it upwards. 
t8 Recover the Injector clamp locating dowel 
from the cylinder head (see illustration). 
19 Remove the copper washer and Ihe upper 
seal from each Injector, or from the cylinder 
head if they remained In place during Injector 
removal. New copper washers and upper 
seals will be required for refitting. 
20 Examine each Injector visually for any 
signs of otMous damage or deterioration. If 
any defects are apparent, reoew tl'l8 
i1jeCtor(s). 
Caution: The InjectOf'$ are manufactured to 
extremely close tolerances and must not 
be dismantled in any way. Do not unscnrw 
the fuel pipe union on the side of the 
Injector, or separate any parts of the 
Injector body. Do not attempt to clean 
cartxm deposits from the injector nozzle or 
carry out any form of ultrasonic or pressure 
testing. 
21 If the Injectors are in a satisfactory 
condition, plug the fuel pipe union (if not 
already done) and suitably cover tile electrical 
element and the Injector nozzle . 
22 Prior 10 refitting, obtain new copper 
washers, upper seals, Injector clamp retaining 
nuts and high pressure fuel pipes tor each 
removed injector. 

Refitting 
23 locate a new upper seal on the body of 
each injectCM', and place a new copper washer 
on the injectCM' nozzle (see illustrations). 
24 Refit the injector clamp locating dowels to 
the cylinder head. 
25 Place the Injector clamp in the slot on 
each Injector body and refit Ihe Injectors to 
the cylinder head, Guide the clamp over the 
mounting stud and onto the locating dowel as 
each injector is Inserted. 
26 Fit the washer and a new injector clamp 
retaining nut 10 each mounting stud. Tighten 
the nuts finger tight only at this stage. 
Z7 Woriting on one fuel injector at a time, 
remove the bIar1IOOg pNgs from the fuel pipe 
unions on the fuel rail and the relevant 
in;ector. Locate a new high pressure fuel pipe 
over the unions and screw on the union nuts. 
Take care not 10 cross-thread the nuts or 
strain the fuel pipes as they are fitted . Once 
the union nut threads have started, tighten the 
nuts mcxIerately tight only at this stage. 
28 When all the fuel pipes are in place, 
tighten the injector clamp retaining nuts to the 
specified torque. 
29 Using an open-ended spanner, hold eaCh 
fuel pipe union In turn and tighten the union 
nut to the specified torque using a torque 
wrench and crow-foot adaptOf. TlQhten all the 
distubed union nuts In the same way. 
30 Connect the leak-off pipes 10 each fuel 

15.18 Recover the Injector c lamp locating 
dowel - 2.0 litre models 

injector and secure with the retaining citctips . 
31 Remove the blanking plugs and ,EICOIMlBCt 
the supply and return hose quick-release 
fittings at the connections above the fuel 
pump. Secure the hoses with their respective 
relajnjng clips. 
32 Reposition the plastic wiring harness 
guide over the two mounting studs and 
secure with the retaining nuts. 
33 Reconnect the fuel injector and pump 
piston de-activator switch wiring connectors, 
and reconnect any additional wiring 
disconnected for access. 
34 Check that everything has been 
reconnected and secured with the relevant 
retaining clips then reconnect the battery 
negative terminal. 
35 Observing the precautions listed in 
Section 2, prWne the fuel system as described 
in Sect:ioo 6, theo start the engine and slow it 
to idle. Check for leaks at the high pressure 
fuel pipe unions with the engine idling. If 
satisfactory. Increase the engine speed to 
4000 rpm and Check again for leaks. Take the 
car for a short road test and check for leaks 
once again on return. If any leaks are 
detected, obtain and fit additional new high 
pressure fuel pipes as required. 0 0 not 
attempt to cure even the slightest leak by 
further tightening of the pipe unions. 
36 Refit the engine cover on completion. 

16 F~ rail (2.0 litre modeIs) 
removal and refitting 

A Warning: Refer to the Infor-
, matlon conta ined III Section 2 
• before proceeding. 

Note: A complete new set of high pre~re 
fuel pipes wiU be required for refitting. 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the batt9ty In the 
Reference Section of this manual). 
2 Undo the four plastic nuts and 11ft off 
the engine cover (see Illustrations 3.2Oa 
and 3.2Ob) . 
3 Disconnect the wiring connectors at the 
fuel injectors and at the piston de-activator 

15.23& Slide the new upper seal onto the 
Injector ... 

15.23b •.• then fit the new copper washef' 
- 2.0 litre models 

switch on the top of the fuel pt.mp. 
4 Undo the two nuts securing the plastic 
wQlg harness guide to the cylinder head. Uft 
the guide off the two mounting studs and 
move it clear of the fuel rail. Disconnect any 
additional wiring comectors as necessary to 
enable the harness and guide assembly to be 
rTlOV9d fu:rthef for increased access. 
5 Release the retaining clip and disconnect 
the crankcase ventilation hOse from the 
cylinder head cover. 
6 At the connections above the fuel pump, 
disconnect the fuel supply and return hose 
quick-release fittings using a small 
screwdriver to release the locking clip . 
Suitably plug or cover the open unions to 
prevent dirt entry. 
7 Similarty disconnect the supply and return 
hose qulck·release fittings al the fuel Mer and 
plug Of cover the open unions. Release the 
fuel hoses (and, 00 later models. the priming 
pump) from the relevant retaining clips. 
8 Thotoughly clean all the high pressure fuel 
pipe unions on the fuel rail, fuel pump and 
injectors. Using an open-ended spanrtef, 
unscrew the union nuts securing the high 
pressure fuel pipe to the fuel pump and fuel 
rail. Counterhold the unions on the pump and 
fuel rall with a second spanner, while 
unscrewing the union nuts. Withdraw the high 
pressure fuel pipe and plug or cover the open 
ooions to prevent dirt entry. 
9 Again using two spanners, hold the unions 
and unscrew the union nuts sectMing the high 
pressure fuel pipes to the fuel Injectors and 
fuel rail. Withdraw the high pre:ssue fuel pipes 
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16.9a Retain the adaptors whilst 
slackening the union nuts then remove and 
discard the hlgh·pressure pipes linking the 

pump and injectors to the fuel rail-
2.0 litre models 

and plug Of cover the open unions to prevent 
dirt entry (see illustrations). 
10 Disconnect the wiring connectors at the 
fuel temperature sensor and fuel pressure 
sensor on the fuel rail. 
11 Undo the three bolts securing the fuel rail 
t o the cylinder head and withdraw the rail 
from its location (see illustrations). 
Caution; Do not attempt to remove the four 
high pressure fuel pipe male unions from 
the fuel rail. These parts are not available 
separately and if disturbed are likely to 
result in fue/leakage on reassembly. 
12 Obtain a complete new set of high 
pressure fuel pipes for refitting. 

Refitting 
13 Locate the fuel rail in position, refit the 
Ihree securing bolts and lighten to the 
s~ified torque. 
14 Working on one fuel injector al a time, 
remove the blanking plugs from the fuel pipe 
unions on the fuel rail and the relevant 
injectOf. Locate a new high pressure fuel pipe 
over the unions and screw 00 the union nuts 
finger tight at this stage. 
15 When al l four fuel pipes are in place, hold 
the unions with a spanner and tighten the 
union nuts to the specified torque using a 
torque wrench and crow·foot adaptor (see 
iIIustTation). 

16.11a Undo the mounting bolts 
(arrowed) ... 

f6.9b Plug/cap all unkms to prevent the 
entry of dirt Into the fuet system -.2..0 litre 

models 

16 Similarly. fil a new high pressure fuel 
pipe to the fuel pump and fuel rail, and tighten 
the union nuts to the specified torque. 
17 Reconnect the fuel temperature sensor 
and fuel pressure sensor wiring connectors. 
18 Remove the blanking plugs and reconnect 
the supply and return hose qulck·release 
fittings atlhe fuel filter, and at the connections 
above the fuel pump. Secure the hoses with 
their respective retaining clips. 
19 Reconnect the crankcase ventilation hose 
to the cylinder head cover. 
20 Reposit ion the plastic wiring harness 
guide over the two mounting studs and 
secure with the retaining nuts. 
21 Reconnect the fuel injector and pump 
piston de-activator switch wiring connectors, 
and reconnect any additional wiring 
disconnected fOf access. 
22 Check that everything has been 
reconnected and secured with the relevant 
retaining clips then reconnect the battery 
negative terminal. 
23 Observing the precautions listed In 
Section 2, prime the fuel system as described 
in Section 6, then start the engine and allow it 
to idle. Check for leaks at the high pressure 
fuet pipe unions with the engine idling. If 
satisfactory, Increase the engine speed to 
4000 rpm and check again for leaks. Take the 
car for a short road test and check for leaks 
once again on return. tf any leaks are 
detected, obtain and fit additional new high 

16.11b ... and manoeuvre the fool raU out 
of position - 2.0 litre models 

pressure fuel p ipes as required. Do not 
attempt to cure even the slightest leak by 
further tightening of the pipe unions. 
24 Refit the engine cover on completion. 

17 Inlet mantfold 
removal and refitt ing 

1.9 litre models 

Removal 

1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Release the fasteners from the right-hand 
side and top of the engine cover then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose its mounting 
rubbers (see illustrations 3.1a to 3.1c). 
3 Slacken the retaining clip and detach the 
intake duct from the EGR valve. Release the 
retaining clip and detach the EGR pipe from 
the side of the EGR valve. Note: If the pipe is 
secured in position with 8 crimped-type clip, 
discard the clip and obtain a new one for use 
on refitting 
4 Disconnect the breather hose from the left· 
hand end of the manifold upper section. 
5 Unscrew the bolts securing the manifold 
upper section to the cylinder head and lower 
section. 
6 Remove the manifold upper section. 
complete with EGR valve, disconnecting the 
wiring connector and vacuum hose from the 
EGR valve solenoid. Recover the four seals 
fitted between the upper and lower sections. 
7 To remove the lower section of the 
manifold, unscrew Ihe bo!\s securing the EGR 
pipe to the top of the exhaust manifold and 
the cylinder head cover. Free the pipe from 
the manifold and recover its gasket. Discard 
the gasket; a new one should be used on 
refitting. 
8 Slacken and remove the nuts and bolt 
securing the inlet manifold to the cylinder 
head. Remove the manifold and EGR pipe as 
an assembly. Recover the manifold gaskets 
and discard them; new ones must be used on 
refilling. 

16.15 Using a torque wrench and crow
foot adaptor, tighten the fuel pipe union 

nuts - 2.0 litre models 
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Refitting 
9 Examine all the manifold studs for signs of 
damage and corrosion; remove aU traces of 
corrosion, and repair or renew any damaged 
studs. 
10 Ensure that the mating surfaces are clean 
and flat, and fit the new manifold gaskets. 
11 Route the EGR pipe through the lower 
section of the manifold then install both as an 
assembly. Tighten the manifold retaining nuts 
and bolt to the specified torque. 
12 Fit a new gasket to the exhaust manifold 
then reconnect the EGR pipe, tightening its 
retaining bolts securely. 
13 Fit a new seal 10 each of the upper 
manifold section joints then refit the upper 
section of the manifold , reconnecting the 
wiring connector and vacuum hose to the 
EGR solenoid valve. Refit the retaining bolts, 
tightening them to the specified torque, and 
reconnect the breather hose. 
14 Reconnect the Intake duct and EGR pipe 
to the manifold upper section, secure them in 
position with their retaining clips. 
15 Ensure the mounting rubbers are all 
correctly fitted then install the engine 
cover, securing it in position with the 
fasteners. Reconnect the battery negative 
terminal. 

2.0 litre models 

Removal 
16 Remove the exhaust manifold as 
described in Section 18. 
17 Slacken and remove the nuts and bolts 
securing the inlet manifold to the cylinder 
head (see illustration). Remove the manifold 
and recover the manifold gasket. Discard the 
gasket; a new one must be used on refitting. 

Refitting 
18 Examine all the manifold studs for signs of 
damage and corrosion; remove all traces of 
corrosion, and repair or renew any damaged 
studs. 
19 Ensure that the mating surfaces are clean 
and nat, and fit the new manifold gasket. 
20 Refrt the manifold and tighten its retaining 
nuts and bolts to the specified torque. 

17.17 Inlet manifold retaining nuts (A) and 
bolts (8) - 2.0 litre models 

21 Refit the exhaust manifold as described in 
Section 18. 

18 Exhaust mantfotd -
removal and refitting 

1.9 litre models 

Removal 

1 Disconnect the battery negative terminat 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Release the fasteners from the right-hand 
side and top of the engine cover then lift off 
the cover, taking care not to lose its mountillg 
rubbers (see illustrations 3.1a to 3.1c). 
3 Release the retaining clip and detach the 
EGR pipe from the side of the EGR valve. 
Nole: If !he pipe is secured in position with a 
crimped-type clip. discard the clip and obtain 
a new one for use on refitting 
4 Unscrew the bolts securing the EGR pipe to 
the top of the exhaust manifold and the 
cylinder head cover. Free the pipe from the 
manifold and recover its gasket. Discard the 
gasket: a new one should be used on refitting. 
5 Disconnect the exhaust front pipe from the 
manifold as described in Section 21 . 
6 Unscrew the exhaust manifold retaining 
nuts and remove the spacers from the 
manifold studs. 
7 Remove the exhaust manifold and recover 
the manifold gaskets. Discard the gaskets: 
new ones must be used on refitting. 

Refitting 

8 examine all the manifold studs for signs of 
damage and corrosion: remove all t races of 
corrosion, aod repair or renew any damaged 
studs. 
9 Ensure that the mating surfaces are clean 
and flat. and fit the new manifold gaskets. 
10 Refit the manifold then fit the spacers to 
the mounting studs and screw on the 
retaining nuts. Tighten the nuts evenly and 
progressively to the specified torque. 
11 R t a new gasket then reconnect the EGR 
pipe to the manifold, tightening its retaining 

18.18 Unscrew the turbocharger oil feed 
pipe union nut - 2.0 titre models 

bolts securely. Recoonect the pipe to the EGR 
valve, securing it in position with the retaining 
clip, and refit the bolt securing the pipe to the 
cylinder head cover. 
12 Reconnect the exhaust front pipe as 
described in Section 21 . 
13 Refit the engine cover then reconnect the 
battery. 

2.0 litre models 
Note: The exhaust manifold is removed 
complete with the turbocharger and there is 
insufficient clearance to gain access to al/ the 
relevant attachments from either abpve or 
below with the engine in the car. Two 
alternatives are possible; either remove the 
complete engine/transmission unit from the 
car as described in Chapter 2E, or remove the 
front suspension subframe as described in 
Chapter 10. Both are involved operations and 
the course of action taken is largely 
dependent on the tools, equipment, skill and 
patience available. 

Removal 

14 The following procedure is based on the 
assumptioo that the engineltransmission unit 
has been removed from the car. If the front 
suspension subframe has been removed 
instead, the operations are basically the 
same, but it may be necessary to disconnect 
and move aside certain additional items, and 
to be prepared for considerable manipulation 
to withdraw the components from the engine 
compartment. 
15 If the engine is in the car, disconnect 
the battery negative terminal (refer to 
Disconnecting the battery in the Reference 
Chapter). 
16 If the engine is In the car, remove the 
exhaust system as described in Section 21 . 
17 Remove the turbocharger rear inlet and 
outlet ducts as described in Section 3. 
18 Unscrew the union nut securing the 
turbocharger oil feed pipe to the cylinder 
block, then withdraw the pipe from its location 
(see illustration). 
19 Remove the filter from the end of the oil 
feed pipe, and examine it for contamination 
(see illustration). Clean or renew if 
necessary. 

18.19 Withdraw the oil feed pipe and 
remove the filter - 2.0 ftlre models 
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18.2Oa Undo the 011 retum pipe ftange 
securing bolts (arrowed) ••. 

20 Undo the two bolts securing the oil retum 
pipe flange to the turbocharger. Separate the 
flange and recover the gasket (see 
illustrations). 
21 Remove the exhaust gas recirculation 
(EGR) valve and connecting pipe from the 
exhaust manifold as described In Chapter 40. 
Section 3. 
22 Undo the eight exhaust manifold retaining 
nuts and recover the spacers from the studs 
(see illustrations). 
23 Undo the nut and bolt securing the base 
of the turbocharger 10 the suppon bracket on 
the cylinder block. 
24 Withdraw the turbocharger and exhaust 
manifold off the mounting studs and remove 
the assembly from the engine. Recover the 
manifold gasket (see illustrations). 

Refitting 

2S Refitting is a reverse of lhe removal 
procedure, bearing in mind the following 
points: 
a) Ensure that the manifold and cylinder 

head mating faces arv clean. with all 
traces of old gasket removed, 

b) Use new gaskets when refitting the 
manifold to the cylinder head and the oil 
rvtum pipe flange to the turbocharger. 

c) rl!Jhten the exhaust manifold rvtslning 
nuts to the specified torque. 

d) Refit the EGR valve and connecting pipe 
8S described in Chapter 4D, Section 3 . 

18.22b •.• and recover the spacers-
2.0 litre models 

18.2Ob . • . separate the flange and recoV8l" 
the gasket - 2.0 litre models 

e) Refit the turbochatger rear inlet and outlet 
ducts as described In Section 3. 

f) If the engine (s In the car, refit the exhaust 
system 8S described in Section 21. 

g) Refit the engine/transmission unit or the 
front suspension subframe with refenmce 
to Chapter 2£ or 10 as applicable. 

19 Turbocharger (2.0 litre 
models) - descrip1ion and 
precautions 

Description 
1 A turbochargEW is fined to all 2.0 litre 
models. It increases engine efficiency by 
raising the pressure in the inlet manifold 
above atmospheric pressure. Instead of the 
air simply being sud<ed Into the cytinders, it is 
forced in. 
2 Energy for the operation of the 
turbocharger comes from the exhaust gas. 
The gas flows through a specially-shaped 
housing (the turbine housing) and, in so doing, 
spins the turbine Wheel. The turbine wheel is 
attached to a shaft, at the end of which is 
another vanad wheel known as the 
compressor wheel. The compressor wheel 
spins in its own housing, and compresses the 
inlet air on the way to the inlet manifold. 
3 Boost pressure (the pressure in the Inlet 
manifold) Is limited by a w8stegate, which 

18.24a Withdraw the turbocharger and 
manifold ••. 

18.22a Undo the exhaust manifold 
retaining nuts (arrowed) . . • 

diverts the exhaust gas away from the turbine 
wheel In response to a pressure-sensitive 
actuator. 
4 The turbo shaft is pressUf9-lubricated by an 
011 feed pipe from the main 011 gallery. The 
shaft 'floats' on a cushion of oil. A drain pipe 
returns the oil to the sump. 

PreCButions 
5 The tur"bc:Ictager operates at extremely t'igh 
speeds irod temperatI.A'"es. Certain precautions 
m.JSt be observed, to avoid premature faiItn of 
the ttmo. or kPY to the operator. 
S Do not operate the turbo with any of Its 
pans exposed, or with any of its hoses 
removed. Foreign objects falling ooto the 
rotating vanes could cause excessive 
damage, and (If ejected) personaIlnjury. 
7 00 not race the engine Immediately after 
start-up, especially if it is cold. Give the oil a 
few seconds to circulate. 
8 Always allow the engine to return to Idle 
speed before switching It off - do not blip the 
throWe and switch off, as this will leave the 
lurbo spinning without klbricatlon. 
9 Allow the engine to idle for several minutes 
before switching off after a high-speed run. 
10 Observe the recommended Intervals for 
011 and fitter changing, and use a reputable oil 
of the specified quality. Neglect of oil 
changing, or use of inferior oil, can cause 
carbon formation on the turbo shaft, leading 
to subsequent failure. 

18.24b •.. and recover the gasket-
2.0 litre models 
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20.3 Turbocharger-to-exhaust manifold 
retaining nuts (arrowed) 

20 Turbocharger 12.0 litre ~ 
models) - removal, inspection ~ 
and refitting ~ 

Removal 
1 Remove the exhaus1 manifold as described 
in Section 18. The turbocharger and exhaust 
manifold are removed from the engine as a 
complete assembly. The turbocharger can 
then be separated from the manifold on the 
bench as foIows. 
2 Undo the four bolts securing the exhaust 
outlet elbow to the turbocharger body and 
separate the elbow from the turtxx:harger. 
3 Undo the three retaining nuts and lift the 
turbocharger off the manifold studs (see 
illustration). 

Inspection 
4 With the turbochargef removed, inspect the 
housing for cracks or other vislble damage. 
S SpIn the turbine or the compressor wheel, 
to verity that the shaft Is intact and to feel for 
excessive shake or roughness. Some play is 
normal, since In use, the shaft Is 'floating' on a 
film of 011. Check that the wheel vanes are 
undamaged. 
6 11 011 contamination of the exhaust or 
Induction passages Is apparent, It Is likely that 
turbo shaft oil seals have failed. 
7 No DiY repair of the turbo Is possible and 
none of the internal or external parts are 
avellable separately. If the turbocharger is 
suspect in any way a complete new unit must 
be obtained. 

Refitting 
8 Refitting is a reverse 01 the removal 

procedure, bearing in mind the following 
points: 
a) "a new turtxx:harger" being fftted, 

change !he engine 011 and filter. Also 
renew the tilter in the 011 teed pipe. 

b) Prime !he rurtxx:hwper by in;ecting dean 
engi'Je oil through the cl feed pipe udon 
before • &COl WJ8Gtio Jg the union. 

21 Exhaust system - general 
information, removal and 
refitting 

General Information 
1 According to model, the exhaust system 
consists of either two or three sections. Two 
section systems consist of a front pipe and 
tailpipe, and three section systems consist of 
a front pipe, Intermediate pipe and tail pipe. 
Three section systems also incorporate a 
catalytic converter Which is integral with either 
the front pipe Of Int&rmediate pipe. 
2 The exhaust system joints are either of the 
spring-loaded ball type. to allow for 
movement in the exhaust system. Of clamp
ring type. 
3 The system Is suspended throughout its 
entire length by rubber mountings. 
4 Each exhaust section can be removed 
individually or, alternatively, the complete 
system can be removed as a unit. Even if orq 
one part of the system needs attention, it is 
often easier to remove the Whole system and 
separate the sections on the bench. 
5 To remove the system or part of the 
system, first jack up the front or rear of the car 
and support it on axle stands (see Jacking IJlId 
vehicJe support). Alternatively, position the car 
over an Inspection pit or on car ramps. 

Front pipe 
6 On 1.9 litre models and early 2.0 litre 
models, undo the nuts securing the flange 
joint to the manifold, and recover the 
spring cups and springs. Remove the bolts 
and recover the wire-mesh gasket. On later 
2.0 litre models, slacken and remove the nut 
washer and bolt from the clamping ring and 
disengage the clamp from the turbocharger 
flange;oot. 
7 Have an assistant SUpport the front end of 
the pipe, then slacken and remove the nut. 
washer and bolt from the clamping ring and 
disengage the clamp from the flange joint. 
8 Free the pipe from Its mounting rubber(s) 

and remove it from lXldemeath the Vehicle. 

Intermediate pipe 
9 Slacken the and remove the damping ring 
nuts, washers bolts, and disengage both 
clamps from the fImlge jojnts. 
10 Release the pipe from its mot.nting rubber 
and remove It from l.I'ldemeath the vehicle. 

Tailpipe 

11 Slacken and remove the nut, washer and 
bolt from the tailpipe clamping ring and 
disengage the clamp from the flange joint. 
12 Unhook the tailpipe from its mounting 
rubbers and remove it from the vehicle. 

Complete system 
13 Separate the front pipe from the 
manifold/turbocharger as deSCribed 
previously. 
14 With the aid of an assistant, free the 
system from aJl Its mounting rubbers and 
lower It from under the vehicle. Recover the 
wire-mesh gasket from the manifold lolnt 
(where applicable). 

Heat shield{s) 
15 The heat shields are secured to the 
underslde of the body by various nuts and 
fasteners. If a shield is being removed to gUl 
access to a componertt located behind it. 
remove the retaining nuts andIor fastener 
(unsCfew the centre screw then pull out the 
compJete fastener). and manoewre the shield 
out of position. On some models it may be 
necessary to free the exhaust system from its 
mountings to gain the cJearance necessary to 
remove the larger heat shield. 

Refitting 
18 Each section is refitted by reversIng the 
removal sequence, noting the following 
points: 
a) EnSU(8 that all traces of cormslon have 

been removed from the flanges end 
renew all necessary gaskets. 

b) Inspect the rubber mountings for signs of 
damage or deterioration, and renew 8S 

necessary. 
c) Where joints are secured together by 8 

clamping ring, apply a smear of exhaust 
system jointing paste to the flange joint to 
ensure a gas·tight seal. 

d) Prior to tightening the exhaust system 
fastenets, ensure that all rubber 
mountings are conectJy located, and thet 
thef8 is adequate clearance berwaen the 
exhaust S)'Stem and vehicle ul'lderbod). 
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Chapter 4 Part D: 
Emission control systems 

Contents Section number Section number 

Catalytic converter - genetallnfOllTla\ion and precautions. . . . . . .. 4 
Emission control systems (diesel engines)-
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Specifications 
Torque wrench settings Nm 
Ai injection vatve - ,.4 litre engine with secondary air injectlon: 

Va/ve-lo-cyIinderhead bohs .. _ .. _ ...•.. __ .. _. _. _ .• _ .•.• . _ _ _ 8 
Valve-Io-adaptor nuts ...•. . .... _ . . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . • . • • . 7 
Valve adaptOf"-tD-eXhaust manifok:I bolts .•. . . . • . . . • . • • . • . • . • • . 7 

General information 

All petrol engines have the ability to use 
unleaded petrol and also have various other 
features buitt into the fuel system to help 
minimise harmful emissions. In addition, all 
engines are equipped with the crankcase 
emission control system desctibed below. All 
petrol engines are equipped with a catalyt ic 
converter and an evaporative emission control 
system. Certain later engines to emission 
standard L4, also utilise a secondary air 
injection system to quickly bring the catalytic 
converter up to normal working temperature. 

Al! diesel engines are also designed to meet 
the strict emission requirements and are also 
equipped with a crankcase emission control 
system. To further reduce exhaust emissions, 
a catalytic converter and an exhaust gas 
recirculation (EGA) system are fitted to the 
majority of engines. 

The emission control systems function as 
loIlows. 

Petrol engines 

Crankcase emission control 
To reduce the emission 01 unburned 

hydrocarbons from the crankcase into the 
atmosphere, the engine is sealed and the 
blow-by gases and 011 vapour are drawn from 
inside the aankcase, ttvough a wi'e mesh oil 
separator, into the inlet tract to be burned by 
the engine duing normal combustion. 

Under conditions 01 high manilold 
depfession (Idling, decelelation) the gases win 
be sucked positively out of the crankcase. 
Under conditions of low manifold depression 
(acceleration. full-throttle running) the gases 
are forced out of the crankcase by the 
(relat ively) higher c rankcase pressure; if the 
engine is wom. the raised crankcase pressure 
(due to ilcfeased blow-by) wit cause some of 
the flow to return under all manifold 
conditions. 

Exhaust emission contr~ 
To minimise the amount of pollutants which 

escape Into the atmosphere, a catalytic 
converter Is fitted in the exhaust system. The 

'>i; 

!blft 

• 5 
5 

system is of the closed-loop type. in which 
one or two lambda sensors In the exhaust 
system provides the engine management 
ECU with constant feedback, enabling the 
ECU to edjust the airlfuel mi)(!ure ratio to 
provide the best possible conditions for the 
converter to operate. 

The lambda sensor has a heating element 
built·in that is controlled by the ECU through 
the lambda sensor relay to quickly bring the 
sensor's tip to an efficient operating 
temperature. The sensor's tip Is sensitive to 
oxygen and sends the ECU a varying vottage 
depending on the amount of oxygen in the 
exhaust gases; If the intake alrlfuel mixture Is 
loo rich, the exhaust gases are low in oxygen 
so the sensor sends a low-voltage signal. the 
voltage rtsing as the mixture weakens and the 
amount of oxygen rises In the exhaust gases. 
Peak conversion efficiency of all major 
poIkrtants occurs if the intake air/fuel mixture 
is maintained at the chemicaUy-correct ratio 
for-the complete combustion of petrol of 14.7 
parts (by weighl) of air to 1 part of fuel (the 
'stoichiometric' ratio). The sensor output 
voltage alters In a Jarge step at this point, the 

, 
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ECU using the signal change as a reference 
point and correcting the intake alrlfuel mixture 
8CCOidil iijly by attering the fuel injectCl' pulse 
w;dth. 

Evaporative emission control 
To minimise the escape Into the 

atmosphere of unbumed hydrocarbons, an 
evaporative emission control system is fitted. 
The fuel tank filler cap Is sealed and a 
chan:oaI canister is moooted underneath the 
right-hand front wing to collect the petrol 
vapoutS generated in the tank when the car is 
parked. It stores them until they can be 
cleared from the canister (under the control of 
the engine management ECU) via the purge 
valVe Into the inlet tract to be burned by the 
engine during normal combustion. 

To ensure that the engine runs correctty 
when It Is cold and/or idling and to protect the 
catalytic converter from the effects of an over
rich mixture, the purge control valve(s) is/are 
not opened by the ECU until the engine has 
warmed-up, and the engine Is under load; the 
valve solenoid is then modulated on and off to 
allow the stored vapour 10 pass Into the inlet 
"""'-
Secondary air injection 

CenaIn later ~ to emission standard l4 
are also ecp ippec1 with a SdCO idat V air iniection 
system. ThIs system is designed to reduce 
exhaust emissions in the period between first 
starting the engine, and until the cataJytiC 
COI"IV9rter reaches operating (functionlng) 
ten'1pEInitlse. Introduction of air into the exhaust 
system cbing the miaI stat"P period, a-eates 
an 'afterbtrner' effect which quIcId'f ina Mes 
the temperature in the exhaust system front 
pipe, thus bmging the catalytic converter up 10 
normal opei atiI IQ tempemt\Xes vety quk:td'f. 

The system consists of an air pump, an air 
Inject/on valVe. and interconnecting air hoses. 

The svstem operates for between 10 and 
45 secoods after engine start-up, dependant 
on coolant temperature. 

Diesel engines 

Crankcase emission control 
Refer to paragraphs 4 and 5. 

Exhaust emission control 
To minimise the level of exhaust pollutants 

released into the atmosphere, a catalytic 
converter is fitted in the exhaust system of 
later models. 

The catalytic converter consists of a carister 
containing a fine mesh Impregnated with a 
catalyst material , CNef" which the hot exhaust 
gases pass. The catalyst speeds up the 
oxldafion of Ilarrnflj carbon monoxide, I.ri:unt 
hydrocarbons and soot, effectively reducing 
the quantity of harmful products released into 
the atmosphere via the exhaust gases. 

Exhaust gas recirculation system 
This system is designed to recirculate small 

quantities of exhaust gas into the inlel tract, 
and therefore Into the combustion process. 

This process reduces the level of oxides of 
nitrogen present in the final exhaust gas 
which is released Into the atmosphern. 

The volume of exhaust gas recifculaled is 
controlled by vacuum supplied from the brake 
senlO vacuum pump, via a soIeooid valve 
controlled by the glow plug preheating 
system, or by an etecbouic control unit 

A vacuum-operaled valve is fitted to the 
exhaust manifold, 10 regulate the quantity of 
exhaust gas reclrculated. The valve is 
operated by the vacuum supplied via the 
solenoid valve. 

Additionally, on certain models, a butterfly 
valve mounted on the Inlet manifold allows the 
ratio of air-to-recirculated exhaust gas to be 
controlled. The butterfly valve also enables 
the exhaust gases to be drawn into the Inlet 
manifold at Idle or under light load, when the 
valve on the exhaust manifold is fully open. 

The system Is controlled by an electronIc 
control unit, which receives information on 
coolant temperature, engine load, and engine 
speed , via the coolant temperature 
switch/sensor, throttle position switch/sensor 
and crankshaft sensor respectively. 

2 Emission control systems ~ 
(petrol engines) - testing and ~ 
component renewal ...: 

Crankcase emission control 
1 The components of this system require no 
attention other than to check that the hose(s) 
are clear and undamaged at regu\af rnervals. 
Evaporatlve emission 
control system 

Testing 
2 If Ihe system is thought to be faulty, 
disconnect the lloses from the charcoal 
canister and purge control valve and check 
that they are clear by blowing through them. If 
the purge control valve(s) Cl' charcoal canister 
are thought to be faulty, they must be reoewed. 

Charcoal canister renewal 
3 The charcoal canister Is located behind the 
right-hand front wing. To gain access to the 

2.5 To release the quick-release hose 
connectOl1l, depress their centre collars 

with a small flat-bladed screwdriver 

2.4 lower the charcoal canister out from 
underneath the right-hand wing 

canister, firmly apply the handbrake, then jack 
up the front of the car and support it securelV 
on axle stands (see Jacking snd vehicle 
support). Remove the roadwheel, then undo 
the retaining screws from the base of the 
wheel arch liner. Prise out the retaining clips 
and remove the liner from underneath the 
wmg. 
4 On earlv models, slacken and remove the 
retaining bolt then free the canister from Its 
mounting clamp and lower it out from 
underneath the wing (see illustration). On 
later models, free the canister from its 
retaining clips, and lower it out from 
oodemeath the wing. On all model$, ITI8/1I: the 
hoses for Identification pt.wposeS. 
5 Slacken the retaining dips then disconnect 
both hoses and remove the C8t\ister from the 
vehicle. Where the crimped·type hose clips 
are fitted , cut the clips and cflSC8rd them, use 
standard worm-drive hose clips on refitting. 
Where the hoses are equipped with quick
release fittings depress the contro collar of the 
fitting with a small flat-bladed screwdriver 
then detach the hose from the canister (see 
illustration). On later models, also disconnect 
the purge valve wiring connector. 
S Refitting is a reverse of the removal 
procedure ensuring the hoses are correctly 
reconnected. 

Purge valve(s) renewal 
7 On early models, the purge valve Is located 
on the right-hand side of the engine 
compartment (see Illustration). On later 
models, the purge valve is Integral with the 

2.7 On early models, the purge vatye 
(arrowed) Is located on the right-hand side 

of the engine compartment 
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charcoal canister and cannot be renewed 
separately. 
8 To renew the purge valve on earty models, 
first disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
9 Depress the retaining clip and disconnect the 
wiring coonector from the valve. Disconnect the 
hOSeS from either end of the valve then release 
the valve from its retaining clip or strap and 
remove it from the engine compartment, noting 
which way around it is fitted. 
10 Refitting Is a reversal of the removal 
procedure ensuring the valve is fitted the 
correct way around and the hoses are 
securely connected. 

Exhaust emission control 

Testing 

11 The performance of the catalytic 
converter can only be checked by measuring 
the exhaust gases using a good-quality, 
carefully-calibrated exhaust gas analyser. If 
access to such equipment can be gained, it 
should be connected and used according 
with the maker's instructions. 
12 If the CO level at the tailplpe is too high, 
the vehicle should be taken to a 
PeugeoVCitroen dealer or engine diagnostic 
specialist so that the complete engine 
management system can be thoroughly 
checked using the special diagnostic 
equipment. Once these have been checked 
and are known to be free from faults, the fault 
must be in the catalytic converter, which must 
be renewed as described in Chapter 4A. 

Catalytic converter renewal 

13 Refer to Chapter 4A. 

lambda sensor(s) renewal 

Note 1: The lambda sensor is delicate and will 
not work if it is dropped or knocked, if its 
power supply is disrupted, or if any cleaning 
materials 8Je used on it. 
Note 2: Later engines to emission standard L4 
are fitted with a 'downstream' lambda sensor 
located after the catalytic converter. Removal 
and refitting procedures are the same for both 
senSOlS. 
14 Trace the wiring back from the lambda 
sensor (which is screwed into the top of the 
exhaust front pipe or into the exhaust 
manifold) to the top of the transmission unit. 
Disconnect both wiring connectors and free 
the wiring from any relevant retaining clips or 
ties (see illustration). 
15 Unscrew the sensor from the exhaust 
system front pipe or manifold and remove it 
along with its sealing washer. 
16 Refitting is a reverse of the removal 
procedure using a new sealing washer. Prior 
to installing the sensor apply a smear of high
temperature grease to the sensor threads. 
Ensure the sensor Is securely tightened and 
that the wiring is correctly routed and in no 
danger of contacting either the exhaust 
system or engine. 

2.14 On early models the lambda sensor 
wiring connectors are clipped onto the 

front of the transmission 

Secondary air injection 

Testing 

17 If the air Injection pump is thought not to 
be operating correctly, the vehicle should be 
taken to a PeugeotlCitroen dealer or engine 
diagnostic specialist so that the complete 
engine management system, including the 
pump, can be thoroughly checked using the 
special diagnostic equipment (see Chap
ter4A). 
18 The air injection valve can be checked 
once it has been removed. The valve should 
flow air only in one direction; when blown 
through from the valve (pump) union. If not , it 
is faulty and should be renewed. 

Air pump renewal 

19 The air pump is located on the left-hand 
side of the engine compartment. 
20 To gain access to the pump, remove the 
air cleaner housing as described in Chap
ter4A. 
21 Unscrew the mounting bolts then 
disconnect the vacuum hoses and wiring 

2..25 Secondary air injection valve-
later 1.4 litre models 

1 Air injection valve 
2 Valve adaptor 
3 Valve-to-cylinder head bolts 
4 Adaptor-to-manifold bolts 
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connector and remove the pump from the 
vehicle. 
22 Refitting is the reverse of removal. 

Air injection valve renewal 

23 The air injection valve Is mounted on the 
front of the cylinder head. 
24 Disconnect the air hose from the valve. 
25 Unscrew the bolts securing the valve 
adaptor to the top of the exhaust manifold 
(see illustration). 
26 Unscrew the bolts securing the valve to 
the front of the cylind9l' head then remove the 
valve and adaptor assembly from the engine. 
27 If necessary, unscrew the retaining nuts 
and separate the valve and adaptor. Recover 
the gasket and discard it; a new one should 
be used on refitting. 
28 Refitting is the reverse of removal, using a 
new gasket (wtl9l'e necessary) and tighten the 
fixings to the specified torque. 

3 Emission control systems ~ 
(diesel engines) - testing and ~ 
component renewal ~ 

Note: Numerous variations of emission control 
systems have beeri fitted during the course of 
production. The following information is a 
guide to the systems most commonly 
encountered. 

Crankcase emission control 
1 The components of this system require no 
attention other than to check that the hose(s) 
are clear and undamaged at regular intervals. 

Exhaust emission control 

Testing 

2 The perionnance of the catalytic converter 
can only be checked by measuring the 
exhaust gases using a good-quanty, carefully
calibrated exhaust gas analyser. If access to 
such equipment can be gained, it should be 
connected and used according with the 
maker's instructions. 
3 If the exhaust emissions are excessive, 
before assuming the catalytic converter is 
faulty, it is worth checking the problem Is not 
due to a faulty injector(s), or other diesel fuel 
system fault. Refer to your PeugeoVCitroen 
dealer fOf further Information. 

Catalytic converter renewal 

4 Refer to Chapter 48 or 4C as applicable. 

EGRsystem -
1.9 litre DJYengine models 

Testing 

5 If the EGR system is thought not to be 
operating correctly, the vehicle should be 
taken to a PeugeoVCitroen dealer for testing. 

EGR valve renewal 

6 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer 10 Disconnecting the battel)' in the 
Ref9l'ence Section of this manual). 
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3.22 The EGR solenoid valve (arrowed) is 
located on the battery mounting plate-

1.9 litre models 

7 Remove the air inlet duct and air 
distribution housing as described in Chap
ter 4B. 
8 Remove the cylinder head cover as 
described in Chapter 2B. 
9 Remove the clip securing the lower flexible 
portion of the EGR pipe to the EGR valve. If 
the original crimped clip is still in place, cut it 
off; new clips are supplied by PeugeoVCilroen 
parts stockists with a screw clamp fixing. If a 
screw clamp type clip is fitted, undo the 
screw alld manipulate the clip off the pipe. 
10 Disconnect the vacuum hose from the top 
of the EGR valve. 
11 Undo the two boils securing the EGR 
valve to the exhaust manifold. Lift off the valve 
and recover the gasket. 
12 Refitting is a reverse of the removal 
procedure, bearing in mind the fol lowing 
points: 
a) Ensure that the EGR valve and exhau~t 

manifold mating faces are clean and use a 
new gasket. 

b) Secure the EGR pipe with new screw 
clamp type clips. if crimped type clips 
were initially fitted. 

c) Refit the cylinder head cover as described 
in Chapter 28. 

d) Refit the air Inlet duct and air distribution 
housing as described in Chapter 48. 

EGR solenoid valve renewal 
13 To remove the EGR solenoid valve, 
disconnect the two vacuum hoses and the 
wiring connector. Undo the mounting nuts 

3,29a Undo the two bolts (arrowed) 
securing the EGR pipe to the inlet manifold 

elbow ... 

3.27 Undo the bolts securing the EGR pipe 
support clips to the inlet manifold ... 

and remove the valve from the mounting 
bracket. 
14 Refitting Is the reverse of removal. 

EGRsystem -
1.9 litre WJZ engine models 

Testing 
15 If the EGR system is thought not to be 
operating correctly. the vehicle should be 
taken to a PeugeoVCilroen dealer for testing. 

EGR valve renewal 
16 Remove the upper section of the inlet 
manifold as described in Chapter 4C. The EGR 
valve can then be removed from the manifold. 
17 Refitting is the reverse of removal. 

Accelerator lever switch renewal 
18 The switch is fitted to the top of the 
injection pump. If the switch is faulty, renewal 
should be entrusted to a PeugeoVCi troen 
dealer who will have the necessary special 
equipment to adjust it. 

EGRsystem -
1.9 litre WJYengine models 

Testing 
19 If the EGR system is thought not to be 
operating correctly, the vehicle should be 
taken to a PeugeoVCitroen dealer for testing 
using the special diagnostic equipment (see 
Chapter 4C). 

EGR valve renewal 
20 Remove the upper section of the inlet 

3.29b . , . then withdraw the valve and pipe 
assembly and recover the gasket at the 

EGR pipe flange - 2.0 litre models 

3.28 ... and the two nuts securing the 
EGR valve to the exhaust manifold -

2.0 litre models 

manifold as described in Chapter 4C. The 
EGR valve can then be removed from the 
manifold. 
21 Refitting is the reverse of removal. 

Solenoid valve renewal 
22 The EGR solenoid valve Is located on the 
battery mounting plate (see illustration). 
23 To remove the EGR solenoid valve, 
disconnect the two vacuum hoses and the 
wiring connectOf. Undo the mounting bracket 
bolts and remove the valve from the engine 
compartment. 
24 Refitting Is the reverse of removal. 

EGR system - 2 .0 litre models 

Testing 
25 Testing of the system should be entrusted 
to a PeugeoVCftroEin dealer. 

EGR valve renewal 
26 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
27 Undo the bolts securing the EGR pipe 
support clips to the inlet manifold (see 
illustration)_ 
28 Disconnect the vacuum hose, then undo 
the two nuts securing the EGR valve to the 
exhaust manifold (see illustration). 
29 Undo the two bolts securing the EGR pipe 
to the inlet manifold elbow. Withdraw the EGA 
valve and pipe assembly from the manifold 
and recover the gasket at the EGR pipe-to
inlet manifold flange (see illustrations). 
30 To separate the EGR pipe from the valve, 
remove the clip securing the upper flexible 
portion of the pipe to the valve. If the original 
crimped clip is still in place, cut it off; new 
clips are supplied by PeugeotJCitroen parts 
stockists with a screw clamp filling. If a screw 
clamp type clip is fitted, undo the screw and 
manipulate the clip off the pipe. 
31 Refitting is a reverse of the removal 
procedure, bearing in mind the following 
points: 
a) Ensure that the EGR valve and exhaust 

manifold mating faces are clean. 
b) Secure the EGR pipe with new screw 

clamp type clips, if crimped type clips 
were initially fitted. 
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3.32 EGR solenoid valve location 
(arrowed) on the battery moYnting plate-

2.0 litre modet. 

Solenoid valve renewal 
32 The EGR solenoid valve Is located on the 
battery mounting plate (see illustration). To 
gain access. remove the air cleaner assembly 
as described in Chapter 4C. 
33 To remove the EGR solenoid valve, 
disconnect the two vacuum hoses and the 
WIring corY18Ctor. Undo the mounting braCket 
bolts and remove the valve from the engine 
"""""",,,"C 
34 Refitting Is the reverse of remcwal. 

4 Catalytic converter - general 
information and precautions 

1 The catalytic converter Is a reliable and 
simple device which needs no maintenance in 
itself. but there are some facts of which an 
owner should be aware If the convertet is to 
fwlction property foI" Its fuI semce ife. 

Petrol engines 
B) 00 NOT use leaded petrol ex !.RP In a car 

equipped with. catalytic COtJ\Iefter- the 
lead will coat the precbus metals. 
f9ducing their converting efficiency and 
will eventU8l1y destroy the converter. 

b) Always keep the ignition and fuel systems 
well-maintained In accordance with the 
manufacturer's schedule. 

c) If the engine develops a misfire, do not 
drive the car at BII (or at least as little as 
possible) until the fault is cured. 

d) 00 NOT push- or tow·staff the car-this 
will soak the C8r~ cotWefter i'I 
unbumed fuel, causing it to overlJeat 
when the et9ne does .start. 

eJ 00 NOT swik:II off the ignition at fWgh --

Emission control systems 40 -5 

IJ 00 NOT use fuel or engine oil adt:itiwJs -
tMse may contai'J substances hMmfullO 
the cCatytic cawetref'". 

Q) 00 NOT continue to use the car if the 
engine bums 01 to the axtent of INvinQ 8 

visible InIiI of blIe smoIce.. 
h) RemembeI that the catatytic con ..... 

operates at ..et)' high ten:pefa1uf8S. 00 
NOT, rhet"afo(e. par1f the CIIr h dry 
UlldeipiOwth. over long grass or plies of 

deIId .IasYes alter a long run. 
I} Rer,N!I,m rhatthecatal)ltlccorwwteris 

FRAGILE - do not strike it wfflj tools 
during SOl .. id. rg worlt 

D In some cases a sulphurous smell (filca 
that of rotten eggs) may be noticed from 
the exhaust This is common to many 
catalytic converter-equlpped cars and 
once the car has covered 8 few thousand 
miles the problem should disspptW. 

le) The cata/ytk converter, used on a 
well·malntained and well--drlven car, 
should last for between 50 000 and 
100 000 miles - if the converter Is no 
Iongereffective it must be renewed. 

Diesel engines 
2 Ref. to parts f, g, h and I of the petrol 
engine rdtwmation given above. 
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Chapter 5 Part A: 
Starting and charging systems 

Contents Section number Section number 

Alternator - removal and refitting _ ... __ ... _ ...... _ . • . • . • . . .• 8 Generallnfoonation and pteCaJJlions ..... . ..............•... 1 
Alternator - testing and overhaul ..... _ .. _ .......... _ . . . • . . .. 9 Ignition switch - removal and refitti'lg ............ _ ........... '3 
Alternator drtvebett - removal. refitting and lensioning .. _ . . . . • . •. 7 Oil level sensor - removal and refitting .. _ ...•........ _ ....... '5 
Battery - removal and refmlng . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 Oil pressure warning light switch - removal and refitting . __ ...... 14 
Battery tray and mounting plate - removaJ and refitting . . . . . . . . .. 5 Starter motor - removal and refitting •.•.•..•. _ ...•.......... _ 11 
Battery - testing and charging .... _ . _ ..........•. _ . . . . . . . . .. 3 Starter motor - testing and overhaul •.•.... _ .......... _ . _ ...• , 2 
Charging system - testing . . .. .. . _ .......... _ ...... _ . _ . . . .. 6 Starting system - testing .... _ .... _ . . ...... .. .. .. .. ... _ .... '0 
Electrical fault finding - general infonnation .. ...... .. . •...•... 2 

Degrees of difficulty 
Easy, suitable for 

-
Fairly easy, suitable 

~ 
F .... _ ~ o;n;cut, sUtabIe far 

~ 
V""'_ ~ 

novice with little fa begimer with sUlablefaroompetent ~ expei ie iCed DIY su"",", far expert DIY ~ 
expaielCe some expel ie ICe ~ DIY mec:haric ~ IIlechallic ~ a plOfes o · onaI ~ 

Specifications 
System type ............ .. .. . ... . . . ............... . 

Battery 
Type .•...•..•.••.. . .•.• • ....•.......•....•.... •. . . ...... 
Charge condition: 

Poor •......• . ..•••.. • .. . ••.... . ..•.•..•....•........ 
NorlTI8I ••••••••.••••.• •. •••••••• • •••••• ••.•• •• ... • ... • . 
Good .......................... . ........ . ............ . 

Altemator 
Type ..•.....•...••.•.•.••.•.•.•.••.•.•.•... •..•. ..•••..• 

Rating, 
Petrol engines ..•.•.•••..• • •.. , ... . .... . ... ... . . ........ . 
Diesel engines ....... ... .......... . ...... . ........... . .. . 

Starter motor 

12 volt. negative earth 

Low maintenance or 'maIntenance-free' sealed for life 

12.5 volts 
12.6 volts 
12.7 volts 

Oenso, VaJeo, Bosch, Magneti Marelli 0( Mitsubishi (depending on 
model) 

70, 80 or 90 amp 
70, 80,90,1 20 or 150 amp 

Type .......•.•.•.•..•.• . • • .••••.. ... ..•.. . . •. .. . •.. •. . . , Mitsubishl, VaIeo, Paris Rhone or Bosch (dependiog on model) 



5A.2 Starting and charging systems 

1 General infonnation and 
precautions 

Generallnfonnatlon 
The engine electrical system consists 

mainly of the charging and starting systems. 
Because of their engine-related f\mctions, 
these components are covered separately 
from the body electrical devices such as the 
lights, instn.ments, etc (wtJich are covered in 
Chapter 12). On petrol engine mode!s refer to 
Part B for information on the ignition system, 
and on diesel models refer to Part C for 
information on the prelpost -he;rting system. 

The electrical system Is of the 12 vC« 
negative earth type. 

The battery ts of the low maintenance or 
'maintenance-free' (sealed for life) type and is 
charged by the a/temator-, which is beIt-driven 
from the ctankshaft pulley. 

The sterter motor is of the pre-engaged 
type Incorporating an integral solenoid. On 
starting, the soM!nofd moves the drive pinion 
into engagement with the flywheel ring gear 
before the starter motor Is energised. Once 
the engine has slarted, a one-way clutch 
prevents the motor armature being driven by 
the engine until the pinion disengages from 
the flywheel. 

Precautions 
Further details 01 the various systems are 

given in the relevant Sections 01 this Chapter. 
While some repair procedures are given, the 
usual course 01 action Is 10 renew the 
component concerned. The owner whose 
Interest extends beyond mere component 
renewal should obtain a copy of the Automotive 
Electricel & Electronic Systems Menual, 
available from the publishers of this manual. 

It Is necessary to take extra care when 
working on the electrical system 10 avoid 
damage 10 semi-conductor devices (diodes 
and transistors), and 10 avoid the risk o f 
personal Injury. In addition 10 Ihe precautions 
given In Safety first! at the beginning of this 
manual, observe the following when working 
on the system: 
.. Always remove rings, watches, etc, 
before working on the electrical system. 
Elfen with the battery disconnected, 
capaciti ve discharge could occur i f a 
component's live terminal's earthed 
through a metal object. This could cause a 
shock or nasty bum. 
.. Do not nwerse the battGf}' connections. 
Compollftllts such as the altemator, 
electronic control units, or any other 
components halflng semi-conductor 
circuitry could be irreparably damaged. 
.. If the engine is being started using jump 
leads and 11 slave battery, connect the 
batteries ~to-positiIfe and negative
to-negative (see 'Jump starting? This also 
applies when COt1necting a battety charger. 

.. Never disconnect the batt8/)' terminals, 
the alternator, IlIIy electrical wiring or eny 
test Ins truments when the engine /s 
running . 
.. Do not allow the engine to tum the 
altemator when the altemator Is not 
connected • 
.. Never ' test' for altemator output by 
'flashing' the output lead to earth. 
.. Never use an ohmmeter of the type 
incorporating a hand·crBnked generator 
for circuit or continuity tBSUng. 
.. Always ensure that the battGf}' negative 
lead is disconnected when worlcinQ on the 
electrical system. 
.. Before u:;;ng e/ectrlc·arc welding 
equipment on the car, disconnect the 
baHety, alternator and components such as 
the various lfffIIic:Ie electronic COt1U01 units 
to protect them from the risk of damage. 

2 Electrical fauH. finding -
general information 

Refer to Chapter 12. 

3 Battery-
testing and charging 

Testing 
Standard and 
low maintenance battery 
1 If the vehicle covers a small annual mileage, it 
is worthwhile checking the specific gravity of the 
electrolyte every three months to delMTline the 
state of charge ol lhe battery. Use a hydrometer 
to make the dleck and compare the results with 
the loIlcwMg table. Note that the specific gravity 
readings assume an electrolyte temperature of 
1SOC (60"F); for evary 10·C (1seF) below I S"C 
(60°F) subtract 0.007. For every 10·C (1S°F) 
above 150C (6O"F) add 0.007. 

Above 25"C Below 2S°C 
Fully-charged 1.210 to 1.230 1.270 to 1.290 
70% charged 1.170 to 1.190 1.230 to 1.250 
Discharged 1.050 to 1.070 1. 110 to 1.130 
2 I1 Ihe battery condition is suspect , first 
check the specific gravity of electrolyte In 
each cell. A variation of 0.040 or more 
betWeen any celts indicates loss of electrolyte 
or deterioration of the internal plales. 
3 If the specific gravity varialion is 0 .040 or 
more, the battery should be renewed. If the 
eaU variation Is satisfactory but the battery is 
discharged, It should be charged as 
described later in this Section. 

Maintenance-free battery 
4 In cases where a ' sealed lor fife' 
maintenance-free battery Is fitted, topping-up 
and testing of the electrolyte in each ceilis not 
possible. The coodiUon of the battery can 
therefore only be tested using a battery 
COl lditioo , indicator- or- a voltmeter. 

5 Certain models may be fltted wrth a 'Deico' 
type maintenance-free battery, wtth a bullt.1n 
charge condition indicator. The Indlcato( la 
located In the top of the battery casing, &rid 
indicates the condition of the battery from its 
coIcu. If the indicator shows green, then the 
battery is in a 9000 sta1e of charge. If the 
InI:icator shows black, then the battery reqt,.bs 

cnargr.g, as described later In ttVs Section. " 
the Indicator- shows blue, then the e\ectrotyte 
level in the battery is too low to allow further 
use, and the battery shot*I be renewed. 
Caution: Do not attempt to charge, load or 
Jump start a battery when the Indicator 
shows clear/yellow. 
8 If testing the battery using a voltmeter. 
connect the voItmetec- across the battery <Wld 
compare the resutt with those given in the 
Specifications under 'charge condition'. The 
test is only accurate if the bauery has not 
been sulJiected to any kind of charge for- the 
previous six hours. If this Is not the case, 
switch on the headlights for 30 seconds, then 
wail four to five minutes before testing the 
battery after switching off the headlights. All 
other electrical circuits must be switdled Off, 
so dlecI< that the doofs and laigate are luly 
shut when making the tesl 
7 II the vottage reading is less than 12.2 volts, 
then the battery is discharged, whilst a 
reading of 12.2 to 12.4 votts Indicates a 
partially-<tischarged condition. 
8 If the battery is to be charged, remove it 
from the vehicle (Section 4) and charge it as 
desCribed later in this Section. 

Charging 
Note: The following ;s intended 8S a guide 
only. Always refer to the manufacturer's 
recommendations (often printed on a lebel 
ettached to the battery) before charging e 
batt8l)'. 

Standard and 
low maintenance battery 
9 Charge the battery at a rate of 3.5 10 
4 amps and cootinue to charge the battery at 
this rate unti l 110 further rise In specific gravity 
Is noted over a four hour period. 
10 Alternatively, a trickle charger charging at 
the rate of 1.5 amps can safety be used 
overnight . 
11 SpeciafJy rapid 'boost' charges which are 
claimed to restore the power of the battery In 
1 to 2 hours are not recommended, as they 
can cause serious damage to the battery 
plates ttvough overheating. 
12 While charging the battery, note that the 
temperature of the electrotyte should never 
exceed 37.SoC (100"F). 

Maintenance-free battery 
13 This battery type takes considerably 
longer to fully recharge than the standard 
type, the time taken being dependent on the 
extent of discharge, but it can take anything 
up to three days. 
14 A constant voltage type charger Is 
required to be set. when connected, to 13.9 10 
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14.9 volts with a charger current below 
25 amps. Using this method, the battery should 
be usable within three hours, giving a voltage 
reading of 12.5 volts, but this is for a partial ly
discharged battery and, as mentioned, full 
c;harging can take considerably longer . 
15 If tile battery is to be charged from a fully 
discharged state (condition reading less than 
12.2 volts), have it recharged by your peogeoV 
Citroen dealer or local alJtomotive electrician, 
as the charge rale is higher and constant 
supervision during charging is necessary. 

4 Battery -
removal and refitting 

Note: Refer to 'Disconnecting the battery' in 
/he Reference Chapter before proceeding. 

Removal 
1 The battery is located on the left-hand side 
of the engine compartment. 
2 Slacken the clamp bolt and disconnect the 
clamp from the battery negative (-) terminal 
(see illustration). 
3 Disconnect the battery positive terminal (+) 
lead. The positive terminal attachment will 
either be of the clamp bott type described in 
paragraph 2, or of the quick release type, 
whereby lifting the plastic insulation cover 
automatically releases the terminal clamp 
(see illust ration). 
4 On early models, undo the nut and bott and 
lift the battery clamp off the retaining stud 
(see illustration). Lift the battery out of the 
engine compartment. 
S 00 later models, undo the nut securing the 
battery clamp to the battery tray stud and lift 
out the clamp (see illustration). Move the 
battery towards the engine slightly to 
disengage the lip on the battery case from the 
battery tray, then lift the battery oul of the 
engine compartment. 

Refitting 
6 Refitting is a reversal of removal, but smear 
petroleum jelly on the terminals after 
reconnecting the leads, and always reconnect 
the positive lead first, and the negative lead last. 

5.5 Undo the bolts (arrowed) securing the 
mounting plate to the top of the 
engine/transmission mounting 
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4.2 Slacken the clamp bolt nut and 
disconnect the negative lead from the 

battery terminal 

4.4 Battery clamp retaining nut and bolt 
(arrowed) on earty models .. • 

5 Battery tray and mounting 
plate - removal and refitting 

Note: The battery tray and mounting plate 
arrangement varies considerably according to 
model and year of manufacture, The following 
procedures describe typical arrangements 
tlJat may be encountered. 

Removal 
1 Remove the battery as desaibed In Section 4. 
2 Referring to the relevant Part of Chapter 4, 
remove the air cleaner and air intake duct 
components as necessary for access to the 
battery tray. 
3 On models where the engine management 
electronic control unit (ECU) is housed in the 

5.6 On diesel models, undo the nuts and 
bolts (alTowed) and remove the vacuum 
reservoir and solenoid valves from the 

mounting plate 

4.3 Lift the plastic insulation cover to 
disconnect the quic k-release positive lead 

clamp from the battery terminal 

4.5 . .. and clamp retaining nut (arrowed) 
on later models 

end of the battery tray, lift off the cover and 
disconnect the wiring connector(s) from the 
ECU. Alternatively, undo the ECU support 
plate boIlS and separate the support plate 
from the battery tray. 
4 Release all the relevant clips securing the 
wiring to the tray and remove the battel)' tray 
from the engine compartment. 
5 To remove the mounting plate, undo the 
bolts securing the mounting plate to the lop of 
the left-hand engine/transmission mounting 
(see illustration). 
6 On diesel engine models, undo the retaining 
nuts and bolts and remove the vacuum 
reservoir and solenoid valves from the side of 
the mounting plate (see illustration). 
7 On later 2,0 litre diesel models, unclip the 
relay box from the front of the mounting plate 
(see illustration), 

5.7 On later 2.0 litre diesel models, unclip 
the relay box (arrowed) from the front of 

the mounting plate 
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8 Release any additional wiring retaining clips 
and withdraw the mounting plate from the 
engine compartment. 

Refitting 
9 Refitting Is a reversal of removal, ensuring 
that the mounting plate retaining bolts are 
securely tightened. 

6 Charging system - testing ~ 

~ 
~ 

Note: Refer to the warnings given in 'Safety 
firsfl' and In Section 1 of this Chapter before 
starting worlt 
1 If the ignition warning light fails to illuminate 
when the ignition is switched on, fi rst check 
the alternator wiring connections for security. 

8.3a On 1.9 litre DW series diesel engines, 
remove the fasteners from the right-hand 

side . . . 

a.3c ... then remove the cover from the 
engine 

a.3e . .. then lift off the engine cover 

If satisfactory, check that the warning light 
bulb has not blown, and that the bulbholder is 
secure in its location in the instrument panel. 
If the light still fails to illuminate, check the 
continuity of the warning light feed wire from 
the alternator to the bulbholder. If all is 
satisfactory, the alternator is at fault and 
should be renewed or taken to an auto
electrician for testing and repair. 
2 If the ignition warning light illuminates when 
the engine is running, stop the engine and 
check that the drivebelt is correctly fitted and 
tensioned (see Chapter lA or 1 B) and that the 
alternator connections are secure. If all is so 
far satisfactory, have the alternator checked 
by an auto-electrician for testing and repair. 
3 If the alternator output is suspect even 
though the warning light functions correct ly, 
the regulated voltage may be checked as 
follows. 

a.3b . .. and top of the engine cover •. . 

B.3d On 2.0 litre diesel engines, rotate 
each fastener through 90" to release Tt • •• 

B.4a Slacken and remove the power 
steering pump front mounting bolts ... 

4 Connect a voltmeter across the battery 
terminals and start the engine. 
S Increase the engine speed until the 
voltmeter reading remains steady; the reading 
should be approximately 12 to 13 volts. and 
no more than 14 volts. 
6 Switch on as many electrical acceSsories 
(eg, the headlights, heated rear window and 
heater blower) as possible, and check thal the 
alternator maintains the regulated voltage of 
around 13 to 14 volts. 
7 If the regulated vollage is not as slated, the 
fault may be due to worn brushes, weak brush 
springs, a faulty voltage regulator, a faulty 
diode, a severed phase winding or worn or 
damaged Slip-rings. The altemator should be 
renewed or taken to an auto-electrician for 
testing and repair. 

7 Alternator drivebelt -
removal, refitting and 
tensioning 

Refer to the procedure given for the 
auxiliary drivebelt in Chapter 1A or 1B. 

8 Alternator
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Remove the auxiliary drivebelt as described 
in Chapter 1A or 18. 
3 On 1.9 litre DW series diesel engines. 
release the clip In the centre of the engine 
cover and undo the retaining screw on the 
right-hand side. Uft off the engine cover. On 
2.0 litre diesel engines, turn the four plastic 
fasteners through 90· and lift off the engine 
cover (see Illustrations). 
4 For Improved access to the altemator on 
models with power steering, refer 10 ChaptEtf 
10 and unbolt the power steering pump from 
its location. Move the pump to one side, taking 
care not to lose the spacer (where flttoo) from 
the rear mounting (see illustrations). Support 

8.4b ... and rear mounting bolt 
(arrowed) .•. 
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8.4c .,' then move the power steering 
pump to one side - petrol engine shown 

the weight of the pump by tying It to the 
vehicle body/engine to prevent any excess 
strain being placed on the hydraulic 
pipes/hoses. Note: There is no need to 
disconnect the pipes/hoses from the pump. 
Release the pipes/hoses from any necessary 
clips to prevent them being strained. 
5 Depending on engine and equipment frtted, 
either undo the three bolts and remove the 
auxiliary drivebelt tensioner assembly, or 
undo the bolts and remove the auxiliary 
drivebeH idler pulley bracket. 
6 Remove the rubber cover(s) from the 
alternator terminal(s), then unscrew the 
retaining nut(s) and disconnect the wiring from 
the rear of the alternator (see illustrations). 
7 Unscrew the alternator mounting bolts and, 
where applicable, the bolt securing the 
adjuster bolt bracket to the alternator (see 
iffustration). Note that on some models, the 
left-hand bol t(s) act as central isers and 
incorporate a spacer and cone. To access the 
left-hand lower mounting bolt, unbolt the air 
conditioning compressor (where fitted) and 
move it to one side. Do not disconnect the 
refrigerant pipes. 
8 Manoeuvre the alternator away from its 
mounting brackets and out from the engine 
compartment. 

Refitting 
9 Refitting is a reversal of removal, tightening 
the left-hand (centraliser) bolts first, followed 
by the right-hand bolts. Refit and tension the 
auxiliary drivebelt as described in Chapter lA 
or 1B. 

8.7 Alternator front mounting bolts 
(alTowed) - petrol engine shown 

Starting and charging systems 5A- 5 

8.6a Remove the rubber cover then 
unscrew the nut (alTowed) . .. 

9 Atternator-
testing and overhaul 

If the alternator is thought to be suspect, it 
should be removed from the vehicle and taken 
to an auto-electrician for testing. Most auto
electricians will be able to supply and fit 
brushes at a reasonable cost. However, check 
on the cost of repairs before proceeding as it 
may prove more economical 10 oblain a new 
or exchange alternator. 

10 Starting system - testing 

Note: Refer to the precautions given in 'Safety 
first!' and in $ection 1 of this Chapter before 
starting work. 
1 If the starter motor fails to operate when the 
ignit ion key Is turned to the appropriate 
pOSition. the following possible causes may 
be to blame. 
a) The engine immobiliser is faulty. 
b) The battery is faulty. 
c) The e/ectricaJ connections between the 

switch, solenoid, battery and starter 
motor are somewhere failing to pass the 
necessary current from the battery 
through the starter to earth. 

d) The solenoid is faulty. 
e) The starter motor is mechanically or 

electrically defective. 

10.3 Engine/transmission earth strap 
connection (arrowed) 

a.6b .. , and disconnect the wiring from 
the altemator - petrol engine shown 

2 To check the battery, switch on the 
headlights. If they dim after a few seconds, 
this indicates that the battery is discharged -
recharge (see Section 3) or renew the battery. 
If the headlights glow brightly, operale the 
ignition switch and obS8fVe the lights. If they 
dim, then this indicates that current is 
reaching the starter motor, therefore the fault 
must tie in the starter motor. If the lights 
continue to glow brightly (and no clicking 
sound can be heard from the starter motor 
solenoid), this indicates that there is a fault in 
the circuit or solenoid - see following 
paragraphs. If the starter motor turns slowly 
when operated, but the battery is in good 
condition, then this indicates that either the 
starter motor is faulty, or there is considerable 
resistance somewhere in the circuit. 
3 If a fault in the circuit is suspected, 
disconnect the battery leads (including the 
earth connection to the body), the 
starter/solenoid wiring and the engine/trans
mission earth strap(s) - located on the 
transmission housing (see illustration). 
Thoroughly clean the connections and 
reconnect the leads and wiring. then use a 
voltmeter or test lamp to check that full 
battery voltage is available at the battery 
positive lead connection to the solenoid, and 
that the earth is sound. Smear petroleum jelly 
around the battery terminals to prevent 
corrosion - corroded connections are 
amongst the most frequent causes of 
electrical system faults. 
4 If the battery and all connections are in 
good condition, check the circuit by 
disconnecting the ignition switch supply wire 
from the solenoid terminal. Connect a 
voltmeter or test lamp between the wire end 
and a good earth (such as the battery 
negative lerminal), and check lhat the wire is 
live when the ignition switch is turned to the 
'start' position. If it is, then the circuit is sound 
- if not the circuil wiring can be checked as 
described in Chapter 12. 
5 The solenoid contacts can be checked by 
connecting a voltmeter or test lamp between 
the battery positive feed connection on the 
starter side of the solenoid, and earth. When 
the ignition switch is turned 10 the 'start' 
position, there should be a reading or lighted 
bulb, as applicable. If there is no reading or 
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11.6 Starter motor mounting bolts 
(arrowed) - petrol engine shown 

lighted bulb. the solenoid is faulty and should 
be renewed. 
6 If the clrcuit and solenoid are proved 
sound, the fault must lie in the starter motor. 
In this evenl, it may be possible to have the 
5t3ftet'" motor overhauled by a specialist, but 
check on the cost of spares before 
proceeding, as it may prove more ecohohica/ 
to obtain a new or exchange motor. 

11 Starter motor 
removal and refrtting 

Remollal 
1 Disconnect lhe battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 On 1.9 litre DW series diesel engines, 
release the dip in the centre of the engine 
cover and undo the retaining screw on the 
right-hand Side. Uft off the engine COV8f". On 
2.0 litre diesel engines, turn the four plastic 
fasteners through 90- and lift off the engine 
COV8f" (see Illustrations 8.3a to 8.3e). 
3 So that access to the motor can be gained 
both from above and below, apply the 
handbrake then jack up the Iront of the 
vehicle and support it on axle slands (see 
Jacking and vehicle support). Release the 
screws and remove the engine undershie:d 
(where fitted). 
4 Remove the air cleaner assembly and air 

I 

14.3 Disconnect the wiring connector 
(arrowed) from the oil pressure switch 

-
11.7 Remove the starter motor and 

recover the locating dowet (arrowed)-
d~ engine shown 

intake ducts as described In Chapler 4A 
or 48. 
5 Slacken and remove the two retaining nuts 
and disconnect the wiring from the starter 
motor solenoid. Recover the washers under ... """. 
6 Undo the three mounting bolts (two at the 
rear of the motor, and one which comes 
through from the top of the transmission 
housing), supporting the molor as the bolts 
are wilhdrawn (see illustration). Recover the 
washeni from under the boil heads and note 
!he locations of any wiring or hose brackets 
secured by the bolts. 
7 Manoeuvre the starter motor out from 
underneath the engine and recover the 
locating doweI(s) from the motorltransmission 
(as applicable) (see illustration). 

Rentfing 
8 Refitting is a reversal of removal, ensuring 
that the locating dowel(s) are correctly 
positioned. Also maJ<e sure that any wiring or 
hose brackets are in place under the bolt 
heads as noted prior to removal. 

12 Starter motor 
testing and ovemaul 

If the starter motor is thought to be suspect, 
it should be removed from the vehk::le and 
taken to an aUlo-electrician for testing. Most 
auto-electricians will be able to supply and frt 

15.1 Oft level &enSOf' (arrowed) - diesef 
engine shown 

brushes at a reasonable cost. However. check 
on the cost of repairs before proceeding as It 
may prove more economical to obtain a new 
or exchange motor. 

13 Ignition switch -
removal and refitting 

The ignition switch Is Integral with the 
steering column lock. and can be removed as 
described in Chapter 10. 

14 Oil pressure warrnng light ~ 
switch - removal and refitting ~ ... 

Remollal 
1 The switch is fitted at the front of the 
cylinder block, above the oi fiHer moulting 0( 

screwed Inlo the oil filter housing. Note that 
on some models access to the switch may be 
Improved If the vehicle is jacked up and 
supported Of! axle stands, and the engine 
undershield removed (where fitted), so that 
the switch can be reached from underneath 
(see JacJdng and vehida suppcxf). 
2 Oisconnect the battery negative lerminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battary in the 
Reference Chapter). 
3 Remove the protective sleeve from !he 
wIring plug (where applicable). then 
disconnect the wiring from the switch (see 
Illustration). 
4 Unscrew the switch from the cylinder block, 
and recov8f" the sealing washer. Be prepared 
for oil spillage. and if the switch is to be left 
removed from the engine for any length of 
time. plug the hole in the cylinder biock.. 

Refitting 
5 Examine the sealing washer for signs 01 
damage or deterioration and If necessaI)' 

''''''''. 
6 Refit the switch, complete with washer, and 
tighten it securely. Reconnect the winng 
conoector and recomect the battery. 
7 Lower the vehicle to !he ground then cheCk 
and, if necessary, top-up the engine on as 
described In Weekly checks. 

15 Oil level sensor -
removal and refitting 

1 On petrol engines the sensor Is located on 
the front side of the cylinder bloCk adjacent to 
the oil filter housing. On diesel engines, it Is 
fitted to the rear of the cylinder block on the 
left-hand end (see illustration). 
2 The removal and refitting procedure is as 
described for the oil pressure switch In 
Section 14. Access is most easily obtained 
from undemealtt the vehicle. 
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Chapter 5 Part B: 
Ignition system - petrol models 

Contents Section number Section number 

Ignition coil unit - removal, testing and refitting . .. .. . .. . . . 3 Ignition timing - checking and adjustment . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 
Ignition system - general Information . . ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • . . . 1 
Ignition system - testing . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

Knock sensor - removal and refitting . . . . . . . . .. 5 
Spar1<: plugs . . ... . . . .. . . ...... . .. . . ... .. .. . .. . See Chapter 1 A 

Ignftion system check ........ . ... .... . .. . .. .. . See Chapter 1A 

Degrees of difficulty 
Easy,-"" 

~ 
Fairly easy, suitable 

~ 
Faioly_ ~ Diffic<ot, _ "" 

~ V""'_ i... 
_""_DlY~ novice with little for begilYlB" 'Nith 

expEl!ieoce ~ some expEl! ielce ~ 

Specifications 
General 
System type . . . . 

Firing Of"cIer ..... .. .. .. . .. .• . .•. . .•• . 

_""oompete<1t ~ expei ieo ICed DIY 
~ 

DIY """"""" ~ """""'"" orPlofi '~aI ~ ~ ~ 

Static (distributOl1ess) ignition system controlled by engine 
management ECU 

Spar1<: plugs ..... .. .. . .......... . . • • . .. . .. .. • .. 
1-3-4-2 (No 1 cylinder at transmission end) 
See Chapter lA Specifications 

Ignition timing . . . . . . . . . ... .. ••...... .. • . ... . . .•• . Controlled by engine management ECU 

Torque wrench setting 
Knock sensor securing bolt 

1 Ignition system -
general information 

The ignition system is Integrated with the 
fuel injection system, to form a combined 
engine management system under the control 
of one ECU (see Chapter 4A for further 
information). 

The ignition side of the system is of the 
static (distributoriess) type, consisting only of 
two twin-output ignition coils. On early 
models, the ignition coils are housed in a 
single unit, mounted on the left hand end of 
the cylinder head; four HT leads connect the 
coil output terminals to the spark plugs. On 
later models, the ignition coils are housed In a 
single unit, which is mounted directly above 

Nm 
20 

the spar1t plugs - no HT leads are fitted. 
Each ignition coil serves two cylinders each 

(one coil supplies cylinders 1 and 4, and the 
other cylinder.> 2 and 3). 

Under the control of the ECU, the ignition 
coil operates on the 'wasted spark' principle. 
The spark plugs are fired in two pairs, twice 
for each complete cycle of the engine. One 
plug of each pair will fire on a compression 
stroke and one on an exhaust stroke; the 
spark on the exhaust stroke has no effect on 
the running of the engine and is therefore 
'wasted'. The ECU uses inputs from various 
sensors to calculate the required ignition 
advance setting and coil charging time. 

On certain models, a knock sensor is 
incorporated into the ignition system. The 
sensor is mounted on the cylinder block and 
prevents the engine 'pinking' under load. The 
sensor is sensitive to vibration and detects the 

Ibf ft 
15 

knocking which occurs when the engine starts 
to 'pink' (pre-ignite). The knock sensor sends 
an electrical signa! to the ECU, which in turn 
retards the ignition advance setting until the 
'pinking' ceases. 

2 Ignition system - testing 

.& 
Waming: Due to the high voftages 

, produced by the electronic 
• ignition system, extreme care 

must be taken when worlring on 
the system with the Ignition switched on. 
Persons with surgically-Implanted cardiac 
pacemaker devices should keep welf clear of 
the ignition circuits, components and test 
equipment 
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2.2 The diagnostic socket (afTowed) is 
located adjacent to the passenger's 

compartment fusebox 

If a fault appears in the engine management 
system, first ensure that all the system 
wiring connectors are securely connected and 
free of corrosion. Ensure that the fault is not 
due to poor maintenance; ie, check that 
the air cleaner filter element is clean, the 
spark plugs are in good condition and 
correctly gapped, the cylinder compression 
pressures are correct and that the engine 
breather hoses are clear and undamaged , 
referring to Chapters lA and 2A for further 
information. 
2 If these checks fail to reveal the cause of 
the problem, the vehicle should be taken to a 
suitably-equipped PeugeoVCitroen dealer or 
engine management diagnostic specialist for 
testing. A diagnostic socket is located 

3.4 Undo the four retaining screws and 
remove the ignition HT coil from the 

mounting bracket 

3.6b .•. cylinder head covet" (afTowed) ... 

3.2 Disconnect the wiring connector from 
the HT coil 

adjacent to the passenger's compartment 
fusebox, to which a fault code reader Of other 
suitable test equipment can be connected 
(see Illustration), By using the code reader or 
test equipment. the engine management ECU 
(and the various other vehicle system ECUs) 
can be interrogated , and any stored fault 
codes can be retrieved. This will allow the 
fault to be quickly and simply traced, 
alleviating the need to test all the system 
components individually, which is a time
consuming operation that carries a risk of 
damaging the ECU, 
3 The only ignition system checks which can 
be carried out by the home mechanic are 
those described in Chapter l A relating to the 
spark plugs. 

3.68 Disconnect the engine breather hose 
at the air cleaner air intake duct ... 

3.6c .. . and inlet manifold (arrowed) 

3.3 Disconnect the HT teads from the coil 
terminals 

3 Ignttion coil unit-
removal, testing and refitt ing 

Removal - 1.4 litre engines 

Cylinder head mounted coil 
1 The ignition HT coil is 'mounted on the left
hand end of the cylinder head, 
2 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter), then depress the 
re taining clip and disconnect the wiring 
connector from the HT coil (see illustration). 
3 Make a note of tne correct fitted positions 
of the HT leads then disconnect them from 
the coil terminals (see illustration), 
4 Undo the four retaining screws securing 
the coil to its mounting bracket and remove 
it from the engine compartment (see 
illustration). 

Spark plug mounted coil module 
5 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter), 
6 Disconnect the engine breather hose at the 
quick-release connections on the air cleaner 
air intake duct, cylinder head cover and inlet 
manifold (see lIIustrations), Move the hose to 
one side. 
7 Unplug the wiring connector from the top of 
the ignition coil unit (see Illustration). 

3.7 Unplug the wiring conneetor from the 
top of the ignition coU unit 
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3.Ba Remove radio suppresser from the 
right -hand end of the coli unit .. . 

8 Where applicable, unscrew the securing nut 
and remove the radio suppresser from the 
right-hand end of the coil unit. together with 
its mounting bracket (see illustrations). 
9 Undo the nut securing each end of the 
Ignition coil unit to the mounting studs. Note 
that it is quite likely that the stud will be 
released with the nut. 
10 lift the Ignition coil unit upwards off the 
mounting studs and at the same time carefully 
ease the HT extension pillars away from the 
laps of the spark plugs. lift the unit off the 
plugs and withdraw it from the engine (see 
Illustration). 

Removal - 1.6 litre engines 
11 Undo the six screws and remove the 
plastic coil unit cover from the top of the 
engine between the two camshaft covers. 
12 Disconnect the wiring plug from the left
hand end of the ignition coil unit (see 
Illustration). 
13 Depress the clips and remove the two 
breather pipes from between the camshaft 
covers (see Illustration). 
14 Undo the four mounting screws securing 
the coil unit (see illustration). 
15 Uft the ignition coil unit upwards and at 
the same time carefulJy ease the HT extension 
pillars away from the tops of the spario: plugs. 

3.12 Disconnect the wiring plug from the 
HT coils (arrowed) 

Ignition system - petrol models 5S-3 

3.Bb • .. together with its mounting 
bracket 

Lift the unit off the plugs and withdraw it from 
the engine. 

Testing 
16 The circuitry arrangement of the ignition 
coil unit on these engines is such that testing 
of an individual coli in isolation from the 
remainder of the engine management system 
is unlikely to prove effective In diagnosing a 
particular fault. Should there be any reason to 
suspect a faulty ind ividual coil, the engine 
management system should be tested by a 
PeugeoVCitrotln dealer or specialist using 
diagnostic test equipment (see Section 2). 

Refitting 
17 Refitting is a reversal of the relevant 
removal procedure ensuring the wiring 
connectors are securely reconnected. 

4 Ignition timing - ~ 
checking and adjustment ~ 

'" There are no timing marks Ofl the flywheel 
or crankshaft pulley. The timing is constantly 
being monitored and adjusted by the engine 
management ECU, and nominal values 
cannot be given. Therefore, it is not possible 

3.13 Depress the c lips and disconnect the 
breather pipes 

3.10 Uft the Ignttion coil unit from the 
mounting studs 

for the home mechanic to check the ignition 
timing. 
2 The only way in which the ignition timing 
can be checked is using special electronic 
test equipment, connected to the engine 
management system diagnostic connector 
(refer to Chapter 4A for further information). 

5 Knock sensor 
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 The knock sensor is screwed into the rear 
face of the cylinder block. 
2 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the vehicle and support it securely 
on axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle 
support). 
3 Trace the wiring back from the sensor to its 
wiring connector, and disconnect it from the 
main loom. 
4 Undo the sensor securing bolt and remove 
the sensor from the cylinder block. 

Refitting 
5 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure, ensuring that the sensor securing 
bolt is tightened to the specified torque. 

3.14 Undo the coil unit retaining screws 



Notes 



Chapter 5 Part C: 
Pre/post-heating system - diesel models 
Contents 
Glow plugs - removal, inspection and refitting 
Preheating system - description and testing . 

Degrees of difficulty 

Section number Section number 

2 Preheating system control unit - removal and refitting . . . . . . . . . .. 3 
. ............ 1 

Easy, suitable for 

~ 
Fairly easy, suitable 

~ 
Faw1y_ ~ 

_forcanpet ... ~ 
I>fficUt, sUtabIe for ~ Vert_ ~ 

_ for.""", DIY ~ novice with little for begirYlSl" with 
e><perience ~ scme expel iet ICe 

Specifications 
Glow plugs 
Resistance (typical) .... 

Torque wrench setting 
Glow plugs..... . ... . .. . . 

Preheating system -
description and testing 

Description 
1 Each swirl chamber has a healer plug 
(commonly called a glow plug) screwed into it. 
1he plugs are electrically-operated befOf'e and 
during start-up when the engine is cold. 
2 The electrical feed to the glow plugs is 
controlled by the preheating system control 
unit. With the exceptioo of later 1.9 litre (WJY) 
engines and all 2.0 litre engines, the control 
unit operates using signals received from the 
coolant temperature sensor and accelerator 
switch on the injection pump. On later 1.9 litre 
(WJY) engines and all 2.0 litre engines, the 
control unit Is operated by the injection 
system ECU (see Chapter 4C). 
3 On certain models, the glow plugs provide 
a 'post·heating' function, whereby the glow 
plugs remain switched on for a period after 
the engine has started. Once the starter has 
been switched off, the glow plugs begin a 
timed 'post-heating' cycle. Post-heating only 

~ DIY mechanic ~ 
experietlced DIY 

~ <X professionai ~ mechanic 

less than 1 ohm 

Nm 
22 

takes place if the engine is cold (coolant 
temperature below 60· on 1.8 and 1.9 litre 
engines, and below 20· on 2.0 litre engines) 
and the supply 10 the glow plugs will be 
interrupted if the engine is placed under load. 
4 A warning light in the instrument panel tells 
the driver that preheaUng is taking place. 
When the light goes out, the engine is ready to 
be started. The vol tage supply to the glow 
plugs continues fO( several seconds after the 
light goes om. If no attempt is made to start, 
the timer then cuts off the supply, in order to 
avoid draining the battery and overheating the 
glow plugs. 

Test;ng 
1.8 and 1.9 litre engines 
5 If the system malfunctions, testing is 
ultimately by substitution of known good 
units, but some preliminary checks may be 
made as fo llows. 
6 Where applicable, release the fasteners 
from the right-hand side and top of the engine 
COller, then lift off the COller, taking care not to 
lose its mounting rubbers. 
7 Connect a voltmeter or 12 volt test lamp 
between the glow plug supply cable and earth 

... 

Ibfft 
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(engine or vehicle metaij. Make sure that the 
live connection is kept clear of the engine and 
bodywork. 
8 Have an assistant switch on the ignition, 
and check that voltage is applied to the glow 
plugs. Note the time for which the warning 
light is lit. and the total time for which lIoltage 
is applied before the system cuts out. Switch 
off the ignition. 
9 At a coolant temperature of 20'C, typical 
times noted should be 5 or 6 seconds for 
warning light operation, followed by a further 
10 seconds supply after the light goes out. 
Warning light time will increase with lower 
temperatures and decrease with higher 
temperatures. 
10 If there is no supply at all, the control unit 
or associated wiring is at fault. 
11 To locate a defective glow plug, on 1.9 litre 
models with the D9B engine remove the air 
distribution housing. If necessary, also remove 
the inlet duct, and disconnect the breather 
hose from the engine oil filler tube. Refer to 
Chapter 4B for further information. Disconnect 
the main supply cable and the interconnecting 
wire 0( strap from the top of the glow plugs. 
Be careful not to drop the nuts and washers. 
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12 Use a continuity testM, or a 12 volt test 
lamp connected to the battery positive 
terminal, to check for continuity between each 
glow plug terminal and earth. The resistance 
of a glow plug In good condition Is very low 
(less than 1 ohm), so if the test lamp does not 
light or the continuity testltl'" shows a high 
resistance, the glow plug Is certainly 
defective. 
13 n an ammeter is available, the current 
draw of each glow plug can be checked. MM 
an Initial surge of 15 to 20 amps, each plug 
should draw 12 amps. Any plug which draws 
much more or less than this is probably 
defective. 
14 As a final check, the glow plugs can be 
removed and inspected as described In the 
following Section. 

2.0 litre engines 
15 The system can be checked as desaibed 
in paragraphs 7 to 14. However testing will be 
difficult due to the temperatures at which the 
preheating system functions; at coolant 
temperatures above O· C, preheating is 
virtually unnecessary. Approximate times fOf' 
preheating dtntion are as follows: 
Coolant 

Preheating time 

20 """""" 5 __ 

0.5 seconds 
No preheatlng necessary 

2 Glow plugs - removal, ~ 
inspectioo and rerltting ~ ... 

Remol/al 
Caution: If the prehesting system has Just 
been energised, or if the engine has been 
running, the glow pfugs will be very hot. 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the baNel)' In the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 On 1.9 litre models with the D9B engine 
remove the air distribution housing. If 
necessary, also remove the inlet duct, and 
disconnect the breather hose from the engine 
011 filler tube. Refer to Chapter 48 for further 
Information. 
3 On 1.9 litre models with an engine cover, 
release the lasteners from the right-hand side 
and lop 01 the engine cover, then lift off the 
cover, taking care not to lose its mounting 
rubbers. On 2.0 litre models, release the 
lasteoers (rotate them ttvough 00- to release 
them) and remove the engine cover. 
4 Unscrew the nut from the relevant glow 
plug terminal(s), and recover the washer(s) 
(see lIIustretlon). Note that the main supply 
cable is connected to No 1 cylinder glow plug 
and an inter-connecting wire Is frtted between 
the fOU" plugs.. 
5 Where applicable, carefully move any 

2.4 Unscrew the nut (arrowed) and 
disconnect the wiring from the glow plug 

terminal (later 1.9 litre engine shown) 

obstructing pipes or wires to one side to 
enable access to the relevant gloW piug(s). 
6 Unscrew the gJow plug(s) and remove from 
the cylinder head (see illustration). 

Inspection 
7 Inspect each glow plug for physical 
damage. Burnt or eroded glow plug tips can 
be caused by a bad Injector spray pattern. 
Have the injectors checked if this sort 01 
damage Is found. 
B lithe glow plugs are in good physical 
condJtion. check them electrically using a 12 
volt test lamp or continuity tester as described 
in the previous Section. 
9 The glow plugs can be energised by 
applying 12 volts to them to verify that they 
heat up evenly and In the required time. 
Observe the following precautions. 

a) SUpport the glow plug by damping it 
carefuUy in a vice or seIf-kJcJdng pliers. 
Remember it wJII become red-hot. 

b) Make sure that the power supply or test 
lead iliCQ)J0i8tes a fuse or overload ~ 
to protect against damage from a short
Cil'cuit. 

c) After testing, allow the glow plug to cool 
for saveral minutes before attempting to 
handle It. 

10 A glow plug in good condition will start to 
glow red at the tip after drawing current 101" 
5 seconds 01" SO. Any plug which takes much 
longltl'" to start glowing, or which starts 
glowing in the middle instead of at the tip, is 
defective. 

3.3 Unscrew the retaining nut (arrowed) 
securing the preheating system unit to Its 

mounting 

2.6 Unscrew the gk)w plug(s) and remove 
them from the cylinder head (2.0 litre 
engine shown with fuel rail removed) 

Refitting 
11 Refit by reversing the remova/ operations. 
Apply a smear of copper-based anti-seize 
compound to the plug threads and tighten the 
glow plugs to the specified torque. Do not 
overtighten, as this can damage the glow plug 
element. 

3 Preheating system control ~ 
unit - removal and refitting ~ ... 

Removal 
1 The unit Is located 00 the left-hand side of 
the engine compartment on the Inner wing 
panel, or on the front body panel adjacent to 
the radiator. 
2 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chaptet) . 
3 Unscrew the retaining nut S8CU'ing the urit 
to its mounting (see nlustraUon). 
4 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
base of the unit then unscrew the two 
retaining nut s and free the main feed and 
supply wires from the unit (see Illustra tion). 
Remove the unit from the engine 
compartment. 

Rertffing 
5 Refitting Is: a reversal of removal, ensuring 
that the wiring connectors are correctly 
connected. 

3.4 Disconnect the wiring connector (1) then 
unscrew the nuts (2) and ~ the feed 

and supply wires from the control unH: 
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Chapter 6 
Clutch 

Contents Section number 

Clutch assembly - removal. inspection and refitting. . . • . . . . . . . .. 4 
Clutch cable - removal and refitting ....•......•...•......... 2 
Clutch pedal - removal and refitting • ................•.... ... 3 

Section number 

Clutch release mechanism - removal. inspection and refitting . . • .. 5 
Geoeral dlecks ..................... ..... See Chapter 1 A or 1 B 
General information ............................... , .. • ... 1 

~ Degrees of difficulty 
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, unit 
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Easy, sUtabie '" 
ncM:e with ittIe 
expaiewce 

Specifications 

F,*", _ ~ 

sUtabie '" 001'-' ~ 
£lY ",echa ic ~ 

Type . •.. , .•.•.•. , .•.• ,.,.,.,.,., ...••... , ...•.•.••. ,... Single dry plate with diaphragm spring, cable-operated 

Friction disc diameter ......... .. ... .... .. .. .. . . .. .... . 200 mm 

Torque wrench settings Nm 
Pressure plate retaining bolts: 

Petrol models ........ ..... . 
Diesel models .. . ... . ............ . ..... . 

IS 
20 

General information 

The clutch consists of a friction disc, a 
pressure plate assemtHy-, a release bearing 
and the release mechanism; all of these 
componeots are contained In the large cast
aluminium alloy bellnousing. sandwfched 
between the engine and the transn'USSIon.. The 
release mechanism is mechanical. being 
operated by a cable. 

The friction disc is fitted between the 
engine flywheel and the clutch pressure plate. 
and Is allowed to slide on the transmission 
input :shaft splJnes. 

The pressure plate assembly Is bolted to 
the engine lIywheel. When the engine Is 
running, drive is transmitted from the 

crankshaft, via the flywheel , to the mction disc 
(these components being clamped securely 
together by the pressure plate assembly) and 
from the friction disc to the transmission input 

"""-
To interrupt the drive, !he spring pressure 

must be relaxed. At the transmission end of 
the dutch cable, the outer cable Is retained by 
a fixed mounting bracket. and the inner cable 
is attached to the release fork lever. 
Depressing the clutch pedal pulls the control 
cable inner wire, and this rotates the release 
fork by acting on the lever at the fork's upper 
end. The ~ fork then presses the reJease 
bearing agalnst the pressure plate spring 
fingers. ThIs causes the springs 10 deform and 
releases the clamping force on the pressure 
plate. 

On all models the clutch cable has an 
automatic adjuster built into the cable. and no 
manual adjustment Is required. 

Ibfft 

It 
t5 

2 Clutch cable -
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 The clutch cable attachment at the 
transmission varies according to the 
transmission type fitted. On MM and BE3/S 
transmissions. the outer cable is secured to 
the engineltransmissioo left-hand mounting 
bracket and the inner cable end fitting Is 
connected to the release fork lever on the top 
of the transmission. On BE415 transmissions. 
the outer cable is attached to a support 
bracket and the inner cable end fining is 
connected to the release fork on the forward 
facing side of the transmission. Refer to 
Chapter 7 for transmission type identificatloo. 



6' 2 Clutch 

2.38 On MA5 and BEJ/S transmissions, 
release the clutch inner cable end fitting 

from the release fork lever . _ • 

2 Remove the battery. battery tray and 
mounting P'ate as described in Chaplet SA. 
Depending on model and dearance available, 
remove any remaining air cleaner and air 
Intake duct components as described in the 
relevant Part 01 Chapter 4, to gain access to 
the cable run over the top of the transmission. 
3 Working In the engine compartment, 
release the Inner cable end fitting from the 
release fork/Iever. then depress the tabs and 
unclip the outer cable end fitting from the 
transmission bracket (see illusb"ations). 
4 Woridng Inside the car, remove the fusebox 
cover and the under cover from beneath the 
facia on the driver's side. Note that access to 
the clutch pedal Inside the car is st ili very 
limited and it Is recommended that the facia 
be removed first. although this is ' a r>18Jor 
operation. 
S Readl up and release the retaining clip then 
unhook the inner cable from the upper end of 
the clutch pedal. 
S Return to the engine compartment, then 
release the cable guide from the bulkhead and 
withdraw the cable fotwards, releasing it from 
any relevant retaining clips and guides. 
7 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
lhe front of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle supporl). 
Where fitted, remove the engine undertr3y. 
8 Release the cable from the retaining clips 
on the subframe and remove it from the car. 
noting its COfI'8Ct routing. 
9 Examine the cable, looking for wom end 
fittings or a damaged outer casing, and for 
signs of fraying of the Inner cable. Check the 
cable's operallon; the inner cable should 
move smoothly and easily through the outer 
casing. Remember that a cable that appears 
serviceable when tested off the car may well 
be much heavi8f' In operation when in its 
wortdng position. Renew the cable If it shows 
signs of excessive wear a- any damage. 

Refitting 
10 Apply a thin smear of multi·purpose 
grease to the cable end fittings, then pass the 
cable through the engine compartment 
buO<head. 

2.3b •• . then depress the tabs and release 
the outer cable from the transmission 

mounting bracket 

11 Hold the clutch pedal in its raised position 
by wedging a suitable tool beneath it. 
12 Guide the end of the cable onto the pedal 
and secure with the retaining clip. 
13 From within the engine compartment, 
lubricate the cable guide and locate it Into 
position 00 the bulkhead. 
14 Ensuring that the cable is correctly routed, 
secure the cable to the subframe. and engine 
companment retaining clips then /ay the cable 
over the transmission. 
15 Attach the outsr cable to the transmission 
bracket and connect the inner cable to the 
clutch release forkllever. Ensure that the cable 
spacers and washers are correctly positioned 
against the lever/support bracket. 
16 Depress the clu tch pedal two or three 
times to settle the cable and operate the 
automatic adjuster. 
17 Refit the batt8IY mounting plate. battery 
tray and battery. referring to Chapter SA If 
neces.art. 
18 Refit the air cleaner and air Intake duct 
components as described in the relevant Part 
of Chapter 4. 
19 Refit the fusebox cover and the under 
cover beneath the fac ia. Where applicable, 
refit the engine undertray then lower the car to 
the ground. 

3 Clutch pedal
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Remove the battery. battery tray and 
mounting plate as described in Chapter SA 
Depending on model and dearance available. 
remove any remaining air cleaner and air 
intake duct componeflts as described In the 
relevant Part of Chapter 4, to gain access to 
the clutch cable run over the top of the 
transmission. 
2 Working in the engine compartment , 
release the inner cable end filtlng from the 
release fOfW\ever, with reference to Section 2. 
3 Working inside the car. remove the fusebox 

2.3c On 8E4J5 transmissions, release the 
clutch inner cable end fitting (A) from the 
~ease fon; and the outer cable (8) from 

the support bracket 

cover and the tn:ier cover from beneath the 
facia on the driver's side. Note that access to 
the clutch pedal inside the car is stiU very 
limited and it is recommended that the facia 
be removed first, although this is a major 
operation. 
4 Reach up and release the retaining clip then 
unhook the Inner cable from the upper end of 
the clutch pedal. 
5 Detach the dutch pedal heiper spring end 
piece and release the helper spring from the 
pedal. 
6 Undo the nut from the clutch pedal pivot 
bolt and Wittldmw the bott. 
7 Remove the clutch pedal from the pedal 
bracket and stop-plate. Recover the bush 
from the pedal pivot. 
8 Check the condition of the pedal, pivot 
bush and helper spring assembly and renew 
any components as rA smy. 

Refitting 
9 lubricate the pedal pivot bolt with multi· 
purpose grease, then locate the pedal In the 
bracket and insert the pivot bolt. Relit the 
pivot bolt nut but do not fully tighten It at this 
stage. 
10 RecoMect the helper spring to the pedaL 
11 Raise the pedal fully and guide the end of 
the cable onto the pedal. Secure the cable 
with the retalning cIp. 
12 Reconnect the clutch inner cable end 
fitting to the release fOfk/\ever. 
13 Slacken the nut and bolt securing the 
pedal stop--plate to the pedal bracket. 
14 Using a lever. raise the stop-plate fully so 
that there is a considerable amount of free 
play at the pedal. 
15 lower the stop-ptate until there is 
between 1.0 and 3.0 mm free play at the 
pedal. Hokt the stop--p!ate n this position and 
tighten the retaining nut and bolt and the 
pedal pivot bolt nut. 
16 Depress the pedal two or three times and 
check the operation of the cable and clutch 
release mechanism. 
17 Refrt the remaining components removed 
fo< a<XeSO. 
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4 Clutch assembly - removal, 
inspection and refitting 

Note: Although soma friction materials may 
no longer contain asbestos, it is safest to 
assume they do, and to take precautions 
a=><dJngIy . 

.&. Warning: Oust created by clutch 
, wear and deposited on the 
• clutch components may contain 

asbestos, which is " health hazanI. DON'T 
blow n out with cornpress.ed air, nor inhale 
any of it. DO NOT use petrol or petroleum
based solvents to clean off the dust. &ake 
system cleaner or methylated spirit should 
be used to flush the dust into B suitable 
receptacle. After the clutch components 
al'8 wiped chuJn with rags, dispose of the 
contaminated rags and cleaner in a sealed, 
marlced container. 

Removal 
1 Uniess the complete engIn6'transmIs is 
to be removed from the car a"od separated for 
maior overi'IalA (see the rekwant Part of O\ap
tar 2), the dutctl can be reached by remaving 
the trallSfflissioi I as desCI ibed in Chapter 7. 
2 Before disturbing the clutch, use chalk or a 
marker pen 10 mark the relationship of the 
pressure plale assembly to the rtywheeI. 
3 Working in a diagonal sequence, slacken 
the pressure plate bolts by half a tum at a 
time, until spring pressure is rMased and the 
bolts can be unscrewed by hand. 
4 Prise the pressure plate assembly off its 
locating dowels, and collect the friction disc, 
noting which way round the disc Is fitted (see 
i1Iustrations). 

Inspection 
Note: Due 10 the amount of work necessary to 
remove and refit clutch components, it is 
considered good practice to renew the clutch 
friction disc, pressure plate assembly and 
re/easa bearing as a matched set, even "only 
one of thes6 is worn enough to require 
renewal. It is worlh considering the renewal of 
the clutch COfI1p0n6nfs on a p!lJV6fItiv6 basis if 
the engine and/or transmission hav6 been 
removed tor some oth6r reason. 

4.14 At the friction disc: so that its spring 
hub assembly (8) faces away from the 

flywheel side W 

4.4a Free the pressure plate from its 
Locating dowels •.• 

5 Remove the dutch as mbIy. 
6 When cleaning clutch components, read 
first the warning at the beginning of this 
Section; remove dust using a clean, dry doth, 
and working in a well-ventilated atmosphere. 
7 Check the friction disc facings fO( signs of 
wear, damage or oil contamination, If the 
friction material is cracked, burnt, scored Of 

damaged, or if it is contaminated with oil or 
grease (shown by shiny black patches), the 
friction disc must be renewed. 
8 If the friction material Is still serviceable, 
check that the centre boss spllnes are 
unwom, that the torsion springs are in good 
condition and securely fastened , and that all 
the rivets are tighl If any wear or damage is 
found, the friction disc must be ~ed. 

9 If the friction material is fouled with oil, this 
must be due to an 011 leak from the crankshaft 
left-hand oil seal, from the sump-to-cylinder 
block jckd., Of from the transmission Input shafl 
Renew the seal Of repcW the joint. as app opi iate, 
as described in the relevant Part of Chapter 2 
Of 7, before installing the new friction disc. 
10 Check the pressure plate assembly for 
obvious signs of wear or damage: shake it to 
check for loose rivets or worn or damag6d 
fulcrum rings, and check that the drive straps 
securing the pressure plate to the cover do 
oot show signs (such as a deep yellow or blue 
discoloration) of overheating. If the diaphragm 
spring is worn or damaged, or H its pressure Is 
in any way suspect , the pressure plate 
assembly should be renewed. 
11 Examine the machined bearing surfac6S 
of the pressure plate and of the flywheel : they 

4.17 Using a clutch-aflgning tool to 
centralise the friction disc 

Clutch 60 3 

4.4b • . • then remove the friction disc, 
noting which way round it is fitted 

should be dean. completely flat, and free from 
scratches or scoring. If either is discoloured 
from excessive heat, Of shows signs of 
cracl<s, it should be renewed - althoogh minor 
damage of this nature can sometimes be 
polished away using emery paper. 
12 Check that the release bearing contact 
surface rotates smoothly and easily, with no 
sign of noise or roughness. Also check that 
the surface itself is smooth and unwom, with 
no signs or cracks, pitting or scoring. If there 
Is any doubt about its condmon, the bearing 
InJSt be renewed. 

Refitting 
13 On reassembly, ensure that the bearing 
surfaces of the flywheel and pressure plate 
are completely clean, smooth, and free from 
oil or grease. Use solvent to remove any 
prolectiYft grease from new components. 
14 Fit the friction disc so that Its spring hub 
assembly faces away from the flywheel; there 
may be a marking showing which way round 
the disc Is to be refmed (see illustration). 
15 Refit the pressure plate assembly, 
aligning the maril;s made on dismantling ~f the 
Original pressure plate is re-used), and 
locating the pressure plate on Its three 
locating dowels. Rt the pressure plate bolts, 
but lighten them only finger-tight , so that the 
friction disc can sllll be moved. 
16 The friction disc must now be centralised, 
so that when the transmission is r6rrtted, Its 
input shaft will pass through the splines at the 
centre of the friction disc. 
11 Centralisation can be achieved by pasM'lg 
a screwdriver or other long bar through the 
friction disc and into the hole in the 
crankshaft; the friction disc can then be 
moved around until it is centred on the 
crankshaft hole. Ahemativety, a ch.rtch aligning 
tool can be used to eliminate the guesswork; 
these can be obtained from most accessory 
shops (see illustration). 

• can be fabricated from • = A hom6-made aligning tool 

HI N length of metal rod or wooden 
dttYtveI which fits closely i1side 

the crankshaft hoHI, and hlJs InSCJlating 
tape wound around n to match the 
damefet" of the frictJon cb: ~ hoe. 
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5.3 Unhook the release bearing from the 
fOf'!(. and slide it off the input shaft - MAS 

and BE3IS transmissions 

18 When the IrictJon disc is centralised, 
tighten the presslM'8 plate bofts ffNedy and in 
a diagonal sequence 10 the specified torque 
setting. 
19 Apply a thin smear of molybdenum 
dsulpnde grease (PeugeatJ'C1tro .ecu,., .... id 
the use of Mo/yKote BR2 Plus - available 
from your dealer) to the sp/ines of the friction 
disc and the transmission input shaft, and also 
to the release bearing bore and release for1< 

""ft. 
20 Refit the transmission as described In 
Chapter 7. 

5 Clutch release mechanism-
removal, inspection and ~ 

refitting ~ 

Note: Refer to the warning conceming the 
dangers of asbestos dust at the beginning of 
$ection4. 

Removal 
1 Unless the complete engineltransmission is 
to be removed from the car and separated for 
major overhaul (see the relevant Part of 
Chapter 2). the clutch release mechanism can 
be reached by removing the transmission 
only, as described in Chapter 7. 
2 Different release mechanisms are fitted, 
depending on transmission type. Refer 10 
Chapter 7 for transmission type ideotification. 
then proceed as follows under the relevan1 

"'~. 

5.63 Squeeze the tabs of the retamlng clip 
together and remove the release fork ••• 

5.48 DrIve out the roil-pin using 8 suitable 
punch ... 

5.5a Uncllp the upper bush from the 
transmission housing and slide rt off the 

shaft ••. 

MA5 and BE3I5 transmissions 
3 Unhook the release bearing from the fork, 
and side it off the input shaft guide tube (see 
itlustration). 
.. The teleaM lever must now be removed 
from the top of the release fork shaft. This is 
done in one of two ways, depending on 
transmission type and year of manufacture. 
Observe the method of attachment of the 
release lever to the release fork shaft and 
proceed as follows accOl'"ding to type: 
a) If the release lever is secured to the shaft 

by a roil-pin. drive out the roll-pin using 8 
suitable punch, and nmtOVS the f81ease 
/ever from the top 01 the release (orlr shaft 
(s .. illustnltions). Obtain 8 new roll-pin 
for refitting. 

b) "the r&Iease lever is seaxed to the shaft 
by 8 retakling pin whh a prorruding 

5.6b .•• recover the shim (aITOwed) ••• 

S.4b ••• end remove the release levet'" from 
the top of the release fork shaft - MAS and 

BE3I5 transmissions 

S.5b ... then free the shaft from fts lower 
bush (alTOwed) and martOeUVre it out of 
position - MAS and BE3I5 tnmsmissions 

threaded end, screw 8 nut onto the 
threaded end of the retaining pin. r /ghten 
the nut to draw the pin from the lever therJ 
remove the n!Iease lever from the top 01 
rho ~$18 forlf shaft. Obtain 8 new 
retakllng pin for refiWng. 

5 Depress the retaining tabs, then free the 
upper bush from the housing and slide it off 
the release fork shaft. Disengage the shaft 
from its lower bush. and manoeuvre it out 
from the transmission (see Illustrations). The 
lower pivot bush can then be removed from 
the transmission housing. 

BE4/5 transmissions 
6 Squeeze together the tabs 01 the retaining 
cHp and pun the release fork off the pivot ball
stud. Recover the shim where fitted . The 
mounting stud unscrews from the 
transmis:sion housing (see Illustrations). 

5.6c ••• then unscrew the pivot ball-stud
BE4I5 transmissions 
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5.7 Disengage the release bearing from 
the release fork - BE4/5 transmissions 

7 Slide the release bearing off the input shaft 
guide tube and disengage the arms of the 
release fork (see illustration). 

Inspection 
8 Check the re lease mechanism, renewing 
any component which is worn or damaged. 
Carefully check all bearing surfaces and 
points of contact. 
9 When checking the release bearing itself, 
note that it is often considered worthwhile to 
renew it as a matter of course. Check that the 
contact surface rotates smoothly and easily, 
with no sign of noise or roughness, and that 
the surface itself is smooth and unwom, with 
no signs of cracks, pitting or scoring. If there 
is any doubt about its condition, the bearing 
must be renewed. 

5 .11 Ensure that the lower bush lug is 
correctly located in the transmission 

housing - MA5 and BE3I5 transmissions 

Refitting 

MA5 and BE3/5 transmissions 
10 Apply a smear of molybdenum disulphide 
grease to the shaft pivot bushes and the 
contact surfaces of the release fork. 
11 locate the lower pivot bush in the 
transmission, ensuring it is securely retained 
by its locating tangs, and refit the release fOl'k 
shaft (see illustration). Slide the upper bush 
down the shaft, and clip it into position in the 
transmission housing. 
12 Refit the release lever to the shaft. Align 
the lever with the shaft hole, and secure it in 
position by tapping a new roll-pin or retainill9 
pin fully into position. Slide the release 
bearing onto the input shaft guide tube, and 
engage it with the release fori<;. 

Clutch 6- 5 

5.17 Ensure the ret aining tabs (arrowed) 
engage correctly with the release fork

BE4/5 transmissions 

13 Refit the transmission as described in 
Chapter 7. 

BE4/ 5 transmissio ns 

14 Apply a smear o f molybdenum disulphide 
grease to the pivot ball-stud. 
15 Insert the outer end of the release fork 
through the rubber boot In the side of the 
transmission bellhousing. 
16 Engage the arms of the release fork with 
the release bearing collar, then slide the 
release bearing onto the Input shaft guide 
tube. 
17 Position the shim over the tabs of the pivot 
ball-stud clip. then push the fork over the stud, 
ensuring the tabs of the retaining clip engage 
correctly with the forlt (see illustration). 
18 Refit the transmission as described in 
Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 7 
Manual transmission 
Contents Section number 

Gearchange linkage - removal and refitting 3 
General informatioo . . ...... • . • .. .. • . • • • . • ... 1 
Manual transmission - draining and refilling . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
Manual transmission - removal and refitt ing. . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Manual transmission oillev91 check ... . . See Chapter lA or lB 

Degrees of difficulty 

Manual transmission overhaul - general information 
Oil seals - renewal . . .. . ... . ...... . ... . .. . ... . 
Reversing light switch -Iesting, removal and refitting 
Speedometer drive - removal and refitting . .. . ... . . 

Section number 

B 
4 
5 
6 

Easy, suitable for 

~ 
FaOiy easy. sUtabIe 

~ 
FaOiy_ ~ 

I>fficuIt, _ for 
~ 

Very _ ~ 

oovice with little for begimef witt1 _ for competent ~ expei ia ced DIY 
~ 

sUtabIe for expert 00' ~ 
expaiellCe ~ """" experia1ce 

Specifications 
General 
Type 

Designation 
Petrol models: 

1.4 litre engines . 
1.6 litre engines . . 

Diesel models: 
1.8 litre engines ... 
1.9 litre: 

XUD series engines ... . . 
DW series engines: 

Up to September 2002 . . 

~ 

September 2002 onward ... . . .. • .. .. . ..•.. .. 
2.0 litre engines: 

Up 10 September 2002 . .. . 
September 2002 onward 

Lubrication 
Capacity: 

MAS transmission . . 
BE3fS transmission .... . .. •. ...•..•...• • . 
BE4/S transmission . 

DIY """"""" ~ """"""" ... orproli . aaI ~ 

Manual, five forward speeds and reverse. Synchromesh on all fOlWard ,peed, 

MA' 
BE4/5 

BE3IS 

BE3IS 

BE3IS 
BE4IS 

BE3J5 
BE4/S 

2.0 litres 
1.8 litres 
1.9 litres 



7-2 Manual transmission 

Torque wrench settings 

MAS transmission 
Clutch release bearing guide sleeve bolts .. .. .. ...•. 
Engfne-to-transmfssion fixing bolts ... . .... . ......... . 
Gearchange lever mounting nuts .•........ . . _ ... ... ........• 
Left-hand engineltransmission mounting . . . . ...•... 
Oil drain plug ........... .. . ... ....... . .. . •.......... 
Oil fi llerllevel plug . . .. . . .............. . • ... ...... 
Rear mounting link . ............... . . . . . .. • . ... _ .. ..• . 
Reversing light switch . . ....... .. . ... . .. ... • ...• . .......•. 
Roadwheel bolts . . . ........ .......... .. ........ . 

BE3/5 and BE4I5 transmission 
Clutch release bearing guide sleeve bolts 
Engine-to-transmission fixing bolts 
Gearchange lever mounting nuts 

Nm Ibf ft 

6 4 
40 30 
8 6 
Refef to Chapter 2A 
25 18 
25 18 
Refer to Chapter 2A 
25 18 
90 66 

12 9 
50 37 
8 6 

Left-hand engineJtransmission mounting . . . ....• •. Refer to Chapter 2A, 28 or 2C 
Oil drain plug . . . . . . . . . ....• • . 30 22 
Oil fillerllevel plug . . . . ...•.... . ..•...•• . 20 15 
Rear mounting link .. •. ..... .......•.. . ....•. Refer to Chapter 2A, 26 or 2C 
Reversing light switch .. .. ......... ... • ... ••..... 
Roadwheel bolts .... 

25 
90 

Speedometer drive housing bolts . ... . . • • .. . •• . . . .. . 20 

1 General information 

1 The transmission Is contained in a cast
aluminium alloy casing bolted to the engine's 
left-hand end, and consists of the gearbox 
and final drive differential - often called a 
transaxle. 
2 Drive is transmitted from the Cfankshaft via 
the clutch to the input shaft, which has a 
splined extension to accept the clutch friction 
disc, and rotates in sealed ball-bearings. 
From the input shaft. drive is transmitted to 
the output shaft, which rotates in a roUer 
bearing at its right-hand end, and a sealed 
ball-bearing at its left-hand end. From the 
output shaft, the drive is transmitted to the 
differential crownwheel. which rotates with 
the differential case and planelary geatS, thus 
driving the sun gears and driveshafts. The 
rotation of the pJanetary gears on their shaft 
allows the Inner roadwheel to rotate al a 
slower speed than the outer roadwheel when 
the car is cornering. 
3 The input and output shafts are arranged 
side-by-side, parallel to the crankshaft and 
driveshafts, so that their gear pinion teeth are 
in constant mesh. In the neutral position. the 
output shaft gear pinions rotate freely. so that 
drive cannot be transmitted to the 
crownwheel. 
4 Gear selection is via a floor-mounted lever 
and selector rod mechanism. The selector rod 
causes the appropriate selector fork to move 
its respective synchro·sleeve along the shaft, 
to lock the gear pinion to the synchro-hub. 
Since the synchro-hubs are splined to the 
output shaft, this locks the pinion to the shaft, 

so that drive can be transmitted. To ensure 
that gearchanglng can be made quickly and 
quietly, a synchromesh system is fitted to all 
forward gears, consisting of baulk rings and 
spring-loaded fingers, as well as the gear 
pinions and synchro-hubs. The synchromesh 
cones are formed on the mating faces of the 
baulk rings and gear pinions. 
5 Three different manual transmissions are 
used on the models covered In this manual, 
however all are similar In construction and 
operation. Any differences which affect the 
procedures covered in this Chapter are 
described in the Section concerned. 

2 Manual transmission -
draining and refilling 

Note: A suitable square section wrench may 
be required to undo the transmission 
filler/level and drain plugs on some models. 
These wrenches can be obtained from most 
motor factors or your PeugeotJCitroen dealer. 

2.4a Oil fil1erllevel plug (arrowed) -
MA5 transmission 

18 
66 
15 

1 This operation is much quicker and more 
efficient H the car is fitSt taken on a journey of 
sufficient length to warm the 
engine/transmissbn up to normal operating 
temperature. 
2 Park the car on level ground, switch off the 
ignition and apply the handbrake firmly. For 
improved access, jack up the front of the car 
and support it securely on axle stands (see 
Jacking and vehicle support) . Note that the 
car must be level to ensure accuracy when 
refilling and checking the oil level. Undo the 
screws and remove the engine undertray 
(where fitted). 
3 Remove the engine undertray (where fitted) 
and the left-hand front roadwheel. Remove 
the plastic wheel arch liner as described in 
Chapter 11. 
• Wipe clean the area around the fillerllevel 
plug, which is situated on the left-hand end of 
the transmission, next 10 the end cover. 
Unscrew the filjerllevel plug from the 
transmission and recover the sealing washer 
(see illustrations). 
5 Position a suitable container under the 

2.4b Oil filler/ level plug (arrowed)
BE3i5 and BE4f5 transmissions 
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drain plug (situated at the rBar of the 
transmission) and unscrew the plug. On MAS 
transmissions, the plug Is on the left-hand 
side of the diff8f801lal housing: on BE3/5 and 
BE4/S transmissions, it Is on the base of the 
(frtferential housing (see illustrations). 
6 Allow the oil 10 drain completely Inlo the 
container. If the oil Is hot, take precautions 
against scalding. Clean both the fillerl\evel 
and the drain plugs, being especiaHy careful 
10 wipe any metallic particles off the magnetic 
Wiserts. Discard the original sealing washerS; 
they should be renewed whenever they are -. 7 When the oil has finished draining, clean 
the drain plug threads and those of the 
tranSITIission casing, fit a new sealing washer 
and refit the drain plug, tlghtElfling it to the 
specffied torque. 
8 Refill the transmission slowly, thrOugh the 
fiJ1erl\evel plug orifice, until the oil begins to 
tricJde out of the orifice. Use only good-quality 
oil of the specified type (refer to LubriCBllts 
and fluids). To ensure that a correct levells 
established, wait until the initial trickle has 
Slopped and allow the oil to settle wtthin the 
transmission. Add a little more oil urnil a new 
triclde emerges: the level will be correct when 
the new now ceases. 
9 When the level 1s correct. rlt a new sealing 
washer 10 the lilter/level plug, refit the plug 
and tightefl it to the specified lorque . 
10 Aefit the wheel arch liner, engine 
underttay (where applicable) and roadwheel, 
then lower the car to the ground. TlQhtefl the 
roadwheet bolts to the specified torque. 

3 Gearchange linkage 
removal and refitting 

Note: The gearchange linkage ;s no! 
adjustable. If difficulty is experienced In gear 
selection, or if there is excess free play at the 
gearchange lever, dismantle the linkage and 
check the condition of the /Ink rod ballJoints 
and pivot bushes 8S described below. 

Removal 
1 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the Yehlcle and support it on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Remove the engine uodertray (where fitted) . 
2 Remove the battery, battery tray and 
mounting plate as described in Chapter SA. 
Depenc:f1lQ on model and clearance available. 
remove any remaIning air cleaner and air 
make duct components as described in the 
relevant Part of Chaptef 4, to gain access to 
the top of the transmIssiOn. 

MAS transmission - pre-1998 models 
3 Slacken and remove the nut and washer. 
then withdraw the pfvot boh: from each end 
of the selector rod (see illustration). 
Disengage the rod from the gearchange lever 
and selector ktver. and remove it from 

2.5a OH drain ptug (BfTowed)
MAS transmission 

underneath the vehk=le. Recover the spaceB 

and pivot bushes from the gearchange lever 
and transmission selector lever. 
4 Unclo the two nuts securing the selector 

Manual transmission 7-3 

2.5b Oil drain ptug (arrowed) -
BE3IS a nd BE415 transmissions 

lever mounting bracket to the transmission 
housing, theo remove the bracket and lever 
assembty from the transmission. 
5 Inspect all the linkage components tor 

~! o 
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3.3 Gearchange linkage arrangement on the MA5 transmission 

A Pm-1998 models 3 Transmission selector 5 Link rods 
B 1998 models onward lever 6 BeIIcrank 
1 Selector rod 4 Fl)(ed mounring 7 BelIcmnk pivot 
2 Gearchange lever bracket bolt 
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signs 01 wear or damage, paying particular 
attention to the pivot bushes, and renew worn 
components as~. 

6 To remove the gearchange lever, remove 
the centre console as described In Chap
ter 11, then LII"Ido the four retaining nuts and 
lower the gearchange lever out from 
underneath the Yehide. 
7 Peel badI: the lower gaiter from the base of 
the gearchange lever, then disengage the 
lever mounting plate. Slide the upper gaiter up 
the lever to gain access to the gearchange 
lever pivot ball. Examine the jeYer 
components for signs of wear or damage, 
paying particular attention to the rubber 
gaiters, and renew components as necessary. 
The lever can be separated from its baseplate 
alter the retaining ring has been uncfipped. 

MA5 transmission -
1998 models onward 

8 Slacken and remove the nut, and withdraw 
the pivot bolt secoong the selectOl' rod to the 
base of the gearchange lever (see illus
tration 3.3). Recoyer the pivot bushes from 
the gean::hange lever. 
9 Using a flat·bladed screwdriYSf, carefully 
prise the two selector link rod baDjoints off the 
transmission lever and fIXed bracket 0f1 the 
transmission (see illustration). Disengage the 
selector rod from the bellcrank pivot baD and 
remove it, complete with the two link rods, 
from U"ldemeath the vehicle. 
to Prise off the protective cap, then slacken 
and remoYe the bellcrank pWot bolt and 

3.9 Carefully ley8f'" the link rods off their 
balljolnts on the transmission unit 

washer. Carefully prise the bellcrank link rod 
balljolnt off the transmiSSion leYer and remove 
the bellcrank and link rod assembly. 
11 Inspect all the linkage components for 
signs of wear or damage. paying particular 
attention to the pivot bushes and link rod 
balljoints , and renew worn components as 
necessary. If required, the gearchange lever 
can be removed and dismantled as described 
in paragraphs 6 and 7. 

BE3J5 and BE4/5 transmissions 

12 Slacken and remove the nut, and 
withdraw the pivot bolt securing the selector 
rod to the base of the gean:hange lever (see 
Illustration), Recover the washers and/OI' 
pivot bushe(s) from the gean::hange lever. 
13 Using a flat-b!aded screwdriver, carefully 
prise the three selector link rod baUjoints off 
the two transmissiOn klvers and the fixed 

-~ 
;I..~,......;r ---____ _ 

bracket. Disengage the seiectOl' rod from the 
bellcrank piYot ball and remove it, with the 
two link rods, from underneath the vehide. 
14 Where fitted, carefully prise the plastic 
cap off the pivot. bott S8CI.I"ing the geatchange 
linkage bellcrank to the subframe. 
15 Slacken and remoYe the bellcrank pivot 
bolt and washer, or the nut and washer from 
the bellcrank shaft, then manoeuvre the 
beIIcfank and the rem.aInhg link rod out from 
under the vehicle. Where applicable, recova
the space( and pivot bushes from the centre 
01 the bellcfank. 
16 Inspect all the linkage components IOf 
signs of wear or damage, paying particular 
attention to the pivot bushes and link rod 
ball/olnts, and renew worn components as 
necessary. If required, the gearchange lever 
can be removed and dismantled as described 
above In paragraphs 6 and 7. 

Refitting 
17 Refitting Is a reversal of the remoyaI 
procedLll"e, noting the following points: 

11) Apply SI smear of muftl~ grease to 
the bellctank pivot baR. Do not grease the 
link rod baIIjoints or the pivot bushes.. 

b) Ensure that allink rods ant securely 
pressed onto their baIjoInts.. 

c) Where appHc.abIe, relit the air cJeener 
COO¥>Ol)8llts (Chaptet'.<fA, 4B or 4CJ. the 
moutlting plate, battety tray and battery" 

(Chaptet' SA,J and the cetltl'e con:sofe 
(Chapter , 1). 

1 Unk rods 
2 Bellcrank pivot bolt 
3 Gearchange levet' 
4 Se/ectorrod 

--- ~ 

---~ /-~ 

0" H45741 

3.12 Gearchange linkage arrangement on the BE3/5 and BE4/5 transmissions 
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4.2 Using a large flat-bladed screwdriver 
to lever the right-hand oil seal out of 
position - BE3J5 transmission shown 

4 Oil seals - renewal 

Driveshaft oil seals 
1 Remove the appropriate drives haft as 
described In Chapter 8. 
2 Carefully prise the oil seal out of the 
transmission, using a large flat-bladed 
screwdriver (see illustration). 
3 Remove aU traces of dirt from the area 
around the oil seal aperture, then apply a 
smear of grease to the outer lip of the new oil 
seat. Fit the new seal into its aperture, and 
drive it squarely into position using a suitable 
tubular drift (such as a socket) which bears 
only on the hard outer edge of the seal, until it 
abuts its locating shoulder. 
4 Apply a thin film of grease to the oil seal lip. 
5 Refrt the drivesha.ft as described in Chapter 8. 

Input shaft oil seal 
6 Remove the transmission as described in 
Section 7, and the clutch release mechanism 
as described In Chapter 6. 
7 Undo the three bolts securing the clutch 
release bearing guide sleeve in position, and 
slide the guide off the input shaft, along with 
its sealing ring or gasket (as applicable) (see 
illustrations). Recover any shims or 
thrustwashers which have stuck to the rear of 
the guide sleeve, and refit them to the input 
shaft. 

4.8 Carefully lever the oil seal out of the 
guide s leeve, noting which way round it is 

f"'od 

4.7a Clutch release bearing guide sleeve 
retaining bolts (anowed) on the MA5 and 

BE3J5 transmissions .. . 

8 Carefully lever the oil seal out of the guide 
sleeve using a sui1able flat-bladed screwdriver 
(see illustration). 
9 Before fitting a new seal, check the input 
st1aft's seal rubbing surface for signs of bUITS, 
scratches or other damage, which may have 
caused the seal to fail in the first place. It may 
be possible to polish away minor faults of this 
sort using fine abrasive paper; however, more 
serious defects will require the renewal of the 
input shaft. Ensure that the input shaft is clean 
and greased, to protect the seal tips on 
refltting. 
10 Dip the new seal in clean oil, end fit it to 
the guide sleeve. 
11 Fit a new sealing ring or gasket (as 
applicable) to the rear of the guide sleeve, 
then carefully slide the slee .... e into position 
over the input shaft (see illustration). Refit 
the retaining bolts and tighten them to the 
specified torque setting. 
12 Take the opportunity to inspect the clutch 
components if not already done (Chapter 6). 
Finally, refit the transmission as described in 
Section 7. 

Selector shaft 011 seal 

MAS transmissions 
13 On these models, to renew the selector 
shaft seal, the transmission must be 
dismantled. This task should therefore be 
entrusted to a PeugeoVCitroen dealer or 
transmission specialist. 

4.11 F-'t 8 new sealing ring or gasket (as 
applicable) to the rear of the guide sleeve 

Manual transmission 7-5 

4.7b . .. and on the BE4J5 
transmission 

BE3/S and BE4/S transmissions 
14 Park the car on level ground, apply the 
handbrake, slacken the left-hand front 
roadwheel bolts, then jack up the froot of the 
vehicle and support it on axle stands (see 
Jacking and vehicle support). Remove the left
hand front roadwhee!. 
15 Using a large flat-bladed screwdriver, 
lever the link rod ba!ijoint off the transmission 
selector shaft, and disconnect the link rod. 
16 Using a large flat-bladed screwdri .... er, 
carefully prise the selector shaft seal out of 
the housing, and slide it off the end of the 
""'ft. 
17 Before fitting a new seal, check the 
selector shaft's seal rubbing surface for signs 
of burrs, scratches or other damage, which 
may have caused the seal to fail in the first 
place. It may be possible to polish away minor 
faults of this sort using fine abrasi .... e paper; 
however. more serious defects will require the 
renewal of the selector shaft. 
18 Apply a smear of grease to the new seal's 
outer edge and sealing lip, then carefully slide 
the seal along the selector rod. Press the seal 
fully into position in the transmission housing. 
19 Refit the link rod to the selector shaft, 
ensuring that its balljoint is pressed firmly 
onto the shaft . Lower the car to the ground. 

5 Reversing light swjtch -
testing, removal and refitting 

Testing 
1 The reversing light circuit is controlled by a 
plunger-type switch screwed into the top of 
the transmission casing. If a fault de .... elops, 
first ensure that the circui1 fuse has not blown. 
2 To gain access to the switch, remove the 
battery, battery tray and mounting plate as 
described in Chapter SA. Depending on 
model and clearance available, remo .... e any 
remaining air cleaner and air intake duct 
components as described in the relevant Part 
of Chapter 4. 
3 To test the switch, disconnect the wiring 
connector. and use a multimeter (set to the 
resistance function) or a battery-end-bulb test 
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5.58 Reversing light switch kM:ation 
(arrowed) on the MA5 transmission . .. 

circuit 10 check that there is continuity 
between the switch terminals only when 
rever5e gear is selected. If this is not the case, 
and there are no obvious breaks or other 
damage to the wires, the switch Is faulty, and 
must be renewed. 

Removal 
4 To gain access to the switch, remove the 
battery, battery tray and mounting plate as 
described in Chaptet' SA. Depending on 
model and clearance available, remove any 
remaining air cleaner and air Intake duct 
components as described in the relevant Part 
of Chapter 4. 
5 Disconnect the wiring connector, then 
unscrew the switch from the transmission 
casing along with its sealing washer (see 
iliustraUons). 

Refitting 
6 Fit a new sealing washer to the switch. then 
screw it back Into position In the top of the 
transmission housing and tighten It to the 
specified torque setting. Refit the wiring plug, 
and test the opennion of the circtJit. Refit the 
components removed for access. 

6 s-oometer drive -
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Chock the rear wheels, firmly apply the 

6.7a On BE3/5 and BE4I5 transmissJons, 
unscrew the housing retaining boHs .• . 

5.5b . . • and on the BE4I5 transmisskln 

handbrake, then Jack up the Iront of the 
car and support it on axJe stands (see 
Jacking and vehicle support). The 
speedometer drive is on the rear of the 
transmission housing, next to the inner end of 
the right-hand drlveshaft. Undo the screws 
and remove the engine undertray (where 
frtted). 
2 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
&peedoi.leter drive (see Hlustratlon). 
3 Slacken and remove the retaining bolt and 
remove the heat shield (where fitled). 
Wrthdraw the speedometer drive and driven 
pinion assembly from the transmission 
housing, a/ong with its sealing ring. 
4 If necessary. the pinion can be slid out of 
the housing, and the oil seal removed from the 
top of the housing. Examine the pinion for 
signs of damage, and renew If necessary. 
Renew the housing sealing ring as a matter 01 
o",,,,e. 
5 If the driven pInion 1$ wom Of damaged, 
also examine the drive pinion in the 
transmission housing for similar signs. 
6 To renew the drive pinion on MA5 
transmissions, the transmission must be 
dismantled and the differential gear removed. 
This task should therefore be entrusted to a 
PeugeoVCitr06n dealer or a transmission 
"""",,,-
7 To remove the drive pinion on BE3/S and 
BE4I5 transmissions, first remove the right4 
hand driveshaft as described in Chapter 8. 
Undo the three retaining bolts and remove the 
speedometer drive housing from the 

6.7b . •. and remove the housing. sealing 
ring and drive pinfon from the transmission 

8.2 Speedometer drive wiring 
connector (1) and retaining bo" (2) 

transmission, along with Its sealing ring. 
Remove the drive pinion from the differential 
gea-, and recover any adjustment shims from 
the gear (SMI Hlustrations). 

Refitting 
8 On BE3/S and BE4(5 transmissions, where 
the drive pinion has been removed, refit the 
adjustment shims to the differential gear. then 
locate the speedometer drive on the gear, 
ensuring it is correctly engaged in the gear 
slots (see Illust ration). Rt a new sealing 
ring to the rear of the speedometer drive 
housing, then refit the housing to the 
transmission and tighten its retaining boits to 
the specified torque. Inspect the driveshaft 
oil seal lor signs of wear, and renew if 
rw ,my. Refit the drtveshaft as described in 
ChapterS. 
9 On aJi transmissions, apply a smear of 
grease to the lips of the seal and to the driven 
pinion shaft, and slide the pinion Into position 
in the speedoi'leter drive. 
10 Fit a new sealing ring to the speedoi.l8ter 
drive and refit it to the transmission. ensuring 
that the drive and driven pinions are correctly 
engaged. Refit the drive retaining bon, 
complete with heat shield (where frtted), and 
tighten securely. 
11 Reconnect the wiring connector 10 the 
speedotne(er drive, refit the engine undertray 
(where applicable). then 1oW8f the vehicle to 
the gllJUlCl. 

6.8 On B E3I5 and BE4I5 transmissions, 
ensure the drive pinion dogs are correctty 

engaged with the gear slots (arrowed) 
when refitting 
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Manual transmission 7-7 

7.Sa Unscrew the nut and bolt and detach the earth leads 
(arrowed) from the transmission - MAS transmission 

7.8b Unscrew the bolt (arrowed) and disconnect the earth lead 
from the transmission - BE3I5 and BE4/ 5 transmissions 

7 Manual transmission - ~ 
removal and refitting ~ 

...: 
Removal 
1 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
2 Drain the transmission oil as described in 
Section 2, then refit the ctraln and filler plugs, 
tightening them to the specified torque. 
3 Remove the air cleaner and air intake 
duct(s) as described in the relevant Part of 
Chapter 4. On D9B diesel engines, also 
remove the air distribution housing as 
described in Chapter 4B. 
4 Remove the battery, battery tray and 
mounting plate as described in Chapter SA. 
5 Remove both driveshafts as described in 
Chapter 8. 
e Remove the starter motor as described in 
Chapter SA. 
7 Refer to Chapter 6 and release the clutch 
inner cable end fitting from the release 
lork/lever. Depress the retaining tabs and 
release the outer cable from the transmission 
bracket. 
8 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
reversing light switch. TOC sensor and 
speedometer drive. Undo the retaining 
nuts/bolts. and disconnect the earth straps 
from the transmission housing (see 
Illustrations). Disconnect the wiring from any 
additional switches/sensors as necessary, 
free the wiring loom from the retaining clips, 
and position it clear of the transmission. 
9 On the MA5 transmission, undo the bolt 
securing the eKhaust front pipe to its 
transmission mounting bracket_ 
10 On pra-1998 MAS transmissions, slacken 
and remove the nut and washer, then 
withdraw the pivot bott securing the selector 
rod to the transmission selector lever. 
Disengage the rod from the selectOf lever. On 

all other transmissions, using a flat-bladed 
screwdriver, carefully prise the gearchange 
mechanism link rod balljoints off their 
respective levers on the transmission. 
Position the rods clear of the transmission. 
11 On models with power steering, undo the 
retaining nuts and boils and release the power 
steering pipe support brackets from the 
transmission. Position the pipe clear of the 
unit so that it will not be damaged during the 
removal procedure. 
12 Undo the retaining boll{s), and remove the 
nywheel lower cover plate (where rrtted) from 
the transmission. 
13 On the BE3/5 and BE4/5 trans
missions, remove the speedometer drive 
housing from the transmission as described in 
Section 6. 
14 Place ajack with a block of wood beneath 
the engine, to take the weight of the engine. 
Alternatively, attach a couple of lifting eyes to 
the engine. and fit a hoist or support bar to 
take the engine weight. 
15 Place a jack and block of wood beneath 
the transmission, and raise the jack to take 
the weight of the transmission. 
18 Undo the nut and bolt securing the 
engine/transmission rear mounting 
connecting link to the bracket on the 
subframe. 
17 Slacken and remove the centre nut and 
washer from the left-hand engine/trans
mission mounting. Undo the two bolts/nuts 
securing the mounting 10 the support bracket, 
and remove the rubber mounting. 
18 On the MA5 transmission, undo the three 
retaining nuts and remove the mounting plate 
from the top of the t ransmission. 
19 On the BE3/5 and BE4/5 transmission, 
remove the washer and spacer from the 
mounting stud, then unscrew the stud from 
Ihe top of the transmission housing. Collect 
the large spacer plate from the mounting stud. 
20 With the jack positioned beneath the 
transmission taking the weight, slacken and 
remove the remaining bolts securing the 

transmission hoosing to the engine. Note the 
correct fitted positions of each bolt, and the 
necessary brackets, as they are removed to 
use as a reference on refitting. Make a final 
check that all components have been 
disconnected, and are positioned clear of the 
transmission so that they will nol hinder the 
removal procedure. 
21 With the bolts removed, move the trolley 
jack and transmission to the left. to free it from 
its locating dowels then pivot the differential 
end of the transmission upwards (to 
disengage it from the subframe). 
Caution: Take great care not to place any 
excess strain on the exhaust system, or 
damage the radiator If the engine is 
moved. On models equipped with air 
conditioning, care must a/so be taken to 
ensure the auxiliary drivebelt pul/eys do 
not damage the air conditioning pipes on 
the right-hand side of the engine 
compartment 
22 Once the transmission is free, lower the 
jack and manoeuvre the unit out from under 
the car. Remove the locating dowels from the 
transmission or engine if they are loose, and 
keep them in a sale place. 

Refining 
23 The transmission is refitted by a reversal 
of the removal procedure, bearing in mind the 
following points: 
a) Apply a little high melting-point grease 

(PeugeotICit«>en recommend the use of 
Molykote BR2 plus - available from your 
dealer) to the splines of the transmission 
input shaft. Do not apply too much, 
otherwise there is 8 possibility of the 
grease contaminating the clutch friction 
disc. 

b) Ensure that the locating dowels are 
correctly positioned prior to installation. 

c) On the BE315 and BE415 transmissions, 
apply thread-locking fluid to the /eft-hand 
enginel transmission mounting stud 
threads, prior to refitting it to the 
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transmission. Tl9hten the stud to the 
specified torque. 

d) Tl9hten all nuts and bolts to the specified 
torque (where given). 

e) Renew the driveshaft oil seals (Section 5), 
then refit the driveshafts (see Chapter 8). 

I) On completion, refill the transmission with 
the specified type and quantity of 
lubricant, as described in Section 2. 

8 Manual transmission 
overhaul - general information 

1 Overhauling a manual transmission is a 
difficult and involved job for the DIY home 
mechanic. In addition to dismantling and 

reassembling many small parts, clearances 
must be precisely measured and, if 
necessary, changed by selecting shims and 
spacers. Internal transmission components 
are also often difficult 10 obtain, and in many 
instances, extremely expensive. Because of 
this, if the transmission develops a fault or 
becomes noisy, the best course of action is to 
have the unit overhauled by a specialist 
repairer, or to obtain an exchange 
reconditioned unit. 
2 Nevertheless, it is not impossible for the 
more experienced mechanic to overhaul the 
transmission, provided the special tools are 
available, and the job is done in a deliberate 
step-by-step manner, so that nothing is 
overlool<ed. 
3 The tools necessary for an overhaul include 

internal and external circ lip pliers, bearing 
pullers, a slide hammer, a sel of pin punches, 
a dial test indicator, and possibly a hydraulic 
press, In addition, a large, sturdy workbench 
and a vice will be required, 
4 During dismantling of the transmisSion, 
make careful notes of how each component is 
filled, to make reassembly easier and more 
accurate. 
5 Before dismantling the transmission, it 
will help if you have some idea what area 
is malfunctioning. Certain problems can 
be closely related to specific areas in 
the transmission, which can make 
component examination and renewal easier. 
Refer to the Fault finding Section for more 
infonnation. 
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Chapter 8 
Driveshafts 

Contents Section number Section number 

Oriveshaft over11aul- genemt Information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
Oliveshaft rubber gaiter and constant velocity (CV) joint 

check ..•...........•.... ..... ....... See Chapter 1A or 18 
Oriveshatt rubber gaiters (GKN type driveshaft) - renewal .•...•.. 3 

Drlveshaft rubbef gaiters (PSA type driveshaft) - renewal . . 4 
Drtveshafts - removal and refitting . . •.. . .. ... . . ....•. .. . .. . . 2 
General information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Right-hand driveshaft Intermediate bearing - renewal ......•.•.. 6 

Degrees of difficulty 
Easy, Slitab6e fa" 

~ 
-easy,-

~ -- ~ 
I>IIicUt, _ for ~ V""_ ~ 

oovice with itIIe b' begi • 181 'MIll _forw,.-,' ~ expaia....oo 00 ~ _for_DlY ~ 
"",+"",iellCe some expel iellCe ~ DIY mec:tlaric ~ lIIec:llallic ~ or ,,," ' . " ~ 

Specifications 
Lubrication (overhaul only - see text) 
llJbricant type!specificatioo •. _ . _ . _ . _ ...•.. _ ... _ .. .. _ .•• _ .... _ Use only special grease supplied rt sachets with gaiter kits - joints are 

othetwise pre-packed with grease and sealed 

Torque wrench settings Nm 
Anti-roB bar colWlectillQ link retaining nut' ........•...••.•.•.•.• . 40 
Driveshaft retalning nut' •. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • . . . . 320 
Lower suspension arm baUjoint retaining nuts' .. . . .... .••.• . . .... 40 
Right-hand driveshaft intermediate bearing retaining bolt nuts' 17 
Roadwheel bolts. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. 90 
• New nuts must be used 

1 General information 

Drive Is transmitted from the differential to 
the front wheels by means of two unequal
length dliveshafts. 

Both dliveshafts are splined at their outer 
ends, to accept the wheel hubs, and are 
threaded so that each hub can be fastened by 
a large ntIt. The Inner end of each driveshaft is 
splined, to accept the differential SI.W\ gear. 

Constant velocity (CV) joints are fitted to 
each end of the driveshafts, to ensure the 
smooth and efficient transmission of power at 
si suspension and steemg angles. 

Dliveshafts from two different manu
facturers may be encountered. On the GKN 
type dliveshaft. the outer constant velocity 

joints are of the spidef-and-yoke type and the 
inner constant velocity pnts are of the bipod 
type. On the PSA type driveshaft, the outet 
constant velocity joints are of the ball-and
cage type. with the inner constant velocity 
joints being of the tripod type. The constant 
velocity joints are visually different on the two 
driveshaft types, and the photos 
accompanying Sections 3 and 4 can be used 
to aid identification. 

Due to the length of the light-hand 
driveshaft, the Inner constant velocity joint on 
all models is situated approxlmatety halfway 
along the shaft's length. and an intermediate 
support bearing is mounted in the 
engineltransmlssion rear mounting bracket. 
The inner and of the cIriveshaft passes through 
the bearing (which prevents any lateral 
movement of the driveshaft inner end) Md the 
inner constant velocity joint outer member. 

Ibln 
30 
236 
30 
13 
66 

2 Driveshafts -
removal and refitting 

Note: Do not allow the vehicle to rest on its 
wheels with one rx both driveshefts removed. 
as damage to the wfleel bearing(s) may result. 
If moving the vehicle is unavoidable, 
temporarily Insert the outer end of the 
driveshaft(s) In the hub(s) and tighten the hub 
nut(s): in this case, the inner end(s) of the 
driveshaft(s) must be supported. frx example 
by suspending with string from the vehicle 
underbody. Do not allow the driveshaft 10 
hang down under its own weighl_ A new 
driveshah retaining nut, Iowllf' arm baJljoint 
clamp bolt nut and anti-ro/I bar connecting link 
nut must be used on refitting. 
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2.48 Withdraw the R·clip ... 

Removal 
1 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking end vehicle support). 
Remove the appropriate froot roadwheel. 
2 Remove the appropriate front roadwheel. 
3 Drain the transmission oil as described in 
Chapter 7. 
4 Wrthdraw the R-clip and remove the locking 
cap from the driveshaft retaining nut (see 
illustrations). 
5 To prevent rotation of the wheel hub as the 
driveshaft retaining nut is slackened, make up 
a holding 1001 and bolt the tool to the wheel 
hub using two wheel boits (see Tool Tip). 
6 With the holding tool in place, slacken and 
remove the driveshaft retaining nut using a 
socket and long bar (see illustration). Where 
necessary, support the socket on an axle 

2.6 With the holding tool in place, slacken 
and remove the driveshaft retaining nut 

using a socket and long bar 

2.9b . .. then pull the lower suspension ann 
downwards using a bar and chain Of" similar 

aTTangement, pivoting 0f1 the subframe 

2.4b ... and remove the locking cap from 
the driveshaft retaining nut 

stand to prevent it slipping off the nut. This 
nut is very tight; make sure that there is no 
risk of pulling the car off the axle stands as the 
nut is slackened. 
7 Undo the nut and remove the washer 
securing the connecting link to the anti·roll 
bar. Swivel the connecting link 10 one side. 
S Slacken and remove the nut, then withdraw 
the lower suspension arm balljoin! clamp bolt 
from the swivel hub. Discard the nut - a new 
one must be used on refrtting (see illustration). 
9 Tap a small chisel inlo the split on the 
swivel hub, to spread the hub slightly and 
allow the balljoint shank to be withdrawn (see 
illustration). Pull the lower suspension arm 
downwards to release the bal1joint shank from 
the swivel hub. To do this it will be necessary 
to use a long bar and block of wood which will 
engage under the front subframe. Attach the 

2.8 Undo the nut and withdraw the lower 
suspension arm balljoint c lamp bolt from 

the swivel hub 

2.10 When the balljoint is released, 
remove the protector plate from the 

balljoint shank 

A tool to hold the front hub stationsI)' 
whilst the driveshaft retaining nut Is 
slackened can be fabricated from two 
lengths of, steel strip (one long, one 
short) and a nut and boltj the nut and 
bolt forming the pivot of a fot*ed tool. 

bar to the suspension arm, preferably with a 
chain, or alternatively wilh a stout strap or 
rope. Lever down on the bar to release the 
balljoin! from the swivel hub (see illustration). 
10 Once the ballJoint is free. remove the 
protector plate which is fitted to the ballJoint 
shank (see illustration). 

Left-hand driveshaft 
11 Carefully pull the swivel hub assembly 
outwards, and withdraw the driveshafl outer 
constant velocity joint from the hub assembly 
(see illustration) . If necessary. the shaft can 

2.9a Spread the swivel hub by tapping a 
small chisel (an-owed} into the split ... 

2.11 Pull the swivel hub outwards, and 
withdraw the driveshaft outer constant 

velocity joint from the hub 
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2.12 Support the driveshaft, then withdraw 
the Inner constant velocity Joint from the 

transmission 

be tapped out of the hub using a sofHaced 
mallet. Take care not 10 strain the brake 
hydraulic hose or, where fitted. the ASS wheel 
speed sensor wiring as the swivel hub is 
pulled outwards. 
12 Support the driveshaft, then withdraw the 
Inner constant velocity joint from the 
tranSmission. taking care not to damage the 
driveshaft oil seal (see illustration). Remove 
the drtveshaft from the vehicle. 

Right·hand driveshaft 
13 loosen the two intermediate bearing 
retaining bolt nuts. then rotate the bolts 
through 900, so that their offset heads are 
clear of the bearing outer race (see 
Illustration). 
14 Carefully pull the swivel hub assembly 
outWards, and withdraw the driveshaft outer 
constant veiocity joint from the hub assembty. 
If necessary, the shaft can be tapped out of 
the hub using a soft-faced mallet. Take care 
not to strain the brake hydraulic hose or. 
where fitted, the ASS wheel speed sensor 
wiring as the swivel hub is pulled outwards. 
15 Support the outer end of the drlveshaft, 
then pull on the inner end of the shaft to Iree 
the shaft from the transmission, and the 
Intermediate bearing from Its mounting 
bracket (see illustration). Remove the 
driveshaft from the vehicle. 

Refitting 
16 Before installing the driveshaft, examine 
the driveshaft oil seal in the transmission for 
signs of damage or deterioration and, if 
necessary, renew it as described In Chapter 7. 
(Having got this far it is worth renewing the 
seal as a matter of course.) 
17 Thoroughly dean the driveshaft splines, 
and the apertures in the transn"I4ssion and hub 
ass .tbI). Apply a thin film of grease to the oil 
seal Ups. and to the driveshaft splines and 
shoulders. Check that all gaiter dips are 
~fasteoed. 

l eft-hand driveshaft 
18 Offer up the driveshaft, and locate the 
Joint splines with those of the differential sun 
gear, taking great care not to damage the oil 
seal. Push the joint fully into posltJon. 

2..13 On the right-hand drivashaft. slacken 
the Intennediate bearing retaining bolt nuts 
(arrowed), then tum the bolts through 90" 

19 Locate the outer constant velocity Joint 
splines with those of the swivel hub, and slide 
the joint back into positlon In the hub. 
20 Refit the protector plate to the lower arm 
balljoint then, using the method employed on 
removal, locale the balljoint shank in the 
swivel hub, ensuring that the lug on the 
protector plate is correctly located in the 
clamp split. Insan the balljoint clamp bolt, 
then fit the new retaining nut and tighten it to 
the spedfied torque. 
21 l1Jbricate the inner face and threads of 
the new driveshaft retaining nut with clean 
engine oil, and refit It to the end of the 
driveshafi:. Use the method employed on 
rt!rTlOV8I to prevent the hub from rotating, and 
tighten the driveshaft retaining nut to the 
specified torque. Check that the hUb rotates -, 
22 Engage the locking cap with the 
driveshafl nut so that one of its cut-cuts Is 
aligned with the driveshaft hole. Secure the 
cap in position with the R-dip. 
23 Locate the coonecting link on the anti-roll 
bar and refit the washer and a new retaining 
nut. TIghten the nut 10 the specified torque. 
24 Where necessary, reconnect the ASS 
wheel sensor wiring connector, ensuring that 
the wiring Is correctly routed and retained by 
all the necessary clips and ties. 
25 Refill the transmission with the specified 
type and quantity of 011 as described in 
Chapter 7. 
26 On complet ion, refit the roadwheel, 
\hefl lower the vehicle to the ground and 
tighten the roadwheel botts to the specffied 

''''''''''' Right-hand driveshaft 
27 Check that the intermediate bearing 
rotates smoothly, without any sign of 
roughness or undue free play between its 
imer and outer races. If • oeo sary, renew the 
beamg as described in Section 5. 
28 Apply a smear of grease to the outer race 
of the Intermediate bearing, then pass the 
Inner end of the driveshaft through the bearing 
mounting bfackel 
29 Carefully locate the inner driveshaft 
splines with those of the differential sun gear, 
laking care not to damage the oil seal. Align 
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2..15 Free the shaft i!\net'" end from the 
transmlsskJn, and the mtermediate bearing 

from its mounting bracket 

the Intermediate bearing with Its mounting 
bracket. and push the driveshaft fully Into 
position. If necessary, use a soft-faced mallet 
to lap the outer race of the bearing into 
position In the mounting bracket. 
30 Locate the outer constant velocity joint 
splines with those of the swivel hub. and slide 
the joint back into position in lhe hub. 
31 Ensure that the intermediate bearing is 
correctly seated. then rotate its retaining bolts 
back through goo, so that their offset heads 
are resting against tile bearing outer race. 
rlghten the retaining nuts to the specified 
'<><qUO, 
32 Carry out the opeiaootS described aboW 
in paragraphs 20 to 26. 

3 Oriveshaft rubber gaiters ~ 
(GKN type driveshaft) - ~ 

renewal ~ 

Outer Joint 
1 Remove the drlveshaft as described In 
Section 2. 
2 Remove the inner constant velocity joint 
and galter as described in paragraphs 13 
to 18. It is recommended Ihat the Inner gaiter 
Is also renewed, regardless of Its apparent 
condition. 
3 Release the two outer gaiter retaining clips, 
then slide the gaiter off the Inner end of the 
dr1veshaft. 
.. Wipe away as much of the old grease as 
possible (do not use any solvent) to allow the 
joint components to be inspected. 
5 Check the driveshaft spider and outer 
member yoke for signs of wear, pitting or 
scuffing on thei'" bearing surfaces. Also check 
that the outer member pivots smoothly and 
easity, with no traces of roughnesS. 
6 If, on inspection, the spider or ooter 
member reveal signs of wear or damage, it wiD 
be necessary to renew the complete 
driveshaft as an assembly. since no 
components are available separately. If the 
joint compoil8flts are in satisfactory condition, 
obtain 8 repair kIt from your PeugeoVCltroAn 
dealer, consisting of a new gaiter, retaining 
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3.6 Driveshaft outer joint gaiter repair kit 
components 

clips, and the correct type and quantity of 
grease (see illustration). 
7 Tape over the splines on Ihe inner end of 
the driveshaft, then carefully slide the outer 
gaiter onto the shaft (see illustration). 
8 Pack the joint with the grease supplied in 
the repair kit (see illustration). Work the 
grease well into the bearing tracks whilst 
twisting the joint, and fill the rubber gai1er with 
any excess. 
9 Ease the gaiter over the joint, and ensure 
that the gaiter lips are correctly located in the 
grooves on both the driveshaft and constant 
velocity joint. Uft the outer sealing lip of the 
gaiter, to equalise air pressure within the 
gaiter. 
10 Fit the large metal retaining clip to the 
gaiter. Remove any slack in the gaiter 
retaining clip by carefully compressing the 
raised section of the clip. In the absence of 
the special 100(, a pair of side-cutters may be 

3.10 Securing a gaiter securing cUp using 
side-cUtters 

3.16 Removing the Inner tripod joint 
securing clrclip 

3,7 Sliding the outer joint gaiter onto the 
driveshaft 

used. Secure the small retaining clip using the 
same procedure (see illustration). Check that 
the constant velocity joint moves freely in all 
directions before proceeding further. 
11 Refit the inner constant velocity joint as 
described in paragraphs 21 to 28. 

Inner joint 
12 Remove the driveshaft as described in 
Section 2. 
13 Secure the driveshaft in a vice equipped 
with soft jaws then, using a suitable pair of 
pliers, carefully bend back the lip around the 
circumference of the constant velocity joint 
olIter member cover (see Illustration). 
14 Once the lip of the cover is fully released, 
pull tile Joint alIter member out from the cover, 
and recover the spring and thrust cap from the 
end of the shaft Remove the O-ring from the 
outside of the outer member, and discard it. 
15 Fold the gailer back, and wipe away the 

3.13 Peeling back the lip of the joint outer 
member cover 

3.17a Using a three-legged puller to 
remove the Inner tripod joint 

3.8 Pack the joint with the grease supplied 
in the repair kit 

excess grease from the tripod joint. If the 
rollers are not secured to the joint with 
circlips, wrap adhesive tape around tile joint 
to hold them in position. 
16 Using a dab of paint, or a hammer and 
punch, mari< the relative position of the tripod 
joint In relation to the driveshaft. Using circlip 
pliers, extract the circllp securing the joint to 
the driveshaft (see Illustration). 
17 The tripod joint can now be removed. If it 
is tight, draw the Joint off the driveshaft end, 
using a two- Of three-legged bearing puller. 
Ensure that the tegs of the puller are located 
behind Ihe joint inner member, and do not 
contact the joint rollers (see illustrations). 
Alternatively, support the inner member of the 
tripod joint, and press the shaft out of the joint 
using a hydraulic press, ensuring that no load 
is appl ied to the joint rollers. 
18 With the tripod joint removed, slide the 
gaiter and inner retaining collar off the end 01 
Ihe driveshaft. 
19 Wipe away as much of the old grease as 
possible (do not use any solvent) to allow the 
joint components to be Inspected. Take great 
care not to remove the align merit mar1<.s made 
on dismantling, especially if paint was used. 
20 Examine the tripod joint, rollers and alIter 
member for any signs of scoring or wear, and 
for smoothness of movement of the rollers on 
the tripod stems. If any component is worn, the 
complete driveshaft assembly must be 
renewed; no joint components are available 
separately. H the joint components are in good 
condition, obtain a repair kit from your 

3.17b Wrthdrawing the innet'" tripod joint. 
Note the alignment marks (made in the 

previous paragraph) 
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3.20 Drlveshsft inner joint gaiter repair kit 

components 

PeogeoVCitroEin deafer, consisting of a new 
I'Ubber galter and outer cover assembiy, circlip, 
thrust cap. spring, O-rlng, and the correct 
quantity of the special grease (see lIIustnltion). 
21 Tape over the spUnes on the end of the 
drlveshaft. and carefully slide the Inner 
retaining collar and gaiter/cover assembly 
onto the shaft (see illustrations). 
22 Remove the tape, then aligning the marks 
made on dismantling. engage the tripod joint 
with the driveshaft splines.. Use a hammer and 
soft metal drift (or a suitable tuba « socket) to 
tap the joint onto the shaft. taking great care 
not to damage the driveshaft splines or joint 
~ (see IDustration) . 
23 Secure the tripod joint in position with the 
new eirorip, ensuring that it is correctly 
located in the driYeshaft groove. 
24 Remove the tape. and evenly distribute 
the special grease contained In the repair kit 
iWCU'Id the tripod joint and outer membeT (see 
Illustration). Pack the gaiter/CO\l8r with more 

3.258 Frt the new spring • .. 

3.268 PosiHon the outer member over the 
bipod joint • . . 

3.21a Slide on the Inner retaining collar •.. 

grease, then draw the cover over the tripod 
joint. leave one sachet of grease to lubricate 
the outer member as the Joint Is fitted. 
25 Fit the new spring, thrust cap and O-rlng 
to the Joint outer member (see illustrations). 
26 Position the outer member assembly over 
the tripod joint, and locate the thrust cap 

3.22 Using a hammer and a socket to tap 
the joint onto the driYeshaft 

3.25b • . • thrust cap ..• 

3.26b . • . then apply the remainder of the 
grease .•. 
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3.21b .•. and the gaiter/cover assembly 

against the end of the driveshaft. Apply the 
remainder of Ihe grease to the joint, then push 
Ihe outer member onto the shaft, compressing 
Ihe spring, and locate it inside the outer cover. 
Secure the outer member In position by 
peening the end of the cover evenly over the 
joint outer edge (see illustrations). 

......... --, 

3.24 Pack the joint and gaitef"/COVef' with 
grease 

3.2Sc .•. and O-ring 

3.26c .•. and peen o ver the end of the 
cover 
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3.27 Securing the inner gaiter clip in 
position 

27 Briefly lift the inner gaiter clip, using a 
blunt instrument such as a knitting needle, to 
equalise the air pressure within the gaiter. 
Secure the inner clip in position (see 
illustration). 
28 Check that the constant velocity joint 
moves freely in all directions, then refit the 
driveshaft to the vehicle as described in 
Section 2. 

4 Driveshaft rubber gaiters ~ 
(PSA type driveshaft) - ~ 

renewal ~ 

Outer joint 
1 Remove the drives haft as described in 
Section 2. 
2 Release the rubber gaiter outer retaining 
clip by cutting through it using a junior 

4.3b ... then mark the position of the end 
of the gaiter on the drtveshaft 

4.5 Sharply strike the edge of the outer 
Joint to drive it off the end of the shaft 

4.2 Release the rubber gaiter outer retaining 
clip by cutting through it with a hacksaw 

hacksaw (see iIIustratfon). Spread the clip 
and remove it from the gaiter. 
3 Release the rubber gaiter Inner retaining 
clip using a screwdriver, then mark the 
position of the end of the gaiter on the 
driveshaft, using quick-drying paint (see 
illustrations). 
4 Slide the rubber gaiter down the shaft, to 
expose the outer constant velocity joint then 
scoop out the excess grease (see 
illustration). It is advisable to wear disposable 
rubber gloves during this operation. 
5 Hold the driveshaft and, using a mallet, 
sharply strike the edge of the outer joint to 
drive it off the end of the shaft (see 
illustration). The joint is retained on the 
driveshaft by a circlip, and striking the joint in 
this manner forces the circlip into its groove, 
so allowing the joint to slide off. 
6 Once the joint assembly has been removed, 
remove the circlip from the groove in the 

4.4 Slide the gaiter down the shaft, then 
scoop out the excess grease 

4.6 Remove the circlip from the groove In 
the driveshaft splines 

4.38 Release the inner retaining cUp using 
a screwdriver ... 

driveshaft splines, and discard it (see 
illustration). A new circlip must be fitted on 
reassembly. 
7 Withdraw the rubber gaiter from the 
driveshaft, and slide off the inner retaining 
clip. 
8 With the constant velocity joint removed 
from the driveshaft, wipe away as much of the 
old grease as possible (do not use any 
solvent) to allow the joint components to be 
inspected. 
9 Move the inner splined driving member 
from side-ta-side, to expose each ball in tum 
at the top of its track. Examine the balls for 
cracks, flat spots, or signs of surface pitting. 
10 Inspect the ball tracks on the inner and 
outer members. If the tracks have widened, 
the balls witl no longer be a tight fit. At the 
same time, check the ball cage windows for 
wear or cracking between the windows. 
11 If any of the constant velocity joint 
components are found to be worn or damaged, 
it wiM be necessary to renew the complete joint 
assembly (where available), or even the 
complete driveshaft (where no joint components 
are available separately). Refer to your 
PeugeoVCitroen dealer for further information 
CN1 parts availability. If the joint is in satisfactOlY 
condition, obtain a repair kit consisting of a new 
gaiter, circlip, retaining clips, and the correct 
type and quantity of grease. 
12 To install the new gaiter, perform the 
operations shown (see musb atiolls). Be sure to 
stay in order, and foHow the captions carefully. 
Note that different types of gaiter retaining clips 
may be encountered, but the fitting procedures 
will be similar to those shown. 

4.12a Slide the new gaiter inner retaining 
clip on the driveshaft ... 
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4.12b .• . followed by the new gaiter with 
the outer retaining clip in place 

•. 120 Use skie--cutters to pun the cable tie 
as tight as possible, then cut off the end 

4.12h With the Joint in place, cut off the 
cable tie 

4.12k Fill the gaiter with the remaining 
grease . •. 

4.12c locate a new circllp in the 
driveshaft groove • .• 

4.12f Slide the CV JoInt onto the splines, 
and position the inner member up against 

the cable tie 

4.12i Pack the Joint with half the 
recommended quantity of greBse . .. 

4.121 . • . then slide the 9altet' over the joint 
outer member. engaging It with the 

locating groove 
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4.12d ••• then compress the circlip using 
8 cable tie 

4.129 Strike the end of the joint sharply to 
displace the cable tie and force the iRnet'" 

member over the circlip 

4.12j ... working it well Into the ball tracks 
while twisting the joint 

4.12m locate the gaiter inner end in the 
shaft groove or against the mart.; made on 

removal, sJkIe the clip in pmce and 
compress the raised portion using pincers 

~-
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4.12n Secure the gaitet" outer retaining clip 
in the same way 

13 Check that the constant velocity joint 
moves freely in all directions, then refit the 
driveshaft as described in Section 2. 

Inner joint 
14 Remove the driveshaft as described in 
Section 2. 
15 Measure the distance between the inner 
edges of the driveshaft inner and outer rubber 
gaiters and record this d imension for use 
when refrtting (see illustration). 
16 Release the rubber gaiter inner and outer 
retaining c lips by cutting through them using a 

4.15 Measure and record the distance 
between the inner edges of the drives haft 

inner and outer gaiters 

junior hacksaw (see illustration). Spread the 
cl ips and remove them from the gaiter. 
17 Wrthdraw the joint outer member from the 
tripod, and recover the spring and thrust cap 
from inside the outer member (see 
illustrations). As the outer member Is 
withdrawn, check whether the tripod bearing 
rollers are staked to the tripod, Of secured by 
circlips. If the rollers are not secured to the 
tripod, wrap adhesive tape around the rollers 
to hold them in position. 
18 Wipe away as much of the excess grease 
as possible from the tripod and bearing rollers 

4.16 Release the gaiter reta ining clips by 
cutting through them with a hacksaw 

(see illustration). It is advisable to wear 
disposable rubber gloves during this 
operation. 
19 The tripod joint can now be removed 
using a two- or three-legged hydraulic bearing 
puller or a press. If a puller is being used, 
ensure that the legs o f the puller are located 
behind the tripod, and not in contact w ith the 
joint rollers. If a press is being used, support 
the underside of the tripod, and press the 
driveshaft out of the joint (see illustration). 
20 With the tripod removed, slide the gaiter 
off the end of the driveshaft. 

4.17a Withdraw the joint outer member from the tripod ... 4.17b ... and recover the spring and thrust cap from inside the 
outer member 

4.18 Wipe away as much grease as possible from the tripod and 
bearing rollers 

4.19 Remove the tripod using a two- or three-legged hydraulic 
bearing puller or 8 press 
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4.22a Slide the new inner retaining clip 

and the gaiter onto the driveshaft 

21 Wipe away as much of the old grease as 
possible (do not use any solvent) to allow the 
Joint components to be Inspected. Examine 
the tripod. bearing rollers and outer member 
for any signs of scoring or wear. and for 
smoothness of movement of the rollers on the 
tripod stems. If any of the components are 
found to be worn or damaged, it will be 
necessary to renew the complete joint 
assembly (where available), or even the 
complete driveshaft (where no joint 
components are available separately). Refer 
to your PeugeotlCitroen dealer for further 
Information on parts availability. If the joint is 
In satisfactory condition. oblain a repair kit 
consisting of a new gaiter, retaining clips, and 
the correct type and quantity of grease. 
22 To install the new gaiter, perform the 
operations shown (see Illustrations). Be sure 

4.221 Refit the spring and thrust cap to the 
outer member ... 

4.221 Push the outer member fully into 
position over the tripod, while lifting the 

gaiter inner end to expel trapped air 

4.22b Mount the driveshaft in a vice, 
engage the tripod ovet'the splines and tap 

it fully into position 

to stay in order, and follow the captions 
carefully, Note that different types of gaiter 
retaining clips may be encountered, but the 

4.22d Pack the tripod and the gaiter with 
half the recommended quantity of the 

grease ... 

4.22g ... then pack the outer member 
with the remaining grease 

4.22] Position the outer retainIng clip over 
the gaiter and compress the raised portion 

using pincers or side-cutters 

Driveshafts 8-9 

4.22c Using a small punch, stake the 
tripod to the driveshaft in three places 

fitting procedures will be similar to those 
shown. 
23 Check that the constant velocity joint 

4,22e ... working it well into the bearing 
rollers 

4.22h Locate the outer member over the 
tripod and engage the gaiter with the outer 

member groove 

........ ..."...'"""" 

4.22k Position the gaiter inner end at the 
dimension recorded during removal, slip on 

the clip and compress the raised portion 
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moves freely in all directions, then refit the 
driveshaH to the car as described in Sec
tion 2. 

5 Driveshatt overhaul 
general information 

1 If any of the checks described in Road test 
in Chapter 1A or 18 reveal possible wear In 
any driveshaH joint, carry out the following 
procedures to Identify the source of the 
problem. 
2 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the vehicle and support it securely 
on axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle 
support). 
3 Referring to the information contained in 
Section 2, make up a tool to hold the wheel 
hub, and bolt the tool to the hub. Remove the 
R-cl ip and locking cap from the driveshaft 
retaining nut and use a torque wrench to 
check that the nut is securely fastened. Once 
lightened, refit the locking cap and R-clip. 
Repeat this check on the remaining driveshaft 
mn. 
4 Road test the vehicle, and listen for a 
metallic clicking from the front as the vehicle 
is driven slowly in a circle on full-lock. If a 
clicking noise is heard, this indicates wear in 
the outer constant velocity joint. This means 

that the joint must be renewed; reconditioning 
is not possible. 
5 If vibration, consistent with road speed, is 
felt through the car when accelerating, there is 
a possibility of wear In the Inner constant 
velocity joints. 
6 To check the joints for wear, remove the 
driveshafts, then dismantle them; if any wear 
or free play is found, the affected joint musl 
be renewed. In most cases this will mean that 
the complete drives haft assembly must be 
renewed, if the joints are not available 
separately. Refer to your PeugeoVCit rolln 
dealer for information on the availability of 
driveshaft components. 

6 Right-hand driveshaft ~ 
intennediate bearing - ~ 
renewal ~ 

Note: A suitable bearing puller will be 
required, to draw the bearing and collar off the 
drivoshaft end. 
1 Remove the right-hand driveshaft as 
described in Section 2. 
2 Check that the bearing outer race rotates 
smoothly and easily, without any signs of 
roughness or undue free play between the 
inner and outer races. If necessary, renew the 
bearing as fonows. 

6.3 Using a long-reach bearing puller to 
remove the intermediate bearing from the 

right -hand driveshaft 

3 Using a long-reach universal bearing puller, 
carefut!y draw the collar and intermediate 
bearing off the driveshaft inner end (see 
Illustration). Apply a smear of grease 10 the 
Inner race of the new bearing, then fit the 
bearing over the end of the driveshaft. USing a 
hammer and suitable piece of tubing which 
bears only on the bearing inner race, tap the 
new bearing into position on the driveshaft, 
until it abuts the constant velocity joint outer 
member. Once the bearing is correctly 
positioned , lap the bearing collar onto the 
shaft until it contacts the bearing inner race. 
4 Check that the bearing rotates freely, then 
refrt the driveshaft as described in Section 2. 
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Chapter 9 
Braking system 
Contents Section number 

Anti-lock braking system (ABS) - general information . . .•. . ... . . 19 
Anti-lock braking system (ASS) components - removal and refitting . .. 20 
Brake fluid level check. . • . . ... See Weekly checks 
Brake fluid renewal .. .. . . . . ... . .. . . See Chapter lA or 18 
Front brake caliper - removal, overhaul and refitting ... ......... 8 
Fronl brake disc - inspection, removal and refitting . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 
Front brake pad wear check . . . . . . . . .See Chapter lA or 18 
Front brake pads - renewal. . . . . . . . . 4 
General information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Handbrake - adjustment.. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . 13 
Handbrake 'on' warning light switch - removal and refitting 18 
Handbrake cables - removal and refitting. . ............ 15 
Handbrake lever - removal and refitting ....... . ............ 14 

g., 

Section number 

Hydraulic pipes and hoses - renewal . .. . . . . . ... . . 3 
Hydraulic system - bleeding ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Master cylinder - removal, ovemaul and refitting . . . . . 10 
Rear brake drum - removal. inspection and refitting 7 
Rear brake pressure-regulating valve - removai and refitting .. . 16 
Rear brake shoe wear check .. . .... .. .. .. .. See Chapter lA Of 1 B 
Rear brake shoes - renewal .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 5 
Rear wheel cylinder - removal and refitting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 
Slop-light switch - removal, refitting and adjustment ............ 17 
Vacuum pump (diesel engine models) - removal and refitting ..... 21 
Vacuum pump (diesel engine models) - testing and overhaul .... . 22 
Vacuum servo unit - testing. removal and refitting ... . . .. 11 
Vacuum servo unit check valve - removal , testing and refitting . .. 12 

!: Degrees of difficulty 
Easy, suitable for 

~ 
Fai1y easy, suitable 

~ 
FaOty<ifficult, ~ 

I>fIicUt, _ for 

novice with little for begiYler with suitable for competent ~ expei ia ICed DIY 

"""'"""'" ~ ,.",.., """'"""'" ~ DlYmectmc ~ mectmc 

the 
1aft, 
",,,, 

.ctly 
the 

e. 
heo Specifications 
2. 

Front disc brakes 
Caliper type: 

Upt02002 ....... . 
2002 onward ........•. 

Disc diameter .. . . ....•.... 
Disc th ickness: 

Solid disc: 
New ... . ... . 
Minimum thickness 

Ventilated disc: 
Up to 2002: 

New .. 
Minimum thickness 

2002 onward: 
New.. . •. .. . . • .. , .. 
Minimum thickness .........•.. 

Maximum disc run-out ......... . 
Brake pad minimum thickness ...... •. . 

Rear drum brakes 
Drum internal diameter. 

Now 
Maximum after machining 

Brake shoe minimum thickness 

Torque wrench settings 
ABS hydraulic modulator retaining nuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
ASS wheel sensor retaining boils' . .. ...... . . . 
Front brake caliper guide pin boils' . ............•. . 
Front brake caliper mounting bracket-Io-swivel hub bolts' . . 
Master cylinder-to-servo unit nuts ................. . 
Rear brake pressure-regulating valve mounting boil ...... . 
Roadwheel bolts. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... • ...•.... . 
Vacuum pump retaining nutslOOlts (diesel engine models) .....•... . 
Vacuum servo unit mounting nuts ........ . 
• Use thread-locking compound 

LucasC54 
BoschZOH 54 
266.0 mm 

13.0 mm 
11 .0 mm 

20.4 mm 
18.4 mm 

22.0 mm 
20.0 mm 
0.1 mm 
2.0 mm 

228.0 mm 
230.0 mm 
1.5mm 

Nm 
15 
11 
27 
105 
20 
30 
90 
25 
23 

~ V..,.<ifficuIt, ~ 

~ 
_ for expert DIY ~ ... er PI ofes . Ollal ~ 

Ibfft 
11 
B 
20 
77 
15 
22 
66 
tS 
t7 
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1 General information 

The braking system Is of the servo
assisted, dual-circuit hydraulic type. The 
arrangement of the hydraulic system is such 
that each circuit operates one front and one 
rear brake from a tandem master cylinder. 
Under normal circumstances, both circuits 
operate in unison. However, in the event of 
hydraulic failure in one circuil, full braking 
force will still be available at two wheels. 

All models are fitted with either solid or 
ventilated front disc brakes and self-adjusting 
rear drum brakes. An Anti-lock Braking 
System (ASS) is fitted as standard or available 
as an option, according to model (refer to 
Section 19 for further information on ASS 
operation). 

The front disc brakes are actuated by 
single-piston sliding type caJipers, which 
ensure that equal pressure is applied to each 
disc pad. 

The rear drum brakes incorporate leading 
and trailing shoes, which are actuated by 
twin-piston wheel cylinders. A self-adjusting 
mechanism is incorporated, to automalically 
compensate for brake shoe wear. As the 
brake shoe linings wear, the footbrake 
operation automatically operates the adjuster 
mechanism, which effectively lengthens the 
shoe strut and repositions the brake shoes, to 
reduce the lining-to-drum clearance. 

To prevent rear wheel lOCk-Up during 
emergency braking. a load-sensitive 
pressure-regulating valve assembly is fitted 
into the hydraulic circuit to each rear brake. 
The valve is mounted on the underside of the 
vehicle at the rear and is attached to the rear 
suspension by means of an operating rod and 
spring. The valVe measures the load on the 
rear of the vehicle via the movement of the 
rear suspension and regulates the hydraulic 
pressure applied to the rear brakes 
accordingly. On later models (approximately 
2001 onward) equipped with ASS, the 
hydraulic pressure applied to the rear brakes 
is regulated by the ASS hydraulic modulator 
under all braking conditions. On these 
models, the separate mechanical pressure
regulating valve assembly is not used. 

On all models. the handbrake provides an 
independent mechanical means of rear brake 
application. 

On diesel engine models, there is 
insufficient vacuum in the inlet manifold to 
operate the braking system servo effectively 
at all times. To overcome this problem, a 
vacuum pump is fitted to Ihe engine, to 
provide sufficient vacuum to operate the 
servo uni!. The vacuum pump is mounted on 
the left-hand end of the cylinder head, and 
driven directly off the eJld of the camshaft. 
Note: When servicing any part of the system, 
work carefully and methodically; also observe 
scrupulous cleanliness when overhauling any 

part of the hydraulic system. Always renew 
components (in axle sets, where applicable) if 
in doubt about their condition, and use only 
genuine PeugeotlCitro~n parts, or at least 
those of known good quality. Note the 
warnings given in 'Safety first!' and at relevant 
points In this Chapter concerning the danger.; 
of asbestos dust and brake hydraulic fluid. 

2 Hydraulic system - bleeding ~ 
~ 
~ 

A 
Waming: Brake hydraulic fluid is 

, poisonouS; wash off immediately 
• and thoroughly in the case of 

skin contact, and seek immediate 
medicaf advice if any fluid is swallowed or 
gets into the eyes. Certain types of 
hydraulic fluid are inflammable, and may 
ignite when allowed into contact with hot 
components; when servicing any hydraulic 
system, it is safest to assume that the fluid 
is inflammable, and to take precautions 
against the risk of fire as though it is petrol 
that is being handled, Hydraulic fluid is also 
an effective paint stripper, and wifl attack 
plastics; if Bny ;s spiff, it should be washed 
off immediately, using copious quantities of 
fresh water, Finally. it is hygroscoplc (it 
absorbs moisture from the air) - old fluid 
may be contaminated and unfit for further 
use. When topping-up or renewing the fluid, 
always use the recommended type, and 
ensure that it comes from a freshly-opened 
sealed container, 

Models without ASS 
General 
1 The correct operation of any hydraulic 
system is only possible after removing all air 
from the components and circuit; this is 
achieved by bleeding the system. 
2 During the bleeding procedure, add only 
clean. unused hydraulic fluid of the 
recommended type (see Lubricants and 
fluids); never re-use flu id that has already 
been bled from the system. Ensure Ihat 
sufficient fluid is available before starting 
wm. 
3 If there is any possibility of incorrect flu id 
being already in the system, the brake 
components and circuit must be flushed 
completely with uncontaminated, correct 
fluid, and new seals should be fitted to the 
various component s. 
4 If hydraulic fluid has been lost from the 
system, or air has entered because of a leak, 
ensure thal the fault is cured before 
proceeding further. 
S Park the vehicle on level ground, switch off 
the engine and select first or reverse gear, 
then chock the wheels and release the 
handbrake. 
6 Check that all pipes and hoses are secure, 
unions tight and bleed screws closed. Clean 
any dirt from around the bleed screws. 

7 Unscrew the master cylinder reservoir cap, 
and top the master cylinder reservoir up to the 
MA>: level line; refit the cap loosely, and 
remember to maintain the Huid level above the 
MIN level line throughout the procedure, or 
there is a risk of further air entering the 
system. 
S There is a number of one-man, do-It_ 
yourself brake bleeding kils currently available 
from motor accessory shops. It is 
recommended that one of these kits is Used 
whenever possible, as they greatly simplify 
the bleeding operation, and also reduce the 
risk of expelled air and fluid being drawn back 
into the system. If such a kit is not available, 
the basic (two-man) method must be used, 
which is descfibed in detail below. 
9 If a kit is to be used, prepare the vehicle as 
described previously, and follow the kit 
manufacturer's instructions, as the prOcedure 
may vary slightly according to the type being 
used; generally, they are as outlined below in 
the relevant sub-section. 
10 Whichever method is used. the same 
sequence must be followed (paragraphs 1 t 
and 12) to ensure the removal of all air from 
the system. 

Bleeding sequence 

11 If Ihe system has been only partially 
disconnected, and suitable precautions were 
taken to minimise fluid loss, it should be 
necessary only to bleed that part of the 
system Qe, the primary or secondary circuit). 
12 If the complete system Is to be bled, then 
it should be done working in the following 
sequence: 

a) Right-hand rear brake. 
b) Left-hand rear brake. 
c) Right-hand front bmke. 
d) Left-hand front brake. 

Basic (two-man) method 
13 Collect a clean glass jar. a suitable length 
of plastic or rubber tubing which is a tight fit 
over the bleed screw, and a ring spanner 10 frt 
the screw. The help of an assistant will also be 
required. 
14 Remove the dust cap from the first screw 
in the sequence. Fit the spanner and tube to 
the screw, place the other end of the tube in 
the jar. and pour in sufficient fluid to cover the 
end of the tube. 
15 Ensure that the master cylinder reservoir 
fluid level is maintained above the MIN level 
line throughout the procedure. 
16 Have the assistant fully depress the brake 
pedal several times to build-up pressure, then 
maintain it on the final downstroke. 
17 While pedal pressure is maintained, 
unscrew the bleed screw (approximately one 
tum) and allow the compressed fluid and air to 
flow into the jar. The assistant should maintain 
pedal pressure, following it down to the floor if 
necessary. and should not release it until 
instructed 10 do so. When the flow stops, 
tighten the bleed screw again, have the 
assistant re lease the pedal slowly, and 
recheck the res8fVOir fluid level. 
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18 Repeat the steps given in paragraphs 16 
and 17 until the fluid emerging from the bleed 
screw is free from air bubbles. If the master 
cylinder has been drained and refilled, and air 
is being bled from the first screw in the 
sequence, allow approximately five seconds 
between cycles for the master cylinder 
passages to refill. 
19 When no more air bubbles appear, tighten 
the bleed screw securely, remove the tube 
and spanner. and refit the dust cap. Do not 
overtighten the bleed screw. 
20 Repeat the procedure on the remaining 
screws in the sequence. until all air is 
removed from the system and the brake pedal 
feels firm again. 

Using a one-way valve kit 
21 As their name implies, these kits consist 
of a length of tubing with a one-way valve 
fitted, to prevent expelled air am;! fluid being 
drawn back into the system; some kits include 
a translucent container, which can be 
positioned so that the air bubbles can be 
more easily seen flowing from the end of the 
tube. 
22 The kit is connected to the bleed screw, 
which is then opened. The user returns to the 
driver's seat. depresses the bf"ake pedal with 
a smooth, steady stroke, and slowty releases 
it; this is repeated until the expelled fluid is 
clear of air bubbles. 
23 Note that these kits simplify work so 
much that it is easy to forget the master 
cylinder reservoir fluid level; ensure that this is 
maintained above the MIN level line at all 
times. 

Using a pressure-bleeding kit 

24 These kits are usually operated by the 
reservoir of pressurised air contained in the 
spare tyre. However, note that it wilt probably 
be necessary to reduce the pressure to a 
lower level than normal; refer to the 
Instructions supplied with the kit. 
25 By connecting a pressurised, fluid-filled 
container to the master cylinder reservoir, 
bleeding can be carried out simply by opening 
each screw in turn (in the specified sequence), 
and allowing the fluid to flow out until no more 
air bI..Ibbles caTl be seen in tt1e expelled fluid. 
26 This method has the advantage that the 
large reservoir of fluid provides an additional 
safeguard against air being drawn into the 
system during bleeding. 
27 Pressure-bleeding is particularly effective 
when bleeding 'di fficult ' systems, or when 
bleeding the complete system at the time of 
routine fluid renewal. 

All methods 
28 When bleeding is complete. and firm 
pedal feel is restored, wash off any spilt fluid, 
tighten the bleed screws, and refit their dust 
cops. 
29 Check the hydraulic fluid level in the 
master cylinder reservoir. and top-up if 
necessary. 
30 Discard any fluid tt1at has been bled from 

the system; it will not be fit for re-use. 
31 Check the feel of the brake pedal. If it 
feels at all spongy, air must still be present in 
the system, and further bleeding is required. 
Failure to bleed properly after a reasonable 
repetition of the bleeding procedure may be 
due to worn master cylinder seals. 

Models with ASS 

A 
Warning: On models equipped 

, with ASS, ensure that the 
• ignition ;s switched off before 

starting the bleeding procedure, 
to avoid any possibility of voltage being 
applied to the hydraulic modulator before 
the bleeding procedure is completed. 
Idealfy, the battery should be 
disconnected. If voltage is applied to the 
modulator before the bleeding procedure 
is complete, this will effectively drain the 
hydraulic fluid In the modulator, rendering 
the unit unserviceable. Do not, therefore, 
attempt to 'run ' the modulator in order to 
bleed the brakes. 
32 A pressure-bleeding kit must be used for 
bleeding the hydraulic system on ASS models 
- see paragraphs 24 to 27. 
33 Following the sequence given in 
paragraph 12, bleed each brake in tum until 
clean fluid, free of air bubbles, is seen to 
emerge. Pause between bleeding each brnke 
to ensure that the fluid level in the reservoir is 
above the MIN level. 
34 When bleeding is complete, and fi rm 
pedal feel is restored, wash off any spilt flu id, 
tighten the bleed screws, and refit their dust 
caps. 
35 Check the hyd raulic fluid level in the 
master cylinder reservoir, and top-up if 
necessary. 
36 Discard any fluid that has been bled from 
the system; it will not be fit for re-use. 
37 Check the feel of the brake pedal. If it 
feels at all spongy, air must still be present in 
the system, and further bleeding is required. 

A 
Warning: Do not operate the 

, vehicle if you are in doubt about 
• the effectiveness of the braking 

system. If considerable air was 
present in the system prior to bleeding, it is 
possible for some of this air to remain 
trapped in the hydraulic modulator 
assembly. If the pedal continues to feel 
spongy after repeated bleedings, or if any 
of the brake system waming lights remain 
on, have the vehicle towed to B 

Peugeotl Citroen dealer to be bled with the 
use of PeugeotlCitroen diagnostic 
equipment. 

3 Hydraulic pipes and hoses 
renewal 

Note: Before starting work, refer to the note at 
the beginning of Section 2 concerning the 
dangers of hydraulic fluid. 

Braking system 9-3 

1 If any pipe or hose is to be renewed, 
minimise fluid loss by first removing the 
masler cylinder reservoir cap, then tightening 
it down onto a piece of polythene to obtain an 
airtight seal. Alternatively, flexible hoses can 
be sealed, if required, using a proprietary 
brake hose clamp; metal brake pipe unions 
can be plugged (if care is taken not to allow 
dirt inlo the system) or capped immediately 
they are disconnected. Place a wad of rag 
under any union that is to be disconnected, to 
catch any spilt fluid. 
2 If a flex ible hose is to be disconnected, 
unscrew the brake pipe union nut before 
removing the spring clip which secures the 
hose to its mounting bracket. 
3 To unscrew the union nuts. it is preferable 
to obtain a brake pipe spanner of the correct 
size; these are aVililable from most iarge 
motor accessory shops. Failing this, a close
fitting open-ended spanner will be required, 
though if the nuts are tight or corroded, their 
flats may be rounded-off if the spanner slips. 
In such a case, a self-locking wrench is often 
the onty way to unscrew a stubborn union, but 
it follows that the pipe and the damaged nuts 
must be renewed on reassembly. Always 
clean a union and surrounding area before 
disconnecting it. If disconnecting a 
component with more than one union, make a 
careful note of the connections before 
disturbing any of them. 
4 If a brake pipe is to be renewed, it can be 
obtained, cut to length and with the union 
nuts and end flares in place, from 
PeugeoVCitroen dealers. An that is then 
necessary is to bend it to shape, following the 
line of the original, before fitting it to the car. 
Alternatively, most motor accessory shops 
can make up brake pipes from kits, but this 
requires very careful measurement of the 
original, to ensure that the new one is of the 
correct length. The safest answer is usually to 
take the original to the shop as a pattem. 
5 On refitting, do not overtighten the union 
nuts. 11 is not necessary to exercise brute 
force to obtain a sound joint. 
6 Ensure that the pipes and hoses are 
correctly routed, with no kinks, and that they 
are secured in the clips or brackets provided . 
After fitting, remove the polythene from the 
reservoir, and bleed the hydraulic system as 
described in Section 2. Wash off any spilt 
fluid, and check carefully for fluid leaks. 

4 Front brake pads - renewal ~ 
~ 
~ 

A 
Warning: Renew BOTH sets of 

, front brake pads at the same 
• time - NEVER renew the pads on 

only one wheel, as uneven 
braking may result. Note that the dust 
created by wear of the pads may contain 
asbestos, which is a health hazard. Never 
blow it out with compressed air, and don't 
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4.4 Retain the guide pin with a spatv\er 
whIle undoing the Iowet" guide pin bott 

Inhale MY of It. An IJfJpf'OWId filtering mask 
should be wom when worlcing on the 
brakes. DO NOT use petrol or petroleum
based solvents to clean brake parts; use 
btalce cJeaIHKor methylated spirit only. 
Note: New guide pin bolts must be used on "'-Lucas caJiper 
1 Apply the handbrake, then Jack up the front 
of the vehicle and support it on ax)e stands 
(see Jacking and vehicle support). Remove 
the front roadwheeIs. 
2 Disconnect the brake pad wear sensor 
wiring at the: connector on the swivel hub. 
Note the routing of the wires. and free them 
from any relevant retaining clips. 
3 Push the piston Into its bore by pul~ng the 
callper outwards. 
4 Undo and remove Ihe lower caJiper gUide 
pin bolt. using a second, slim, open-ended 
spanner 10 prevent the guide pin Itself from 
rotal lng (see lIIustratlon). Discard the guide 
pin boIl - new bolts must be used on refrtting. 
5 Slacken the upper guide pin bolt, while 
holding Ihe guide pin with the open-ended 
spanner as before. Pivot the callper upwards 
off the brake pads. and lie the caliper to the 
suspenslon strut to hold It In this position (see 
illustration). 
6 Wilhdraw the two brake pads from the 
callper mounting bracket noting their filted 
positions If they are to be re-used (ie, Inner 
and outer) (see illustration). 
7 First measure the thickness of each brake 
pad's friction material. If either pad Is worn at 

4.7 Measuring brake pad friction material 
thickness 

4.5 Slacken the upp8f' guide pin bott, and 
pivot the caliper upwards off the brake 

pads 

any point 10 the specifted mlnlnun thickness 
or less, all four pads must be renewed (see 
illustration). Also, the pads shoI.*I be renewed 
if any are kxried with 01 Ot" grease: thera is no 
satisfactory way of degreasng fricOOn material. 
once contaminated. If any of the brake pads 
are wom unevenly, Ot" are fooled with 011 or 
grease, trace and rectify the cause before 
reassembly. New brake pads and repair kits 
am available from PeugeotJCitroin deakn.. 
8 If the brake pads are stili serviceable, 
carefully clean them using a clean, fine wire 
brush Of similar, paying particular attention to 
the sides and back of the metal backing. 
Clean out the grooves in the friction material, 
and pick out any large embedded particles of 
dirt or debris. Carefully clean the pad 
locations in the caliper mounting bracket. 
9 Prior to fitting the pads, check that the guide 
pins are free to slide easily in the caliper 
body/mounting bmcket, and Check that lhe 
rubber guide pin gaiters are I.ndamaged. Brush 
the dust and dirt from the caliper and piston, but 
do not inhale it. as it is Injuious to h&Vth. Inspect 
the dust seal around the piston for damage, and 
the piston for evidence of fluid leaks, cormsion or 
damage. If anentioo to any of these components 
is necessary, refer to Sectioo 8. 
10 If new brake pads are to be fitted. the 
caliper piston must be pushed back Into the 
cylinder to make room for them; either use a 
G-clamp Ot" similar tool , or use suitable pieces 
of wood as levers. Clamp off the: flexible brake 
hose leading 10 Ihe caliper Ihen connect a 
brake bleeding kit 10 the caliper bleed nipple. 
Open the bleed nipple as the piston Is 

4.1Ga Use a suitabte t~ to retTact the 
ealipet"' piston . •. 

4.6 Withdraw the two brake pads from the 
caJiper mounting bracket 

retracted. the surplus brake fluid will then be 
collected In the bleed kit vessel (see 
iIIuslTations). Close the bleed nipple Just 
before the caliper piston is pushed fully into 
the callper. ll1is should ensure no air enters 
the hydraulic system. Note: The ABS 
modulator coot.ains hydraulic coo ......... l8flts that 
are very sensitive to impurities in the brake 
fftid. Even the smallest particles can cause the 
system to fail through blockage. The pad 
retnJction method described heta ptfN8I1ts any 
debris in the brake fluid expelled from !he 
cal/per from being passed back to the ASS 
modulator, as wen as preventing any chanca 01 
damage to the master cytnder seals. 
11 Install the pads in the caliper mounting 
bracket, ensuring that the friction material of 
each pad is against the brake disc, and that 
the pads are in their correct locations If the 
original pads are being re-used. Where new 
pads are being fitted, the pad with the white 
wear sensor wire should be on the outside. 
12 Pivotlhe caliper down over the pads, and 
pass the pad wear sensor wiring through !ha 
callper aperture. 
13 If not already precoaled, apply suitable 
thread locking compound to the threads of 
the two new guide pin bolts. Insert the lower 
bolt and tighten it to the specified torque. 
Hold the guide pin with the open-ended 
spanner as the guide pin bott is tightened. 
14 Remove the original upper guide pin bolt 
and fit the new bolt, tightening It to the 
specified tOf'que. 
15 Reconnect the brake pad wear sensor 
wiring connectors, ensuring that the wiring is 

4.1Ob ••• and with the bkIed nipple open. 
cotJect the expelled fluid in a container 
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4.20 Undo and remove the lower callper 
guide pin bolt .. • 

4.22a Withdraw the brake pads from the 
caliper mounting bracket ... 

correctly fouted through the loop of the 
caliper bleed screw cap. 
16 Depress the brake pedal repeatedly, until 
the pads are pressed into firm contact with 
the brake disc. and normal (non-assisted) 
pedal pressure is restored. 
17 Repeat the above procedure on the 
remaining front brake caliper, 

Bosch caliper 
18 Apply the handbrake, then jack up the 
Iront 01 the vehicle and support it on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Remove the front roadwheels. 
19 Push the piston into its bore by pulling the 
cal iper outwards. 
20 Undo and remove the lower caliper guide 
pin bolt (see illustration). Discard the guide 
pin bolt - a new bolt must be used 00 refitting. 
21 Pivot the cafiper upwards off the brake 
pads, and tie the caliper to the suspension strut 
to hold it in this position (see illustration). 
22 Withdraw the two brake pads from the 
caliper mounting bracket noting their fitted 
positions if they are to be re-used (ie, Inner 
and outer). Recover the shims from the top 
and bottom of the caliper mounting bracket 
(see Illustrations). 
23 Proceed as described in paragraphs 7 to 10. 
24 Refrt the shims to the top and bottom of 
the caliper mounting bracket, ensuring they 
are correctly located. 
25 Install the pads in the caliper mounting 
bracket, ensuring that the friction material of 
each pad is against the brake disc, and that 
the pads are in their correct locations if the 
original pads are being re-used. 

4.21 ... then pivot the caJiper upwards off 
the brake pads 

4.22b . •. then recover the top and bottom 
shims 

26 Untie the caJiper piston and carefully pivot 
It back down over the pads. Position the lIat 
on the lower guide pin horizontally to allow the 
machined face on the calipef" mounting lug to 
correctly engage (see illustration). 
27 If not precoated, apply suitable thread 
locking compound to the threads of the new 
lower guide pin boil. Insert the bolt and 
tighten it to the specified torque. 
28 Depress the brake pedal repeatedly, until 
the pads are pressed into firm contact with 
the brake disc, and normal (non-assisted) 
pedal pressure is restored . 
29 Repeat the above procedure on the 
remaining front brake caJiper. 

All calipers 
30 Refit the roadwheels, then lower the 
vehicle to the ground and tighten the 
roadwheet bolts to the specified torque. 

4.26 Position the flat (arrowed) on the 
guide pin horizontally to allow the ealJper 

mounting lug to correctly engage 
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31 Finally, check the hydraulic fluid level in 
the master cylinder reservoir as described in 
Week,y checks. 
32 Note that new pads will not give full 
braking efficiency until they have bedded·in. 
Be prepared for this, and avoid hard braking 
as far as possible IQ( the first hundred miles or 
so after pad renewal. 

5 Rear brake shoes - renewal ~ 

~ "i; 

Warning: Brake shoes must be 
renewed on BOTH rear wheels 
at the same time - NEVER renew 
the shoes on only one wheel, as 

uneven braking may result. Also, the dust 
created by wear of the shoes may contain 
asbestos, which ;s a health hazard. Never 
blow it out with compressed air, and don't 
inhale any of It An approved filtering mask 
should be worn when working on the 
brakes. DO NOT use petrol or petroleum
based solvents to clean brake parts; use 
brake cleaner or methylated spirit only. 
1 Remove the brake drum as described In 
Section 7. 
2 Wort<.ing carefully, and taking the necessary 
precautions, remove all traces of brake dust 
from the brake drum, backplate and shoes. 
3 Measure the thickness of the friction 
material of each brake shoe at several points; 
if either shoe is worn at any point to the 
specified minimum thickness or less, all 
four shoes must be renewed as a set. The 
shoes should also be renewed if any are 
fouled with oil or grease; there is no 
satisfactory way of degreasing friction 
material, once contaminated. 
4 If any of the brake shoes are worn unevenly, 
Of fouled with oil or grease, trace and rectify 
the cause before reassembly. 
5 Make a note of the correct fitted positions 
of the springs and adjuster strut, to use as a 
guide on reassembly. 
6 Disengage the end of the lower return 
spring from the trailing shoe, unhook it fmm 
the leading shoe and lift out the spring (see 
illustration). 

5.6 Disengage the lower return spring 
from the trailing shoe, unhook it from the 

leading shoe and IffI: out the spring 
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5.7a Depress the retainer spring cup and 
turn it through 90", while holding the 

retail'MH'" pin from the rear of the backplate 

7 Using pliers, depress the leading shoe 
retainer spring cup and turn It through 900

• 

while holding the retalner pin with your finger 
from the rear of the backplate. With the 
cup removed, lift oH the spring, then withdraw 
the retainer pin (see illustrations). Repeat 
this procedure for the retainef" on the trailing 

"""'. 8 Detach the handbrake cable end from the 
lever on the trailing shoe (see illustration). 
9 Oisconnect the adjuster lever spring from 
the leading shoe and adjuster lever, then 
withdraw the adjuster lever (see 
iUustrations). 
10 Uft the brake shoes off the lower pivot 
post and off the wheel cylinder pistoos. 
Spread the shoes apart at the bottom and 

5.98 Disconnect the adjuster klver spring 
(arrowed) ... 

5.17 FIt the upper return spring to the 
leading and trailing brake shoes 

5.7b With the cup removed. lift off the 
spring, then withdraw the reta iner pin 

remove the adjuster strut, upper return spring 
and then the two brake shoes. 
11 With the brake shoes removed, retain the 
wheel cyl!nder pistons in the wheel cylinder 
using a cable tie or a strong elastic band. 00 
not depress the brake pedal until the brakes 
are reassembled. 
12 Withdraw the foril:ed end from the adjuster 
strut, and carefully examine the assembly for 
signs of wear Of damage. Pay particular 
attention to the threads and the knurled 
adjuster wheel, and renew if necessary. 
13 Check the condition of all return springs 
and renew any that show signs of distortion or 
-damage. 
14 Peel back the rubber protective caps, and 
check the wheel cylinder for ftuid leaks or 

5.9b ••• then withdrew the adjuster IeV8f" 

5.18 Engage the adjustet'" strut with the 
leading shoe and handbrake lever 

5.8 Detach the Mndbrake cable end from 
the lever on the trailing shoe 

other damage; check that both cylinder 
pistons are free to move easily. Refer to 
Section 9, If necessary, for information on 
wheel cylinder renewal. 
15 Prior to installation, clean the backplate. 
and apply a thin smear of hlgh·temperatUfe 
brake grease or anti·seize compound to au 
those SLriaces of the backplate which bear on 
the shoes. particularly the wheel cylinder 
pistons and lower pivot point. Do not allow 
the lubricant to foul the friction material. 
16 Ensure that the handbrake lever stop-peg 
is correctly located against the edge of the 
trailing shoe, and that the return spring Is In -17 Fit the upper retun spring to its location 10 
the leading and trailing bnlke shoes (see 
Illustration). 
18 Screw in the adjuster wheel untit the 
minimum strut length Is obtained. then 
engage the strut with the leading shoe and 
handbrake lever (see illustration). 
19 Undo the two bolts securing the wheel 
cylinder to the brake backpiate. carefully ease 
the cylinder from its location until the bleed 
screw is clear of the backplate. Move the 
cylinder upwards as far as the hydraulic pipe 
will allow, to provide as much clearance 
between the cylinder and wheel hub as 
possible. 
20 Manoeuvre the partially assembled brake 
shoe assembly into position on the backplate, 
and engage the brake shoes with the wheel 
cytinder pistons (see ittustration). 

5.20 Manoeuvre the partially assembled 
brake shoe assembly mto posftion on the 

backplate 
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5.21 Feed the lower return spring behind 
the pivot post and connect ono end to the 

leading shoe 

21 Feed the lower rel urn spring behind the 
lower pivot post and connect one end to the 
leading brake shoe (see illustration). 
22 Hold the spring in place on the leading 
shoe and engage a screwdriver with the other 
end of the spring (see illustration). 
23 Pull the spring by means of the 
screwdriver until it just catches on the edge of 
Its iocating hole in the trailing shoe. Now 
engage the tip of the screwdriver with the end 
01 the spring and pull it fully Into place (see 
Illustration). Be prepared to have several 
attempts at this as there is very little working 
clearance behind the trailing shoe. Extreme 
patience is necessary! 
24 Once the lower spring is connected, 
locate the brake shoes on the lower pivot post 
and at the same time ease the wheel cylinder 
back into its location. Refit the wheel cylinder 
retaining bolts and tighten them securely (see 
Illustration). 
25 Position the adjuster lever on the leading 
shoe, ensuring that it locates behind the 
forked end of the adjuster strut. Reconnect 
the adjuster lever spring to the lever and 
leading shoe (see illustration). 
26 Reconnect the handbrake cable end to 
the handbrake lever on the trailing shoe. 
27 Insert the leading brake shoe retainer pin 
through the backplate and place the spring on 
the pin. Hold the pin from behind, refit the cup 
and turn it through 90". Repeat this procedure 
for the retainer on the trailing shoe, then tap the 
shoes to centralise them with the backplate. 

5.24 Locate the brake shoes on the lower 
pivot post and ease the wheel cylinder 

back into its location 

5.22 Hold the spring on the leading shoe 
and engage a screwdriver wtth the other 

end of the spring 

28 Using a screwdriver, turn the strut 
adjuster wheel to expand the shoes until the 
brake drum just slides over the shoes. 
29 Refit the brake drum as described In 
Section 7. 
30 Repeat the above procedure on the 
remaining rear brake. 
31 Once both sets of rear shoes have been 
renewed, adjust the lining-to-drum clearance 
by repeatedly depressing the brake pedal. 
Whilst depressing the pedal, have an 
assistant listen to the rear drums, to check 
that the adjuster strut is lunctiooing correctly; 
if so, a clicking sound will be emitted by the 
strut as the pedal Is depressed. 
32 Check and, if necessary, adjust the 
handbrake as described in Section 13. 
33 On completion, check the hydraulic fluid 
level in the master cylinder as described in 
Weekly checks. 
34 Note that new shoes will not give lull 
braking efficiency until they have bedded·in. 
Be prepared for this, and avoid hard braking 
as far as possible for the first hundred miles or 
so after shoe renewal. 

6 Front brake disc - inspection, ~ 
removal and refrtting ~ 

~ 

Note: Before starting worK, refer to the note at 
the beginning of Section 4 concerning the 
dangers of asbestos dust. 

5.25 Position the adjuster lever on the 
leading shoe and reconnect the spring 
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5.23 Pull the spring until it catches on its 
locating hole, then pull it fully into place 

with the tip of a screwdriver 

Inspection 
Note: If either disc requires renewal, BOTH 
shoufd be renewed at the same time, to 
ensure even and consistent brakfng. New 
brake pads should also be fitted. 
1 Apply the handbrake, then jack up the front 
of the car and support it on axle stands (see 
Jacking and vehicle support). Remove the 
appropriate front roadwheel. 
2 Slowly rotate the brake disc so that the full 
area of both sides can be checked; remove 
the brake pads if better access is required to 
the inboard surface. Light scoring is normal in 
the area swept by the Drake pads, but if heavy 
scoring Of cracks are found, the disc must be 
renewed. 
3 It is normal to find a lip of rust and brake 
dust around the disc's perimeter, this can be 
scraped off If required. If, however, a lip has 
formed due to excessive wear of the brake 
pad swept area, then the disc's thickness 
must be measured using a micrometer (see 
illustration). Take measurements al several 
places around Ihe disc, at the inside and 
outside of the pad swept area; if the disc has 
worn at any point to the specified minimum 
thickness or less, the disc must be renewed. 
4 If the disc is thought to be warped, it can be 
checked for run-out. Either use a dial gauge 
mounted on any convenient fixed point white 
the disc is slowly rotated. or use feeler blades 
to measure (at several points all around the 
disc) the clearance between the disc and a 

6.3 Using a micrometer to measure disc 
thickness 
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6.4 Checking disc run-out using 8 diai 
gauge 

fixed point, such as the eaU per mounting 
bracket (see illustration), if the measure
ments obtained are at the specified maximum 
or beyond, the disc Is eKcesslvely warped, 
and must be renewed; however, It 15 worth 
checking first that the hub bearing is In good 
condition (Chapter lA or lB and/or 10), Also 
try the effect of removing the disc and turning 
it through 180" to reposition it on the hub; if 
the IU'I-out Is stiU excessive, the disc must be - . 5 Check the disc for cracks, especially 
around the wheel bott holes, and any other 
wear or damage, and renew if neces.say. 

Removal 
6 Remove the brake pads as described in 
Section 4, 
7 Undo the two bolts securing the caliper 
mounting bracket to the swivel hub (see 
IJlustnJtion). Withdraw the mounting bracket, 
complete with caHper. from the disc and 
swivel hub. and tie it to the front suspension 
COil spring, to avoid placing any strain on the 
fluid hose. 
8 Use chalk Of paint to ma~ the relationship 
of the disc to the hub, then remove the screws 
securing the brake disc to the hub, and 
remove the disc (see illu strations). If it Is 
tight, lightly tap Its rear face with a hide or 
plastic mallet. 

Refitting 
9 Refitting Is the reverse of the removal 
procedure, noting the following points: 
a) Ensure that the mating surfBces of the 

disc and hub are dean snd flat 

6.Sa Undo the two retaining screws . . . 

6.7 Front caliper mounting bracket 
retaining bolts (arrowed) 

b) Align (if applicable) the rTl8fks made on 
removal, and securely tighten the disc 
retaining screws. 

c) If a new disc has been fitted, use a 
suitable sofvent to wipe any preseNatlve 
coating from the disc before refitting the 
caJiper. 

cf) Apply suitablft thread locking compound 
to the threads of the calipef' mounting 
t:Jracket retaining bOlts and tighten the 
bolts to the specified torque. 

e) Refit the bntke pads as described in 
Section 4. 

" Refit the roadwheel, then lower the 
vehicle to the {JIOCJnd and tighten the 
IOlJdwhetJI bolts to the specified fof'qUe. 
On compIetjon, mpeatedly deptess the 
btake pedal until normal (non-assisted) 
pedal pteSSUf8 retums. 

7 Rear brake drum - removal. 
inspection and refitting 

Note: Before starting worlc, refer to the note at 
the beginning of Section 5 concerning the 
dangers of asbestos dust. 

Removal 
1 Chock the front wheels. tt',en jack up the 
rear of the vehicle and support it on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support) . 
Remove the appropriate rear roadwheel and 
release the handbrake. 
2 Remove the drum retaining screw(s). 
3 It should now be possible to wtthdraw the 

6.8b .•. and remove the front brake disc 

brake drum by hand. It may be difficult to 
remove the drum due to the brake shoes 
binding on the inner circumference of the 
drum. If the brake shoes are binding, first 
check that the handbrake Is fully released 
then proceed as follows. ' 
4 Tum the drum until one of the wh&eI bolt 
holes Is positioned over the handbrake 
operating lever on the trailing shoe. This 'Nil 
be at approximately the 5 o'clock position on 
the left-hand rear brake. and the 7 o'clock 
position on the right -hand rear brake. Insert a 
screwdriver through the wheel bolt hole and 
move the handbrake operating lever towards 
the rear of the vehicle allowing the brake 
shoes to retract fully. It will be necessary to lift 
the lever slightly with the screwdriver SO that 
the lever stop-peg can pass over the brake 
shoe web, The brake drum can now be 
withdrawn. 

Inspection 
Note: If either drum requires renewal, BOTH 
should be renewed at the same time, to 
ensure even end consistent braking, New 
btake shoes should also be fitted. 
5 Working carefully. remove all traces of 
brake dust from the drum, but avoid inhefing 
the dust as it is injurious to health. 
6 Clean the outside of the drum. and check it 
for obYIoos signs of wear Of damage, suc:h as 
cracks around the roadwheel bolt holes; 
renew the drum if re sary. 
7 Examine carefully the inside of the drum. 
lJght scoring of the friction surface Is nonnaI, 
but if heavy scoring is found , the drum must 
be renewed. It is usual to find a lip on the 
drum's inboard edge which consists of a 
mixture of rust and brake dust; this should 
be scraped away, to leave a smooth 
surface which can be polished with fine 
(120- to 150-grade) emery paper. If, however. 
the lip Is due to the friction surface being 
recessed by excessive wear, then the drum 
must be renewed. 
8 11 the drum is thought to be excessively 
worn, or oval. its Internal diameter must be 
measured at several points using an internal 
micrometer. Take measurements in pairs, the 
second at right-angles to the first, and 
compare the two, to check for signs of ovaJity. 
Provided that it does not enlarge the <him to 
beyond the specified maximum diameter. it 
may be possible to have the drum refinished 
by skinvning Of grinding; if this is not possible. 
the drums on both sides must be renewed. 
Note that if the drum is to be skimmed, BOlH 
drums must be refinished , to maintain a 
consistent memal diameter on both sides. 

Refitting 
9 If a new brake drum is to be instafled, use a 
suitable solvent to remove any preservative 
coating that may have been applied to its 
interior. Note that it may also be necessary to 
shorten the adjuster strut IfIngth, by rotating 
the strut wheel, to allow the drum to pass over 
the brake shoes. 
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10 Ensure that the handbrake lever stop-peg 
is correctly repositioned against the edge of 
the brake shoe web, then locate the brake 
drum on the stub axle. 
11 Refit and tighten the drum retaining 
screw(s). 
12 Depress the footbrake several times to 
operate the self-adjusting mechanism. 
13 Repeat the above procedure on the 
remaining rear brake assembly (where 
necessary), then check and, if necessary, 
adjust the handbrake cable as described in 
Section 13. 
14 On completion, refit the roadwheel(s), 
then lower the vehicle to the ground and 
tighten the wheel bolts to the specified 
torque. 

8 Front brake caliper 
removal, overhaul and refitting 

Note 1: Before starting work, refer to the note 
at the beginning of Section 2 concerning the 
dangers of hydraulic fluid, and to the warning 
at the beginning of Section 4 concerning the 
dangers of asbestos dust. 
Note 2: New guide pin bolts must be used on 
refitting. 

Removal 
1 Apply the handbrake, then Jack up the froot 
of the vehicle and support it on axle stands 
(see Jacking and vehicle support). Remove 
the appropriate roactwheeL 
2 Minimise fluid loss by first removing the 
master cylinder reservoir fill er cap, and then 
tightening a down onto a piece of polythene, 
10 obtain an airtight seal. Alternatively , use a 
brake hose clamp. a G-clamp Of a similar tool 
to clamp the nexible hose. 
3 Clean the area around the hydraulic fluid 
hose union on the caliper, then loosen the 
fluid hose union nut by half a turn. 
4 With reference to Section 4, slacken and 
remove the upper and lower ealipet' guide pin 
bolts. I1 wor1l.ing on the Lucas caliper, use a 
slim open-ended spanner to prevent the guide 
pin itself from rotating. Discard the guide pin 
bolts - new boits must be used on refitting. 
With the guide pin bolts removed, lift the 
caliper away from the brake disc, then 
unscrew the caliper from the end of the brake 
hose. Note that the brake pads need not be 
disturbed, and can be left in position in the 
caliper mounting bracket. 

n a Overhaul 
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5 The caliper can be overhauled after 
obtaining the relevant repair kit from a 
PeugeotlC itro~n dealer. Ensure that the 
correct repair kit is obtained for the caliper 
being worked on. Note Ihe locations at all 
components to ensure correct refitting, and 
lubricate the new seals using clean brake 
fluid. Follow the assembly instructions 
supplied with the repair kit. 

Refitting 
6 Screw the caliper body fully onto the 
flexible hydraulic fluid hose union, then check 
that the brake pads are still correctly fitted in 
the caliper mounting bracket. 
7 Position the callper over the brake pads. If 
the threads of the new guide pin bolts are not 
precoated with locking compound, apply a 
suitable locking compound to them. Fit the 
new lower guide pin bolt, then press the 
caliper into position and fit the new upper 
guide pin bolt. If working on the Bosch caliper, 
position the flat on the guide pins horizootally 
to allow the machined face on the catiper 
mounting lugs to correctly engage TIghten 
both the guide pin bolts 10 the specified 
torque, while retaining the guide pin with an 
open-ended spanner (where necessary). 
8 TIghten the hydraulic fluid hose union 
secumly, then remove the brake hose clamp or 
polythene, where fitted , and bleed the hydraulic 
system as described In Section 2. Providing 
the precautions described were taken to 
minimise brake fluid loss, it should only be 
necessary to bleed the relevant froot brake. 
9 Depress the brake pedal repeatedly, untit 
the pads are pressed into firm contact with 
the brake disc, and normal (non-assisted) 
pedal pressure is restored. 
10 Refit the roadwheel, then lower the 
vehicle to the ground and tighten the 
roadwheel bolts to the specified torque. 

9 Rear wheel cylinder -
removal and refitting 

Note: Before starling work, refer to the note at 
fhe beginning of Section 2 concerning the 
dangers of hydraulic fluid, and to the warning 
at the beginning of Section 5 concerning the 
dangers of asbestos dust. 

Removal 
1 Remove the rear brake shoes as described 
in Section 5. 
2 Minimise fluid loss by first removing the 
master cylinder reservoir filler cap, and then 
tightening it down onto a piece of polythene, 
to obtain an airtight seal. Alternatively. use a 
brake hose clamp, a G-clamp or a similar tool 

9.2 To minimise fluid loss, fit a brake hose 
clamp to the flexible hose 
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to clamp the flex ible hose at the nearest 
convenient point to the wheel cylinder (see 
illustration). 
3 Wipe away all traces of dirt around the brake 
pipe union at the rear of the wheel cylinder, and 
unscrew the union nut (see Illustration). 
Carefutly ease the pipe out of the wheel cylinder, 
and plug or tape over ils end to prevent dirt 
entry. Wipe off any spilt fluid immediately. 
4 Unscrew the two wheel cylinder retaining 
bolts from the rear of the back plate, and 
remove the cylinder, taking great care not to 
allow surplus hydraulic fluid to contaminate 
the brake shoe linings. 
5 Note that it is not possible to overhaul the 
cylinder, since no components are available 
separately. If fau lty, the complete wheel 
cylinder assembly must be renewed. 

Refitting 
6 The arrangement of the brake shoe 
components is such that the wheel cylinder 
must be released from the backplate to allow 
the shoes 10 be refmed. Follow the brake shoe 
refitting procedures contained in Section 5 
then, with the wheel cylinder in position, 
proceed as follows. 
7 Engage the brake pipe, and screw In Ihe 
union nut two or three turns to ensure that the 
thread has started. 
8 Insert the two wheel cylinder retaining 
bolts, and t ighten them securely . Now fully 
tighten the brake pipe union nul. 
9 Remove the clamp from the flexible brake 
hose, or the polythene from the master 
cytinder reservoir (as applicable). 
10 Bleed the brake hydraulic system as 
described in Section 2. Providing suitable 
precautions were taken to minimise loss of 
fluid, it should ooly be necessary to bleed the 
relevant rear brake. 

10 Master cyfinder - removal, 
overtlaul and refitting 

Note: Before starting, refer to the warning in 
Section 2 on the dangers of hydraulic fluid. 

Removal 
1 On left-hand drive models, remove the 
battery and battery tray as described in 

9.3 Using a brake pipe spanner to 
unscrew the wheel cylinder union nut 
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Chapter SA. Depending on model and 
dearance available, remove any remaining air 
cleaner and air intake duct components as 
described in the relevant Part of Chapter 4, to 
gain access to the master cylinder. 
2 Unscrew the master cylinder fluid reservoir 
filler cap and empty the brake fluid from the 
reservoir by syphoning It out using a syringe 
or pipette. Note: Do nor syphon the fluid by 
mouth, as if Is poisonous. 
3 Disconnect the wiring connector at the flukj 
level sensor on the skie of the reseI'VOir, and 
release the wrng from its cable clip. 
4 Suitably cover the area below the master 
cylinder with absorbent rags and be prepared 
for escaping hydraulic fluid . 
S Wipe clean the area around the brake 
hydraulic pipe unions on the side of the 
master cylinder. Make a note 01 the correct 
fitted positions of the unions. then unscrew 
the union nutslbolts and carefully withdraw 
the pipes. Where banjo unions are fitted. 
recover the copper washers located on each 
skie of the union and obtaln new washers for 
refitting. Plug or tape 0Y9f the pipe ends and 
mastercy1inder orifices. to minimise fluid loss, 
and 10 prevent the entry of dirt into the 
system. 
S Slacken and remove the two nuts securing 
the master cylinder to the vacuum servo unit, 
then withdraw the unit from the servo. 11 the 
sealing ring fitted to the rear of the master 
cylinder shows signs of damage or 
deterioration. it must be renewed. 
7 If requIred. the lIuid reservoir can be 
removed from the master cylinder. Various 
methods are used to secure the reservoir in 
position, depending on master cyfinder type. 
These wi1l be either a nut. bolt and retaining 
clamp located under the master cylinder. a 
roll-pin, or a retaining pin and cl ip. Remove 
the relevant attachment. then pull the 
reservoir upwards and off its two seals In the 
master cylinder. 

Overhaul 
8 Check that spare parts are available before 
deciding to overhaul the master cy1indEN'. 
Although PeugeoVCitroAn dealers supply 
internal parts for some (but not all) of the 
master cytinders fitted. it may be possibfe to 
obtain a repai" kit from specialist motor factors. 
Ensure that the correct repair kit is obtained for 
the master cylinder being wor1<.ed on. Note the 
locations 01 aD components to ensure correct 
refitting, and lubricate the new seals using 
clean brake fluid. Follow the assembly 
instructions supplied with the repair kit 

Refitting 
9 If removed, carefully ease the fluid reservoir 
back into position. ensuring that it Is fully 
seated on the rubber seals. Refit the relevant 
retair*\g components to secure the reservoir 
to the master cylinder. 
10 F'n the master cylinder to the servo unit, 
ensuring that the servo unit pushrod enters 
the master cylinder bore centrally. Refit the 

master cylillder mounting nuts. and tighten 
them to the specffied torque. 
11 Wipe clean the brake pipe unions, refit 
them to the master cylinder ports and tighten 
them securely. Where banjo unions are used, 
ensure that a new copper wash8f is fitted on 
each side of the union. 
12 Reconnect the fluid level sensor wiring 
connector and retain the wiring with the cable 
clip. 
13 On left-hand drive models, refit the battery 
tray and battery, referring to Chapter SA if 
necessary. Refit the air cfeaner and air intake 
duct components removed for access, as 
desaibed in the relevant Part of Chapter 4 . 
14 Refill the master cylinder reservoir with 
new fluid. and bleed the complete hydraulic 
system as described in Section 2. 

11 Vacuum servo unit 
testing, removal and refrtting 

Testing 
1 To test the operation of the servo unit, 
depress the footbrake several times to 
exhaust the vacuum, then start the engine 
whilst keeping the pedal finnty depressed. As 
the engine starts, there should be a noticeable 
'give' in the brake pedal as the vacuum 
builds-up. Allow the engine to run for at least 
two minutes. then switch It off. If the brake 
pedal is now depressed It should feel normal. 
but funher applications should result in the 
pedal feeling firmer, with the pedal stroke 
decreasing """ each_. 
2 If the servo does not operate as described, 
first inspect the servo unit check vaNe as 
described in Section 12. On diesel engine 
models, also check the operation of the 
vacuum pump as described in Section 22. 
3 If the servo unit stili faits to operate 
satisfactorily. the fault lies within the unit Itself. 
Repairs to the unit are not possible - if faulty, 
the servo unit mLlSt be renewed. 

Remo"al 
4 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to o;sconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
5 On leh-hand d rive models, remove the 
battery and battery tray as described in 
Chapter SA. Depending on model and 
clearance available, remove any remaining air 
cleaner and air Intake duct components as 
described in the relevant Part of Chapter 4, to 
gain access to the servo unit. 
6 Remove the master cylinder as described In 
Section 10. 
7 Slacken the retaining clip. or depress the 
tabs on the side of the quick-release fitting. 
and disconnect the vacuum pipe from the 
servo unit check vafve. 
8 Wortdng inside the car. remove the f\Jsebox 
cover and the und8fcover from beneath the 
facia on the driver's side. 

9 Prise off the spmg dip, then wfthdraw the 
devis pin securing the servo t.rit pushrod to 
the bl'ake pedal. Note that a new spring Clip 
will be required for refining. 
10 Slacken and remove the four nuts 
securing the 5eM) unit to the bulkhead. 
1 1 Manoeuvre the servo unit out of position, 
along with Its gasket which is frtted between 
the 5eM) and housing. Renew the gasket if It 
shows signs of damage. 

Refitting 
12 Locate the servo unit in position from 
within the engine compartmenL 
13 From inside the car, refit the S8fVO 
retaining nuts and t ighten them to the 
specified torque. 
14 Refit the servo unit pushrod-to-brake 
pedal clevis pin. and secure it in position with 
a new spring clip. 
15 Refit the fusebox cover and the 
undercover from beneath the facia 
16 Reconnect the vacuum pipe to the servo 
unit check valve. 
17 Refit the master cy1inder as described in 
Section 10, then bleed the complete hythuIic 
system as described in Section 2. 
18 On left-hand drive models, refit the 
battery tray and battery, referring to Chapter 
SA if necessary. Refit the air cleaner and air 
intake duct components removed for access, 
as described In the relevant Part of Chapter 4. 
19 On completion, reconnect the battery, 
start the engine. and check for air leaks at the 
serve unit check valve. 

12 Vacuum servo unit check 
vatve - removal. testing and 
refitting 

Removal 
1 On left-hand drive models. remove the 
battery and battery tray as described In 
Chapter SA. Depending on model and 
clearance available, remove any remaining air 
cleaner and air intake duct components as 
desaibed in the relevant Part of Chapter 4. to 
gain access to the serve unit. 
2 Slacken the retaining clip, Of' depress the 
tabs on the side of the quick-release fittIng, 
and disconnect the vacuum pipe from the 
check valve. 
3 Wrthdraw the valve from Its rubber sealing 
grommet In the servo unit, using a pulling and 
twisting motion. Remove the grommet from 

the """". 

Testing 
4 Examine the check valve for signs of 
damage, and renew if necessary. The valve 
may be tested by blowing through it In both 
directions. Air should flow through the valve in 
one direction only - when blown through from 
the servo unit end of the valve. Renew the 
valve if this Is not the case. 
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5 Examine the rubber sealing grommet and 
flexible vacuum hose for signs of damage or 
deterioration, and renew as necessary. 

Refitting 
6 Fit the sealing grommet into the servo unit. 
7 Ease the check valve into position, taking 
care not 10 displace or damage the grommet. 
S Reconnect the vacuum pipe to the check 
valve. 
9 On left-hand drive models, refit the battery 
tray and battery, referring 10 Chapter SA if 
necessary. Refit the air cleaner and air intake 
duct components removed for access, as 
described in the relevant Part of Chapter 4. 
10 On completion, reconnect the battery, 
start the engine and check for air leaks at the 
check valve. 

13 Handbrake - adjustment 

To chock the handbrake adjustment, first 
apply the footbrake firmly several times to 
establish correct shoe-to-drum clearance, 
then apply and release the handbrake several 
times to ensure that the self-adjust 
mechanism is fully adjusted. Applying normal 
moderate pressure, pull the handbrake lever 
to the fully-applied position, counting the 
number of clicks emitted from the handbrake 
ratchet mechanism. If adjustment is correct, 
there should be 5 clicks before the handbrake 
is fuJly applied. If this is not the case, adjust as 
fo!tows. 
2 Remove the rear section of the centre 
console as described in Chapter 11 for 
access to the handbrake adjuster nut. 
3 Chock the front wheels then jack up the 
rear of the vehicle and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
4 Apply and release the handbrake four 
times. 
5 With the handbrake set on the fifth notch of 
the ratchet mechanism, check that both rear 
wheels are locked. If not, tighten the 
handbrake adjusting nut until both rear wheels 
are locked (see illustration). Once this is so, 
fully release the handbrake lever, and check 
that the rear wheels rotate freely. Check the 
adjustment by applying the handbrake fully , 

13.5 Handbrake adjusting nut location 
(arrowed) 

counting the clicks from the handbrake 
ratchet and, if necessary, re-adjust. 
6 When the adjustment is correct, refit the 
centre console, then lower the vehicle to the 
ground. 

14 Handbrake lever
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Remove the rear section of the centre 
console as described in Chapter 11 for 
access to the handbrake adjuster nut. 
2 Chock the front wheels then jack up the 
rear of the vehicle and support it securely on 
axle slands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
3 Ensure that the handbrake is released, then 
unscrew the handbrake adjuster nut to allow 
the adjuster rod to be withdrawn from the 
equaliser plate (see illustration 13.5). 
4 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
handbrake waming light switch, and release 
the cable from its retaining clip. 
5 Undo and remove the three retaining nuts 
and lift the lever from its mounting studs (see 
illustration). Withdraw the adjuster rod from 
the equaliser plate and remove the lever 
assembly from the car. 

Refitting 
6 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Prior 10 
refitting the centre console, adjust the 
handbrake as described in Section 13. 

15 Handbrake cables 
removal and refrtting 

Removal 
1 The handbrake cable consists of two 
sections, a right- and a left-hand section, 
which are linked to the fever by an equaliser 
plate. Each section can be removed 
individually. 
2 Remove the rear section of the centre 
console as described in Chapter 11 for 
access to the handbrake adjuster nut. 

14.5 Handbrake lever retaIning nuts 
(arrowed) 
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3 Chock the front wheels then jack up the 
rear of the vehicle and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle supporf). 
4 Ensure that the handbrnke is released, then 
unscrew the handbrake adjuster nut (see 
illustration 13.5). Slide the equaliser plate off 
the adjuster rod and slip the relevant handbfake 
inner cable end out of the equali&ef plate. 
5 Where necessary, slacken and remove the 
retaining nuts, then release the exhaust 
system heat shield(s) from the vehicle 
underbody, to gain access to the front of the 
relevant handbrake cable. Free the front end 
of the outer cable from the body, and 
withdraw the cable from its support guide. 
6 Working back along the length of the cable, 
free it from the fuel tank plastic clip and the 
wire support hooks on the underbody and 
trailing arm. 
7 Remove the rear brake shoes from the 
relevant side as described in Section 5. Using 
pliers, carefully release the outer cable from 
the brake backplate, and remove it from 
underneath the vehicle (see illustration). 

Refitting 
8 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Prior to 
refilting the centre console, adjust the 
handbrake as described in Section 13. 

16 Rear brake pressure- ~ 
regulating valve - removal ~ 
and refitting ~ 

Note 1: Before starting work, refer to the 
warning at the beginning of Section 2 
concerning the dangers of hydraulic fluid. 
Note 2: The rear brake pressure-regulating 
valve is not fitted to /ater models with ASS. 

Removal 
1 Firmly chock the front wheels, then jack up 
the rear of the vehicle and support it on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Remove the right-hand rear roadwheel. 
2 Minimise flu id loss by first removing the 
master cylinder reservoir filler cap, and 
tightening it down ooto a piece of polythene, 
to obtain an airtight seal. 
3 Disconnect the regulating valve operating 
spring from the bracket on the rear 
suspension. 

15.7 Release the handbrake outer cable 
from the brake backplate 
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4 Wipe clean the area around the brake pipe 
unions on the vatve, and place absorbent rags 
beneath the pipe unions to catch arry surplus 
fluid. 
5 UnSCfew the union nuts and carefully 
withdraw the brake pipes from the pressure
regulating vatve_ Plug or tape over the pipe 
ends and valve orifices, to minimise the loss 
of brake 1Iutd, and to prevent the enby of dirt 
Into the system. 
6 Undo the bolt securing the valve to the 
mounting bracket and remove the assembty 
from under the car. 

RefiWng 
7 Refitting Is a reverse of the removal 
procedure, ensuring that the brake pipe union 
nuts are securely tightened. On completion, 
bleed the complete braking system as 
described in Section 2. 11 a new valve has 
been fitted, or if the adjusting nuts on the 
operating rod have been disturbed, the 
vehicle should be taken to a PeugeoVCitraen 
dealer for adjustment of the valve pressure 
settings. 

17 Stop-light switch - removal, 
refitting and adjustment 

Removal 
, The stop-light switch is located on the 
brake pedal bracket under the facia. 
2 Remove the fusebox cover and the 
undercover 'rom beneath the facia on the 
driver's side_ 
3 Disconnect the wiring connector, then 
loosen the locking ring and unscrew the 
switch from the pedal bracket. • 

Refitting and adjustment 
4 Screw the switch back Into position In the 
mounting bracket, until the gap between the 
end of the main body of the switch and the lug 
on the brake pedal is 2.0 to 3.0 mm. 
5 Once the stop-light switch is correctly 
positioned, reconnect the wiring connector, 
and check the operation of the stop-lights. The 
stop-lights should illuminate after the brake 
pedalllas travelled approUnately 5.0 1'I'Vn. 

6 When the adjustment is correct, sect.nI the 
switch with the locking ring and refit the 
fusebox cover and the undercover from 
beneath the facia. 

18 Handbrake 'on' warning light ~ 
switch - removal and refitting ~ ... 

Removal 
, Remove the rear section of the centre 
console as described in Chapter 11 for 
access to the handbrake lever assembly. 
2 Disconnect the wiring connector and 

remove the switch from the frame of the 
handbrake lever_ 

Refiffing 
3 Refitting is a reverse of the removal 

"""""'"'"-

19 Anti-Iock braking system 
(ASS) - general informatioo 

ABS is fitted as standard or optional 
equipment, according to model and year of 
manufacture. The system comprises a 
hydraulic modulator unit and the four wheel 
speed sensors. The modulator unit contains 
the electronic control unit (ECU), the hydraulic 
solenoid valves and the electrically-driven 
return pump. The purpose of the system is to 
prevent the wheel(s) locking during heavy 
braking. This is achieved by automatic release 
of the brake on the relevant wheel, followed 
by re-appIlcation of tile brake. 

The solenoid valves are controlled by the 
ECU, which itself receives signals from the 
four Wheel speed 5eflSO(S which monitor the 
speed of rotation of each wheel. By 
comparing these signals, the ECU can 
determine the speed at which the vehicle is 
travelling. It can then use this speed to 
determine when a wheel is deceleralIlg at an 
abnormal rate, comp&"9d to the speed of the 
vehicle, and therefore predicts when a wheel 
is about to lock. During normal operation, tile 
system functions in the same way as a non
ASS bfaking system. 

If the ECU senses that a wheel is about to 
lock, It closes the relevanl outlet solenoid 
valves in the hydraulic unit, which then 
isolates the relevant brake(s) on the wheel(s) 
which Is/are about to lock from the master 
cylinder, effectively sealing-in the hydraulic 
pressure. 

If the speed of rotation of the wheet 
continues to decrease at an abnormal rate, 
the ECU opens the Inlet solenoid valves on 
the relevant brake(s), and operates the 
electrically-driven return pump which pumps 
the hydraulic fluld back into the master 
cylinder, releasing the brake. Once the speed 
of rotation of the wheel returns to an 
acceptable rate, the pump stops; the solenoid 
valves switch again, allowing the hydraulic 
master cylinder pressure to return to the 
catiper or wheel cytioder, which then re
applies the brake. This cycle can be carried 
out many times a second. 

The action of the soteooid valves and return 
pump creates pulses In the hydraulic circuit. 
When the ASS system Is functioning, these 
pulses can be felt throu!;tI the brake pedal. 

The operation of the ASS system is entirely 
dependent on electrical signals. To prevent 
the system responding to any inaccurate 
signals, a bullt·ln safety circuit monitors all 
signals received by the ECU. If an inaccurate 
signal or low battery voltage is detected, the 

ASS system is automatIcaJly shut-down, and 
the warning light on the instrument P8net Is 
Illuminated, to nform the driver that the A.Bs 
system is not opemoonal. Normal braking 
should stil be available. however. 

later models, from approximately 2001 
onward are also equipped with additional 
safety features built SfOUI"Id the ASS system 
These systems are EBFD (Electronic Brake 
Force Distribution), which automaticaliy 
apportions braking effort between the front 
and rear wheels, and (on some modeb) ESP 
(EJectronic Stability Program) Which monitors 
the vehicles cornering forces and steering 
wheel angle, then applies the braking force to 
the appropriate roadwheel to enhance the 
stability of the vehicle. 

If a fault does develop In the any of these 
systems, the vehicle must be taken to a 
PeugeoVCitroen dealer or suitably-equipped 
specialist for fault diagnosis and repair. 

20 Anti-lock braking system ~ 
(ASS) components - removal ~ 
and refitting ~ 

Modulator assembly 
Note: Before starting, refer to th4 note In 
Section 2 on the dangfKs 0/ hydI8uIic fluid. 

Removal 

1 Remove the battery and battery lray as 
described in Chapter SA. Depending on 
model and clearance available, remove any 
remaining air cleaner and air Intake duct 
components as described in the relevant Part 
of Chapter 4, to gain access to the modulator 
assembly. 
2 Release the locking clip and discomect the 
ECU wiring harness connector. 
3 Minimise hydraulic Iluid loss by first 
removing the master cylinder reservoir filler 
cap, then tightening it down onto a piece of 
polythene, to obtain an airtight seal. 
4 Wipe clean the area around the brake pipe 
unions on the side of the modulator, and 
place absorbent rags beneath the pipe unions 
to catch any swpIus fluid_ Make a note of the 
correct fitted posfiions of the unions, then 
unscrew the union nuts and carefully 
Withdraw the pipes. Plug or tape over the pipe 
ends and modulator orifices to minimise the 
loss of fluid, and to prevent the entry of dirt 
into the system. 
5 Undo the retaining nuts, and lift the 
modulator from its Iocation_ When suffICient 
deanInce axists, undo the nut and disconnect 
the earth lead (where fitted) from the end of 
the modulator retur:n pump casing. 

Refitting 

8 If a new modulator assembly is being rttted, 
it will be supplied prefilled with hydraulic "uid, 
and seated with blanking plugs. leave the 
plugs In position until just before connecting 
the brake pipes. 
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20.17 Unscrew the nut and lift off the 
wheel sensor protective covet'" 

7 Locate the modulator in fMlSHion and refit 
the earth lead and Its retaining nut. Engage 
!he unit over the mounting studs and secure 
with the retaining nuts, tightened 10 the 
specified torque. 
S Reconnect the brake pipes to their correct 
locations as noted dlMing removal and tighten 
the union nuts securet)'. 
9 Aewi • .eeI the EeU wiring connector. 
10 Refit the battery tray and battery. refemng 
10 Chapter SA If necessary. Refit tile air 
cleaner and air intake duct components 
removed for access, as described in the 
relevant Part of Chapter 4. 
11 Remove the polythene from the 
master cylinder reservoir and bleed the 
complete hydraulic system as described in 
Section 2. 

Electronic control unit 
12 The electronic control unit Is removed 
with the modulator assembly as described 
previously. The ECU Is an integral part of the 
modulator and the two components cannot 
be separated. 

Front wheel speed sensor 
Note: Thread locking compound must be 
applied to the sensor securing stud on 
refitting. 

Removal 
13 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery In the 
Reference Chapter). 
14 FIfTTlIy apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it sec1Jfe/y on 
ax1e stands (see JscIdng and vehicle suppod). 
Remove the relevant front roadWheel . 
15 Unclip the wheel speed sensor wiring 
from the brackets on the suspension strut and 
inner wheeIan:h. 
16 Trace the wiring back from the sensor, 
and separate the two halves of the wlri~ 
connector. Note the routing of the wiring to 
aid correct refitting. 
17 Unscrew the retaining nut and lift off the 
wheel speed sensor protective cover (see 
illustration). 
18 Unscrew the securing stud, and withdnJw 
the sensor from the swivel hub (see 
iUusbations). 

Refitting 
19 Refitting is a reversal of removal, noting 
the folowing points: 

a) Ensure that the mating faces of the sensor 
and !he swNeIlxJb 8f8 Clean, and sppty B 
smear 01 tVgh mettmg-point brake gfNSli 
to the sensor location In the swivel hub 
before refitting. 

b) Ensure that the end lace of the sensor is 
clean. 

c) Coat the threads of !he sensor securing 
stud with thread-locking compound and 
tighten the stud to the specified torque. 

d) Route the wiring as noted before removal. 

Rear wheel sp eed sensor 
Note: Thread-locking compound must be 
applied to the sensor securing stud on 
refitting. 

Removal 
20 Chock the front wheels, then jack up the 
rear of the vehicle and support It on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Remove the appropriate roadwheel. 
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21 Trace the wiring back from the sensor to 
its wiring connector, then free the connector 
from its retaining clip, and disconnect the 
wiring from the main wiring loom. 
22 WOO< back along the sensor wiring, and 
free It from the retaining clips. Note the 
routing of the wiring to aid correct refitting. 
23 SlacKen and remove the bolt securing the 
sensor LnI to the trailing ann, and remove the 
sensor and lead assembty. 
Refitting 
24 Refitting is a reversal of removal , bearing 
In mind the following points: 
a) Ensure thar the mating faces of the S8fISOt'" 

and the trailing arm are clean, and apply a 
smear of hig/I melting-poini txaJat grease 
to the .sensor location in the rraiIing ann 
before refitting. 

b) Ensure that the end face of the sensor is 
dean 

c} Coat the threads of the sensor securing 
bolt with thtBad-locIdng c:anpound and 
tighten the swd to the specified totQue. 

d) Route the wring as noted before retnfNf1I. 

21 Vacuum pump (diesel engine ~ 
models) - lemoval and ~ 

refitting ~ 

Note: New O-rings must be used on refitting. 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Remove the air cleaner assembly and air 
intake ducts as described in Chapter 46 or 4C. 
3 Release the retaining clip and disconnect 
the vacuum hose from the pump. 
4 Slacken and remove the three bolls/nuts 
and washers securing the pump to the left
hand end of the cylinder head, then remove 
the pump, along with its two C-rings. Discard 
the O-rings - new ones must be used on 
refitting. On 2.0 litre models, check the 

. •• and withdraw the front wheel sensor from the swivel 
hub 
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21 .5 Vacuum pump a-ring k)cetions (A) 
and gauze filter (B) 

condition of the gauze filter at the rear 01 the 
pump and fenew if necessary. 

Refitting 
5 Fit new a-rings to the pump recesses, then 

align the drive dog with the slot in the eod of 
the camshaft, and refit the pump to the 
cylinder head, ensuring that the a-rings 
remain correctly seated (see illustration). 
6 Refit the pump mounting bolts/nuts and 
washers, and tighten them to the specified 
torque. 
7 Reconnect the vacuum hose to the pump, 
and tighten its securing clip. 
S Refit the air cleaner assembly and air intake 
ducts as described in Chapter 48 or 4C, then 
reconnect the battery 

22 Vacuum pump (diesel engine ~ 
models) - testing and $: 
overhaul ~ 

Testing 
1 The operation of the braking system 

vacuum pump can be Checked using a 
vacuum gauge. 
2 Disconnect the vacuum pipe from the 
pump, and connect the gauge to the pump 
union using a suitable length of hose. 
3 Start the engine and allow it to idle, then 
measure the vacuum created by the pump. As 
a guide, after one minute, a minimum of 
approximately 500 mm Hg shoutd be 
recorded. If the vacuum registered Is 
significantly less than this, it is likely that the 
pump is faulty. However, seek the advice of a 
PeugeotlCitroen dealer before condemning 
the pump. 

Overhaul 
4 Overhaul of the vacuum pump is not 
possible, since no components are available 
separately for it. If faulty, the complete pump 
assembly must be renewed. 
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Chapter 10 
Suspension and steering 

Contents Section number 

Front hub bearings - renewal _ ..... • __ •.•. _ .• _ . _ .•.• . •.••. _ 3 
Front suspension and steering check •.•....•. See Chapter lA Of 1 B 
Front suspension anti-roIl bar- removal and rtlfitIDg .. _ . _ ... _ •. _ 8 
Front suspension antkoU bar connecting lirit -

ranovalandrefitting ._ .. . . . ........... , ... _ ......•. •..• 9 
Front suspension lower arm - romovaI, ovett1a1Jl and refitting •• _ .• 6 
Front suspension lower ann baIIjoint - removal and refitting • . •.•• 7 
Front suspension strut - overhaul .•.•. _ ..•.•. _ .• _ . • . • . • . • . . 5 
Front suspension strut - rernovaI and refining .. _ . . . • • . • . • . • • .. 4 
Front suspension subframe - removal and refitting .. . . ....... . . 10 
Front swivel hub assembly - removal and refitting . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 2 
General information _ . .. . _ . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1 
Ignition switcl'llsteering column lock - removal and refitting . .. _ .. 19 
Power steering fluid level check ..... .. . ...... ,See Weekly checks 
Power steering pump - removal and refitting .... _ . _ .... _ . _ . _ .. 22 

Degrees of difficulty 
Easy,..-... 
n::Mce with ittIe 
e.:paiaiCe 

...... easy, 9..iIabIe 
la" begiI. e with 
scrre exp&ieI iCe 

Specifications 
Front wheel alignment 
Front wheel toe setting: 

Up to September 2002: 
Wrth manual steering . . .•. . .•.... • .. " • . . .• •. , . ,., ••. , .. 
Wrth powef·asslsted steering ..... , •.•.. . ...••. , • , . , • • .... 

September 2002 onward ..•.. " ... , •.. .••..•• . . , •.. . .•...• 

Roadwheels 
Type ....•.. , •.•.• , .... . ... , •.. , •.•.•.. , ...........•.•••• 

Section number 

Power steering system - bfeeding .....•............•....•... 21 
Rear axle assembly - removal and refitting ..•..•.•.•......•..• 15 
Rear hub am mbIy - removal and refitting ..•....•...•.•..•.•. 11 
Rear hub bearngs - renewal •.•.•...•..•.•....•.....•...... 12 
Rear shock absorber- removal , testing and refitting ••..••...... 14 
Rear suspension components - general ...... . ........•..•. . . 13 
Steering column - removal, inspection and refitting .. •..••..•... 18 
Steering gear assembly - removal , overhaul and refitting •....•... 20 
Steering wheel - removal and refitting .•.... . .......•... ••... 17 
Track rod balljo1nt - removal and refitting . ...........•......•. 23 
Vehicle ride height - checking .....................•........ 16 
Wheel alignment and steering angles - general information, 

checking and adJustment . .. . ...... . . . . ... .............. . 24 
Wheel and tyre maintenance and tyre pressure 

checks ...... . . . .. . . . ............ . . ... .. See Week.'y checks 

I>fticUt, 9..i1ab1e ... 
expei iei a::ed [lY 

med ICi lie 

1.0 to 3.0 mm toe--out 
' .0 to 3.0 mm toe--In 
1.0 % 1.0 mm toe--In 

Very_ ~ 

"-"'expert DIY ~ 
a pi r ' oaI ~ 

Pmssed·steel or aluminitm alloy (depending on model) 
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Torque wrench settings 

Front suspension 
Anti-roll bar; 

Nm 

Mounting damp bolts ______ . _ . •..• _ ..•. _ .••.• _ .•.••. _ .•.. . 65 
Connecting link secuing nuts ..•.•...• • ... _ •.......•... _ ... 40 

Low« arm balljoint clamp bolt nut .•..•...•...• _ .......• . • . _ .•. 4. 
Lower arm balljolnt retaining nuts ........ _ .... . .......•....... 50 
Lower ann front pivot bo" . . ... . ........ _ ............ .. _ ... .. BD 
Lower ann rear pivot bush mounting bohs: 

8 mm bolt .....•... ..... ............. . 35 
10mmbo" ., ....................... . 55 

Strut upper mounting bolts .... . .... ... . . . . 25 
Strut piston rod retaining nut _ .......... _ ....... ............ .. 45 
Subfratne mounting bolts .. .. . . . .. . • . . . . . ..... . ... .. 85 
Swivel hub-la-strut bolt . __ . _. _ .. _ .•.. ..•... _ .. . _ .•.... _ .•. _. 45 

Rear suspension 
Rear axle mountings: 

Front lTIOU'ItIng-ta-bod'y bolts ...•.. _ . _ • _ .• _ • .. ••. . _ •... ••• . 
Rearrnounting nuts _ .... _. _ .... _. _. _._ ......•. _. _ •.. . • .. _ 

40 
55 

Raar hub nut 
Nut with separate thrustwasher ....... __ ....... . .......... .. 275 
Nut with integral thrustwasher ........• • ... _ • ..•. _ ..• . ..•... 250 

Shock absorber mounting nuts ... •.....••.. . _ . .............. . 11. 
Steering 
Power steering pump mounting bolts ....... . ..... • ...•..•..... 
Steering column mounting bolts ... . . .. .. ...... . .. •. .. .. . .. .. .. 
Steering column shaft-to-Intennediate shaft unlvefSal Joint pinch-bo" . 
Steering gear mounting bolts ............... ...... ..........•. 
Steering Intennadiate shaft-te-steering gear pinion universal joint 

22 
23 
23 
7. 

pinch-bolt nut ..... .. _ .... _ . .. .. . ... .... ...... . 23 
Steering wheel bolt: 

Up to September 2002 .....•.•.... _ ... _ . _ •...•...• 33 
September 2002 onward .•.•........•••.•••..•.. . .•••••.•. 20 

Track rod baIIjoint-to-swivel hub nut •••••• • •••••• _ ••• _ ••••• _ ••• 35 

Roadwheels 
Wheel botts _.,. _ •. _. _. _ ....•...••.•..• _ ......•.•..•... _. _. 90 

General information 

The independent front suspension Is of the 
MacPherson strut type. incorporating coli 
springs and Integral telescopic shock 
absorbers. The MacPherson stnJts are 
located by transverse k>wer suspension arms, 
which utilise rubber inner mounting bushes, 
and il'lCOi pOi ate a balfJOint at the outer ends. 
The front swivel hubs, which carry the wheel 
bearings, brake callpers and the hub/disc 
assemblies, are clamped to the MacPherson 
struts, and connected to the lower anns via 
the baJljoints. A front anti-roil bar is fitted to all 
models. The anti-roll bar is rubber-mounted 
onto the subframe, and is attached to the 
front suspension struts by a connecting link 
on each side. 

The rear suspenslon is of the semi
independent trailing arm type. which consists 
of two trailing arms. linked by a tubular 
Cfossmember. A torsion bar is fitted 

t ransversely between each trailing arm and 
the opposite suspension side member. An 
anti-roll bar Is fitted between the trailing arms. 
The complete rear axle assembly Is mounted 
onl0 the vehicle underbody by four rubber 
mountings. 

The steering column has a universal joint 
fitted in the centre of its length, which is 
connected to an intermediate shaft having a 
second universal joint at its tower end. The 
Ower universal joint is clamped to the steemg 
gear pinion by means of a pinch-bo/1. 

The steering gear is mounted onto the front 
subframe. and is connected by two track 
rods, with baUjoints at their outer ends. to the 
steering arms projecting rearwards from the 
swivel hubs, The track rods and bailjoints are 
threaded, to facilitate toe setting adjustment. 

Power-assisted steering was optionally 
available on early models and Is fitted as 
standard on all models from September 2002 
onwards. Hydraulic power for the steering 
system Is ptovided by a pump. which Is driven 
off the crankshaft pulley by the auxiliary -.. 

Ibf ft 

48 
30 
30 
37 
59 

25 
48 
18 
33 
63 
33 

30 
41 

203 
185 
81 

16 
17 
17 
52 

17 

24 
15 
26 

66 

2 Front swivel hub assembly - ~ 
removal and refitting ~ 

~ 

Note: AJI nuts disturbed on f8fflOVlII must be 
ffJf1flWf'KJ as B matier of CIOtMS8. These nuts hiNe 
threads which are precoBted with IocJcing 
compound (this is only effective once). and 
include the tnJck rod bBJIioInt nut, lower 
suspaw,.m ~ carp bolt rwA, and rh8 
swivel hub clamp bolt nut. The driveshaft 
retahIng fXIf must aJso be teneW8d. and sUtabIe _compound ""_0._ 
for the brake caf9W tnOUtJtng bt'ackef bolts. 

Removal 
Caution: Do not allow the vehicle to rest on 
Its wheels with one or both driveshafts 
disconnected from the swivel hubs, as 
damage to the wheel bearing(s) may result 
If moving the vehicle Is unavoidable, 
temporarily Insert the outer end of the 
drlve5haft(s) in the hub(s) end tighten the 
hubnut(s). 
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2.2a Withdraw the R-clip .• . 

1 Chock the rear wheels, then firmly apply the 
handbrake, Jack up the front of the vehicle. 
and support it on axle stands (see Jacking and 
vehicle support), Remove the appropriate 
front roadwheeL 
2 Withdraw the R-clip, and remove the 
locking cap from the driveshaft retaining nut 
(see illustrations). 
3 To prevent rotation of the wheel hub as the 
driveshaft retaining nut is slackened, make up 
a holding tool and bolt the tool to the wheel 
hub using two wheel bolts as described in 
Chapter 8, Section 2. 
4 With the holding tool in place, slacken and 
remove the driveshaft retaining nut using a 
socket and long bar. Where necessary, 
support the socket on an axle stand to 
prevent it slipping off the nut. This nut is very 
tight; make sure that there is no risk of pulling 
the car off the axle stands as the nut is 
slackened. 
5 Where applicable, disconnect the brake 
pad wear sensor wiring at the connector on 
the swivel hub. Slacken and remove the bolt 
securing the wiring retaining bracket to the 
top of the swivel hub (see illustration). 
6 On models with ASS, remove the wheel 
speed sensor from the swivel hub as 
described in Chapter 9. 
7 If the hub bearings are to be disturbed, 
ramove the brake disc as described in 
Chapter 9. If not, unscrew the two bolts 
securing the brake ca1iper mounting bracket 
assembly to the swivel hub. and slide the 
caliper assembly off the disc. Using a piece of 
wire or string, tie the caliper to the front 
suspension coil spring, to avoid placing any 
strain on the hydraulic brake hose. 
8 On all mooels, slacken and remove the nut 
securing the steering gear track rod balljoint 
to the swivel hub, and release the balljoint 
tapered shank using a balljoint separator. 
9 Slacken and remove the nut, then withdraw 
the lower suspension arm balljoint clamp bott 
from the swivel hub (see Illustration). Discard 
the nul- a new one must be used on refitting . 
10 Tap a small chisel inlo the sp1il on the 
swivel hub to spread the hub slightly, and 
allow the balljoint shank to be withdrawn (see 
illustration). Pu1l the lower suspension arm 
downwards to release the balljoint shank from 

2.2b ... and remove the locking cap from 
the driveshaft retaining nut 

the swivel hub. To do this it will be necessary 
to use a long bar and block of wood which will 
engage under the front subframe. Attach the 
bar to the suspension arm. preferably with a 
chain, or alternatively with a stout strap or 
rope. Lever down on the bar to re lease the 
balljolnt from the swivel hub (see illustration). 
11 Once the balljoint is free, remove the 
protector plate which is fitted to the balljoint 
shank (see illustration). 
12 Undo the nut and withdraw the swivel 
hUb-to-suspension strut clamp bolt. 
13 Tap a small chisel Into the split on the 
swivel hub to spread the hub slightly. Free the 
swivel hub assembly from the end of the strut, 
then release it from the outer constant velocity 
joint splines, and remove it from the vehicle. 

2.9 Undo the nut and withdraw the lower 
suspension arm balljoint clamp bott from 

the swivel hub 

2.1Ob ... then pult the lower suspension 
arm downwards using a bar and chain or 

similar arrangement, pivoting on the 
subframe 
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2.5 Remove the bolt securing the wiring 
retaining bracket to the swivel hub 

Refitting 
14 Note that all nuts disturbed on removal 
must be renewed as a matter of course. 
These nuts have threads which are precoated 
with locking compound (this is only effective 
once), and include the track rod balljoint nut, 
lower suspension ann balljoint clamp bolt nut, 
and the swivel hub clamp bolt nut. 
15 Ensure that the dliveshaft outer constant 
velocity joint and hub splines are clean, then 
slide the hub fully onto the driveshaft splines. 
16 Slide the hub assembly fully onto the 
suspension strut, aligning the split in the hub 
clamp with the lug on the base of the stnrt. 
Also ensure that the stop bosses on the strut 
are in contact with the top surface of the 

2.108 Spread the swivel hub by tapping a 
small chisel (atrowed) Into the split ... 

2.11 When the balljolnl is released, 
remove the protector plate from the 

balljoint shank 
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2.16 Ensure the swivel hub clamp is 
aligned with the tug (arrowed) on the strut 

prior to inserting the clamp bolt 

swivel hub. In58ft the swivel hub-to
suspension strut c1amp bott, then fit a new nut 
to the clamp bolt, and tighten it to the 
specified torque 1_ IbustTation). 
17 Refit the protectOf plate to the klwer arm 
balljoint then, using the method employed on 
removal, locate the ballioint shank in the 
swivel hub. enSuring that the lug on the 
protector plate ls correctly located In the 
clamp split. Insert the balljoint clamp bolt, 
then fit the new retaining nut and tighten it 10 
the specified torque. 
18 Engage the track rod balljoint In the swiv91 
hub, then fit a new retaining nut and tighten it 
to the specified torque. 
19 Where necessary. refrt the bfake disc to 
the hub, referring to Chapler 9 for further 
information. Apply a suitable locking 
compound 10 the threads of the callper 
mounting bracket bolts. Slide the caliper 
assembly Into po:sjtion over the disc. then fit 
the mounting bolts and tighten them to the 
specified torqoe (see Chapter 9). 
20 Where applicable, refit the ABS wheel 
5erlSOf as described in Chapter 9. 
21 Refit the wiring retaining bracket to the 
top of the swivel hub, and tighten its retainlng 
bolt securely. Where fitled. reconnect the 
brake pad wear sensor wiring. 
22 Lubricate the Inner face and threads of 
the new driveshaft retaining nut with clean 
engine oil, and refit it to the end of the 
driveshaft. Use the method employed on 
removal to prevent the hub from rotating, and 
tighten the driveshaft ret.~iinJng nut to the 

3.3 Front hub bearing retaining circllp 
(arTowed) 

specified torqoe (see Chapter 8). ChecK that 
the h.Jb rotates freely. 
23 Engage the locking cap with the 
driveshaft nut so that one of its cut-outs is 
aJigned with the driveshaft hole. Secure the 
cap with the R-dip. 
24 Refit the roadwheel. then lower the 
vehicle to the ground and tighten the 
roadwheel bolts to the specified torque. 

3 Front hub bearings - renewal ~ 

~ 

" Note 1: The bearing is a sealed, pre-adjusted 
and pmlubricated, doubltrrow relet" type, and 
is intended re last the cars entire service life 
without maintenance 01" attendon, Never 
overtlghten the driveshaft nut beyond the 
specified too-que wrench setting in an attempt 
to 'adjust' the bearing. 
Note 2: A press wil be required to dismantle 
and rebuild the assembly, i f such a tool is not 
available, B Isrge bench vice and spacers 
(such as large sockets) will selVe as an 
adequate substitute. The bearing's Inner races 
are an interference fit on the hub; If the inner 
race remains on the hub when It Is pressed 
out of the hub carrier, a knife-edged bearing 
puller will be required to remove it. A new 
bearing retaining circfip must be used on 
refitting. 
1 Remove the swivel hub assembly as 
described In Section 2. 
2 Support the swivel hub securely on blocks 
or in a vice. Using a tubular spacer which 
bears only on the Inner end of the hub flange, 
press the hub flange out of the bearing. if the 
bearing's outboard inner race remains on the 
hub, remove it using a bearing puller (see note 
above). 
3 Extract the bearing retaining clrcllp from the 
inner end of the swivel hub assembly (see 
illustration). 
4 Where necessary, refit the inner race back 
in position over the ball cage. and securely 
support the Inner face of the swivel hub. 
Using a tubular spacer which bears only on 
the inner race, press the complete bearing 
ass mbly out of the swivel hub. 

3.7 On later models, take care not to damage 
the sM In the beamg (aITOwed) - it contains 

the encoder for the wheel speed sensor 

5 Tho.-oughly clean the hub and swivel hub 
removing aM traces of dIrt and grease, and 
polish away any bins or raised edges WI'dI 
might hinder reassembly. Check both for 
aacI<s Of any other signs of wear Of damage, 
and renew them if necessary. Renew the 
circlip. regardless of its apparent condition. 
6 On reassembly, apply a light film of oil to 
the bearing outer race and hub flange shaft, to 
aid installation of the bearing. 
7 Securely support the swivel hub, and locate 
the bearing In the hub. Press the bearing fully 
Into position, ensuring that It enters the hub 
squarely, using a tubular spacer which bears 
only on the bearing outer race. Note that on 
September 2002 models onward with ASS. 
the bearing is equipped with a magnetic 
encoder on its Inboard face. When fitting the 
bearing en5U'e this face Is inboard ad}acent to 
the ABS wheel speed sensor (see 
illustration). Take care not to damage this 
encoder, or ptace it adjacent to a magnetic 
source. Ensure the encoder face Is dean. 
8 Once the bearing is correctly seated, 
secure the bearing in position with the new 
clrclip, ensuring that it Is correctly located in 
the groove in the swivel hub. Note: On 
September 2002 models onward with ABS, 
align the gap between the ends of the circlip 
with the gap for !he ASS wheel speed sensor. 
9 Securely suPJX)r1 the outer face of the hI..tl 
flange, and locate the swivel hub bearing 
innar race over the end of the hub fiange. 
Press the bearing onto the hub. using a 
tubl.aar spacer whid"I bears onty on the Innet 
race of the hub bearvlg, until it seats against 
the hub shoukIer. Check that the hub f\ange 
rotates freely, and wipe off any excess oil or .,..... 
10 Refit the swivel hub assembly as 
desaibed In Section 2. 

4 Front suspension strut 
removal and refitting 

Note: All nuts disturbed on removBl must be 
renewed as 8 matter of cou~e. These nuts 
hB\Ie threads which are precoated with locking 
compound (this is onfy effective once), and 
indIJde the swNeI hub cJamp bolt nut, and the 
anti-roll bar connecting link nut.. SUitabJe 
spring compressor tools win be required for 
this operation. 

Removal 
1 Chock the rear wheels, apply the 
handbrake. then jack up the front of the 
vehicle and support it on axle stands (see 
Jacking end vehicle support) . Remove the 
appropriate roadwheel. 
2 If the left·hand suspension strut Is to be 
removed on September 2002 models onward. 
remove the engine management ECU and its 
motM"lting bracket as described in the relevant 
part of Chapter 4, for access to the strut 
upper mounting. 
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4.5 Unscrew the nut securing the anti-roil 
bar connecting link to the strut 

3 Slacken and remove the boh securing the 
wIring retaining bracket to the lop of the 
swivel hub. 
4 UncIJp the brake flexible hydraulic hose and 
any wiring from the strut. 
5 Unscrew the nut (and recover the washEK) 
securing the anli-roll bar connecting link to 
the strut, and position the link clear of the 
strut. Countemold the link with an Alien key to 
prevanl rotation as the nut Is undone (see 
illustration). Discard the nut - a new one 
must be used on refitting. 
8 Undo the nut and withdraw the swivel hub
Io-suspension strut damp bolt. Oiscard the 
nut - a new one must be used on refitting (see 
illustration). 
7 The coil spring must now be compressed to 
enable the strut to be removed. Wanting 
under the wheel arch, fit suitable spring 
COI"I'Ipfe5SOl'S to the spring and compress the 
spring sufficiently to enable the lower end of 
the strut to be d isconnected from the swivel 
hub (see illustration). Ensure that the 
compressors used are of a type that 
incorporate a method for posit ively locking 
Ihem to the spring (usually by a small clamp 
bolt). Any other type may slip olf or slide 
round the spring as they are tightened. 
8 Tap a small chisel into the spli t on the 
swivel hub to spread the hub slightly, and 
allow the end of the strut to be withdrawn 
(see Illustration). 
9 Slacken and remove the three suspension 
strut upper mounting bolts, tIlen withdraw the 
strut from under the wheel arch (see 
illustration). 

4.8 Tap a small chisel (anowed) into the 
split in the swtvei hub to spt"ead the hub 

4.6 Unscrew the nut and remove the 
swtvel hub·to-suspension strut clamp bon 

Refitting 

10 With the coil spring compressors in place, 
as during removal , manoeuvre the strut 
assembly Into position. Ensure that the top 
mounting plate locating pin is correctly 
located in the corresponding hole in the body 
and that the mounting plate Is correctly 
orientated. On models with manual steering. 
the orientation lug on the mounting rubber 
must be toward the rear of the vehicle. On 
models with power steering, the orientation 
lug must be toward the front of the vehicle 
lsee illustration 4.9'. 
1 t Engage the lower end of the strut with the 
swfvei hub, aligning the split in the hub with 
the lug on the base of the stM. Also ensure 
that the stop bosses on the strut are in 
contact with the top suface of the swivel hub. 
t 2 Insert the strut upper mounting bolts, and 
tighten them to the specified tOf'qUe. 
13 Insert the swivet hub-la-suspension strut 
clamp bolt, fit a new nut to the clamp bolt, 
and tighten It to the specified torque. 
14 Carefully slacken and then remove the 
spring compressors. 
15 Where applicable, re lit the engine 
management ECU and mounting bracket as 
described in the relevant Part of Chapter 4. 
16 Reconnect the antl·roU bar connecting 
link to the strut. Fit a new nut to the 
connecting link, and tighten it to the specified 
torque. 
17 Refit the wiring retaining bracket to the 
top of the swivel hub, and clip the flexible 
hose and wiring to their locations on the strut. 

4.9 Suspension strut upper mounting 
bolts lA) and orientation lug (B) 
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" .7 Coil spring compressors fitted to strut 
spring 

18 Refit the roadwheel, then lower 
vehicle to the ground and tighten 
roactwheel bolts to the specified torque. 

5 Front suspension strut
overhaul 

Ih. 
Ih • 

A Warning: Before attempting to 
, dismanUe the suspension strut, 
- a suitable tool to hold the coil 

spring in compression must be 
obtained. Adiustab/e coil spring 
compressors which can be posi tively 
secured to the spring coils are readily 
available, and are recommendftd for this 
operation. Any attempt to d ismantle the 
strut without such a tool is likely to rasun 
in damage or personal injury. 
1 With the strut removed from the car as 
described in Section 4, clean away all external 
din then mount the unit upOght In a vice. 
2 If not already in place, frt the spring 
compressors to the cons of the spring. Ensure 
that the compressors used are of a type that 
Incorporate a method for posItively locking 
them to the spring (usually by a small clamp 
bolt). Any other Iype may slip oft or slide 
round the spring as they are tightened. 
Tighten the compressors until the load Is 
taken off the spring seats. 
3 Remove the protective cap then unscrew the 
piston rod nut. countemolding the piston rod 
with a suitable AlIen key (see illustration). Note 
that a new nut wiI be required for mass IItA)'. 

5.3 Unscrew the strut piston rod nut while 
countemoldlng the piston rod with e 

suitable AlIen key 
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, Protective cap 
2 Piston rod nut 
3 W.-
4 Co/IM 
5 Mounting plate 
6 Bearing 
7 Upper spring .... , 
8 Coil spring 
9 Piston dust 

"""'" 10 Flat washer 
11 Damper stop 
12 Strut body 

5.4 Front suspension strut components 

5..ea Pull the piston rod out as far as it will 
go and fit the dampet'" stop 

5.Bc •.• followed by the compressed 
spring . .. 

5.81 •.• followed by the upper spring 
seat .• . 

5.8b F'rt the piston dust COVei'" ••• 

S.8d . • . ensuring that the end of the lower 
coil is located con-ecUy In the lower seat 

5 .8g . •. bearing •. . 

4 Remove the nut and washer, then lift off the 
collar. mounting plate. bearing, upper spring 
seat and flat washer. Remove the 00II spring, 
then slide off the piston dust cover and nJbbe,
damper stop (see iIIustntion). The spring 
may remain in the compressed state ready far 
refitting to the strut. If the spring is to be 
renewed, release the compressors very QentIy 
and evenly until they can be removed and 
fitted to the new spmg . 
5 With the strut assembly now completety 
dismantled, examine all the components for 
wear, damage or deformation, and chec:X the 
bearing for smoothness of operation. Renew 
any components as necessary. 
8 Examine the strut body for signs of flUid 
leakage or damage. and the piston for sIgns 
of pitting or scoring. Test the operation of the 
strut, while hold ing it in an upright position, by 
moving the piston through a full stroke and 
then through short strokes of 50 to 100 mm. 
In both cases, the resistance felt should be 
smooth end continuous. If the resistance Is 
ferXY, or uneven, or if there is any visible sign 
of wear or damage, renewal Is necessary. 
7 If any doubt exists about the conditioo Of 
the coil spring, carefully remove the spring 
compressors, and check the spring for 
distortion and signs of cracking. Renew the 
spmg if it is damaged or distorted. 
8 To reassemble the strut. follow the 
accompanying photos. Be sure to stay 1n 
order, and carefully read the captions (see 
Ulustrations). 
9 Refit. the strut to the car as described In 
Section 4 on completion of reassembly. 

5.8e Place the flat washer in position .•. 

5.Bh •.• and mounting plate 
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5.81 Locate the collar over the mounting 
plate ... 

6 Front suspension lower ann ~ 
- removal, overhaul and ~ 

refitting ~ 

Note 1: All nuts disturbed on remov81 must be 
renewed as a matter of course. These nuts 
have thrBads which are precoated with Iocldng 
compound (this is only effective once), and 
incJude the lower arm baJ/joint clamp bolt nut 
Note 2: Two different types of lower 
suspensiOn arm may be encountered; type J 
being a steel f)I'eSSing wfth a removabJe Iowet' 
arm bsJIjoint. and type 2 being a steel forging 
with fixed lower arm baRjoint. The photos in 
this Section depict the type J suspension ann. 

Removal 
1 Chock the rear wheels then jack up the 
front of the vehicle and support It on axle 
stands (see Jacidng and vehicle support). 
Remove the appropriate front roadwtIeeI . 
2 Slacken and remove the nut, then withdraw 
the lower arm ballioint clamp bolt from the 
swivel hub. Discard the nut - a new one must 
be used on refitting. 
3 Slacken and remove the lower arm front 
pivot bolt and nut. Recover the nut from its 
housing if it is loose (see illustration). 
4 Unscrew the two bolts securing the lower 
arm rear mounting bush to the subframe, 
noting that the larger bolt also secures the 
antI·roll bar mounting clamp (eounterhold the 
nut if necessary) (see illustration). Recover 
the nut from the top of the anti·roIl bar 
mounting clamp. 

6.3 Remove the lower arm front pivot 
bolt. .. 

5..8j ••• fit the upper washer ... 

5 Tap a small chisel into the split on the 
swivel hub to spread the hub slightly, and 
allow the ballJorn! shank to be withdrawn. 
Withdraw the Inner end of the arm from the 
subframe and release the balljoin! from the 
swivel hub. Remove the protector plate which 
is fitted to the baDjoln! shank. 
6 Manoeuvre the lower arm assembly out 
from underneath the vehicle (see Illustration). 

Overhaul 
Note: " the ,lower ann bBJfjoint on the type J 
suspension arm is to be renewed, (Iew 
retaining nuts must be uS6d on refitdng. 
7 Thoroughly clean the lower arm and the 
area around the arm mountings. removing all 
traces of dirt and under.;eaI if necessary, then 
check carefully for cracks, distortion or any 
other signs 01 wear or damage, paying 
particular attention 10 the pivot bushes, and 
renew components as necessary. Due 10 the 
numbel" of special tools required fll"lCluding a 
press). pivot bush renewal should be 
entrusted to a dealer or suitably-equipped 
garage. 
S Check that the lower arm balljein! moves 
freely, without any sign of roughness; check 
also that the balljoint dust cover shows no 
sign 01 deteriQfation, and is free from cracks 
and splits. If renewal Is necessary (which is 
only possible on the type 1 suspension arm). 
slacken and remove Its retaining bolts, and 
remove the balljolnt from the arm. Frt the new 
balljoint, and insert its retaining bolts. Frt new 
nuts to the bolts, and tighten them to the 
specified torque. 

6A . . . and the two rear mounting bush 
bolts (second bolt arrowed) . • . 
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5.8k .•• then fit and tighten the piston rod 
nut 

9 examine the shank of the lower arm pivot 
bolt fof signs of wear Of scoring. and renew If 
necessary. 

Refitting 
10 Manoeuvre the lower ann assembly Into 
position. refit the protector plate to the lower 
arm balljo1nt. then locate the balljoint Shank In 
the swivel hub. Ensure that the lug on the 
protector plate is correctly located In the 
clamp split 
11 Insert the balljoint damp bolt. then fit the 
new retaining nut and tighten it to the 
specified torque. 
12 Refit the front pivot bolt, tightening it 
mger.light only. Ensure that the nut is located 
Ft its housing. 
13 Refit the rear pivot bush retaIning bolts 
and nut. ensuring that the bush bracket Is 
located between the subframe and the anti· 
roll bar clamp. Tighten the flxlngs to tile 
specified torque. 
14 Refil the roadwheel , then lower the 
vehicle and tighten the roadwheeI bolts to the 
specified tOfque. Rock the vehicle to settle the 
disturbed components, then tighten the lower 
arm front pivot bott to the specified tOfque. 

7 Front suspension lower arm ~ 
balljoint - removal and ~ 

refitting ~ 

Note 1: Two different types of lower 
suspensfon arm may be encountered; type 1 
being a steel pressing with a f9f'I1OvabIe lower 

6.6 . . . then remove the lower arm from 
the vehicle 
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7.58 Remove the three retaining bolts . . . 

arm bai/joint, and type 2 being a steel forging 
with fixed lower arm ba//joinf. The following 
procedures are applicable only to the type I 
lower suspension arm. 
Note 2: A new bal/joint clamp bolt nut, and 
new bal/joint securing nuts must be used on 
refitting. 

Removal 
1 Chock the rear wheels then jack up the 
front of the vehicle and support it on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Remove the appropriate front roadwheel. 
2 Slacken and remove the nut, then withdraw 
the lower suspension arm balljolnt clamp bolt 
from the swivel hub. Discard the nut - a new 
one must be used on refitting. 
3 Tap a small chisel into the split on the 
swivel hub to spread the hub slightly, and 
allow the bait joint shank to be withdrawn. Pull 
the lower suspension arm downwards to 
release Ihe balljoint shank from the swivel 
hub. To do this it will be necessary 10 use a 
long bar and block of wood which will engage 
under the front subframe. Attach the bar to 
the suspension arm, preferably with a chain, 
or al ternatively with a stout strap or rope. 
Lever down on the bar to release the balljolnt 
from the swivel hub (see illustration 2.1Ob). 
4 Once the balljoin! is free, remove Ihe 
protectOf plate which is fitted to the balljoint 
shank. 
5 Slacken and remove the three nuts, then 
withdraw the balljoint retaining bolts and 
remove the balljoint from the lower arm (see 
illustrations). Discard the nuts - new ones 
must be used on refitting. 
6 Check that the lower arm balljolnt moves 
freely, without any sign of roughness. Check 
also that the ballioint dust cover shows no 
sign of deterioration, and Is free from cracks 
and splits. Renew worn or damaged 
compooents as necessary. 

Refitting 
7 Locate the balljoint in the end of the 
suspension arm, and Insert the three retaining 
bolts. Fit new nuts to the bolts, and tighten 
them to the specified torque. 
S Refit the protector plate to the lower arm 
ballioint then, using the method employed on 

7.5b ... and remove the lower arm 
baUjolnt 

removal, locate the ballioint shank in the 
swivel hub, ensuring that the lug on the 
protector plate Is correctly located in the 
clamp splil. Insert the ballJo!nt clamp boil 
(from the rear of the swivel hub), then fit the 
new retaining nut and tighten It to the 
specified torque. 
9 Refit the roadwheel, then lower the vehicle 
and tighten the roadwheel bolts to the 
specified torque. 

8 Front suspension anti-roll ~ 
bar - removal and refitting ~ 

...; 
Note: All nuts disturbed on removal must be 
renewed as a matter of course. These nuts 
have threads which are precoated with locking 
compound (this is only effective once), and 
include the anti-roll bar connecting /ink nuts 
and the intermediate shaft pInch-bolt nut (and 
pinch-bolt). 

Removal 
1 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Position the roadwheels in the straight-ahead 
position, then remove both front roadwheels. 
2 Undo the nut and washer securing the left
hand cOl1necting link to the anti-roll bar, and 
posit ion the link clear of the bar (see 
illustration). Repeat the procedure on the 
right-hand side. 
3 Unclip the clutch cable from the brackets 
on the subframe. 
4 Where fitted, release the power steering 
fluid pipe support clips from the engine and 
transmission. 
5 Working in the engine compartment, 
unscrew the securing nut from the 
Intermediate shaft-to-steering gear pinion 
pinch-bolt, then carefully tap the pinch-bolt 
from the universal joint - discard the pinch
bolt and nut, new ones must be used on 
refitting. Pull off the metal clip securing the 
intermediate Shaft to the pinion. 
6 Make alignment marl<s on the universal joint 
and the steering gear pinion, then push the 
universal joint upwards to separate it from the 

8.2 Undo the nut and washer (arrowed) 
securing the left-hand connecting link to 

the anti-roll bar 

pinion. Engage the steering lock to prevent 
the steering wheel from turning while the shaft 
Is disconnected. 
7 Unscrew the nut and remove the bolt 
securing the engine/transmission rear 
mounting connecting link to the mounting on 
the rear of the cylinder block. 
8 Make a final check to ensure that all 
relevant pipes, hoses and wiring harnesses 
have been released and moved clear of the 
subtrame to allow the rear of the subframe to 
be lowered. 
9 Accurately measure and record the position 
of the subirame, both laterally and horizontally 
with respect to the chassis members and 
underbody. In practice, there will be marks 
made on the subframe by the retaining bolts 
and these can be used as a very accurate 
guide to correct location when refitting. 
10 Slacken and remove the four subframe 
rear mounting bolts. Loosen the two subframe 
front mounting boils by a few turns, until it is 
possible to lower the rear edge of the 
subframe approximately 65.0 mm. Wedge a 
block of wood between the rear of the 
subframe and the vehicle underbody 10 hold 
the subframe in this position. 
11 Slacken the two anti-roU bar mounting 
clamp retaining bolts, and recover the nuts 
from the top of the clamps. Remove both 
clamps from the subframe. 
12 Manoeuvre the anti-roll bar out from 
underneath the vehicle, and remove the 
mounting bushes from the bar. 
13 Carefully examine the anti-roil bar 
components for signs of wear, damage or 
deterioration, paying particular attention to 
the mounting bushes. Renew worn 
components as necessary. 

Refitting 
14 Fit the rubber mounting bushes to the 
anti-roll bar, ensuring that the lugs on the 
inside of each bush engage with the 
corresponding cut-outs in the anti-roll bar. 
The bushes are correctly positioned when the 
alignment marks on the edges of the bushes 
are aligned with the paint marks on the anti
roll bar. 
15 Offer up the anti-roll bar, and manoeuvre 
it into position on the subframe. Refit the 
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10.2 Rear engine/transmission mounting 
connecting link attachments (alTOwed) 

mounting clamps, ensuring that their ends are 
correctly located in the hooks on the 
subframe, and relit the retaining bolts and 
nuts. Ensure that the bush markings are still 
aJlgned with the paint marks on the bar, then 
tighten the mounting clamp retaining bolts to 
the specified torque. 
16 The remainder of the refitting Is a rEl\lersal 
of the removal procedure, noting the folloWing 
points: 

a) All nuts distutbed on removal must be 
renewed ss a matter of cowse. These 
nuts have threads whK;h are pr8C08teci 
with Ioc:kkIg compound (this is only 
effective once), and include the anti-roll 
bar connecting finIc nuts and the 
intermedate shaft pinch-bolt nul (and 
pinch-boIt). 

b) Ensute that the subframe is correctly 
positio"ed by using the measurements 
made during removal, ex with refemnce to 
the fJ'I8Iks made by the retaining bolts. 

c) T1ghren aD nuts and bolts to the sp&eified 
torque settings (where given). 

cl) Ensure that the metal clip is correctly 
refitted to the steering intermediate shaft 
universal joint and that the marlcs made 
on removal are aligned. 

e) Fit a new intermediate shaft pinch-bolt 
and nut, ensuring that the lugs on the bolt 
engage with the cut-outs In the uniWIfSBI 
joint. 

f) On completion have the front wheel 
lJIignment checked and where tteC8SS8I)' 
adjusted (see Section 24). 

9 Front suspension anti-roll ~ 
bar connecting link - removal ~ 
and refitting ...: 

Note: New connecting HnIc secunng nuts must 
be used on TJJfitting. 

Removal 
1 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it 5eClXeIy on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehJde $UppOffJ. 
Remove the appropriate front roadwheel. 
2 Slacken and remove the upper and low81' 
connecting link retaining nuts and washers, 
and remove the link from the vehicle. 

10.11a Front subframe left-hand rear 
mounting bolts (arrowed) . • . 

3 Examine the connecting link for signs of 
damage, paying particular attention to the 
mounting bushes or balljoints (as applicable), 
and renew the link If necessary. It is not 
possible to renew the bushes or balljoints 
separately. Note that the connecting link 
retaining nuts must be renewed as a matter of 
~~. 

Refitting 
.. Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure, using new retaining nuts and 
tightening them to the .specified t0fqU8. 

10 Front suspension subframe-
removal and refitting ~ 

...: 
Note: All nuts disturbed on removal must be 
renewed as a matter of course. These nuts 
have threads which IUfI preco.ateci vrith locking 
compound (this is only effective once), and 
include the steering gear boil nuts. 

Removal 
1 Finnly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Remove both front roadwheels. 
2 Unscrew and remove the bolt securing 
the engineltransmlsslon rear mounting 
connecting link to the mounting 00 the rear of 
the cylinder blOck. Remove the bolt searing 
the rear mounting link to the bracket on the 
subframe and withdraw the link (5_ 
iUustration). 
3 On models with power steering, undo the 
bott(s) securing the POW81' steering nuki 
pipe(s) to the mounting bracket(s) on the 
subframe, and free the pipe(s) from any 
subframe retaining clips. Unclip the clutch 
cal:Xe from the brackets on the subframe. 
.. Where appicable, carefuly prise the plastic 
cap, then undO the pivot bott securing the 
gearchange IirV<age belcrank to the subframe. 
5 Slacken and remove the steering gear 
mounting bolts, and recover the nuts. 
Withdraw the mounting bolts, and recover the 
spacers from the subframe apertures. Secure 
the steering gear to the exhaust front pipe 
using a large cable lie or similar. 
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10.11 b , .• and front mounting ban 
(arrowed) 

6 Slacken and remove the suspension lower 
arm front pivot bolt and nut on both sides. 
Recover the nut from its housing if it Is loose. 
7 Unscrew the two bolts securing the 
suspension low81' arm rear mounting bush to 
the subframe on each side, noting that the 
larger bolt also secures the anti-roll bar 
mounting clamp (counterhold the nut if 
necessary). Recover the nut from the top of 
each anti-roll bar mounting clamp. 
8 Release the inner ends of ooth suspension 
10 ..... 81' arms from their locations In the 
subframe. 
9 Place a jack and a suitable I:JIoCIt of WOOd 
under the subframe to 5Up5Xlrt the subframe 
as It is 1ower9d. 
10 Accurately measure and record the 
position of the subframe, both laterally and 
horizontally with respect to the chassis 
members and underbody. In practice, there 
will be maOts made on the sublrame by the 
retaining bolts and these can be used as a 
very accurate guide to correct location when 
refrttlng. 
11 Slacken and remove the four rear 
subframe mounting bolts, and the two front 
bolts, then carefully lower the subframe 
assembly out of position and remove It from 
underneath the vehicle (see illustrations). 
Ensure that the subframe assembly does not 
catch the power steering pipes as it Is lowered 
out of position. 

Refitting 
12 Refitting is a rev81'saJ of the removal 
proc9dure, noting the followWlg points: 
a) Ensure that the subframe is COtTeCtfy 

posffloned by using the rneasuntments 
made during removal, or with refennce to 
the marlIS made by the retaining bolts. 

b) All nuts disturbed on removal must be 
renewed as a matter of COUt'SO. These 
nuts have threads which at'8 precoated 
vrith Ioddng compoond (this is only 
effecfNe once) and include the steering 
gear mounting bolt nuts. 

e) TIghten all nuts and bolts to the specified 
totque settings (w/le£e given). 

cl) On completion have rhe front wheel 
alignment checked and where necessary 
adjusted (see Section 24). 
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11 Rear hub assembly 
removal and refitting 

Note: Do not remove the hub assembly unless 
It is absolutely necessary. A puller will be 
required to draw the hub assembly off the 
stub axle, and the hub bearing will be 
damaged by the removal procedure. A 
complete new hub assembly, hub nut, and a 
new hub cap must be used on refitting. 

Removal 
1 Remove the relevant rear brake drum and, 
on models with ASS, the rear wheel speed 
sensor as described in Chapter 9. 
2 USing a hammer and a large flat-bladed 
screwdriver, carefully tap and prise the cap 
out of the centre of the hub. Discard the cap
a new one must be used on refitting. Using a 
hammer and a chisel-nosed tool, tap up the 
staking securing the hub retaining nut to the 
groove in the stub axle. 
3 Using a socket and long bar, slacken and 
remove the rear hub nut, and wi thdraw the 
thrustwasher (where fitted). Discard the hub 
nut - a new nut must used on refitting. 
4 Using a puller, draw the hub assembly off 
the stub axle, along with the outer bearing. 
With the hub removed, use a bearing puller to 
draw the inner bearing inner race off the stub 
axle, then remove the flanged hub spacer, 
noting which way around it is fitted. On later 
models a plain spacer is used which can be 
fitted either way round. 
5 With the hub removed, examine the stub 8><le 
shaft for signs of wear or damage. If stub axle 
shaft is worn, it will be necessary to renew the 
complete trailing arm, as the shaft is not 
available separately. Traiting arm renewal 
entails the use of numerous special tools and 
must be entrusted to a PeugeoVC~ dealer. 
6 Obtain a new hub assembly, hub nut and 
hub cap for refitting. Note that there are two 
different types of hub nut, one with a separate 
thrustwasher, and one with an integral 
thrustwasher. The two types are inter
changeable, but there is a different torque 
setting for each type. 

Refitting 
7 Lubricate the stub axle shaft with clean 
engine oil, then slide on the spacer, ensuring it 
is fitted the correct way round on early 
versions. 
8 Slide the hub assembly onto the stub axle 
and tap it into position using a tubular drift. 
9 Fit the thrustwasher (where applicable) then 
screw on the new nub nut. Do not use the 
separate thrustwasher If the new nut is of the 
type with an integral thrustwasher. Lubricate 
the threads and contact faces of the hub nut 
and tighten the nut to the specified torque 
according to type. Stake the nut firmly into the 
groove on the stub axle to secure it in 
position, then tap the new hub cap into place 
in the centre of the hub (see illustrations). 

11.9a Fit the thrustwasher (where 
applicable) and new hub nut, and tighten 

to the specified torque 

11.9c • . . stake the hub nut firmly into the 
stub axle groove ... 

10 On completion, refit the brake drum and 
ASS wheel sensor (where applicable) as 
described in Chapter 9. 

12 Rear hub bearings - renewal ~ 

~ ..,; 
Note: The bearing is intended to last the car's 
entire service life without maintenance or 
attention. Never overlighten the hub nut 
beyond the specified torque setting in an 
attempt to 'adjust ' the bearings. 
1 The rear hub bearing is integral with the rear 
hub, and it Is not possible to renew the hub 
bearing separately. If the bearing is worn, the 
complete rear hub assembly must be 
renewed. See Section 11 for hub removal and 
refitting procedures. 

13 Rear suspension 
components - general 

Although it is possible to remove the rear 
suspension torsion bars, traiting arms and 
anti-roll bar independently of the complete 
rear axle assembly, it is essential to have 
certain special tools available to complete the 
work successfully. 

Due to the complexity of the tasks, and the 
requirement for special tools to accurately set 
the suspension geometry on refitting, the 
removal and refitting of individual rear 
suspension components Is considered to be 

11.9b Using a hammer and suitable 
punch . " 

11.9d ... then fit the new hub cap 

beyond the scope of DIY work, and should be 
entrusted to a PeugeotlCitroen dealer. 

Procedures for removal and refrtting of the 
rear shock absorbers, and the complete rear 
suspension assembly are given in Sections 14 
and 15 respectively. 

14 Rear shock absorber 
removal, testing and refitting 

Note: New shock absorber mounting nuts 
must be used on refitting. 

Removal 
1 Drive the rear of the vehicle onto ramps, 
then apply the handbrake and chock the front 
wheels. 
2 00 not support the vehicle with the trailing 
arms hanging unsupported. 
3 Counterhold the bolts, and unscrew the 

14.3a Slacken and remove the shock 
absorber upper mounting nut (alTowed) ... 
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14.3b •.. and lower mounting nut and bolt 
(arrowed) 

shock absorber upper and lower securing 
nuts (see Illustrations). Recover the washers. 
4 Tap the bolts from the mountings to free the 
shock absorber, then withdraw the unit from 
under the vehicle. 

Testing 
5 Examine the shock absorber for signs of 
fluid leakage or damage. Test the operation of 
the shock absorber, while holding it in an 
upright position, by moving the piston through 
a full stroke and then through short strokes of 
50 to 100 mm. In both cases, the resistance 
felt should be smooth and continuous. If the 
resistance is jerky, or uneven, or If there is any 
visible sign of wear or damage, renewal is 
necessary. 
6 Also check the rubber mounting bushes for 
damage and deterioration. New bushes can 
be fitted using a long bolt, nut and spacers to 
draw the bush Into position. lubricate the new 
bush with soapy water to aid frtting. 
7 Inspect the shanks of the mounting boils 
for signs of wear or damage, and renew as 
necessary. 

Refitting 
8 Prior to refitting the shock absorber, mount 
it upright in the vice, and operate it fully 
through several strokes in order to prime It. 
Apply a smear of multi-purpose grease to 
both the shock aboorbe!' mounting bolts. 
9 Manoeuvre the shock absorber into 
position, and insert its mounting bolts (with 
washers in place). Note that the bolts frt from 

15.8 Unscrew the two brake inlet pipe 
union nuts at the brake pipe connecting 

block 

the inside of the vehicle, ie, the nuts fit on the 
roadwheel side of the shock abSOfbef. 
10 Fit the washers and new nuts to the 
mounting bolts, but do not tighten the fixings 
at this stage. 
11 Measure the distance between the shock 
absorber bolt centres, and load the vehicle (by 
adding weight to the IU9gage compartment) 
until a distance of approximately 315.0 mm 
(Van models), or 340.0 mm (Multispace and 
Combi models) is obtained between the bolt 
centres. Tighten the shock abSOl"ber mounting 
nuts and bolts to the specified torque. 
12 Drive the vehicle off the ramps. 

15 Rear axle assembly 
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Rrmly chock the front wheels, then jack up 
the rear of the vehicle and support it on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Remove both rear roadwheels. 
3 Remove the relevant exhaust system 
components and heat shield(s) as described 
in the relevant Part of Chapter 4. 
4 Referring to Chapter 9 , disconnect the 
handbrake cables from the equaliser plate at 
the handbrake lever. 
5 From underneath the vehicle, work along 
the length of each handbrake cable, and free 
them from the retaining clips which secure 
them to the vehicle undetbody. Note the 
routing of the cables to ensure COlTect refrtting. 
6 On vehicles equipped with ABS, disconnect 
the ASS wheel speed sensors at the wiring 
connectors located ius! forward of the rear 
axle assembly. Free the cables from the 
retaining clips on the underbody. 
7 To minimise brake hydraulic fluid loss, 
remove the master cylinder reservoir filler cap, 
and then tighten it down onto a piece of 
polythene, to obtain an airtight seal. 
6 Wipe clean the area aroond the brake pipe 
connecting block or pressure regulating valve 
and unscrew the union nuts of the two brake 
Inlet pipes (see illust ration). Carefully 
withdraw the brake pipes from the connecting 
block or regulating valve and plug or cap the 
pipe ends and the orifices. Release the brake 
pipe leading to the left-hand rear brake from 
its clips on the underbody. 
9 Make a final check that all necessary 
components have been disconnected and 
positioned so that they will not hinder the 
removal procedure, then position a trolley jack 
beneath the centre of the rear axle assembly. 
Raise the jack until it Is supporting the weight 
of the axle. 
10 Using a long-reach Torx bit, slacken and 
remove the rear axle rear mounting bolt on 
each side, accessible through the hole in the 
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axle side-member just in front of the shock 
absorber upper mounting. 
t 1 Slacken and remove the two retaining 
bolts securing each front mounting assembly 
to the underbody. 
12 lower the jack and axle assembly out of 
position, and remove il from underneath the 
=. 
13 Examine the rear axle mountings for signs 
of damage or deterioration of the mounting 
rubber, and renew if necessary. Note that all 
four mountings should be renewed as a set; 
do not renew the mountings individually. 

Refitting 
14 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure, bearing in mind the following 
points: 
a) Take care not to cnJSh the brake pipes 

when positioning the axle assembly under 
the body. 

b) Raise the rear axle assembly in to position, 
and tighten the mounting retaining bolts 
to their specified torque settings. 

c) Ensure that the brake pipes, handbrake 
cables and wiring (as applicable) are 
correctly routed, and retained by all the 
necessary retaining clips. 

d) Tighten the brake pipe union nuts. 
e) Reconnect and adjust the handbrake 

cables as described in Chapter 9. 
f) Bleed the braking system hydraulic circuit 

as described in Chapter 9. 

16 Vehicle ride height 
checking 

Checking of the vehicle ride height requires 
the use of special tools to accurately 
compress the suspension in a suspension 
checking bay. 

The operation should be entrusted to a 
PeugeoVCitr~n dealer, as it not possible to 
carry out checking accurately without the use 
of the appropriate tools. 

17 Steering wheel -
removal and refitting 

Models without an airbag 

Removal 
1 Set the front wheels in the straight-ahead 
position, and release the steering lock by 
inserting the ignition key. 
2 Carefully ease off the steef"ing wheel centre 
pad. 
3 Slacken the steering wheel retaining bolt. 
Do not fully remove the bolt at this stage. 
4 Tap the wheel upwards near the centre, 
using the palm of your hand, or twist it from 
side-to-side, whilst pulling to release it from 
the shaft splines. 
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17.9 Separate the two halves of the horn 
w iring connector 

5 Once the wheel is released, remove the bott 
then mark the steering wheel and steering 
column shaft in relalion to each other. 
Withdraw the steering wheel from the column 
,haft. 

Refitting 

6 Refitting is a reversal of removal, noting the 
following points: 
a) Ensure that the indicator switch stem is in 

i ts central position (failure to do this could 
lead to the steering wheel/ug breaking 
the switch tab) then engage the wheel 
with the column splines, aligning the mark 
made on removal. 

b) Tighten the steering wheel retaining bolt 
to the specified torque. 

Models with an airbag 

Removal 
7 Remove the airbag unit as described in 
Chapter 12. 
8 Set the front wheels in the straight-ahead 
position, and release the steering lock by 
inserting the ignition key, 

17.13 Feed the wiring harness (arrowed) 
through the steering wheel as it is 

withdrawn 

9 On later models, 11ft the horn wiring 
connector from the slot on the side of the 
steering wheel and separate the two halves of 
the connector (see illustration). 
10 Slacken the steering wheel retaining bott. 
Do not fully remove the bott at this stage. 
11 Tap the wheel upwards near the cent re, 
using the palm of your hand, or twist it from 
side-ta-side, whilst pulling to release it from 
the shaft splines. 
12 Once the wheel is released, remove the 
bolt then mark the steering wheel and steering 
column shaft in relation to each other. 
13 Carefully withdraw the steering wheel, 
feeding the wiring harness for the airbag 
rotary connector and, where applicable, the 
horn connector through the wheel as it is 
withdrawn (see illustration). 

Refitting 

14 Refitting is a reversal of removal, noting 
the following points: 
a) Ensure that the roadwhee/s am in the 

straight-ahead position. 

18.4 Steering column attachments (early models shown) 

A Wiring connectors B Universal joint pinch-bolt C Column mounting bolts 

b) On early models, align the two arrows on 
the face of the airbag rota/}' connector 
before fitting the steering Wheel. 

c) Make sure that the wiring is correctly 
routed through the wheel. 

d) Align the marks made on removal, and 
tigh ten the retaining ban to the specified 
torque. 

s) Refit the airbag unit as described in 
Chapter 12. 

18 Steering column - removal, ~ 
inspection and refitting ~ 

~ 

Note: Where applicable, a new intermediate 
shaft-ta-steering gear pinion nut and bolt 
must be US6d on refitting. 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Remove the steering wheel as described in 
Section 17. 
3 Remove the fusebox cover and the 
undercover from beneath the facia on the 
driver's side. Remove the steering column 
upper and lower shrouds as described in 
Chapter 12. 
4 Disconnect the wiring for the airbag (where 
frtted), and the steering column controls and 
switches at the connectors on either side of 
the column (see illustration). Check that any 
additional wiring connectors leading to the 
steering column components have been 
disconnected. 
5 Make alignment marks on the universal joint 
and the intermediate shaft, then unscrew the 
column-to-intermediate shaft pinch-bolt. 
e Unscrew the two lower steering column 
securing bolts. 
7 Unscrew the two upper steering column 
securing bolts, and carefully withdraw the 
column from the vehicle. 
8 To remove the intermediate shaft, proceed 
as follows. Note that on certain models, it will 
be necessary to jack up the front of the 
vehicle and support on axle stands (see 
Jacldng and vehicle support) for access to the 
intermediate shaft-to-steering gear joint. On 
some models, the joint can be reached 
through the engine compartment. 

s) Unscrew the securing nut from the 
intennediate shaft-ta-steering gear pinion 
pinch-bolt, then carefully tap the pinch
bolt from the universal joint - discard the 
pinch-bolt and nut, new ones must be 
used on refitting. 

b) Pull off the metal clip securing the 
intenned/ate shaft to the pinion. 

cl Make alignment marks on the universal 
joint and the steering gear pinion, then 
push the universal joint upwards to 
separate it from the pinion. 

ci) Re/eaS6 the shaft from the pinion splines, 
and remove it from the vehicle. 
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Inspection 
9 The steering column Incorporates a 
telescopic safety feature. In the event of a 
front-end crash, the shaft collapses and 
prevents the steering wheellnjurlng the driver. 
Before refitting the steering column. examine 
the column and mountings for signs of 
damage and deformation. and renew as 
oecessa<y. 
10 Check the steering shah for signs of free 
play in the column bushes, and check the 
universal jolnts for signs of damage or 
rougtv1ess in the )oiot bearings. If any damage 
or wear Is lound on the steering column 
unIVersal joints or Shah bushes, the column 
must be renewed as an em i'bIy. 
11 Where disturbed, the intermediate shah
to-steering gear pinch-bott and nut must be 
renewed as a matter of course. 

Refitting 
12 Where removed. refit the Intermediate 
shaft, 8flgaging the univ8fS8) joint with the 
steering gear drive pinion splines (a/ig" the 
mar1l.s made on removal). Ensure that the 
metal clip Is correctly refitted 10 the 
Intermediate shaft-to-steering gear universal 
joint, then fit a new plf'lCh-bolt and nut, 
ensuring that the lugs on the bolt engage with 
the cut-.outs in the universal joint. Tighten the 
nut to the specified torque. 
13 Manoeuvre the steeoog COlumn assembly 
into position then, aligning the marks made 
prior to removal, engage the uniVersal joint 
with the Intermediate shaft sp~nes. 
14 Hold the column in position, and refit the 
steering column upper mounting bolts.. Fit the 
lower mounting bolts and tighten all the botts 
to the specified torque. 
15 Refit the universal JoInt pinch·bolt and 
tighten the bott to the specified torque. 
16 Reconnect the wiring connectors under 
the faCia and secure them In position with the 
relevant clips. 
17 Refit the steering column shrouds as 
described In Chapter 11, then refit the 
fusebo)( cover and the undercover from 
beneath the facia. 
18 Refit the steering wheel as described in 
Section 17. 

19,4 Unclip and remove the immobili5ef" 
receiver from the ignition switch barrel 

19 Ignition switch/steering ~ 
column lock - removal and ~ 

refrtting ~ 

Removal 
1 Disconnect the banery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Remove the fusebox cover and the 
undercover from beneath the facia on the 
driver's side. Remove the steering column 
upper and lower shrouds as described In 
Chapter 12. 
3 Trace the wiring back from the ignition 
switdl, and disconnect its wiring connectcn 
under the facia. Release the harness from the 
retaining clips. 
4 Disconnect the wiring at the electronic 
immobiI"lSef" receiver on the ignition switch, then 
urdip and remove the receiver COYf!X from the 
igmion switdl barrel (see I1Iustratfon). 
S Slacken and remove the lOck retaining 
screw and washer from the side 01 the lock. 
On later models the lock is secured by a 
tamperprool screw. Use s centre punch 10 
mar1t the centre of the sct8W, then using a driI 
and an extractor, remove the screw. 
Obviously a new screw wll be required. 
6 With the ignition key inserted, turn the key 
so that is aligned with the msrll positioned 
between the A and M marks on the barrel 
7 Using a small flal·bladed screwdriver, 
depress the retaining lug 00 the side 01 the 
lock (see iIIust7ation). 
8 Withdraw the lock assembly from the 
steering column, and feed the wiring harneSS 
through the column tUbe. 

Refitting 
9 Feed the wiring harness through the 
column tube and locate the lock assembly In 
position. Check that the ignition key Is stili 
aligned with the mark positioned between the 
A and M marks, then push the lock firmly Into 
place until the retaining lug engages. 
10 Secure the lock with the retaining screw 
and washer, then refit the electronic 
immobiliser receiver. Reconnect the wiring 
coonector to the immobUlS8f receiver. 

19.7 Depress the lug (afTOwed) and 
withdraw the switchl\oek from the steering 

column 
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11 Remove the ignition key and check that 
the steering lock functions correctly. 
12 Reconnect the wiring connectors under 
the facia and secure them in positioo with the 
releVant clips. 
13 Refit the steering column shrouds as 
described in Chapter 11 , then refit the 
fuseboIC cover and the undercover from 
beneath the facia. Aecomect the battery 

20 Steering gear assembty - ~ 
removal, overhaul and refitting ~ ... 

Note: AIf nuts disturbed on removal must be 
renewed 8S s matter of course. These nuts 
have threads which ale precDated with locking 
compound (this is only effective once), and 
include the track rod balljoint nuts, steering 
gear mounting bolt nuts, and the iIItennediate 
shaft pinch--boIt nut 

Removal 
1 Rrmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the front of the vehicle and support on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehfcJe support). 
Remove both front roadwheeIs. 
2 SlacI<en and remove the nuts securing the 
steenng gear track rod baft"pnts to the swtveI 
hubs, and release the balljoint tapered shankS 
using a universal ballioin! separator (see 
illUstration). 
3 Unscrew the nut from the intermediate 
shafHo--steering gear pinion pinch-bott, then 
carefully tap the pinch--bott from the univeI'sal 
joint - discard the pinch·bolt and nut, new 
ones must be used on refitting. Pull off the 
metal clip sec1Jring the Intermediate shaft to 
the pinion. 
4 Make alignment marits on the universal joint 
and the steering gear pinion, then push the 
unlv8fS31 joint upwards to separate It from the 
pinion. 
S Unscrew and remove the bott securing the 
englne/transmissioo rear mounting connecting 
link to the mounting on the rear of the cylinder 
block. 
S Unclip the dutch cable from the brackets 
00 the subframe. 
7 On models with power steering, undo the 

20.2 Reieasing a track rod baUjoint using a 
baDjoint separator 
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20.13 Undo the steering gear mounting 
bolts (Al , and recover the spaeet'$ CB) from 

the subframe apertures 

bolt(s) securing the power steering fluid 
pipe(s) 10 the mounting brackel(s) on the 
engin&'transmissio and subframe. 
8 Acc:tn1ety meast.nI and record the position 
of the subtrame. both laterally and horizontally 
with respect 10 the chassis members and 
underbody. In practice, there will be mms 
made on the subframe by the retaining botts 
and these can be used as a very accurate 
guide to correct location when refitting. 
9 Place a jack and a suitable block of wood 
undet' the front subframe to support the 
subframe as It is lowered. 
10 Slacken and remove the four rear 
subframe mounting bolts, and the two lront 
bolts, then carefully lower the subframe 
slightly. 
11 On models with power steering. position a 
suitable cootainel' beneath the powet' steering 
gear assembly. On early models. mark the 
pipe unions to ensure they are correctly 
positioned on refitting. then unscrew the feed 
and retum pipe union nuts from the steering 
gear. On later models, undo the bolt securing 
the fluid pipe flange plate to the rack housing 
and ease the flange plate from the rack. On all 
models, allow the power steering fluid to drain 
Into the container. When the fluid has finished 
draining, suitably cover the pipe ends and the 
orifices in the rack to prevent dirt ingress. 
Note that on later modelS, new D-rings will be 
required for the pipe ends for refitting. 
12 Undo the two retaining screws (where 
fitted), then undlp the heat shield and remove 
it from the iop of the steering gear assembly. 
13 Undo and remove the two steering gear 
mounting boits, and recover the spacers from 
the subframe apertureS (see illustration). 
14 Manoeuvre the steering gear out from 
under the right-hand wheel arch (right-hand 
drive models) or left-hand wheel arch ~eft
hand drive models). 

Overhaul 
15 Examine the steering gear assembly for 
signs of wear or damage, and check that the 
rack moves freely throughout the full length of 
its travel, with no signs of roughness or 
&lo'.C8SSive free ptay between the steering gear 
pinion and rack.. It is possible to overhaul the 
steering g&a' a se-bly housing~, 

but this task should be entrusted 10 a 
PeogeoVCitro6n dealer. The only components 
which can be renewed easily by the home 
mechanic are the track rod bal1!olnts (see 
Section 23). 
16 Inspect all the steering gear fluid unions 
for signs of leakage, and check lhat all union 
nuts are securely tightened. Also eJtamIne the 
steering gear hydraulic ram for signs of fluid 
leakage or damage, and if necessary renew it. 

Refitting 
17 Note that all nuts disturbed on removal 
must be renewed as a matter of course. 
These nuts have threads which are precoated 
with Iockng 00ITlp0l.nd (this is only effective 
once), and ndude the tJaCiI: rod baI;oint nuts, 
and the steering gear ITIOU"IIIng bolt nuts. 
18 Manoeuvre the steering gear assembly 
into position from the right-hand or left-hand 
side of the vehicle. as appicabIe. 
19 Position the spacers In Ihe subframe 
apertures, then insert the mounting bolts. 
TIghten the mounting bolts to the specified 
t"""",. 
20 Clip the heat shield onto the top of the 
steering gear, and securely tighten its two 
retaining 5C(ews (whete fitted). 
21 On models with power steering wipe 
clean the pewet' steering pipes and the 
steering gear oriRces_ 00 earty models, refil 
the feed and r&tOOl pipe unions then refit them 
to their respective positions on the steering 
gear. T IQhten the union nuts securety. 00 later 
models. locate new D-rings on the pipe ends. 
Locate the fluid pipe flange plate on the rack 
housing and secure with the retaining bolt. 
22 Raise the jack and locate the subframe In 
position. Ensure that the subframe Is correctly 
positioned by uslng the measurements made 
during removal, or with reference to the marl<s 
made by the retaining bolts. FIt the front and 
rear subframe retaining bolts and tighten to 
the specified torque. 
23 Where applicable, relit the power steering 
fluid pipe{s) to the movntlng bracket(s) on the 
engineltransmlssion and subframe. 
24 Secure the clutch cable to the brackets on 
the subframe. 
25 Refit the bolt securing the engine! 
transmission rear mounting link to the cylinder 
block and tighlen to the specified torque (refer 
10 the relevant Part of Chapter 2). 
26 Engage the Intermediate shah universal 
joint with the steering gear pinion splines 
(align the marks made before removal). 
Ensure that the metal clip is correctly refitted 
to the intennediate shaft·to-steerlng gear 
universal joint, then fit a new pinch-bolt and 
nut. enst.ring that the lugs on the bolt engage 
with the cut-outs in the umversal joint. Tighten 
the nut to the specified torque. 
Z1 Engage the track rod balljoints in the 
swivel hubs, then fit a new retaining nut 10 
each one. Tighten the nuts to the specified 
to<que. 
28 Make a final check that all cables. pipes 
and hoses are COI'Tectly routed, and are 

securely held by all the necessary retaining 
clips. 
29 Refit the road wheels, then lower the 
vehicle to the ground and tighten the 
roadwheeI bolts to the specified torque. 
30 Refill the fluid reservoir and bleed the 
hydraulic system as described in Section 21. 
31 On completion have the front wheel 
alignment checked and, if necessary, 
adjusted (see Section 24). 

21 Power steering system - ~ 
bleeding 

~ 

1 This ~ will only be necessary when 
any part of the hydraulic system has been 
disconnected. 
2 Referring to Weeldy checJcs, remove the 
nuid reservoir filler cap, and top-up with the 
specified fluid until the level is up to the MAX 
mark on the side of the reservoir (earty 
models) or up to the Cold mm on the filler 
cap dipstick (later mode!s). 
3 Wrth the engine stopped, slowly move the 
steering from lock..to-/ock appIoximately ten 
times to pt.l'ge out the trapped air, then top
up the fluid until the level is again up to me 
MAX or Cold mark as aJ."IP'icable• Repeat this 
procedure untll the fluid level In the resefYoIr 
does not drop any further. 
4 Start the engine, and allow it to idle for two 
or three minutes without moving the steering 
wheel. Switch the engine off and, if necessary, 
top-up the fluid again, to the MAX or Cold 
marlc 
5 Start the engine and slowly move the 
steering from lock+to- Iock several times to 
purge out any remaining air in the system. 
Repeat this procedure until bubbles cease to 
appear in the fluid reservoir. 
8 Once all traces of air have been removed 
from the power steering hydraulic system, 
turn the engine off and allow the system to 
cool. Once cool, check that the fluid level is 
up to the MAX or Cold mark, topping-up if 
necessary. 

22 Power steering pump 
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 The power steering pump is mounted on 
the front facing side of the engine. 
2 Remove the auxiliary drivebelt as described 
in the relevant Part of Chapter 1. 
3 00 later diesel engine models, release the 
feu- plastic fasteners and remove the engine 
cover- from the top of the engine. 
4 00 later petrol engine modeis, unbolt and 
remove the heat shield at the rear of the 
power steering pt.mp. 
5 Unscrew the power steering fluid reservoi'" 
filler cap and empty the hydrauflC nuid from 
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22.7a Power steering fluid supply pipe 
support bracket attachment farrowed) on 

1.4 litre petrol engines ... 

the reservoir by syphoning it out using a 
syringe or pipette. Note: Do not syphon the 
nuid by mouth, as it is poisonous. 
6 Place absorbent rags beneath the fluid 
supply and return pipe and hose connections 
on the pump and be prepared for fluid 
spillage. 
7 Undo the nut and bolt securing the fluid 
supply pipe to the support bracket located 
either at the rear of the pump, or adjacent to 
the cylinder head cover (see illustrations). 
8 Undo the union nut and disconnect the fluid 
supply pipe from the top of the pump. Move 
the pipe to one side and suitably cover the 
pipe end and the orifice in the pump to 
prevent dirt ingress. 
9 Slacken the retaining clip, and disconnect 
the fluid return hose from the pump. If the 
original crimped type clip is still frtted, cut the 
clip and discard it; use a standard worm-drive 
hose clip on refitting. Suitably cover the hose 
end and the ornlCa in the pump to prevent dirt 
ingress. 
10 Undo the rear mounting bolt and the two 
front mounting bolts and withdraw the pump 
from the mounting bracket (see illustrations). 
Access to the front mounting bolts can be 
gained through the holes in the pump pulley. 

Refitting 
11 Manoeuvre the pump into posit ion, refit 
the pump mounting bolts and tighten them to 
the specified torque. 
12 Reconnect the fluid supply pipe to the 
pump and securely tighten the union nut. 
Secure the pipe to the support bracket. 

22.108 Power steering pump rear 
mounting bolt (arrowed) •.. 

22.7b •.. and on 2.0 litre diesel diesel 
engines (arrowed) 

13 Refit the return hose to the pump, and 
securely tighten its retaining clip. 
14 On later diesel engine models, refit the 
engine cover. On later petrol engine models, 
refit the heat shield to the rear of the pump. 
15 Refit and tension the auxiliary drivebelt as 
described in Chapter lA or 18 as applicable. 
16 On completion, bleed the hydraulic 
system as described in Section 21. 

23 Track rod balljoint
removal and refitting 

Note: A new track rod balljoint-to-swivel hub 
nut must be used on refitting. 

Removal 
1 Apply the handbrake, then jack up the front 
of the vehicle and support it on axle stands 
(see Jacking and vehicle support). Remove 
the appropriate fron1 roadwheel. 
2 If the balljoinl is to be re-used, use a 
straight-edge and a scriber, or similar, to marX 
its relatfonship to the track rod. 
3 Hold the track rod, and unscrew the 
ballioint locknut by a quarter of a turn (see 
illustration). Do not move the locknut from 
this position, as it will serve as a handy 
reference mark on refitting. 
4 Slacken and remove the nut securing the 
track rod balljoint to the swivel hub, and 
release the balljoint tapered shank using a 
universal baltjoint separator. Discard the nut
a new one must be used when refitting. 

22.1Ob ... and front mounting bolts 
(arrowed) 
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5 Counting the exact number Of turns 
necessary to do so, unscrew the balljoint from 
the track rod. 
6 Count the number of exposed threads 
between the end of the balljoint and the 
locknut, and record this figure. If a new 
balljoint is to be fitted, unscrew the locknut 
Irom the old balljoint. 
7 Carefully clean the ballioint and the threads. 
Renew the balljoint if its movement is sloppy 
or too stiff, if excessively worn, or if damaged 
in any way; carefully check the stud taper and 
threads. If the balljoint dust cover is damaged, 
the complete balljoint assembly must be 
renewed; it is not possible to obtain the dust 
cover separately. 

Refitting 
8 If a new ballJolnt Is to be fitted, screw the 
locknut onto its threads. and position it so 
that the same number of exposed threads are 
visible, as was noted prior to removal. 
9 Screw the ballioint into the track rod by the 
number of turns noted on removal. This 
should bring the balljoint locknut to within a 
quarter of a turn from the end face of the track 
rod, with the alignment marks that were made 
on removal (if applicable) lined up. Hold the 
track rod and securely tighten the lockout. 
10 Refit the ba\ljoint shank to the swivel hub, 
then fit a new retaining nut and tighten it to 
the specified torque. 
11 Refit the roadwheel, then lower the 
vehicle to the ground and tighten the 
roadwl1ee1 bolts to the specified torque. 
12 On completion have the front wheel 
alignment checked, and if necessary, 
adjusted (see Section 24). 

24 Wheel alignment and steering ~ 
angles - general information. ~ 
checking and adjustment ~ 

Definitions 
1 A car's steering and suspension geometry 
is defined in four basic settings - all angles 
are expressed in degrees (toe settings are 
also expressed as a measurement); the 
steering axis is defined as an imaginary line 
drawn through the axis of the suspension 

23.3 Track rod balljoint locknut (A) and 
bal1joint-to-swivel hub retaining nut (B) 
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strut, extended where necessary to contact the_. 
2 Camber is the angle between each 
roadwheel and a .... erticalline drawn through 
its centre and tyre contact patch, when 
viewed from the front or fear of the car. 
Positive camber 15 when the roadwheels are 
ti tted outwards from the vertical at the top; 
negative camber is when they afe tilted 
Inwards. The camber angle is not adjustable. 
3 Castor is the angle between the steering 
axis and a vertical line drawn through each 
roadwheei 's centre and tyre contact patch, 
when viewed from the side of the car, Positive 

castor is when the steering axis is tilted so 
that it contacts the ground ahead of the 
vertical; negative castor is when it contacts 
the ground behind the vertical. The castor 
angle is not adjustab6e. 
4 Toe is the difference, viewed from above, 
between lines drawn through the roadwheel 
centres and the car's centre-line. 'Toe-in' is 
when the roadwheels point Inwards, towards 
each other at the front. while 'toe-out' is when 
they splay outwards from each other at the 
fr041I. 
5 The front wheel toe setting is adjusted by 
screwing the track rod In or out of its 

bafljolnts, 10 alter the effective length of the 
track rod assembly. 
6 Rear wheel toe setting Is not adjustable. 

Checking and adjustment 
7 Due 10 the special measuring equipment 
necessary 10 check the wheel alignment and 
st99fing angles. and the skill required to use it 
properly, the checking and adjustment of 
these settings Is bestlefl to a PeugeoVCitroM 
dealer or similar expert. Note that most tyre
fitt ing shops now possess sophisUcated 
checking equipment. 
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Chapter 11 
Bodywork and fittings 

Contents Section number 

Body exterior fittings - removal and refitting. . . . ... . . _ . . .. . .. 23 
Bonnet - removal, refitting and adjustment. 8 
Bonnet lock and release cable - removal and refitting ...... . . . .. 9 
Central locking components - removal and refitting ..... •. ...... 18 
Centre console - removal and refitting ..... . .. 29 
Door - removal and refitting .....• . ... .. •. . .. . . .. 10 
Door inner trim panel - removal and refitting . . .. . . .. 11 
Exterior mirrors and mirror glass - removal and refitting .. . .. 19 
Facia panel components (post-September 2002 models 

ooward) - removal and refitting. . . . •. . . .. . . . . .• 31 
Facia panel components fpre-September 2002 models)-

removal and refitting ........... . •. ..... .. ........ . .30 
Front bumper - removal and refitting ............ . .... . . .. 6 
Froot door handle and lock components - removal and refitting . .. 12 
Front door window glass and regulator - removal and refitting .... 15 
General information . . . ..... .. . .. .. _ . . . . . 1 
Hinged rear door handle and lock components - removal and 

refitting . .. 14 

Degrees of difficulty 

Section number 

Interior trim - removal and refitting . . ... . ....... . .. 28 
Maintenance - bodywork and underframe . . . . . . . . . 2 
Maintenance - upholstery and carpets .... 3 
Major body damage - repair .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Minor body damage - repair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Opening side and door window glass - removal and refitting .. . .• 21 
Radiator grille - removal and refitting .. . ... . . .. 25 
Rear bumper - removal and refitting . .... _ . . . . . . . . . •• 7 
Scuttle grille panel- removal and refitting ..... 24 
Seat belt components - removal and refitting . . . . .. 27 
Seats - removal and refitting. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. ... .. . 26 
Sliding side door handle and lock components-

removal and refitting ............................. . . .. 13 
Sunroof - general information . .. .. ......... .. ........... 22 
Tailgate and support struts - removal and refitting . . . ... 16 
Tailgate lock components - removal and refitting. . . . ... 17 
Windscreen, tailgate and rear door window glass-

general information ... . ... .. . . . .. . 20 

Easy, sUtabOe'" ~ 
Fairty easy, suitable 

~ F..".diffiaJt, ~ [);fficUt, sUtabOe '" ~ V""'_ ~ 
rv:Mce with little 

~ 
fa" begimer with 

~ sUtabIe '" eo<r<>etent ~ expel ieI K:ed DIY 
~ suitable '" e><pert or! ~ 

experience ... some expel ielce .... or! mechri: ~ mechanK: 

Specifications 
Torque wrench setting Nm 
Seat belt mountings ............. . . _ . , • ... • , .. , , . . . • . . . . . . . . 25 
Sliding side door attachments: 

lower carriage end stop . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 8 
Centre carriage bracket .................•. . .. .. .. . .. .. 20 

General infonnation 

The bodyshell is made of pressed-steel 
sections, and is available in Van or MPV 
format. Most components are welded 
together, but some use is made of structural 
adhesives. The front wings are bolted on. 

The bonnet, doors and some other 
vulnerable panels are made of zinc-coated 

metal, and are further protected by being 
coated with an anti-chip primer prior to being 
sprayed. 

Extensive use is made of plastic materials, 
mainly in the interior, but also in exterior 
components. The front and rear bumpers and 
the front grille are injection-moulded from a 
synthetic material which is very strong, yet 
light. Plastic components such as wheel 
arch liners are fitted to the underside of the 
vehicle, to improve the body's resistance to 
corrosion. 

.... 
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2 Maintenance -
bodywork and underframe 

The general condition of a vehicle's 
bodywork Is the one thing that significantly 
aHects its value. Maintenance is easy, but 
needs to be regular. Neglect, particularly after 
minor damage, can lead quickly to further 
deterioration and costly repair bills. It is 
important also to keep watch on those parts 
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of the vehicle not Immediately visible. for 
Instance the underside, Inside all the wheel 
arches, and the lower part of the engine 
compartment. 

The basic maintenance routine for the 
bodywork is washing - preferably with a lot of 
water, from a hose. This will remove aU the 
loose solids which may have stuck to the 
vehk:le. It is important to flush these off in 
such a way as to prevent grit from saatching 
the fnish. The wheel arches and underframe 
need washing in the same way, to remove any 
accumulated mud which will retain moisture 
and tend to encourage rust. Paradoxically 
enough, the best time to clean the underframe 
and wheel arches Is In wet weathef, when the 
mud is thoroughly wet and soft. In very wet 
wealhef, the underframe is usually deaned of 
large accunuIatIons automatically, and ttVs is 
a good time fOf Inspection. 

Periodically, except on vehicles with a wax
based underbody protective coating. it is a 
good Idea to have the whole of the 
underlrame of the vehicle steam-cleaned, 
engine compartment included, so that a 
thorough inspection can be carried out to see 
what minor repairs and renovations are 
necessary. Steam-cleanlng is available at 
many garages, and is necessary for the 
removal of the accumulation of ally grime, 
which sometimes Is allowed to become thick 
in certain areas. If steam-deanlng fadHties are 
not available, there are one or two excellent 
grease solvents available, which can be 
brush·applied: the dirt can then be simply 
hosed off. Note that these methods should 
not be used on vehicles with wax-based 
underbody protective coating, Of the coating 
will be r&moved. Such vehicles should be 
Inspected annually, preferably Just prior to 
winter, when the underbody should be 
washed down, and any damage to the wax 
coating repaired using underseal. Ideally, a 
completely fresh coat should be applied. It 
would also be worth considering the use of 
wax-based protection for injection Into door 
panels, sills, box sections, etc. as an 
additional safeguard against rust damage, 
where such prolection is not provided by the 
vehicle manufacturer. 

After washing palntwork, wipe off wHh a 
chamois leather to give an unspoUed clear 
finish. A coat of clear protective wax polish 
wilt give added protection against chemical 
pollutants In the aIr. If the palntwork sheen 
has dulled or oxidised, use a cleaner/ polisher 
combination to restore the brilliance of the 
shine. This requires a littie effort, but such 
dulling is usually caused because regular 
washing has been neglected. Gare needs to 
be taken with metallic paintwork, as a special 
non-abrasive cleaner/polisher is required to 
avoid damage to the finish. AJways check that 
the door and ventilator opening drain holes 
and pipes are completely dear, so that water 
can be drained out. BrightworX should be 
treated in the same way as paintwork. 
Wndscteens and windows can be kept dear 

of the smeary film which often appears, by the 
use of proprietary glass cleaner. Never use 
any form of wax or other body Of chromium 
polish on glass. 

3 Maintenance 
upholstery and carpets 

Mats and carpets should be brushed or 
vacoum-cleaned regularly, to keep them free 
of grit " they are badly stained, remove them 
from the vehicle for SClUbbing or sponging, 
and make quite sure they are dry belore 
refitting. Seats and interior trim panels cart be 
kept dean by wiping with a damp cloth and a 
proprietary upholstery cleaner. If they do 
become stained (which can be rTIOf9 apparent 
on rlQht-coloured upholstery), use a little Uquid 
detergent and a soft nail brush to scour the 
grime out of the grain of the material. Do not 
forget to keep the headlining clean in the 
same way as the upholstery. When using 
liquid cleaners inside the vehicle, do not 0\IfJI. 

wet the surfaces being cleaned_ Excessive 
damp could get Into the seams and padded 
interior, causing stains, offensive odours or 
even rot. If the inside of the vehicle gelS wet 
accidentally, H is worthwhile taking some 
trouble to dry it out properly, particularly 
where carpelS are Invotved. 
Caution: Do not leave oil or electric heat&r.l 
inside the vehicle for this purpose. 

4 Minor body damage -
repair 

Scratches 
If the scratch is very superficial, and does 

not penetrate to the metal of the bodywork, 
repair is very simple. Ughtly rub the area of 
the scratch with a palntwork renovator, or a 
very fine cutting paste, to remove loose paint 
from the scratch, and to clear the surrounding 
bodywork of wax polish. Rinse the area with 
clean water. 

Apply touch-up paint to the scratch using a 
fine paint brush; continue to apply fine layers 
of paint until the surface of the paint in the 
scratch is level with the surrounding 
paintwOl1<. Allow the new paint at least two 
weeks to harden, then blend It into the 
surrounding paintwork by rubbing the scratch 
area with a paintwork renovator Of 8 very fine 
cutting paste. FnaUy apply wax potish.. 

Where the scratch has penetrated right 
ttYough to the metal of the bodywork. causing 
the metal to rust, a different repair technique 
Is required. Remove any loose rust from the 
bottom of the scratch with a penknife, then 
apply rust·inhibiting paint, to prevent the 
formation of rust In the futura. Using a rubber 
or nyk>n applicator, fill the scratch With 
bodystopper paste. If reql.ired. this paste can 

be mixed with cellulose thinners, to provide a 
very thin paste which Is Ideal 1« fil6ng narrow 
scratches. Before the stopper-paste In the 
scratch hardens, wrap a piece of smooth 
cotton rag around the top of a finger. DIp the 
finger in cellulose thimer.;, and quickly sweep 
it across the surtace of the stopper-paste In 
the scratch; this will enstwe that the surface Of 
the stopper-paste is sllghtty hollowed. The 
scratch cart now be painted over as described 
eartiet in this Section. 

Dents 
When deep denting of the vehicle's 

bodywork has taken place. the first task Is to 
pull the dent out, t..mi the affected ~ 
almost attains its original shape. There is ~ 
point in trying to restore the original shape 
completely, as the metal in the damaged area 
wII have stretched on impact. and cannot be 
reshaped fuIy to its original contou'. h is better 
to bring the level of the dent up to a point wttil 
Is about 3 mm below the level of the 
surrounding bodyworit. In cases where the 
dent Is very shallow anyway, it Is not worth 
trying to pul it out at all. If the tnder5Ide of the 
dent is accessible, it can be hammered OUt 
gently from behind, using a manet with a 
wooden or plastic head. Whilst doing this, hold 
a suitable block of wood firmly against the 
outside of the panel. to absorb the Impact from 
the hammer blows and thus prevent a latge 
area of the bodywor1< from being 'beIIed-out'. 

Should the dent be in a section of the 
bodywOl1< which has a double skin, or some 
other factor making it inaccessible from 
behind. a different technique Is called fOf. DriI 
several small holes through the metal Inside 
the area - particularly In the deeper section. 
Then screw long self-tapping screws Into the 
holes, just sufficiently for them to gain a good 
purchase in the metal. Now the dent can be 
pulled out by pulling on the protruding heads 
of the screws with a pair of pliers. 

The next stage of the repair is the removal 
01 the paint from the damaged area, and from 
an Inch or so of the surrounding 'sound' 
bodywork. This is accomplished most easily 
by using a wire brush or abrasive pad on a 
power drill, although it can be done Just as 
effectively by hand, using shee~ of abrasive 
paper. To complete the preparation for flUing, 
score the surface of the bare metal with a 
screwdriver or the tang of a file, or 
alternatively, drill small holes in the affeeted 
area. This will provide a really good 'key' for 
the filler paste. 

To complete the repair, see the Sectioo on 
filling and respraying. 

Rust holes or gashes 
Remove all paint from the affected area, 

and from an inch or so of the surrounding 
'SCU"Id' bodywork. usWlg an abrasive pad Of a 
wire brush on a power drill. If these are not 
available, a few sheets of abrasive paper d 
do the job most effectively. With the paint 
removed, you will be able to fudge the seventy 
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of the corrosion, and Iherefore decide 
whether to renew the whole panel (if this is 
possible) or 10 repair the affected area. New 
body panels are not as expensive as most 
people think, and it is often quicker and more 
satisfactory to fit a new panel than to attempt 
to repair large areas of corrosion. 

Remove all fittings from the affected area, 
except those which will act as a guide to the 
original shape of Ihe damaged bodywork (ag 
headlight shells etc). Then, using tin snips or a 
hacksaw blade, remove all loose metal and 
any other metal badly affected by corrosion. 
Hammer the edges of the hole inwards, in 
order to create a slight depression for the filler 
paste. 

Wire-brush the affected area to remove the 
powdery rust from the surlace of the 
remaining metal. Paint the affected area with 
rust-inhibiting paint; if the back of the rusted 
area is accessible, treat this also. 

Before filling can lake place, it will be 
necessary to block the hole in some way. This 
can be achieved by the use of aluminium or 
plastic mesh, or aluminium tape. 

Aluminium or plastic mesh, or glass-fibre 
matting, is probably the best material to use 
for a large hole. Cut a piece to the 
approximate size and shape of the hole to be 
filled, Ihen position it in the hole so that its 
edges are below the level of the surrounding 
bodywork. It can be retained in position by 
several blobs of filler paste around its 
periphery. 

Aluminium tape should be used for small or 
very narrow holes. Pull a piece off the roll, trim 
it to the approximate size and shape required, 
then pull off the backing paper (if used) and 
stick the tape over the hole; it can be 
overlapped if the thickness of one piece is 
Insufficient. Burnish down the edges of the 
tape with the handle of a screwdriver or 
similar, to ensure that the tape is securely 
attached to the metal underneath. 

Filling and respraying 
Before using this Section, see the Sections 

on dent, minor scratch, rust holes and gash 
repairs. 

Many types of bodyfiUer are available, but 
generally speaking, those proprietary kits 
which contain a tin of filler paste and a tube of 
resin hardener are best tor this type of repair; 
some can be used directly from the tube. A 
wide, flexible plastic Of nylon applicator will be 
found invaluable for imparting a smooth and 
well-contoured fmish 10 the surface of the filler. 

Mix up a little filler on a clean piece of card 
or board - measure the hardener carefully 
(follow the maker's instructions on the pack), 
otherwise the filter will set loo rapidly or too 
slowly. Using the applicator, apply the filler 
paste to the prepared area; draw the 
applicator across the surface of the filler to 
achieve the correct contour and to level the 
surlace. As soon as a contour that 
approximates to the correct one is achieved, 
stop working the paste - if you carry on too 

long, the pasle will become sticky and begin 
to 'pick-up' on the applicator. Continue to add 
thin layers of filler paste al 20-minute 
intervals, until the level of the filler is just 
proud of the surrounding bodywork. 

Once the filter has hardened, the excess 
can be removed using a metal plane or file. 
From than on, progressively-finer grades of 
abrasive paper should be used, starting with a 
40-grade production paper, and finishing with 
a 400-grade wet-and-dry paper. Always wrap 
the abrasive paper around a flat rubber, cork, 
or wooden block - otherwise the surlace of 
the filler will not be completely flat. Duling the 
smoothing of the filler surface, the wet-and
dry paper should be periodically rinsed in 
water. This will ensure that a very smooth 
finish is imparted to the filler at the final stage. 

At this stage, the 'dent' should be surrounded 
by a ring of bare metal, which in turn should be 
encircled by the finely 'feathered ' edge of the 
gcxx:l paintwDfk. Rinse the repair area with clean 
water, until all of the dust produced by the 
rubbing-down operation has gone. 

Spray the whole area with a light coat of 
primer - this will show up any imperfections in 
the surface of the filler. Repair these 
imperlections with fresh filler paste or 
bodystopper, and once more smooth the 
surface with abrasive paper. If bodystopper is 
used, it can be mixed with cellulose thinners, 
to form a really thin paste which is ideal for 
filling small holes. Repeal this spray-and
repair procedure until you are satisfied that the 
surface of the filler, and the feathered edge of 
the palntwork, are perlect. Clean the repair 
area with clean water, and allow to dry fully. 

The repair area is now ready for final 
spraying. Paint spraying must be carried out 
in a warm, dry, windless and dust-free 
atmosphere. This condition can be created 
artificially if you have access to a large indoor 
working area, but if you are forced 10 work in 
the open, you will have to pick your day very 
carefully. If you are working indoors, dousing 
the floor in the work area with water will help 
to settle the dust which would otherwise be in 
the atmosphere. If the repair area is confined 
to one body panel, mask off the surrounding 
panels; this will help to minimise the effects of 
a slight mismatch in paint colours. Bodywork 
fillings (ag chrome strips, door handles etc) 
will also need to be masked off. Use genuine 
masking tape, and several thicknesses of 
newspaper, fOf the masking operations. 

Before commencing to spray, agitate the 
aerosol can thoroughly, then spray a test area 
(an old tin, or similar) until the technique is 
mast9(9d. (;ove( the repair <.w"98 with a thid< coat 
of primer; the thickness should be built up using 
several thin layers of paint, rather than one thick 
one. Using 400 grade wet-and-dry paper, rub 
down the surface of the primer until it is really 
smooth. While doing this, the work area should 
be thoroughly doused with water, and the wet
and-dry paper periodically rinsed in water. Allow 
to dry before spraying on fllOfe paint. 

Spray on the top coat, again building up the 
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thickness by using several thin layers of paint. 
Start spraying at the top of the repair area, 
and then, using a side-ta-side motion, work 
downwards until the whole repair area and 
about 2 inches of the surrounding original 
paintwork is covered. Remove all masking 
material 10 to 15 minutes after spraying on 
the final coat of paint. 

Allow the new paint at least two weeks to 
harden, then, using a paintwork renovator or a 
very fine cutting paste, blend the edges of the 
paint into the existing paintwork. Rnally, apply 
wax polish. 

Plastic components 
With the use of lTlOfe and more plastic body 

components by the vehicle manufacturers (eg 
bumpers. spoilers, and in some cases major 
body panels), rectification of more serious 
damage to such items has become a matter of 
either entrusting repair work to a specialist in this 
rl9ld, or renewing complete components. Repair 
of such damage by the DIY owner is not really 
feasible, owing to the cost of the equipment and 
materials required for effecting such repairs. The 
basic technique involves making a groove aJoog 
the line of the crack in the plastic, using a rotary 
burr in a power dlin. The damaged part is then 
welded back together, using a hot air gun to 
heat up and fuse a plastic filler rod into the 
groove. Arly excess plastic is then removed, and 
the area rubbed down to a smooth finisll. It is 
Important that a filler rod of the correct plastic is 
used, as body components can be made of a 
variety of different types (ag polycarbonate, 
ASS, polypropy\ene). 

Damage of a less serious natum (abrasions, 
minor cracks etc) can be repaired by the DIY 
owner using a two-part epoxy filler repair 
material. Once mixed in equal proportions, 
this is used in similar fashion to the bodywork 
filler used on metal panels. The filler is usually 
cured in twenty to thirty minutes, ready for 
sanding and painting. 

If the owner is renewing a complete 
component himself, or if he has repaired it 
with epoxy filler, he wHl be left with the 
problem of finding a suitable paint for finishing 
which is compatible with the type of plastic 
used. At one time, the use of a universal paint 
was !lOt possible, owing 10 the complex range 
of plastics encountered in body component 
applications. Standard paints, generally 
speaking, will not bond to plastic or rubber 
satisfactorily. However, it is now possible to 
obtain a plastic body parts finishing kit which 
consists of a pre-primer treatment, a primer 
and coloured top coat. Full instructions are 
!lOrmally supplied with a kit, but basically, the 
method of use is to first apply the pre-primer 
to the component concemed, and allow It to 
dry for up to 30 minutes. Then the primer is 
applied, and left to dry for about an hour 
before finally applying the special-coloured 
top coat. The result is a correctly-coloured 
component, where the paint will flex with the 
plastic or rubber, a property that standard 
paint does not normally posses. 
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6.4 Undo the bofts (an'Owed) securing the 
lower front part of the bumper to the 

radiator support ptatform - early models 

5 Major body damage - ~ 
repair ~ 

~ 

Where serious damage has occurred, or 
large areas need renewal due to neglect. it 
means that complete new panels will need 
welding-in, and this is best left 10 
professionals. If the damage is due to impact. 
it will also be necessary to ct1eck completely 
the alignment of the bodysheIl, and this can 
amy be carried out accurately by a 
Peugeot/Citroen dealer, or accident repair 
specialist. using special jigs. If the body is left 
misal91ed, it is primarily dangerous, as the ca" 

wiI not handle properly, and seconcIy, lA"1eYef1 

stresses will be imposed on the steering, 

6.10 Undo the bolts lan'Owed) securing the 
bumpet"' to the radiator support platform

later models 

6.11 Undo the bolts (an'Owed) securing the 
upper front edge of the bumper to the 

bumper bracket -later models 

6.5 Front bumper attachments under the 
wheel arch (arrowed) - earty models 

suspension and possibly transmissIon, 
causing abnormal wear, or complete failure. 
particularly to such items as the tyres. 

6 Front bumper 
removal and refitting 

Note: The help of an assis tant is useful to 
support the bumper during the removal and 
refitting procedure. 

Pre·September 2002 models 

Removal 
1 Armly apply the handbrake. then jack up 
the front of the vehide and support it securely 
on axle slands (see Jacking and vehicle 
support). To Improve access to the bumper 
fasteners, remove both front roadwheeIs. 
2 Remove the radiator grille as described In 
Section 25. 
3 Release the front section of the wheel arch 
liner on each side as described in Section 23. 
4 Undo the two bOlts securing the lower front 
part of the bumper to the radiator support 
platfonn Isee Illustration). 
5 Working under the wheel arch on each side, 
undo the bolt securing the rear edge of the 
bumper to the front wing (see illustration). 
Similarly. undo the two bolts securing the 
bumper to the mounting bracket and inner 
wing panel. 
6 Wrth the help of an assistant, carefIAy pull the 
tx.rnperforward and oft theca-(see~. 

6.13 Undo the bolt (an'Owed) securing the 
rear edge of the bumper to the front wing -

later models 

6.6 Carefully pull the bumper forward and 
off the car - earty models 

Refitting 
7 Refitting Is a reversal of removal. 

Post·September 2002 models 

Removal 
8 Finnly apply the handbrake, then Jack up 
the front 01 the vehicle and support it securely 
on 8.Kle stands (see Jacking and vehicle 
support). To improve access 10 the bumper 
fasteners, remove both front roadwheels. 
9 Remove the radiator grille as described in 
Section 25. 
10 Undo the three bolts securing the lower 
front part of the bumper to the radiator 
support platform (see iUustration). 
11 Undo the three bolts securing the upper 
front edge of the bumper to the bumper 
bracket (see Ulustration). 
12 Release the front section of the wheel 
arch liner on each side as described in 
Section 23. 
13 Undo the bolt securing the rear edge of 
the bumper to the front wing each side (see 
illustration). 
14 On models equipped with fogligh ts. 
disconnect the foglight wiring connectors, 
and release the wiring from the bumper clips. 
15 Working on one side al a time. reach up 
under the wheel arch and release the catch 
securing the upper rear section of the bumper 10 
the front wing. To do ttis, insert a screwdriver 
through the square hole in the wing and depress 
the catch whie at the same tme pulling the rear 
of the ~ outward (see illustration). 

6.15 Using a screwdriver through the 
square hole lan'Owed). depress the intemal 
catch in the wing to release the bumper

later models 
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16 With the catch released, pull the bumper 
outward and sharply forward to release the 
remaining retaining clip (see Illustration). 
17 Release the other side of the bumper in 
the same way then, with the help of an 
assistant, carefully pull the bumper forward 
and off the car. 
18 To remove the btJmpeo- bracket.. undo the 
two bolts each side and lift the btacket from 
itS location. 

Refitting 
19 Reftt1ing Is a reversal of removal, 
ensuring that the catches each side correctly 
engage with the front wings as it is tocated In 
position. 

7 Rear bumper
removal and refitting 

Note: The help of an assistant is useful to 
support the bumper during the removal and 
refitting procedurB. 

Removal 
1 Chock the Iront Wheels. then jack up the 
rear of the vehicle and support securely on 
axle stands (see JacJcing and vehicle support). 
2 Undo the screw securing the wheel arch 
liner 10 the lower corner of the bumper on 
each side (see illustration). 
3 Remove the rear light unit on both sides as 
described In Chapter 12. 

7.4 Undo the screw securing the upper 
front comer of the bumper to the rear wing 

7.7 Undo the screws securing the uppet' 

edge of the bumper to the bumper bracket 

6.16 PuD the burnpet'" outwards and 
sharpty forward to release the remaining 

retaining clip - later models 

.. Ease the wheel arch liner away from the 
bumper and undo the screw securing Ihe 
upper fronl cornef of the bumper 10 lhe rear 
wing on each side (see illustration). 
5 SirMarty, from behfld the wheel arch liner. 
oodo the bolt securing the side of the bl.mper 
to the rear wing (see lUustration). 
6 Undo the bumper sec...ing screw each side 
at the base of the rear 6gh1 unit location (see 
illustration). 
7 Undo the five screws securing the upper 
edge of the bumper to the bumper bracket 
(see illustration). 
8 Release the two retaining tabs on the lower 
edge of the bumper from the suppon brackets 
(see illUstration). 
9 With the help of an assistant, carefully pull 
the bumper rearwards and off the car. 

7.5 Undo tM bott securing the side of the 
bumper 10 the rear wing 

7.8 Release the retaining tabs on the 
Iowe.- edge of the burnpet' from the 

support brackets 
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7.2 Urldo the screw securing the wheel 
arch liner to the Iowe.- corner of the rev 

""moo< 
10 To remove the bumper bI'ackel, undo the 
fcor bolts and lift the bracket from its location. 

Refitting 
11 Refitting is a reversal of removal. ensumg 
that the pegs each side correctty engage with 
the rear wings as it is located FI position (see 
illustration). 

8 Bonnet - removal, refitting ~ 
and adjuslme<1, ~ 

"'I: 

Removal 
1 Open the bonnel and have an assistant 
support it then. using a pencU or felt tip pen, 

;I 

7.6 Undo the securing screw (arrowed) each 
sk:Je, at the base of the rear light unillocation 

7.11 Ensure that the pegs each slde 
COfTectIy engage with the rear wings as 

the bumper is located in position 
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9.2 Bonnet lock retaining bolts (arrowed) 

marK the outline of each bonnet hinge relative 
to the bonnet, to use as a guide on refitting. 
2 Disconnect the washer jet supply tubing 
from the right-hand let and release the supply 
tubing from the retaining clips. 
3 Unscrew the bonnet-ta-hinge retaining 
bolts each side. With the help of the 
assistant, carefully lift the bonnet from the 
vehicle. Store the bonnet out of the way in a 
safe place. 
4 Inspect the bonnet hinges for signs of wear 
and free play at the pivots, and if necessary 
renew. Each hinge is secured to the body by 
two bolts. On refitting, apply a smear of mUlti
purpose grease to the hinges. 

Refitting and adjustment 
5 With the aid of an assistant, offer up the 
bonnet, and engage the retaining bolts. Align 
the hinges with the marKs made on removal, 
then tighten the retaining bolts securely. 
Reconnect the washer jet tubing. 
S Close the bonnet, and check for alignment 
with the adjacent panels. If necessary, 
slacken the hinge bolts and re-align the 
bonnet to suit. When correctly aUgned, tighten 
the hinge bolts securely. 
7 Once the bonnet is correctly aligned, check 
that the bonnet fastens and releases in a 
satisfactory manner. If adjustment is 
necessary, slacken the bonnet lock retaining 
bolts, and adjust the position of the lock to 
suit. Once the lock Is operating correctly, 
securely tighten its retaining bolts. 

9 Bonnet lock and release 
cable - removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Remove the radiator grille as described in 
Section 25. 
2 Undo the two bolts securing the bonnet 
lock to the radiator support frame (see 
illustrat io n). Withdraw the lock and 
disconnect the release cable. 
3 Work along the length of the cable in the 
engine compartment, note their fitted 
locations, and release the cable retaining 
clips. 
4 Use a screwdriver to push the cable 

9.5 Undo the bolt securing the bonnet 
release lever 

bulkhead grommet into the passenger 
compartment. 
5 WorKing under the facia on the right- or left
hand side (acCOrding to mode~, unscrew the 
release lever retaining bolt, and withdraw the 
lever assembly from its location (see 
illustration). 
6 TIe a length of string to the end of the cable 
in the engine compartment, note its routing, 
then carefully pull the cable through into the 
passenger compartment. Untie the string from 
the end of the cable, and leave it in position to 
aid refitting. 

Refitting 
7 Locate the cable in position in the 
passenger compartment. 
8 Tie the end 01 the new cable to the string, 
and pull it through into the engine 
compartment. 
9 Check that the bulkhead grommet is 
securely seated, then remove the string and 
connect the cable to the bonnet lock lever. 
10 Secure the release lever in place, 
tightening its retaining bolt securely. 
11 Reconnect the cable to the bonnet lock 
then rem the lock, tightening its retaining bolts 
securely. 
12 Secure the cable in place with its retaining 
clips. Check the operation of the lock and, if 
necessary, adiust the position of the lock 
within the elongated bolt holes to achieve 
satisfactory operation prior to closing the 
bonnet. 
13 Refit the radiator grille as described in 
Section 25 on completion. 

10.9a Undo the retaining bolt ... 

10 Door - removal and refitting 

Front door 

Removal 

1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Open the door then release the lOCking ring 
and disconnect the door wiring connector 
from the door socket. 
3 Unscrew the two securing bolts, and 
disconnect the door check strap from the 
door pillar. 
4 Ensure that the door is adequately 
supported, then unscrew the upper and 10'4'91" 

hinge pins. Carefully lift the door from the 
vehicle. 

Refitting 

5 Refitting is a reversal of removal, but on 
completion check the fit of the door in relation 
to the surrounding body panels. If adjustment 
is necessary, the door position can be altered 
by means of the elongated slots in the hinge 
plates attached to the door. 

Sliding side door 

Removal 

6 Remove the side door upper trim panel as 
described in Section 28. 
7 Open the side door and position suitably 
protected axle stands below the door. Pack 
the stands so they are just taking the weight 
of the door. 
S Remove the end piece from the rear of the 
door upper guide raiL Undo the retaining 
screw and remove the end stop plate from the 
upper guide raiL Note that the end piece and 
end stop plate are not fitted to all models. 
9 Undo the retain ing ball and remove the 
lower carriage end stop, from the rear end of 
the lower guide rail (see Illustrations). 
10 Undo the two bolts securing the centre 
carriage bracket to the rear of the door. 
11 With the help of an assistant, disengage 
the upper and lower carriages from the guide 

10.9b •.• and remove the side door lower 
carriage end stop from the rear end of the 

lower guide rail 
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10.20 Release the tailgaUl wiring harness 
grommet. then withdraw the Mmess from 

","daM 

rails and carefully remove the door from the 
vehicle. 

Refitting 
12 Refitting Is a reversal of removal, tightening 
the retalrWlg bolts 10 the specified torque. 

Hinged rear door 
Note: The foIowing proc:erufft Is based on the 
equipment fitted to ~specfflca.tion models. 
Some of the components listed may not be 
fitted to 1oW9r specification models. 

Removal 
13 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Ofsconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
14 Remove the rear door inner trim panel as 
described In Section 28. 
15 Disengage the door check strap from the 
bfacket on the body. 

11.1 On models with manual windows. pull 
the windet- handte off the spindle 

11.2b ••• 11ft the handle trim off the upper
locating lug and remove It from the handle 

-
10.21a Undo the three Uppef' bolts 

(arrowed) .• . 

16 Disconnect the washer hose from the rear 
wIndow wiper motor. and release the hose 
from its retaining clips . 
17 Disconnect the wiring connectors from 
the fonowlng components with reference to 
the relevant Sections of this Chapter. and 
Chapter 12: 
s) Rear window wper morot'. 
b) Door IocIc motor. 
c) Rear window demistere/eme.lts. 
d) High-level stop-light. 
e) Number plate Hghts. 

18 Release the wiring harness retaining clips 
from the door panel. 
19 Check that all wiring connectors have 
been disconnected, then tie a length of string 
to the high-level stop~lighl wiring connector. 
The string can be used to draw the wiring 
back up through the door when the harness Is 
refitted. 

11.2a carefulty prise off the base of the 
door puU handle mm • . • 

1'.4a carefulty prise up the interior door 
handle surround .• . 
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10.2lb ..• and ttu-ee Iowet' bolts (alTOWed) 
securing the hklges to the rear door 

20 Release the wiring harness grommet, then 
withdraw the harness from the door (see 
illustration). When the string appears, untie it 
from the wiring connector and leave it in 
position in the door. 
21 With the help of an assistant to support 
the door, undo the three upper botts and three 
lower bolts securing the hinges to the door 
(see iDustrations). CarefuIy ift the door from 
theveAde. 

Refitting 
22 Refitting Is a reversal of removal, ensuring 
all wiring connectors are securely 
reconnected. 

11 Door inner trim panel
removal and refitting 

Front door 
Removal 
1 On modets with manual windows, putt the 
winder handle off the spindle (see 
Illustration). 
2 Using a small screwdriver, carefully prise 
off the base of the door pull handle trim. UtI 
the handle trim off the upper locating lug and 
remove it from the handle (see illustrations). 
3 Undo the two retaining SCfews in the centre 
of the door pull handle . 
.. Carefulty prise up the interior door handle 
surround and disengage it from the handle 
(see illustrations). 

1'.4b _ . • and disengage It from the handle 
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11 .7 Pull the trim panel outwards, lift It up 
and remove H: from the door 

11.14 Work around the edge of the rear 
door trim panel and release the stud 

fasteners 

5 Remove the loudspeaker from the door as 
described in Chapter 12. 
6 Using a suitable forked tool, work around 
the edge of the trim panel, and release the 
securing clips. 
7 Pull the panel outwards, lift it up and 
remove It from the door (see illustration) . 

Refitting 
8 Before refitting, check whether any of the 
trim panel retaining studs were broken on 
removal. Renew the panel retaining studs as 
necessary, then refit the panel using a reversal 
of removal. 

Sliding side door 

Removal 

9 Remove the sliding side door as described 
In Sectioo10. 
10 Undo the two screws securing the top of 
the panel to the door (see illustration). 
11 Using a suitable forked tool, work around 
the edge of the trim panel, and release the 
stud fasteners (see illustration). 
12 Remove the panel from the door. 

Refitting 
13 Refrtting is a reversal of removal. 

Hinged rear door 

Removal 

14 Using a suitable forked tool, work around 
the edge of the trim panel, and release the 
stud fasteners (see illustration). 

11.10 Undo the screws (arrowed) securing 
the top of the trim panel to the sliding side 

d~, 

12..2 Slide the front door interior handle 
assembly towards the front of the door to 

disengage the locating tug (arrowed) 

15 Remove the panel from the door. 

Refitting 
16 Refitting is a reversal of removal. 

12 Front door handle and lock 
components - removal and 
refitting 

Interior door handle 

Removal 

1 Remove the door Inner trim panel, as 
described in Section 11 . 
2 Slide tha handle assembly towards the front 
of the door to disengage the locating lug, 

12.4 Drill off the rivet heads (arrowed) and 
withdraw the front door exterior handle 

from the door 

11.11 Work around the edge of the sliding 
side door trim panel, and release the stud 

fasteners 

ease it away from the dOOf and disconnect the 
link rod (see iIIustraUon). 

Refitting 
3 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Refit the 
inner trim panel as described in Section 11. 

Exterior door handle 
Note: The exterior handle is riveted to the 
door. Ensure that new rivets of the correct size 
are availabfe for refitting. 

Removal 

4 Using a 6.0 mm drill, drill off the rivet heads 
from the outside and withdraw the handle 
from the door (see illustration). Disconnect 
the link rod and remove the handle. 

Refitting 
5 Refitting is a reversal of removal, using new 
pop rivets to secure the handle, 

Lock cylinder 
Note: A new door sealing sheet may be 
required on refitting. 

Removal 

6 Remove the door inner trim pane!, as 
described in Section 11. 
7 Using a sharp knife, carefully release the 
plastic sealing sheet from the adhesive bead 
and remove the sheet from tile door. If care is 
taken, it may just be possible to remove the 
sheet in one piece and re-use It when refitting 
(see illustration). 
8 Working inside the door, disconnect the 
lock cylinder link rod from the door lock. 

12.7 UsIng a sharp knife, carefully retease 
the ptastic sealing sheet from the adhesIve 

be.d 
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12.9 Carefully prise out the plastic 
aperture cover from the rear edge of the 

d~, 

9 Using a screwdriver, carefully prise out the 
plastic aperture cover from the rear edge of 
the door (see illustra tion). Note that the 
cover is made of extremely brittle plastic and 
is likely to be damaged during removal. 
10 Working through the aperture in the edge 
of the door. extract the large horseshoe
shaped retaining clip from the rear of the lock 
cylinder. The retaining clip has a hole In its 
side 10 allow a threaded removal tool to be 
screwed into it. A suitable tool can be made 
from a length of rod with a self-tapping screw 
brazed 10 one end (see illustrations). 
11 With the retaining clip removed, withdraw 
the lock cylinder fro'm outside the door (see 
illustration). 

Refitting 

12 Refitting is a reversal of removal, but 
ensure that the lock cylinder retaining clip is 
securely refitted. Fit a new sealing sheet to the 
door if the original was damaged in any way 
during removal. On completion, refit the door 
inner trim panel as described in Section 11 . 

Door lock 
Note: A new door sealing sheet may be 
required on refitting. 

Removal 
13 Remove the door Inner trim panel, as 
described in Section 11. 
14 Using a sharp knife, carefully release the 
plastic sealing sheet from the adhesive bead 
and remove the sheet from the door. If care is 
laken, it may just be possible 10 remove the 
sheet in one piece and re-use it when refitting 
(see illustration 12.7). 
15 Worldng inside the door, disconnect the 
link rods from the door lock. 
16 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
door lock motor. 
17 Undo the three screws securing the lock 
assembly to the edge of the door. 
18 Undo Ihe belicrank retaining screw 
located above the three door lock screws. 
19 Remove the door lock assembly, 
complete with bellcrnnk out through the door 
aperture (see illustration). 

Refitting 
20 RefJtling is a reversal of removal. Fit a new 
sealing sheet to the door if the original was 

12.10a The lock cyli nder retaining clip has 
a hole (arrowed) In its side to allow a 

threaded removal tool to be screwed Into it 

12.11 Wrthdraw the lock cylinder from 
outside the door 

damaged in any way during removal. On 
completion, refit the door inner trim panel as 
described in Section 1 1. 

13 Sliding side door handle and ~ 
lock components - removal ~ 
and refitting ~ 

Note: The sliding side door must be removed 
from the vehicle for all the (of/owing 
operations (see Section 10). 

Interior door handle 

Removal 
1 Remove Ihe door inner trim panel, as 
described in Section 11. 
2 Undo the upp.er and lower interior door 
handle retaining screws, noting that the upper 

13.2a Undo the upper (arrowed) . . . 
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12.10b Using a suitable removable tool, 
extract the retaining clip from the lock 

cyl inder 

12.19 Remove the door lock assembly, 
compfete with bellcrank out through the 

door aperture 

screw [s located under a trim cap (see 
illustrations). 
3 Disconnect the operating link rod from the 
bellcrank and remove the interior handle from 
the dOOf. 

Refitting 
4 Refitting [s a reversal of removal. On 
completion, refit the door inner trim panel as 
described in Section 11. 

Exterior door handle 

Removal 
5 Remove the door inner trim panel, as 
described in Section 11 . 
6 Disconnect the two exterior door handle 
link rods from their respective levers on the 
lock control unit, noting their fitted positions 
(see illustration). 

13.2b .. . and lower (arrowed) interior door 
handle retaining screws 
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13.6 Disconnect the exterior door handle 
link rods (arrowed) from their respective 

levers on the lock control unit 

7 Peel back the foam sealing panel and undo 
the two exterior door handle retaining screws. 
Remove the handle and link rods from outside 
the door (see illustrations). 

Refitting 
8 Refitting is a reversal of removal. When 
connecting the link rod with the adjustable 
threaded end, engage it in the clips on the 
lock control unit lever and check for correct 
operation of the lock mechanism. If 
necessary. reposition the link rod in the lock 
control unit lever to achieve satisfactory 
operation. On complet ion, relocate the foam 
sealing panel in position and refit the door 
inner trim panel as described in Section 11 . 

13.11 Disconnect the door lock link rod 
from the lever on the lock control unit 

13.12b ... and withdraw the lock and link 
rod from the doOf' 

13.7a Peel back the foam sealing panel 
and undo the two exterior door handle 

retaining screws (arrowed) ... 

Door lock 
Note: A new foam sealing panel may be 
required on refitting. 

Removal 
9 Remove the door inner t rim panel, as 
described in Section 11 . 
10 Using a sharp knife. carefully release the 
foam sealing panel adjacent to the door lock, 
from the adhesive bead and remove the foam 
panel from the door. If care is taken, it may 
just be possible to remove the panel in one 
piece and re-use it when refrtting. 
11 Disconnect the door lock link rod from the 
lever on the lock control unit, noting its fitted 
position (see illustration). 

- -. ~q. 

13.12a Undo the three retaining screws 
(arrowed) . . . 

13.14 Undo the three screws (arrowed) 
and withdraw the door open holding latch 

from the door 

13.7b . . . then remove the handle and link 
rods from outside the door 

12 Undo the three retain ing screws and 
withdraw the lock and link rod from the door 
(see illustrations). 

Refrtting 

13 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Frt a new 
foam sealing panel to the door if the original 
was damaged in any way during removal. On 
completion, refit the door inner trim panel as 
described in Section 11 . 

Door open holding latch 

Removal 
14 Undo the three retaining screws and 
withdraw the latch from the door (see 
Illustration). 
15 Slacken the screw securing the operating 
cable clamp plate to the door and slide the 
cable out of the clamp. Disconnect the cable 
end from the operating lever and remove the 
latch from the door (see illustration). 

Refitting 
16 Refit1ing is a reversal o f removal. but 
adjust the operating cable as follows before 
t ightening the operating cable clamp plate 
screw. 
17 Al ign the adjustment holes in the latch 
locking lever and mounting bracket and insert 
a 5 .0 mm drill bit through the two holes (see 
illustration 13.15). 
18 Pull the operating cable to take up any 
slack, then tighten the clamp plate retaining 

13.15 Slacken the clamp screw (Al and slide 
the cable out of the clamp. Note the 

adjustment hole (6) in the latch locking lever 
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13.20 Release the plastic sealing sheet 
from the adhesive bead and remove the 

sheet from the door 

screw. Remove the drill bit and check for 
correct operation of the latch. 

Door open holding latch 
control cable 

Removal 
19 Remove the door Inner trim panel, as 
described In Section 11. 
20 Using a sharp knife, carefully release the 
plastic sealing sheet from the adhesive bead 
and remove the sheet from the door. If care is 
taken, it may just be possible to remove the 
sheet in one piece and re-use it when refrtting 
(see iliustration). 
21 At the upper end of the cable, release the 
outer cable sheath from the mounting bracket 
using a small screwdriver. Disconnect the 
inner cable end fitting from the operating lever 
(see illustrations). 
22 At the lower end of the cable, slacken the 
screw securing the cable clamp plate to the 
door and slide the cable out of the clamp. 
Disconnect the cable end from the operating 
lever on the latch . 
23 Release the rubber grommets and remove 
the cable from the door. 

Refitting 
24 Refitting is a reversal of removal, but 
adjust the cable as described in para
graphs 17 and 18 before tightening the cable 
clamp plate screw. Frt a new sealing sheet to 

13.26 Depress the tabs on the side of the 
child lock using pointed-nose pliers 

13.21a Release the outer cable sheath 
from the mounting bracket ... 

the door if the original was damaged in any way 
during removal. On completion, refit the door 
inner trim panel as described in Section 11 . 

Child lack 

Removal 
25 Remove the exterior door handle as 
described previously. 
26 Working through the exterior door handle 
aperture, depress the tabs on the side of the 
child lock using pointed-nose pliers (see 
illustration). 
27 Withdraw the child lock, together with the 
operating rod, from the outside of the door 
(see illustration). 

Refitting 
28 Refitting is a reversal of removal. 

Lock control unit 
Note: The lock control unit is riveted to the 
door. Ensure that new rivets of the correct size 
are available for refitting. 

Removal 
29 Remove the door inner trim panel, as 
described in Section 11 . 
30 Remove the child lock as described 
previously. 
31 Disconnect the upper end of the door 
open holding latch control cable as described 
in paragraph 21. 

13.27 Withdraw the child lock, together 
with the operating rod, from the outside of 

the door 
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13.21b . .. then disconnect the inner cable 
end fitting from the operating lever 

32 Note the fitted positions and the correcl 
routing of all the link rods, then disconnect the 
link rods from the control unit operating 
levers. 
33 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
lock control motor (see illustration). 
34 USing a 6.0 mm drill, drill off the rivet 
heads securing the control unit to the door. 
Undo the remaining retaining screw and 
remove the unit from the door. 

Refitting 
35 Refitting is a reversal of removal, ensuring 
that all link rods are correctly positioned. On 
completion, refit the door inner trim panel as 
described in Section 11. 

14 Hinged rear door handle and ~ 
lock components - removal ~ 
and refitting ~ 

Exterior door handle 
Note: The exterior handle is riveted to the 
door. Ensure that new rivets ofrhe correct size 
are available for refitting. 

Removal 
1 Remove the door inner trim panel, as 
described in Section 11. 
2 Remove the plastic cap from the edge of 
the door and disconnect the door handle 

13.33 Disconnect the wiring connector 
from the lock control motor 
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14.2a Remove the plastic cap from the 
edge of the door ... 

14.7 Extract the large horseshoe-shaped 
retaining clip from the rear of the lock 

cylinder 

operating rod from the door lock lever (see 
illustrations). 
3 Using a 6.0 mm drill, drill off the rivet heads 
from the outside and remove the handle from 
the door. 

14.12 Undo the four bolts securing the 
lock assembly to the door 

14.13 Manoeuvre the lock from its location 
and recovet" the spacer plate 

14.2b ... and disconnect the door handle 
operating rod from the door lock lever 

14.8 Remove the lock cylinder and link rod 
from outside the door 

Refitting 
4 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Before 
refitting the inner trim panel, check the 
operation of the handle mechanism . 11 
necessary adjust by repositioning the 
operating rod on the door lock lever. On 
completion, refit the inner trim panel as 
described in Section 11. 

Lock cylinder 

Removal 
5 Remove the door inner trim panel, as 
described in Section 11 . 
6 Working inside t he door, disconnect the 
lock cylinder Ii nk rod from the door lock motor 
(see Illustration). 
7 Using pl iers, extract the large horseshoe
shaped retaining clip from the rear of the lock 
cylinder (see illustration). 
8 Remove the lock cylinder and link rod from 
outside the door (see illustration). 

14.15a Note the fitted position of the 
threaded ends (arrowed) of the latch 

operating cables ... 

14.6 Disconnect the lock cylinder link rOd 
from the door lock motor 

14.11 Disconnect the wiring connector 
from the door lock motor 

Refitting 
9 Refitting is a reversal of removal. On 
completion, refit the door inner trim panel as 
described in Section 11 . 

Door lock 
Removal 
10 Remove the door inner trim panel, as 
described in Section 11 . 
11 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
door lock motor (see Illustration). 
12 Undo the four bo lts securing the lock 
assembly to the door (see illustration). 
13 Manoeuvre the lock from its location and 
recover the spacer plate (see illustration). 
14 Disconnect the lock cylinder link rod from 
the door lock lever. 
15 Note the fitted position of the threaded 
ends of the upper and lower door latch 
operating cables. Disconnect the cables from 
the door lock levers and remove the lock 
assembly from the door (see Illustrations) . 

•• 

14.15b .•. then disconnect the cables 
from the door lock levers 
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14.18 Carefully prise off the plastic trim 
from the door latch 

14.22 Ease off the protective rubber cover 
over the upper striker 

Refitting 
16 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Before 
refitting the inner trim panel, check the 
operation and synchronisation of the upper 
and lower door latches. If necessary. adjust 
by repositioning the ends of the operating 
cables on the door lock levers. On 
completion, refit t he inner trim panel as 
described in Section 11 . 

Upper and lower door latches 

Removal 
17 Remove the door lock as described 
previously. 
18 Carefully prise off the plastic trim from the 
dOOl' latch (see illustration). 
19 Undo the two dOOl' latch retaining screws 
and remove the door latch and operating 
cable from the door (see illustration). 

15.4 Depress the tab on the window 
regulator lifting channel, lift the glass 

slightly and free the glass from the support 

14.19 Undo the two door latch retaining 
screws 

14.23 Striker retaining bolts (arrowed) 

Refitting 
20 Refitting is a reversal of removal. 

Door lock striker 
Removal 
21 If worKing on the lower striker, fold back 
the floor covering for access to the lock striker 
cover plate. Undo the three screws and 
remove the lock striker cover plate from the 
ffoO<. 
22 If working on the upper striker, ease off 
the protective rubber cover (see illustration). 
23 Mark the position of the striker on the 
body, for use when refitting. Unscrew the two 
securing bolts, and remove the relevant striker 
from the body (see illustration). 

Refitting 
24 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Before 
tightening the securing bolts. the poSition of 

15.5 Lower the glass at the front and 
remove it from the oUtside of the door 

frame 
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the striker should be altered (the securing bolt 
holes are elongated) until satisfactory lock 
operation is obtained. Use the marks made 
prior to removal, if appropriate. 

15 Front door window glass ~ 
and regulator - removal and ~ 
refitting ~ 

Note: A new door sealing sheet may be 
required on refitting. 

Window glass 

Removal 
1 Remove the door inner trim panel, as 
described in Section 11 . 
2 Using a sharp knife, carefully release the 
plastic sealing sheet from the adhesive bead 
and remove the sheet from the door. If care is 
taken, it may just be possible to remove the 
sheet in one piece and re-use It when refitting 
(see illustration 12.7). 
3 Position the window approximately three 
quarters of the way down. 
4 Depress the tab on the window regulator 
lifting channel, lift the glass slightly and free 
the glass from the support (see illustration). 
5 Lower the glass at the front and remove it 
from the outside of the door frame (see 
illustration). 

Refitting 
6 Refrtting is a reversal of removal. Frt a new 
sealing sheet to the door if the original was 
damaged In any way during removal. On 
completion, refit the door inner trim panel as 
described in Section 11 . 

Door window regulator 

Removal 
7 Release the window glass from the 
regulator lifting channel as described In 
paragraphs 1 to 4 above. 
8 Slide the window glass up to the fully 
closed position and secure it in this position 
with masking tape over the top of the door 
frame. 
9 Undo the two lower bolts securing the 
window glass rear guide channel to the door 
(see illustration). 

15.9 Undo the two tower bolts (arrowed) 
securing the window glass rear guide 

channel to the door 
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15.10 Undo the upper bott (arrowed) 
securing the window glass rear guide 

channel to the door 

15.12 Undo the lower bolt (arrowed) 
securing the window regulator to the door 

10 Undo the upper bolt securing the window 
glass rear guide channel to the door (see 
Illustration). 
11 Slacken the three bolts securing the 
window regulator to the door (see illustration). 
12 Undo the lower bott securing the window 
regulator to the door (see iUustraUon). 
13 On models with eIec1ric wndows, disconnect 
the vMng connector from the regtJa.tor motor. 
14 Uft the regulator assembly upwards 
slightly to allow the mounting bolts to slip 
through the elongated bolt holes, then remove 
the regulator assembly out through the door 
aperture (see illustration). 

Refrtting 
15 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Fit a new 
sealing sheet 10 the door if the original was 
damaged in any way during removal. On 
completion, refit the door inner trim panel as 
described in Section 11 . 

16.2 Carefully release the plastic sealing 
sheets from the adhesive beads and 
remove the sheets from the tailgate 

15.11 Slacken the three bolts (arrowed) 
securing the window regulator to the door 

15.14 Remove the regulator assembly out 
through the door aperture 

16 Tailgate and support struts
removal and refitting 

Tailgate 
Note: New tal/gate aperture sealing sheets 
may be required on refitting. 

Removal 
1 Remove the tailgale trim panel as 
described in Section 28. 
2 Using a sharp knife. carefully release the 
plastic sealing sheets from the adhesive beads 
and remove the sheets from the tailgate. If 
care is taken. it may just be possible to remove 
the sheets in one piece and re-use them when 
refitting (see illustration). 
3 Disconnect the rear window washer hose 

16.7 Undo the two screws and remove the 
hinge cover plates from the tallgate 

from the wiper motor, and release the hose 
from its retaining clips . 
4 Disconnect the wiring coonectors from the 
following components with reference to the 
relevant Sections of this Chapter. and Chapter , 2: 
a) Rear window wiper motor. 
b) Tailgate lock motor. 
c) Rear window demister elements. 
d) High-level stop·light. 
e) Number plate lights. 

5 Release the wiring harness retaining Clips 
from the tailgate. 
6 Check that all wiring connectors have been 
disconnected, then release the wiring harness 
grommet and withdraw the hamess from the 
tailgate. 
7 Undo the two screws and remove the hinge 
cover plates each side, from the tailgate (see 
illustration). 
8 With the aid of an assistant, suitably 
support the tailgate. then prise out the 
support strut spring clips, and pull the struts 
from the balljoints on the body. 
9 Unscrew the tailgate hinge pin on each side 
and carefully lift the tailgate from the vehicle 
(see Illustration). 

Refitting 
10 If a new tailgate is to be fitted, transfer all 
serviceable components (lock mechanism. 
wiper motor, etc) to it. with reference to the 
relevant procedures in this Chapter, and In 
Chapter 12. 
11 Refitting is a reversal of removal. bearillg 
in mind the following points: 
a) Fit new sealing sheets to the tai/gate If the 

original sheets were damaged in any way 
during removal. 

b) If necessary, adjust the rubber buffers to 
obtain a good fit when the tai/gate is shut. 

c) If necessaty, adjust the position of the 
tai/gate lock striker to achiell6 satisfactory 
lock operation. 

d) On completion, refit the tai/gate trim panel 
as described in Section 2B. 

Support struts 
Removal 
12 Support the tailgate in the open positioo. 
with the help of an assistant, or using a stout 
piece of wood. 
13 Using a suitable flat-bladed screwdriver. 
release the spring clip, and pull the support 

16.9 Unscrew the tailgate hinge pin 
(arrowed) on each side 
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16.13 Release the spring clip. and pull the 
support strut from its balljoint on the body 

strut from its ballioin! on the body (see 
illustration). 
14 Similarly. release the strut from the 
balljoinl on the taUgate, and withdraw the strut 
from the vehicle. 

Refitting 
15 Refitting is a reversal of removal, but 
ensure the spring clips are correctly engaged. 

17 Tailgate lock components
removal and refitting 

Tailgate lock 
Note: A new fai/gate aperture sealing sheet 
may be required on refitting. 

Removal 
1 Remove the tailgate trim panel as 
described in Section 28. 
2 Using a sharp knife, carefully release the 
centre plastic sealing sheet from the adhesive 
bead and remove the sheet from the tailgate. 
If care is taken, It may just be possible to 
remove the sheet in one piece and re-use it 
when refitting. 
3 Disconnect the link rod from the tailgate 
lock cylinder and tailgate lock lever (see 
illustration). 
4 Undo the nut securing the lock cylinder to 
the exterior handle and remove the lock 
cylinder through the tail gate aperture (see 
illustrations). 
5 Undo the remaining re taining nut securing 

17 .6b . . . and withdraw the latch unit from 
the tallgate 

17.3 Disconnect the link rod from the 
tallgate lock cylinder and tailgate lock lever 

the exterior handle to the tailgate. Disengage 
the operating rod f rom the tailgate lock and 
remove the exterior handle from the tailgate 
(see Illustrations). 
6 Undo the two screws and withdraw the 
latch unit from the tailgate. As the latch is 

17.4b . .. and remove the lock cylinder 
through the tailgate aperture 

17.5b ., . then disengage the operating 
rod and remove the exterior handle from 

the tailgale 

17.7a Undo the three tailgale lock 
retaining sc rews (arrowed) • .. 
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17.4a Undo the nut (arrow ed) securing the 
lock cylinder to the exterior handle •.• 

withdrawn. disconnect the link rod from the 
latch lever (see illustrations). 
7 Undo the three tailgate lock retaining 
screws. Withdraw the lock through the 
tailgate aperture and disconnect the wiring 
connector (see illustrations). 

17.58 Undo the remaining retaining nut 
(arrowed) ... 

• 

17.68 Undo the two screws (arrowed) . . . 

• 

. . . then withdraw the lock through 
the tailga!e aperture and disconnect the 

wiring connector 
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17.10 Undo the three screws and remove 
the lock striker cover plate from the floor 

Refitting 

8 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Fit a new 
sealing sheet to the tailgate if the original was 
damaged in any way during removal. If 
necessary, adjust the position of the tailgate 
lock striker to achieve satisfactory lock 
operation. On completion, refit the tailgate 
trim panel as described in Section 28. 

Tailgate lock striker 

Removal 

9 Fold back the floor covering for access to 
the lock striker cover plate. 
10 Undo the three screws and remove the 
lock striker cover plate from the floor (see 
illustration). 
11 Mark the position of the striker on the 
body, for use when rerrtting. Unscrew the two 
securing boils, and remove the striker from 
the body (see illustration). 

Refitting 
12 Refilting is a reversal of removal. Before 
tightening the securing bolts, the position of 
the striker should be altered (the securing bolt 
holes are elongated) until satisfactory lock 
operation is obtained. Use the marks made 
prior to removal, if appropriate. 

18 Central locking components 
- removal and refitting 

Control unit 
1 On earty models, the central locking system 
is controlled by an electronic control unit. 
located in the sill panel to the rear of the front 
door. on the driver's side. 
2 On later models, the central locking system 
is controlled by the Built-in Systems Interface 
(BSI) which is the vehicle central computer 
controlling the main body electrical system 
functions. The unit is located under the facia 
on the left-hand side. Refer to Chapter 12 for 
further infonnation. 
3 Should any problems be experienced with 
the operation of the central locking system or 

17.11 Unscrew the two securing bolts 
(arrowed) and remove the striker from the 

body 

any of the other functions controlled by the 
BSI, the vehicle should be taken to a 
PeugeotlCitroen dealer for diagnostic 
investigation. 

Front door lock motor 
4 The motor is integral with the door lock 
assembly. Removal and refitting of the lock 
assembly is described in Section 12. 

Sliding side door lock motor 
5 The motor is integral with the door lock 
assembly. Removal and refitting of the lock 
assembly is described in Section 13. 

Hinged rear door lock motor 
6 The motor is integral with the door lock 
assembly. Removal and refitting of the lock 
assembly is described in Section 14. 

Tailgate lock motor 
7 The motor is integral with the door lock 
assembly. Removal and refitting of the lock 
assembly is described in Section 17. 

Remote control transmitter 

Battery renewal 

8 The battery should be renewed with a type 
CR 2016 (3 volt) battery. 
9 Using a small screwdriver. undo the screw, 
carefully prise the two halves of the 
transmitter apart, and remove the battery . 
10 Fit the new battery and reassemble the 
transmitter. 

19.3 Disconnect the mirror wiring 
connector 

19.2 Carefully prise off the mirror trim 
panel 

Initialisation 

11 To initialise the unit after renewing the 
battery, switch off the ignition, 1t1en switch on 
the ignition and immediately press the locking 
button. Switch off the ignition and remove the 
key from the ignition lock. 

19 Exterior mirrors and mirror 
glass - removal and refitting 

Exterior mirror assembly 

Removal 

1 Ensure the ignition is turned off. 
2 Remove the door inner trim panel as 
described In Section 11, then carefully prise 
off the mirror trim panel (see illustration). 
3 Disconnect the mirror wiring connector 
(see illustration). 
4 Undo the three retaining screws and 
remove the mirror from the door frame (see 
illustration). 

Refitting 
5 Refitting is a reversal of removal. 

Exterior mirror glass 

Removal 
6 Tilt the glass downward then reach behind 
and pull the top of the glass away from the 

19.4 Undo the three retaining screws 
(arrowed) and remove the mirror from the 

door frame 
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19.6 ntt the mirror glass downward then 
reach behind and pull the top of the glass 

away from the adjuster plate 

adjuster plate to release the retaining clips 
(see Illustration). 
7 Withdraw the glass, and disconnect the 
wiring connector, if fitted (see lIIustraUon). 

Refitting 
8 Where applicable, reconnect the wiring 
connectors. then push the mirror glass Into 
the mirror until it locks into position. 

211 Windsc<een, tailgale and 
rear door window glass
general infonnation 

These areas of glass are secured by the 
tight fit of the weatherstrip in the body 
aperture. and are bonded In position with a 
special adhesive. Renewal of such fixed glass 
Is a difficult. messy and tme-consuming task, 

21.1 Undo the three screws securing the 
side window glass closing catch to the 

body 

/ 

21.5 Undo the third screw, securing the 
catch to the outer edge of the door frame 

19.7 Withdraw the mirror glass, and 
disconnect the wiring connector 

which is considered beyond the scope of the 
home mechanic. It Is difficult, unless one has 
plenty of practice. to obtain a secure, 
waterproof fit. Furthermore, the task carries a 
high risk of breakage: this applies especially 
to the laminated glass windscreen. in view 01 
this. owners are strongly adVised to have this 
sort 01 woril: carried out by one of the many 
specialist windscr"een fitters. 

21 Opening side and door ~ 
window glass - removal and ~ 
refitting ~ 

Side window glass 

Removal 
1 l..JOOo the tIViIe scnrws securing the window 
glass dosilg catctl to the body (see iIusIratior1). 

21.2 Undo the screws (8ITOWed) securing 
the window glass hinges to the body 

21 .68 Ufl up the mm caps . • . 
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2 Support the glass, then undo the upper and 
lower screws securing the window glass 
IWlges to the body (see illustrations). Uft the 
glass from its klcation. 

Refitting 
3 Refitting Is a revet"Sal of removal . 

Side door glass 

Removal 
.. Undo the two screws sectJring the window 
glas$ closing catch to the door (see 
mustr&Uon). 
5 Open the door and undo the third screw, 
securing the catch to the outer edge of the 
door frame (see iIIustraUon). 
6 Support the glass, then lift up the trim caps 
and undo the upper and lower screws 
securing the window glass hinges to the door 
(see illustrations). Lift the glass off the door. 

Refitting 
7 Refitting is a reversal of removal, 

22 Sunroof - general infonnation 

The factory-fitted sunroof is of the electric 
tiJVsIide type. 

Due to the complexity of the sunroof 
mechanism . considerable expertise is 
required to repair. renew or adjust the st.nrOof 
COl 1IPOi!EII Its successfuly. Removal of the roof 
first requires the headlining to be removed, 

21 .4 Undo the two screws (arrowed) 
securing the skle door glass closing catch 

to the door 

21 .6b . .. and undo the screws (arrowed) 
sectri1g the window glass hinges to the door 
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23.5 Undo the two nuts (arrowed) securing 
the rear wheel arch liner to the body 

which Is a tedious operation, and not a task to 
be l6ldertaken lightly. Any PI obiems with the 
sunroof should be referred to a PeugeoV 
Citroan dealer. 

23 Body exte rior fittings 
removal and refitting 

Wheel arch liners 

Front 

1 Firmly apply the handbrake, then Jack up 
the front of the car and support It securely on 
axle stands (see JacIdng and vehicle supporfj. 
Remove the releVant front roadWheeI. 
2 The wheel arch liners are secured by a 
combination of screws, and push-fit dips. The 
scmws attach the line!'" to the und9fSkfe of the 
front bumper (and on some models, to the 
front wing). 
3 The push-fit clips can be released using a 
forked-shaped tool, although, In some 
instances extreme force will be needed. 

Rear 

4 Chock the front wheels then Jack up the 
rear of the car and securely support it on axle 
stands (see Jacking and vehicle support). 
Remove the relevant rear roadwheel. 
5 Undo the two nuts securing the liner to the 
bOdy (see illustration). 
6 Undo the screw securing the liner to the 

24.10 Release the fastenen on the right
hand .side sc:uw. grin. panel, then lift off 

the right-hand panel 

23.8a Undo the screw securing the III'KH'" to 
the rear- bumper •.• 

rear bumper and remove the linef from under 
the wheel arch (see illustrations). 

Body trim strips and badges 
7 The various body trim strips and badges 
are held in position with a special adhesive 
membrane. Removal requires the trimlbadge 
to be heated. to soften the adhesive, and then 
cut away from the surface. Due to the high 
risk of damage to the vehicle paintwortt during 
this operation, It is recommended that this 
task shoUd be entrusted to a Peugeot/CitroM 
deale<. 

24 Scuttle grille panel -
emoval and refitting 

Remol/al 
PTa-September 2002 models 
1 Open and support the bonnet. 
2 Remove the windscreen wiper arms as 
described In Chapte!'" 12. 
3 Undo the retaining screw securing the right
hand side scuttle panel In position. 
4 Using a suitable forked tool, release the 
securing clip at the right-hand end of the 
pan". 
5 Release the fasteners on the right-hand 
side grille panel by tumlng them through 90· . 
then lift off the right-hand panel. 
6 Remove the left-hand panel In a similar 
fashion. 

24.11 Remove the left-hand scuttle griRe 
panel in a similar fashion 

23.6b • •• and remove the liner from under 
the whe&I arch 

Post-September 2002 models 

7 Open and support the bonnet. 
S Remove the windscreen wiper arms as 
described in Chapter 12. 
9 Undo the retaining SCl"ew securing the 
corner of the panel to the front wing. 
10 Release the fasteners on the rV"rt-hand side 
griIe panel by ttming them ttvough lBCr. then 
lift off the rirj1t-hand pM&! (see 1Iustration). 
11 Remove the left-hand panel in 8 similar 
fashion (see illustTation). 

Refitting 
12 Refitting Is a reversal of removal. 

2S Radiator grille -
removal and refitting 

Removal 

Pre-September 2002 models 

1 Open and support the bonnet. 
2 Remove the direction Indicator light units as 
described in Chapter 12. 
3 Release the outer retaining clip securing 
plastic trim under the direction Indictor light 
unit locations on each side. 
4 Pull the trim outwards to release the lug 
unde!'" the headlight, then slide the trim away 
from the centre of the car to remove (see 
Illustration). 

25.4 Pull the trim outwards to release the 
lug under the IleadUght, then sJide the bim 
away from the centre of the car to remove 

- earty models 
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25.5 Undo the two retaining screws 
(a!TOwed) each side - early models 

5 Undo the two retaining screws each side 
(see Illustration). 
6 Lift the grille over the bonnet height 
adjuster buffers and pull it sharply fOfWard to 
re lease the central locating tangs (see 
lIIustraUons). Remove the grille from the car. 

Post-September 2002 models 
7 Undo the four screws along the top edge, 
securing the grille in position (see 
Illustration). 
8 Uft the grille upwards to disengage the 
centre kx:aDlg lug and the pegs on each side 
(see Illustrations). Remove the grlle from the 
COI'. 

Refitting 
9 Refitting Is a reversal of removal. 

26 Seats - removal and refitting ~ 
~ 
~ 

Front seats 

A 
Warning: Depending on model, 

, the front seats may be equipped 
• with seat belt pretensioners, and 

side airbags may be built Into 
the out.r sides of the seats. Where side 
8iroags are fitted, refer to Chapt.r 12 for 
the precautions which should be observed 
when dealing with an alroag system. Do 
not tamper with the seat belt pretensloner 
unit in any way. and do not .tfftmpt to test 

25.7 Undo the four screws (an-owed) along 
the top edge of the grille 

25.63 Uft the grille over the bonnet height 
adjuster butl'ers .• . 

the unit. Note that the unit Is triggered If 
the mechanism Is supplied with an 
electrical current (Including via an 
ohmmeter). or" the ass&mbly Is subjected 
to a temperature of 9",ater than 100·C. 
1 On modelS with seat belt pretensloners, 
observe the following precautions before 
attempting to remove the seat 
a) Remove the Ignition key. 
b) Disconnect the battery negative temJinaI 

(reter to 'Disconnecting the battety' in the 
Reference ChBptetJ. and wait for two 
minutes before canying out any further ..... 

Removal 
2 Where applicable, de-activate the airbag 
system (see Chapter 12) befOfe attempting to 
remove the seat. 
3 On later models, carefully prise off the 
plastic panels for access 10 the seat belt 
mountings. 
4 Move the seat fully forwards. 
5 Remove the bolts (one on each side) 
securing the rear of the seat rails to the 
vehicle floor. 
6 Move the seat fully rearwards. 
7 Remove the bolts (one bolt on each side) 
securing the front of the seat frame to the 
floor. Note that on some models, the outer 
bolt may be located under a trim cover. 
8 Tip the seat backwards and disconnect the 
seat wiring connectors. Release the wiring 
hamess from the retaining clips on the seat 
then remove the seat from the passenger 
compartment. 

25.8a Uft the grilla upwards to disengage 
the centre locating lug (afTowed) .•. 
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25.6b ... and pull it sharply forward to 
release the central locating tangs 

(afTowed) - early models 

Refitting 
9 Refitting Is a reversal of removal. Where 
applicable, reactivate the alrbag system as 
described In Chapter 12, before reconnecting 
the battery. 

Rear seats 
10 Uft off the trim caps (where fitted) then 
undo the mounting bolts at the front of the 
seat cushion. 
11 Press the seat back release control and 
tip the seat back forward to release the floor 
catches. 
12 Pun and tit the seat towards the &on! then 
remove it from the car. 
13 With the seat removed, undo the lower 
pivot bolts and separate the seat back from 
the cushion. 

Refitting 
14 Refitting Is a reversal of removal . 

27 Seat bett components -
removal and refitting 

Note: Record the positions of the washers 
and spacers on the seat belt anchors, and 
ensure they are refitted In their original 
positions. 

Front seat belt 

Removal 
1 On models with a slid"1OQ side door, remove 

25.8b .•. and the pegs on each side 
(an-owed) 
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the centre pillar trim panels as described in 
Section 28. On models without a sliding side 
door. remove the side trim panel as described 
in Section 28. 
2 Prise off the trim cap. then undo the lower 
belt anchor bolt, and recover the washel'". 
3 Undo the Inertia reel mounting bolt 
-4 Using a 3.5 mm drill bit. drill out the pop 
rivet securing the belt guide to the centre 
pillar. 
S Withdraw the inertia reel from the door 
pillar, then withdraw the seat belt assembly 
from the vehicle. 

Refrtting 
6 Refitting Is a reversal of removal, using a 
new pop rivet to secure the seat belt guide. 
Ensure that all washers andIor spacers are 
positioned as noted before removal. and 
tighten all mounting bolts to the specified 

''''''''''. 
Front seat belt stalk - models 
without seat ben pretensioners 
Removal 
7 Remove the sectMing screws or release the 
clips, as applicable, and remove the trim 
panel from the side of the seat. 
S Each stalk is secured to the front seat frame 
by a bott and washer. 

Refrtting 
9 Tighten the securing bolt to the specified 
torque. 

Front seat belt stalk - models 
with seat belt pretens/oners 

A Warning: On models with seat 
, belt pretens/oners, observe the 
• following procautlons before 

a ttempting to remove the seat belt stalk 
assembly: 
a} Remove the Ignition key. 
b}Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to 'Disconnecting the battety' in the 
Roforence Chapter), and wait for two 
m/nutos bofore carrying out any further 
worlc. 

A Warning: Do not tamper with the 
, pretensloner unit in any way, 
• and do not attempt to test the 

unit. Note tha t the unit is triggered if the 
mechanism Is supplied with an electrical 
current (Including via an ohmmeter), or if 
the assembly Is subjected to a temperature 
of greater than l00"C. 

Removal 
10 The seat belt stalk Is an integral part of the 
seat belt pretensioner mechanism. 
11 Remove the front seat as described In 
Section 26. 
12 UndO the securing bott and remove the 
clamp from the pretensioner body. 
13 Disconnect the pretensioner wiring 
connector from the tenslonef unit. 
14 Undo the pretensionef securing bolt and 
withdraw the pretensioner and seat belt stalk 
assembly from the seat 

Warning: Do not hold tho tensloner by tho 
buckle or by the cable - only hold the unft 
around the tensionor body. 

Refitting 
15 Refitting is a reversal of removal, but 
obsetve the loIowing precautions: 
~ Before refitting, ensure that the battEN)' 

negative terminBJ is disconnected, and 
that the ignition is switched off. 

b) Do not touch the seat belt bucIde when 
the igmion is first switched 00. 

Rear seat belt 

Removal 
16 Remove the luggage compartment side 
bim panel as described in SectIon 28. 
17 Unclip the trim plate, then unbolt the 
upper seal belt anchor bolt. 
18 Undo the anchor bolt securing the seat 
belt inertia reel to the vehicle body and 
remcwe the reel and seat belt from the car. 
19 To remove the seat bet! buckles, fold 
forward the rear sealS forward and undo the 
bolt securing the buckles to the rear seat 
mounting. 
20 To remove the centre seat belt inertia reel , 
the seat must be partially dismantled. This 
work should be entrusted to a PeugeoV 
Citroen deaJef. 

Refitting 
21 Refitting is a reversa/ of removal . TIghten 
the seat belt mounting bolts 10 the specified 
torque. 

28 Interior trim -
removal and refitting 

Note: There are numerous comb/nations of 
interior trim layout accorr;Jing to mocle/ year, 
vehicle type and whether or not Sliding side 
doors are fitted. The following Information /s a 
guide to the most common arrangements. 

Door inner trim panel 
1 Refer to Section 11. 

Front pillar trim panel 

Removal 
2 Prise the weatherstrip from the front door 
aperture In the vicinity of the door pillar. 
3 Starting at the top, carelully pull the trim 
away from the pillar to release the Internal 
retai"'ng lugs. 
4 Uft the trim up to disengage it from the stde 
of the facia and remove it from the vehicle. 

Refitting 
5 Refitting is a revetSal of removal. but ensure 
that all retaining dips are fully engaged and 
that the weathefstrlp is fully sealed. 

Centre pillar upper trim panel 

Removal 
6 Open the front door and, wtMn awtic ....... , 

the sliding side door, and prise the 
weathefstrips from the centre pillar. 
7 Unclip the trim plate, then unbolt the UPPer 
seat belt ancho..- bolt. 
8 Undo the screw securing the lower edge of 
the upper bim panel to the door pillar. 
9 Pull the upper panel Irom the pillar to 
release the securing clips. disengage it from 
the lower panel and remove it from the car. 
Refitting 
10 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Tighten 
the seat bett anchor bolt to the specified 
torque. 

Centre pillar lower trim panel -
models with a sliding side door 
Removal 
11 Remove the centre pillar upper trim panaj 
as described previously. 
12 Remove the trim cap, then unscrew the 
front seat belt lower anchor bolt. 
13 Undo the retaining saew and carefully lift 
the rear edge 01 the front siI trim upwards. 
14 Carefully prise the lower trim panel aWfrf 
from the pillar, to release the internal clips, 
then disengage the seat belt and remove the 
trim panel. 

Refitting 
15 Refitting is a reversa/ 01 removal. Tighten 
the seat belt anchor bolt to the specified ,,,,,,,,,,. 
Side trim panel - models 
without a sliding side door 
Removal 
18 Remove the centre piDar upper trim panel 
as described p!"eViously. 
17 Undo the four retaining screws and 
remove the lower section of the panel, 
18 Using a small screwdriver, carefully prise 
off the outer part of the grab handle. Undo the 
two retaining bolts and disengage the Inner 
part of the handle from the body. 
19 Undo the remaining retaining screws and 
carefully prise the trim panel away from the 
body, to release the internal clips. 

Refitting 
20 Refitting is a reversal 01 removal. 

Sliding side door 
upper trim panel 
Removal 
21 Undo the four screws securing the panel 
to the roof above the Sliding side door 
"""",<e. 
22 Carefully pull the panel from its location 
and remove it from the vehk:le. 

Refitting 
23 Refitting Is a reversal of removaL 

Front door sill trim panel 
Removal 
24 Prise the weatherstrip lrom the lower 
edge of the front door aperture. 
25 Undo the retainng SCteW at the rea' of the -. 
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28.36 Carefully prise the cover(s) off the 
taifgate grab handle(s) 

26 Carefully prise the front door sill trim away 
from the sill to release its retaining clips and 
remove it from the vehicle. 
Refitting 
77 Refitting is a reversal of removal, but 
ensure that aB retaining clips are fuly engaged 
and that the weatherstrip Is fully seated. 

Luggage compartment 
side trim panel 
Removal 
28 Prise the weatherstrip from the load 
compartment aperture in the viCinity of the 
side panel. 
29 Remove the trim cap, then unscrew the 
rear seat belt lower moooting bott. 
30 On models with hinged rear doors, undo 
the bolts and remove the door check strap 
bracket. 
31 Release the seat belt guide trim from the 
panel and slide the seal belt through the slit in 
the guide. 
32 If removing the right hand-side panel, 
remove the jack and tool storage access 
cover from the centre of the panel, then undo 
the retaining screws around the periphery of 
the aperture. 
33 WorXing around the panel, undo all the 
retaining screws and visible attachments. 
34 Carefully prise the side panel away from 
the body, to release the internal clips, then 
remove the trim panel 

Refitting 
35 Refining is a reversal of removal, bu1 
ensure that aD retaining cips are fully engaged 
and that the weatherstrip is fufty seated. 

29.3 Undo the two screws (arrowed) on 
aach side of the handbrake ~ver 

28.37 Pull the bim panel sharply away 
from the tallgate to release the intemai 

retaining clips 

Tailgate trim panel 

Removal 
36 Using a small screwdriver, carefuly prise 
the covet(s) off the tallgate grab handle(s) (see 
Illustration). Undo the two grab handle 
retaining screws now exposed. 
37 Starting al the lower comer, pull the trim 
panel sharply away from the tailgate to 
release the internal retaining clips (see 
illustration). When all the clips have been 
released, remove the panel. 

Refitting 
38 Refitting is a rev8f'SaJ of removal, but 
ensure that aU retaining clips are fully 
ongaged, 

Headlining 
Note: Headlining removal requires 
considerable skill and experience If it is to be 
canied out without damage, and is therefore 
best entrusted to a PeugeotJCitro!n deaIet- or 
body worlf spedaIist. A generaJ overview 01 the 
procedure Is given below for those with the 
expertise to attempt the operation on a DIY 
"',;" 
39 The headlining is clipped and glued to the 
roof , and can be w ithdrawn only once all 
fitt ings such as the grab handles, 
courtesy lights. sunvisors, sunroof (if titted), 
pillar trim panels, and associated additional 
panels have been remoYed. The door. tailgate 
and sUrYOOf aperture weatherstrips win also 
have to be prised clear and any additional 
screws and clips removed. Once the 

29.4 Lift the console up at the rear, slide it 
up and over the handbrake lever and 
remove the rear section from the car 
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29.2 Undo the screw each side securing 
the rear console section to the mountirlg 

brackets 

headlining attachments are released. the 
adt'les/ve bonding in the centre panels 
must be broken using a hot air gun and 
spatula, starting at the front and wor1dng 
""""""",, 
40 When refitting, a coat of neoprene 
adhesive (available from PeugeoVCltroin 
dealeB) must be applied to the centre panels 
In the locations noted during removal. 
Position the headlining carefully and ref1t all 
components disturbed during removal. Clean 
the headlining with soap and water or white 
spirit on completion. 

29 ee_ consoIe
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Tip up the front seats, or slide the front 
seats forward as far as possible. 
2 Undo the screw each side secuing the rear 
console section to the mounting brackets 
(see illustration). 
3 Undo the two screws, one on each side of 
the handbrake lever (see fIIustration). 
4 Pull the rear console section rearwards, to 
disengage the front locating pegs. Utt the 
console up at the rear, slide it up and over the 
handbrake lever and remove the rear section 
from the car (see iBustration). 
5 Twist and remove the gear lever knob off 
the gear lever (see mustration). 
6 Unclip the gear \ever gaiter from the front 

29.5 Twist and remove the gear lever knob 
off the gear lever 
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29.6 Unclip the gear leVef' gaiter from the 
front console and slide It up and off the 

gear lever 

console and slide It up and off the gear lever 
(see Illustration). 
7 Undo the two screws at the rear of the 
console front section, and the central screw 
below the heater/ventilation controls (see 
Illustrations). 
8 Undo the retaining screw and detach the 
side ventilation panel, on each side, from the 
centre console and facia (see illustration). 
9 Disengage the centre console front section 
from the facia, and lift it up at the rear to clear 
the gear lever (see illustration). DIsconnect 
the wiring connectors and refI'IO'Ye the console 
front section from the car. 

29.8 Detach the side ventilation panel, on 
each skle, from the centre console and 

facia 

30.2 Remove the low~ shroud, then Ifft up 
and remove the upper shroud from Its 

location 

29.7a Undo the two screws (arrowed) at 
the rear of the consote front section •.• 

Refitting 
10 Refitting is a reversal of removal. 

30 Facia panel compoIt8tlts 
(pre September 2002 models) 
- removal and refitting 

Steering column shrouds 

Removal 

1 Undo the four screws securing the lower 
sh'oud In positioo (see iHustration). 

29.9 Disengage the centre console front 
section from the facia, and lift it up at the 

rear to clear the gear lever 

30.58 Undo the three screws (arrowed) . .. 

29.7b • . • and the central screw (alTOWed) 
below the neater/ventilation COflt:rolS 

2 Remove the lower shroud, then 11ft up and 
remove the upper shroud from Its location 
(see Illustration). 

Refitting 

3 Refitting Is a revElfSal of removal. 

Facia upper panel 

Removal 

" Remove the steering column lower and 
upper shroods as described previously. 
5 Undo tne three screws and remove the 
centre vent unit from the facia (see 
Illustrations). 

30.1 Undo the four screws (alTowed) 
securing the steering column lower shroud 

In posttion 

30.5b • . • and remove the centre vent unit 
from the facia 
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30.7 Undo the two facia upper panel 
retaining screws above the Instrument 

panel (arrowed) 

6 Remove the audio unit and mounting frame 
as described In Chapter 12. 
7 Undo the two facia upper panel retaining 
screws located above the Instrument panel 
(see Illustration). 
8 SImilarly, undo the upper panel retaining 
screws located below the Instrument panel 
and In the audio unit aperture (see 
iIIustratiortsl· 
9 Pull the facia upper panel from its location 
to release the retaining clips and remove it 
from the car (see illustration). 

Refitting 
10 RefittIng is a reversal of removal. 

Instrument panel 
11 Aefeno Chapter 12. 

Complete facia assembly 
Note: This is an involved operation entailing 
the removal of numerous components and 
assftfflblies, and the disconnection of B 
multitude of wiring connectots. Make fIOtes of 
the location of a/l disconnected wiring, or 
attach labels to the connectors, to avoid 
confusion when refitting. 

Removal 
12 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to 'Disconnecting the battery' in the 
Reference Chapter). 
13 Remove the scuttle grille panel as 
described In Section 24. 
14 Remove the windscreen wiper motor and 
linkage as described in Chapter 12. 

30.9 Pull the upper panel from Its location 
to release the retaining clips 

30.8a Undo the upper panel retaining 
screws below the instrument panel 

(anowed) •.• 

15 WorKing in the scuttle aperture, undo the 
three mrts securing the facia to the bulkhead. 
16 Move the front seats as far back as 
possible. Set the steering wheel in the 
straight-ahead positIon, and engage the 
steering lock. 
17 Remove the steering column shrouds and 
the facia upper panel as described previously 
in this Section. 
18 Remove the centre console as described 
in Section 29. 
19 Remove the steering Wheel as desaibed 
in Chapter 10. 
20 Remove the following components as 
described in Chapter 12: 

a) InstnJmenf panel. 
b) Audio unit. 
c) Ps 1ger's airbag. 
d) Steering coIumIl switches. 

21 Remove all the facia panel switches as 
described in c.~ter 12. 
22 On the passenger's side of the facia, 
remove the loudspeaker, then undo the bolt In 
the loudspeaker aperture. 
23 Remove the front pillar trim panels as 
described in Section 2B. 
24 Undo the two upper retaining screws at 
each corner of the heater/ventilation control 
unit. 
25 Using a small screwdriver, release 
the retaining lug at the lower centre of the 
control unit and withdraw the unit from the 
facia 
26 Pivot the control unIt upwards, as far as 
clearance wiH allow, then release the sect.ring 

31.2 Remove the steering column lower 
shroud, then 11ft up and remove the upper 

shroud 
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3O.8b ••. and in the audio unit aperture 
(anowed) 

clips and disconnect the control cables from 
the unit. Note the locations of the cables to 
ensure correct refitting. 
27 Disconnect the wiring plug from the rear 
of the control unit. then withdraw the unit. 
28 Remove the stowage box above the 
heater ventilation/control unit and undo the 
lour centre panel retaining screws. 
29 Remove the ashtray and undo the two 
screws in the ashtray apertUte. 
30 Ul"Ido the bolt at the base 01 the facia 
above the centre console location. 
31 Remove the lusebox cover panel and 
release the fuse/relay box from its facia 
attactvnen15. 
32 Undo the retaining bolt and release the 
bonnet opening handle from its IocaHon. 
33 Undo the boil each side on the outer sides 
of the facia.. 
34 Disconnect or release all the remaining 
facia attachmeots 
35 With the help of an assistant, lift the facia 
from Its location and move it rearward. As 
soon as sufficient clearance exists, 
disconnect all the facia wiring connectors, 
noting their fitted positions. Note the wiring 
harness routing and release it from the various 
retaining clips. 
36 Check that everything is disconnected 
and moved clear, then remove the fada from 
the vehicle. 

Refitting 
37 Refitting Is a reversal of removal ensuring 
that all wiring is correctty reconnected and all 
mountings securely tightened. 

31 F_panel~ 
IPost-Sep1ember 2002 ~ 
models) - removal and refitting ~ 

Steering column shrouds 

Removal 
1 Undo the three screws securing the lower 
shroud in position. 
2 Remove the lower shroud, then lift up and 
remove the upper shroud from its location 
(see illustration). 
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31 .6 Carefully prise the multi-function 
display SUlTOl.lnd from the facia 

Refitting 
3 Refitting is a reversal of removal. 

Instrument panel 
4 Refer to Chapter 12. 

Multi-function display 
5 Refer to Chapter 12. 

Facia centre panels 

Removal 
6 Carefully prise the multi-function display 
~ from the facia 1_ illustration). 
7 C8refulty prise the centre switc:tI panel from 
the facia to release the upper retaining clips 
(see illustration). 
8 Remove the audio unit as described in 
Chapter 12. 
9 Undo the two screws above the audIo unit 
apertJxe (see illustration). 
10 Undo the two saews in the nl..Ilti-function 
display aperture (see illustration). 
11 carefully prise the centre panel away from 
the facia to release the side retaining clips, 
and remove the panel from the car (see 
Illustration). 

Refitting 
12 Refitting is a reversal of removal. 

Complete facia assembly 
Note: This is an involved operation entailing 

31 .10 Undo the two screws (arrowed) in 
the mufti·function display aperture 

31 .7 CarefuDy prise the centre switch 
panel from the facia to release the upper 

retaining clips 

the removal of numerous components and 
assemblies, and the disconnection of a 
mutt/tude of wiring connectors. Make notes of 
the location of a/l disconnected wlrlng, or 
attach labels to the connectors, to avoId 
confusion when refitting. 

Removal 
13 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to 'Disconnecting the battery' in the 
Reference ChaptEll1. 
14 Remove the scuttle grille panel as 
described in Section 24. 
15 Remove the windscfeen wipef motor and 
finkage as described in Chapter 12. 
16 WOf1Qng In the scuttle aperture, ..ndo the 
three nJtS sect.ring the facia to the bulkhead. 
17 Move the front seats as far back as 
possible. Set the steering wheel in the 
straight-ahead position, and engage the 
steering lock.. 
18 Remove the steering column shrouds, 
and the facia centre panels as described 
previously In this Section. 
19 Remove the front pillar trim panels as 
described in Section 28. 
20 Remove the centre console as described 
In Section 29. 
21 Remove the undercovers from beneath 
the facia both sides. 
22 Remove ttle steering wheel as described 
in Chapter 10. 

31.11 Carefully prise the centre panel 
away from the facia to reHIase the side 

retaining clips 

31.9 UI'Ido the two screws farroWed) 
above the audio unIt aperture 

23 Remove the following components as 
described In Chapt8f 12: 
s) Instrument panel. 
b) Audio unit. 
c) Passenger's airbag. 
d) Steering column switches. 
e) Multi-function display unit. 

24 Remove all the facia panel swHches as 
described in Chapter 12. 
25 Remove the tweeter speakers from the 
top of the facia as described in Chapter 12. 
26 Undo the bolt each side on the outer sides 
of the facia. 
Z7 Undo the two uppet" retaining screws at 
each corner of the heaterlventilation control ..... 
28 Using a small screwdriver, release the 
retaining kJg at the lower centre of the control 
lM"Iit and withdraw the unit from the facia. 
29 Pivot the control unft upwards. as far as 
clearance wiI allow, then ~ the MCUr\og 
clips and disconnect the control cables from 
the unIt. Note the locations of the cables to 
ensure correct refitting. 
30 Disconnect the wiring plug from the rear 
of the control unit, then withdraw the unit. 
31 Undo all the facia retaining screwslbolts. 
32 Remove the fusebox cover panel and 
release the fuse/relay box from Its facia 
attachments. 
33 Undo the retaining bolt and release the 
bonnet opening handle from Its location. 
34 Disconnect Of release all the remaining 
facia attachments 
35 With the help of an assistant, lift the facia 
from its location and move it rearward. As 
soon as sufficient clearance exists, 
disconnect all the facia wiring connectors, 
noting their fitted positions. Note the IQing 
harness routing and reklase it from the variouS 
retaining dips.. 
36 Check that everything is disconnected 
ancI IT1O'I9d dear. therl remove the facia from 
the vehicle. 

Refitting 
37 Refitting is a reversal of removal eosuring 
that all wiring is correctly .ecot bl8Cted and aD 
mountings securely tightened. 
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Chapter 12 
Body electrical systems 

Contents Section number 

Airbag system - geoeraI information. precautions and system 
de·activation .... . . .•.•.... . .•......•..... . ... . ..•.•. . 20 

Alrbag system components - removal and refitting . . ... . . .... . . 21 
Audio unit - removal and refrtting .. .... . •.. . .. .... . ... . .. 17 
Built-In systems interface (BSI) unit/fusebox - general, 

removal and refitting . .. ... , ..• . •. .. • ...... . . . 
Bulbs (exterior lights) - renewal ..... .. . . 
Bulbs ~nterior Hghts) - renewal . .• . ... . .. ... .. . •. . . 
Cigarette lighter/accessory socket - removal and refitting 

.. .. . .. 22 
. .. 5 

.. .. 6 

8ectrica1 fault finding - general Information .. . ...... .. . .. . 
.... , 1 

2 
Engine immobiliser and anti-theft alarm system -

general information .....•.•••••.•••. . _ . .. . _ ..... •.••••. '9 
Exterior Wght units - removal and refitting .•• _ ..• . . . _ . . . • . . . . •. 7 

Degrees of difficulty 

SectIon numbeJ" 

Fuses and relays - geoeraIlnformation .•.•. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 
GeneraJ information . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
Headlight beam alignment - general ioformation . ... . . • • . •. .. •. 8 
Horn - removal and refitting .......•..... . .. . ......•....... 12 
Instrument panel - removal and refitting . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 9 
Loudspeakers - removal and refitting • .. ... . . . . .. .. .. . ... . .•. 18 
Multi·function display unit - removal and refitting . . . . . 10 
Switches - removal and refitting .. . .•... ...... . .... . . . , . 4 
Tailgate window wiper motor - removal and refrtting 15 
Washer system components - removal and refitting .. . ........• 16 
Windscreen wiper motor and Nnkage - removal and refitting .....• 14 
Wiper arm - removal and refitting ...... . ...••...•.• . ...•...• 13 

Easy._b-

~ 
FaOty easy. so.itabIe 

~ -- ~ 
0iffiWI, _b- ~ V"",<ifficU!, ~ 

ncM::e with little fa' begi • IQ with ..-b-""""""'" ~ expa:ia ICed DV ~ so.itabIeb-_ . 1V ~ 
e<per8ace ~ some e:pa8 ace ~ DV ued aic: ~ medaic ~ apl la ~ 

Specifications 
General 
System type ............... .. 

Bulbs 
Direction indicator light . .. .. .. .......... . . •. . ..•.......• ... 
Direction Indicator side repeater . ... . .. . . .. • . . . . • . ... , . .. .. . 
Front fogllght ........ . . ...... . . .• ... . •......... . .. . 
Front sidelights .. . . . ......... . ...... .• .. • .. .• . . .... . .. .. .. . 
Headlights . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. ......... .. ... . . 
High·level stop-light . .. •.... . ... . •. . . . • . .. ...... •. . •.. . ....• 
InteriOr/courtesy lights ... .. . . •.. . .. .. .• . . ..... ... . . • ...•.... 
Number plate light . . ... . .•..... . .. . . . . . . .. • ... ... .. ....... . 
Rear foglight .. .. .. .. ...................... ..... ......... .. 
Reversing light .. .. ............. . .... . .... ......... ....... . 
Stopltai:lllght .•.... . ..........•.• . ... • •..•••• . . . •.•.. . •.... 

Torque wrench setting 
AWbag control uni1 retallWlg nuts ..... . ... . ... ...... . . ........ . 

12 volt negative earth 

Type 
Bayonet 
Push-fit 
H1 
Push·fit 
H4 
Push·fit 
Push·fit 
Push·fit 
Bayonel 
Bayonet 
Bayonel 

Nm 
8 

1 General information 
The electrical system is of 12 vott negative 

earth type. Power for the lights and all 
electrical accessories Is supplied by a lead· 
acid type battery. which Is charged by the 
alternator. 

A 
Warning: Before carrying out 

, any work on the electrical 
• system, read through the 

precautions gl llen In 'Safety 
first!' at the beginning of this manual, and 
in Chapter SA. 

From the 2001 model year onwards, many 
of the body electrical systems are controlled 
by individual electronic control uni1s (ECUs) 
and these are in tum controlled by a main 
ECU known as a Bullt·ln Systems Interface 
(BSI). The various ECUs and the BSI 

Wattage 
21 
5 
55 
5 
80155 
5 
5 
5 
21 
21 
21 /5 

!blft 

6 

exchange data with each other via a multiplex 
network. The multiplex network Is a two-wire 
system IinIdng the BSI with the system ECUs 
and Is termed by PeugeotlCittoen as CAN 
(controlled area network) and VAN (vehlcle 
area network). Essentially this means that the 
BSI and the ECUs controlling the 'comfort' 
systems, safety systems, security systems. 
and entert.airlment systems in the v9hicle, are 
alllnter·connected via the two networks. 

An ECU connected to the mulUplex networi<: 
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ooly receives some of the data needed for it to 
operate directly, with Ihe remaining data 
being supplied by the other ECUs on the 
network.. Because the ECUs share Information 
via the netwoc1c, several ECUs can control the 
opeftItion of the same system. ,Ajso, one ECU 
can control several systems in an 
autonomous marner. The BSI is the manager 
of this information rnerchange as wel as also 
being responsible for the control 01 cenaln 
vehicle systems itseH. The BSI has a full 
diagnostic capability whereby any fault in any 
of the ECUs on the multiplex network can be 
traced using dlagnostic equlpment connected 
to the vehicle diagnostic connector. Should 
any fault dellelop with a system on the 
netwol1t, halle the self-diagnosis facility 
Interrogated by a PeugeotlCitroAn dealer or 
sultably·equipped specialisl . 

This Chapter cOllers repair and service 
procedures for the lIarious electrical 
components 001 associated with the engine. 
Information on the battery, alternator and 
starter motor can be found in Chapter SA 

It should be noted that, prior to working on 
any component in the electrical system, the 
battery should first be disconnected, 10 
prevent Ihe possibility 01 electrical short· 
circuits (rafer to Disconnecting the battety in 
the Reference Chapter). 

2 Electrical fault finding -
general information 

Note: Refer to the precautions given in 'Safety 
first!' and in Chapter SA before stBlting worlI:. 
The followjng tests ra/ate to testing of the 
main electrical circuits, and should not be 
used to test delicate e/ectmnic circuits (such 
as antl·lock braking systems), particularly 
where an electronic control unit (ECU) or 
multiplexlng Is used (see Section 1). 

General 
1 A typical electrical circuit consis ts of an 
electrical component, any switches, relays, 
motors, fuses, fusible links or circuit breakers 
related to that component. and the wiring and 
connectors which link the component to both 
lhe battery and the chassis. To help to 
pinpoint a problem In an electrical circuit , 
wiring diagrams are included at the end of this 
Chapter. 
2 Before attempting to diagnose an efectrical 
lault, first study the appropriate wiring 
diagram, to obtain a more complete 
~1nQ of the components Included in 
the pattic:u&ar circuit colloellled. The possible 
sources of a fault can be narrowed down by 
noting whether other components related to 
the circuit are operating properly. If several 
components or circuits fail at one time, the 
problem is likely to be related to a shared fuse 
or earth connection. 
3 Electrical problems usually stem from 
simple causes, such as loose or corroded 

connections, a faulty earth connection, a 
blown fuse, a melted fusible link, or a faulty 
relay (refer to Section 3 for details of testing 
relays). Visually Inspect the condition of all 
fuses, wires and connections in a problem 
circuit before testing the components. Use 
the wiring diagrams to determine which 
terminal connections wiI need to be checked, 
in order to pinpoint the uooble-spot 
4 The basic tools required lor electrical fault 
finding include a circuit tester or voltmeter, an 
ohmmeter (to measure resistance): a battery 
and set 01 test leads: and a jumper wire, 
preferably with a circuit breaker Of fuse 
incorporated, which can be used to bypass 
suspect wires or electrical components. 
Before attempting to locate a problem with 
lest instruments, use the wiring diagram to 
detetmlne where to make the connections. 
5 To find the source Of an Intermittent wiring 
fault (usually due to a poor or dirty 
connection, or damaged wiring insulation), a 
'wiggle' test can be performed on the wiring. 
This inllollles wiggling the wiring by hand, to 
see if the fault occurs as the wiring is moved. 
It should be possible to narrow down the 
source of the fault 10 a particular section of 
wiring. This method of testing can be used In 
conjLnCtion with any of the tests described in 
the follclYmg sub-Sections. 
6 Apart from problems due to poor 
connections, two basic types of fault can 
0CClK in an electrical circuit - open-circuit, or 
short-circuit. 
7 Open-circuit faults are caused by a break 
somewhere in the circuit, which pl""ellents 
current from flowing. An open-circuft fautt will 
prevent a component from working, but will 
not cause the relevam circuit fuse 10 blow. 
8 Short-circuit faults are caused by a 'short' 
somewhere In the circuit, which allows the 
current flowing in the circuit to 'escape' along 
an altematille route, usually to earth. Short· 
circuit fau lts are normally caused by a 
breakdown In wiring insulation, which allows a 
feed wire to touch either another wire, or an 
earthed component such as the bodyshell. A 
short·circuit fault win normally cause the 
relevant circuft fuse to blow. Note: On models 
equipped with a multiplex network (2oo J 
model year onwards) as an aid to economy 
and to prevent battary discharge, certain 
functions of the electrical system can only be 
used for 30 mitwJtes after the engine has been 
stopped. Bear this in mind when tracing 
power supply faults on these systems. 

Functions affected 
WbidsuBel, wlpen. 
EJectric windows. -Courtesy lights. 
Audio equipmenL 

After this period the BSI (Built·in Systems 
Interface) arl.s the power to these drcutts. To 
teStore power, Staff the engine. 
It ;s also possible ~ !he BSI to tum off certain 
functions (heater blower, heated rear window) 
depending on the state of charge of the 

battery. When tracing a fault, ensure the 
battety Is in a good state of charge. 

Finding an open-circuit 
9 To check for an open-circuit. COf'Inect one 
lead of a votimeter to eithM the negative 
battery terminal or a known good earth. 
10 Corv1ect the other lead to a connector In 
the circuit being tested, preferably nearest to 
the battery or fuse. 
11 Switch on the circuit, beam; in mind that 
some circuits are live only when the 19nitlon 
switch is moved to a particular position. 
12 H lIoltage is present (indicated either by 
the tester bulb lighting or a lIoItmeter reading, 
as applicable), this means that the section of 
the circuit between Ihe relevant connector 
and the battery is problem·free. 
13 Continue to check the remainder of the 
circuit In the same fashion. 
14 When a point is reached at which no 
lIoltage Is present, the problem must lie 
between that point and the previous test point 
with lIoItage. Most problems can be traced 10 
a broken, corroded or loose connection. 

Finding a short-circuit 
15 To check for a short--circult, first 
dIsconnect the Ioad{s} from the circuit (loads 
ate the components which draw curent from 
a circuit, such as bulbs, motors, heating 
elements, etc). 
16 Remove the relevant fuse from the circuit. 
and connect a circuit teslef" or vottmeter to the 
fuse COl' ...... oo.os.. 
17 Swftch on the circuit, bearing in mind that 
some circuits are live only what! the Ignition 
switch is moved to a particular position. 
18 If voltage is present (indIcated either by 
the tester bulb lighting or a voltmeter reading, 
as applicable), this means that there Is a 
short-cIrcuit 
19 If 00 lIoltage is present, but the fuse still 
blows with the load(s) connected, this 
Indicates an internal fault in the load(s). 

Finding an earth fault 
20 The battery negatille terminal is 
connected to 'earth' - the metal of tha 
engineltransmission and the car body - and 
most systems are wired so that they only 
receive a positive feed, the current returning 
via the metal of the car body. This means that 
the component mounting and the body form 
pan of Ihal circuit. Loose or corroded 
mountings can therefore cause a range of 
electrical fautts. ranging from lotaI failure of a 
circtit, to a puzzing partial fault. In par1icuIar. 
lights may shine dimly (especially when 
another circuit sharing the .same earth pOOl is 
in opeftItion). motors (eg, wiper motors or the 
radiator cooling fan motOf) may run slowly, 
and the operation of one cin::uit may have an 
apparently-unrelated effect on another. Note 
that on many lIehicles, earth straps are used 
between cenain components, such as the 
englneltransmission and the body, usually 
where there is no metal-to·metal conlact 
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between components, due to flexible rubber 
mountings, etc. 
21 To check whether a component is 
property earthed, disconnect the battel)', and 
connect one lead of an ohmmeter to a known 
good earth point. Connect the other lead to 
the wire or earth connection being tested. The 
res istance reading should be zero; if not, 
check tne connection as follows. 
22 If an earth connection is thought to be 
faulty. dismantle the connection, and clean 
back to bare metal both the bodyshell and the 
wire terminal or the component earth 
connection mating surface. Be careful to 
remove all traces of dirt and corrosion, then 
use a knife to trim away any paint, so that a 
clean metal-Io-metal joint is made. On 
reassembly, tighten the joint fasteners 
securely; if a wire terminal is being refitted, 
use serrated washers between the terminal 
and the bodyshell, to ensure a clean and 
secure connection. When the connection is 
remade, prevent the onset of corrosion in the 
future by applying a coat of petroleum jelly or 
silicone-based grease, or by spraying on (at 
regular inteNals) a proprietary ignition sealer 
Of water-dispersant lubricant. 

3 Fuses and relays -
general information 

Fuses 
1 Fuses are designed to break a circuit when 
a predetermined current Is reached, in order 
to protect the components and wiring which 
could be damaged by excessive current flow, 
Any excessive current flow will be due to a 
fault in the circuit. usually a short-circuit (see 
Section 2). 
2 The majority of fuses are located on the 
driver's side of the facia. behind a detachable 
paneL Additional fuses (including the larger. 
higher-rated maxi-fuses) are located In the 
fuse/relay box on the left-hand side of the 
engine compartment (see illustrations). 
3 To gain access to the facia fuses, remove 
the lower facia panel (tum the retaining knobs 
900 and remove the pane~. To gain access to 
the fuses in the engine compartment, simply 

3.2a The majority of fuses are located in 
the facia fusebox . , . 

unclip the cover from the fuse/relay box. The 
main fuses and relays are in the upper part of 
the box, with the maxi-fuses located below. 
4 To remove a fuse, first switch off the circuit 
concerned (or the ignition), then pull the fuse 
out of its lerminals. The wire within the fuse 
should be visible; if the fuse has blown it win 
be broken or melted. 
5 Always renew a fuse with one of the correct 
rating, never use a fuse with a different rating 
from that specified. The fuse rating is 
stamped on the top of the fuse, the fuses are 
also colour-coded as follows. Refer to the 
wiring diagrams for details of the fuse ratings 
al'ld the circuits protected. 

Colour Rating 
Orange SA 
Red 10A 
Blue 15A 
Yellow 20A 
Clear or white 25A 
Green 30A 

6 Never renew a tu se more than once without 
tracing the source of the trouble. If the new 
fuse blows immediately, find the cause before 
renewing it agaln; a short to earth as a result 
of faulty insulation is most likely. Where a fuse 
protects more than one circuit, try to isolate 
the fault by switching on each circuit in turn 
(where possible) until the fuse blows again. 
Always carry a supply of spare fuses of each 
relevant rating on the vehicle; a spare of each 
rating should be clipped into the fusebox. 

Relays 
7 A relay is an electrically-operated switch, 
which is used for the following reasons: 

a) A relay can switch a heavy current 
remotely from the circuit in which the 
current is flowing, allowing the use of 
lighter-gauge wiring and switch contacts. 

b) A relay can receive more than one control 
input, unlike a mechanical switch. 

c) A relay can have 8 timer function - for 
example, the intermittent wiper relay. 

S On models so equipped . the majority of 
relay functions are incorporated Into the buiH
in system interface (BSI) unit (see Section 22). 
Other relays are located in the fuse/relay box 
in th~ engine compartment. Additional relays 
fQ( the engine electric cooling fans are located 
in the fan shroud in front of the radiator (refer 

3.2b ... and In the engine compartment 
fuse/relay box 
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to Chapter 3 for details). Other relays may be 
encountered according to model. equipment 
specification, and year of manufacture. Aef9f 
10 the wiring diagrams in Chapter 12 for 
specifIC details 
9 If a circuit or system controlled by a relay 
develops a fault and the relay is suspect, 
operate the system. If the relay is functioning, 
it should be possible to hear it 'click' as it is 
energised. If this is the case, the fault lies with 
the components or wiring of the system. If the 
relay is not being energised, then either the 
relay Is not receiving a main supply or a 
switching voltage, or the relay itself is faulty. 
Testing is by the substitution of a known good 
unit, but be careful - while some relays are 
identical in appearance and in operation, 
others look similar but perform different 
functions. 
10 To remove a relay, first ensure that the 
relevant circuit is switched off. The relay can 
then simply be pulled out from the socket, 
and pushed back into position. Note, 
however, that with the ever increasing 
standardisation of vehicle wiring and electrical 
system components, many relays are now 
'welded' in position in their relevant circuit 
boards for ease of manufacture. This means 
that the relays are soldered in place and 
cannot be individually removed. If faulty, the 
complete circuit board or relay housing must 
be renewed as an assembly. Changes of this 
nature occur regularly during the course of 
vehicle production and are not normally 
documented by tne vehicle manufacturer. 
Therefore, if a relay appears reluctant to come 
free from its location, consider that it may be 
of the welded type and consult a 
PeugeoVCitroen dealer for the latest 
information. 

4 Switches -
removal and refitting 

Note: Disconnect the battery negative 
terminal before removing any switch, and 
reconnect the termina l after refitting the 
switch. Refer to 'Disconnecting the battery' in 
the Reference Chapter. 

Ignition switch 
1 Refer to Chapter 10. 

Steering column switches 

Pre-September 2002 models 
2 Remove the steering wheel as described in 
Chapter 10. 
3 Remove the steering column lower and 
upper shrouds as described in Chapter 11. 
4 On models equipped with an airbag, 
remove the airhag rotary connector as 
described in Section 21 . 
5 Disconnect the wiring connectors at the 
rear of the steering column switches. 
6 Undo the three screws securing the switch 
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4.118 Slacken the switch assembty 
retaining clamp (arrowed) •.. 

4.11d Turn the unit ovet" and disconnect 
the wiring connectors - Latet" models 

housing to the steering column and remove 
the housing from the column. 
7 The relevant switch can now be removed 
from the housing after unscrewing the two 
retaining screws. 
8 Refitting is a reversal of removal. 

Post-September 2002 models 
9 Remove the steering wheel as described in 
Chapter 10. 
10 Remove the steering column lower and 
upper shrouds as described in Chapter 11. 
11 Slacken the switch assembly retaining 
clamp, then using a small screwdriver, 
carefully prise the retaining catches away 
from the column and 11ft off the switch 
assembly. Disconnect the wiring connectors 
as the assembly is withdrawn (see 
illustrations). 

4.15b •.• and withdraw the relevant switch 
from its location - early models 

4.11 b . .. carefullY prise the retaining 
catches (arrowed) iIW2r'/ from the column .•. 

4.14 Carefully prise off the trim panel for 
access to the switches - earty models 

Caution: Take great care not damage the 
switch assembly retaining catches. 
12 If required, the audiO unit remote control 
switch can be uncllpped from the main switch 
assembly. 
13 Refitting is a r8V8fS81 of removal. 
Note: If 8 new sMtch assembly is fitted the unit 
must be initialised using dedicated test 
equipment. Entrust tf'is task to 8 PeugeotJCitroen 
dealer Of' suitabIy--equipped spedaJist. 

Facia centre-mounted switches 
Pre-September 2002 models 
14 Using a small screwdriver, carefully prise 
off the trim panel for access to the switches 
(see illustration). 
15 Depress the retaining lugs on the side of the 
switch body and withdraw the relevant switch 
from its location (see illustrations). Disconnect 

4.18 To remove the lower switches, reach 
in through the facia aperture and push the 

switch out from behind - Later models 

4.11C .•. and lift off the switch assembly_ 
later models 

4.15a Depress the retaining lugs on the 
side of the switch body .•. 

the wiring comector and remove the switch. 
16 Refitting is the revarse of ren"lOVal. 

Post-September 2002 models 
17 Remove the trim panels in the centre of 
the facia, for access to the switches, as 
described in Chapter 11. 
18 To remove the lower switches, reach In 
through the audio unit aperture, or through the 
opening at the side of the switch, and push 
the relevant switch out from behind the facia 
(see illustration). Disconnect Ihe wiring 
connector and remove the switch. 
19 To remove the upper switches. depress 
the retaining lugs on the top of the switch 
body and withdraw the switch from the facia 
(see illustration). Disconnect the wiring 
connector and remove the switch. 
20 Refitting is the reverse of removal. 

4.19 To remove the upper-switches, 
depf'ess the retaining lugs and withdraw 

the switch - letet'" models 
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Facia side·mounted switches 
21 On pre-September 2002 models, 
additional switches are located above the 
fusebox on the driver's side. 
22 Using a small screwdriver, carefully prise 
out the trim cover around the switch unit. 
Undo the retanlng screw(s) and withdraw the 
switch unit from the facia. Disconnect the 
wiring connectors and remove the unit. The 
switch(es) can then be pushed out from the 
rear of the panel. 
23 On post-September 2002 models, 
additional switches are located In the facia 
adjacent to the heater/Ventilation air vents. 
Using a sman screwdriver, care~ prise the 
relevant switch from Its location.. Disconnect 
the wiring connector and remove the switch. 
24 Refitting Is the reverse of removal. 

Heating/ventilatlon control 
25 The switches are an integral pan of the 
heatef/Ventilation control panel, and cannot 
be renewed separately. tf any switch is faufty, 
the complete control panel must be renewed 
- refer to Chapter 3 fof details. 

Stopwlight switch 
26 Refer 10 Chapler 9. 

Handbrake warning light switch 
'Z1 Refer to Chapter 9. 

Courtesy light switch 
28 The courtesy light switches are an integral 
part of the door lock assemblies. Refer to 
Chapter 1 1 for door lock removal and refitting 
details. 

5 Bulbs (exterior lights) - ~ 
renewal ~ 

...: 
General 
1 Whenever a bulb is renewed. nole the 
following points: 
a) Remember that, If the light has just been 

In use, the bulb may be extremely hot. 
b) Always check the bulb contacts and 

holder, ensuring that theta is clean metal
to-metal contact between the bulb and its 
#ve(s) and aerth. Clean oH any corrosion 

5.8 Disconnect the wiring connectOf"from 
the headlight bulb - later models 

5.2 Remove the protective rubber COYef' 
from the headlight unit - early models 

5.3b . . • and withdraw the headlight bulb
early modeJs 

or dirt befcxe fitting a new bulb. 
c) Wherever bayonet-type bulbs are fitted 

(see Specifications), ensure that the live 
concact(s) bear firmly against rile bulb 
contact 

d) Always ensure that the new bulb Is of the 
cooect rating, and that It Is completely 
clean before fitting it this applies 
particularly to headlightlfogllght bulbs 
(see below). 

Headlight 

Pre-September 2002 models 
2 Working In the engine compartment, 
disconnect the wiring connector from the rear 
of the headlight bulb, then remove the 
protective rubber cover from the headlight 
unit (see illustration). 
3 Re!ease the spring clip and withdraw the 
bulb (see lIIustrations). 
4 When handling the new bulb, use a tissue 

5.98 Release the spring clip . • . 
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5.3a Release the spring clip .• . 

5.7 Remove the plastic covet'" from the 
light unit - lat9f" models 

or clean cloth to avoid touching the glass with 
the fingers; moisture and grease from the skin 
can cause blackening and rapid failure of this 
type of bulb. If the glass is accidentally 
touched, wipe it clean using methylated spirit. 
S Install the new bulb, ensuring that Its 
locating tabs are correctly seated in the light 
unit cut-outs. Secure the bulb in position with 
the spring clip. 
6 Refit the protective rubber cover, ensuring 
that it Is correctly seated, then reconnect the 
wiring connector. 
Post-September 2002 models 
7 Working in the engine compartment. turn 
the large plastic cover anti-clockwise and 
remove it from the rear of the headlight unit 
(see illustration). 
8 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
rear of the headlight bulb (see illustration). 
9 Release the spring clip and withdraw the 
bulb (see Illustrations). 

5.9b • . • and withdraw the headUght bulb 
_models 
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5.13 Depress the tab (arrowed), and 
withdraw the direction indicator light unlt-

early models 

10 When handling the new bulb, use a tissue 
or clean cloth to avoid touching the glass with 
the fingers; moisture and grease from the skin 
can cause blackening and rapid faiture of this 
type of bulb. If the glass Is accidentally 
touched, wipe it clean using methylated spirit. 
11 Install the new bulb, ensuring that its 
locating tabs are correctly seated In the light 
unit cut-ouls. Secure the bulb in position with 
the spring clip. 
12 Reconnect the wimg connector then refit 
the plastic cover, tumflg i1 clockwise to lock it 
.. place. 

Front sidelight 

Pre-September 2002 models 
13 Open the bonnet and depress the tab 
located at the top of the direction indicator 
light unit. using a screwdriver (see 

5.15b ..• the bulb Is a push-fit In the 
bulbhokier - earty models 

5.238 Rotate the direction indicator 
bulbholcler anti-clockwise to release it •.• 

5.14 DIsconnect the wiring connector 
from the sidelight bulbholcler - early 

models 

illustration). Withdraw the direction indicator 
light unit from its location. 
14 Disconnect the wiring connector from the 
sidelight bulbholder (see Illustration). 
15 Rotate the bulbholder anti-clockwise, and 
free It from the rear of the direction indicator 
light unit. The bulb is a push-fit In the 
bulbholder (see illustrations). 
16 Refit the bulbholdet" and turn it clockwise 
to secure, then reconnect the wiring 
connector. 
17 Refit the direction Indicator light unit, 
ensuing that the upper and lower glMdes are 

"""""'" engaged. 
Post-September 2002 models 
18 WoOOng In the engine compartment, turn 
the large pla$lic cover anti-clockwtse and 
remove it from the rear of the headlight unit 
(see Hlustration 5.7). The sidelight bulbhoIder 

5.19 Pull the sidelight bulbholder from Its 
location in the headlight unit -later models 

5.23b • . • the bulb Is a bayonet fit in the 
bulbholder - early models 

5.15a Rotate the sidelight bulbhokler anti. 
clockwise to release It ••• 

is located above the headlight bulb. For 
Improved access remove the headlight bulb 
as described previously. 
19 Pull the sidelight bulbholder from its 
location In the headlight unit (see 
illustration). The bulb is a push-fit in the 
buJbhoIder. 
20 Ref" the bulbholder and, where removed, 
the headlight bulb. 
21 Refit the plastic cover, turning It clockwise 
to lock it In place. 

Front direction indicator 

Pre-September 2002 models 
22 Open the bonnet and depress the lab 
located at the top of the direction Indicator 
light unit. using a screwdriver (._ illus
tration 5.13). Withdraw the direction ind'lC8tor 
light unit from its location. 
23 Rotate the bulbhoIder aotl-clockwise, and 
free it from the rear of the light unit. The bulb 
is a bayonet fit in the bulbholder (see 
Illustrations). 
24 Refit the direction indicator light unit, 
ensuring that the upper and lower guides are 
correctly engaged. 

Post-September 2002 models 
25 WOOing in the engine compartment, tum 
the direction indicator bulbholder anti
clockwise and remove it from the rear of the 
headlight unit. The bulb is a bayonet fit in the 
bulbholdef (see illustrations). 
26 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. 

5.25a Rotate the direction Indicator 
bulbholder anti-clockwise to release tt ..• 
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5.25b . .. the bulb is a bayonet fit in the 
bulbholder - later models 

Direc tion indicator side repeater 
27 Push the light unit forward 10 free its rear 
retaining clip, then ease it out from the front 
wing (see illustration). 
28 Rotate the bulbholder anti-clockwise and 
free It from the rear of the light unit. The bulb 
is a push-fit in the bulbholder (see 
illust rations). 
29 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. 

Front foglight 
30 Undo the retain ing screws and partially 
withdraw the front wheel arch liner for access 
to the foglight unit. 
31 Reach up under the front bumper and 
disconnect the foglight wiring connector. 
32 Turn the bulbholder a quarter turn and 
withdraw it from the tight unit. 

5.26b _ .. the bulb is a push-fit In the 
bulbholder 

S.39b ... to release the two outer 
retaining lugs farrowed) 

5.27 Push the side repeater light unit 
forward, then ease It out from the wing 

33 Release the spring clip, and remove the 
bulb from the bulbholder. 
34 When handling the new bulb, use a tissue 
or clean cloth to avoid touching the glass with 
the fingers; moisture and grease from the skin 
can cause blackening and rapid failure of this 
type of bulb. If the glass is accidentally 
touched, wipe it clean using methylated spirit. 
35 Install the new bulb, enstJing that its locating 
tabs are correctly located. Secure the bulb in 
position with the clip, and refit the bulbholder. 
36 Reconnect the fogUght wiring connector 
and refit the wheel arch liner. 

Rear light cluster 
37 Open the tailgate, or the rear door on the 
relevant side. 
38 Undo the plastic retaining nut securing the 
light unit to the body (see illustration). 

5.38 Undo the- plastic reta ining nut 
securing the rear light unit to the body 

5.40 Depress the tabs and withdraw the 
bulbholder from the light unit . . . 
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5.28a Rotate the bulbholder anti
clockwise to release It ... 

39 Push the light unit toward the centre of 
the car, to release the two outer retaining lugs 
and gently pull it away from the body (see 
Illustrations). 
40 Depress the tabs on the side of the 
bulbholder and withdraw the bulbholder from 
the light unit (see il lustration). 
41 All the bulbs have bayonet fittings. The 
relevant bulb can be removed by pressing it in 
and rotating it anti-clockwise (see illustration). 
42 Refitting Is the reverse of removal, 
ensuring the light unit and bulbholder seals 
are in good condition. 

High-level stop-light 

Models with a tailgate 
43 Open the tailgate and undo the two nuts 
securing the light unit In position. 
44 Withdraw the light unit. then depress the 

5.39a Push the 119ht unit toward the centre 
of the car ... 

5.41 . •. all the bulbs are a bayonet fit in 
the bulbholder 
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5.448 Withdraw the high-level stop-light 
unit. . . 

two labs to release the bulbholder (see 
illustrations). 
45 All the bulbs are a push-fit in the 
bulbholder (see illustration). 

5.47 Prise off the high-level stop-light 
inner trim panel ... 

5.49 All the bulbs are a push-fit in the 
bulbholder - models with hinged rear 

doors 

.. • 

5.52a Unclip the lens from the numbef
plate Ught unit .. . 

5.44b . .. then depress the two tabs to 
release the bulbholder - modefs with a 

tailgate 

46 Refitting Is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. 

Models with hinged rear doors 

47 Open the relevant rear door and carefully 

5.48 ... then depress the two tabs to 
release the bulbholder - models with 

hinged rear doors 

HAYNES 

5.51 Remove the exterior moulding above 
the number plate lights - models with a 

tallgate 

.. 

5.52b ... the bulb is a push-fit in the 
bulbholder - models with a tallgate 

5.45 All the bulbs are a push-fit in the 
bulbholder - models with a tail gate 

prise off the stop light inner trim panel using a 
screwdriver (see illustration). 
48 Depress the two tabs to release the 
bulbholder (see Illustration). 
49 All the bulbs are a push-fit in the 
bulbholder (see illustration). 
50 Refitting is a reversal of the removal 
procedure. 

Number plate light 

Models with a taUgate 

51 There is very little clearance between the 
number plate light unit and the plastic exterior 
moulding above, to allow removal of the light 
unit lens. In practice It was found necessary to 
remove the tallgate trim panel (see Chap
ter 11) then unscrew the three nuts and 
remove the exterior moulding (see 
illustration). The nuts are accessible through 
apertures inside the tailgate. 
52 Unclip the lens from the number plate 
light unit. The bulb is a push-fit in the 
bulbholder (see illustrations). 
53 Clip the lens into position then refit the 
exterior moulding. 
54 Refit the tailgate trim panel (Chapter 11). 

Models with hinged rear doors 

55 There is very little clearance between the 
number plate light unit and the plastic exterior 
moulding above, to allow removal of the fight 
unit lens. In practice it was found necessary to 
fi rst remove the rear door trim panel (see 
Chapter 11), then proceed as follows. 
56 Reach in through the aperture in the rear 
door and disconnect the number plate light 
wiring connector (see illustration). 

5.56 Disconnect the number plate light 
wiring connector - models with hinged 

rear doors 



5.578 Depress the tabs .. . 

57 Depress the tabs and push the light unit 
out of the door (see illustrations). 
58 Unclip the lens from the number plate 
light unit (see illustration). The bulb Is a 
push-fit in the bulbholder. 
59 Clip the lens into position then refit the 
light unit to the d oor. Reconnect the wiring 
and refit the door trim panel (Chaptet" 1 1). 

6 Bulbs (interior lights) -
renewal 

General 
1 Refer to Section 5, paragraph 1. 

Courtesy lights 
2 Using a small screwdriver, carefully prise 
the light unit from its location (see 
illustration). 
3 Depress the tabs and withdraw the 
bulbholder from the light unit. The bulb is a 
push-fit in the bulbhotder (see iIIustraUons). 
4 Refitting is the reverse of the removal 
procedure. 

Instrument panel illumination 
and warning light bulbs 
Note: Renewal of the instrument panel bulbs 
is only possible on pre-200 1 model year 
vehicles. On later models, the instrument 
panel and warning lights are illuminated by 
Integral LEas. It is nor possible to renew them 
Independently of the panel. 
5 Remove the instrument panel as described 
in Section 9. 
6 Twist the relevant bulbholder anti
clockwise to remove it from the rear of the 
panel. 
7 The bulbs are integral with the bulbholders. 
8 On completion. refit the Instrument panel 
with reference to Section 9. 

Heater/ventilation 
control illumination 
9 Remove the heatet"/ventilation control unit 
as described In Chapter 3. 
10 Rotate the bulbholders anti-clockwise to 

5.57b , .• and push the light unit out of the 
door - models with hinged rear doors 

remove them. The capless bulbs simply pull 
. from the bulbholders. 

11 Refitting is the reverse of the removal 
procedure. 

Multi-function 
display illumination 
12 Remove the multi-function display as 
described In Section 10. 
13 Rotate the bulbholders anti-clockwise and 
remove them (see illustration). The capless 
bulbs simply pull from the butbholdet". 

Switch illumination 
14 All of the switches that are illuminated, are 
done so by LEDs. These LEDs are an integral 
part of the switch and cannot be renewed 
separately. Renewal will therefore require 

6.2 Carefully prise the courtesy light unit 
from its location 

6.3b The bulb Is a push-fit in the 
bulbholder 
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5.58 Unctip the lens from the number plate 
light unit. The bulb is a push-fit in the 
bulbholder - models with hinged rear 

doors 

renewal of the complete switch assembly (see 
Section 4) . 

7 Exterior light units
removal and refitting 

Headlight 

Pre~September 2002 models 
1 Remove the radiator grille as described in 
Chapter 11. 
2 Remove the direction indicator light unit as 
described later in this Section. 
3 Undo the three retaining bolts and withdraw 

6.3a Depress the tabs and withdraw the 
bulbholder from the light unit 

6.13 Remove the mutti ~function display 
bulbholders. The bulbs are a push-fit in the 

bulbholders 
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7.3 Undo the three retaining bolts 
(arrowed) and withdraw the headlight unit 

the light unit from its location (see 
illustration). 
4 Disconnect the wiring connectors at the 
headlight beam adjuster motor and headlight 
bulb, and remove the light unit from the car 
(see illustration). 
5 If desired. the electric adjuster motor can 
be removed from the light unit after lifting the 
tag and turning the adjuster motor through 
90" to release it. Once the motor is released, 
pull tile adjuster rod balljoint Irom the socket 
in the rear 01 the headlight (see illustrations). 
6 To refit the electric adjuster motor, tum the 
manual height control adJust9l'" using an Alien 
key to fully extend the adjuster rod. To enable 
the Initial position to be reset after refitting, 
count the number of turns of the adjuster 
needed to fully extend the adjuster rod. 
Engage the balljoint with the socket on the 
headlight, then lit and secure the adjuster 

7.5b ... then pull the adjuster rod balljoint 
from the headlight socket - eariy models 

7.10b ... lower outer {arrewed) • . . 

7.4 Disconnect the wiring connectors and 
remove the light unit - early models 

motor. Reset the manual height adjuster to 
the position noted belore removal. 
7 Reconnect the wiring connectors and 
locate the headlight unit in position. Refrt the 
headlight mounting bolts and tighten securely. 
8 The remainder of refitting is a reversal of 
removal. but on completion have the 
headlight beam alignment checked at the 
earliest opportunity. 

Post-September 2002 models 
9 Remove the front bumper as described in 
Chapter 11. 
10 Undo the lower inner and outer headlight 
unit retaining screws and the upper retaining 
SCfeW (see illustrations). 
11 Using a small screwdriver, lift the upper 
mounting arm slightly to disengage the 
retaining lug, and withdraw the headlight from 
its location (see illustration). 

7.10a Undo the headlight lower inner 
(arrowed) .. . 

7.1Oc .. . and upper (arrowed) retaining 
screws -later models 

7.5a To remove the headlight adjuster 
motor, lift the tag and rum the motor 

through 900 
••• 

12 Disconnect the wiring connector and 
remove the headlight unit from the car. 
13 Refitting is the reverse of the removal 
procedure. but on completion have the 
headlight beam alignment checked at the 
earliest opporiunity. 

Front direction indicator 
14 The procedure is described as part 01 the 
bulb renewal procedure in Section 5. 

Direction indicator side repeater 
15 The procedure is described as part 01 the 
bulb renewal procedure in Section 5. 

Front foglight 
16 Firmly apply the handbrake, then jack up 
the Iront of the car and support it securely on 
axle stands (see Jacking and vehicle supporf). 
17 Undo the retaining screws and partially 
withdraw the front wheel arch liner for access 
to the foglight unit. 
18 Disconnect the foglight wiring connector. 
19 Undo the three loglight retaining bolts and 
remove the lJ(lit from the front bumper. 
20 Refitting is a reversal of removal. 

Rear light unit 
21 The procedure is described as part of the 
rear light cluster bulb renewal procedure in 
Section 5. 

High-level stop-light 

Models with a tailgate 

22 The procedure is described as part of the 
bulb renewal procedure in Section 5. 

7.11 Uft the upper mounting ann slightly 
to disengage the retaining lug. and 

w ithdraw the headlight -later models 
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7.24 Undo the two screws (arrowed) and 
remove the high-level stop-light unit-

models with hinged rear doors 

Models with hinged rear doors 
23 Remove the bulbholder as described in 
the bulb renewal procedure in Section 5. 
24 Undo the two screws and remove the light 
unit from the door (see illustration). 
25 Refrtting Is a reversal of removal. 

Number plate light 

Models with a tailgate 
26 There is very little clearance between the 
number plate light unit and the plastic exterior 
moulding above to allow removal of the light 
unit lens. In practice it was found necessary to 
remove the tailgate trim panel (see Chapter 
11) then unscrew the three nuts and remove 
the exterior moulding (see illustration 5.51). 
The nuts are accessible through apertu res 
inside the tailgate. 
27 Reach in through the taligate aperture, 

9.33 Undo the three screws (arrowed) . . • 

9.5 Undo the two facia upper panel 
retaining screws above the instrument 

panel (arrowed) - early models 

-
7.27 Depress the tabs and push out the 
number plate light unit - models with a 

tailgate 

depress the tabs and push the light unit out of 
the tailgate (see illustration). Disconnect the 
wiring connector and remove the light unit. 
28 Reconnect the wiring connector and push 
the unit back into its location. 
29 Refit the exterior moulding and the 
tailgate trim panel. 

Models with hinged rear doors 
30 The procedure is described as part of the 
bulb renewal procedure in Section 5. 

8 Headlight beam alignment
general information 

1 Accurate adjustment of the headlight beam 
is only possible using optical beam-setting 
equipment, and this work should therefore be 

9.3b . . . and remove the centre vent unit 
from the facia - earty models 

9.6a Undo the upper panel retaining 
screws below the instrument panel 

(arrowed) •.. 
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carried out by a PeugeoVCitroen dealer or 
suitably-equipped workshop. 
2 Each headlight unit is equipped with a five
position vertical beam adjuster unit - this can 
be used to adjust the headlight beam to 
compensate for the relevant load which the 
vehicle is carrying. The adjuster units are 
operated by a switch on the facia. The 
adjusters should be positioned as follows 
according to the load being carried in the 
vehicle: 
Position 0 

Position -

Position 1 

Position 2 

Position 3 

Front seats occupied 
(1 or 2 people) 
Front or rear seats occupied 
(.3 people) 
Front and rear seats occupied 
(5 people) 
Front and rear seats occupied 
and luggage compartment 
fully-loaded 
Driver's seat occupied and 
luggage compartment fully
loaded 

3 Be sure to reset the adjustment if Ihe 
vehicle load is altered. 

9 Instrument panel
removal and refitting 

Removal 

Pre-September 2002 models 
1 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer 10 Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapter). 
2 Remove the steering column lower and 
upper shrouds as described in Chapter 11. 
3 Undo the three screws and remove the centre 
vent unit from the facia (see illustrations). 
4 Remove the audio unit and mounting frame 
as described in Section 17. 
5 Undo the two facia upper panel retaining 
screws located above the instrument panel 
(see illustration). 
6 Similarly, undo the upper panel retaining 
screws located below the instrument panel 
and in the audio unit aperture (see 
illustrations). 
7 Putt the facia upper panel from its location 

9.6b , , • and in the audio unit aperture 
(arrowed) - earty models 
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9.7 Pull the upper panel from its location 
to release the retaining clips - early 

models 

9.9 Tum the instrument panel over and 
disconnect the wiring connectors - early 

modals 

9.11 a Undo the retaining screw at the top 
of the instnlment panel ... 

to release the retaining clips and remove it 
from the car (see illustration). 
8 Undo the two instrument panel retaining 
screws each side and withdraw the panel 
from the facia (see illustrations). 
9 Turn the panel over and d isconnect the 
wiring connectors at the rear (see 
illustration). 

Post-September 2002 models 

10 Pull the top of the instrument panel upper 
trim panel upwards and towards the steering 
wheel to release the retaining clips. Disengage 
the front locating lugs from the facia and lift 
off the panel (see illustrations). 
11 Undo the retaining screw at the top of the 
instrument panel. Lift the panel up and 

9.Sa Undo the two instrument panel 
retaining screws each side (arrowed) ..• 

9.10a Pull the instrument panel upper trim 
upwards and towards the steering wheel 

to release the retaining clips - later models 

9.11b ... then lift the panel up and 
w ithdraw It from Its location -later models 

withdraw it from its location (see illustrations). 
12 Turn the panel over and disconnect the 
wiring connectors at the (ear (see 
illustration). 

Refitting 
13 Refilling is a reversal of removal. 

10 Multi-function display unit
removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Carefully prise the multi-function display 
surround from the facia (see illustration). 

9.8b . •. and withdraw the panel from the 
facia - early models 

9.1Ob Disengage the front locating IU9S 
from the facia and lift off the panel- later 

models 

9.12 Tum the instrument panel over and 
disconnect the wiring connectors - later 

models 

10.1 Carefully prise the multi-function 
display surround from the fac ia 



10.2a Undo the two screws (arrowed) ... 

2 Undo the two screws and withdraw the unit 
from the facia. Disconnect the wiring 
connector and remove the unit from the car 
{see illustrations}. 

Refitting 
3 Refitting is a reversal of removal. 

11 Cigarette lighter/accessory 
socket - removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Remove the centre console as described in 
Chapter 11 . 
2 Carefully release the retaining clips and 
slide the illumination light assembly off the 
base of the lighter, taking great care not to 
break its electrical contacts. 
3 Pull out the lighter element then release the 
tangs and push out the metal insert/accessory 
socket. The plastic outer section can then be 
removed from the console. 

Refitting 
4 Align the plastic outer section tab with the 
cut-out then insert it into the console. 
S Align the bulbholder contact on the metal 
insert with the holder tangs on the plastic 
outer then clip the Insert into position. 
6 Slide the illumination light assembly onto 
the metal insert and clip it securely onto the 
plastic outer. 

I 
. ..,.' 

-.. ~.~ .... 
~,.... 

-
14.2 Prise the windscreen wiper linkage 
off the balljoint on the motor crank arm 

10.2b . .. then withdraw the multi-function 
display and disconnect the wiring 

connector 

7 Ensure the cigarette lighter is correctly 
assembled then refrt the centre console. 

12 Hom - removal and refitting ~ 
~ 
~ 

Removal 
1 The horn is located behind the front 
bumper, on the left-hand side. 
2 Remove the front bumper as described in 
Chapter 11. 
3 Disconnect the wiring connector(s) then 
undo the mounting nut and remove the horn 
from the vehicle (see illustration). 

Refitting 
4 Refitting is a reversal of removal. 

13 Wiper arm -
removal and refitt ing 

Note: The wiper arms are a very tight fit on 
tfleir spindles and it is likely that a puller will be 
needed to remove them safely and without 
damage. 

Removal 
1 Operate the wiper motor, then switch it off 
so that the wiper arm returns to the at-rest 

14.3 Undo the three nuts and withdraw the 
motor mounting plate from the scuttle 
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12.3 Ham wiring connector (A) and 
mounting nut (B) 

position . Stick tape to the screen alongside 
the wiper blade to ensure correct refitment. 
There is also an alignment mark provided on 
the windscreen. 
2 Remove the wiper arm spindle nut cover 
then slacken and remove the spindle nut. 
3 Lift the blade off the glass, and pull the 
wiper arm off its spindle, If the arm is very 
tight, free it from the spindle using a suitable 
puller. 

Refitting 
4 Ensure that the wiper arm and spindle 
splines are clean and dry, then refit the arm to 
the spindle, aligning the wiper blade with the 
tape fitted on removal, Of the alignment marks 
provided. 
5 Refit the spindle nut, tightening it securely. 
and clip the nut cover (where fitted) back into 
position. 

14 Windscreen wiper motor and 
linkage - removal and refitting 

Removal 
1 Remove the scuttle grille panel as 
described in Chapter 11. 

Wiper motor 

2 Using a suitable screwdriver, prise the 
linkage off the balljoint on the motor crank 
arm (see illustration). 
3 Undo the three nuts and withdraw the 
motor mounting plate from the scuttle (see 
illustration). Disconnect the wiring connector 
and remove the motor and mounting plate. 
4 To remove the motor from the mounting 
plate. note the position of the crank arm with 
the motor in the parl<ed position. 
5 Undo the retaining nut and remove the 
crank arm from the motor spindle. Undo the 
three balls and separate the motor from the 
mounting plate. 

Wiper linkage 

6 Remove the wiper motor as described 
previously. 
7 Undo the bolts/nuts securing the outer 
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14.78 Undo the bolts/nuts (arrowed) 
securing the outer spindle assembly . .. 

spindle assembly and centre spindle 
assembly to the scuttle (see illustrations). 
Manipulate Ihe linkage assembly out from its 
location. 

Rerttting 
8 Refitting is a reversal of removal. Ensure 
that the molor is in the parKed position before 
refitting the crank arm in the position noted 
during removal. 

15 Tailgate window wiper 
motor - removal and refitting 

Note: On later models, a pop rivet gun and 
suitable rivets will be required on refitting. 

Removal 
1 Remove the wiper arm (see Section 13). 
2 Remove the tailgate trim panel as 
described in Chapter 11 . 
3 On early models, unscrew the three nuts 
securing the wiper molor bracket 10 the 
tailgate. 
4 On later models, using a 8 mm drill bit, 
carefully drill the heads off the pop rivets 
securing the wiper motor bracket to the 
tailgate (see illustration). 
Caution: Take care n ot to damage the 
motor and tailgate when drilling out the 
rive ts. 
5 With the Ihree nuts or three rivets removed, 
disconnect the wiring connector and the 
washer fluid hose and remove the wiper motor 

16,68 Washer reservoir upper retaining 
nut (arrowed) .. , 

14.7b .•. and centre spindle assembly to 
the scuttle 

from the lailgate. Take care not to lose the 
collars from the motor mounting rubbers. 
6 Remove the wiper motor sealing grommet 
from the tailgate glass. 
7 Where applicable, recover the remnants of 
each rivet from the motor brackeVtailgate. 
Ensure all traces 01 rivet are removed. 

Refitting 
8 Prior 10 refitting check the sealing grommet 
and rubber mountings for signs of damage or 
deterioration and renew as necessary. 
9 Ensure the rubber grommet is correctly 
fitted to the tailgale glass, and the rubber 
mountings and collars are correctly frtted to 
the motor mounting bracket. 
10 Manoeuvre the wiper motor into position 
and secure it in position with the nuts or new 
pop rivets. 
11 Reconnect the wiring connector and 
washer hose to the motor then refit the trim 
panel to the tailgate. Turn on the ignition, then 
operate the wiper and allow it to stop In the 
pari< position. 
12 Refit the wiper arm as described in 
Section 13, 

16 Washer system components 
- removal and refitting 

1 The washer reservoir is located behind the 
right-hand front wing and supplies the 
windscreen and tailgate washers via single or 
multiple pumps fitted 10 the reservoir. 

16.6b , .. and lower retaining nut 
(arrowed) 

15.4 Tallgate wiper motor attachment 
rivets (arrowed) 

Washer fluid reservoir 
2 Slacken the right-hand front roadwheel 
bolts. Jack up the front of the vehicle, and 
support it securely on axle stands (see 
Jacking and vehicle support), Remove the 
right-hand roadwheel. 
3 From underneath Ihe fronl wing, undo the 
screws, prise out Ihe retaining clips, and 
remove the wheel arch liner from the wing 
valance. 
4 Note the correct fitted location of the 
washer hoses (if necessary, mark them for 
identification purposes) then disconnect the 
hoses from the washer pump(s). 
5 Disconnect the wiring connector(s) from the 
washer pump(s). 
6 Slacken and remove the upper and lower 
retaIning nuts, then manoeuvre the reservoir 
out from underneath the wing (see 
illustrations). 
7 Refitting is the reverse of removal, ensuring 
that the hoses are securely reconnected. Refill 
the reservoir and check for leaks. 

Washer pump 
8 Proceed as described in paragraphs 2 to 5 
and disconnect the hose(s) and wiring 
connector from the pump. 
9 Position a container beneath the reservoir 
to catch the washer fluid as the pump is 
removed. 
10 Carefully ease the pump out from the 
reservoir, and recover its sealing grommet. 
Wash off any spilt fluid with cold watOf". 
11 Refitting is the reverse of removal, using a 
new sealing grommet if the original shows 
signs of damage or deterioration. Refill Ihe 
reservoir and check the pump grommet for 
leaks on completion. 

Windscreen washer jet 
12 Open and support the bonnet 
13 Disconnect the washer hose(s) from the 
relevant jet , then depress the retaining clips 
and ease the jet out of position. 
14 On refitting, clip the jet into the bonnet 
and reconnect the hose. The aim of the 
washer jets Is not adjustable. 

Tallgate washer jet 
15 The tailgale washer jet is integral with the 
wiper assembly. 
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17.3 Insert the removal tools Into the holes 17.5 On earty models, use a small 
on the audio unit and withdraw the unit SCTewdrive.. to release the mounting frame 

from the facia lugs •.• 

17 Audio unit -
removal and refitting 

Note: The foIJowIng procedure is for the range 
of equipment fffted by Peugeot/CitroM. 

Removal 
1 Ensure the audio unit and ignitlon Is 
switched off. 
2 The audio units fitted by PeugeoVCltroen 
have DIN standard fuclngs. Two special tools, 
obtainable from most car accessory retailers, 
are required for removal. Alternatively, 
suitable tools can be fabricated from 3 mm 
diameter wire, such as welding rod. 
3 Insert the tools into the holes on each side 
of the aud"1O trit and push them in LWltiI they 
snap into place. The audio IXlit can be slid out 
of the facia (see illustration). 
4 Once the unit has been withdrawn from the 
facia, disconnect the wiring connections and 
aerial lead from the rear, and remove the unit 
from the vehicle. 
5 To remove the mounting frame on pre
September 2002 models, use a small 
screwdriver to release the locating lugs on 
each side of the unit (see illustration). Note 
that the frame will be slightly distorted by this 
procedure, but can be aligned after removal. 
S Once the locating lugs have been released, 
withdraw the frame from the facia (see 
iUustration). 

18.3 Undo the four screws securing the 
speaker housing in position 

Refitting 
7 Where applicable, dip the mounting frame 
back into position. 
8 Securely reconnect the aerial lead and 
wiring connectors then slide the unit back into 
position, taking care not to trap the wiring. 

18 Loudspeakers 
removal and refitting 

Removal 

Door speakers 
1 Turn the speaker grille a quarter turn anti
clockwise and remove it from the door trim 
pooef. 

18.28 Undo the tOut'" screws (arTOWed) and 
withdraw the 5peaket'" from the doof" pa~ 

18.4a Disconnect the speaker wiring . • . 
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17.6 .,' then remove the mounting frame 
from the facia 

2 Undo the four screws and withdraw the 
speaker from the panel. Disconnect the wmg 
connector and remove the speaker (see 
Hlustrations). 

Rear speakers 
3 Undo the four SCfeWS securing the speaker
housing In position (see illustration). 
4 Wrthdraw the housing and disconnect the 
speaker wiring. Undo the two screws and 
remove the speaker from the housing (see 
illustrations). 

Facia-mounted tweeters 
5 Prise the tweeter from Its locatJon on the 
top of the facia, disconnect the wiring 
COIVleCtor and remove the tweeter. 

Refitting 
6 Refitting Is a reversal of removal. 

Disconnect the wiring connector 
and remove the speaker 

18.4b . •• then undo the two screws 
(arrowed) and remove the speaker from 

"'''''''oIng 
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19 Engine immobiliser and anti
theft alarm system - general 
information 

Note: This information is applicable only to the 
la ter systems fitted by PeugeotlCitroen as 
standard equipment. Early models utilised a 
keypad to de-activate the engine immobiliser. 
At the time of writing, information on the early 
keypad system was not available. 

Engine immobiliser 
1 An engine Immobiliser system is fitted as 
standard to most models and the system is 
operated automatically ev9!Y time tile ignition 
key is inserted/removed. 
2 1he immobiliser system ensurss the vehicle 
can only be started using the original 
PeugeoVCitroim Ignition key. The key contains 
an electronic chip (transponder) which is 
programmed with a code. When the key is 
inserted into the ignition switch it uses the 
current present in the sensor ring (which is 
fitted to the ignition switch housing) to send a 
signal to the immobiliser electronic control unit 
(ECU). On pre+2001 model year vehicles, the 
control unit is located under the facia, on the 
driver'S side. On post-2001 model year 
vehicles, the ECU is incorporated into the built
in systems interlace (8SI) unit (see Section 22). 
The ECU checks this code every time the 
ignitioo is switched on. If tile key code does not 
match the ECU code. tile ECU will disable IIle 
starter, fuel and ignition (as applicable) to 
prevent the engine being started. 
3 When the vehicle is new, a confidential 
security card Is supplied along with the other 
vehicle documentation. This card contains the 
security code which your PeugeoVCitro~n 
dealer requires when carrying out any woo on 
the immobiliser system. Keep this card in a 
safe place at home; never store it in Ihe 
vehicle. I1 the ignition key is lost. a new one 
can be obtained from a PeugeoVCitroen 
dealer. Take the confidential security card and 
all the existing keys along to your 
PeugeoVCitrcen dealer who will supply a new 
key and reprogramme all the keys with a new 
security code; this will render the lost key 
useless. 
Caution: Without the confidential security 
card, it will not be possible to have the keys 
and Immoblflser system reprogrammed. 

~ 
" you have purchased the 

• vehicle second-hand, as a 
HINT precaution have all the keys 

and the immobiliser system 
reprogrammed with a new security 
code. This will ensure the keys in your 
possession ere the only ones able to 
start the vehicle and render all other 
keys useless. 

4 Any problems WIth the engIne ImmobIlIser 
system should be referred to a 
PeugeotlCilroen dealer. 

Anti-theft alann system 
S Most models covered in this manual were 
equipped with an anti-theft alarm system as 
standard equipment. The system was 
available as a option on al! other models. The 
alarm is automatically armed when the 
deadlocking is set using the remote central 
locking transmitter and Is disarmed when the 
doors are unlocked using the remote 
transmitter. The alarm system has switches 
00 the bonnet, 18ilgate and each of the doors 
and, on some models, also has ultrasonic 
sensing, which detects movement Inside the 
vehicle, via sensors mounted on either side of 
the vehicle interior. 
6 Details of the alarm system operation, 
according to model, are given in the Owner's 
handbook. For obvious security reasons, they 
are not given here. 
7 Should the alarm system become faulty, the 
vehicle should be taken to a PeugeoVCitroen 
dealer for examination. 

20 Airbag system - general 
information, precautions and 
system de-activation 

General information 
1 According to model and year of 
manufacture. a driver's airbag, passenger's 
airnag, side airbags, and side curtain airbags 
may be fitted. 
2 The driver's and passengaf'S airbag system 
is triggered in the evenl of a heavy frontal 
impact above a predetermined force. 
depending on the point of impact. The airbag 
is then inflated within milliseconds, and fonns 
a safety cushion between the cabin occupants 
and the vehicle interior. This prevents contact 
between the upper body and vehicle interior, 
and therefore greatly reduces the risk of injury. 
The airbag then deflates almost Immediately. 
The control unit also operates the fronl seat 
belt tensioner mechanisms at the same time 
(see Chapter 11). 
3 The side airbags are fitted to the seat back 
of each front seat. Each airbag unit has its 
own lateral acceleration sensor which is 
mounted onto the vehicle body. The side 
airbags are not linked in any way and operate 
individually. 
4 The curtain airbags are fitted behind the 
windscreen pillars and headlining on each 
side of the passenger cabin. 
S Every time the ignition is switched on, the 
airbag control un it performs a self-test. The 
self-test takes approximately six seconds and 
during this time the warning light In the 
instrument panel will be illuminated. After the 
seH-test is complete, the warning light will go 
out (unless the passenger alrbag unit has 
been deactivated - see paragraph 6). Jf the 
warning light fails to come on, remains 
illuminated after t ile self-lest period, or comes 
on at any time when the vehicle is being 

driven, there Is a fault In the airbag system. 
The vehicle should be taken to a 
PeugeotlC~n dealer fO( examination at the 
earliest possible opportunity. 
6 Vehicles with a passenger alrbag are 
equipped with a disabling switch filled to the 
facia. The switch is operated using the ignition 
key and switches off the passenger airbag (It is 
not possible 10 disable the driver's or 
side/curtain airbags) to enable a rear-facing 
child seat to be installed in the passenger seat. 

Precautions 

A Warning: The (of/owing 
, precautions must be observed 
• when worlcing on vehicles 

equipped with an airbag system, to prevent 
the possibility of personal injury. 

General precautions 
7 The following precautions must be 
observed when carrying out work on a vehicle 
equipped with an alrbag: 
a) Do not disconnect the battery with the 

engine running. 
b) Before canying out any work in the 

vicinity of the airbag, removal of any of 
the airbag components, or any welding 
work on the vehicle, de-activate the 
system as described in the following sub
Section. 

c) Do not attempt to test any of the airbag 
system circuits using test meters or any 
other test equipment. 

d) If the Birbag warning light comes on, or 
any fault in the system is suspected, 
consult a PeugeotlCitrOOn dealer without 
delay. Do not attempt to carry out fault 
diagnosis, or any dismantling of the 
components. 

When handling an airbag 
a) T ranspart the airbag by itself, bag 

upward. 
b) Do not put your arms around the airbag. 
c) Carry the airbag close to the body, bag 

outward. 
d) Do not drop the airbag or expose it to 

Impacts. 
e) Do not attempt to dismantle the airbag 

unit. 
f) Do not connect any form of electrical 

equipment to any paJ1 of the airbag 
circuit. 

When storing an airbag unit 
a) Store the unit in a cupboard with the 

airbag upward. 
b) Do not expose the airbag to temperatures 

above BO"C. 
c) Do not expose the airbag to flames. 
d) Do not attempt to dispose of the airbag

consult a PeugeotlCitroiin dealer. 
e) Never refit an airbag which is known to be 

faulty or damaged. 

De-activation of airbag system 
8 The system must be de-activated before 
carrying oul any work on the airbag 
components or surrounding area: 
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El) SWitch on the Jgmion and check the 
opetation of the aIrbag warning light on 
the instnIment panel. The light should 
illuminate when the ignition is switched 
on, then extinguish. 

b) Switch off the Ignition. 
c) Remove the ignition key. 
d) Switch off a/I ehJctricaJ equipment. 
e) Disconnect the battery negative tennlnal 

(refer to 'Disconnecting the battery'ln the 
Reference Chapter). 

f) Insulate the battery negative tfNTTIlnaJ and 
the end of the battery negative lead to 
preVBflt any possibility of contact. 

g) Wait for at least two minutes before 
carryfng our any further worlt. Wait at least 
ten minutes if the aitbag warning light did 
not openIte conectly. 

Activation of airbag system 
9 To activate the system on comp{etion of 
any work, proceed as follows: 
s) Ensure that there are no occupants in the 

vehicle, and that there are no loose 
objects around the vicinity of the steering 
wheel. Close the vehicle doors and 
windows. 

b) Ensure that the ignition is switched o ff then 
reconnect the battery negauve terminal. 

c) Open the driv&r's door and switch on the 
ignition. without reaching in front of the 
steering wheel. Check that the airbag 
warning light illuminates brietry then -d) SWftch off the ign/tkxL 

e) " the airbag warning light does not 
openIte as described in paragraph C). 
consult a PeugeorlCitroi!n dealer before 
driving the tIfJhicIe. 

21 Airbag system components -
removal and refrtting 

iD.. 
Warning: Refer to the 

, precautions given In Section 20 
• before carrying out the following 

operatlolls. 

Driver's airbag - removal 

Pre-September 2002 models 
1 De-activate the airbag system as described 
In Section 20. 
2 Mo .... e the steering wheel as necessary for 
access to the two aIrbag unit sect.ring screws. 
The screws are located at the rear of the 
steering wheel boss. 
3 Remove the two airbag unit securing 
=e~ 

4 GeotIy pull the alrbag unit from the centre of 
the steering wheel. 
5 Carefully uncllp the wiring connector from 
the airbag unit (use the fingers only. and pull 
the connector upward from !he airbag unit). 
e If the airbag unit is to be stored for any 
length of time. refer to the storage precautions 
given in Section 20. 

21.8a Insert 8 screwdrivet" into the three 
holes farrowed) on the underside of the 

IIteering wheel . •. 

Post-September 2002 models 
7 Oe-activate the aroag system as desaibed 
in Secbon 20. 
e Insert a .screwdriver into the ttree holes on 
the underside of the steering Wheel, one at a 
time, and push the internal retaining spring 
wire sideways to release the alrbag retaining 
lugs. At the same time pull the alrbag unit 
away from the steering wheel to release it 
(see iIIustrationll). 
9 Disconnect the horn push earth connector, 
then release the locking clip and disconnect 
the aJrbag wiring connector (see 
lIIusuaUons). Remove the alrttag unit. 
10 If the alrbag unit is to be stored for any 
length of lime, refer to the storage precautions 
given in Section 20. 

Driver'S aif'bag - refitting 
11 Refftting Is a reversal of removal, bearing 
in mind the following points: 
aJ Do not strike the airbag unit, or expose if 

to impacts during refitting. 
b) Securely reconnect the wiring connectors 

then seat tile airbag unit in the steering 
wheel. ensuring the wiring does not 
become trapped. 

c) Where the airbag Is retained by screws, 
tighten the SCleWS securely. 

d) Whsffl the airbag is ret;Jjned by a spring 
wir8, press it Into place until the retaining 
clips engage. 

e) On ccmpIetJon of refitting, activate the 
airbag system as desaibed In Section 20. 

21 .9a Disconnect the horn push earth 
connector . . . 
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21.8b •• . and push the internal retaining 
spring wire (arrowed) sideways to release 

the alrbag lugs Ishown with airbag 
Mmovod} 

Passenger ai rbag - removal 

Pre-September 2002 models 
12 De·acti .... ate the airbag system as 
described in Section 20. 
13 Remove the glovebox. 
14 Working in the glovebox aperture, undo 
the five alrbag retaining bolts, located at the 
base of the airbag unit. 
15 Release the locking clip, disconnect the 
alrbag wiring connector. then remove the 
airbag unit from the facia. 
16 If the airbag unit Is to be stored for any 
length of time, refer to the storage precautions 
given In SectIon 20. 
Post -September 2002 models 
17 De·acti .... ate the airbag system as 
desaibed in Section 20. 
18 Remove the complete faoa assembly as 
described in Chapter 11 . 
19 Remove the ajr duct located over the top 
of the airbag lM'Iit. 
20 Undo the four nuts securing the airbag 
unit in position. Detach the alrbag cover 
retaining clips around the periphery of the 
cover, and wi thdraw the alrbag from its 
location. 
21 Release the locking clip. disconnect the 
alrbag wiring connector. then remove the 
alrbag unit from the car. 
22 If the airbag unit is to be stored for any 
length of time, refer to the storage precautions 
given in Section 20. 

21.9b • . , then release the kicking cUp and 
disconnect the afrbag wiring COMBCtor 
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21.34 Release the retaining dip and 
discOMeCt the wiring connector (arrowed) 

from the alrbag control unit 

Passenger aitbag - refittjng 
23 Refttting is a nwersaJ of removal. bearing 
in mind the folloWing points: 
a) Do not strike the alrbag unit, or expose it 

to impacts during refitting. 
b) SecureoY reconnect the wiring cOI"/j)ectoP 

!hen seat the aIrbag unit in position, 
ensuring the wiring does nol become ,-. 

c) Securely tighten the airtNtg retaining 
nuts/boIt>. 

d) Relit the facia. rx gloveboK, as BPP'kab#e, 
as described in Chapter 11. 

e) On completion of refitting, activate the 
akbag system as described In Section 20. 

Side aitbag 
24 Removal and refitting of the side airbag 
units should be entrusted to a PeugeotIC~ 
dealer. The seat must be dismantled to enable 
the alrbag l6lit to removed/refitted. 

Curtain alrbag 
25 Removal and refitting of the curtain airbag 
units should be entrusted to a Peugeotl 
Citro!!n dealer. The headlining must be 
partially removed to enable the airbag unit to 
removed/refitted, 

Rotary connector - removal 

Pre·September 2002 models 

26 Remove the airbag unit. as described 
previously in this SectIon. 
27 Remove the steering wheel as described 
in Chapter 10. 
28 Remove the steering column lower and 
upper shrouds as described in Chapter 11 . 
29 Trace the rotary c:onnectrx wiring back to 
the connectors below the steering column 
and disconnect the wiring. 
30 Unscrew the tlvee securing screws. and 
withdraw the rotary connector from the 
steering column. feeding the wiring harness 
through the stalk switch bracket. Note the 
routing of the wWing harness. 
Post·September 2002 models 

31 The ai'bag rotary comector is an integral 

22.5 On earty ~s. undo the retaining 
screw (arrowed) then re&ease the cUp and 

pivot the BSI unit downwards 

part of the steering column switch assembly. 
located below the steering wheel. Refer to 
Section 4 lor removal and refitting details. 

Rotary connector - refitting 
32 Aefitting is a revElfSal of removal. bearing 
in mind the following points on pra
September 2002 models: 
a) Ensure that the rotaty connector is 

centraJised by aJIgrW!g the marlcs 0/1 the 
rotary connector body lJfId the rotsOOg 
centre part prior to refitting. Instructions 
for centmDsing the unit are also provided 
on a label on the face of the unit 

b) Ensure that the roadwheeIs are in the 
straight-ahead position bef0f8 refitting the 
rotary connector and steering wheel. 

c) Before refitting the steering column 
shrouds, ensure that the rotary connector 
wiring harness is correctly routed as 
noted before removal. 

d) Refit the steering wheel as described /n 
Chapter 10. and refit the airbag unit as 
described previously In this Sectfon. 

Alrbag control unit 

Removal 

33 De·act lvate the airbag system as 
described in Section 20. 
34 Remove the centre console as described 
in Chapter 11. then release the retaining clip 
and disconnect the wiring connector from the 
airbag control unit (see Illustration). 
35 Unscrew the retaining bohs then remove 
the control unit from the vehicle. 

Refrtting 
36 Refitting Is a reversal of removal, bearing 
in mind the following points: 
a) Make sure the Bm)W on the top of the unit 

is pointing towatds the front of the 

"""""". bJ Refit the conrrol unit retaining bolts and 
tighten them securely. 

c) Relit the centrB consc:M& as described in 
Chapter 11. 

d) On c::ornpktion of r&fitting, activate the 
airbag system as described h Section 20. 

22 Built-in systems interface 
(BSI) unitlfusebox - general, 
removal and refitting 

General Infonnation 
1 The built-in systems interlace (BSI) unit is an 
electronic control U1it which controls a variety 
of functions, normally controled by individual 
control unrts and relays (refer to Section 1 for 
additional information). The BSI I6lit is located 
in the left-hand side of the facie where It Is 
situated directty beneath the tusebox. The BSI 
unit controls the following functions (not an 
ftroctions are fitted to aI models). 

8,1 Direc60n b:1ica1cxfhazard warning lights. 
b) WU1dscteenltai1gte wipef motOl'S. 
c) Rear screen heating element 
d) Immobiliser system. 
e) Anti-theft alarm system. 
f) Ught:s--oor'!}Mion key waming buzzer. 
g) CentrallocJdng/deadIocldng, fnduding !he 

remote centra/locking receiver. 
h) Door open indkator. 
I) Courtesy 6gh! de/ay timer. 

2 Should any of the above functions become 
faulty, first chec!( the condition of the fuses. " 
this fails to locate the problem. take the 
vehicle to a PeugeoVCitroen dealer for 
testing. 

Removal 
3 Disconnect the battery negative terminal 
(refer to Disconnecting the battery in the 
Reference Chapt~. 
4 Remove the lower fac ia panel on the 
driver's side (turn the retaining knobs so- and 
remove the paneQ. 
5 On earty models, undo the retaining screw 
(where fitted) then release the retaining cUp 
and pivot the BSI unit downwards to free it 
from the base of the fusebox (see 
illustration). 
6 On later models, rotate the two white 
plastic fasteners 90 degrees anti-clockwise. 
and prise the fusebox outwards sllghlly. 
Lower the rear edge of the unit, then lift up the 
front edge and slide it from place. 
7 On all models, note their fitted positions. 
then release the retaining clips then 
disconnect all the wiring connectors and 
remove the BSI unit from the vehicle. Note 
that there are several different designs of 
locking catches for the various connectors. 
Take your time 10 study the wiring connectors. 
and release them withoU1 using excessive 
force as they are easily damaged. 

Refitting 
8 Aefitting is the reverse of removal . ensuring 
the wiring connectors are all securely 
I ecoo ri ltlCted. Note that the connector cdourS 
are flsted adjacent to their respective sockets 
on the BSI. 
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Wiring diagrams 12-1 9 

PEUGEOT PARTNER Diagram 1 

Fuse table 
Engine fuse box Passenger fuse box 

Fuses Rating Citcuit pro tected F_ -". Citcuit protectad F,_ Rating Circuit protected 

" 20A Headlight washer " 'OA Radio F16 'SA Cigarette lighter 
F2 No< ,"'" F2 SA Engine control unit. Instrument panel F17 No''''''' F3 30A Engine cooling fan F3 'SA ASS F" SA Rearfog light 
F4 Not used F4 SA LH front slde light, RH rear sicIe I~ F" SA Interior Illumination 
F5 No< ,"'" F5 Not used F20 2SA Heater blower 

" 30A ABS F6 'OA Air conditioning 
F7 No,,,,,,, F7 20A Horn, diagnostic connector 

F21 SA Heated rear window, air cooditioning 
F22 20A Rear wipei'" motor 

" No''''''' " S""'" F23 Shoo' 

" 'OA F""pump " SA RH front side light. LH rear side light, F24 20A Front wiper motor ". SA 
_OO~ 

number plate ights 
Fll Not used ". 20A Electric: Windows 

F25 SA Interior lighting. clock. BiT conditioning 
engine control unit 

F12 lOA RH main beam Fll 20A Passenger's electric window 
F13 'OA LH mm beam F12 20A Reversing light erogioe cooling fan 

F26 'SA Direction indicators, central locking 
F27 30A Heated rear window 

'" 'OA RH dipped beam brake lights F28 'SA Electric windows, electric mirrors 
F15 'OA LH dipped beam F13 SA Driver's electric window F29 30A Air conditioning, heated seats 

'" 'OA Centrailocklng F30 'OA Direction indicators, instnlment panel, 
M~i fuses A to H should only be F15 'SA Central Iocklng interior lights. centraltocking 
changed by a main dealer 

Key to circuits Earth points 
DIagrom , Information tot wiring diagrams El Bettety earth ea Inside RH front wing 
DIagrom 2 Starting and charging, radio. homo cigarette tighter. E2 RH Iowel' 'A' pillar EO BehInd centre of 

heated rear window, reversing lights above E10 the dashboard 
DIagrom 3 Fog, side. number plate. brake, headlights. taJllIghts. E3 Behind baltay ElO RH lower 'A' pillar 

direction IfIdlcators and hazard lights E. "'_ Ell LH tower 'A' pillar 
Diagrem4 ASS, airbag, electric windows, headlight adjustmeot EO LH lower 'A' pillar above ES 
Diagram 5 Wastv'wipe, centraltoclmg with deadlocklng . 6 LH ooder tail light E12 engine earth, 
DIagrom , Heater blower. typical engine cooling, air conditiorWlg '" RH ur.c\ef" tan right front of the engine 
Diagram 7 Instrument panel. interior lights, electric mirrors 

Key to symbols 
B"~ ---0-

Item no. • Coooectiog --L "'-
SwitCh ~~ Pump/motor 

fuse/fusible 
link aoo CUI'l'8I'lt ~ " rnting '" Earth point 

and location 

Multiple contact ~ 
switch (ganged) 

:0 ""-:~ actuator 
~ 

0 WIRI joint --L 
-:!... 

W1~ """'" 
IE;21 (brown with black trac~ 

-MrlNr-

"",""",,- , , 

---Er- -----'-
Dashed outline denotes part of e 

<>od. 
Reslstot -=- Ught emllting 

-"" -c:r::-Q- diode (LED) 
resistot 

Heater -anm- Speak~ 

---+-- larger Item. containing In Ihis case 

:!~ -i 
an electronic or solid state device. 

" Pin types: 
---+-- 2 Unspecified colour 

~ 
COOI'IEK;tor. pin 2. 

2Mr 1- Brown two pin 
connectot. pin 1. 

Please Note 

'The prime method of wire iderltification Is by using the lermUMtI pin ()IJmbers (rnouk:JOO R1tO eech component or connector and shown In the dlagramsJ together 
with the number oode f1ri'! led on BaCh wire, To relate each diagram to the vehicle wiring. locate the reiavant romponent or connector ifJustrared and find the wlra(s) 
connected to /he term,naJ pin(s.) as shown in !he diagram. 

Cautiotl: Whlbt a ~mb«' (IndicatiflsJ the function aI that wire} may b6 priflted cm each wire, this Is not sJways the case, and R1 such InsJances. this is rellected by 
the absence of such wire numbeli'lg on our t:iagIams. Siml/arly, fJUmi>fKing of the COMfICtoricompollElflt temWiaJ pins is not always available from the manufacturet:f' 
source information and may also be missing from oordlagrams. In these cases. It may be nocessaty to refer to)'OUf' IocaJ dealer for further informatkJn. 

Nota that the conventional method of using cokxJr coding does not apply - whilst the wires OIl the vehicle win be tXJloured. the wire colour has no relevance. 



12-20 Wiring diagrams 

Connector colours 

N, _k '" """'" .. SlulI R, Rod 
M, Bro_ .. WO" 
G, - Jo v .... 
V. ""'" 

Starting and charging 

Key to items 

1 Battery 
2 ignition switch 
3 Engine fuse boX 
4 Passenger fuse 00)( 
5 Alternator 
6 Starter molor 

.-
9d~ 

-

7 Engine running ralay 
8 Diagnostic connector 
9 Radio 
10 Aerial 
11 RH speaker 
12 Ui speaker 

13 Horn switdl 
14 Horn 
15 Cigarette IIghtllf 
16 Ashtray IIkJmiNltio!1 
17 Heated rear window relay 
18 Heated rear wIoOow s ..... itch 

19 RH rear window heater 
20 lH rear window healer 
21 Reversing light switch 
22 LH tall light 

a) reversing light 

Diagram 2 

Cigarette lighter 

, . ~ 

I 

I 

* 1 
( E31 

'" 
3 

A 

+ 

'" "A '" '" 
",:ct"'l<C=$13Be 13Ve 

~ illl 1.21 
""'" ""'" Hom Hea led rear window 

3 3 

c c 

+ ,~ + 
~, , 

, 

-- ----------, 

'" '" 

See~3 
Sid4t lights 

J' 
See Diagmm:l 

Starling and 

"'-
""" I J' 

I . ~ ~ • I \ , I 
,~ 

RSII8r:sing ligh ts 

a 

,~ 

'''W ,,~*~~ 
~ g g 2 r ...... 1 -----J

1 

~ 
" 

3 , 

+ 
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Connector colours Key to items 

Nr BIeck Or Orange 
a. BM Ra Red 
Mr EI!uwn Ba Wtvta 
Gr ~ In VaIow 
V. ..... 

Fog"'" 

... 

+ , 

~ -... . ~ 
~ -
I I 
.r.r 

s..1JiVwn1 --

, -..., ,--3 EtIgN fuse bolt 
4 P iij6i Ma box 
22 LH llIiIlgtn 

b)1:JnIM light " ....... dldIredion Ifdc:ator 

Brak_lIfIhts 

27 RH adcitionIIItnM light 
28 LH nuT'Iber pIIIt_1IghI 
29 RH IlUTIber pial_light 
30 LH front skte light 
31 RH fmnI. side ~ 

32 "'_ ~ main t..n 
~--., 

Wiring diagrams 12- 21 

Diagram 3 
33,",_ 

(0032) 
3.( l.H ftonI ntc.tJ::r light 
35 lJ-Isde~ 
36 RH In:1I'1I n::tIc:8Ior Ight 
37 RH side I1IpeBta' 
38 Hazard I!jIt awitdI ,._ .... 



12- 22 Wiring diagrams 

Connector colours Key to items 
t Battery N, 

B, 
M, 
G, 
V. 

Black '" "'-, 
~~ R, Rod 
B_ Ba White 

G"" J" V_km 
G,_ 

• 
~ 
.~ 

• 

i 
3 

• 

+ • 

2 Ignition switch 
3 Engine fuse bo~ 
4 Passuoger fuse box 
8 Diagnostic connector 
24 Steering wheel switches 
25 Brake light switch 
40 Airbag module 

42 Oriver's seatbelt pretensiOl'Vl8l" 
43 Passengers airbag 
44 Driver's airbag 
45 Oock spring 
46 ASS module 

51 Headlight adjustment switch 
52 LH hll8dlight adjustmoot motor 
53 RH headlight adjustment motor 
54 Electric Window relay 
55 LH window switch 
56 RH window switch 
57 Electric window module 
58 lH window motor 

41 Passeoger's seatbalt pretansionoer 

47 LH front wheel sensor 
48 RH front wheal sensor 
49 LH rear wheel sensor 
50 RH rear wt>eeI sansor 59 RH windoW motor 

4Nr We 10Elfl 
A H 1-

Sea Diagram 7 
lnatr\mllnt -

• J, 

l :g 

Headlight adjustment Electric windows 

: .J~ : 
, - - _. . 

,~ ". 

'I . , 

I r 

III 
~ff- ;l1": ~ 

'" '" 9Jn l ! 11 
~ ~ ~ -'l •• ji 
I ~ • ~ J -·8 

o 

.~ 

• c'~ 
-~, J 1 I (> 

.u u ~ H~ ~§ •• < 
~ 

Diagram 4 

U 
+ • , .. 

1 
... lm !e: ,,, 

~~ • • cm :u IE;ol U U 1.21 011 



Connector colours Key to items 

Hr Black Or OnInge 
Be Blue Rg Red 
Mr Brown Ba White 
Gi'" Grey In Yellow 
Ye Greeo 

Washlwlpe 

1 Battery 62 Wiper motor 
2 Ignition switch 63 LH rear wiper motor 
3 Engine f1.Jse box 64 RH rear wiper motor 
4 Passenger fuse box 65 Windscr-ean wiper relay 
8 Diagnostic connector 66 Rear wiper relay 
60 WashlWipe switch 67 Central locking unit 
61 Washer pump 68 Passenger's door lock motor 

~~~!i~ 
I I i 

,... 

Central locking with deadlocking 

69 Dflver's door lock motor 
70 RH rear door switch 
71 Passenger'sdoorswitch 
72 Driver's door switch 
73 Key signal receiver 
74 RH rear door lock motor 
75 L.H rear door lock motor 

Wiring diagrams 12-23 

Diagram 5 

~-s-..... 



12-24 Wiring diagrams 

Connector colours 

N, Black '" """"'" B. ",00 R, Rod 
M, B_ Oo ""'. G, G,,, J" v_ 
v. G,_ 

Key to items 
1 BaUOI)' 
2 Ignition switch 
3 Engine fuse box 
4 Passenger fuse box 
76 Heater bloWer panal 
77 Haater blower switches 
78 Heater blower resistor pack 

79 AIC heating control9 
80 Blower motor 
81 AIC paoaI 

B2 """'-compartment thermostat 
83 Evaporator 

tamperalu11I sen!IOI" 

84 AIC SwftchllS 
85 Blower motor 11Ilay 
86 AIC comprassor ralay 
87 Ne comprllS5Ol" 
88 AIC cut-off relay 
89 Prassostat 
90 AIC control unit 

Heater blower l}p1ca/8I1glne cooling 

..' . . . 
2Mf 2~ lw; 13B:. ~

i~ ~--i rJfQ--~ ------- u: j 

f i ..... _-;:::::=~:.JJ ~ i ~'-c--..... 

• < 

" 

I A 

i 

, .. 

• 

t -

! , 
• I 

V-
-.,.,..." 

Sta-ting .00 

~--
f""""""'I C 

~ 
< 

~ • ,~ 
~ 

I 'i 
. -

J 

I V-
s.... '.MlImm 3 ... -

v-VV' --
! ~i~ 5 • " . 

« 

'Q 
< < 

i 
IE;2) 

< 

• 

Diagram 6 
91 Engine coolant 

temperatu11I sensor 
92 Enguw cooling relay 
93 Cooling fan swrtdl 
94 RH cooling fan 
95 LH cooling fan 

.., 

-
EIl<,Iine cooing ~= 
SMOi&g<am 7 

1flStJurnen! s-
- r-=. MC 



Wiring diagrams 12-25 

Connector colours Key to items Diagram 7 
6 N, ..... 

0. """" 
, ... ", 99 Front interior light 

g) ...... -
103 Coolant Ie..t-.or .. .... A, Rod 2 -- lOO Rear.,terb light tV oooIaM ten1p8nJtUlll watTWIg tOol LH brake pad wear $BnSO( 

M' ...... .. -. 3 Engine fuse be»: 101 Map readiI'lg light , oI~warring 105 RH brake pad_1IIII'IIOr 

'" "'"' J. - 4 P i08' fuse bole 102 Instn.mInt f*!eI D 
_ .... 

106 Bnlke ftui11ave1 sen!iIOI' 

'" 
RH __ door switch .- k) hi t..n w.ring 107 HandbnIke swItd'I .. "'- n Passeogw'$ door sWIIch bI LH nticator , ....... 106 fu8l1Bva1 sa"IS(lr 

n DrNer'$ door SWItch " ""- ml charge wa-ning 109 0iI1weI M130r .. ...... """""'-- ~-
n) low cooIInt warTWIg 110 Oil pres5lnI ,..". .7 P .'1inWnx s) hiIrdnke 'drT'WIg 0) brake PKI- WM'Iing IINJ, .. .,.....~ • 

__ 
PI /owfull~ 

" 
~ : 

'

070 
lMr i -=;:-

.. 
• 



12-26 Wiring diagrams 

CITROEN BERlINGO 

Fuse table 
Engine fuse box 

"- RIrmg Cirtut proteeted 

" - BIJIl .... ~~ 
F5 "'" BuiIt~ ~ Irrt.t.oe 
F7 "'" A I .. -FB ""' P ig& fuse bole .. "'" Built .... systarns nt.t.::. 
'10 .... Rew wipels.1ighU 

'" BOA '" og& lIMe box 
'12 "'" IgI'IItion switch ". 20A ~f8Iay 

'" 50A ASS ". 21lA Enginelan 
F17 20A Engine fan 

'" lOA RH main beam ". l OA LH main beam 
'20 lOA ABS 
'21 ,. AWm 
"2 20A Garbun!ttor heater 
'23 15A Diesel healer 
'25 '" "'" pun, 
'" 'CA """"'" -'26 lOA Diesel injection pt.mp 
'29 3QA "" """'" F30 l CA Front fog lights 
F32 lOA ,,-'CU 
F33 I,. ~ light. engiM ECU. 

-.."" F34 ,. """""' -
Key to circuits -, _2 -, _. -, 
Key to symbols 

I." 
Moh 

Fuse/fusible 
link and current 
~U'" 

... -"""'" awitch (ganoedl 

""""" -""""" -.. 
Please Note 

~ 

-> <>-

~ " '" 
-,s ,. 

'''-
~ 

-=-
-CC-tsJ-

-{!!JJJ)-

Diagram 1 

Passenger fuse box 8uilf~/n systems interface fuse box 

FI.Jse$ ~ CkuIr ptOtecfed "- Rafi'Ig Ciaif ptDMCI«I 

" ....... 
" .... .. 5A 
F5 lOA 
FB 5A 
F7 lOA 
FB lCA 
F9 ,. 
'" 

,. 
'12 ,. 
'" 15A ". 3QA 

'" 20A 

'" 30A 
F17 I,. 
'18 ,. 
'19 ,. 
'20 lOA 
'21 lCA 
'22 20A 
F23 20A 
F24 I,. 
F25 "'" F71 lCA 

ttamno, 

Pumplmo<~ 

Earth point ""'-
"""""" """"~ 

"""'" 
Ught 8Iritting 
-(LEO) -

- FA -- ,. 
Built.., ~ Intl!l'face ,e 
"""" .... - '0 
app.d~. dock FE ,,-ECU FF 
Ado. i'ltenor lights, navigation 
Built-In a~ Interface 
Built .... systM'S 1nter1ace. radio, hea!WIg ... -Heated seats _ ....... 
12V_ 
AIr coodltlortlng 
Hom 
LH front $IdeIlght. RH rear taU light 
RH fl'Ol"lt 8IdeI1ght. LH rear tail light. 
number plate IIgtrts 
LH"",,,,,,,, 
RH"",,,,,,,, 
Electric mirrorS, Interior lights, navigation 
Cigarette lighter 

""'" --Built.., syItam Interlace 

Earth points 
El 
E2 
EO 
E4 .. 
E8 

""""'Y -LH_ 

2 

RH lower 'A' " 
LHIower 'A' " 
RH under IaiIIgtd 
LH LW'ICIer UilIght 

eo. ...... lihg -
Wire }oint 

"'" "" ,.. I,. ,.. I,. 
""""'---Heated rear ~~ 1dsCI_, .od "*'tn 
Nr ....... iditicw~i"", rear wiper 
Bactric wWldows. IIUrIIOaI' 
Butt .... syst __ i'ltertacl 

El 
EO .. Inside RH Iront ~ 

RH lower 'A' pilar 

-'" LH lower 'A' ~ ....... 

-MrlNr -

" I' 

'.' .... '-

• ---+-

Dashed outine denol_ part 01 • 
larger item, ~rog i'I tN. case 
., eIectJOnic or solid stale device. 
Pin."... 
2 U.; Fed c:oIou' 

....... . , , pWl2. 
2Mr 1 · Brown two pn 

comector, p.l 1. 

The ",.",. method 01 wn identdIcatictn Is by ushg the /IlmIiW pit! ~ {moulded hJo eactr ""', ...... " or ....... . I8d .. wwJ.shown .h rile diIGrarmJ /OgIItIw 
wfft'Ilhe runber'cods ~on eIIdI ....... To""'.eII dagtfIm 10 the ~ wring, Ir::Icare the te/eVBnr ca,p*w OfCQ.I8d .. a..stTated"arid ffttdtt. whI(;I 
""' . ... Ied ID the tem*JaI~_.shown" the ~ 

CaJbon: ~t el'iiJl"l'iOlll " dcaliolU the iU'iction of that wi-e)m.yw printed on.ell wir8, this is nol a/Miys the cae.1IItd ... tuch h5lancas, INs Is raIIected by 
the ~ 0( $IJCh wre tUI'IberIrIg or; our c:Iagnwns. ~ 1Ul1bIr1ng 0( the ca. NlCIt».ca'OjXiI.illWmfnIj' pins .Is nol a.'I¥ays avaiIat:* Ii'om !tie ~' 

.outt:e Wonnation and tnII)'aho be mtssi1g from ocrcfagratns./n Ihese eases, It"...,.. be neces:saty to refer/o yocJf IoeeI dWIr kx fIJtttI«".nfomiation. 

No .. ltiet the CQ1ven1b'1af rr.thOd of using colour codng does not t1ppIy - whilst the wiras on the WJhicJe Ill. be coIouted, the wIm ccIour ~ no 1'IIIIMJnee, 
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Wiring diagrams 12- 27 

Connector colours Key to items 

Hr Black Or o.-.va 
Be BkM Rg Red 
Mr Bru.n Ba YIhite 
Or Grey In YeIow 
Ye ...., 

1 Battery 7 Wlllherpuonp 13 LHrua-doorloc:kmotor 
2 Igribon 8WiIc:tt 8 Wiper motor ,. TllilgatalDdc motor 
3 EnQinIII.M* 9 LH..-wipermotor 15 RH rear doorbdl; motor 
• p .... "'- bW. 10 RH ~ wiper motor 
5 Sua .... ~em martace 11 p- ..... door lode rnotQr 
6 Ste.YIg wheel switches 12 Drtv«'S door lock motor 

Cell tralloo::Air1g • - - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i ; 

~
.~. :.~... 'i" PO .. : 

, Q, _ SA10A5I\ : 

mc' en .-. ~ ,(;; 3(Nr 
,. 
200\, __ 

• 

~~ g R~~ § ~ ~ 
"" 'ON 

1~ 268e 

I LJI 1 ~ ~ ,;§< 'i ~ ~iH~~~~H ~ ;- ~ -j 
~ ~ 
( .2 ) ( E3) 

• ~ < • - .... 
~. :;. ,... '" 

~~ n~~' ~ " ,: ~ •• n H ~~ 
I. i' •• .. 1- 1 ~r~r ~r • ~I ?1~ cEJ i~~ ?t~ ( .3) 

+ 

cm 

Diagram 2 

• 



12- 28 Wiring diagrams 

Connector colours Key to items 
N, Block 0, "'- , 
Be ",,, R, 'od 2 
M, Bro~ Be WhIl. 3 

'" "'" J " 
v_ 

4 
V. ""'" 5 

6 

Headlights 

I L...J I J 

! I • < • • < , 
~ • 0 a 

.. '" " '" 

+ 

Side, tsi/and number plate lights 

• < , 
" 

• 
~ 

" 

~ 
§ • < 
0 • 
'" 

lj 
"""'"'"' ..... 
~ 

.... 
'3 
" 

Battery 16 LH headlight 19 LH tall light 23 RH iron! side light 
Ignition switch almalnbeam altallllght 24 L.H front side light 
Engine fuse box b)dipped beam 20 RH taU light 
Passenger fuse box 17 RH headlight (as 19) 
Built-in system Interface (as 16) 21 L.H number plate light 
Steering wheel switches 18 Dipped beam I9Iay 22 RH number plate right 

> > • " - > 

ill 
0 

I . -

~=-

I E3 1 1.21 

H 
~o .- ~ ~ 

~ 

11' I I M M '" 

-------- - - -- -------- ------ ---. --- -" --- -', 

F21 F4 Ft t FI8 Ft' F20 
IlIA !iA IlIA lOA lOA l OA. 

~ " 1J 
;: 0, 

- , S -==-..... 1.21 

I I ! "1"< d I r<'"'I (""), , r<'"'I 

Diagram 3 

< 
- ii ;; 

• 

w 
I EO I 

• 
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Connector colours Key to items 

Hr BId; 01" 0nInge 
Be Blue Rg Red 
Mr Bn;wm S. While. 
Or Gray .In YeIDw .. "'-' 

StMe flrlhb • .. 
'" 

"" "" -~ R R ~ 

(' I 

~L 
§ ~ll . 

.... 

I I I 

""='" s • • 
~ 

< 

" ~ .... • 

--..... 

I , 

• 
~ 

" .. 
+ 

l 
r--

• 
~ 

11 

Wiring diagrams 12- 29 

Diagram 4 

'IJ 
> . 

I 
- >. 

~ 
I E2} 

! H 
~ - ,.. n , • n " '" 

• 
• ,- _._.-

~~.~.~ .. ~,~~ .. ~ .. ~.~ .. ~.~-~~~;.~~~~~~~ ~,~ 

U." ~I'e el!~ 

~ l!::!.H 
~ 
+ 

• 
~~Hg ti..,~~ ;: ~ ;: q -··- ii ~ 

.~~ 

I E2} 

I E4 ) 

~ ~ 



12-30 Wiring diagrams 

Connector colours Key to items 

N, s"" '" """". 1 Bon"Y 
So .. ~ R, Rod , ignition switch 
M, Bro~ So Wh<. 3 Engine fuse box 
G, "'" J" VoIow .. Passenger fuse boil 
V. """" 5 Built-In system Iflterlace 

6 Steering wheel switches 

Fog Jight 

"", 

n 
!!: !!:§ 

1 '"'tt, , . ' , ' 

~ .------: 
( E5 1 2 

Electric windows and sunroof 

J I I I 

• < • 

" 
< • "", 
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Note: All figures are approximate, and may vary' according to model. Refer to manufacturer's data for exact figures. 

Dimensions 
OVerall length . . . . . •..... . . ... ..... . .•. .. .•. .. . . ...•.. . .. 
0VeraJI width Qnctuding milTO(S) .......... . ••... . • •..... . ...... 
0vemIl height (unladen) . . ... . ....... . .. . •• ... .•. .. .... • . . . . 
Wheelbase . ... ....... ...... . •.•. . ... . .. .. •• • •.•...••.•.•. 
Front track .. . . .... .•...•.........•.. ..•.. .•••....•.•..... 
Reartrack .•.. .. ......•.•....•....•.•.•••.•••.. • .. . . • .•... 

Weights 
Ketb weight • •. . . ... ...•.•..•.•..•.•.•.• • ...• . ..•.... • .•..• 
Maximum gross vehicle weight· ...••. . • . • . •• . •.••. .• •... • ..... 
MaxImum roof rack load ......•.•.... • ...••....•. . ...•• • .•..• 
Maximum tOYlTJg weight-

Unbraked trailer . .. ....••........•.•.. • ...• • • . .. • •.•..... 
Staked trailer. 

1.4 litre petrol engine models .... . .. . .. ..... • . . . .... • .... 
AI othef models ...• . .•.... . .. . •. .. ••.•. . .•.•....•..... 

Maximum traiter nose weight ............ . ......... . ......... . 
• Depending on model and specification . 
.. Refer to 11 PeugeotJC~ dealer for exact recommendations. 

4108 mm 
19CKl mm 
1802~ 

2690 mm 
1422 mm 
1440 mm 

1108t01211 kg 
1690 to 1990 kg 

100 kg 

500 kg 

900 kg 
1100 kg 
70 kg 

Note: All figures are approximate, and may va,y according to model. Refer to msnufscturer's data for exact figures. 



REF-2 Conversion factors 
Length (distance) 
Inches (in) x 25.4 
Feet (ft) x 0.305 
Miles x 1.609 

Volume (capacity) 
Cubic inches (eu in; in') x 16.387 = 
Imperial pints (Imp pt) x 0.568 
Imperial quarts (Imp qt) x 1.137 
Imperial quarts (Imp qt) , 1.201 
US quarts (US qt) , 0.946 
Imperial gallons (Imp gal) x 4.546 
Imperial gallons (Imp gal) x 1.201 
US gallons (US gal) x 3.785 

Mass (weight) 
Ounces (oz) x 28.35 
Pounds Ob) x 0.454 

Force 
Ounces-force (ozf; oz) x 0.278 
Pounds-force Obf; Ib) x 4.448 
Newtons(N) x 0.1 

Pressure 
Pounds-force per square inch x 0.070 
(psi; Ibf/in'; Iblin') 
Pounds-force per square inch x 0.068 
(psi: Ibflin'; Iblio') 
Pounds-force per square inch x 0.069 
(psi; Ibf/in"; IbIlrf) 
Pounds-force per square inch x 6.895 
(psi; Ibflin': Iblin') 
Kilopascals (kPa) x 0.01 

Millibar (mbar) , 100 
Millibar (mbar) , 0.0145", 

Millibar (mbar) )( 0.75 
Millibar (mbar) x 0.401 
Millimetres 01 mercury (mmHg) x 0.535 
Inches of water (inHzO) x 0.036 

Torque (moment of force) 
Pounds-force inches )( 1.152 
Ob! in; Ib in) 
Pounds-f()(ce inches )( 0.113 
Obf in: Ib In) 
Pounds-force inches )( 0.083 
Obf in: Ib in) 
Pounds-forcefeeIObfft;lbft) )( 0.138 

Pounds-force feet Obf tt: Ib ft) 
Newton metres (Nm) 

Power 

)( 1.356 
)( 0.102 

Horsepower (hp) )( 745.7 

Velocity (speed) 
Miles per hour (miles/hr, mph) )( 1.609 

Fuel consumption* 
Miles per gallon, Imperial (mpg) x 0.354 
Miles per gallon, US (mpg) x 0.425 

Temperature 
Degrees Fahrenheit = (OC x 1.8) + 32 

Millimetres (mm) x 0.0394 = 
Metres (rn) x 3.281 
Kilometres (km) x 0.621 

Cubic centimetres (cc; cm') x 0.061 
Litres (Q x 1.76 
Utres {Q x 0.88 
US quarts (US qt) x 0.833 
Utres (0 x 1.057 
litres (I) x 0.22 
US gallons (US gaQ x 0.833 
Litres (I) x 0.264 

Grams (g) x 0.035 
Kilograms (kg) x 2.205 

Newtons (N) x 3.6 
Newtons(N) x 0.225 
Kilograms-force (kgf; kg) x 9.81 

Kilograms-force per square x 14.223 = 
centimetre (kgf/cm'; kg/cm') 
Atmospheres (aIm) x 14.696 = 

B= x 14.5 

Kilopascals (kPa) x 0.145 

Kilograms-force per square x 98.1 
centimetre (kgf/cm": kg/cm') 
Pascals (Pa) x 0.01 
Pounds-force per square inch x 68.947 = 
(psi; Ibf/in'; Iblin') 
Millimetres of mercury (mmHg) x 1.333 
Inches of water ~nH20) x 2.491 
Inches of water (lnHzO) x 1.868 
Pounds-force per square inch x 27.68 
(psi; Ibflin>; Iblio') 

Kilograms-force centimetre x 0.868 
(kg! cm; kg cm) 
Newton metres (Nm) x 8.85 

Pounds-force feet (Ib! ft; Ib ft) )( 12 

Kilograms-force metres )( 7.233 
(kgf m; kg rn) 
Newton metres (Nm) )( 0.738 
Kilograms-force metres )( 9.804 
(kgfm; kg m) 

Inches (in) 
Feet (ft) 
Miles 

Cubic inches (cu in; in') 
Imperial pints (Imp pt) 
Imperial quarts (Imp qt) 
Imperial quarts (Imp qt) 
US quarts (US qt) 
Imperial gallons ~mp gaij 
Imperial gallons (Imp gal) 
US gallons (US gaQ 

Ounces (ozl 
Pounds Ob) 

Ounces-force (ozf; oz) 
Pounds-force (Ibf: Ib) 
Newtons(N) 

Pounds---force per square inch 
(psi; Ibflin'; Iblin') 
Pounds-force per square inch 
(psi; Ibflln'; Iblin') 
Pounds-force per square inch 
(psi; Ibflin'; Iblin') 
Pounds---force per square inch 
(psi: Ibflin'; Iblio') 
Kilopascals (kPa) 

Millibar (mbar). 
Millibar (mbar) 

Millibar (mbal) 
Millibar (mbar) 

Millimetres 01 mercury (mmHg) 

Inches of water (inHzO) 

Pounds-force inches 
(Ib! in; Ib in) 
Pounds-force inches 

(Ibl in; Ib in) 
Pounds-force inches 
Obl in; Ib in) 
Pounds-force feet (Ib! ft: Ib ft) 

Pounds-force feel (Ibf ft; Ib ft) 
Newton metres (Nm) 

Watts (W) x 0.0013", Horsepower (hp) 

Kilometres per hour (kmIhr: kph) x 0.621 

Kilometres per litre (km/l) 
Kilometres per litre (km/I) 

x 2.825 
x 2.352 

Miles per hour (rnileslhr: mph) 

Miles per gallon, Imperial (mpg) 
Miles per gallon, US (mpg) 

Degrees Celsius (Degrees Centigrade; GC) '" (OF - 32) x 0.56 
• It is common practice to convert from miles per gal/on (mpgJ to litreS/1oo kilometres (//1 ookmJ, where mpg x 1/100 km = 282 



Spare parts are available from many sources, 
including maker's appointed garages, 
accessory shops, and motor factors. To be sure 
of obtaining the correct parts, it may sometimes 
be necessary 10 quote the vehicle idefltification 
number. If possible, it can also be useful to take 
the old parts along for positive identification. 
Items such as starter motors and alternators 
maybe available under a service exchange 
scheme - any parts returned should be clean. 

Our advice regarding spare part sources is 
as follows. 

Officially-appointed garages 
This is the best source of parts which are 

peculiar to your car, and are not otherwise 
generally available (eg, badges, Interior trim, 
certain body panels, ate). It is also the only 
place at which you should buy parts if the 
vehicle is still under warranty. 

Accessory shops 
These are very good places to buy 

Modifications are a continuing and 
unpublicised process in vehicle manufacture, 
quite apart from major model changes. 
Spare parts manuals and lists are 
compiled upon a numerical basis. the 
individual vehicle ideotificatioo numbers being 
essential for correct identification of the part 
concerned. 

When ordering spare parts, always give as 
much information as possible. Quote the car 
model, year of manufacture, VIN and engine 
numbers, as appropriate. 

The vehicle identification (chassis) number 

The jack supplied with the vehicle should 
only be used for changing the roadwheels -
see Wheel changing at the front of this 
manual. When carrying out any other kind of 
work, raise the vehicle using a hydraulic (or 
'trolley') jack, and always supplement the jack 
with axle stands at the vehicle jacking points. 

When using a hydraulic jack or axle star'lds, 
always position the jack head or axle stand 
head under one of the relevant jacking points 
in the ridge on the underside of the sill (see 
illustration). 

To raise the front of the vehicle, position the 
jack with an interposed block of wood 
underneath the centre of the front subframe. 
Do not jack the vehicle under the sump, or 
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materials and components needed for the 
maintenance of your car (oil, air and fuel 
filters, spark plugs. light bulbs, drivebetts, oils 
and greases, brake pads, touch-up paint, etc). 
Components of this nature sold by a 
reputable shop are of the same slandard as 
those used by the car manufacturer. 

Besides components, these shops will also 
sell lools and general accessories, usually 
have convenient opening hours, charge lower 
prices, and can often be found close to home. 
Some accessory shops also have parts 
counters where components needed for 
almost any repair job can be purchased or 
ordered. 

Motor factors 
Good factors will stock all the more 

Important components which wear out 
comparatively quickly and can sometimes 
supply individual components needed for the 
ovemaul of a larger assembly. They may also 

handle work such as cylinder block reboring, 
crankshaft regrinding and balancing, etc. 

Tyre and exhaust specialists 
These outlets may be independent or 

members of a local or national chain. They 
frequently offer competitive prices when 
compared with a main dealer or local garage. 
but it will pay to obtain several quotes before 
making a decision. Also ask what 'extras' may 
be added to the quote - for instance. fitting a 
new valve and balancing the wheel are both 
often charged on top of the price of a new tyre. 

Other sources 
Beware of parts or materials obtained from 

market stalls, car boot sales or similar outlets. 
Such items are not invariably sub-standard, 
but there is little chance of compensation if 
they do prove unsatisfactory. In the case of 
safety-critical components such as brake pads 
there is the risk not only of financial loss but 
also of an accident causing injury or death. 

Vehicle identification 
is stamped into the body, along the top edge 
of the right-hand wing, and can be viewed 
with the bonnet open. 

The manufacturer's chassis p late (which 
also carries the vehicle identifICation number) 
is located on the right-hand side of the engine 
compartment adjacent to the suspension strut 
turret. Additional identification numbers for 
weight information and paint codes are 
located on, or adjacent to this plate. 

The engine number Is situated on the front 
face of the cylinder block, and can be found in 
the following locations: 

a) On petrol engines the engine number is 
located on the left-hand side of the 
cylinder block. The number is either 
stamped directly onto the block or is 
stamped onto a plate which is riveted to 
the block. 

b) On diesel engines the engine number is 
stamped on the base of the cylinder block 
011 the flat surface located on the rlght
hand side of the 011 filter/cooler. 

Note: The first part of the engine number 
gives the engine code, eg KFW. 

Jacking and vehicle support 
any of the steering or suspension 
components. 

To raise the rear of the vehicle, position the 
jack head underneath the centre of the rear 
axle tubular crossmember. Do not attempt to 
raise the vehicle with the jack positioned 
underneath the spare wheel, as the vehiCle 
noor will almost certainly be damaged. 

The jack supplied with the vehicle locates in 
the jacking points in the ridge on the 
underside of the si ll. Ensure that the jack head 
is correctly engaged before attempting to 
raise the vehicle. 

Never work ur'lder, around, or near a raised 
vehicle. unless it is adequately supported in at 
least two places. 

The jacking and supporting point is 
indicated by a triangle (alTOwed on 

the slU) 



REF-4 General repair procedures 
Whenever servicing, repair or overflalj work 

Is carried out on the car or its components, 
observe the follOWing procedures and 
instru:tions. This wiI assist in carrying out the 
operation effICiently and to a professional 
standard of WOfWnanship. 

Joint mating faces and gaskets 
When separating components at their 

mating faces, never insert screwdrivers or 
similar implements Inlo the joint between the 
faces in order to prise them apan. This can 
cause severe damage which results In oil 
leaks. coolant leaks, etc upon reassembly. 
Separation is usually achieved by tapping 
along the faint with a soft-faced hammer in 
order to breaK the seal, However, note that 
this method may not be suitable where 
dowels are used for comJX)OeTlt location. 

INhere a gasket is used between the mating 
faces of two COiI!p04ii91lts, a new one must be 
fitted on reassembty: fit it dIy U1Iess otherwise 
stated in the repair procedure. Make SUJ8 that 
the mating faces are clean and dry, with all 
traces of old gasket removed. When deaning a 
ioInt face, use a tool which is unlikely to score 
0( damage the face, and remove any burrs or 
nicks with an oilstone or fine file. 

Make sure that tapped holes are cleaned 
with a pipe cleaner, and keep them free of 
jolnling compound, If this is being used, 
unless specifically Instructed otherwise. 

Ensure that all orifices, channels or pipes 
are dear, and blow through them, preferably 
using COil..... sed air. 

Oil seals 
Oi seals can be removed by Ievenng them 

out with a wide flat-bladed saewdriYer or simila' 
implement. Alternatively, a number of sett
tapping screws may be SO'ewed into the seal, 
and these used as 8 Jll'Cha.se for pliers or some 
similar device in on:Ier to pub the seal free. 

Whenever an oil seal is removed from its 
working locatIon. either Individually or as part 
of an assembly. it should be renewed. 

The very fine sealing tip of the seal is easily 
damaged, and will not seal if the surface It 
contacts is not compJetely dean and tree from 
scratches, niCkS or grooves. If the original 
sealing surface of the component cannot be 
restored, and the manufacturer has not made 
provision for slight relocation of the seal 
relative to the sealing st.rlace, the component 
should be renewed. 

Protect the lips of the seal from any surface 
which may damage them in the course of 
fitting. Use tape or a conical sleeve where 
possible. Lubricate the seal rips with oil befOl"e 
fttting and, on dual-lipped seals, fill the space 
between the lips wHh grease. 

Unless otherwise stated, oil seals must be 
fitted with their seating lips toward the 
lubricant to be sealed. 

Use a tubular drift or block of wood of the 
appropriate size 10 Install the seal and, if the 
seal housing is shouldered, drive the seal 
down to the shoulder, If the seal housing is 

unshouldered, the seal should be fitted with 
its face flush with the housing top face (unless 
otherwise instructed). 

Screw threads and fastenings 
Setted nuts, boHs and SCfews are quite a 

common occurrence where corrosion has set 
in, and the use of penetrating oil or releasing 
fluid will often overcome this problem If the 
offending Item Is soaked for a while before 
attempting to release it. The use of an Impact 
driver may also provide a means of releasing 
such stubbOm fastening devices, when used 
in conjunction with the appropriate 
screwdriver bit or socket. If none of these 
methods works, it may be necessary to resort 
to the careful application of heat, or the use of 
a hacksaw 0( nut splitter device. 

Studs are usually removed by Ioddng two 
ruts together on the threaded part, and therl 
using a spanner on the lower nut to U"ISCI'eW 

the stud. Studs« bolts which have broken off 
below the surface of the component In wtDch 
they are mounted can sometimes be removed 
using a stud extractor. Always ensure that a 
blind tapped hole is completely free from 011. 
grease. water or other fluid before Installing 
the bott or stud. Failure to do this could cause 
the housing to crack due 10 the hydraulic 
action of the bolt or stud as it Is screwed In. 

When tightening a castellated nut to accept 
a split pin, tighten the nut to the specified 
torque, where applicable, and then tighten 
fLnher to the next split pr. hole. Nevet slacken 
the rM to align the split pr. hole, I.l"lIess stated 
Wl the repair proc:ecbe. 

When cheddi IQ or retightening a rM or bolt 
to a specifl8d torque setting, s!acken the nut 
or bolt by a quarter of a turn, and then 
relighten to the specified setting. However, 
this should not be attempted where angular 
tightening has been used. 

For some screw fastenlngs, notably 
cylinder head bolts or nuts. torque wrench 
settings are no longer specified for the latter 
stages of tightening, Mangte-tightenlng- being 
called up Inslead. Typically, a fairly low torque 
wrench setting will be applied to the 
boltslnuts In the correct sequence, followed 
by one or more stages of tightening through 
specified angles. 

Locknuts. locktabs and washefS 
Any fastening which will rotate against a 

component or housing during tightening 
should always have a washer between it and 
the relevant component 0( housing. 

Spring or split washers should always be 
renewed when they are used to Iocl< a critical 
component such as a big-and bearing 
retaining bolt or nut. Locktabs which are 
folded over to retain a nut or bolt should 
always be renewed. 

Self-locking nuts can be re·used In non
critical areas, providing resistance can be felt 
when the locking portion passes over the bolt 
or stud thread. However, it should be noted 
that self-locking sliffnuts tend to lose their 

effectiveness after long periods of use, and 
should then be renewed as a matter of COt.WSe. 

Split pins must always be replaced with 
new ones of the correct size lot" the hole. 

When thread--locldng compound is found 
on the threads of a fastener which is to be re
used, it should be cleaned off with a wire 
brush and solvent, and fresh compound 
applied on reassembly. 

Special tools 
Some repair procedures In this manual 

entail the use of special tools Sl.Ich as a press, 
two or three-legged pullers. spring com
pressors, etc. Wherever possible, suitable 
readily-available alternatives to the manu
facturer's special tools are described, and are 
shown in use. In some instances. where no 
alternative is IX/SSible. it has been necessary 
to resort 10 the use of a manufactlXer'S toot. 
and this has been clone for reasons of safety 
as well as the effident completion of the repair 
operation. Unless you are highly-skilled and 
have a thorough understandIng of the 
procedures described , never attempt to 
bypass the use of any special tool when the 
procedure described specifies Its use. Not 
only Is there a very g reat risk of personal 
Injury, but expensive damage could be 
caused to the components Involved. 

Environmental considerations 
When disposing of used engine oil , brake 

fluid , antifreeze, etc, give due cOllsideoalion to 
any detrimental environmental effects. 00 not. 
for instance, pour any of the above liquids 
down drains into the general sewage system, 
or onto the grotn:I to soak iNlay. Many local 
council refuse tips provide a facility for waste 
oil disposal, as do some garages. If none of 
these faclHties are available, consult your local 
Environmental Health Department. or the 
National Rivers Authority, for further advice. 

With the universal tightening-up of legis
Jation regarding the emission of environmen
tally-harmful substances from motor vehicles, 
most vehicles haw tamperproof devices fitted 
to the main adjustment points of the fuel 
system. These devices are primarily designed 
to prevent unqualified persons from adjusting 
the fueValr mixture, with the chance of a 
consequent increase in toxic emissions. If 
such devices are found during servlcing or 
ovemaul. they should, wherever possible, be 
renewed or refrtted in accordance with the 
manufacturer's requirements or current 
legislation. 

~ 
OIL CARE 

9; 
010066 33 66 --_ . ...... 

Note: n;s 
IInt/social and 
illegal to dump 
011 down tha 
drain, To find 
tha location of 
your local oil 
recycling bank, 
csllthis 
number free. 
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Numerous systems fitted to the vehicle 
require battery power to be available at all 
times, ehher to ensure their continued 
operatiOn (such as tile clock) or to maintain 
control unit melT"", ies which would be erased if 
the battery were to be disconnected. Whenever 
the battery Is to be disconnected therefore, first 
note the following, to eo$ure that there are no 
lrIforeseen consequeoces of this action: 

a) First, CIf'! any vehicle with central JocJdng, it 
is 8 wise pteeaUtion to remove the key 
from the Ignition, and to Keep it with you, 
se th8t it does not get locked in if the 
central locking should engage 
accidentsJJy when the barrety is 
_tod, 

b) The msjority of models covered in this 
manual are equipped with 11 
PeugeotlC~ anti-theft alarm system. 
When reconnecting the battery after 
disconnection, the alarm may be 
automaticaJty activated. If so, use the 
nmJOte transtrlffter to tum off the alarm, or 
rum off the aJann manuaJJy by swftching 
on the ignition. To fully reactivate the 
system once the battety Is • bC()j wl6CJed, 
k:Jck then urlock the vehicle using the 
remote lransmitter; the alarm wiB be 
functional again the next time the vehicle 
is locked with the remote transmitter. 
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c) If 11 .sec:urit) -coded ado tdt is tittBd, end 
the unit andIor the betfa'y is cisO::hlElGt8d, 
the unit wit not fLrnc1ion again on 
,ecCIt. i8C1ior, unti the cotT8Ct security code 
is fJfItered. Details of this procedure, which 
varies according to the unit fitted, are given 
In the vehicle owner's handbook. £n:wre 
you ha\Ie the conect code befote you 
d~ wlfilCt the battery. If you do not haVe 
the code or details 01 the correct 
procedJra, but can supply proof of 
~ and a Isgitkn6te tBaSOfI for 
wa11ing this i'JfI::m'laOOn. 11 Pa.IgeotlCittoln 
desIsr may be able to h9P-

d) On all petrol engines. later 1.9 litre d;eseI 
engines and aJl2.0 litre diesel engines. 
the engine management electronic 
control unit is of the 'self-learning' type, 
meaning that as It operates, It also 
manltOtS and stores the settings which 
give optimum engine performance under 
all opeI8.tlng conditions. When the bettfH)' 
is disconnected, these settings altllost 
and the ECU reverts to the base settings 
ptr:Jgf81TIm8d into its memoty at the 
factoty. On restarting. this may lead to the 
engine nmningrding roughly for a shoI't 
whiJe, untH the ECUhBS re 'eai»edthe 
optimum settings.. This pnxess is best 
accomplished by taking the vehicle on a 

road test (for approximately 15 minutes). 
covering all engine speeds and loads, 
concentnJting mainly in the 2500 to 
3500 rpm region. 

e) 0l'I all models, when reconnecting the 
bettfH)' after disconnection, switch on the 
ignition and wait 10 seconds to allow the 
electronic vehicle systems to stabilise and 
fJ!J-initi8/ise. 

Devices known as 'memory-savers' (or 
'code-savers, can be used to avoid some of 
the above problems. Precise details vary 
according to the device used. TypicaBy, it is 
pfugged into the cigarette lighter, and Is 
c:omected by Its 0WTl wi'8s to a spare battery; 
the vehicle's own battery is then 
disconnected from the electrical system, 
leaving the 'memory-saver' 10 pass sufficIent 
current to maintain audIo unIt security codes 
and any other memory values, and also to run 
permanently-live circuits such as the clock. 

Warning: Some of these devices *' allow a considerable amount of .Lll. cunwnt to ps", which can rnfMn 
th.t many of the vehicle's 

systems .re still operational when the main 
battery Is disconnected. " a 'memory 
saver' Is used, ensure that the circuit 
concerned Is actually 'dead' before 
carrying out any worl' on ftI 



REF-6 Tools and working facilities 
Introduction 

A selection of good tools is a fundamental 
requirement for anyone contemplating the 
maintenance and repair of a molor vehicle. 
For the owner who does not possess any, 
their purchase will prove a considerable 
expense. offsetting some of the savings made 
by doing-it-yourself. However, provided that 
the tools purchased meet the relevant national 
safety standards and are of good quality, they 
will last for many years and prove an 
extremely worthWhile investment. 

To help the avetage ownef to decide which 
tools are needed 10 carry out the various tasks 
detailed in this manual, we have compiled 
three lists of tools undet' the following 
headings: Maintenance lJI'K1 minor repair, 
Repair and oWKfIaJI, and SpedaJ. Ne.,CtA,ietS 
to practical mechanics should start off with 
the Maintenance and minor repair tool kit, and 
confine themselVes to the simpler jobs around 
the vehicle. Then, as coofideoce and 
experience grow, fTIO«I cfIfficuH tasks can be 
undertaken, with extra tools being purchased 
as. and when, they are needed. In this way, a 
Maintenance and rrWnor repair tool kit can be 
built up Wllo a Repair and overhaul tool kit over 
a considerable period of time, without any 
major cash outlays. The experienced do-it
you-se/fer wiM I\ave a 1001 kit good enough fOf 
most repair and ovemaul procedures, and wiU 
add tools from the Special category when it is 
1eH. that the expense is Justified by the amount 
of use to which these tools will be put. 

Sockets and reversible ratchet drive 

Ton: key, socket and bit 

Maintenance and 
minor repair tool kit 

The tools given in thIs Ust should be 
considered as a minimum requirement If 
routine maintenance, servicing and minor 
repair operations are to be undertaken. We 
recommend the purchase 01 combination 
spanners (ring one end, open-ended the 
other): although more expensive than open· 
ended ones. they do give the advantages of 
both types of spanner. 
o Combination spanners: 

Metric - B to 191MJ InClusive 
o Adjustable spanner - 35 mm jaw (Bpptwl.) 
o _plug __ """""_

pe"'" models 
o Sparlc plug gap acfustment tool -

pe"'" models 
o Set of feeler gauges 
o Btake bleed nipple spanner 
o Screwdrivers: 

Flat blade - 100 mm long x 6 mm dill 
Cross blade - lOO mm long x 6 mm dill 
Tone - various sizes (not 811 vah;cfesJ 

o Combination pliers 
o Hacksaw (juniotj 
o Tyrepump 
o Tyre pressute gauge 
o Oilcan 
o Oil filter removal tool 
o Fme emet)' cloth 
o Wire bnJsh (small) 
o Funnel (medhJm size) 
o SUmp drain plug key (not an v6hlcles) 

Brake bkleding kit 

Hose clamp 

Repair and overhaul tool kit 
These lools are virtually essential for 

anyone undertaking any major repairs to a 
motor vehicle, and are additional to those 
given In the Maintenance and minor repair Rst 
Included in this list is a comprehensive set Of 
sockets. Although these are expensive. they 
will be found invaluable as they are so 
versatile - particularly if various drives are 
included in the set. We recommend the half
inch square-drive type. as this can be used 
with most proprietary torque wrenches. 

The tools in this 1st wil sometimes need to 
be SUpplei'lEIiited by looIs from the Special list 
o Sockets (or box spanners) to covet" range 

in pt'8Yious list (induding Toot sockets) 
o Rev9tsible /atchet drive (kx use with 

sockets) 
o Extension piece. 2SO mm (for use with 

sockets) 
o Universal joint (for use wHh sockets) 
o F1eJdb/e handle or sliding T -breaker ~ 

(for use wHh sockets) 
o Torque wrench (for use with sockets) 
o Self-locking grips 
o Ball pein IlarrImer 
o Soft-faced maJJet (plastic ex rubtJer1 
o ScrewdrivefS: 

Flat blade -long & sturdy, shorl (chubby), 
and narrow (electrician's) types 
GlOss blade -long & sturdy, and short 
(chubby) types 

o PIiefs: 
Long-nosed 
Side amen; (electrician's) 
Circlip (intemal and extema/) 

o Cold chisel - 25 mm 
o Scribei' 
D Sc"",", 
o Centre-punch 
o Pinpunch 
o Hacksaw 
o Brake hose clamp 
o Brake/clutch bleeding kit 
o Selection of twist drills 
o Steel rule/straight-edge 
o Alien keys (inc. splinedfT onr type) 
o Selection of files 
o Wirebrush 
o Axle stands 
o Jack (strong trolley or hydraulic type) 
o Light with extensiOl1lead 
o Univetsal electrical muIti-meter 

Angular-tightening gauge 
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Special tools 
The tools in this list are those which are not 

used regularly, aTe expens/Yeto buy. orwhk:h 
need to be used in accordance with their 
manufacturers' instructions. Unless relatively 
difficult mechanical jobs are undertaken 
frequently. it will not be economic to buy 
many of these tools. When! this Is the case, 
you could consider clubbing together with 
friends (or;oning a motorists' club) to make a 
joint purchase, or borrowing the tools against 
a deposit from a local garage or tool hire 
specialist. It is worth noting that many of the 
larger DIY superstores now carry a large 
range of special tools for hIre at modest 
rates. 

The following list contains only those lools 
and Instruments freely available to the public, 
and not those special tools produced by the 
vehicle manufacturer specifically for its dealer 
network. You will find occasional references 
to these manufacturers' special tools In the 
text of this manual. Generally, an alternative 
method of doing the job without the vehicle 
manufacturers' specia/ tool is given. However, 
sometimes there is no alternative to using 
them.. Where this is the case and the relevant 
tool cannot be bought or borrowed, you will 
have to entrust the work to a dealer. 
o AnguIar·tightMng gauge 
o ValVe spring compressor 
o ValVe grirdng tool 
o Piston ring compressor 
o Piston ring remova/IinstaIlation tool 
o Cyt;nder bore hone 
o BaJ/joint sepamtor 
o Coil spring COii .... &SSQS (whete .. ," 'oIe) 
o TwoIthree-/egged hub ancI boaring puller 
o Impact screwdriver 
o Micrometer and/or vemier caJipers 
o Dialgauge 
o Stroboscopic timing light 
o Dwell angle meterltachometer 
o Fault code reader 
o Cylinder compression gauge 
o Hand-operated vacuum pump and gauge 
o Clutch plate alignment set 
o Brake shoe steady spring cup removal tool 
o Bush and bearing removaJlinsta/Jation set 
o Stud extractOfS 
o Tap and die set 
o Lifting tadde 
o TroI/ey_ 

Strap wrench 

Tools and working facilities REF- ? 

Buying tools 
Reputable motor accessory shops 8lld 

superstOf"ElS often otter excellent quafity tools 
at discount prices, so it pays to shop around. 

RemembeI, you don', have to buy the most 
expensive items on the shaH, but it is always 
advisable to steer clear of the very cheap 
tools. Beware of '~' offered on market 
staOs or at car boot sales.. There are plenty of 
good tools around at reasonable prices. but 
always aim to purchase items which meet the 
relevant national safety standards. If in doubt. 
ask the proprietor or manager of the shop for 
advice before making a purchase. 

Care and maintenance of tools 
Having purchased a reasonable tool kit, it is 

necessary to keep the tools in a clean and 
serviceable condition. After use, always wipe 
off any dirt, grease and metal particles using a 
clean, dry cloth, before putting the tools away. 
Never leave them lying around after they have 
been used. A simple tool rack on the garage 
or workshop waJl for items such as 
screwdrivers and pliers is a good idea Store 
all normal sp811ners and sockets in a metal 
box. Any measuring Instruments, gauges, 
meters, etc, must be carefully stored where 
they C8I'V1Ot be damaged or become rusty. 

Take a little care whert toots are used . 
Hammer heads Inevitably become marked, 
and saewdrivers lose the keen edge on their 
blades from time to time. A little timely 
attention with emery cloth or a file win soon 
restore items like this to a good finish. 

Micrometers 

Compression tester 

Worldng facilities 
Not to be fOfgOtten when discussing toots 

is the woOcshop itself. If anything more than 
routine maintenance is to be carried out, a 
suitable wortdng area becoi,leS essential. 

It is appreciated that many an owner· 
mechanic is forced by circumstances to 
remove 8ll engine Of simiar item without the 
benefit of a garage Of worbhop. Having clone 
this, any repairs should always be done undet" 
the cover of a roof. 

Wherever possible, any dismantling should 
be done on a clean, ftat wor1d)enr;:h Of table at 
a suitable wor1<ing height. 

Any workbench needs a vice; one with a 
Jaw opening of lOO mm is suitable for most 
jobs. As mentioned previously, some clean 
dry storage space is also required for tools, as 
well as for any lubricants, cleaning fluids, 
touch·up paints etc. which become 
necessary. 

Another item which may be required, and 
which has a much more general usage, Is 8ll 
electric driD with a chuck capacity of at least 
8 mm. This, together with a good range of 
twist drills, is virtually essential for fitting 
8' s ies. 

Last, but not least, aJways keep a supply of 
old newspapers and clean, lint·free rags 
available, and try to keep any WOf1dng area as 
clean as possible. 

Dial test Indicator rdl~ gauge1 

Fault code read8f" 



REF· a Tools and working facilities 
This is a guide to getting your vehicle through the MOT test. 

Obviously it will not be possible to examine the vehicle to the same 
standard as the professional MOT tesler. However, wOrXing through 
the following checks wil l enable you to identify any problem areas 
before submitting the vehicle for the test. 

Where a testable component is in borderline condition, the tester 
has discretion in deciding whether to pass or fail it. The basis of such 
discretion is whether the tester would be happy for a close relative or 
friend to use the vehicle with the component in that condition. If the 
vehicle presented is clean and evidently well cared for, the tester may 
be more inclined to pass a borderline component than if the vehicle is 
scruffy and apparently neglected. 

11 has only been possible to summarise the test requirements here, 
based on the regulations in force at the time of pi'inling. Test standards 
are becoming increasingly stringent, although there are some exemptions 
for older vehicles. 

An assistant will be needed to help carry out some of these checks. 

The checks have been sub-divided into toof categon'es, as follows: 

1 Checks carried out 
FROM THE DRIVER'S 
SEAT 

2 Checks carried out 
WITH THE VEHICLE 
ON THE GROUND 

3 Checks carried out 
WITH THE VEHICLE 
RAISED AND THE 
WHEELS FREE TO 
TURN 

4 Checks carried out on 
YOUR VEHICLE'S 
EXHAUST EMISSION 
SYSTEM 

1 Checks carried out 
FROM THE DRIVER'S SEAT 

Handbrake 
o Test the operation of the handbrake. 
Excessive travel (too many clicks) indicates 
incorrect brake or cable adjustment. 
o Check that the handbrake cannot be 
released by tapping the lever sideways. Check 
the security of the lever mountings. 

Footbrake 
o Depress the brake pedal and check that it 
does not creep down to the floor, indicaling a 
master cylinder fautt. Release Ihe pedal, wail 
a few seconds, then depress it again. If the 
pedal travels nearly to the floor before firm 
resistance is fett, brake adjustment or repair is 
necessary. If the pedal feels spongy. there is 
air In the hydraulic system which must be 
removed by bleeding. 

o Check that the brake pedal is secure and in 
good condition. Check also for signs of fluid 
leaks on the pedal, floor or carpets, which 
would indicate failed seals in the brake master 
cylinder. 
o Check the servo unit (when applicable) by 
operating the brake pedal several times, then 
keeping the pedal depressed and starting the 
engine. As the engine starts, the pedal will 
move down slightly. If not, Ihe vacuum hose 
or the servo itself may be faulty. 

Steering wheel and column 
o Examine the steering wheel for fractures or 
looseness of the hub, spokes or rim. 
o Move the steering wheel from side 10 side 
and then up and down. Check that the 
steering wheel is not loose on the colUmn, 
indicating wear or a loose retaining nut. 
Continue moving the steering wheel as before, 
but also tum it slightly from left to right. 
o Check that the steering wheet is not loose 
on the column, and that there is no abnormal 

movement of Ihe steering wheel, Indicating 
wear in Ihe column support bearings or 
couplings. 

Windscreen, mirrors and sunvisor 
o The windscreen must be free of cracks or 
other significant damage within the driver 's 
field of view. (Small stone c hips are accept~ 

able.) Rear view mirrors must be secure, 
intact, and capable of being adjusted. 

o The driver's sunvisor must be capable of 
being stored in Ihe "upW position. 



Seat belts and seats 
Note: The following checks are appHcable ro 
an seat belts. front end f8a£. 

o Examine the webbing of all the belts 
(InCluding rear belts if fitted) for cuts, serious 
fraying Of deterioration. Fasten and uolasten 
each belt to check the buckles. H applicable, 
check the retracting mechanism. Check the 
security of all seal belt mountings accessib&e 
from inside the vehicte. 
o Seat belts with pre-tensioners. once 
activated, have a "ftag~ or similar shoWIng on 
the seat belt stalk. This, in itself, Is not a 
reason for test failure. 
D The front seats themselves must be 
securely attached and the backrests must 
lock In the upright position. 

Doors 
o Both front doors must be able to be opened 
and closed from outside and inside, and must 
latch securely when dosed. 

2 Checks earned out 
WITH THE VEHICLE ON THE 
GROUND 

Vehicle identification 
o Number plates must be in good condition, 
secure and legible, with letters and numbers 
correctly spaced - spaclng at (A) should be at 
least twice that at (B). 

o The VIN plate and/or homologation plate 
must be legible. 

MOT test checks REF. 9 

Electrical equipment 
o Switch on the ignition and check the 
operation of the horn. 
o Check. the windscreen washers and wiper.;. 
examining the wiper blades; renew damaged 
or pefished blades. Also check the opeiaDoi. 
of the stop-lights. 

o Check the opei'2tion of the sidelights and 
ntntbef plate lights. The lenses and reftectors 
must be secue, clean and undamaged. 
o Check the operation and alignment of the 
headlights. The headlight reflectors must not 
be tarnIshed and the lenses must be 
undamaged. 
o Switch on the ignition and check the 
operation of the direction indicators Oncluding 
the instrument panel terr-tale) and the hazard 
warning lights, Operation of the sidelights and 
stop-lights must not affect the Indicators - if it 
does. the cause Is usually a bad earth at the 
rear light cluster. 
o Check the operation of the rear fogftght(s), 
including the warning light on the instrument 
panel or in the switch. 
o The ASS warning light must illuminate in 
accordance with the manu1acturElfS' design. 
For most vehicles, the ABS warning light 
should lIuminate when the Ignition Is switched 
on, and Of the system is operating property) 
extinguish after a few seconds. Refer to the 
owners handbook. 

Footbrake 
o Examine the master cylinder, brake pipes 
and servo unit for leaks, loose mountings, 
corrosion or other damage. 

o The ftuid reservoir must be secure and the 
fluid level must be between the upper ~ and 
lower (8) markings. 

o Inspect both front brake flexible hoses for 
cracb or deterioration of the rubber. TLITI the 
steering from lock to lock. and enst.re that the 
hoses do not contact the wheel, tyre, or any 
part of the steemg or suspension mechanism. 
With the brake pedal firmly depressed, dleck 
the hoses for bulges or leaks under p(BSSUre. 

Steering and suspension 
o Have your assistant tum the steeOng wheel 
from side to side slightly, up to the point 
whefe the steering gear just begins to transmit 
this movement to the roadwheels. Check for 
excessive free play between the steering 
wheel and the steering gear. indicating wear 
or Insecurity of the steeling column joints. the 
column-to-steering gear coupling , or the 
steering gear itself. 
o Have yoIX assistant turn the steering wheel 
more vigorously in each direction, so that the 
roadwheeIs just begin to turn. As this Is done, 
examine al l the steering /CInts, linkages, 
fittings and attachments. Renew any 
component that shows signs of wear or 
damage. On vehicles with power steering, 
check the security and condition of the 
steering pump. drivebell and hoses. 
o Check that the vehicle Is s tanding level, 
and at approximately the correct ride height 

Shock absorbers 
o Depress each corner of the vehicle in turn, 
then release it. The vehicle should rise and 
then settle in its nonnal positlon. If the V9hicle 
continues to rise and fall , the shock absorber 
is defective. A shock absorber which has 
seized wit also cause the vehIde to fall. 



REFo1 0 MOT test checks 
Exhaust system 
o Start the engine. With your assistant 
holding a rag over the lailpipe, check the 
entire system for leaks. Repair or renew 
leaking sections. 

3 Checks carried out 
WITH THE VEHICLE RAISED 
AND THE WHEELS FREE TO 
TURN 

J ack. up the front and rear of the vehicle, 
and securely support It on axle stands. 
Position the stands clear of the suspension 
assemblies. Ensure that the wheels are 
clear of the ground and that the steering 
can be tumed from lock to lock. 

Steering mechanism 
D Have your assistant tum the steering from 
lock to lock. Check that the steering turns 
smoothly. and that no part of the steering 
mechanism, including a wheel or tyre, fouls 
any brake hose or pipe or any part of the body 
structure. 
D Examine the steering rack rubber gaiters 
for damage Of insecurity of the retainil1Q clips. 
If power steering is fitted, check for signs of 
damage or leakage of the fluid hoses, pipes Of 

connections. Also check for excessive 
stiffness Of binding of the steering, a missing 
split pin or locking device, or severe corrosion 
of the body structure within 30 cm of any 
steering component attachment point. 

Front and rear suspension and 
wheel bearings 
o Starting at the front right-hand sIde, grasp 
the roadwheel at the 3 o'clocK and 9 o'clocK 
positions and rocK gently but firmly. Check for 
free play or insecurity at the wheel bearings, 
suspension balljoints, or suspension mount
ings, pivots and attachments. 
o Now grasp the wheel at the 12 o'clock and 
6 o'clock positions and repeat the previous 
inspection. Spin the wheel, and check for 
roughness or tightness of tha front wheel 
bearing. 

D If excess free play is suspected at a 
component pivot point, this can be confirmed 
by using a large screwdriver or similar tool 
and levering between the mounting and the 
component attachment. This will confirm 
whether the wear is in the pivot bush, its 
retaining bolt, or in the mounting itself (the 
bolt holes can often become elongated). 

D Carry out al l the above checks at the other 
front wheel, and then at both rear wheels. 

Springs and shock absorbers 
o Examine the suspension struts (when 
applicable) lor serious fluid leakage, COITosion, 
or damage to the casing. Also check the 
security of the mounting points. 
D I1 coil springs are f itted, check that the 
spring ends locate in their seats, and that the 
spring is not corroded, cracked Of broken. 
D If leaf springs are filled, check that all 
leaves are intact, that the axle is securely 
attached to each spring, and that there is no 
deterioration of the spring eye mountings, 
bushes, and shacldes. 

o The same general checks apply to vehicles 
fitted with other suspension types, such as 
torsion bars, hydraulic displacer units, etc . 
Ensure that all mountings and attachments are 
secure, that there are no signs of excessive 
wear, corrosion or damage, and (on hydraulic 
types) that there are no fluid leaks or damaged 
pipes. 
o Inspect the shock absorbers for signs of 
serious flu id leakage. Check for wear of the 
mounting bushes or attachments, or damage 
to the body of the unit. 

Driveshafts 
(fwd vehicles only) 
o Rotate each front wheel in turn and inspect 
the constant velocity joint gaiters for splits or 
damage. Also check that each drivashaft is 
straight and undamaged. 

Braking system 
D If possible without dismantling, check 
brake pad wear and disc condition. Ensure 
that the friction lining material has not worn 
excessively, (A) and that the discs are nol 
fractured, pitted, scored or badly worn (S). 

D Examine all the rigid brake pipes 
underneath the vehicle, and the flex ible 
hose{s) at the rear. Look for corrosion, chafing 
or insecurity of the pipes, and for signs of 
bulging under pressure, chafing, splits or 
deterioration 01 the ftexible hoses. 
D Look for signs of fluid leaks at the brake 
calipers or on the brake backplatss. Repair or 
renew leaking components. 
D Slowly spin each wheel, while your 
assistant depresses and releases the 
footbrake. Ensure that each brake is operating 
and does not bind when the pedal is reteased. 



o Examine the handbrake mechanism, 
checking for frayed or broken cables, 
e)(cessive corrosion, or wear or insecurity of 
the linkage. Check that the mechanism wor1<s 
on each relevant wheel, and releases fully, 
without binding. 
o 11 is not possible to test brake efficiency 
without special equipment, but a road test can 
be carried out later to check that the vehicle 
pulls up in a straight tine. 

Fuel and exhaust systems 
o Inspect the fuel tank (including the ffller 
cap), fuel pipes, hoses and unions. All 
components must be secure and free from 
leaks. 
o Examine the exhaust system over its entire 
length, checking for any damaged, broken O!' 

missing mountings, security 01 the retaining 
clamps and rust or corrosion. 

Wheels and tyres 
o Examine the sidewalls and tread area of 
each tyre in turn. Check for cuts, tears, lumps, 
bulges, separation of the tread, and exposure 
of the ply or cord due to wear or damage. 
Check that the tyre bead is correctly seated 
00 the wheel rim, that the valve is sound and 
properly seated, and Ihat the wheel is not 
distorted or damaged. 
o Check that the tyres are of the correct size 
for the vehicle, that they are 01 the same size 
and type 00 each axle. and that the pressures 
are correct. 
o Check the tyre tread depth. The legal 
minimum at the time of writing is 1.6 mm over 
at least three-quarters 01 the tread width. 
Abnormal tread wear may indicate incorrect 
Iront wheel alignment. 

MOT test checks REF. " 

Body corrosion 
o Check the condition of the entire vehicle 
structure for signs of corrosion in load-bearing 
areas. (These include chassis box sections, 
side sills. cross-members, pillars. and all 
suspension, steering. braking system and 
seat belt mountings and anchorages.) Any 
corrosion which has seriously reduced the 
thickness of a load-bearing area is likely to 
cause the vehicle to fait. in this case 
prolessional repairs are likely to be needed. 
o Damage or corrosion which causes sharp 
or otherwise dangerous edges to be exposed 
will also cause the vehicle to fail. 

4 Checks carr ied out on 
YOUR VEHICLE'S EXHAUST 
EMISSION SYSTEM 

Petrol models 
o Have the engine at normal operating 
temperature, and make sure that it is in good 
tune ~gnltion system in good order, air filter 
element clean, etc). 
o Before any measurements are carried out. 
raise the engine speed to around 2500 rpm. 
and hold it at this speed for 20 seconds. 
Allow the engine speed to return to idle, and 
watch for smoke emissions from the exhaust 
tailpipe. 11 the idle speed is obviously much 
too high, or if dense blue or clearly-visible 
black smoke comes from the tail pipe for more 
than 5 seconds. the vehicle will fail. As a rule 
of thumb. blue smoke signifies oil being burnt 
(engine wear) while black smoke signi fies 
unbumt fuel (dirty air cleaner element, or 
other carburettor or fuel system fault) . 
o An exhaust gas analyser capable of 
measuring carbon monoxide (CO) and 
hydrocarbons (HC) is now needed. If such an 
instrument cannot be hired or borrowed, a 
local garage may agree to perform the check 
for a small fee. 

CO emissions (mixture) 
o At the time of writing, for vehicles first used 
between 1 sI August 1975 and 31 s1 July 1986 (p 
to C registration), the CO level must not 
exceed 4.5% by volume. For vehicles first 
used between 151 August 1986 and 3151 July 
1992 (0 to J registration), the CO level must 
not exceed 3.5% by volume. Vehicles first 

used after 1 st August 1992 (K registration) must 
conform to the manufacturer's specification. 
The MOT tester has access to a DOT database 
Of emissioos handbook, which lists the CO and 
HC limits IOf each make and model of vehicle. 
The CO level is measured with the engine at 
idle speed, and at "fast idle". The following 
limits are given as a general guide: 

At idle speed -
CO level no more than 0.5% 

At "fast id/e b (2500 to 3000 rpm) -
CO level no more than 0.3% 

(Minimum oil temperature !iO"'C) 
o If the CO level cannot be reduced far 
enough to pass the test (and the fuel and 
Ignition systems are otherwise In good 
condition) then the carburettor is badly worn, 
or there is some problem in the fuel injection 
system or catalytic converter (as applicable). 

He emissions 
o With the CO within limits, HC emissions for 
vehicles fi rst used between 1S1 August 1975 
and 31$1 July 1992 (P to J registration) must 
not exceed 1200 ppm. Vehicles first used 
after 1s1 August 1992 (K registration) must 
conform to the manufacturer's specification. 
The MOT tester has access to a DOT 
database or emissions handbook, which lists 
the CO and HC limits for each make and 
model of vehicle. The HC level is measured 
with the engine at "fast idle". The following is 
given as a general guide: 

At "fast id/e~ (2500 to 3000 rpm) -
HC level no more than 200 ppm 

(Minimum oil temperature SOOC) 
o Excessive HC emissions are caused by 
incomplete combustion, the causes of whiCh 
can Include oil being burnt. mechanical wear 
and ignition/fuel system malfunction. 

Diesel models 
o The only emission test applicable to Diesel 
engines Is the measuring of exhaust smoke 
density. The test involves accelerating the 
engine several times to its maximum 
unloaded speed. 

Note: It is of the utmost importance that the 
engine timing belt is in good condition before 
the test is carried out. 

o The limits lor Diesel engine exhaust 
smoke. introduced in September 1995 are: 
Vehicles first used before ,st August 1979: 

Exempt from metered smoke testing. but 
must not emit "dense blue or clearly 
visible black smoke lor a period of more 
than 5 seconds at idle" or "dense blue or 
clear1y visible black smoke during accel
eration which would obscure the view of 
other road US61S". 

Non-turbocharged vehicles first used after 
1st August 1979: 2.5m·' 

Turbocharged vehicles first used after 
pt August 1979: 3.0m·1 

o Excessive smoke can be caused by a dirty 
air cleaner element. Otherwise, professional 
advice may be needed to find the cause. 



REF.1 2 Fault finding 

Engine Driveshafts 
o Engine fails to rotate when attempting to start o Clicking or knocking noise on turns (at slow speed on full

lock) o Engine rotates, but will nol start 
o Engine difficult to start when cold o Vibration when accelerating or decelerating 
o Engine diffICult to start when hot 
o Starter motor noisy or excessively-rough in engagement Braking system 
o Engine starts, but stops immediately 
o Engine idles erratically 
o Engine misfires at idle speed 

o Vehicle pulls to one side under braking 
o Noise (grinding Of high-pitched squeaQ when brakes 

applied o Engine misfires throughout the driving speed range o Excessive brake pedal travel o Engine hesitates on acceleration 
o Engine stalls 
o Engine lacks power 
o Engine backfires 

o Brake pedal feels spongy when depressed 
o Excessive brake pedal effort required to stop vehicle 
o Judder felt through brake pedal or steering wheel when 

braking o 011 pmssure warning light on with engine running o Brakes binding o Engine runs-on after switching off 
o Engine noises 

Cooling system 
o Overheating 

o Rear wheels locking under normal braking 

Suspension and steering systems 
o Vehicle pulls to ooe side 
o Wheel wobble and vibratioo o Overcool1ng 

o External coolant leakage 
o Excessive pitching andIor roiling around corners, or during 

braking o Intemal coolant leakage 
o Corrosion 

o Wandering Of general instability 
o El(cessively-stiff steering 

Fuel and exhaust systems 
o Excessive play in steering 
o Lack of power assistance 

o Excessive fuel consumption o Tyre wear e,.~ive 
o Fu&lleakage and/or fuel odour 
o Excessive noise or fumes from exhaust system Electrical system 

Clutch 
o Battery will not hold a charge for more than a few days 
o Ignitionlno-charge warning light stays on with engine 

o Pedal travels to floor - no pressure or very little resistance running 
o Clutch fails to disengage (unable to select gears) o Ignitlonlno-charge warning light fails to come 00 

o Clutch slips (engine speed rises, with no increase in vehicle o Ughts inoperative 
'peedj o Instrument readings Inaccurate or erratic 

o Judder as clutch is engaged o Horn inoperative, or unsatisfactory In operation 
o Noise when depressing or releasing clutch pedal o Windscreenftailgate wipers failed. or unsatisfactory in 

operation 
Transmission 
o Noisy in neutral with engine running 
o Noisy in one particular gear 
o DiffICulty engaging gears 
o Jumps out of gear 
o Vlbration 
o Lubricant leaks 

Introduction 
The vehicle owner who does his or her own 

maintenance according to the recommended 
service schedules should not have to use this 
section of the manual very often. Modem 
component reliability is such that, provided 
those items subject to wear or deterioration 
are inspected or renewed at the specified 
intervals, sudden failure is comparatively rare. 
Faults do not usually just happen as a result of 
sudden failure. but develop over a period of 
time. Major mechaniCal failures in particular 
are usually preceded by characteristic 

o Windscreenltailgate washers failed, or unsatisfactory ill 
operation 

o Electric windows inoperative, or unsatisfactory in 
oparatioo 

o Central locking system inoperative. or unsatisfactory ill 
operation 

symptoms over hundreds or even thousands 
of miles. Those components which do 
occasionally fail without warning are often 
small and easily carried in the vehicle. 

With any fault-finding, the first step is to 
decide where to begin investigations. 
Sometimes this is obvious, but on other 
occasions, a little detective work will be 
necessary. The owner who makes half a 
dozen haphazard adjustments or 
replacements may be successful in curing a 
fault (or its symptoms), but will be none the 

w iser if the fault recurs, and ultimately may 
have spent more time and money than was 
necessary. A calm and logical approach will 
be found to be more satisfactory in the long 
run. Always take into account any warning 
signs or abnormalities that may have been 
noticed in the period preceding the fau lt -
power loss, high or low gauge readings. 
Unusual smells, etc - and remember that 
failure of components such as fuses or spark 
plugs may only be pointers to some 
underlying fault. 
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The pages which follow provide an easy~ 
reference guide to the more common problems 
which may occur during the operation of the 
vehicle. These problems and their possible 
causes are grouped under headings denoting 
various components or systems, such as 
Engine, Cooling system, elc. The general 
Chapter which deals with the problem is also 
shown in brackets: refer to the relevant part of 
that Chapter for system-specific information. 
Whatever the fault, certain basic principles 
apply. These are as follows: 

important if you are investigating a fault for 
someone else, who may not have described it 
very accurately. 

changing oil-fouled spark plugs (petrol 
models) for a new set wilt get you moving 
again, but remember that the reason for the 
fouting (if it wasn't simply an incorrect grade 
of plug) will have to be found and corrected. 
o Don't take anything for granted. 
Particularly, don't forget that a 'new' 
component may itsetf be defective (especially 
if it's been rattling around in the boot for 
months), and don't leave components out of a 
fault diagnosis sequence just because they 
aTe new or recently-fitted. When you do finally 
diagnose a difficult fault, you'll probably 
realise that all the evidence was there from 
the start. 

o Don't overlook. the obvious. For example, 
if the vehicle"won't start, is there fuel in the 
tank? (Don't take anyone else's word on this 
particulaT point, and don't trust the fuel gauge 
either!) If an electrical fault is indicated, look 
for loose or broken w ires before digging out 
the test gear. 

o Verify the fault. This is simply a matter of 
being sure that you know wnal the symptoms 
are before starting work. This is particularly 

o Cure the disease, not the symptom. 
Substituting a flat battery with a fully-charged 
one wl1! get you off the hard shoulder, but if 
the underlying cause is not attended to, the 
new battery will go the same way. Similarly, 

Engine 
Engine fails to rotate when attempting to start 
o Battery terminal connections loose or corroded (Weekly checks). 
o Battery d ischarged or fault)' (Chapter 5). 
o Broken, loose or disconnected wiring in the starting circuit 

(Chapter 5). 
o Defective starter motor (Chapter 5). 
o Starter pinion or flywheel ring gear teeth loose or broken 

(Chapter 2 and 5). 
o Engine earth strap broken or disconnected (Chapter 5 and 12). 

Engine rotates, but will not start 
o Fuel tank empty. 
o Battery discharged (engine rotates slowly) (Chapter 5). 
o Battery terminal connectioos loose or corroded (Weekly checks). 
D Wom, faulty or incorrectly-gapped sparK plugs - petrol models 

(Chapter 1). 
o Prelpost-heating system faulty - diesel models (Chapter 5). 
o Engine management system fault (Chapter 4). 
o Air in fuel system - diesel models (Chapter 4). 
o High pressure fuel system fault - diesel models (Chapter 4). 
o low cylinder compressions (Chapter 2). 
o Major mechanical failure (eg camshaft drive) (Chapter 2). 

Engine diflicult to start when cold 
o Battery discharged (Chapter 5). 
o Battery terminal connections loose Of corroded (Weeldy checks). 
o Worn, faulty Of incorrectly-gapped spark plugs - petrol models 

(Chapter 1). 
D Prelpost-heating system faulty - diesel models (Chapter 5). 
o Engine management system fault (Chapter 4). 
D High pressure fuel system fault - diesel models (Chapter 4). 
o low cylinder compressions (Chapter 2). 

Engine difficult to start when hot 
o Engine management system fault (Chapter 4). 
o High pressure fuel system fault - diesel models (Chapter 4 ). 
D low cylinder compressions (Chapter 2). 

Starter motor noisy or excessively-rough in 
engagement 
D Starter pinion or flywheel ring gear teeth loose Of broken 

(Chapter 2 and 5). 
o Starter motor mounting bolts loose Of missing (Chapter 5). 
o Defective starter motor (Chapter 5). 

Engine starts, but stops immediately 
o Vacuum leak at the throttle housinglinlet manifold - petrol models 

(Chapter 4). 
o Engine management system fault (Chapter 4). 
o Air in fuel system - diesel models (Chapter 4). 
D High pressure fuel system fault - diesel models (Chapter 4). 

Engine idles erratically 
o Vacuum leak at the throttle housinglinlet manifold - petrol models 

(Chapter 4). 
o Worn, faulty or incorrectly-gapped spark plugs - petrol models 

(Chapter 1). 
D Engine management syslem fault (Chapter 4). 
o Air in fuel system - diesel models (Chapter 4). 
o High pressure fuel system fault - diesel models (Chapter 4). 
o Uneven or low cytinder compressions (Chapter 2). 
o Camshaft lobes wom (Chapter 2). 
D TIming belt incorrectly fitted (Chapter 2). 

Engine misfires at idle speed 
o Worn, faulty or locorrectly-gapped spark plugs - petrol models 

(Chapter 1). 
D Vacuum leak al the Ihrottle housinglinlel manifold - petrol models 

(Chapter 4). 
D Engine management system fault (Chapter 4). 
o High pressure fuel system fault - diesel models (Chapter 4). 
o Uneven Of low cylinder compressions (Chapter 2). 
o Disconnected, leaking, or perished crankcase ventilation hoses 

(Chapter 4). 

Engine misfires throughout the driving speed 
range 
o Fuel filter blocked (Chaple!" 1). 
D Fuel pump faulty - petrol models (Chapte!" 4). 
o Fuel tank vent blocked, Of fuel pipes restricted (Chapte!" 4). 
o Worn, faulty or iocorrectly-gapped spark plugs - petrol models 

(Chapte!" 1). 
D Vacuum leak at the Ihrottle housinglinlet manifold - petrol models 

(Chapter 4). 
o Engine management system fault (Chapter 4). 
D High pressure fuel system fault - diesel models (Chapter 4). 
o Faulty Ignition HT coil- petrol models (Chapter 5). 
o Uneven or low cytinder compressions (Chapter 2). 
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Engine (continued) 
Engine hesitates on acceleration 
o Worn, faulty or iI .......... ectIy-gapped spat1t plugs - petrol models 

(Chapter 1). 
D YactUn leak. at the throttle housingfltl&et manifold - petrol models 

(Chapter 4). 
o Engine management system fault (Chapter 4). 
o High presstKe fuel system fault - diesel models (Chapter 4). 

Engine stalls 
D Fuel filter bklcked (Chapter 1). 
D Fuel pump faulty - petrol models (Chapter 4). 
D Fuel tank vent blocked. or fuel pipes restricted (Chapter 4). 
D Worn. faulty or incorrectty-gapped sparK plugs - petrol models 

(Chapter 1). 
D Vacuum leak at the throttle houslng!lnlet manifold - petrol models 

(Chapter 4). 
D Engine management system fault (Chapter 4). 
D High pressure fuel system fault - diesel models (Chapter 4). 

Engine lacks power 
D TIming ben: incorrectly fitted (Chapter 2). 
o Fuel filter blocked (Chapter 1). 
D Fuel pump faulty - petrol models (Chapter 4). 
o Uneven or low cy1inder compressions (Chapter 2). 
o Worn, faulty or is 1COi. ecU)'-gapped spark plugs - petrol models 

(Chapter 1).. 
o VBCUI.m leak at the ttYottle housinglfllet manifOd - petrol models 

(Chapter 4). 
o Engine management system faUlt (Chapter 4). 
D High presstKe fuel system fauh - diesel models (Chapter 4). 
o Brakes binding (Chapter 1 and 9). 
o Clutch slipping (Chapter 6). 

Engine backfires 
o lining belt incorrectly fitted (Chapter 2). 
o Vacuum leak at the throttle housing/Inlet manifold - petrollTlOdeis 

(Chapter 4), 
o Engine management system fault (Chapter 4), 

011 pressure warning light on with engine running 
D Low 011 level, or inCOlTect oil grade (Wee~ checks). 

Cooling system 
Overheating 
D Insufficient coolant in system (W~ checks), 
o Thermostat faulty (stuck closed) (Chapter 3), 
o Radiator core blocked, or grille restricted (Chapt8f 3), 
o Electric cootiog fan or sensor faulty (Chapt8f 3), 
o PressIxe cap faulty (Chapter 3), 
o Inaccurate tempemture gauge/sensor (Chapter 3). 
o AirIock In cooling system (Chapt8f 1), 
D EngIne management system fautt (Chapter 4), 

Overcooling 
o Thermostat faulty (stuck open) (Chapter 3). 
o Inaccurate temperature gaugelsenSOf (Chapt8f 3). 

o Faulty oil pressure warning light switch (Chapter 5). 
o Worn engine bearings andIrx oil pump (Chapter 2). 
D High eJJgine operating temperan.e (Chapter 3). 
o Oil pressure relief valve defective (Chapter 2). 
o Oil pick--up strain« dogged (Chapter 2). 

Engine runs.an after switching off 
o Excessive C8Jbon build-up In engine (Chapter 2). 
o High engine operating temperatute (Chapter 3). 
o Engine management system fault (Chapter 4). 
o High pressure fuel system fault - diesel models (Chapter 4). 

Engine noises 

Pre·ignition (pinking) or knocking during acceleration or 
under load 
o Engine management system fault (Chapter 4). 
o Incorrect grade 01 spar1( plug - petrol models (Chapter 1), 
D Incorrect grade of fuel- petrol models (Chapter 4). 
o Vacuum leak at the throttle housinglinlet manifold - petrol models 

(Chapter 4). 
o Excessive carbon build-up In engine (Chapter 2). 

Whistling or wheezing noises 

o L.eakrog net manifold or throttle housing gasket - petrol models 
(Chapter 4). 

o leakng vacuum hose (Chapter 4 and 9). 
o ".,..", cyfi_ head ...... (Chapte< 2). 

Tapping or rattling noises 
o Worn vatve gear or camshaft (Chapter 2). 
o Ancillary component fault (coolant pumP. alternator, etc) 

(Chapters 3, 5, ete). 

Knocking or thumping noises 

o Worn big-end bearings (regular heavy knocking. pertlaps less 
under load) (Chapter 2). 

o Worn main beatings (rtnlbling and knocking, perhaps worsening 
under load) (Chapter 2). 

D Piston slap (most noticeable when cold) (Chapter 2). 
o AnclUary component fault (coolant pump, alternator, etc) 

(Chapters 3, 5, etc). 

External coolant leakage 
o Deteriorated or damaged hoses or hose clips (Chapter 1), 
D Aacfaator core or heat8f matrix leaking (Chapter 3). 
o Pressure cap fautly (Chapter 3), 
D Coolant pump leaking (Chapter 3). 
D Boiling due to ovemeating (Chapter 3), 
D Core plug leaking (Chapt8f 2), 

Internal coolant leakage 
o leaking cylindef head gasket (GhaptElf' 2), 
o Cracked cy1indef head or cy1inder bore (Chapter 2), 

Corrosion 
o Infrequent draining and flushing (Chapt8f 1). 
D Incorrect coolant mixture or Inappropriate coolant type (Chapter 1). 



Fuel and exhaust systems 
Excessive fuel consumption 
o Air fitter element dirty or clogged (Chapter 1). 
o Engine management system fault (Chapt8l'" 4). 
o High pressure fuel system fault - diesel models (Chapter 4). 
o Tyres under-Inflated (Weekly checks). 
o Brakes binding (Chapters' and 9). 

Fuelleaksg8 and/or fuel odour 
o Damaged or corroded fuel tank, pipes or connections (Chapter 4). 

Clutch 
Pedal travels to floor - no pressure or vety little 
resistance 
o Broken clutch cable (Chapter 6). 
o Broken clutch release bearing or fork (Chapter 6). 
o Broken diaphragm spring in clutch pressure plate (Chapter 6), 

Clutch fails to disengage (unable to select gears) 
o Clutch disc sticklrlg on gearbo:w; Input shaft splines (Chapter 6). 
D Clutch disc sticking 10 flywheel or pressure plate (Chapter 6). 
D Faulty pressure plate assembly (Chapter 6). 
D Clutch release mechanism worn or incorrectly assembled 

(Chapter 6). 

Clutch slips (engine speed rises, with no increase 
in vehicle speed) 
o Clutch disc IinIog:s exe ss .. ~ worn (Chapter 6). 
o Clutch disc hogs contan'Wlated with oil or grease (Chapter 6). 
o Faulty pres.sa'8 plate or weak diaphragm spring (Chapter 6). 

Transmission 
Noisy in neutral wnh engine running 
o Input shaft bearings worn (noise apparent with ckrtch pedal 

released, but not when depe sed) (Chapter 7).' 
o Clutch release bearing worn (noise apparent with clutch pedal 

depo sed, possibly less when released) (Chapter 6). 

Noisy in one particular gear 
o Worn, damaged or chipped gear teeth (Chapter 7).' 

Difficulty engaging gears 
o Clutch fault (Chapter 6). 
o Worn or damaged gear selector mechanism (Chapter 7). 
o Worn synchronise.- units (Chapter 7): 

Jumps out of gear 
o Worn or damaged gear selector mechanism (Chapter 7). 
o Worn synchronlser units (Chapter 7)'-
o Worn selectOf forks (Chapter 7).' 
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Excessive noise or fumes from exhaust system 
o Leaking exhaust system or manifold joints (ChaptE!f$ 1 and 4). 
o Leaking. COl j oded or damaged silencefs or pipe (Chapters 1 and 4). 
o Broken ITlOlM'Itings causlng body or suspension contact 

(Chaptln 1 and 4). 

Judder as clutch ;s engaged 
o Ckrtch disc lrIings contaminated with oil Of grease (Chapter 6). 
o Ctutch disc linings excessively worn (Chapter 6). 
o Faulty or distorted pressure plate Of diaphragm spring (Chapter 6). 
D Worn or loose engine or gearbox mountings (Chapter 2 or). 
D Clutch disc hub or gearbox Input shaft splines worn (Chapter 6). 

Noise when depressing or releasing clutch pedal 
D Worn clutch release beanng (Chapter 6). 
D Worn or dry clutch pedal buShes (Chapter 6). 
D Faulty pressure plate assembly (Chapter 6). 
o Pressure plate diaphtagm spring broken (Chapter 6). 
D Broken clutch disc rushionlng spmgs (Chapter 6). 

Vibration 
o l..ack of oil (Chapter 1 and 7). 
o Worn bearings (Chapter 7).' 

Lubricant leaks 
o Leaking differemial output oil seal (Chapter 7). 
o l..eaIOng housing joint (Chapter 7) .• 
o leaking input shaft oil seal (Chaplet'" 7). 

'Although the corrective action necessary to remedy the 
symptoms described is beyond the sccpe of the home mechanic, the 
aoove information should be helpful in isolating the cause of the 
condition, so that the owner can communicate clearly with 8 

professional mechanic. 
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Driveshafts 
Clicking or knocking noise on turns (st slow speed 
on fult·/ock) 
o L..acX of constant velocity joint lubricant, possibty due to damaged 

gaiter (Chapter 8). 
o Worn outer constant velocity joinl (Chapt~ 8). 

Braking system 

Vibration when accelerating or decelerating 
o Worn inner constant velocity pot (Chapter 8). 
o Bent or distorted driveshaft (Chapter 8). 
o Worn intermediate bearing (where fitted) (Chapter 8). 

Deteriorated flexible rubber brake hoses (Chapter 1 and 9). 
Master cylinder mourting nuts loose (Chapter 9). 
Faulty master cytinder (Chapter 9). 

Note: BefonJ assuming that a bnike problem exists.. make sure that the 0 
ty18S 8f8 i1 good wrwfitiofi and ",,,act/) inffllted. that the front wheel 0 
alignment is COI'18Cf,. and that the vehicle is not loaded with weight en an 0 
unequal manner. Apart from checJdng the condition of all pipe and 
hose wrwi6COOtIS, WJY faults occurring on the lJfJti-IocJc btaJdng system 
should be refBrr8d to a Peugeot/Citro«J deBJer for dagnosis.. 

Excessive brake pedal effort required to stop 
vehicle 

Vehicle pulls to one ./de under braldng 
o Worn, defective. damaged or contarT*1ated brake padslshoes on 

one side (Chapter 9). 
o Seized or partially-seized front brake caIiper (Chapter 9). 
o A mixture of brake padIshoe materials fitted between sides 

(Chapter 9). 
o Brake caHper mounting boft.s loose (Chapter 9). 
o Worn or damaged steering or suspension components (Chapter 1 

and 10). 

NoIse (grinding or hlgh-pitclHJd squeal) when 
brakes applied 
o Brake pad/shoe material worn down to metal backing (Chapter 1 

and 9). 
o Excessive corrosion of brake disc/drum. May be apparent after 

the vehicle has been standing for some time (Chapter 9). 
o Foreign object (stone chipping. etc) trapped between brake disc 

and shield (Chapter 9). 

Excessive brake pedal travel 
o Faulty master cylinder (Chapter 9). 
o AIr in hydraulic sys1em (Chapter 9). 
o Faulty vacuum SefVO unit (Chapter 9). 

Brake pedal feels spongy when depressed 
o AIr In hydraulic system (Chapter 9). 

o Faulty V3ClAJITI servo trit (Chapter 9). 
o Disconnected, damaged or nsecure brake serve vactA.lm hose 

(Chapter 9). 
o Primary or secondary hydraulic circuit failure (Chapter 9). 
o Seized brake callper or wheel cylinder (Chapter 9). 
o Brake pads/shoes iI ....... lecUy fitted (Chapter 9). 
o Incorrect grade of brake pads/shoes fitted (Chapter 9). 
o Brake pads/shoes contarrinated (Chapter 9). 

Judder felt through brake pedal or steering wheel 
when braking 
o Excessive rurH)Ut or distortion of discs or dnxns (Chapters 9). 
o Brake pads/shoes worn (Chapters 1 or and 9). 
o Brake callper momting bolts loose (Chapter 9). 
o Wear In suspension or steering components or mountings 

(Chapter 1 and 10). 

Brakes binding 
o SeIzed brake ca/lper or wheel cylinder (Chapter 9). 
o Il'ICOI'I'edly-adiusted handbrake mechanism (Chapter g). 
o Faulty master cylinder (Chapter 9). 

Rear wheels locking under normal braking 
o Raar brake shoes contaminated (Chapter 1 and 9). 
o Faulty or incorrectly adjusted rear brake pressure-regulating valve 

- models without ABS (Chapter 9). 
o ABS system fault (Chapter 9). 



Suspension and steering 
Note: Befote <»go 1CI:Si'ill suspension or st'B8Mg faults, be stnI ttwt the 
I70IJbte is not Gt.Ie to ; ICOfI9Ct tyre pressures, tnIXtures of I)'re types. or --Vehicle pulls to one side 
o Del""""".,.. (W __ I· 
D E' "Ye weN In suspension or steering components (Chapter 1 

.--::110). 
o II"ICCWT8Ct front wheel aIignmenl (Chapter 1 <»-
o Damage to steering or suspension compoI IQ Its (Chapter 1 

and 10). 

Wheel wobble and vibration 
o Front roadwheels out of balanoe (vibration feh mainly through the 

steering wheel) (Weekly checks). 
o Rear roadwheels out of balance (vibration felt throughout the 

vehicle) (Weekly checkS). 
o Roadwheels damaged Of distorted (Weekly checks). 
o Faulty (J( damaged tyre (Weeldy checks). 
o Worn steering or suspensioo JoInts, bushes or componeflts 

(Chapter 1 and 10). 
D Wheel bolts loose (Chapter 1 and 10), 

Excessive pitching and/or rolling around corners, 
or during braldng 
o DefecbYe shock absOi bets (Chapter 1 and 10). 
o Broken or weak spring ardIor suspension pa1 (Chapter 1 and 10). 
o Worn or damaged antkoI bar or mountings (Chapter 10). 

Wandering or genera/ Instability 
o Incorrect front wheeI .. lig .... em (Chap!. la,. 
o Worn steering or suspension joints. bushes or components 

(Chapter 1 and 10). 
D Roadwt ! out of balanoe ~ checIcs). 
o Faulty or damaged tyre (WeeIdy ch8cks). 
o Wheel bolts loose (Chapter 1 and 10). 
D Defective shock absorbers (Chapter' and 10). 

Excessively-stiff steering 
o Broken or incorrectly-adjusted auxiliary drivebetl (Chaptel'" 1). 
o faUlty POWeI'" steering pump (Chaptel'" 10). 
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o Seized track rod end baIIjoint fX suspension baIjOOt (Chapter 1 
"'" 10). o I'""X"" .... I front wheel aigrvnent (Chapter 10). 

o Steemg rack (W coIt.mn bent (W damaged (Olapter lot. 
Excessive p lay in steering 
o Worn steering cdt.mn wwersaJ joint (Chapter 10). 
o Worn steering track rod end braJItc*tts (Chapter 1 and 10) . 
o Worn steering rac:k (Chapter 10). 
o Worn steenng (W suspension joints. bushes (W COi'ipOilElllIa 

(Chapter 1 and 10). 

L.ack of power assistance 
o Broken or incorrectly-adjusted auxiliary drivebelt (Chapter 1). 
D Faulty power steering pump (Chapter 10). 
D Restriction In power steering fluid hoses (Chapter 1). 
D Faulty steering rack (Chapter 10). 

Tyre wear excessive 

Tyre treads exhibit feathered edges 

o Incorrect toe setting (Chapter 10). 

Tyres wom in centre of tread 
o Tyres over-mtated (WeeIdy checks). 

Tyres worn on inside and outside edges 
o Tyres undar-ln1'tated (Weeid)' checks). 

Tyres worn on Inside or outside edges 

o 1nc:cJfT8Ct camber/castor angles (wea' on one edge onty) 
(Chapter 1 at. 

o Worn steemg (W suspen5IOnjoints. bushes (WCOi'ipOIi8id$ 
(Chapter 1 IW1d 10). 

o Excesi'oe/y-hard """'om.i8i ... ' ...... 0 __ . 

Tyres wom unevenly 
o Tyres/wheeIs out of balance (Weekly checks). 
o Excessive Wheel or tyre run-out (Chapter 1). 
o Worn shock absorberS (Chapter' and 10). 
D Faulty tyre (Weekly checks). 
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Electrical system 
Note: For problems associated with the starting system, refer to the 
faults listed under 'Engine' earlier in this Section. 

Battery won 't hold a charge for more than a few 
days 
o Battery defective internally (Chapter 5). 
o Battery terminal connections loose or corroded (Weekly cIlecks) . 
o Auxiliary drivebelt broken, worn or incorrectly adjusted (Chapter 1). 
D Alternator not charging at correct output (Chapter 5). 
o Alternator or voltage regulator faulty (Chapter 5). 
o Short-circuit causing continual battery drain (Chapter 5 and 12). 

Ignition/no-charge warning light stays on with 
engine running 
o Auxiliary drivebelt broken, worn, or inCOlTect/y adjusted (Chapter 1). 
D Internal fault in aHemalor or voltage regulator (Chapter 5). 
o Brokeo, disconnected, or loose wiring in charging circuit (Chapter 5), 

Ignition/no-charge warning light fails to come on 
o Warning light bulb blown (Chapter 12). 
D Broken, disconnected. or loose wiring in warning light ci rcuit 

(Chapter 12). 
o Alternator fauJly (Chapter 5). 

Ughts inoperative 
D Bulb blown (Chapter 12). 
D Corrosion 01 bulb or bulbholder contacts (Chapter 12). 
o BloWn fuse (Chapter 12). 
o Faulty relay (Chapter 12). 
D Broken. loose, or disconnected wiring (Chapter 12). 
D Faulty switch (Chapter 12). 

Instrument readings inaccurate or erratic 
Fuel or temperature gauges give no reading 
o Faulty gauge sensor/ sender unit (Chapter 3 or 4). 
o Wiring open-circuit (Chapter 12). 
o Faulty gauge (Chapter 12). 
D Built-in Systems Interface (BSI) faulty (Chapter 12). 

Fuel or temperature gauges give continuous maximum 
reading 
o Faulty gauge sensor/sender unit (Chapter 3 or 4). 
o Wiring short-circuit (Chapter 12). 
o Faulty gauge (Chapter 12). 
o Built -in Systems Interface (BSI) faulty (Chapter 12). 

Hom inoperative, or unsatisfactory In operation 
Horn operates all the time 
o Horn push either earthed or stuck down (Chapter 12). 
o Horn cable-to-hom push earthed (Chapler 12). 

Horn fails to operate 
D Blown fuse (Chapter 12). 
D Cable or cable connections loose. broken or disconnected 

(Chapter 12). 
o Faulty horn (Chapter 12). 

Horn emits intermittent or unsatisfactory sound 

o Cable connections loose (Chapter 12). 
o Horn mountings loose (Chapter 12). 
o Faulty horn (Chapter 12). 

Windscreen/tailgate wipers failed, or 
unsatisfactory in operation 

Wipers fai l to operate, or operate very slowly 
o Wiper blades stuck to screen, or linkage seized or binding 

(Chapter 1 and 12). 

o Blown fuse (Chapter 12). 
o Cable or cable connections loose, broken or disconnected 

(Chapter 12). 
o Built-in Systems Interface (BSI) faulty (Chapter 12). 
D Faulty wiper motor (Chapter 12). 

Wiper blades sweep over too large or t oo small an area of 
the glass 
D Wiper anns incorrectly positioned on spindles (Chapter 12). 
o Excessive wear of wiper linkage (Chapter 12). 
o Wiper motor or linkage mountings loose or insecure (Chapter 12). 

Wiper blades fail to clean the glass effectively 

o Wiper blade rubbers worn or perished (Weekly checks). 
o Wipei' arm tension springs broken, or arm pivots seized (Chapter 12). 
o InsuffICient windscreen wash9f additive to adequately remove 

road film (Weekly checks). 

Windscreen/tai/gate washers failed, or 
unsatisfactory in operation 

One or more washer jets inoperative 

o Blocked washer jet (Weekly checks) . 
o Disconnected. kinked or restricted fluid hose (Chapter 12). 
o Insufficient fluid in washer reservoir (Weekly checks). 

Washer pump fails to operate 
o Broken or disconnected w iring or connections (Chapt9f 12). 
o Blown fuse (Chapter 12). 
D Faulty washer switch (Chapter 12). 
o FauJly wash9f pump (Chapt9f 12). 

Electric windows inoperative, or unsatisfactory in 
operation 

Window glass will only move in one direction 

o FauJly switch (Chapter 12). 

Window glass slow to move 
o Regulator seized or damaged, or in need of lubricant (Chapt9f 11). 
o Door internal components or trim fouling regulator (Chapter 11). 
o Faulty motor (Chapter 11). 

Window glass fails to move 
o Blown fuse (Chapter 12). 
o Broken or disconnected wiring or connections (Chapter 12). 
o Faulty motor (Chapter 11). 
o Built-in Systems Interface (BSI) faulty (Chapter 12). 

Central locking system inoperative, or 
unsatisfactory in operation 

Complete system failure 

o Blown fuse (Chapter 12). 
D Broken or disconnected wiring or connections (Chapter 12). 
o Built-in Systems Interface (BSI) faulty (Chapter 12). 

Door/tailgate locks but will not unlock, or unlocks but will 
not lock 

o Broken or disconnected link rod(s) (Chapter 11). 
o Faulty lock motor (Chapter 11). 

One lock fails to operate 
o Broken or disconnected wiring Of connections (Chapter 12). 
o Faulty lock motor (Chapter 11). 
D Broken. binding or disconnected link rod(s) (Chapter 11 ). 
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A 
ASS (Anti· lock brake system) A system, 
usually electronicatty controlled, that senses 
Incipient wheel lockup during braking and 
relieves hydraulic presslX8 at wheels that are 
about to skid. 
Air bag An inflatable bag hidden In the 
steering wheel (drtver's side) or the dash or 
glovebox (passenger skte). In a head-on 
collision. the bags inflate, preventng the driver 
and front passenger from being thrown 
forward Into the steering wheel or windscteen. 
Air cleaner A metal or plastic housing, 
containing a filter element. which removes 
dust and dirt from the air being drawn into the 
engine. 
Air filter element The actual filter In an alr 
cleaner system, usually manufactured from 
pleated paper and requiring renewal at regular 
Intervals. 

Ai fiftsr 

Alien key A hexagonal wrench which fits into 
a ,6' 500 hex.agonaI hate. 
Alligator clip A long·nosed spring-loaded 
metal clip with meshing teeth. Used to make 
temporary electrical coonectloos. 
Alternator A component in the electrical 
system which converts mechanical energy 
from a drivebeH Into electrical energy to 
charge the battery and to operate the starting 
system, ignit ion system and electrical 
accessories. 

A/tema.tor (exploded view) 

Ampere (amp) A lrit of measurement for the 
flow of electric current. One amp Is the 
amount of current produced by one volt 
acting through a resistance of one otvn. 
Anaerobic sealer A substance used to 
prevent bolts and screws from loosening. 
Anaerobic means that it does not require 
oxygen for activation. The Loctite brand is 

-"""'-Antifreeze A substance (usually ethylene 
glycoQ mixed with water, and added to a 
vehicle's cooling system, to prevent freezing 
of the coolant in winter. Antifreeze also 
contains chemicals to Inhibit corrosion and 
the formation of rust and other deposits that 
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would tend to clog the radiator and coolant 
passages a'ld reduCe cooling ettlciei ICY. 
Anti-seize compound A coating that 
reduces the risk of seizing on fastener.; that 
are subjected to high temperatures, such as 
exhaust manifold botts and nuts. 

Anti-seize compound 

Asbestos A natural fibrous mineral with great 
heat resistance, commonly used in the 
composition 01 brake friction materials. 
Asbestos Is a health hazard and the dust 
created by brake systems should never be 
inhaled or Ingested. 
Axle A shaft on which a wheel revolves, or 
which revolves with a wheel. Also, a solid 
beam that connects the two wheels at one 
end of the vehicle. An a:de which also 
transmits power to the wheels is known as a 
live axie. 

Axle assembly 

Axleshaft A single rotating shaft, on either 
side of the differential. which delivers power 
from the final drive assembly to the drive 
wheels. Also called a driveshatt or a halfshaft. 

B 
Ball bearing An anti-friction bearing 
consisting of a hardened inner and outer race 
with hardened steel balls between two races. 

"' 11 tl • 
~- ~I . ~ ( . 

D / j 

Bearing The C\Jrved surface on a shaft Of in a 
bore, Of the part assembled into either, that 
permits relative motion between them with 
minimum wear and friction. 
Big-end bearing The bearing In the end of 
the connecting rod that 's attached to the 

""""""'''-
Bleed nipple A valve 0f1 a brake wheel 
cylinder, callper or other hydraWc component 
that Is opened to purge the hydraulic system 
of air. Also called a bleed saew. 

Ekake bleeding 

Brake tMeeding Procedure for removing aIr 
from Iioes of a hydraulic brake system. 
Brake d isc The component of 8 d'1SC bJake 
that rotates with the wheels. 
Brake drwn The component of a drum brake 
that rotates with the INheeIs. 
Brake linings The friction material which 
contacts the brake disc or drum to retard the 
vehicle's speed. The finings are bonded or 
riveted to the brake pads or shoes. 
Breke pads The replaceable friction pads 
that pinch the brake disc when the brakes are 
applied. Brake pads consist of a friction 
material bonded or riveted to a rigid backing 
plate. 
Brake shoe The crescent-shaped carrier to 
which the brake linings are mounted and 
which forces the lining against the rotating 
drum during braking. 
Braking systems For more Information on 
braking systems, consult the Haynes 
Automotive Stake Manual. 
Breaker bar A long socket wrench handle 
provid'lOQ greater leverage. 
Bulkhead The insulated partition between 
the engine and the passenger compartment. 

C 
C8J1per The non-rotamg par1 of a disc-brake 
assembly that straddles the disc and carries 
the brake pads. The calipe!' also contains the 
hydraulic components that cause the pads to 
pinch the disc when the brakes are applied. A 
caliper Is also a measuring tool that can be 
set to measure inside Of outside dimensions 
of an object. 
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Camshaft A rotating shaft on which a series 
of cam lobes operate the valve mechanisms. 
The camshaft may be driven by gears, b y 
sprockets and chain or by sprockets and a 
bell. 
Canister A container in an evaporative 
emission control system; contains activated 
charcoal granules to trap vapours from the 
fuel system. 

Canister 

Carburettor A device which mixes fuel with 
air in the proper proportions to provide a 
desired power output from a spark ignition 
internal combustion engine. 

Carburettor 

Castellated Resembling the parapets along 
the top of a castle wall. For example, a 
castellated baJljoin! stud nut. 

Castellated nut 

Castor In wheel alignment. the backward or 
forward tilt of the steering axis. Caslor is 
positive when the steering axis is inclined 
rearward al the top. 

Catalytic converter A silencer-like device in 
the exhaust system which converts certain 
pollutants in the exhaust gases into less 
harmful substances. 

.. 

Catalytic converter 

Circlip A ring-shaped clip used to prevent 
endwise movement of cylindrical parts and 
shafts. An internal circlip is installed in a 
groove in a housing; an external circlip fits 
into a groove on the outside of a cylindrical 
piece such as a shaft. 
Clearance The amount of space between 
two parts. For example. between a piston and 
a cylinder. between a bearing and a journal, 
etc. 
Coil spring A spiral of elastic sleel found in 
various sizes throughout a vehicle, for 
example as a springing medium in the 
suspension and in the valve train. 
Compression Reduct ion In volume, and 
increase in pressure and temperature, of a 
gas, caused by squeezing it Into a smaller 
space. 
Compression ratio The relationship belween 
cylinder volume when the piston is at top 
dead centre and cylinder volume when Ihe 
pislon is at bottom dead centre. 
Constant velocity (CV) joint A type of 
universal joint that cancels out vibrations 
caused by driving power being transmitted 
through an angle. 
Core plug A disc or cup-shaped metal 
device inserted in a hole in a casting through 
which core was removed when the casting 
was formed. Also known as a freeze plug or 
expansion plug. 
Crankcase The lower part of the engine 
block in which the crankshaft rotates. 
Crankshaft The main rotating member, or 
shaft. running the length of the crankcase, 
with offset "throws· to which the connecting 
rods are attached. 

Crankshaft assembly 

Crocodile clip See Alligator clip 

D 
Diagnostic code Code numbers obtained by 
accessing the diagnostic mode of an engine 
management computer. This code can be 
used to determine the area In the system 
where a malfunction may be located. 
Disc brake A brake design incorporating a 
rotating disc onto which brake pads are 
squeezed. The resulting friction converts the 
energy of a moving vehicle into heat. 
Double -overhead cam (DOHC) An engine 
that uses two overhead camshafts. usually 
one for the Intake valves and one for the 
exhaust valves. 
Drivebeltes) The beltes) used to drive 
accessories such as the alternator. water 
pump. power steering pump. air conditioning 
compressor, etc. off the crankshaft pulley. 

Accessory drivebelts 

Drlveshaft Any shaft used to transmit 
motion. Commonly used when referring to the 
axleshafts on a front wheel drive vehicle. 

Driveshaft 

Drum brake A type of brake using a drum
shaped metal cylinder attached to the inner 
surface of the wheel. When the brake pedal is 
pressed, curved brake shoes with friction 
linings press against the inside of the drum 10 
slow or stop the vehicle. 

Drum brake assembly 



E 
EGA vs/ve A valve used to introduce exhaust 
gases into the intake air stream. 

EGRvaIve 

Electronic control unit (EeU) A computer 
which controls (for instance) Ignition and fuel 
Injection systems, or an anti· lock braking 
system. For more informat ion refer to the 
Haynes Automotive Electrical and Electronic 
Systems Manual. 
Electronic Fuel Injection (EFl) A computer 
controlled fuel system that dIstributes fuel 
ttyough an Injector located In each Intake port 
of the engine. 
Emergency brake A braking system, 
Independent of the main hydraulic system, 
that can be used to sklw CK stop the vehicle if 
the primary brakes fail. or to hold the vehide 
stationary even though the brake pedal isn't 
depressed. It usually consists of a hand lever 
that actuates either front or rear brakes 
mechanlcalty through a series of cables and 
Unkages. Also known as a handbrake or 
patking brake. 
Endfloat The amount of lengthwise 
movement between two parts. As applied to a 
crankshaft, the distance that the crankshaft 
can move fOf'Ward and back In the cylinder 
blOck. 
Engine management system (EMS) A 
computer controlled system which manages 
the fuel Injection and the ignition systems in 
an Integrated fashion. 
Elthaust manifold A part with several 
passages through which exhaust gas89 leave 
the engine combustion chambers end enter 
the elthaust pipe. 

Exhaust manifold 

F 
Fan clutch A viscous (fluid) drive coupling 
device which permits variable engine fan 
speeds In relation to engine speeds. 
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Fee&er- blade A thin strip or blade of hardened 
steel, ground to an exact thickness, used to 
check or measure clearances between parts. 

Firing order The order In which the engine 
cylinders fire, or deliver their power strokes, 
beginning with the number one cylinder. 
Flywheel A heavy spinning wheel in which 
energy is absorbed and stored by means 01 
momentum. On cars, the flywheel is attached 
to the crankShaft to smooth out firing 
Impulses. 
Free play The amount of travel before any 
action takes place. The ~Iooseness· in a 
linkage. or an assembly of parts, between the 
initial application of f()(ce and actual 
movement. FM eltample, the distance the 
brake pedal moves before the pistons in the 
mastef cylinder are actuated. 
Fuse An electrical device which protects a 
circuit agains1 accidental overload. The 
typical fuse contains a soft piece of metal 
which is calibrated to melt at a predetermined 
current How (expressed as amps) and break 
the circuit. 
Fusible link A circuit protection device 
consisting of a conductor surrounded by 
heat-resistant Insulation. The conductor Is 
smaller than the wire it protects, so it acts as 
the weakest link In the circuit. Unlike a blown 
fuse, a failed fusible link must frequently be 
cut from the wire for replacement. 

G 
Gap The distance the spal1t must travel in 
jumping from the centre electrode to the side 

Adjusting spark plug gap 

electrode In a spark plug. Also refers to the 
spacing between the points in a contact 
breaket assembly in a conventional points
type ignition, or to the distance between the 
re/UctM M rotor and the p/ckup coil in an 
electronic ignition. 
Gasket AIry thin, soft material • usually cork, 
cardboard. asbestos or soft metal - Instaned 
between two metal Sl.riaces to enswe a good 
seal. FOI' instance, the cy1ind8f head gasket 
seals the joint between the block and the 
cylinder head. 

Gasket 

Gauge An instrument panel display used to 
monitor engine conditions. A gauge with a 
movable pointer on a dial Of a fixed scale is an 
analogue gauge. A gauge with a numerical 
raadout Is called a digital gauge. 

H 
Halfshaft A rotating shaft that transmits 
power from the final drive unit to a drive 
Wheel. usually when referring 10 a live rear 
axle. 
Harmonic balancer A device designed 10 
reduce torsion or twisting vibration in the 
crankshaft. May be incorporated in the 
crankshaft pulley. Also known as a vibration 
damper. 
Hone An abrasive tool for correcting small 
irregularities or differences in diameter In an 
engine cylindef, brake cylindef, etc. 
Hydraulic tappet A tappet that utilises 
hydraulic pressure from the engine's 
lubrication system to maintain zero clearance 
(constant contact with both camshaft and 
valve stem). Autofnaticalty adjusts to variation 
In valve stem length. Hydraulic tappets also 
reduce vaNe noise. 

Ignition timing The moment at which the 
spal1t plug fires. usually eltpressed in the 
number of crankshaft degrees bef()(e the 
piston reaches the top of its stroke. 
Inlet manifold A tube M housing with 
passages through which flows the air·fuel 
mixture (carburettor vehicles and vehicles 
with throtUe body injection) or air only (port 
fuel-injected vehicles) to the port opeoings in 
the cylinder head. 
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J 
Jump start Starting the engine of a vehicle 
with a discharged or weak battery by 
attaching jump leads from the weak battery to 
a charged or helper battery. 

L 
Load Sensing Proportioning Valve (LSPV) 
A brake hydraulic system control valve that 
works like a proportioning valve, but also 
takes into consideration the amount of weight 
carried by the rear axle. 
Locknut A nut used to lock an adjustment 
nut. or other threaded component, in place. 
For example, a locknut is employed to keep 
the adjusting nut on the rocker arm in 
position. 
Lockwasher A form of washer designed to 
prevent an attaching nut from wooong loose. 

M 
MacPherson strut A type of front 
suspension system devised by Earle 
MacPherson at Ford of England. In its original 
form, a simple lateral link with the anti-roil bar 
creates the lower control arm. A long strut -
an integral coil spring and shock absorber - is 
mounted between the body and the steering 
knuckle. Many modem so-called MacPherson 
strut systems use a conventional lower A-arm 
and don't rely on the anti-roll bar for location. 
Multimeter An electrical test instrument with 
the capability to measure voltage, current and 
resistance. 

N 
NOx Oxides of Nitrogen. A common toxic 
pollutant emitted by petrol and diesel engines 
at higher temperatures. 

o 
Ohm The unit of electrical resistance. One 
volt applied 10 a resistance of one ohm will 
produce a current of one amp. 
Ohmmeter An instrument for measuring 
electrical resistance. 
O-ring A type of sealing ring made of a 
special rubber-like material; in use, the a-ring 
is compressed Into a groove to provide the 
seating action. 

Overhead cam (ohc) engine An engine with 
the camshaft(s) located on top of the cylinder 
head(s). 
Overhead valve (ohv) engine An engine with 
the valves located in the cylinder head. but 
with the camshaft located In the engine block. 
Oxygen sensor A device Installed in the 
engine exhaust manifold. which senses the 
oxygen conlent in the exhaust and converts 
this information into an electric current. Also 
called a Lambda sensor. 

P 
PhlUips screw A type of screw head having a 
cross instead of a slot for a corresponding 
type of screwdriver. 
Plastlgage A thin strip of plastic thread, 
available In different sizes, used for measuring 
clearances. For example, a strip of Plastigage 
is laid across a bearing journal. The parts are 
assembled and dismantled; the width of the 
crushed strip Indicates the clearance between 
}oumal and bearing. 

Pfastigage 

Propeller shaft The long hollow lube with 
universal joints at both ends that carries 
power from the transmission to the differential 
on fronl-engined rear wheel drive vehicles. 
Proportioning valve A hydraulic control 
valve which limits the amount of pressure to 
the rear brakes during panic stops to prevent 
wheel lock-up. 

R 
Rack-and-pinion steering A steering 
system with a pinion gear on the end of the 
steering shaft that mates with a rack (think of 
a geared wheel opened up and laid flat) . 
When the steering wheel is turned, the pinion 
turns, moving the rack to the left or right. This 
movement is transmitted through the track 
rods to the steering arms at the wheels. 
Radiator A liquid-to-air heat transfer device 
designed to reduce the temperature of the 
coolant in an internal combustion engine 
cooling system. 
Refrigerant Any substance used as a heat 
transfer agent in an air-conditioning system, 
R-12 has been the principle refrigerant for 
many years; recently, however, manufacturers 
have begun using R-134a, a non-CFC 
substance that is considered less harmful to 
the ozone in the upper atmosphere. 

Rocker arm A lever arm that rocks on a shaft 
or pivots on a stud. In an overhead valve 
engine, the rocker arm converts the upward 
movement of the pushrod into a downward 
movement to open a valve. 
Rotor In a distributor, the rotating device 
inside the cap that connects the centre 
electrode and the outer terminals as it turns, 
distributing the high voltage from the coil 
secondary winding to the proper spark plug. 
Also, that part of an alternator which rotates 
inside the stator. Also, the rotating assembly 
of a turbocharger, including the compressor 
wheet, shaft and turbine wheel. 
Runout The amount of wobble (in-end-out 
movement) of a gear or wheel as it's rotated. 
The amount a shaft rotates "out-of-lrue.~ The 
out-ot-round condition of a rotating part. 

5 
Sealant A liquid or paste used to prevent 
leakage at a joint. Sometimes used in 
conjunction with a gasket. 
Sealed beam lamp An older headlight 
design which integrates the reflector, lens and 
filaments into a hennetically-sealed one-piece 
unit. When a fi lament burns out or the lens 
cracks, the entire unit is simply replaced. 
Serpentine drivebelt A single, long , wide 
accessory drivebelt that's used on some 
newer vehicles to drive all the accessories, 
instead of a series of smaller, shorter belts. 
Serpentine drivebelts are usuaUy tensioned by 
an automatic tensiOll8r. 

Se!pentine drivebelt 

Shim Thin spacer, commonly used to adjust 
the clearance or relative positions between 
two parts. For example, shims inserted into or 
under bucket tappets control valve 
clearances. Clearance is adjusted by 
changing the thickness of the shim. 
Slide hammer A special puller that screws 
into or hooks onto a component such as a 
shaft or bearing; a heavy sliding handle on the 
shaft bottoms against tile end of the shaft to 
knock the component free. 
Sprocket A tooth or projection on the 
periphery of a wheel, shaped to engage with a 
chain or drivebelt. Commonly used to refer to 
the sprocket wheel itself. 



Starter inhibitor switch On vehicles with an 
automatic transmission, a switch that 
prevents starmg if the vehicle is not In Neutral 
"'P .... 
Strut See MacPherson stnJt 

T 
Tappet A cylindrical component which 
transmits motion from the cam to the valve 
stem, either directly or via a pushrod and 
rocker arm. Also called a cam fo/lOWer. 
Thermostat A heat-controlled valve that 
regulates the flow of coolant between the 
cylinder block and the radiatCl(, so maintaining 
optimum engine operating temperature. A 
thermostat is also used in some air ciean8f'S in 
which the temperature is regulated. 
Thrust bearing The bearing in the Clutch 
assembly that is moved In to the release 
levers by clutch pedal action 10 disengage the 
clutch. Also referred 10 as a releaSe bearing. 
TIming belt A toothed belt which drives the 
camshaft. Serious engine damage may result 
if It breaks in service. 
TIming chain A chain which drives the 

"'"''''''". Toe-In The amount the front wheets are 
closer togethef' at the front than at the rear_ 
On rear wheel drive vehicles, a slight amount 
of toe-in is usually specified to keep the front 
wheels running parallel on the road by 
offsetmg oIhef forces that tend to spread the 
wheels apart. 
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Toe-out The amount the front wheels are 
closer togethef' at the rear than al the front. 
On front wheel drive vehicles, a slight amount 
of toe-out is usuaUy specified. 
Tools For full information on choosing and 
using tools, refer to the Haynes Automotive 
Toots Manual. 
Tracei'" A stripe of a second c:oIoU" applied to 
a wire insulator to distinguish that wire from 
another one with the same coIoU'" nsulator. 
Tune-up A process of accurate and careful 
adjustments and parts replacement to obtain 
the best possible engine performance. 
Turbocharger A centrifugal device, driven by 
exhaust gases, that pressurises the intake air. 
Normally used to increase the power output 
from a given engina displacement, but can 
also be used primarily 10 reduce exhaust 
emissions (as on WoI's · Umwelt~ Diesel 
engine). 

U 
Universal joint Of" U-Joint A double-pivoted 
connection for transmlnlng power from a 
driving to a driven shaft through an angle. A 
U-joint consists of two V-shaped yokes and a 
cross--shaped member called the spider. 

v 
Valve A device through which the flow of 
liquid, gas, vacuum, Of loose material in bulk 

may be started, stopped, or regulated by a 
movable part that opens, shuts. or partially 
obstructs one or more ports or passageways. 
A valve Is also the movable part of such a -. Vew. CleanlnCe The clearance between the 
vaNe tip (the end of the valve stem) and the 
rocker arm or tappet. The valve clearance is 
mea5l.l"ed when the va/ve Is closed. 
Vernier caliper A precision measuring 
k1strument that measures inside and outside 
dimensions. Not quite as accurate as a 
miCrometer, but more coovenIent.. 
Viscosity The thickness of a liquid or its 
resistance to now. 
Volt A unit for expressing electrical 
-pressure- In a circuit. One volt that will 
produce a current of one ampere through a 
resistance of one ohm. 

w 
Welding Various processes used to loin 
metal items by heating the areas to be jOined 
to a molten state and fusing them together. 
For more information refer 10 the Haynes 
Automotive Welding Manual_ 
Wiring diagram A drawing portraying the 
componentS and wires in a vehicIe's electrical 
system, using standardised symbolS. For 
more information refer to the HByneS 
Automotive Electrical and Bec!rOnlc Systems -. 
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A 
Accele rator cable - 4A-3, 46-9, 4C-S 
Accelerator leyer switch - 40-4 
Accelerator pedal - 4A- 3, 48-10, 4C- 9 
Accele rator pedal position sensof - 4A-l0, 4C.,5 
Accessory shops - REF. 3 
Accessory socket - 12- 13 
Acknowledgements - 0-6 
Air condttioning system - 3- 10 

refrigemnlleak -1A. a 
Air distribution housing - 48-3 
AIr filter - l A. 14, 1 S- 19, 4A-2, 4S-3, 4C-5 
Air injection valve - 4D-3 
Air pump - 4D-3 
Air temperature sensor - 4A-9 
Airbags-0-5,1A- 16,lS-23, 12- 16, 12- 17 
Airflow meter -4C- 13, 4C- 14 
Alann system -12- 16 
Alternator - SA-4, 5A-5 
Antifreeze - 0- 14, 0- 19, lA- 16, 18-23 
Anti-lock braking system (ASS) - 9- 12 
Anti -roll bar - la-a, 10-9 
Anti-theft alann system -12- 16 
Asbestos - 0-5 
Audio unit -12- 15 
Auxiliary drivebelt - l A-9, 18- 11 , 1 S- 15 
Axle -10- 11 

B 
Badges-l1 - la 
Battery - 0-5, 0- 17, 5A-2, SA-3, REF-5 

Big-end bearings - 20- 10, 2E-13 
8fettding 

brakes - ge2 
fuel system - 46-2 
fuel system - 4C-9 
power steering - 10- 14 

Blower motor - 3-9 
Body acce~m.ter - 4A. 1O 
Body cOlTOsion - REF-11 
Bodyelectrlcal systems - 12-' et seq 
Bodyworlr and fittings - 11- ' et seq 
Bonnet - l 1. S, ',-6 
Brakeflukt - 0-16, 0- 19, lA-1 3, 16-21 

leak-1A· a 
Bmking system -1A-9, lS- 11 , g-, et seq, REF-S, REF-9, AEF- 1O 

fault finding - AEF-16 
Built-in systems Interface (BSI) unit - 12- 18 
Bulbs - 12-5,12-9 
Bumpers - 11 -4, 11- 5 
Buming -0-5 
Buying spare parts - AEF-3 

c 
ca .... 

accelerator - 4A-3, 48-9, 4C-a 
bonnet release - 11 -6 
clutch - 6-1 
handbrake - g-1 1 
heater/VenUlation control - 3-8 
sliding side door holding latch - 11- 11 

Callpers - 9-9 
camshaft - 2A- 12, 2A-1 3, 2S-9, 2C- 16 
Camshaft oil 8881 - 28-14, 2C-1 5, 2A- l1 



Camshaft position sensor - 4A. l0, 4C- 14 
Camshaft sprocket - 2A- tO, 2A-lt, 28· 6, 2e- t3, 2e· ,S 
Carpets - , '-2 
Catalytic converter - 4A- 12, 40-5 
CentrallockJng - 11 - 16 
Centre console - 11 -Z1 
Centre pillar trim panel - , , · 20 
Charcoal canister reoewal- 40· 2 
Charging - 5A-2. SA. 4 
Child lock - 11 - 11 
CJgarette lighter - 12- 13 
Clutch - 6- 1 et seq 

(autt mding- REF. t5 
Coil W'lit - 58. 2 
Compresston test - 2A-3, 28-3, 2C-4 
Connecting rods - 20. 7, 20. 9, 20- 13. 2E- a, 2E- tt . 2E· 1S 
Console - 11 · 21 
Control unit (eentrallockJng) - 11 - 16 
Conversion factors - REF·Z 
CooIant -G-14, 0- 19, lA- 15,lS-22 

leak -IA-7 
Coolant pump - 3· 7 

sprocket -28. 7, 2C- 15 
Coolant tempenture sensor- 4A-9, 4C. '3, 4C· ,4 
CooUng fan{s) - 3· 5 

switch-3-6 
Cooling, heating and air condltJoning systems - 3·' et seq 

lautt finding - REF· ,4 
Courtesy lights -12· 9 

switch -12· 5 
Crankcase - 20· 7, 2E- 1O 
Crankcase emlssion conttol- 4[)-1 , 40. 2, 40-3 
Crankshaft - 20. 7, 20. 9, 20. ", 2E-9, 2E- 12, 2E- 14 
Crankshaft o il seals-2A- 18, 2S· ,4, 2C-Zl 
Crankshaft pul~ - 2S· 4, 2C-6 
Crankshaft s&nSOf" - 4A-9, 4C- 13, 4C- 14 
Crankshaft s procket - 2A- l0, 2A- l " 28-7, 2C- 14, 2C- 1S 
Crushing - 0 -5 
Curtain ai rbag -12- 18 
Cylinder block - 20-7, 2E- l0 
Cylinder head - 2A- 14, 28- 10, 2C- la, 20- 4, 20-5, 20-6, 2E- 4, 

2E-6, 2E-7, 2E-a 
Cylinder head cover - 2A-S, 28-4, 2C-6 

D 
Dents -11 -2 
Depressurisation and pressurising fuel system - 4A-4 
Diesel engine in-ear repair procedures 

1.8 and 1.9 litre (XUD series) - 28- 1 et seq 
1.9 and 2.0 litre (DW serles)- 2C- , er seq 

Diesel engine removal and overhaul procedures - 2E- , et seq 
Diesel InJection equipment - 0-5 
Dimensions - REF- t 
Direction Indicators - 12-6, 12- 7 
Disconnecting the battery - REF-S 
Disca - 9 -7 
Doors -11 -6 to 11 -g. 11 - 11, ,, - 13, 11 - 16, 11 - 17. 11 -20. REF. 9 
Drtvebelt - lA-9, 18- 1 t, lB- 1S 
Drlveshafts - a- I et seq, REF- l0 

fault finding - REF- 16 
gaiter-1A-a,lB- l0 
oil seals - 7-5 

Drivetrain -lA-9, lB- l0 
Drums-9-a 

E 
Earth fault - 12-2 
EGR system - 40-3, 40-4 

temperature switch/sensor - 3-6 
Electric cooling fan ls) - 3-5 
EJeetrie shock - 0-5 

Index REF.27 

EJeetrieaI equipment- lA-9, lB- lO, REF· 9 
EJeetricaI systems - 0- 17 

fatJt md~ -12-2, REF- 18 
Electronic ControC Unit IECU) 

ASS-9- 13 
diesel injection system - 4C- 12, 4C- 14 
fuel system - 4A· a 

Emission eontrolsystems-1A- 1S, lB-21, 40-1 er seq. REF- 11 
Engine assembly/valve timing holes - 2A· 4, 2B-3, 2C· S 
Engine fault finding - REF- 13, REF-14 
Engine Immoblllser-12- 16 
Engine management system - 4A-3 , 4A· 5. 4A-6 

coo&ant temperature sensor - 3-6 
Englneotl -0- 13,o-19, lA-9, IB-a 

leak - lA-a 
Environmentat eonskterations - REF-4 
Evaponlltive emission control- 40-2 
Exhaust emission eon~ -40- 1, 40-2, 40-3 
Exhaust gas reclrculation system - 40-2 
Exhaust manifold -4A- l1, 48- 10, 4C-21 
Exhaust .speelalists - REF· 3 
Exhaust system -lA- 12. lS- 16. 4A-l', 4B-l 0. 4C-23, REF- l 0, 

REF- 11 

F 
Facia - 11 -22. 11 -23, 11 -24 

switches - 12-4, 12-5 
Fanls) - 3-5 

switch -3-6 
Fast idle the rmostatic sensor - 48-3, 4C- l 0 
Fa ult finding - REF- 12 et seq 

bnlking system - REF- 16 
clutch-REF- 15 
eoo11ng system - REF- 14 
finding drlveshafts - REF- 16 
electrical system - 12-2, REF-la 
engine - REF- 13. REF- 14 
fuel and exhaust systems - REF- l 5 
suspension and steering systems - REF- 17 
transmlssloo - REF- 15 

Filling and respraying - 11 -3 
Filter 

air - lA- 14, 18-19. 4A-2, 48-3, 4C-S 
fuel-1A- 14, 18-a, lS- 17, 3-7 
oil-I A-9. , B-a 
poIlen-1A-9.1B- l' 

Fire - 0-5 
Auld htak-1A· 7.1B- l0 
Aulds -O- 19 
FtywheeJ - 2A- la, 2B- 14 
Foglight - 12-7. 12- 10 
Followttfll- 2A- 13, 2B-9, 2C- 16 
Fuel and exhaust sysIems - 1.8 and 1.9 litre (XUD seria) diesel 

models -4B- l et seq 
FueI.nd exhaust systems - 1.9 and 2.0 Ii1re (DW series) die$aI 

models - 4C- ' et seq 
Fuel tmd uhausf systems - petrol models - 4A- l et seq 

fault finding - REF- 15 



REF. 28 Index 
Fuel cut-off inertia switch -4A- l0, 4C- 12, 4C- 14 
Fuel filter - lA-14, 1 B- 8, 1 B- 17 

housing - 3-7 
Fuel gauge sender unit - 4A- 5, 48-10, 4C- l0 
Fuel heater - 4C- 1S 
Fuel injection pump - 48- 4, 4B- 7, 4C-l 1, 4C- 16 

sprocket - 2S-7 
Fuel injectors - 4S- a, 4C- 17 
Fuel leak -lA- a 
Fuel pressure regulator - 4A-7 
Fuel pressure sensor- 4C- 1S 
Fuel pump - 4A- 4 
Fuel rail- 4A- 6, 4C-19 
Fuel regulator - 4C-1S 
Fuel supply pump - 4C- l0 
Fuel system - REF- ll 
Fuel tank - 4A-S 
Fuel temperature sensor - 4C-14 
Fume or gas intoxication - 0- 5 
Fuses -12- 3,12- 18 

G 
Gaiters 

driveshaft -lA- a, lB- l0, a- 3, 8- 6 
Gashes - 11 - 2 
Gaskets - AEF- 4 
Gearchange linkage - 7- 3 
General repair procedures - AEF- 4 
Glossary of technical terms - REF- 21 et seq 
Glow plugs - SC- 2 
Grille-ll - la 

H 
Handbrake - 9- 11 , REF- a 

warning light switch - 9- 1 2 
Handles 

door-ll -a 
hinged rear door -11 - 11 
sliding side door - 11- 9 

Headlight - 12- 5, 12- 9 
beam alignment -12- 11 

Headlining - 11 -21 
Heat shields - 4A- 12, 4S- 11 , 4C- 23 
Heater - 3- a, 3- 9 

control- 12- 5, 12- 9 
High-level stop-light - 12-7, 12- 10 
High-pressure fuel regulator - 4C- l5 
Hinge lubrication - lA- 9, IS- 10 
Hinged rear door - 11 -7, ,, - a, 11 - 11 

latches -11 -13 
locks-n - t6 

Horn -12- 13 
Hose and ftuid leak -lA-7, lS- lO 
Hoses - 3- 2, 9- 3 
HT coil unit - 5S-2 
Hub bearings -10-2, 10- 4, 10- 10 
Hydrofluoric acid - 0- 5 

Identifying leaks - 0-1 0 
Idle speed stepper motor - 4A-a 
Idler pulley - 2A- l0, 2A- l 1, 2C- 15 

Idler roller - 28- a 
Ignition switch - 10- 13 
Ignition system - petrol models - 5B- ' et seq 
Immobitiser -12- 16 
IndIcators - 12-7 
Inertia switch - 4A- 1O 
Injection pump - 48-4, 48-7, 4C- l1 , 4C- 16 

sprocket - 2C- 13, 2C- 1S 
Injection timing -48- 6, 4B- 7, 4C- 17 
Injector needle 11ft sensor - 4C- 13 
Injectors - 4A- 6, 4S- a, 4C- 17 
Inlet air temperature sensor - 4A-9 
Inlet manifold - 4A- l0, 48- 10, 4C- 20 
Input shaft oil seal - 7- 5 
Instruments - lA- 9, 18-10, 12- 11 

illumination - 12- 9 
Intake ducts - 4A- 2, 4C-S 
Introduction to the Citroen 8 erlingo & Peugeot Partner - 0-

J 
Jacking and vehicle support - REF-3 
Joint mating faces - REF-4 
Jump starting - o- a 

K 
Knock sensor - 58- 3 

L 
Lambda sensors - 40- 3 
Latches (hinged rear door) - 11 - 13 
Leakdown test - 2S- 3, 2C-4 
Leaks -O- IO, lA-7, lB-l0 
Ught units - 12- 9 
Locknuts, locktabs and washers - REF- 4 
Locks 

bonnet - 11 - 6 
central locking - 11 - 16 
door-11 - a, 11 - 16 
hinged rear door - 11 - 11, 11-16 
lubrication - lA- 9, 1 S- 10 
Sliding side door - 11 - 9, 11 - 16 
steering column - 10- 13 
tailgate-ll - 15,11 - 16 

Loudspeakers -12- 15 
Lower arm -10-7 
Lubricants and flu ids - 0- 19 
Luggage compartment side trim panel - 11-21 

M 
Main bearings - 20- 10, 2E- 13 
Manifold pressure sensor - 4A-9 
Manifolds - 4A-10, 4A-11 , 48- 10, 4C- 20, 4C-21 
Manual transmission - 26 -15, 2C- 21 , 20- 3, 2E- 3, 7-1 et seq 

fault finding - REF- 15 
mountings - 2A- la 
011- 0- 19, lA- tS, 18 - 20 
oil seals - 7-5 

Master cylinder - 9- 9 
Matrix -3- 9 
MilTors - 11 - 16, AEF- a 



ModulatOf' assembly (ASS) - 9- 12 
MOT tast chedcs - AEF- a et.seq 
MotOf' factors - REF. 3 
Mountings - 2A- lS. 2B-7, 28- 15, 2C-21 
Multi· function dtsptay unJt -12- 12 

IIunw\ation -12-9 

N 

o 
011 

engine - 0- 13, 0- '9, IA-9, 1 s -a 
teak _lAea 
manuallransmlssion - 0-19, lA- IS, l S-20 

011 cooler - 2S- 15 
Oil filter -IA-9, l e -e 
()Illevel sen&M - SA- 6 
Oil pressure warning light swttch - SA-6 
Oil pump - 2A- 17, 2S-13, 2C-21 
011 seals - REF-4 

camshatt- 2A- " , 2S- ,4, 2C- 1S 
crankshaft - 2A- la, 2S- 14. 2C-21 
transmission - 7-5 

Open-c:lrcuit -12-2 

p 
Pads -IA- " , lS- 16, 9-3. REF-3 .....,. 

oc,,",I., watof- 4A- 3. <lA- tO, 4S- 10, 4C-9. 4e. ,S 
dutd1- 6-2 

"'101 engine in-car repair PI'f)C«1uros - 2A-' et seq 
Petrol engine rwnoval and overlIaul procedures - 20- ' et seq 
Pillar trim panel - 11 - 20 
Pipes - 9- 3 
Piston rings - 20 - ' 1. 2E- 13 
Pistons -20-7, 20 -9, 20 -13, 2E-a, 2E-", 2E- 1S 
Plastic components - , ' -3 
Poisonous or Irritant substances - 0- 5 
Pollen fltter-IA-9, lB- l1 
Power steering fluid - 0- 15, 0- 19 
Pre/post-heatlng system - diesel models - SC- ' et seq 
Preheatlng temperature switch/sensor - 3-& 
Pressure sensor - 4e- l 5 
Preuw-e-regulatlng 'laNe (brakJng system) - 9- 11 
Preuurising "* system - 4A- 4 
Priming and bleeding "* system - 4S-2, 4C- 9 
PwM:tur'e repair - o-g 
Pwve vatYe(s) - 40 -2 

R 
Radiator - IA- l&, lB-22, 3-3 

!1iIe-11 - 18 
RearuJe -10e 11 
Rear Hght cluster- 12-7 
Rafriganmt leak -lA-8 
Regulator (wtndow glass) - 11 - 13 
Ratsys -12-3 
Raleasa mechanism (clutch) - S-4 
Ramote control transmlttar (central locking) - 11 - 16 

Repair procedures - REF- . 
Raspny;ng - 11 - 3 
Reversing IJght switch - 7- 5 
Rlde height - 1 {}e 11 
Road tast- 1A-9,lS- 1O 
ROBdsIde rapaIn - 0-7 at seq 
Rocker arms -2A- 12, 2A- 13 

Index REF. 29 

RoutIne maintenance - bodywOf'k and undarfntme - 11 - 1 
RoutIne maintenance - upholstefy and carpets - 11 -2 
Routine maintenance Md servfcIng - diesel models - 1 e - l et seq 
Routine maintenance Md servfcing - patrol models -lA- ' et seq 
Rust holes or gashes - 11 -2 

s 
Safety firstl - 0- 5, ()el S, 0- 16 
Scalding - 0-5 
Scratchas - 11 -2 
Screw threads and fastenlngs - REF- 4 
ScuWe grille panel - 11- 18 
Seat bait pretenslone ... - lA- 16, 1B-23 
Seat batts - 11 - 19 
Seats -1 1- 19 
Secondary air Injection - 40-2, 40-3 
Se~or shaft oil __ 1-7-5 
Service Indteator - lA-9, 1 B- l 1 
Ser¥O unit - 9- 1 0 
Shock absorberll -1 A- 12, lS- 16, l Oe l0, REF-9, REf- l0 
Shoes -1A- 12, l S - 16, g.S 
Short-elrcuit - 12-2 
Side eirb2tg - 12- 18 
Side door - 11 -6, 11 -8, 11 -9 

1ocks-11- 16 
siI trim paneI- 11 - 20 
wW1dow glass - 11 - 17 

Side trim panel- 11 -20, 11 -21 
SJdeIight - 12-6 
Sill bim panaI - 11 -20 
Sliding aide door - 11-6, 11-8, 11 -9 

1ocks- 11 - t6 
slll trim paneI - 11-20 

Spare parts - REF-3 
Spark plug - l A- l3 
Speed sensor - 4A- l O, 9- 13 
Speedometer drive - 7- 6 
Springs - REF- 1 0 
Starting and chal'fJ/ng systems - SA- 1 er seq 
Start-up after overhaiJl - 20- 13, 2E- 16 
Steering - lA-9, 1A- 12, lS- 10, lS- 16, REF-9, REF- l 0 
Steering angles - 10- 15 
Steering column - 10- 12, REF-6 

Iock - , 0-13 
shrouds - 11 · 22, 11 · 23 
switches 12-3 

Steering gear - 10-13 
Steering pump - 10- ' . 
Steering wheel -'D- 1' , REF-8 
Stop salenoid 4C. ,2 
Stop-Ight -12-7,-12- 10 

switch - 9- '2 
Stnrt 

suspension -lA-12, l S - 16, l0e4, 10eS 
tailgate-11 - 14 

$obframe - 10-9 
$omp -2A- 17, 2S-13, 2C-2O 
$onroo' - 1' · ,7 
Support struts (tailgate) - 11 - 14 



REFo30 Index 
Suspens ion - lA· 9, lA· ,2, ,B· ,6, lB. l0, REF· 9, REF- to 
Suspension and steering -to- l et seq 

fault finding - REF- 17 
Switches - 12. 3 

cooling fan - 3. 6 
fuel cut-off - 4A. , 0, 4C. ,2, 4C. ' 4 
handbrake 'on' warning light-9. '2 
ignition - 10. 13 
illumination -12. 9 
oil pressure warning light - 5A. 6 
reversing light - 7. 5 
stop-light- 9-1 2 
temperature warning light - 3-6 

Swivel hub - 10. 2 

T 
Tailgate-l1·,4, 1, · ,7 

lock-l' · '5,I1 ·,6 
trim panel- 11 · 21 

Tailpipe - 4A· ,2, 48· '1, 4C· 23 
Temperature sensor - 3. 6, 4A· 9, 4C. '3, 4C· ,4 
Temperature switch/sensor - 3· 6 
Temperature warning light switch - 3-6 
Tensioner- 2A.o to, 2A. ", 28. 8, 2C. ,5 
Thennostat - 3. 4 

housing - 3. 7 
Third piston deactivator solenoid valve - 4C.'5 
Throttle housing - 4A. 6 

heating element - 4A· 9 
Throttle potentiometer - 4A-8, 4C- 14 
Throttle valve positloner motor - 4A- l 0 
T1ming 

ignition - 5B-3 
injection - 48. 6, 48. 7, 4C. 17 

T1ming belt - 2A. ? , 28. 5, 2C. 9, 2C. ,1 
TIming belt covers - 2A. S, 28.5, 2C. 7 
TIming belt sprockets -2A- W, 28· 6, 2C· '3 
Tools and womlng facilities - REF· 4, REF-6 et seq 
Towing - 0· '0 
Track rod balljo!nt -10. 15 
Trimpanels -l1 · 7,II ·, 8, II · 20 
Turbocharger - 4C. 22. 4C. 23 
Tyres-REF· " 

CCH"Idition and pressure - 0. '8 
pressures - 0· 20 
specialists - REF·3 

u 
Underbonnet check points - 0. ,1 
Underframe - 1 I . ' 
Unleaded petrol - 4A. 3 
Upholstery - 11 . 2 

v 
Vacuum hoses leak -lA. a 
Vacuum pump - 9-1 3, 9· '4 
Vacuum servo unit - 9· ' 0 
Valve clearances-2A·, 2, 28·9, 2C· 17 
Valve timing holes - 2A· 4, 28·3, 2C· 5 
Valves - 20. 5, 20-6, 2E· 7, 2E· a 
Vehicle identification numbers - REF. 3, REF. 9 
Vehicle ride height -,0· ,1 
Vehicle speed sensor - 4A·l0 
Vehicle support - REF·3 
Ventilation system - 3-8 

CCH"Itrol - 12.S, 12. 9 

w 
Warning light bulbs - 12. 9 
Washer fluid - 0- 14 
Washet" system -12.,4 
Weekly checks - 0. 11 et seq 
Weights - REF. , 
Wheel alignment - 10. '5 
Wheel arch liners - 11 . 18 
Wheel bearings -l0· 2,10·4, 10.10, REF.,0 
Wheel changing - 0.9 
Wheel cylinder - 9. 9 
Wheel speed sensor - 9. ,3 
Wheels -REF· ,1 
Window glass and regulator -1 1.13 
Windscreen - ,1.,7, REF. 8 
Wiper ann - 12·13 
Wiper blades - 0· ,6 
Wiper linkage - 12. ,3 
Wipermotor -12· ,3, 12· ,4 
Wiring diagrams -,2. ,9 et seq 
Working facilities - REF. 7 



Notes REF- 31 



Haynes Manuals - The Complete List 

i 11 
(70 - 76) up to P • 0070 

[ Ford Escort Mk 11100 & 1300 

~~I~63~-95~I~"P~t~O~.~~~~~~=jO~g22~ (68-74)uptoN' 0171 AustirvttG Metro (80 - May 90) up to G 0718 Ford Escort Mk I Mexico, RS 1600 & RS 2000 
AusUllIRover Montego 1.3 & 1.6 Petrol Fa -74) up 10 N • 0139 
oc!~84;c.-94"",12A~to~L"==~==;-__ ~I~O,,,66 Ford Escort Mk 11 Mexico, RS 1800 & RS 2000 
AustirvttG/Rover Montego 2.0 Petrol (75 - 80) up to W • 0735 

Ford Escort (75 - Aug 80) up to V • 0280 
Ford Escort Petrol (Sept 80 - Sept 90) up to H 0686 
Ford Escort & Orian Petrol (Sept 90 - (0) H 10 X 1737 
Ford Escort & Orion Diesel (Sept 90 - (0) H to X 4081 
Ford Fiesta (76 - Auq 83) up to Y 0334 
Ford Flesla Petrol (Aug 83· Feb 89) A to F lD30 
Ford Ftesta Petrol (Feb 89 - Oct 95) F to N 1595 
Ford Fiesta Petrol & Diesel (Oct 95 - Mar 02) 

N 10 02 3397 
Ford FIesta Petrol & Diesel (Apr 02·05) 02 to 54 41711 
Ford Focus Petrol & Diesel (98 - 01) S 10 Y 3759 
Ford Focus Petrol & Diesel 

(Oct 01 - 04) 5110 54 reo. 4161 
Ford Galaxy Petrol & Diesel 

(95 - Aug (0) M to W 3984 
Ford Granada Petrol (Sept n -Feb 85) up 10 8 • 0481 
Ford Granada & Scorpio Petrol 

(Mar 85 - 94) B to M 1245 
Ford Ka (96 - 02) P-reg, onwards 3570 
Ford Mondeo Petrol (93 - Sepl 00) K to X 1923 
Ford Mondeo Petrol & Diesel 

TiUe 
Lada Samara (87 + 91) 0 to J 
LAND ROVER 90, 110 & Defender Diesel 

(83-95)uploN 
Land Rover Discovery Petrol & Diesel 

(89-98)GloS 
Land Rover Freelamler Petrol & Diesel 

(97 - 02) R-reg. onwards 
land Rover Series IIA & III Diesel 

Book No. 
1610 

3017 

3016 

3929 

Diesel (83 - 93) A to l 3450 
Mercedes-8enz 2000, 2400, 240TO, 3000 & 300TD 

123 Series Diesel (act 76 - 85) up 10 C 1114 
Merce<les-Benz 250 & 280 (68 - 72) up to l' 0346 
Mercedes-Benz 250 & 280 123 Series Petrol 

(Oct 76 - 84) up 10 B • 06n 
Mercedes-Benz 124 Series Petrol & Diesel 

(85 - Auq 93) C to K 3253 
Mercedes-Benz C-Class Petrol & ~iesel 

(93 - Aug 00) l to W 3511 
MGA (55 - 62) • 0475 
MGB (62 - SO) up to W 0111 
MG Midget & Austin-Healey Sprite 

(58 - 80) up to W • 0265 
MITSUBISHI Shogun & l200 Pick-Ups Petrol 

(83 - 94) up to M 1944 
MORRIS ltall .3 (SO - 84) up to B 0705 
Morris Minor 1000 (56 -11) up to K 002. 
NISSAN Almera Petrol (95 - Feb 00) N to V 4053 
Nissan Bluebird (May 84 - Mar 86) A to C 1223 
Nissan Bluebird Petrol (Mar 86 - 90) C to H 1473 
Nissan Cherry (Sept82 - 86) up to 0 1031 
Nissan Micra (83 - Jan 93) up to K 0931 
Nissan Micra (93 - 99) K to T 3254 
Nissan Primera Petrol (90 - Aug 99) H to T 1851 
Nissan Stanza (82 - 86) up to 0 0&2:4 
Nissan Sunny Petrol (May 82 - Ocl86) up 10 0 0895 
Nissan Sunny Petrol IOct 86 - Mar 91) 0 10 H 1378 
Nissan Sunny Petrol (Apr 91 - 95) H to N 3219 
DP£l Ascona & Mania (8 Series) 

(Sept 75 - 88) up 10 F • 0316 
Opel Ascona Petrol (81 - 88) 3215 
Opel Astra Petrol (Oct 91 - Feb 98) 3156 
Opel Corsa Petrol (83 - Mar 93) 31H 
Opel Com Pelrol (Mar 93 - 97) 3159 
Ope! Kadetl Petrol (Nov 79 - Oct 84) up to B 0634 
Opel Kadetl Petrol (Oct 84 - act 91) 3196 
Opel Omega & Senator Petrol (Nov 86 - 94) 3157 
Opel Rekord Petrol (Feb 18 - Oct86) up 10 0 DS43 
Opel Vectra Petrol (Oct BB - act 95) 3158 
PEUGEOT HI6 Petrol & Diesel (91 - 02) 

• Classic reprinl 



Book No. 

·, 

Book No. 

0638 

N-reg. onwards 3569 
Valva S70, VTO & C70 Petrol (96 + 99) P to V 3573 

Automotive Timing Belts Manual· Austin/Rover 3549 
Automotive Timing Belts Manual - Ford 3474 
Automoliw: Timing Belts Manual· Peul{eOllCitJQtin 3568 
Automotive Timing Belts Manual - VauxhalVOpel3577 

DIY MANUAL 

• Classic reprint 



REFo34 Reference 

Preserving Our Motoring Heritage 

< 
TMMDIid}~ 

Dl'1fImn TQUtSltr. 

On!!< rigll' cj that: 
magnijiunt (.CIr'J >OU't" 

C\'tT buill - diu is tile 
~ tx.lllI'lplc to ~ found 
OIltSidt Ihe U"ilw SlIllo 
ofAmtriCCl 

Almost every car you've ever loved, loathed or desired is gathered under onc roof al the Hayncs Motor 
Museum. O1.-er 300 Immaculately prtsentcd cars and mororbikes represent e\'ery aspect of our motoring 

h~ritage. from dtgant reminders of bygone days, such as the superb Model] Duesenbcrg 10 curiosities like the 
bug-eyed BMW Isctla. There are also many oW friends and names. Pe;rhaps ),ou remember the 1959 Ford 
Popular mat ),ou did your courting in? The magnificent 'Red Collection' is a specracle of classic spons cars 

includingAC, Alia Romeo. Austin Haley, Fermi., Lamborghim. M.ascrati, MG, Riley, Porscht: and Triumph. 

A Pufecl Day OUl 
Each and o'U)' ,'dtick at the Hayncs Motor Museum has played us pan in the history and culture of 

Motoring. Today, they ~ a wonderful spectacle and agreal dayoul £Or all the: !"amity. Bring the. kids. bring 
Mum and Dad, bUl 2bm~ all bring )'our C2mm ID captUl!: those goldm me:mori~ for e"\'a'. You will also find 

an impressr.~ array of mOlOrin& memorabilia. '3 comforrable 70 seat vicko cinema and one of the most 
exJ:enshre uanspon book shops In Britain. The Pit SlOp Cafe 5e1'\'eS ~-erythin& [mm a cup of lea 10 

wholesome. home·made meals 01'", if )'OU preJer. you can enjoy the large: picnic area nesued in the beautiful 
rural surroundings of SomelSel. 

> 
}dUI lilI)'II£$ O.B.f.. _ ... 

OaInn<JllqfW 
mllWlUll m W wfIal 
of d Jidynt$ ugfu J 2. ---"--,""", 

< 
GnIIoa. HiB'J Lma 
~ FomIuId J 
CIIT IICld "'" 19.H 

""" s,o.u. 

The Museum Is situatai on the A359 Yeo-illO Frorne mad at Sparld'ord.just off the A303 in SomelSeL \t is about <Kl miles soulh or Bristol. and 
25 minulC$ drive from the M5 imctSCCUon at TaUlltOfL 

Open 9.3Oam - 5.3Opm (lO.OOam - " .00pm Wmm) 7 da)'S a .. ~ oupt Qru.unru; Day, Baring OGydnd New Years Day 
Sperial f310 a-."ailabk for schools. roach parms and outings Chariabk: T R1SI No. 2920i8 



Models covered by this Manual 
Crtroen Ber1ingo MUffispace & Van and Peug80t Partner Combi & 
Van, Including speciaVlimfted editions 
Petrol engines: 1.4 litre (136Occ) & 1.61itte (1587cc) 

DIeH'engines, 1.8'otre(1769cc).1.9 ii' ", (.88Bee& 
2.0 ~ (1997cx:). inc. 

Does NOT cover models WTth 1.B/itre (1761cc) 

.. 11 W 110 WI.IIIlI II Ul m 
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